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Introduction 

Why This Book at This Time? 
叭Te were both at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology for 出e first conference on 由e business and 
science of computer games, Computer and Video 
Games Com巳 of Age (2000, web.mit.edu/cms/games)1 

and found ourselves at由E MIT Press bookstore early 
出巳first morning, independently asking whether there 

were any books on computer games. Only one scholarly 
book, said the clerk，日’·om Barbie to Mortal Kombat: Gen

der and computer games (MIT Press, 1998), co-edited 
by Justine Cassell and HemγJenkins. As fine as出at
book is, w巳 were searching for a broader view of com
puter games.巩Te want巳d a book suitable for the grow
ing number of students interested in new media, a book 
WI出the history of computer games, studies of their de
sign, reception, aesthetics, cultural meanings, and social 
effects and uses.明Te agreed to 巳dit a book to fill白白巳
n巳巳ds. The Handbook of co仰伊uter game studies is 由e
result. 

The literature on computer games already contains 
some classic texts, such as J. C. Herz, Joystick nation 

(1997, Little, Brown), A. Le Diberder and F. Le 
Diberder, L'Univers des jeux video (1998, La Decou
vert巳）， G. and E. Loftus, Mind at play: The psychology of 

video games (1983, Basic Books), S. Poole， 刀·igger

happy (2000, Fourth Estate), and E. Provenzo， 的deo

kids: Making sense of Ninte1功（1991, Harvard Univer
sity Press), as well as recent overviews (G. King & T. 
Krzywinska, Screen play, 2002, Wallflower Press; J.

Newman, Videogmnes, 2004, Routledge; M. J. P. Wolf, 
The medium of the video gan风 2001, University of 
Texas Press; M. J. P. Wolf & B. Perron, The video 

game the01y reader, 2003, Routledge). But there is no 
comparable scholarly book in English suitable for class
room use and as a职1ide to researchers. Existing books 
about computer games tend to focus on a singl巳 theme,
such as history (Kent, The ulti仰te history of 阳ieo
games, 2001, Prima), gender (J. Cassell & H. J巳nkins,
1998), children (D. Rushko筐， Playi咆 the 卢d旷

Harper Collins; S. Calvert, Children's jounzeys through 

the i呐rmation age, 2000, McGraw-Hill; M. Kinder, 
Playing with power, 1991, University of California 
Press), violence (D. Grossman, On killi,号’， 1995, Little 
Brown), interactive storytelling (J. Murray, Hamlet on 

the holodeck, 1997, Free Press), popular culture (A. A. 
Berger， 的

＇

deo games. A popular culture phenomenon, 

2002, Transaction), or social identity (S. Turkle, L泸
on the I旷-een, 1995, Simon & Schuster). The Handbook 
of compu的· game studies covers all these topics an 
many more. 

The Handbook is unique in including the broadest 
range possible of perspectives on gaming－出ose from 
cognitive science and artificial intelligence,. develop
mental, social and clinical psychology, history, film and 
theatre, cultural studies, and philosophy. There are also 
contributions from gamers, gam巳 artists, and develop
巳rs. We have tried to cover all由bases, although given 

出巳 rapid pace of game development出巳re will inevi
tably be changes in由E playing field and limitations to 
our vision of it. 

The Handbook of computer game studies is intended 
to reflect出e state of the art in the year 2004, and how 
W巳 got here. It is designed to serve an audienc巳 that
wishes access to出巴important scholarly literature on 
computer games, students and researchers in particular. 
Since 2003 由巳re is an international association of 
researchers and practitioners whose work focuses on 
digital gam凶，the Digital Games Research Association 
(www.digra.org). In November 2003, DiGRA and the 
University of Utrecht organized Level Up, the inau
伊ral DiGRA conference. The s町ucture of both出c
conference and the conferenc巳 proceedings (Level 

吨D也ital Games Research Co听re1附2003, edited by 
Marinka Copier and Joost Raessens) was inspired by 
the different approaches from which computer games 
can be studied, as described in出is handbook (www. 
gamesconf1巳rence.org).
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VI. Games as a social phenomenon

I Figure 1.1 I 
Approaches to computer games 

Th巳 computer gam巳 industry rivals the film in
dustry in revenu吨reaching sales of $7 billion in the 
United States in the year 2003 and more than $6.5 
billion in Europ巳. Worldwid巳 turnover is estimated 
at around $20 billion. In 1994, fewer than thre巳 hun
dred computer games were published. In 2003， 也e
number reached 1,217. According to statistics from the 
Entertainment Software Association (ww飞机theesa.com),
over 239 million comput巳r games w巳re sold in the 
United States in 2003, almost two games per hous巳】

hold. 
Over 90 percent of all gam巳s purchased are bought 

hy adult!可 over age eighte巳n. Playing c《＞mputer games is 
no longer something only for由巳 young, but cuts across 
age and gender lines. In 2003, 60 percent of all Ameri
cans over age six played interactive games on a r巳gular
basis. Forty p巳rcent of Am巳ricans who play computer 
games ar巳 age thirty-five or old巳r, 13 percent are age 
fifty or ov巳r. Forty-three percent of comput巳r gam巳
players are wom巳n, a1吐出eir average age is twenty 
nin巳 y巳ars. Comparable statistics about online gaming 
are not readily available. However, according to a凯ires
from South Kor巳口， the numb巳r υne onlin巳 gaming 
country relative to population size, 80 per℃巳nt of all 
young♀ters aged 巳ight to twenty扣ur go online to play 
(www.game-research.com/statistics.asp). Many of th巳
youngsters who grew up with Atari, Nintendo, and 
Sega video game systems continu巳 to play into adult
hood, broad巳ning th巳 base of game play巳rs.

Computer Games: Terminology 
“Electronic gam巳日” and “digital games” are generic
terms that inclucl巳 川℃爪le gam巳s (stand-,1lone games 
played in public locati。ns or arcad巳s), video gam巳5
played on a dedicated console connected to a TV set 
or other display, and computer gam巳s, those played 
with a p巳r川mal α＞inputer eith巳r 。仔－line or onlin巳．
叭而en authυrs us巳。th巳r definiti门ns in their chapters, 
for example, using “computer g:rn1es" t＜》includ巳 video

games, or using the two terms interchangeably，由ese
are stated or are clear from the context. 

Structure 
In出巳 Handbook we distinguish different points of view 
or approaches from which on巳 can consider comput巳r
gam巳s. These approaches are ideal types; because they 
are abstracted from existing research, they are not to 
be found in pure form in the lit巳rature. In most chap
t巳rs, one of these approaches is favored, although oth巳r
perspectiv巳s are also implicated.认Te distinguish the six 
approaches outlined in figure I.1. 

In th巳first part (Computer Games) we cone巳ntrate
on computer games th巳mselves, presenting the historγ 
of computer games in three phas巳s: an analysis of elec
tronic gaming as a prehistory of comput巳r games (Huh
tamo), the historical development of comput巳r games 
th巳mselves (Malliet & De Mey巳r), and an analysis of 
mobile gaming as one of 由巳 possible perspectives on 
th巳 future of computer games (Hall). 

Part II (Design) is concerned with the relationship 
between the designer and the game. Three chapters de
scribe game development from the d巳signer’s point of
vi巳w: a general introduction to the d巳sign of play ele
ments in computer gam巳S (Salen & Zimmerman), an 
analysis of scr巳巳nwriting practices in multimedia fic
tions in comparison with film (Raynaulcl), and an analy 
sis of gmne design as appli巳d to gam巳－based l巳arning
(Pr巳nsly).

Th巳 third part (R巳C巳ption) focuses on the indivicl
ual player's relationship to the computer game. Four 
chapters r巳view empirical resear℃h on th巳 psychological
巳吁以：ts of cornput巳r gam巳s. Calvert reviews th巳 psycho
logical literature on vi<l巳O games and child cl巳V巳lop
ment. Holmes and Pe1legrini explore nonverbal and 
V巳rbal behavior during play. G山1ter gives a broad over
view of psychological r巳search 0日 vicl巳o gam巳s. Griι 
fi ths consicl巳rs the us巳s and applications of video gam巳5
in educational, m巳dical, and therapeutic settings. 



The fourth part considers games as an aesthetic 

phenomenon. Five chapters focus on 出e similarities 

and differenc巳s between computer games and other m巳－

dia (namely, film and literature) in an e丘。rt to deter
mine the unique qualities of computer games: Jenkins 
considers games as an art, wher巳as Wolf, and Laird 
and Van Lent describe video game genres. Juul and 

Neitzel tackle the qu巳stion of whether computer games 

should be regarded as narratives. 
Part V (Games as a Cultural Phenomenon) takes 

a cultural approach. How games are interpreted, their 

meaning and significance to the player, contribute to 
an understanding of oneself, of relationships wi出

others, and of one’s world. In six chapters w巳 concen

trate particularly on the manner in which computer 

games affect our discussions and understanding of 
identity (D巳 Mul and Turkle), representation and con

struction of identity in terms of gender (Richard & 
Zaremba, and Bryce & Rutter), ethnicity (Everett), and 
history (Uricchio). 

Part VI, Games as a Social Phenomenon, considers 
normative aspects of computer gaming and the effects 

of games on social behavior. Issues include the efli巳cts

of computer gam巳s on unacc巳ptable or undesirable be『

havior, such as aggression (Goldstein) and the pot巳ntial

of games to become addictive (Gri伍ths & Davies). The 

final four chapters concern different forms of participa

tion in computer games (Raessens, Huisman, & Marck
mann, Schleiner, and Rushkoff). 

I. C 0111puteγ Games

Looking backward to th巳 nineteenth and early twen

tieth centu巧，Erkki Huhtamo （“Slots of Fun, Slots of 

Trouble: An Archaeology of Arcade Gaming”） demon 
s tra tes that el巳ctronic gaming is related to phenom巳na

that pr巳ceded it and prepared出e ground for its emer
gence. He sketches the cultural background m吐出e
social context (gend巳r divisions, association with nega

tive values, participation) of the emerg巳nee of “us巳less”

automatic, and proto-interactive machin巳s, not meant

for productiv巳 purpos巳s in factories and o侃ces but

intended for public amus巳ment, such as gambling

ma chin巳s, streng出 testers, fortune-telling machines,
and mechanical game machines, such as pinball. Al

由ough 出巳 interactive possibilities these machines
offered were limited, at least by later digital standards,

由e ways in which由巳y managed to create desire, plea
sur飞and intense involvement already anticipated the

user relationships with computer games.

Steven Malliet and Gust de Meyer （“The His 
tory of the Video Game勺summarize th巳 historγ 
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of the vid巳o game by dividing it into a number of 
crucial periods. After a prehistorγ （1958-1972），出巳y
continue with由e birth of an industry (1973-1977), in 
which th巳y focus on technical and economic asp巳cts of 

the console and arcade market and the foundations for 

a number of genres. Considering when a first crisis 
awakened出e industrγ （1978-1982), they cover由e first 

crisis of 出e computer game indus町r and its “golden 
years.”矶Then a second crisis guided the industry into 

the Nintendo era (1983-1989), Nintendo became由e

absolute leader. The period of the war of the bits 

(1990-1999) was a chaotic acceleration, both t巳chni

cally and economical协Finally, Malliet and de Meyer 

speculate on出巳 promises of出e latest g巳neration con

soles in出巳 years to come: online gaming, the break

through of virtual reality, and an increas巳d integration 

of different forms of entertainment. 

According to Justin Hall （“Future of Games: Mo

bile Gaming勺，th巳 advent of mobile communications 
devices wi由出巳 power to play merge gaming and com

munication into a constant state of mediated social ex

change. These mobile communication machines can 

transform everγenvironment into a gaming environ

ment. Th巳 first generation of wireless games (mobile 

phone games such as Snake) were not出巳 object of fo
cused attention，也ey w巳re played in passing momen臼．

Despite the fact出at mobile communication devices do 

not seem as fit for fun as a GameBoy, Hall shows出eir
potential through an analysis of remarkable wireless 

games, such as Sorceη （2001). A major d巳V巳lopmen
took place with BotFighteη，the first entertaining us巳 of

“location bas巳d” t巳chnology. In this form of p巳rvasive

gaming, you don’t play on but with a mobile devic巳；

your mobile phone is not just a screen on which you 

play a game, but出巳 d巳vice’s location-based technology 
becomes part of the game. 
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II. Design

Gamed巳sign巳rs and scholars Katie Salen and Eric Zim
merman （“Game D巳sign and Meaningful Play”） focus
on the play element in computer games. They consider
games as systems with different types of interactivity,
including cogniti时， functional, and explicit interactiv
ity. Participation can 巳xtend beyond th巳 designed sys
tem, as illustrated by fan culture in which participants
construct communal realities. Relying on play theories
from Huizinga and Sutton-Smith, they define the 巳le
men ts出at make play meaningful, namely出巳 relation
ship between player action and system action. Salen and

Zimmerman dos巳ly 巳xamine key gaming concepts
play, design, participation, and choice, among oth巳rs
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-and illustrate how game designers translate these into

ludic experi巳nces.

Departing from the fact that terms such as inter

activity, virtual worlds and agency are h巳m to stay, 

Isabelle Ra严iauld （“Click Reading: Screenwriting and

Screen-R巳ading Practices in Film and Multimedia Fic

tions”

）巳xamines their importance and their impact on 

由e practices of scre巳nwriting and scr巳巳nreading. As 

with film, the introduction of multimedia fictions has 

been greeted by two reactions: a triumph of the new 

over the old and a danger best avoided. Ra严iauld illu

minates th巳se opposite ends of the spectrum while con

centrating on their diff1巳rences and on their medium 

specificities. Taking into account both the new com 

p巳tencies of scriptwriters as well as of readers』users』

navigators, Raynauld analyzes two main genres of fic

tional CD ROMs: those that explicitly promise a story 

(the忡st trilo盯） and those that offer a fictional uni

verse or environment (Liquidation). 

Mar℃ Prensk-y （“Com put巳r Games and Learning:

Digirnl Game Based L巳arning”

） argues that today’S Shl

dents diff ，巳r from tl1巳 predigital generation in ways so 

fundam 巳ntal as to r巳quire new m巳ans of learning and 

teaching. Gam巳 based learning· is fun, involving, has 

cl巳ar goals, is int 巳ractive, provides continuous feedback 

and OUtC（】mes, is creative, r巳warding, and enriching, 

many of th巳 things that traditional forms of t巳aching

are not. Gam巳－based learning has been used to teach 

reading and vocabulary to elementary school pupil日，

health care, scienc巳， and 巳lectoral politics to high 

school students, and financial trading to stockhrok巳rs;

game simulations have taught navigation to s;1ilors and 

pilots, and trained executives in how to run a <lepar千

ment store or an oil refinery. Pr巳nsky off ，巳rs advic巳 on

how to S巳lect or develop games for specific t巳aching

i】urposes.

Ill. Reception 

Sandra L. Calvert （“Cognitive Effects ofVid巳O Games”

） 

summarizes psychological r巳search on 巳lectronic games 
and child development. She us巳s an information th巳ory
perspectiv巳， r巳lying particularly on Piaget and Brun巳r,
to descr ihιh门w childr 巳n's p巳rception, visual attention, 
repr巳比ntation, and memory m日y be affected by video 
g;1111 巳s. C1lvcrt d巳scribes the d巳velopment of multi
tasking, th巳 8hility to perform rnultipl巳 tasks sim ulta
nc仆usly. Children with :ittt:nti忖n difficulties, such as 
attention de币cit hyp巳ractivity di川rd 巳r, m:iy ben巳fit
from video ga1rn.:s that r巳W盯d th 巳m for producing 
fast巳r l】rain waves (beta waves). S巳x differences in per 

C巳ptu日I and cognitive skills ar巳巳xaminl:d in r℃htion to 
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video game experience, which may help reduce the gen

der gap on visual-spatial relations tasks. 

Different game formats, whether playing simulta

neously, face-to-face, or computer-mediated, limit the 

types of social int巳raction possible. Likewise，由巳 play

setting-home, video arcad巳， Internet cafe affect so

cial behavior during and following play. Robyn岛1.

Holmes and Anthony D. Pellegri日j （“Children’s Social

Behavior during Video Game Play勺summarize th巳ir

r巳sear℃h on the nonverbal behavior of young players. 

They recorded verbal and nonverbal behavior of boys 

and girls who were playing violent or nonviol巳nt video 

games. R巳gardless of tl1e games’ contents, children dis 

played neutral and positive expr巳ssions and behavior, 

indicativ巳 of concentration and enjoyment, resp巳ctiv巳ly.

Conversation while playing violent vid巳O games was 

positive, referring mainly to the game itself. Ther巳 was

no evidence that playing violent video gam巳s I esulted in 

more aggressive behavior during play. 

认Th巳reas the cha1】ters by Calvert, and Holmes and 

Pellegrini focus on children, the broad overview of psy

chological research on video gam巳s hy Barrie Gunter 

（“Psychological Effects of Video Garn巳5”

） includes

sh1dies of adolesc巳nts and adults. Gunter币rst describes 

the demographics of gamers b巳fore r巳viewing studies 

of cognitiv巳 and social effects of game日
，

including the 

effects of viol巳nt vicl巳O games on aggressiv巳 b巳havior.

He conclud巳s that computer games can have n巳gative

as well as positive effects on health. For 巳xample,

Gunter reviews studies of “Nintendinitis” and epileptic

忧iznres induced during play. He also describes the u罚

。f video games in treating cognitive and p巳rceptual

motor disord巳I飞and th巳ir uses in 巳ducational settings 

and public s巳rvice information campaigns. 

Mark Gn而ths （“ The Therapeutic Valu巳 ofVideo

Games”

） d巳scrib巳S the uses and applications of vid巳O

games in clinical practice. Games o仔er many advantages 

in diagnostic, therapeutic, and research sihiations: they 

are a reliable measurem巳nt tool, can be alt巳red for 

巳xperimental resear℃h, can assist in setting goals and 

maintaining records, can assess individual differences, 

ar巳 优lf-motivating, challenging, lightweight， 日nd

portable. Gn面ths describ巳s cas巳 studies of th巳叩plica

tions of comput巳r gam巳s in phy日iotherapy, occupational 

therapy, and pain managem巳nt.Vid巳O games have b巳巳11

used as treatment mocblity in psychoth巳rapy, cognitive 

rehabilitation, and speech therapy. They can enhance 

communication and social skilJs, help in the control of 

impulsivity and Jttention deficit disorders, and have 

prov巳n useful in 巳nhancing th巳 phy自ical and social lives 
of the eld巳rly.



IV. Games as an Aesthetic Phenomenon

Henry Je时cins （“Games，由巳 New Lively Art”） traces 

由e development of the video game as a cultural phe

nomenon, and its relation to what Gilbert Seldes called 

“出巳live甘arts，”popular entertainments of mass appeal, 

including film, jazz, and comic strips. A lat巳 stage in 
the development of live忖arts is their growing respect

ability as subj巳cts worthy of academic study, a phase 

already entered by video games. Jenkins describes由E
“memorable moments" of gaming, peak experiences 

出at make games so compelling. He concludes that as a 
contemporary art form games, like earlier popular arts, 

require constant experimentation and innovation；由挝、
what makes the lively arts lively. 

Mark J.P. Wolf （“Genre and由Video Game") 

focuses on出巳categorization of video games by genre. 

Departing from th巳 idea of genre in 由巳 study of litera

ture and film, the author ar研1es出at genre study differs 

from one medium to another. Whereas lit巳rary or film 

genre studies often focus on subject ma忧er and icono

graphy, and neg！巳ct the role of the audi巳nce, accord

ing to Wolf video game g巳nre study should focus 

on player participation as arguably 出e central deter

minant in describi吨and classi命mg video games. By 

beginning with 由巳 various forms of interaction 

required by the game’s primary objective，出e au出or

divides th巳 wid巳 variety of video games into a series of 

interactive genres. Wolf ’s summary of genres takes into 

consideration 由巳 dominant characteristics of the inter

active experienc巳， the gam巳
’s goals and objectives, and 

the nature of the game’s player-character and player 

controls. 

Artificial intelligence is the ability of a computer to 

mimic human出ought or intelligent behavior. John E. 

Laird and Michael van Lent （“ The Role of Artificial 

Intelligence in Computer Game Genres”） d巳scribe the 

reciprocal relationship between AI and technological 

developments in creating new game genres. The com 
puter has greatly expanded the types of games we can 

play, and advances in natural language understanding 

and speech generatio且 could lead to new sorts of games 
played via cellphon巳. Laird and van Lent’s classification 
of game genr巳s is based on the roles出at AI can create, 

such as racing opponents, enemies and partn巳rs, and 
support charac：“rs. This results in seven genres: action, 

role playing, adventure, strategγ， simulation, sports, and 

racing. For each genre, they o仔er consid巳rations for 
game developers. 

Jesper Juul （“Games Telling Stories？”） offers thr四

possible answers to the qu巳stion: Do games tell stories? 

He begins by examining three common arguments for 
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games as narrativ巳： we use narratives for everything, 

most games feature narrative introductions and back

stories, and games share some traits with narratives. 

Juul then considers three important reasons for describ 
ing games as being non-narrative: games ar巳 not part of 
the narrative media ecology formed by movi巳s, novels, 

and theatre; time in games works diff1巳rently than in 

narratives; and由e relation between tl1巳 reader/viewer

and the storγworld is different than由e relation be

tween出巳player and tl1e game wor址Being aware tlrnt 

tl1e first two answers presuppose fairly traditional defi

nitions of stori巳s and narrativ巳s, as a final point Juul 

considers whether various experimental narrativ巳s of 

出e twenti巳th century can in some way r巳concile games 

and narratives. 

Britta Neitzel （“Narrativity in Comput巳r Garn巳S”）

argues th日t any position tl1at simply treats the computer 

game as narrative, or one that negates any relation be 

tween narratives and gam巳s, is too narrow in scope. In 

tl1e former case, th巳r巳 is a danger of overlooking differ
ences between games and narratives; computer games 

are more than “ interactive narratives.” The second 

position, on tl1e oth巳r hand, risks disregarding simi

larities between computer games and narratives just 

because not every game has the same structure, and 

computer games ar巳 structured differ巳ntly than, for 巳x

ample, ball games. According to Neitzel, th巳 fact tl1at 

computer games are gam巳s by no means excludes 由巳m

from having narrative qualities. Therefore she takes a 

出ird viewpoint based on the assumption that由ere are 

commonalities and ov巳rlapping elements in computer 

games and narrativ巳s, as w巳11 as a transitional zone be

tween non-narrative and narrative computer games. 
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V. Games as a Cultural Phenomenon

According to J os de Mul （“ Th巳 Game of Life: Narra
rive and Ludie Id巳ntity Formation in Computer 
Gar口凹

’＇

）， human identity is socially constructed witl1 
th巳 aid of various media and stories. Narrativ巳s not 
only mediate between individuals and出e world (refer
entiality), and between individuals themselves (cornmu 
nicahili咐，but also between an individual and her/ 
hims巳lf (selιund巳rstanding). Changes in media refl巳ct
ιhanges in tl1e relationship between individuals and 
th巳ir environm巳nt, in social relationships, and in self
identity. In recent decades 出e domain of 巳xpression
has heen extended by computer games and, as a result, 
an important new tool for identity construction has 

been developed. Critically elaborating on Ricoeur’s 

themγof narrative identity, the author examines the 

impact of computer games (as compared to older 



female gaming. This suggests th巳 need to 巳xamine th巳

relationship between gender and gaming· in greater 

depth and within everyday contexts. The authors 

argue that gaming developments demonstrate that 

computer gaming is an increasingly social, public, and 

multigendered leisure activity. 

Ar凯1ing that the video game industiy privikges 

young and ma！巳 gam巳rs who are “universalized” under 

出巳sign of whiteness, historian of popular culture Anna 

Ever巳tt （“Serious Play: Playing with Rae巳 in Contem

porarγGaming Culture”
） examines race matters in出e

short historγ of video games. At stake is the way in 

which video and computer games r巳infor℃e, rej巳ct, or 

alter iconographical representations, which w巳 know

from other m巳dia texts. Ev巳1巳tt examines the ways 

games might be thought to replicate attitudes about ra
cial diff，巳rence or, on the other hand, subvert and re位JSe

racist st巳r巳otyp巳s in character d巳signs.
Cursed as history is with a double identity→ 

no imaginahl巳 S巳t of “historical” r巳pres巳ntations can 

do justice to出e fullnes目。f叮1istory” as past William 

Uricchio （“Simulation, History, and Computer 

Games”
） examin巳s the claims and implications of

historical simulation games. Taking interactivity to be 

one of the distinguishing characteristics of comput巳r

games, the author argues that the interaction between 

a pr巳5巳nt-day player and th巳 representation of a histor
ically sp巳ci且c world seems to challenge any notion of a 

unique configuration of historical “fact” and "fixity." 

Exploring th巳 relationship of computer ga1丑巳s to the 

larg巳r cul tun 

Uricchio I巳fers to th巳 p江rail巳I d巳V巳lopm巳nt of post

structuralist historiography (chall巳nging、 notions of fac

tuality and the authority of th巳 historian) and computer 
games (empowering the users, enabling them to orga

nize their own texts). Together, thes巳 two practices 

coincided to giv巳 both th巳orγand form to a new way of 

organizing historical 巳xp巳rienc巳 and historical identity. 

｜川｜

VI. Ga mes 11 s a Social Pb cnomcno n

Jeffr巳y Goldstein revi巳ws research on vid巳o games 

and aggression （“Violent Video Garn巳5”
）. H巳 looks

critically at de岳nitions and m巳thods us巳d in 巳mpirical

studies of violent video garn巳s. He devotes special

att巳ntion to laboratory experiments that attempt to

establish the causal 巳ffi巳cts of violent vid巳0 games on ag

gressive behavior. H巳 concludes that reseu℃h partici

pant写 ar巳 not plrtyin且in 出巳laborat门ry and that the
m巳asures useJ to determine aggressive hehavior are of

questionable mc:rning 门r validity. Research fails to take 
into account the voluntary natur巳 of play, the many 

111巳dia, such as nov巳ls and films) on the cognitiv巳， voli

tional, and emotional dimensions of human identity, 
and discusses some pedagogical implications. 

Sh巳nγTurkle （“Com put巳r Games as Evocative 
Objects: From Projective Screens to Relational Arti
facts”

） argues that engaging with a variety of computa

tional objects (game-int巳rfaces, MUDs, interactive toys, 
and simulation gam巳s) provides material for reconsid巳r
ing categories of knowing， 。f identity, and of what is 

ali飞y巳 R巳f巳r g t《） th巳 way childr巳n play SimLife, th巳 au
thor arg11 巳S in th巳 first plac巳由at by exploring th巳 SU
perficial world of interfaces，出ey l巳arn to take things 
at “interface” value. Secondly, she arg1.1es that the k巳Y
element of MUDs lies in the cre�tion and projection 

of a ‘＇persona” into a virt11日l space. Referring to th巳

development of the windows metaphor for computer 

int巳rfaces, she argues that windows have become a p。－

tent m巳taphor for thinking about th巳 self as a multiple 

and dec巳nt巳r巳d system. Thirdly, working with children 

using new generations of simulation gam巳s, robots and 

virtual pets, and with children experirn巳nting with on

line life on th巳 Int巳rn悦， Turk.le argu创 that children 

5巳巳 computational objects as psychological machin巳s.

Birgit Richard and Jutta Zaremba （“Gaming with 

Grrls: Looking for Sheroes in Computer Games”
） trac巳

the characteristics, contradictions, and potentials of the 

virtual h创刊nes in computer gam巳日， such as Lara Croft 

(in Tomb Raider), Xena and Gabrielle (in Xena), Leeloo 

(in The Fifth EIC71川时，由nd 乱 numhcr of female charac

ters in 7初， No7111td Soul. The authors descrit记how their 

rec巳ption causes highly various r巳actions and classi fie司 －

tio日s, especially among the female :rndi巳口U巳， ranging 

仕0111 “f巳male 巳n巳my number one” to "postfeminist

icon.” This obvious discrepancy is, according to the 

authors, comparable to the paradigm shift that feminists 

see in fashion: it is no longer regard巳d as a manipulativ巳

instrument for the r巳alization of male power fantasi时，

but can provide instruments for visual self-realization. 

Th巳 authors mak巳 :i distinction betwe巳n those virtual 
characters that are products created 巳（）『. C＜》111111巳rιial
int巳r【J旦t目 ， and those that (also) hav巳 an 白utonornous po － 

t巳ntial th白t ιoulcl l】巳 ιl巳V巳lot】巳d by th巳 u白巳rs.
J门 Bryl：巳白nd Jason Rutt巳r （“Geml巳red Grnning in 

Genclen.:d Spac巳
”

） argu巳 that analysis of th巳 I℃btion
ship between gender and computer gaming generally 
focuses 011 c门nt巳nt an日lysi何 at the 巳xp巳n日e of hroader 
undcrsrnndings 忖f g川1丁 ing. Th巳口uthors examin巳仁。rn
put巳r g司)11巳s through gcncl巳reel g:m1ιcont巳nt, gaming 
spaces, and gaming aιtivi tie日， and th仁y arg1.1巳 that de
spite th巳 self-perpctu:iting myth of c＜》mputer gaming 
as a 1rn1le－忖nly 口ctivity, there is incr巳asing evidence of 
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attractions of violent entertainment, and the highly so
cial nature of the computer game experi巳nee.

The question of video game addiction is addressed 
by Mark Gri伍ths and Mark N. 0. Davies （“Do巳S

Video Game Addiction Exist？ ’＇）. Can video games be 

addictive? Gri伍ths and Davies consider definitions of 
addiction and whether 出巳se can he applied fairly to 

playing video games. The Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorde1丁 of th巳 American Psychiatric 

Association has be巳n adapted for application to video 
game addiction. If games have th巳 pot巳ntial to become 
addictive, which individuals are most likely to be at risk 
for video game addiction? The authors review research 

on h巳alth issues related to video games. They conclude 
that evidence of serious adv巳rse effects on health is rare. 

Neverthel巳ss, some individuals may have a predisposi
tion to addictive-like behaviors, and these youth should 
be monitored in such a way that 巳arly intervention can 

succe巳d

Although participatory media culrnre isn’t limited

to the so called n巳w interactive media, Joost Raess巳ns
（“Corn put巳r Garnes as Participatory Media Culture＇’

）

argues that computer games, as one of the most sue
cessful digital media systems, bring about an influential 

participatorγturn in culture. The author examines 
three domains of participation in computer gaming: in
terpr巳tation (th巳 cliff,巳rent reading str乱tegies to interpr巳t
computer games), r巳configuration (the actualization of 

game elem巳nts that are engineer巳d by the d巳signer),
and construction (the creative creation of new game 

elem巳nts). The author finishes his chapter with a dis
cussion of participatory media culture from a political

id巳ological perspectiv巳．

Jan Willem Huisman and Hanne Marckmann （“I
Am识!hat I Play: Participation and Reality as Con

tent”
） argue that Dutch multimedia company IJsfontein

proceeds from two important el巳ments: participation 
and “r巳ality as content." By participation，由ey mean
0仔巳ring users mor巳 than merely a preprogrammed 
choice by letting them participate in building th巳 gam巳

th巳mselves (as in乃potoo阳）. Distancing出emselves from 
th巳 quest for realism in visual design, IJsfontein tries to 
design r巳ality as content in a threefold way: by giving 

real 巳］em巳nts a plac巳 in the content of the game (as 
in Masters of 劝c Efeme，叫by mingli吨山virtual and 

th巳 r巳al world (as in Biotoom, Emergenq Stψ）， and by 

exploring the way gam巳s can be taken outυf the virtual 
world to giv巳 th巳m a place in our daily reality using 

location-based technology (as in Road Quiz Show). 

Against th巳 background of a historγthat highlights 

some key mom巳nts wh巳n the desire to play gamt:s 
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and hacking converg时，Ann巳－Marie Schleiner （“Game

R巳construction Workshop: Demolishing and Evolving 
PC Garn巳s and Gamer Culture”）巳xplor巳s the phenom
enon of game modification, also referred to as “game
patching.” H巳r analytical lenses cull巳d from her re
search into gamer culture, g巳nder representation in 
computer games, gam巳 mods as a hack巳r art form, and 
her recent forays into出e militaiy fetish boyland of the 
popular mod Counter Strike. The author draws a gen
eral map of game engine structure, parts of which may 
be opened to players for modification, and locates the 
modifiable gam巳 within an ecosyst巳m of modder飞
players, and network topologies. 

Living in a world of stories and defining participa
tion as their creation and dissemination, Douglas 
Rushkoff （“Renaissance Now! Th巳 Garn巳rs' P巳rsp巳c
tive”） thinks of the proliferation of int巳ractive media as 

an opportunity for r巳naissance: the ability to rethink 
and redesign our world using entirely new rule sets. 

Th巳川出or summarizes th巳 way in which th巳 power of 
one way media such as television to program m, was 
broken r巳spectively hy th巳 r巳mot巳 control, the video 

gam巳 joystick an<l the computer mouse, k巳yhoard and 
modem. Venturing out onto the Internet in search of 

other fans 乱nd user groups to discuss and sh,1re seer巳t
codes and abiliti巳s, gamers might b巳 today’日most lik巳ly
candidates to helm a do-it yourself (DIY) renaissance 
in our relationship to stories as well as the reality th巳y
mean to d巳scrib巳 ::ind in日l1巳nee: both are open source, 
up for discussion, and ripe for reprogramming. 
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Notes 
1. Bec口use Internet addres日es may change, readers

can aιcess outdated websites via web.ar℃hive.org.
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Computer Games 
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SLOTS OF FUN, SLOTS OF TROUBLE: AN ARCHAEOLOGY OF ARCADE 

GAMING 

Eγkki Huhtmno 

By gosh←it is a pinball machine! 
-Steve咆lug" Russ巳11, one of出巳creators of 
Spacewar

In The pilgrim in the microworld (1983), an ea句，
unjustly neglected analysis of electronic gaming, 1也巳
sociologist and musician David Sudnow compares his 
struggle to mast巳r Breakout with an Atari home video 
game console to his long-term efforts to learn to play 
the piano:2 

B呐re, the piano was the quintessential human inst:ru

ment. Of all things exterior 切 the body, in i衍 every detail 
it most enables our d毡ital呻acities to seq阳ice delic，附

actions. Pushing the hand to i打 anatomical Ii?.叫it for 

the developnze刀t of strength and independence of movemeη t

forj面u付b dηd卢ifth乒ngen,for ηo other tool or task so deep勒
needed. This piano invites hands to 卢·lily live 1ψ to the huge 

amount of brain matter with 切hich they pa灯i呻础， more

the阿 j面r them than d吻。ther b。今 pmτ.At this genetically 
predestined i11st:111111ent 切E thorough秒 encircle ourselves 

within the finest capabilities of the oigan. (Sudnow, 1983, 

p. 26)

Sudnow’s encounter with video games, which soon 
developed into an addiction, gave an impetus to a book 
that is unique. It is still the most detailed description of 
the psychophysical bind created between出巳player and 

出e game (and, by implication, th巳user and出巳com
puter). Hardcore gamers rarely feel 出e need to con
ceptualize their experiences. Sudnow, however, does 
exactly 出is, pro岳ting from his double background as 
an academic r巳searcher of social interactions and a 
jazz pianist.3 His detailed account is a mixture be
tween a diary of addiction and recovery, a phenom
enological study, and a self-referential literary work, 
reminiscent-as Grahame Weinbren has suggested
of Samu巳l Beckett （认Teinbren, 2002, p. 182).4 Sudnow 
makes intriquing observations about由e medium that 

had come to preoccupy his mind and his fingers so 
unexpectedly: 

Punctuate a moving picture? I'm no painter and don ’t dance 
in mirrors. But here I could watch- a mysterious 仰n抽rma

tion of my moven则打 taki咆 place on the other s协 of the 

room，叫 own partic仰tion in the animated inte1作ce

111价/ding in an extraordinmy spectacle of ligh风 colors, and 

sounds. Improvised painting, 01ganized doodling, with some

body doodling aga切st you to make sure you k叩 doi咆 it.

(Sudnow, 2001, p. 23) 

Although primarily concerned with describing and 
analyzing the au出町、own relationship wi出 Breakout,

The pilgγim in the microworld also inspires the reader to 
think about the cultural background of electronic gam】

ing. For if human history has been cultivated, as 
Sudnow suggests，“出rough speech and the motions of 
fingers ... the tiniest not biggest actions，＇’video gaming 
may not be an unprecedented phenomenon. At出E very 
least, it would be linked with the tradition of using key
boards, from playing the piano to tapping出巳keys of a 
“Hughes machin巳” （a telegraphic叩paratus with piano
like keyboard) or th巳 typewriter. However, Sudnow 
does not elaborate on the historical and cultural ramifi
cations of his observation. In fact, the吨eyboard tradi
tion” can be considered part of a wider phenomenon, 
也at of interfacing humans witl1 artefacts of all kinds. 
Although the history of such interfacing goes back 
thousands of years, its significance began to grow enor
mously in the nineteenth century as a result of the 
industrial revolution and its social，巳conomic, and cul
tural consequences. The introduction of large-scale ma
chine production was accompanied by an avalanche of 
different devices由at provided amusement, including 
gameplay. Although often mechanically simple (at 
least if judged against twenty-first-century standar由），

and limited in their interactive potential, such devices 
prepared由e ground for future applications such as 
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electronic arcade games. How, why, when, and where 
由is happened is a challenge for scholars. 识斤1at is 
needed is an “archaeology of gaming.” 

Looking Backward: Beyond Game 
History 

This chapter is a contribution to th巳 cultural and his
torical mapping of electronic gaming. Its basic prem
ise is at least seemingly simple：巳lectronic games did 
not app巳ar out of nowh巳re；出ey have a cultural back
ground出at needs to be excavated. The existing litera
ture on the history of video games has done little 
toward achieving出is goal. In fact，也e (hi)storγis usu
ally told in a remarkably uniform fashion, built around 

出e same landmarks, breakthroughs, and founding 
fathers (not a word about mothers!). The history of 
coin operated arcade video games is routinely said to 
begin with 出E appearance of Nolan Bushnell’s Com

puter Space (1971) and Pong (1972），出at of home games 
witl1 the introduction of Magnavox Odyssey (1972), the 
first video game console for domestic use, conceived by 
Ralph Baer, with Bushnell another founding father.5 
The main pred巳cessor to 出巳se landmarks has been 
identified in Spacewar, associated with the name of 
Steve “Slug” Russell, but actually created by a group 
of student-hack巳rs at MIT in the ear甘1960s, and sub
sequently improved collectively by other students at the 
computer science departments of various American uni
versities throughout 出E 1960s.6 The main argument 
concerning the “prehistory" of electronic games has 
centered around the status of Spacewar-was it really 

由e fir吐video game? Although most seem to agree, 
由ere are those who claim that this honor really belongs 
to a simulation called Tennis for Two, created on an an
alog computer by the physicist飞,Villiam Higinbotham 
at由e Brookhaven National Laboratorγin 1958.7 Most 
game historians also have something to say about出e
emergenc巳 of computing as a pr巳condition for 出巳
video game phenomenon, yet few of them venture fur
tl1er than that. Stephen L. Kent includes a summarγde
scription of the history of m巳chanical arcade games in 
his massive volume The 毗miate history of videogames,
yet in most cases “ prehistorical” information, if any, 
has b巳en included “from duty，”ra出巳r than from a crit
ical urge to establish (and question) the links witl1出e
past. 

The current state of writing on game history could 
be called its “chronicle 巳ra.”Books such as Leonard 
Herman’s Phoenix: The fall mu! rise of videogames, Van 
Burnhar口’s Supercade, Steven L. Kent's 7》e ultimate bis 

tory of videogames, and Rus巳l D巳Maria's and Johnny 
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I. Wilson ’s High score! are mainly concerned wi出
amassing and organizing data. 8 Whereas Herman 
focuses on th巳 development of game hardware, Van
Burnham's overwhelmingly visual Sz伊rcade celebrates 
出e games themselves, trying to delineate由e elements 
of a “game aes出巳tics.” DeMaria and Wilson have 
organized their volume around numerous “minihisto
ries” of game companies. None of出e histories pub
lished so far develops a critical and analytic attitude
toward its subject. This can perhaps b巳 explained by ex
ternal factors. Game historians such as Steven L. Ke口t,
Leonard Herman, and Van Burnham (introduced as a 
“video game junkie” in the sleeve) are all roughly th巳

sam巳 age (in their 巳arly 30s), and became familiar with 
electronic games in their childhoods in tl1e 1970s. The 
same goes for ]. C. Herz, Alain and Fr创eric Le 
Diberder, and Steven Poole, whose books deal with 
gaming history as well, although not as their main 
goal.9 All 出es巳 writers belong to 由e first generation 
that grew up wi出 electronic games; for them gaming 
became a powerful formative experience. This is both 
their strength and their weakness. It is a strengtl1, in 

出at the writ巳rs are all gamers familiar with th巳ir field, 
and observing it wi出 the eyes of a fan and an insider. 10 

It is a weakness, in that they often lack critical distance 
to 出巳ir topic and are unable to relate it to wider 
cultural framework(s), including contemporary media 
culture. 

In this chapter, I excavate some cultural and histor
ical issues relevant for a critical assessment of the emer
gence of games as an interactive medium. My main 
emphasis will be the background of electronic games as 
a manifestation of the human-machine relationship. Al
though I am fully aware of出巳 complexity of electronic 
games as a cultural hybrid, I hav巳 chosen not to deal 
wi由 certain of their historical “ingredien饵” such as 
motives from earlier forms of gaming and play and出e
oral and literarγ traditions of storytelling. As Gillian 
Skirrow pointed out in her pione巳ring study “Hellivi
sion: An Analysis of Video Games” （1986), ancient 
myths and fables often manifest themselves in games, 
both in their subject matt巳r and their narrative deep 
structures. This raises intricate questions about the mi
gration of myths across time, space, and various “me
dia.”It also leads to questions about the roles and 
functions of myilis embodied in games, literature, cin
ema, and other cultural forms. I leave these issues for 
cultural anthopologists and literary scholars to explore. 
Instead, I present the outline of an archaeology of gam
ing in public spaces, particularly in game arcades. Thus 
I leave issues such as domestic and nomadic (mobil巳，
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unique and unpredecented. Yet, to correctly assess由eir
“uniqueness” media-archaeological excavations of the
past may prove to be helpful. All cultural processes 
consist of interplay between continuity and rupture, 
similarity and difference, tradition and innovation; only 
their mutual proportions and emphases vary. Critical 
cultural analysis should take both dimensions into 
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account. 

“ The Animal Machine ... Chained to 
the Iron Machine” 

The notion of a close, near-symbiotic relationship 
betweeq the human and the machine is often thought 
to be the product of contemporary culture, saturated 
by all kinds of devices, both stationary and mobile. As 
arguably the most widespread application of interactive 
media, electronic games may seem the ultimate fulfill
ment of this id巳a, both in good and in bad. Yet也巳 dis
course on linking humans wi出 machines goes fur出er
back in time. When it emerged, it was often formulated 
in a negative sense, seen as a dark side effect of prog
ress. The issue emerged in a world也at was undergo
ing dramatic changes, related to industrialization and 
mechanization. Beginning in 出e late eighteenth cen
tury, the introduction of steam-powered and mechani
cal machines into workshops and factories changed the 
nature of work.14 In the earlier system of mercantile 
production, much work had been distibuted to skilled 
craftsmen, who could work仕om 由eir homes. Not 
only did由ey retain their privacy，出巳y could also more 
or less define' their own working pace.叭！ith the new 
machine巧， this relative independence disappeared. 
The workers were gathered at centralized factories 
wh巳re由ey had to submit themselves to出E predefined 
rhythms and routines of the workplace. The value of 
skilled workforce began to diminish. Already in the 
early nineteenth c巳ntury, the factory itself was felt to 
turn into one huge machine, with the workers becam
ing its parts. Around 1815, visi由1g 由e mechanized 
shoe manufactmy of “由at eminent, modest, and perse
vering mechanic, M. Brunel，” Sir Richard Phillips 
saw such a human-mechanical machine-hybrid in 
function: 

Every stψ in it 打 φcted 炒 the most elegant and 

precise machinery; while as each operation is pe呐rmed

by one hand, so each shoe passes through 阳enη－five

ha时， who complete 卢om the hide, as supplied by the cur

rier, a hundred pair of strong and well-finished shoes per 

day. All the details are pe呐rnted 抄 ingenious application 

of the mechanic po切的， and all the parts are characterized 

portable) gameplay to a future article. The interplay 
between public and domestic media consumption is an 
important issue出at deserves a full treannent elsewhere. 
Although the same games are often adapted from one 
platform to another, the playing context makes a differ
ence, influencing the nature of the experience, o丘en in
relation to other media forms.11 

As an interactive medium, the roots of electronic 
gaming go back to the time of the industrial revolutions 
of the nineteenth and early twentieth century. Con
necting humans and machines was a cenn·al cultural, 
economic, and social issue of the time. The introduc
tion of machines as a new source of power and rational
ized mass production led to an intense and long-lasting 
debate. An impressive overview of the dimensions of 
this d巳bate is provided by Humphrey Jennings’ Pande

monium (1987), an extraordinarγcollage of textual 
fragments. The book tells 出巳 story of由e coming of 
the machine entirely by means of quotations仕om
contemporaries, realizing one of Walter Benjamin’s 
dreams. The use of machines for productive purposes 
in factories and o伍ces provided a background for the 
appearance of other kinds of machines, meant for 
amusement and relaxation. To start wi由，I sketch 

由e cultural background for 由e emergence of these 
“useless” machines. I then concentrate on the public
amusement machines 一often known as coin-ops or 
slot machines-dealing wi出 their cultural roles and 
analyzing the mod巳s of human-machine relations出ey
introduced. There is a wealth of factual information 
available, thanks to collector-writers such as Nic Costa 
and Richard M. Buesch巳l’but far less cultural analy
sis.12 Very few writ巳rs have elaborated on the relatior l － 

ship between early coin- erat巳d ma chin巳s and vide 0 
arcad巳 games.13

In the final section I reflect on也E significanc巳 of
these “media archaeological" findings for contempo
ra巧 media culture and electronic gaming in particular, 
pointing out connecting links across the fabric of 出e
twentieth-century culture. Although my emphasis is on 
the ways in which electronic gaming can be related to 
preceding cultural formations, I am not claiming that 

出e “nature” of video games could be e油austively
explained by 出e phenomena covered in this essay. 
There are other influential developments 出at have 
been left out, including由巳 impact of the technologies 
meant for domestic production and consumption. I am 
not trying to say that phenom巳na identified in con
temporary media culture could be fully explained by 
looking toward出巳 past. Electronic games and the roles 
they play in contemporary culture have much也就is
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l少 precision, un份rmi纱， and accura0人 As each man 
pe1j面rms but one step in the process, which implies no 

knowledge of 切hat 打 done by those who go b价re or folio切

him, so the peηons employed are not shoemakers, but 

wounded soldie1马 who are able to learn their duties in a 

卢w hours. (Phillips, 1817, cit. Jennings, 1987, pp. 13 7-
138) 

Not only skilled, but even healthy workers 
were eliminated. Their role as “gears” in出巳fact01y
machine was given to cr哈pied soldiers. In a way the 
machinerγcompensated for the deficiencies of their 
mutilated bodies, serving as a “prosthesis.”Although
employing former soldiers could be interpreted as a 
philanthropic ges阻re, it might also have b巳en moti
vated by purely economic motives：出巳 idea of using 
the cheapest and the most loyal (stable) workforce avail
able. Already in the first half of the nineteenth century, 
social observers began to pay attention to the fact由at
workers were in the process of being turned into 
machines (or machine parts). James Phillips Kay wrote 
in 1832 about the working conditions in th巳 co位on
mills of Manchester： “识而ilst the engine runs出e peo
ple must work-men, women, and childr巳n are yoked 
together wi出 iron and steam. The animal machine
breakable in出巳 best case, subject to a thousand sources 
of suffering一is chained fast to the iron machine, which 
knows no suffering and no weariness.”（Kay, 1832, cit. 
Jennings, 1987, p. 185). 

“The animal machine ... chained fast to the iron 
machine” appeared in other sectors of society as well.
From the second half of the nineteenth cen田巧，。伍ce
workers were gradually subordinated to th巳 principles
of mechanization as well. They were for℃巳d to spend 
their time tied to new o伍ce machines-mechanical 
calculators, "electric pens” and typewriters, copying
machines (or “mimeographs勺，dictating machines, tele 
phone switchboards. The workdays were divid巳d into 
repetitive routines developed a仕er the factorγmodel. 
As Adrian Forty ( 1986) explains, the new rationalized 
ideology of o伍ce work was totalitarian in nature and 
found expression on all levels from the largest to the 
smallest elements, including specially designed office 
furnitur巳 and automated timecard devices. It is not 
surprising that出e extensive linking of th巳 human wi出
the machine became the subject of fantasies and para
dies. Devices such as mechanical “shaving mills," tor
turing machinelike photographers’ chairs and feeding
machines for workers (featured later in Chaplin’s Mod
en2 刀111es, 1936) were imagined. Eccentric applications 
inspired by the factory assembly line were proposed, 
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of无en with a satirical touch. Although some of them dis
played liberatory pot巳ntial, releasing the worker仕om
011巳’s toiling, most implied a tightening bondage to由e
ma chin巳. One such idea was出e automatic “spanking
machine，”able to administer a beating simultaneously 
to a whole row of culprits, tied to出E steam-powered 
apparatus, side by side, their bottoms exposed！ “ （figure 
1.1). 

As a controversial social issue, the bonding of the 
worker to the machine also received scientific attention, 
leading to theories such 豁出巳咆cience of Work" and 
“Taylorism.”16 These由巳ories tried to give the issues 
raised by the widespread use of machines in working 
life a scientific basis. They concentrat巳d on the worker, 
whose body and its motions were submitted to an in】

tensive analysis. A central aim was to defin巳 the optimal 
body language that would enable the worker to perform 
with maximum e伍ciency. Chronophotographic studies, 
such as those by Etienne-Jules Marey and Georges 
Demeny, served a similar function: by freezing 出E
movements of the body, captured in a series of suc
cessive photographs, ges田res and motions could be 
submitted to an “obj巳ctiv巳” scientific analysis.17 There
were deep contradictions underlying these 出巳ories.
The supporters of the scientific approach claimed出at
educating出巳 worker to use his or her body "scientifi
cally” according to 出E defined principles, prevented 
it from becoming exhausted, making the worker’s life 
easier. The critics of mechanization count巳red by 
claiming出at the proposed methods merely dehuman
ized the worker, turning him or her into a machine (or 
a machine part). As Mark Seltzer has shown, the need 
to adapt to the monotonous rhythms of the machine 
often led to psychological disorders known as “pa tho 
logical fatigue” or “the maladies of ener白F” （Seltzer,
1992, p. 13). 

From Automata to Automatic Machines 
In the second half of the nineteenth century, a line of 
different machines appeared. In many ways they were 
the antithesis of the production machines in出巳facto
ries and o伍C巳s. The new machines were used volunta
rily, outsid巳 the working hours. They were placed in all 
imaginable public places: street corners, bars, news
stands, department stores, hotel lobbi巳s, waiting rooms 
at railway stations, amusement parks, seaside resorts, 
and trade fairs. Eventually they found their way into 
penny arcades designed for the purpose. Particularly 

from the 1880s on, many different types of machines 
were developed: vending machines，“trad巳 stimulators，”
gambling machines, strength testers, fortune-telling 
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I Figure 1.1 I 
The automated spanking machine-humans chained to the machine for discipline. A nineteenth-century Victorian fantasy (source unknown), Erkki Huhtamo's 

archive. 

munication took place between a human user and a 
machine as the partner. An arcade advertising “Auto
matic Amusements” could contain an eclectic array of 
machines wi出 many different user interfaces and modes 
of operation, all activated by the visitor him or hers巳If
(Pearson, 1992, p. 4). For an archaeology of gaming, 
however，也巳 division “automatic”

－
“proto-interactive” 

makes sense. It helps us decipher the operational and 
cultural logic of 出ese machines, and gives us clues 
about the cultural modus operandi of their electronic 
and digital successors. 

According to our classification, in the case of 
m “automatic machine，” 也e user’s role is limited to a 
momentary, simple, noncontinuous action: ins巳rting a 
coin, perhaps pushing a button or pulling a lever, and 
then maybe opening a box or li丘ing a cover. Examples 
of such machines are vending machines, mechanical 
miniature theatres, fortune-telling machines, music 
boxes, and “automated phonographs，＇’出c predecessors 
of jukeboxes. After initiating由e action，出巳U阳picks
up a product or merely 巳xperiences由E machine in op
eration. The duration of 出e experience varies. Picking 
up a cigar or a chocolate egg from a “coin fed” vend
ing machine only takes an instant, whereas viewing or 
listening machines provide 出巳user a somewhat longer 
scopic or auditive experience. It is important to note 
that after the initial action, the latter part of 出e e xperi
ence is passive. The person 巳njoying也e spectacle does 
not affect its nature in any way. The presentation has a 

machines, electric shock machines, games machines, 
automated miniature theatres (or “working models勺，
viewing and listening machines, automatic scales.18 
These devic巳s have come to be known by th巳 gen巳ric
terms “slot machines，” “coin machines” or “coin
operated machines" (coin-ops), referring to their basic 
principle of operation.叭砰iatever the mode of int巳rac
tion，出e user begins the session by inserting a coin in 
a slot. The machin巳gives something in return: a post
card, candy or cigar, a “therapeutic” electric shock, a 
receipt with one’s weight or fortune, a visual or musical 
performance, an amusing joke, a psychologically or so
cially encouraging exp巳rience, an opportunity to train 
on的skills, enjoy a sharp-shooting session or一last but 
not least-a possibility to turn on的initial investment 
into a shower of coins. 

In spite of their variety, on the basis of their mode 
of feedback, the slot machines fall broadly into two cat
egories that could be labelled “automatic" and “pro to
interactive.” Th巳S巳 labels are necessarily anacronistic. 
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centur町，
th巳word “automatic” was o丘en applied to any kind of 
coin-op巳rat巳d ma chin巳. The word obviously empha
sized由巳fashionable novelty of these devices, associat
ing them wi出 technological progress and由巳march of 
the machines in society. Evoking the ancient tradition 
of automata (to b巳discussed later), it also referred to a 
situation where a human operator had been replaced 
by a mechanized system; whatever由e mode, the com-
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predefined course of action and duration. When it is 
over，由E us巳r can repeat it by inserting another coin, 
or just walk away. 

The automated experiences provided by such 
devices wer巳 preceded by those offered by automata, 
human- or animal-like mechanical marvels出at spoke, 
made music, or performed acrobatic stun臼. Displayed 
by touring showmen and dime museums, such devices 
had astonished audiences for centuries. In addition to 
the technological simulation of life, their fascination 
must have been based on由e distanced position as
signed to the viewer. Direct interaction with the 
automaton was not allowed. The experience was medi
ated by a human, a showman who introduced, start巳d,
and interpreted th巳 automaton’s performanc巳（and also
collect吐出巳coins, sometimes aided by his monkey). In
a way，也e performing automaton created around itself 
a kind of “magic circle" the spectator was not allowed
to enter. The classic automaton was also emphatically 
“useless." It W豁出巳opposite of a practical or produc
tive machine, although its mechanism could be highly 
sophisticated (clockworks, etc.). An automaton per
formed its stunt to amaze, to raise money for its e过1ib
itor, and perhaps advertise the skills of its maker (who 
often created “useful” things as well, such as clocks,
and even mechanical looms). In their spectacular use
lessness, the automata clearly differed from their sue
cessors，出e prosaic, but highly performative industrial 
robo臼．

The way in which the emerging department 
stores appropriated the automata tradition in the late 
nineteenth centurγand metamorphosed it into由eir
animated dioramas for由e Christmastime window dis
plays was a sign of the times. The animated diorama 
was now merely a teaser for the real consumeristic 
spectacle waiting behind it, insid巳 the building. The 
window pane separated the spectators台om出E spec
tacle. The people standing on the sidewalk in front of 
the display had no direct control over it. They were 
supposed to be marvelling on the giant steps taken by 
commercial capitalism. The proliferation of automated 
slot machines in the cityscape took place simultan巳ously
with this developm巳nt. Here a user was given at least an 
illusion of agency, although within strictly predefined 
limits (which did not prevent people from treating the 
machines in subversive wa｝吩. 19 The user was at least 
seemingly allowed to ent巳r the magic cir℃le, negotiating 
the experience oneself by touching the machine physi
cally, and, most importantly, by "penetrating” it by 
means of th巳 coin.识而at was tl1e psychological conse
quence of t!1is action? Did it break the magic circle, 
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or actually 巳nha
pant in i岱myst巳ries? It might be proposed由at由E
introduction of coin-ops was mer巳ly an alternative 
strate白y adopted by comm巳rcial capitalism. Instead of 
marvelling at an “untouchable” spectacle in the depart
ment store window, the proliferation of coin-operated 
automatons gave the hard-pressed consumers a tem
porary, and largely illusionary, fe巳ling of being in 
command.20 

Some automatic coin-op devices made efforts to 
re-create the magic circle of the display of automata by 
relocating it inside the device, often behind a display 
window. This is most evident in the case of 出e
fortune-telling machines that contained life-sized ani
mated figures enclosed in a glass case-th巳se simulated 
fortune-t巳llers， “Princess Doraldinas” or “Zoltans，” 

were ess巳ntially automata displayed in a new context.21 
Although coin-operated, their fascination was based on 
their “mysterious” agency and “independence.”The
case of the Automatic Phonograph is more complex. 

The phonograph，出e first successful device for both 
recording and playing back speech and music, was 
invented by Thomas Edison in 1877, and put into the 
market in an improv巳d V巳rsion a decade later户It be
came a great success as a stand-alone coin-operat巳d ver
sion, often exhibited in public “Phonograph Parlors” （a
predecessor of the game arcade). It was enclosed in a 
wooden cabinet with由e phonograph mechanism an 
attraction in its own right-visible behind a glass cover. 

The recording包nction was omitted. After inserting a 
coin, the listeners were connected with出巳device for a 
short time, wearing earphones and often leaning against 
the cabinet. Although this kind of contact may now 
seem insignificant, it anticipated later ways of spending 
time linked physically to a machin巳 for the purpose of 
pleasure. Wi出 sounds from the earphones filling his/ 
her head，出E listener had entered a new virtual realm, 
another kind of magic circle. The experience could be 
lengthened by moving from machine to machine, wit!1 
enough coins in one's pocket. 

Proto-Interactive岛／［achines 
In the case of the proto-interactive machines, the 
hurnan-machin巳 relationship went fur由巳r.Their oper
ating principles were based on出e user’s repeated and 
continuous action to which the machine responded in 
various ways. The tactility of the relationship was es
sential: to activate出e machine, one had to to山h it by 
means of an interface. The gambling machines (later 
known as “on巳 armed bandits”） were the simplest.

Their op巳ration was limited to inserting a coin and 
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I Figure 1.2 I 
Mutoscope, International Mutoscope Reel Co., 1920s. Erkki Huhtamo 

Collection, Society of Film History, Helsinki, Finland Photo: Kai Vase/SEA 

In the operation of the Mutoscope, the 』pecta切r has the 

pe呐rmance entir吵 under b打 own control 炒 the turning 

of the r:rank. He may make the ope1万tion as quick or as slow 

as fancy dictates ... and 扩he so elects, the n山仰in附nt can 

be stopped i少 him at any point in the series and each zψarate 

picture inspected at leisure; thus every step, motion, act or ex

pression can be analyzed, presenting φcts at once ins阳c

tive, in阳·estinι attractive, amusing and star协
＇
ng. (Nasaw,

1999, p. 133) 

The expression “entirely under control" almost
sounds like a flash-forward, an echo of the advertising 
slogans around interactive media. There was, however, 
an important difference: experiencing the voy巳uristic
offerings of由巳Mutoscope required no acquired mas
tery, a central quality of video games.26 To view a 

Mutoscope reel one needed no more skill than for per
forming出巳 simplified operations by the assembly line 
in a mechanized facto1y. Using a telephone switchboard 
or a typewriter was much mor巳 difficult. Strength test
ers and mechanical game machines took a st叩，al

由ough timid, toward incorporating mastery. Machines 

pulling a lever出at made a set of reels (usually three) 
with graphic symbols spin inside the machine. The out

come of the game dep巳nded on the final combination 

of the S归口bols.23 The operation was made very user

friendly to encourage repeated use. Gambling machines 

were meant to have a mesmerizing effect on th巳 user,

creating yet another kind of magic circle, an intensive 

feedback loop connecting the player and 出e device. 

M巳chanical rep巳tition was to induce psychological rep

巳tition, which at times manifested itself as compulsive 

behaviour. The goal was to make出E user spend more 

and more coins at an increasing pace. The effectiveness 

of this formula is proven by出巳fact that it still is the 

basis of millions of slot machines in casinos around the 

world. 
Gambling machines gave minimal opportunities 

for higher level interaction一出e outcome of the game 
dep巳nded on chance, rather than on the quality of the 
player’s actions. Using such machines was not far
from由e repetitive gestures 出巳 worker was forced 
to perform in a mechanized factory. One might ques
tion whether such machines deserve to be called 
proto-interactive at all; 出E user was, af无巳r all, merely 

由E initiator of the process (and perhaps, in the end, 
the recipient of a reward). The interactive quality of 
stereoscopic viewing machines, such as由e popular 
Whiting’s Sculptoscop巳，did not get much further.
After inserting a coin, the user peeked into an eyepiece 
and released a series of 3D cards one by one by pushing 
a bu忧on or pulling a lever. It was only possible to effect 
the duration of the viewing act, to choose for how long 
one wanted to stare at an individual card before in
troducing another. Another device，出e Mutoscope, 
provided slightly more opportunities (figure 1.2). First 
introduced in 1897, it was a novelty peep show box for 
viewing “animated photographs.”24 Different仕om its
motor-driven pred巳cessor, Edison’s Kinetoscope, the

Mutoscope was hand-cranked.25 The frames of由巳
moving pictures had been copies on paper slips attached 
to a rotating cylinder. Viewers could freely adjust the 
cranking speed, and interrupt the session at any point 
to observe a particularly interesting frame (perhaps a 
half-naked lady). The only limitation was由at the 
movement could not be reversed. Of course, this was 
an economic rather than a technical imperative. For 
just one coin, the user could not be allowed to spend 
too much time with the device；也巳 profit had to be 
maximized. 

An advertising booklet from 1897 clearly expressed 
出e proto-interactive nature of the Mutoscope: 
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belonging to the first type only required physical 
Streng出 to punch a boxing bag, to hold handles as an 
electric stream ran through your body, or to have an 
arm wrestling match with Apollo or Uncle Sam. Th巳

antl1ropomorphic int巳rfac巳s may in r巳trospect h日ve
been ilieir most remarkable feature. Most of these 
machines involved the use of hands, thus antipating 
their growing importanc巳 011 由e field of interactive 
entertainments. The machine ’s interface often had 
painted or imprinted outlines of tile hand（纱，making
tl1e tactile conn巳ction visually explicit. Yet, anticipating 
tl1e popular arcade game Dance Dance Revolution 

(Konami), there w巳r巳 also machines operated by one’s
feet. To excel in a more unexpected variant, th巳

“Lion
Head Lung Tester" (Mills, 1904), one needed to blow 
hard in a pn巳mmtic tub巳 to mak巳 a mechanical lion 
roar and flicker its eyes. Arcade vid巳O gam巳 makers

have not explored this alt巳rnativ巳，and probably never 
will.27

With mechanical sporting games, displays of skill 

b巳gan to rcplac巳 th巳 11巳巳d for raw physical pow巳r.
From the late nineteenili century on, many differ 
ent可pes came to th巳 market, pointing toward tl1e 
immaterialization of tl1巳 gaming 巳xperi巳nc巳. Among 

tl1巳 most successful genres were the shooting games 
(hunting, target shooting). Th巳y were sometimes justi
fied by patriotic slogans, such as Lord Salisbury’s dic
tum “Every man should learn to shoot！ ” （Costa, 1988,
p. 21). Coin operated shooting games w巳re an individ
ualiz巳d and mechanized form of th巳 shooting galleri巳s,
which we1e popular attractions at fairgrounds and fairs.
For any moralist deploring the d巳vastating effect of
Doom or Quake on today’s youth, this background
should give som巳thing to think about. Th巳re wer巳

many machines that simulated sports, such as boxing,
bowling, football, and horse racing. The play巳r either
participated in the sport simulation as him/herself or
transferr巳d his/her action吕 to miniature play巳rs (kind
of l】roto－口vatar" op巳rating within th巳 realm of th巳

g川11巳. By being mutated to this n巳w mechanical arena
the actual sport gen「巳s were transformed. Many early
grnnes w巳r巳 for a single play巳r, hut multiplay巳r possi
hilities increased steadily. Although 由巳 interactive pos
sihilities 忖仔巳red by these machines were limited, the
way日 th巳y manag巳d to cr巳ate d巳si1飞pl巳asure, and
involv巳ment anticipat巳d the int巳nse user-relationships
createιl lly arcacl巳 video gam巳s. In this s巳nse none was
more suι巳巳ssful than pinball, a mechanized version of
th巳 Victorian parlor g:1111巳 h8gat巳Ile.28 Introduced in
the J 930s, its golden age dav. ned after World War II,
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h巳！peel both by new, more interactive featur巳s (tile flip 
pers) and tile emergence of tile postwar youtll culture. 

The Social Contexts of the “Counter-
Machine ” 

David Nasaw has characterized the meaning of early 

slot machines by saying： “Here was tll巳 perfect diver
sion for city folk, a momentary break from routine iliat 

was so unobtrusive it could be seamlessly interwoven 
into tl1e fabric of <laily life” （Nasaw, 1999, p. 159).

The same people who spent their days chained to the 
machines in factories and offices could ga由巳r around 
these different machines during their lunch breaks or 

in 出巳 evenings and during tile weekends. They pro

vided an escap巳 that did not take the users too far from 

their duties in daily life. The experience provided by 
thes巳 machines was short, fleeting, ephemeral. Their 
colorful appearance, th巳ir fantastic forms, and tl1e V巳ry
fact that tlley were a new brand of the Machin巳，也E
guiding idea of th巳 巳ra, increas巳d th巳ir app巳al. Th巳 so

ciologist Yves Hers口nt has analyzed the nature of these 
new machines by contrasting them with the world of 
work: 

7》q are nil based on the negation of wo叶， and it 

is partiwlai气。 irnnic that in its social context the slot

machine has 1'cvcrscd i打 capitalistic and industrial role, 

then句，consuming rather than producing wealth. It is clear 

that sucb a parndoxical inst川ment could be found only in a 

111cchanicrd/,y-orie11tatcd 切orld, buth /ls fl by-prnduct and a 

counter p1刀duct of mechrm町. (Hersant, 1988, p. 9) 

Slot machines ohviously fulfilled a therapeutic 

function by providing the user an opportunity to step 
outside the capitalistic idea of constant productivity 

and sci巳ntifically r巳gulated work routines for a moment. 
Th巳 user could rel巳as巳 on巳

’s tensions by heating a m巳－

chanical strongman in arm wrestling, shooting herds of 
mechanical animals, or merely immersing oneself into 

the 巳rotic faηtasies of th巳 Mutoscopc. He (and more 
rarely she) could look for social esteem denied in tile 
rigid hi巳rarchy of the 飞再rorkplace. For the growing 
crowd of 。而ce workers, machines such as strengtll 

test巳rs could actually p巳rforrn a paradoxical return to 
the world of physical toiling of which they had be巳n in
ιreasingly alienat巳d in the modern o岳出. Yet in spite of 
their tllerapeutic value, it would be naive to assume that 
slot machines bad b巳巳n able to achieve a tru巳 liberation,
even a momentarγone. It is mor巳 likely that th巳

“nega
tion of work” that hegan when a us巳r put his/her coin 
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巳rs, while th巳 men punched the bag or swung 出e ham
mer. The Mutoscope was another device associated 
wi由 the male user, mainly because of the erotic and 
voyeuristic content of many reels. Yet masculinity may 
also have been inscribed into the design of the machine. 
Linda Williams has noted 由巳 r巳lationship between出巳

physical turning of the crank of the Mutoscope (located 
on 由e frontside) and 出e action of male masturbation 
(Williams, 1995, p. 19). Partly because of its doubtful 
reputation, o丘en commented on by satirical cartoonists, 
由巳 Mutoscope has been left outside “serious” histories
of the moving image, in spite of its phenomenal success 
and long-lasting cultural presenc巳. If mentioned at all, 
it is present巳d as an early effort, a false pa出 that was 
soon superceded by 出e mainstream of projected mov
ing pictures. Until the end, Mrttoscopes showed short 
clips, whereas 出e “real” 且lm culture was associated
with tl1e feature film. 

It could be claimed, however, that the world of slot 
machines may have been more heterogeneous than has 
heen thought. Some studies about women’s spare-time 
activities around出巳归rn of the century imply出at the 
situation was not necessarily so clear-cut. Feminist 
scholars such as Kathy Peiss and Lauren Rabinowitz 
have challenged earlier ideas about wome日

’s passive 
and distanced relationship to public amusements (Peiss, 
1985; Rabinowitz, 1998). Particularly young working 
WOill巳n (shop assistants, office ladies, factory workers) 
were looking for amusements from community halls, 
amusement parks, nickelodeons, or just city streets. 
They wer巳 searching for outlets from tl1eir somber 
living conditions and actively locating partners，也us
subverting moral rules of the lat巳 Victorian era. The 
world of bars and saloons-the havens of gambling 
machines-were largely closed to women who were 
concerned about their reputation, but the sprawling 
urban environm巳nt must have offered women many 
opportunities to interact with coin-ops and other enter
tainment machines. One should not neglect th巳 fact
出at women who had entered the working life as 
typists and telephon巳 operators were often in more 
direct contact with the lat巳st technology than males. 
Although, as Ellen Lupton has shown，由巳y w巳r巳 rele
gated to th巳 role of mediator and thus segregat巳d from 
power and decision making, they would have been at 
ease with new machines, including coin-ops (Lupton, 
1993). 

Although there is at pr凶巳nt little direct evidence 
about women ’s contact with slot machines, after read
ing Peiss’s and Rabinowitz ’s studies it mak臼 sense to
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into one of these machines initiated a psychot巳chnical
feedback loop that linked the working life and the spare 
tim巳 even more tightly together. The slot machines 
may have been “counter machines，”but they w巳re
machines nevertheless, and functioned according to 
machine logic. 

Analyzing discourses of bodies and machines in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth century literatur飞
λ4乱rk Seltzer has paid attention to a peculiar psychic 
disorder白白t manifested itself as machine induced neu
rastenia. As defined by Anson Rabinbach, n巳urastenia
means “an ethic of resistance to work or activity in all
its forms.”（Rabinbach, 1992, p. 167). Much res巳arched
in the late nineteenth and twentieth centu巧， it was 
id巳ntified as symptom of the foti♂1e caused by monoto
nous and repetitive work routines in m巳chanized fac
tori臼. It would be tempting to associate th巳 great
success of proto-interactive coin op巳rat巳<l machin巳S

with this sam巳 phenomenon. Th巳 ov巳rstimulated mind 
of a neurasthenic is unable to relax, except by being 
drawn to another kind of a machine. 认Tith machines 
and counter-machines filling 0日巳

’s Ji旬，there is no way 
to break out of the circle. Whether such a comparison 
mak巳s sense or not, it is tempting to look for a modern 
巳xample of a similar phenomenon from Japan, where 
millions of “salarymen” （white-collar workers) spend
their evenings, and often even their lunch hours, in 
on巳出巳 countless game centers, driving simulat巳d cars 
or trains, or staring at the screen of a Pachinko ma
chine, with its endlessly bouncing balls. In a collective 
soci巳ty with strict work morale, interfacing with game 
machines has become simultan巳ously an obsession and 
an outlet. 

Although they m勾not have been a r巳medy to出巳

psycho physiological problems caused by machine cul
ture, tl1e slot machines also had a social dimension. 
Just like the amus巳ment parks that became popular in 
the late nineteenth century, slot machines provided 
opportunities for n巳w forms of social interaction be
tween the sexes. They were a common topic for discus
sion, and also an opportunity to make an impression on 
others, to try to improve one ’s self-est巳em.29 Th巳 social
vain巳S activated by the slot machines were, in spite of 
th巳 modernity of the phenom巳non, mostly conserva
tive. Devices such as gambling machines and strength 
testers did little to chall巳nge the pr巳vailing gender divi
sions. Th巳y belong巳d to th巳 male t巳rritory. Gambling 
machines, locat巳d in bars, were rarely even seen by “de
cent” women. 认Then it comes to the streng出 testers,
women were usually assigned a passive role as obs巳rv-
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assume that women used Mutoscopes and oth巳r coin 
ops much more often than has been出ought.. HJ Some 
known photographs of women eagerly int巳racting with 
Mutoscopes point to this direction, although they fail to 
provid巳 conclusive 巳videnc巳户 The fascination exert巳d
by slot machines could p巳rhaps be compared to the 
pleasures provided by amus巳ment park rides. 32 Yet the 
constitution of th巳 subject position of th巳5巳 devic巳s was 
quit巳 different.叭1hereas slot machin巳s required some 
form of conscious physical activity from the user, in 
出e amusement park rides “ ［t]he p巳rson surrendered to 
the machin巳 which, in turn, liberat巳d th巳 body in som巳

fashion from its non日al limitations of plac巳m巳nt and 
mov巳ment in daily h仕” （Rabinowitz, 1998, p. 143). 

How did 出巳 forms of pleasure provided by these 
attractions differ from each o出巳r？识！ere the pl巳asures
of proto-interactivity really verγdiffer巳nt from those 
provided by the “passive” sensations of the roll巳rcoas
ter? Th巳se qu巳stions ar巳 important b巳caus巳 they hav巳

b巳en activated again in th巳 context of int巳ractiv巳 media,
claimed to be cat巳gorically different from passiv巳

spectacles such as going to the movi巳s or watching 
1 • • 33tel巳vision.
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and growing importanc巳 of human machine interaction 
in daily life. More res巳arch on this topic is n巳eded.

From the Penny Arcade to the Game 
Center 

Early slot machines w巳re plac巳d in many kinds of 
public places, both indoors and outdoors. Lik巳 wall
mounted broadsides, billboards, and posters, th巳y be
came one of th巳 tokens of an urban landscape in transi
tion. Th巳 novelty valu巳 of th巳 coin-ops, which was 
refl巳cted in many ear甘cartoons poking包n at the de
vices as well as th巳ir us巳rs, gradually faded.35 Although 
many machin巳S were silently r巳rnov巳cl, oth巳rs becam巳 a
p巳rman巳nt feature of th巳 mod巳rn city. Th巳y w巳re so 
common and familiar that th巳 city dwellers’ relation
ships to them becam巳

“automated.”To use one, on巳

hardly ne巳d巳d to think about the 巳ntir巳 op巳ration. Al 
tl10ugh ev巳r-present, th巳 machines h巳came invisibl巳，

like the ATMs today. This is probably also on巳 r巳ason 
for their nearly total absense from the culmral histories 
of th巳 twenti巳th c巳ntury.

Altl10ugh the coin ops wer巳 scattered in th巳 city
scap巳， th巳y wer巳 also conc巳ntrated in p巳nny arcades. 
B巳ginning in the 1890日， such ar℃ades were found in 
many citie日， but also at amusem巳nt parks, 1日idways (th巳

entertainment areas of public expositions），白nd s巳aside
resorts. Although some at℃adcs w巳r巳 touring attrac
tions, c仆nn巳ctcd t仆 a r,1ilway show or a touring circus, 

A group that was larg巳ly excluded仕om using 
ear甘 coin-ops, with perhaps th巳 巳XC巳ption of simple 
vending 111乱chines on th巳 streets, wer巳 children. This 
巳xclusion was inscrih巳d into the user interfaces of 
many machines. Ma日y streng出 testers r巳quirαl too 
much physical pow巳r for chidr巳n to us巳 th巳m. l心neto
scop巳s, Mutoscop巳日， and other pe巳pshow machin巳S had 
their viewing hoods or control int巳rfac巳s so high from 
the ground that a child would not hav巳 be巳n able to 
r巳ach them.34 lt is likely that many childr巳n became 
acquainted with th巳5巳 machines witl1 the help of their 
parents, lifting tl1巳111 up to the vi巳wing hoods and 
control devices. Becaus巳 of tl1巳 had r巳putation of 
amus巳111巳nt arcad巳目， thit♀exp巳ri巳nce oft巳n took plac巳 in
family ori巳nted amusement parks and fairgrounds, 
where proto-int巳ractiv巳 d巳vic巳S where plac巳d alongside 
oth巳r kinds of attractions, including m巳rry go rounds, 
rollercoaster飞ferris whe巳ls, and traditional shooting 
and gaming galleries. Th巳 presence of th巳5巳 different
trpe刊 of attractio日s created an int巳grated 巳xp巳ri巳nc巳，

where suhmi日sion and immersion took turns with active 
participation. During the twenti巳th c巳ntu巧，the number 
t才coin op巳rated devices th�it were either 111巳ant for 
children 川 could he uperated by them b巳cause of their 
interfocc design M巳adily incre,1日以l (figure 1.3). This 
优巳ms to h,wc reflected sυcia I changes, such as the Ions
enin日of the Ji臼mily contr仆l on children ’

月 pastime, th巳

incr巳：1sing mnou门t 仆f pυckct mon巳y at their disp忖sal,
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American Museum had one-inspired all kinds of 
improved spectacles. 39 One of them was the Kaiser 
Panorama, a European-wide network of stereoscopic 
peepshow arcades that operated for several decades 
from the 1880s on叩Although出巳idea of gathering 
Edison’s Automatic Phonographs and Kinetoscopes 
into public phonograph and kinetoscope parlors has 
often been trer由d as a cultural innovation, it was just 
an adaptation of an E泪sting tradition.41 The novelty 
was in turning出is tradition “automatic，” or, in other 
words, coin-operated. The cosmoramas and other early 
arcade amusements had usually been noninteractive. 
The imag巳s were for viewing only, and a fee paid at 
the entrance. 

In spite of their huge and ,immediate popular ap
peal, penny arcades were o丘en considered moral与
questionabl巳， 日ccus巳d of being br巳eding-grounds for 
vice and even for infectious diseases. Penny arcades 
attracted a socially mixed crowd, including women. 
They were seen as dark and gloomy. Th巳 attitudes to
ward them had much in common w1由those associated 
with the earliest cinemas, known as “nickelodeons”卢
Like the penny arcades, many nickelodeons also oper
ated in converted store fronts. Sometimes both were 
combined, with cinemas opened in the back rooms of 
the penny arcades (the association between pennies 
and nickels is not a coincidence). To enter出E romn, 
the spectators would have to walk through the penny 
arcade itself, filled with proto-interactive machines, 
above all Mutoscopes. The arcade would function as a 
waiting room (a kind pre-show) for the cin巳ma experi
ence, thus reenacting an already old tradition卢From a 
theor巳tical point of view, a tension was created between 
these two modes of consuming moving images-the 
hand-cranked peepshows and the scr巳en projection. 
These two forms soon went to different directions, al
though some slot machines remained in the lobbies of 
cinema theatres. The co】existence of game centers and 
cinema multiplexes in shopping malls has brought them 
together again. 

Although it is commonly agreed出at both early 
penny arcades and nickelodeons attracted a mixed 
audience, its exact constitution is still open to debate. 
Particularly enthusiastic users for the penny arcades 
were certainly adolescent boys (when they managed to 
sn巳ak in). Popular illustrations, including cartoons and 
postcards, often show delighted youngsters peering· 
into the Mutoscope.44 According to a cont巳mporarγ
obs巳rver, a sign displayed in Samuel S飞vartz’s arcad巳

in Chicago， “For Men Only，” “attracts th巳 small hoy 

like a magnet” （Nasaw, 1999, p. 154). This was oft巳n
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many of them were located in stor巳fron臼，conv巳rted to 
accomodate the new “automatic amusements.”Many of 
thes巳were modest, operating mainly during由巳winter
S巳ason and housing the repertories of touring show
m巳n.36 Yet出er巳 were also arcades that were perma
nently installed. They presented th巳mselves as a n巳w
kind of entertainment that u·ied to attract a general “re
spectable” audience. David Nasaw has listed由巳offer
ings of an exc巳ptionally luxurious early arcade， 由E
Automatic On巳 Cent Vaudeville emporium in New 
York City.37 Most early penny arcades would have con
rained similar it巳ms, although in smaller quantities and 
in less grandiose settings: 

Inside, the long nanηw arcrrdc extended a block south to 

the 13th Street. It was lit with chandelie1丁 and hundreds 

of large white
－＿
卢·osted bulbs; the fioorjammed with the latest 

and most lnxurio11s collection �f automatic coin-in-the slot 

m斤chines available m飞ywhere. For the ‘sporting crowd, ther e

were punchin且bags to compare your punch with C01加tt'..『，
y吃庐·ies', Fitzsimmons 

俨lleiy rifles；切eigh盯 to p1 ll; hau阳ers 切 pound; stationmy 

bicycles and hobby horses. There were also automatic amuse 

ment machines that dispensed cards with your fortune, your 

horo』
、rnpe, 01· your futare w』作 ＇s picture; metal embosse1丁that

Jψit out “Your name in A lumim仰 ’： “automatic" gum, 

can吻，and peanut machines; coin-in-the-slot phonographs 

with the Floradora Sextet, Sousn ’s Band, and comic mono

logues; and more than 100 peψ－show machines. (Nasaw, 
1999,p.157) 

On offer here was a true multimedia, multi 
int巳rface and multisensory 巳xp巳rience, mad巳 巳ven
more attractive by the fact that th巳 pres巳nee of media 
technology in the horn巳 was still very limited. Such 
arcades were, however, not an absolute novelty. The 
concept penny arcade evokes the popular ninet巳enth『

century shopping arcades ( or “passages勺，considered
by Walter Benjamin as on巳 of the earliest signs of ur
ban modernism (Benjamin, 1983). From the first half 
of the ninet巳enth century, such ar℃ades had contain时，
in addition to shops and boutiques, also novelty amuse
menc『， such as dioramas and cosmoramas. For shop
pers, such attractions were just another kind of 
commodity, an巳xperience to buy.38 Some shows ev巳n
adapted th巳 idea of the arcade to their own purpos巳s.
Cosmornma日， for example, were peepshow “arcades，”

consisting of rows of magnifyi吨lenses inserted into 
the walls. View巳rs pe巳ped at illuminated views， 。仕巳n
with sensational sul】ject ma忧er, through the lens巳s.
The popularity of cosmoramas-P.T. Barmu丑’s mighty 



skill. Instead of money, th巳 successful player would be 
rewarded by immaterial values such as additional games 
or high scores displayed in the arcades. Pinball played a 
crucial role in出is transformation. Although it was 
bas巳d on 由巳 nineteenth-century bagatelle and existed 
already in the 1930s, its heyday began in the late 
1940s. In 1947, an engineer named Har可Mabs, work
ing for Gottli巳b, invented “flipper bumpers，”little pad
dles used to sling the ball back to 出巳 garnefield (Kurtz, 
1991, p. 5 6). Flippers were first us巳d in a pinball ma
chin巳 named Humpty Dumpty, which becat 日巳 a model 
for countless later models. I口出is improved form, pin
ball became on巳 of the symbols of postwar youth cul 
ture. Pinball machines appeared in bars or r巳vamped
gam巳 arcades, tl1e inheritors of penny arcad巳s. The typ
ical players w巳re now younger than earlier, males in 
their te巳ns and twenties (sometimes in出e company 
of th巳ir girlfri巳nds, who wer巳 occasionally allowed to 
play). 

Arcades, wt由pinball as their centerpiece, becam巳

part of a lifestyle that encouraged bonding among 
youth and served as a safety zone against the repressive 
values 。f both the family and th巳 workplace. Playing 
be cam巳 a way of being in two places at tl1巳 same time 
(bilocation): ent巳ring into an intense relationship with 
an enclosed microworld and remaining at th巳 same
time part of a group of pe巳rs in th巳 surrounding physi
cal space. Pinball provided an opportunity to show 
on巳

’s mastery for oneself and others and to attain 
fam巳 and ace巳ptance within th巳 gaming subculture. 
This siniation was symbolically 巳rnbodied in Tommy, 
the protagonist of The识吧。 ’s rock opera (1968), later 
a successful musical. Tommy is a n巳W kind of (anti) 
hero, a neglected, mistreated and autistic youth, a 
"deaf, dumb, and blind kid，”whose creativity and com
municativ巳ness are expressed through a sing！巳 chann巳I:
his phenomenal ability to play pinball. "Standing like a 
statue， ” he becomes “part of the machine，”according 
to the lyrics of “Pinball矶lizard. ”47 Similar figur巳S
hav巳 since app巳ared in the discourses around arcade 
video gam时， including films such as Nick Castle’s The 

Last S'tmfi，且hter (1984), a story abo旧 a small-town boy, 
whos巳 υne sp巳cial skill, his mast巳ry in arcad巳 games,
leads him to become an intergalactic warrior. The 
巳mergence of such 叫JOi seems to indicate that continu 
ities betw巳巳11 pl叫1gital and digital gaming culnu-es may 
be more important than discontinuities. 

Vid巳O game arcades wer巳 direct d巳scendants of th巳

game parlors. The transition that to【，k place during 
the 1970s was gradual. 岛1echanical and digital g·am巳

ma chin巳R oft巳l1 巳xisted sid巳 by sid巳
，

as photographs 
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considered a social prob！巳m, for which solutions were 
sought. Tinkering with wir巳less transmitt巳rs and radio 
sets was promoted as a good domestic hobby for boys 
at least partly to keer】出巳m away from 出E streets. For 
women, p巳nny arcades were also consided unsuitable, 
although signs saying "For l'lomen Only” were some
tim巳s displayed next to some attractions (no doubt to 
stir the curiosity of m巳n as well). A, Kathy P巳iss and 
Lauren Rabinowitz have demonstrated, young working 
women often disr巳gard巳d reproaches and 巳nt巳red
“forbidden” places. Consid巳ring penny arcades as a 
zon巳 for men only s巳ems a false generalization that 
fails to account for the vari巳ty of their audiences and 
attractions. 

With th巳 advent of 出巳 rnovi巳 palace era in th巳

1910日， the cinemas managed to whitewash their 
public image. In spite of th巳 fashionabl巳

“high class" 
l】巳nny arcad巳s, their g巳n巳ral reputation got 巳V巳n worse 
in the eyes of moral reform巳1飞and authorities. During 
th巳 Great Depression of the 1930s, often consid巳r叫

出巳 golden ag巳 of th巳 l】巳nny arcad巳 in the United 
States, these places provided unemployed men al干。rd
日ble oppornmiti巳S to sp巳nd time. Interacting with an 
arcade game or trying one ’s luck with a gambling ma 
chin巳， often disguised as an “innocent” machine, such 
as a candy or cigarett巳 disp巳nser, made one forget the 
harsh r巳alities for a while. A common obj巳ction against 
slot machines was their association with gambling and 
organized crim巳. The authorities often adopted tough 
111巳asures, forbidding slot machines and instituting laws 
against gambling. As Marshall F巳y’s histmy of tl1e slot 
ma chin巳 demonstrate日， the trajectory of th巳 fight
against these machin巳s is equally long as their history 
its巳If. Symbolic manifestations included th巳 wreιking
parti巳s organized by the authorities as public snmts for 
th巳 media卢P巳rhaps the most famous episod巳 took
plac巳 in 1934, when N巳W York City’s 111::iyor Fiorello 
La Guardia himself pos巳d for th巳 pr巳5日， holding a 
hamm巳r with a larg巳 pile 。f wreck巳d machines.4ιSimi 
laτg巳stur巳s had oft巳n be巳n s巳巳n in propagandistic pho 
tographs from the Prohibition Era in the 1920s, only 
nυw slot I丁1日chines had tak巳n the plac巳 of the barr巳ls
and bottles of ill巳gal alcohol. On巳 might also r巳call the 
hook burning rituals organized by the Nazis, another 
att巳mpt to “purify” th巳 society.认Then th巳Philippines ’

l】re日ident Ferdin,mcl Marcos forbid ar℃ade video games 
in 1981 and publicly d巳su·oycd them with his hammer, 
h巳 actually reenacted :1 well－巳stahli日h巳d cultural model
(L巳 Diberclcr & Le Diherder, 1υ98, I】. 8). 

The slot madiin巳 industry defended itself by 
changing its focus from g:1m山仆f chance to games （，「
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this provides an excuse for neglecting them, for slot 
machines are, to borrow an 巳xpression from Siegfried 
Giedion, an ess巳ntial part of the “anon严nous history” 

of our time (Giedion, 1969). They have been a veritable 
laboratory for designing and testing forms of human
ma chin巳 relationship. Perhaps it is only wi由出E emer
gence of interactive media as a major cultural and eco
nomic force that 出巳ir significance gradually becomes 
cl巳ar.

I hav巳 tried to show that excavating the past makes 
sense when trying to explain phenomena such as arcade 
video gaming w1出seemingly very short histories. Such 
an approach helps count巳r 出E claims frequently mad巳

by industrγpublicists and corporate “cηrptohistorians，＇’
who like to represent 巳lectronic gaming as something 
unprecedented, a unique phenofn巳non heralding an im【

minent transition into a cultur巳 of interactivity.50 Of 
course, such claims are not totally unfounded. There is 
much uniqu巳， and perhaps even r巳volutionary, in the 
games th巳mselves and in their nearly worldwide appeal. 
It also has to h巳 admitted that w巳 ar巳 probably witness 
ing、 only the且rst stages in a developm巳nt that will attain 
much mor巳 massiv巳 dim巳nsions and proc巳巳d into direc
tions we cannot at present conc巳iv巳. Gaming in public 
spac巳s such as gam巳 centers will b巳 only one aspect of 
th巳 gam巳 cultur巳， alongsid巳 th巳 us巳 of domestic d巳vic巳s,
mobile p巳rsonal gaming platforms, and n巳t:working.
This chapter has been deliberat巳13「 limit巳d to an "archa 巳
ologγof 
and th巳 forms of hmm一m machin巳 r巳l乱tionships asso
ciat巳d with slot m乱chines.识Tithout pr巳tending that 
arcade video games and game arcades th巳mselves could 
be entir巳ly account巳d for by r巳fer巳nc巳 to th巳 past, it 
should be cl巳乱r that many of their incredients are 
found, albeit in rudimentarγ form, already in nine
t巳巳nth-c巳ntury developments. 

The missing thre付出at should be wov巳n into 
this narrative i日，。f course, th巳 archaeology of games 
played at horn巳 and in various intermediate spaces 
with personal games machines. lsn’t this something un
precedent巳d? Onc巳 again, there is a history of proto
int巳ractiv巳 devic巳R for domestic us巳， cov巳ring a great 
number of nineteen出－c巳ntury “philosophical toys，”
such as the phenakistiscop巳 and the zoetrope, early 
media machin吨including 出巳 phonograph, and an 
even greater vari巳ty of miniature 出eatres and oth巳r
role playing 巳nvironments. Nor should on巳 n巳glect
wireless transmitt巳rs/receivers and radio kits that hav巳

been widely available since the early twentietl1 century. 
These d巳vices were not used for gaming, but 出巳y pro 
vided boys with an opportunity for p巳rsonal tinkering 
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from th巳巳ra demonstrate. There existed a continuity 

rather than a rupture betw出11 巳lectromechanical slot 

machines and video gam巳 machines. Not only were出E
physical interfac巳s, such as joysticks, simulated guns, 

steering wh巳巳ls, and so on, often used in earlier games; 

many game genres, such as driving simulators, shooting 

gam巳s, and sport and fighting games, air巳ady existed i口
predigital arcades. This connection has be巳n s严丑boli

cally expr巳ss巳d in a storγabout St巳V巳
“Slug” Russell,

one of the creators of Sp11ccwar. Russ巳II is said to have 
巳xclaim巳d, many years after working on the game，但 if

struck by a sudd巳n revelation：’ “By gosh-it is a pinball 

machine尸’4日 As can he 巳xpected, vid巳O game arcades
inherited tl1eir predecessors’ bad r巳putation. Parents’ 

groups and authorities conc巳rn巳d with th巳 sanity and 

moral of 由巳youtl1 voiced loud criticism. The 飞videly
publicized prejudices against ar℃ade vid巳O gam巳s and 
th巳 arcad巳s themselves wer巳 pr叶）ably one of th巳 r巳a
sons for 出巳 breakthrough of home gaming: parents 
bought video game consoles for their children to keep 
them away from those diabolic plac巳s. In the early 
1980s, game c巳nt巳rs launch巳d campaigns to cl巳an their 
image. Yet the efforts to turn 由e arcade experi巳nc巳 into
a form of family 巳nt巳rtainment did not pleas巳 th巳 hard
core gamers who had grown up in tl1巳

“se巳dy caves." 
According to J. C. Herz, aft巳r the “destruction” of
vid巳o gam巳 arcades, their real continuity can be found 
from the realms of network巳d role playing games on 
th巳 Int巳rn巳t, at least when it comes to the sense of com 
munity and atmosph巳re (Herz, 1997, pp. 58-59). 

Conclusion: Beyond Cryptohistory 
Slot machin巳S have been almost totally negl巳cted by 
cultural historians and media scholars.49 Even histori
ans of popular culture usually mention them only in 
passing, without analyzing them, or placing tl1em into 
their original cultural contexts. The existing literature 
has be巳n writt巳n almost exclusively by collectors and 
coin op enthusiasts. The current state of things do巳S

not do justice to the long lasting popularity and wide 
cultural impact of th巳se machines. One reason for 出巳

dmmwtio mcmoriac is no doubt th巳ir near-ubiquity. 
叭Then a phenom巳non becomes too familiar and com
monplace, it in a way turns invisible; we no long巳r pay 
attention to it. As counter-machines opposed to work, 
productivity, and progres日，slot machines have been 

considered trivial, an 巳ph巳meral form of spending (or 
wasting) one ’s time and mon巳y. Th巳 daumatio go巳S

even ft.叫1巳r: not on与have coin ops been s巳en as t巾p

ial, th巳y have b巳巳n considered harmfol as well, worth 
prnsecution rather than prais巳. Of com咄， none of 
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with technology (Douglas, 1992, pp. 44 59). Such 

activities anticipated coding and hacking important 
aspects of the video and computer game culture from 

the outset. The historγof commercial media also knows 

attempts to turn existing mass media chann巳ls into 

(pseudo )interactiv巳 experiences, including the 1950s 
children’s television program Wi”的 Dink and Yo1ιAs 
these examples show, electronic gaming cannot be 

traced back to any single source. It em巳rg巳s from a 

slowly evolving, complex web of manifold cultural 

threads and nodes.认冯mt is clear is that this web began 

to develop a long time before anything like 气ligital

interactive media" existed. 

Notes 

1. I use the concepts “el巳ctronic games” and "elec

tronic gaming” in this chapter as conceptual

umbr巳llas, covering phenomena variously r巳－

ferred to as “arcad巳 games，” “vid巳o games，＇’

“console games，”“TV games，”白nd “computer

games.”There is much confusion in the use

of terminology. By “arcade games，”I under

stand stand-alon巳 games ( enclos巳d in dedicated

cabinets) play巳d in public arcades or locations.

By "video games，”I m巳an games play巳d with a

dedicated console conn巳cted with a CRT, most

often a TV set. The concepts “console game” 

and “TV game" ar巳 more or less synonymous

with a “video game. ” The concept "TV game” 

(te1吵i p;eimu) is frequently used in Japan. A

“computer game” is a game played with the per

sonal computer, either off-line or online. There 

is much ov巳rlapping among thes巳 categori巳s;

numerous games are availabl巳 for arcad巳s, con

soles, and PCs. An alternative to “
巳lectronic

games" could be "digital games，＇’but the first

mentioned s巳ems culturally more 巳stablished.

丁he I巳ading industty 巳vent in th巳 6巳ld is known
as Electronic Ent巳rtainment Expo (E3, Los An
geles), which is organized hy the former Inter

,1ctive Digital Software Association (IDSA), now 
known as th巳 Entertainm巳nt Software Associa
tion (FSA). This seems to further 巳mphasize
the int巳rchangeability of the words "el巳ctronic”

and “digital” （a I though th巳y by no means mean
th巳 s;un巳 thing). The industry has mor巳 and
more often shown signs of replacing the word
“games” with “

巳ntertainm巳nt. ”

2. flreakout was fir飞t rel巳ased as an arcade game by
Atari in 1976, and later as a console version.
Aιcording to :1 well-kn 门wn 日tory, it is said to 
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have been designed in four days and nights by 

Steve Wozniak at由巳request of his frier叶，Steve

Jobs. Jobs had been given the task of designing a 

new game in the tradition of Pong by Atari’s 

founder Nolan Bushnell. The purpose of th巳

gam巳 was to destroy a brick wall (on the top 

pa1t of the screen) by slowly knocking out t!1e 

bricks one by one by means of a paddle moving 

horizontally in the bottom of the scr出n. Jobs 

and Wozniak became founders of Apple Com

puter (s巳巳 Van Burnham, 2001, p. 137). About 

the legends around the making of Breakout, see 

also Stev巳n L. K,巳nt, 2001, pp. 71-73. 

3. B巳for巳 Pilgrim in the 仰α＇

O切or

air巳ady 巳dited 臼n ac乱d巳1τ1ic anthology called 

Studies in soci，汀I inteiηction (1972) and written 

th巳 highly acclaimed W吵＇S of the hm』d: 7》e orga

uization of 

l】ook, anticipating P啪·i11l in the 111icrow01以

Sudnow meticulously d巳scribes and conceptual

ises his process of learning to play the piano. In 

his motto, Sudnow quot巳s Martin Heidegger: 

"Everγmotion of the hand in 巳V巳ry one of its 

works carries itself through th巳 element of 

thinking, every bearing of tl1e hand bears itself 

in that element.”（p. ix). Wnys of the hand has 

been rec巳ntly republish巳d in a revis巳d form 

(2001)-Pi但-ri11t in the microworld dese凹es to be 

reprinted as well. 

4. I would like to thank Grahame飞Neinbren for

focusing my attention on Sudnow’s book.

5. As an exc巳ption to出e rule, DeMaria and矶Ti]

son r巳f巳r to a coin op巳rated version of Spacewar

called Gala.吵 怀斗ir, which appeared at Stanford

Univ巳rsity campus in the early 1970s. The

authors think the game may have be巳n available

even before C。”引puter 句ace and Pong, which

would make it the first arcade video game. No
conclusiv巳 巳videnc巳 is given (D巳Maria &

Wilson, 2002, p. 13). Baer has recently written

forewords to Van Burnham、 Supercade (2001)

and to认Tolf, 2001, which further consolidat巳S

his mythologized status as a founding father.

6. St巳wart Brand (1974) gives a valuable rare, early

account about the culture around Spaαwar.

7. Herman, 6-7; Burnham, 28; DeMaria ＆识Til

so日， pp. 10-11. Th巳 game was displayed on a

tiny oscilloscope scre巳n and ra口 0日 an analog

computer. Two sp巳cial control hoxes, predeces

sors of th巳 joystick, were created. Kent dismisses
the status of Higinboth白m’s gam巳 b巳cause it
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time. In a sense, Sudnow’s quest for an absolute 

mastery of Breakout was mis伊ided from 由巳

b巳ginning, influenced by his background as a pi

anist. With piano, one can really learn to master 

a certain piece and repeat 由E performance over 

and over again. 

12. For basic data, s巳巳 Costa, 1988 (well written, but

unfortunately not annotated), Bueschel, 1998;

Bueschel and Gronowski, 1993; Fey, 1997.

13. Se巳， however, Slovin, 2001, p. 139. Compare,

Kent, 2001, pp. 2 3.

14. A classic account of this process is Giedion,

1969.

15. Cartoon 臼 also ima回ned mechanical “photo

grapher's chairs，”由at resembled ghastly tortur

ing instruments. The idea of tying the p巳rson to

be photographed to a mechanical contrivance

had a basis in reality. Photograph巳rs often used

head and neck stands to help people remain

motionless wh巳n the picture was taken. The

idea of freezing出E subject was taken much fur

ther in prison photography. Inmates understood

that having a photograph taken would help in

their identification and surveillance. They tried

to move their heads s。由at the photographs

would b巳 blurred. Special chairs with s位aps

were created to immobilize the prisoner. This

naturally also brings to mind出e el巳ctric chair,

invented in the 1880s for permanent immobili

zation of the inmat巳S who had been giv巳n a

death sentence.

16. See Rabinbach, 1992. About psychotechnical

res巳arch applied to female office work巳rs in

Germany, s巳巳 also Gold and Koch, 1993.

17. Marey's and Demeny's work also aimed at creat

ing th巳 perfect soldier: an effective and tireless

killing machin巳. They received ample financing

from出E French army, who felt the need to im

prove its performance after being d巳feated in

the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-1871. About

岛1arey’s work, see Braun, 1992.

18. A good way to gain an idea of也e great variety

of thes巳 machines is to peruse Bueschel, 1998.

The book contains plenty of basic information

and hundreds of color photographs. According

to Nic Costa，出巳 number of pat巳nt applications

for coin-operated devices grew from three in

188 3 to 13 9 in 1887, etc. By the mid 1890s,

more 出an a thousand patent applications for 

such d巳vic巳s had been receiv巳d by the British

Patent O侃C巳（Costa, 1988, 11).

remained an isolated case and had no impact. It 
was not known by pion巳巳rs such as St巳V巳 Rus
s巳11 (Spacewar) or Ralph Ba巳r (Mag 飞7【】X Odys

s巳y) (Kent, 2001, p. 18). 

8. K巳nt’s book is the most exhaustiv巳 chronicle

to da旬，based on original interviews with over

five hundred game designers, producers and

executiv巳s. It is a massive 口nd d巳tailed, albeit

som巳what naive “polylogue" that relies to a

great extend on direct quotations. Another data

collection, focusing on arcade machines and

games, is Sellers, 2001. The “fan” in the title

quite clearly also addresses tl1e author, who

begins his introduction： “I lost my video-game

virginity at the age of six during an otherwise

unmemorable afternoon at Cannonsburg Ski

Area outsid巳 of Grand Rapids, Michigan. The

gam巳 was Breakout, it was early 1977 and my 

mind was ready to explore the world beyond

Mister Mouth 乱nd Hung.η Hungry H华，pos" (p.

10). Th巳 description has some affinities with dis

courses on r巳ligious conversion.

9. Th巳 Europ巳an contributors (Le Diberder and

Poole) are 巳asily th巳 culturally and th巳oreti

cally most sophisticated ones. They also devote

som巳 spac巳 to the European game industry,

which is almost totally missing from the

American-Japanese perspective of the American

wnters.

10. As Mark J. P. Wolf has reminded, games ar巳

a difficult subject for study. 飞再Th巳reas it is easy

to view a film or a television program, going

through all the levels of a video gam巳 is a time

consuming task，出at requires practic巳 and often

special skills. S巳巳叭Tolf, 2001, p. 7. This may

be one reason why so many early studies on 

electronic gaming kept a definitive distance to

“hands-on” approaches, dealing wi由 gaming as
a general phenomenon; at most，由E res巳ar℃hers

had peeped at the gam巳s from behind tl1巳

gam巳rs’ （often children ’s) shoulders.

11. Sudnow found this out wh巳n h巳 realized that

B1·eakout, th巳 game he had been att巳mpting to

mast巳r (to play it through repeatedly, based on

his acquired masteηr) on a home consol巳， was
originally an arcade game. An important princi

pie behind arcade games is their coin-op logic: 
while depending on the gamer's maste巧，the
game also has to contain som巳 randomizing fac
tors that will incr巳as巳 the likelihood that th巳

g川ner need日 to ins巳rt a n巳W coin from tim巳 to
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26. About the notion of mastery in video games and

interactive media, see Weinbren, 2002.

27. Bueschel, 1998, p. 119. Wi出 twenty-first

century hygienic standar由出e popularity of

pneumatic blowing machines in the late nine

teenth and early twentieth century seems almost

surreal.

28. About the historγof pinball, see Colm 巳r, 1976.

29. This strangely resembles 出e p 巳culiar gym

culture in today’s Southern California. Gym 

card holders certainly exercise wi出 all kinds of 

machines, but this act serves all kinds of s严n

bolic goals, some of them conscious, some not. 

G严m are places to display one’s body, to so

cialize, and to create business relationships.

30. At由e Mus位Mecanique in San Francisco’s 

Cli证House there is a slot machin 巳出at must 

have appealed to working worn 巳n. It is the auto

mated typewriter that functions as a fornme

telling machine. It is easy to imagine an o伍ce

lady, chained to her typewriter all day long,

pushing her coin into the slot of this machin 巳－

She does not have to do any由ing else-the 

勾rpewriter types automatically for her. 

31. A great example, captioned "'Living Picnll'es’ 

on the pier, 1912” shows a row of four Muto

scopes outside on由e pier, with two women

peering into th 巳 machines. There are no men

in the picture. Coe and Gates, 1977, 90.

32. King Vidor's classic silent film The Crowd (1929)

provides a vivid picture of出巳 willingn 巳ss of the

working women to immerse themselves into the

new mechanized amusements. 

3 3. About theme park rides, see Huhtamo, 199 5, pp. 
159-186.

34. The International Mutoscope Reel Company

began at some point, probably in the 1920s or

later, to manufacture sp 巳cial “kiddie stands” 

由at would enable a child to use the machine. 

Such stands were special ace巳ssories. Still, their 

existence shows 出at the company b 巳gan to ac

knowledge the importance of children as poten

rial us 巳rs.

3 5. In cartoons, th 巳 coin-ops seemed capable of 

performing any imaginable tasks. Graphic artists 

and humorists imagined “automatic dentists，”

“automatic conscience clearers，”＂automatic.: ar

bi廿ation，＇’“automatic warm water washstands，” 

etc. They also showed people trying these 
machines, and b 巳ing ridiculed by th 巳 crowd

19. The historγof subversive treatment of coin-op
machines is as long as that of出巳 machines

themselves. Using fake coins is the most well
known trick, but 出巳re were many others, all

the way to the well-known tilting of the pinball

cabinet for enhanced performance. See Cost毡，
1988, p. 19.

20. The word “automaton" was used about coin-op

ma chin 巳S In 1895, De Natuur wrote： “At the

present time w 巳 are being inundated with au

tomatons. If出is continues，也e time will come 

when all the arts and crafts will be performed 

by machines which，在t the cost of a coin, be it 

large or small, will be at 巳verybody’s servic 巳． ”

(quoted in Costa, 1988, p. 16). B 巳cause of wide

spread mistreatment, most automatic machines

only dispensed ch 巳ap items or gave small
rewards.

21. Another inheritor of the automata tradition, also 

plac 巳d b 巳hi

dior乱m乱s shown by 1ηany department stores in 

由eir show windows around Christmas. 

22. For a g 巳neral historγ，see Charbon, 1977. On 

the background of the phonograph, see Gitel

man, 1999. 

23. The ultimate source of information on gambling 

machines is F巳y, 1997. The author’s grandfather 

was th 巳 famous slot machine manufac111rer and

inventor Charles Fey, the creator of the original

Liberty Bell (1899), the model for count［巳ss slot

machines up to th巳 present.

24. On the invention of the Mutoscope, see Hen 

dricks, 1964. For its early historγ，see Bueschel 

& Gronowski, 1993, pp. 91-100.

25. This decision may be partly explained as an ef

fort to avoid patent infringement. The Kineto

scope and the岛1utoscope w 巳re largely出巳 work

of one man, William Kennedy Lauri 巳 Dickson,

who left Edison’s company after the develop
m 巳nt of th 巳 Kinetoscope. Edison tried to find
new applications for his 巳l 巳ctric t 巳chnoloθr,

which may explain why the Kinetoscope used 
an 巳lectric motor to run the film. Mutoscope
relied on 日 di仔er 巳nt principle, that of the flip 
book, which had be 巳n known since the 1860s.
But Mutoscope was also more reliable and could 
h 巳 shown in plac 巳s where electricity was not
available. Kinetosc.:ope soon <lisapp巳ared from the
market, whereas the Mutoscope hecam 巳 a great
success that last 巳d until 1950s, and even later.
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toons showing middle-aged men peering into 
也e Mutoscope (see pages 40-43). 

45. A case in point, in France all slot machines 
(appareil主 sous) wer巳 forbidd巳n in 1937.
According to Jean-Claude Baudot， 由ey were
still forbidden in the 1980s, al出ough in less ex
treme form. There were ways to by-pass the
laws. See Baudot, 1988, p. 19.

46. See Fey, 1997, pp. 111, 137. Slot machines were
forbidden in New York City from 1934 until 
May 1976. See Colmer, 1976, p. 3 7.

47.“He stands like a statue I Becomes part of the 
machine I Feeling all the bumpers I Always 
playing clean I He plays by intuition I The digit 
count巳rs fall I That deaf, dumb and blind kid I
Sure plays a mean pinball" (words and music by 
Pete Townshend). 

48. Le巧，， 1984, p. 65. For Stewart Brand, Russell
told由at his main source of inspiration was the
series of science fiction books called the Lens 
man by E. E “Doc” Smith. See Brand, 1974,
p. 55.

49. Unfortunately, much of the evidence about the
slot machine us巳rs’ attitudes has disappeared
without a trace, not being considered worth
recording.叽7巳 know the machines and the corn
panies quite well, but not what people thought
about them. 

50. About the notion of cryptohistory as applied 
to media production, see Schiffer, 1991, 
pp. 1-2. 
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THE HISTORY OF THE VIDEO GAME 

Steven Malliet and Gust de Meyer 

To summarize出e history of出e video game in a single 
chapter is by no means a self-evident assignment. Al
though the games industry is much younger than the 
film, literature, or pop music industries, it nonetheless 
entered its fi丘h decade in 2003. A brief glance at出E
number of games produced between 1962 and today 
clearly indicates出at it is impossible to discuss this topic 
wi也出E help of a timeline of all games ever produced; 
there simply are too many. Therefore we have chosen 
to divide video game history into a number of separate 
periods, each with its own specific tendencies and 
characteristics. Our primary objective is to provide an 
improved insight into the video game phenomenon 
that we know today, the enumeration of indep巳ndent
historical events is of secondary importance. 

Prehistory: 19 5 8-1972 

Even though 1962 is仕equently cited as “出e year when 
出e first video game was produced，”it is not true that 
before 1962 there was no such 出ing and afterwards 
sudd巳nly there was. Like other media, such as film or 
recorded music, it is difficult to connect the emergence 
of the video game to one brilliant inventor who started 
from scratch and decided it was time to invent some
thing new. 

Instead we should consider the early period, which 
we like to refer to as “the prehistory of the computer 
game，”a period of experimentation, a period in which 
a number of people from a variety of backgrounds, 
whether stimulated by one another or not, made their 
own contribution to what would eventual与become a 
n巳w form of popular culture.叽7巳 must remember that 
a number of cultural and scientific traditions had al
ready prepared出e ground for the development of the 
vid巳o game. There was the amusement industry with 
pinball machines and board games on 也e on巳 hand,
and the rapid development of computer technology on 
the other. In this section we will first say a few words 
on the early forerunners and then take a closer look at 

出巳出ree “godfathers” of the computer game. 

The Forerun：ηers: Will与 Higi怖。tha：隅， Game Tγaditions、
and Computer Technology 

Computer and game first went hand in hand in 1958, at 
出巳Brookhaven National Laborato巧，a research insti
tute of the American government. For the open day of 

出is company, one of the engineers, Willy Higinbo
由am, proposed to do away with出巳 traditional statistics 
and corporate presentations used each year and come 
up with something more exciting to show the visitors 
(Hunter, 2000). He converted an oscilloscope (a ma
chin巳出at transforms vibrations into a wavelike motion 
on a screen) into a kind of pinball game. A speck of 
light moved across也E screen and wi由 the help of two 
boxes wi由 push buttons one could conn·ol出e cu凹e it 
followed. He considered his creation an abstract simu
lation of也巳 game of tennis, and aptly named it Tennis 

for Ti肌He had not foreseen game aspec臼such as 
“who scores出e point？” or “what is the score？” Hi gin
botham was not interested in也巳 possible applications 
of his invention. He saw it as an attractive way to dem
onsn·ate the operation of a piece of technology, no 
more, no less. Subsequently, he did not patent his 
mvention. 

One of the interesting aspects of Higinbotham’s 
creation was 出E interaction between player(s) and 
machine. He managed to make a scientific instrument 
attractive for a nonscientific audience, simply by 
obscuring its complexity and making it easy to manipu
lat巳. The interactive possibilities由at he foresaw were 
closely related to出e mechanical amusement tradition 

也就already existed in his counηy in the form of pinball 
and slot machines. The popularity of such machines 
depended on由e same principle: players got a limited 
amount of control (by operating several buttons or 
pulling an automatic arm), but由巳 game could still go 

an unlimited number of ways (Yesterdayland, 2000). 

Higinbotham did not explicitly incorporate the aspect 
of reward (a second important el巳ment of such games) 
into his machine; he le仕由is to出e imagination of出e
players. 
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and Nolan Bushnell (Hunter, 2000; GameSpy Sta筐，
2002). A heated discussion will usually follow con
cerning which of the 出ree made the most essential 
contribution and can consequ巳ntly b巳 considered the 
founding fa由巳r.认Te do not consider it our task to an

swer the qu巳stion here. We limit ours巳Ives to briefly 

considering each of the three men, I巳aving it up to出E

reader to pick his or her favorite. 
Steve Russell, the first of the three, was a student at 

the renowned Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) in J anuarγ1962, when he develop巳d Spacewar 

for the PDP-1 mainframes由at were available there. 1 

In contrast with his predecessor Higinbotham, he 

explicitly intended to cr巳ate an application for enter 

tainment (Hunter, 2002). Soon, many varieties of the 

game’s code spr巳ad amongst universities across Amer

ica. T巳chnically speaking, Spacewar came down to the 

constant app巳arance and disappearance of flashes of 

light on the scre巳n, comparable to some of today’s 
scre巳nsavers. Russell’s greatest merit was to incorporate 
a game element into this light show by making two of 
those specks look lik巳 spaceships, which could be con
trolled by two diff ，巳rent players. The other specks were 
stars that figured merely as d巳coration. In the middle of 
the sere巳n was a cross repr巳senting a black hol巳. The 
task of a player was twofold: to prevent your spaceship 
from crashing into the black hole, and to五r巳 torp巳does
to destroy your oppon巳nt before h巳 was able to destroy 
you. Technically speaking, Spacewar can be seen as the 
first computer game, simply because it was the first “game” 

that was programm巳d 011 a “computer.”Moreover, be
cause the gam巳 contained both a simulation and an action 
el巳m巳nt, it laid the foundation for a numb巳r of diff ，巳rent
genres that would follow in the 1970s and 1980s. 

The s巳cond man on the list, Ralph Baer, came 
from a completely different background.认冯1巳n he 
introduced his innovations in 1966, h巳 was a well
respected, forty-four-year-old engineer at an elec
tronics company, Saunders Associates (Hunter, 2002). 
Baer, an immigrant 位·om Nazi Germany, was intrigued 

by the possibilities of the medium of television, which 
had already entered the living rooms of som巳 40 million 
families across the Unit巳d States. He designed a device 
that could b巳 conn巳cted to his TV, which would allow 
him to play a kind of ping pong gam巳 on出e scr巳en.
The gam巳 its巳If strongly res巳mhled认！illy Higinbo 
tham’s creation of almost a decade before, but con
tained a number of game elements that were missing 
in Tc川isfar Two. Ba巳r did not stop tl1ere, and in 1967, 
h巳 developed a new television game, this time a hockey 
simulation. In 1968, h巳 巳V巳n thought up a system that 

This brings us to the second s巳t of forerunners 
of the video game: the tradition of board games and 

children’s games such as hide and s巳巳k or cops and rob
bers, in which (part of) reality is represented in a sim
plified, iconic way, and players are 巳xpected to us巳 their
imagination to play tl1eir part in this world. Thos巳 who
play Monop呻are supposed to dive into th巳 world of 
capitalism, and those playing Strate且B will consider 
themselves gen巳rals for the duration of th巳 game. In 

出e early sev巳nti巳s, with the adv巳nt of Dungeons mu! 

Dm俨ns (1974, created by Gary Gygax and Dave Arne
son), an extreme variant of such games emerged：由巳 so
called “fantasy role playing game.”In出ose gam白， the
players 巳nter a wholly imaginary environment and work 
out 出巳 sto巧，line wi白 白e help of sev巳ral standard plots. 
Al出ough at tl1e time, already som巳 text-based adven
ture games existed (e.g., Star Trek, 1967; Hunt the 

U今tmpus, 1971), fantasy role playing gam巳s hav巳 巳xer
cised a considerable influence on the structure of a 
variety of future computer games. Aspects such as a 
complex object syste1口， or the creation of a fantasy 
world governed by its own social and economic rules, 
have now b巳com巳 a standard ingredi巳nt in many con
sole and computer games, and can be directly traced 
hack to the rules described in the manuals of Dungeons 

and Dmg, ns and its followers. 
In 巳ssenc巳， a video game is nothing mor巳 or less 

than a special kind of computer program. This auto 
matically brings us to a third forerunner: the develop

of computer technology, which ace：巳l巳rated
enormously in th巳 1940s and 1950s (L8Morte & Lilly, 
1999). A number of important inv巳ntions, such as tran 
sistor memorγin the lat巳 1940s and the first chips in 
th巳 lat巳 1950日， result巳d, in th<:: early 1960s, in th巳 early
for巳runners of today’s computers. These machines 
were still bulky and exp巳nsive. By today’s norms they 
had very limit巳d storage and processing capacities, and 
were pr巳dominantly found in universiti巳s. Since those 
<lays, the t巳chnical foundations for ιomputers have 
impr仆ved 「apidly and this evolution i日 still going strong. 
Over the past forty years, the continuous d巳velopment
of computer technology has served as the driving force 
behind the t:v巳r『increasing sophistication of video 
games. Litt！巳 woncl巳r, th巳n, that this扣1℃巳 will s巳rv巳 as
口 reel thread throughout our argument. 
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The J71vcntors: Steve Russell，沁1/1】b Bae，飞 or Nolan 
Hus/melt? 

叭几1en inve气tigating th巳 qu巳stion of who should be con
si clen.:d tl1e true i nv巳ntor 〈》f the video game, thr巳巳

1umes pop up n.;p巳atedly: Stevc Russ巳II, Ralr】h Baer,



could bring his games to living rooms by cable, just like 
television programs. Cable companies did not fancy出巳
idea, and, even though Baer managed to obtain no 

fewer由an seventy-five patents, his plans were shelved 

for a couple of years (Hunter, 2002). Ba町、 innovative

contributions did not involve出巳 nature of computer 

gam臼－even in 由ose days the controlled movement 

of a ball or puck across a scre巳n was nothing new-but 

they involved出E possible applications that he foresaw 

for his games. He can be considered由E founder of出巳

in-home video game: his idea 出at computer games 
could penetrate出巳 privacy of the home was proof of 

great v1s10n. 

The most famous, but without doubt also th巳 most
controversial, name on the list of founding fathers is 

Nolan Bushnell. When he was young, Bushnell was a 

fervent chess player and a gamer avant-la-lettre. He 

enjoyed Japanese thinking games such as Go, and he 

worked in an amusement park. In university he encoun

tered Spacewar and used it as the basis for Con.ψuter 

Space (fi凯1r巳 2.1), a game he developed in 1970 (Jacobi, 

1996; Hunter, 2002). As a game, Computer Space was 

not too innovative, but nevertheless it constituted 

breakthroughs in a number of areas. First of all, it was 

not a computer game for the mainframes at university, 

or a video game to play at home on th巳 television, but a 

machine in the pinball tradition. Bushnell took advan

tage of the dramatic reduction in price and size of com

puter chips in由e late 1960s and used them to market 

the first arcade videogame. Second, Computer Space 

introduc巳d a practical, profit-ori巳nted way of thinking 

出at was unprecedented in the video games sector until 

th巳n. Bushnell fitted his game with an 巳xtensiv巳 visual

layout to make it more attractiv巳，and he made no 5巳－

cret of the fact出at the main purpose of this gam巳was

simply making money. 

I Figure 2.1 I 
Computer Space (Nutting Associates, 1971): The first 司 rcade 9a111e 
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Bushnell’s strate盯was less succ巳ssful than ex

pected；由e instructions were too complicated, and the 

public massively ignored Con.鸟puter Space. The idea of 

attracting players by means of a colourful closet and a 

range of simple controlls, was ther飞however, and it 

was Nolan Bushnell himself who brought it to perfec
tion two years later. His new arcade game, Pong, was 

the simplest possible game and the instructions could 

hardly be misunderstood： “Avoid missing ball for high

score，”or, in oth巳r words，“no prior knowledge needed 

to enjoy出e game.”Pong was not the only ping pong 

game around at the time, but it was the first serious 

games hit, and it gave the go-ahead for a booming 

industry. 

This game also made Nolan Bushnell’s contribu

tion to由巳 development of vid号ogames rather contro『

versial, to say the least, as Ralph Baer recognized his 

own ping-pong game in Pong and sued Nolan Bushnell 

for copyright violation (Hunter, 2002). However, from 

a historical point of view, this dispute is of no gr巳at sig

nificance. It su伍ces to say也就Bushnell managed to 

break ground出at none of his predecessors had broken 

before. He managed to take video games out of the 

spher巳 of scientific research and bring th巳m to the gen

eral public. His role in the evolution of video games is 

由erefore comparable to the role of the Lumiere bro出－

巳rs in the evolution of motion pictures. Technically 

sp巳aking, Bushnell can be considered the founding fa
出er of the arcade video game. 
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The Birth of an Industry: 1973-1977 

The mid-seventies, more specifically出巳 years 1976-

1977, are known as the time wh巳n America first mas

siv巳ly fell for video games. Both the consol巳 market,
bas巳d on the ideas of Ralph Baer, and the arcade mar
ket, following Nolan Bushnell’s footsteps, took off and
quickly realized excellent sales figures. This same pe
riod witnessed some important innovations, both tech
nically and contentw时，which contributed to setting 
the standards for future platforms and genres. In this 
s巳ction we will take a closer look at the technical and 

economic aspects of both mark巳ts, and mention a 

number of important games to illustrate some major 
content-related innovations. 

The b价IS的 Develops Through Different Channels: 

Arcades versus Consoles 

Arcades: Atari Against the Rest A丘er a dispute with 

Nutting Associates, th巳 firm that took care of the pro 

duction and distribution of his Con仰ter Spa叫Nolan



market. Both technically and economically speaking, 

the home console had to come a long way between 

1972 and 1978. 

In the early 1970s, Ralph Baer’s ideas were finally

appreciated at their true value. Electronics giant Mag

navox recognized the enormous potential, and bought 

a license from Baer for manufacturing a home console 

(Hunter, 2002). The result is the Odyss町，which came 

out in 1972. It is a simple d巳vic巳， whic.:h, like the arcades 

of the tim巳， was far removed from the gam巳 computers

we know today. It was a缸lly analogue system, which 

meant that the possibilities for image formation and 

gam巳 variety wer巳 rath巳r limited (Brown, 1998). In ad

dition，也e difference between “console” ar叫 “game”

did not exist yet: all possible games (m巳aning some 

twelve variations on 出巳same ball and paddle theme) 

were program1丑巳d in the hardware itself. It was impos

sible to buy a new game and conn巳ct it to th巳 Odyssey.

A且nal limitation of the O<lyss巳y was that it us巳d only a 

fraction of th巳 possibilities出at the TV set had to o仔er:

th巳re was no sound, and the games were black and 

white. This last problem was overcome by introducing 

colorful plastic covers 出at could be placed ov巳r the 

screen. By today’s standards, the Odyssey can be con

sidered a marginal consol巳 at best. It was nonetheless 

quite popular and it took some time before new and 

better consoles were mark巳ted. For this r巳ason the 

arcades were initially the Odyssey’s largest competitor.

In 1974, Atari took the plunge onto the hom巳 con

sole market when it launched Home Pong, a console 

that did not differ greatly from tl1e Odyssey. Otl1巳r

companies followed, resulting in a whol巳 s巳ries of ball 

and paddle games that each offer巳d a slight variation 

on the original concept: som巳 introduc巳 a digital con

sole, some allow fotu- players to play at once, others 

add color or sound to the gam巳（Brown, 1998). It was 

not until the 巳nd of 197 6 tl1at a true turnaround came 

about with the introduction of two highly innovative 

new consoles: the Studio II by RCA and the Channel 

F by Fairchild. Both were so-called programmable 

consoles: th巳 cod巳 of a game was not built into tl1e 

hard war巳， but the consoles w巳re “real” computers that

listen以i to a lanbiuage of predetermin巳d instructions 

(Brown, 1998; Hunter, 2002). Using this langua萨，pro

gramm巳rs could develop games for these consoles 

and stor巳 th巳 cod巳 on ext巳rnal data cai riers. The Studio 

If and the Channel F introduc巳d the cartridge syst巳111:
5巳par口te data carriers (tl1巳 cartr讨g巳s), sold separ乱tely,

that contained the gam巳
’s source cod巳 and could 

be connected to th巳 appropriat巳 consoles. Th巳y also 
start巳d a tr巳ncl that would run as a red thread thrυugh 
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Bushnell decid巳d出at he no longer wished to be depen 
dent on a third party to publish a game. Toge出er wi出

his business partner Ted Dabn巳y, he establish巳d Atari 

(X, 2001b). They delineated well-consider巳d and e而－

cient policies, and quickly became the largest arcade 

manufacturers. The success of Pong，出eir first game in 

1972, inspired many other companies to give出巳video

games market a try and launch their own V巳rsions of 

the game. Due to, among other things, aggressive 

licensing politics, which contractually prohibited all 

Atari distributors to distribute machines of other c.:0111 

panies, Bushnell and company managed to 巳stablish a 

quasi-monopoly around 1974, at which time th巳ir main 

comp巳titors w巳r巳 small companies operating on a local 

scale. In 1976, p巳rhaps fifteen companies w巳re active on 

the arcade market, hut on a national level only one had 

sales figures approaching Atari's, namely Midway, 

own巳d by Bally, a pinball producer (Brown, 1998). 

叭Tith his company operating at an ev巳r-growing scale, 

Bushnell found himself forced to sell Atari to叭Tarner

in that same year (Seitz, 2001). Dy the end of 1977, 

Atari controlled about 70 percent of the coin opernted 

market in the United States. 

The industry’s growth between 1972 and 1978

went hand in hand witl1 th巳巳volution of th巳 hardware

of tl1e platforms on which these arcades ran. Although 

gam巳s such as Pon且and Computer 斗1acc were operation

ally still far from actual computers, som巳 important

innovations help巳d to dos巳 the gap around 1976. The 

game Tank, whic.:h was launched in 1974 by Kee Games 

(a daughter company of Atari), constitut巳d a major 

technical breakthrough (Yesterclayland, 2000). It was 

the first gam巳 to us巳 ROM chips to store graphics, 

making th巳m far mor巳 ac.:c.:urate. The us巳 of separate 

ROM chip骂 for graphics can be seen as an ear甘prece

d巳nt of the graphics cards known today. Another 

milestone is th巳 gam巳 Gun Fight, which was marketed 
by Midway in 197 5. In this garn巳， I口icroproc.:essors

repbt：巳d th巳 cumbersome and sluggish chips that had 
b巳en prevnl巳nt up to th巳n (Yester由yland, 2000). Thi s 
C.:（》n目id已r司l】ly accel巳rat巳d the proc巳目sing of in日tru【：tions.
Th巳 garn巳 江lso intn 
d巳vie巳月， such as an early joysticlζand 臼 numb巳r a fak巳
g·uns，阳川levic.:es that would hcc.:omeα，111111011 gadgets 
in the console and arcade markets. 
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Honie Consoles: Atari Cashes in on the Work of Others 
At the endυf this period, Atari also dominat巳d the 
horn巳 c.:onsol巳 111,lτket, which built on Ralph Bear ’

5 

ideas. Thi日， however, turned out to he more tim巳－

consuming and difl币c.:ult than t,1king over the arcade 



I Figure 2.2 I 
The Atari VCS 

out出E his torγof horn巳 consol巳s: consoles are genuine 
computers, and each and 巳very improvem巳nt in com
puter t 巳chnology will almost directly in日ll巳nce the 

quality of出巳 available games. 
As we saw in tl1e Ralph Ba巳r-Nolan Bushn巳11 con

flict, and as we will s巳巳 r巳peatedly throughout this 
chapter, it was not n巳cessarily the technically most in

novative console that would 巳V巳ntually have th巳 largest
impact. In 1977, wh巳n Atari launched its Atari 2600 (or 
Atari VCS; figur 巳 2.2), which was quite similar to tl1e 

Studio II and Channel F, the RCA and Fairchild 
machines, innovative as出巳y wer飞W巳r 巳 pushed to tl1e 
background. Partly thanks to a rang巳 of ingenious 

games and partly thanks to strong management， 出巳

2600 managed to leav巳 its competitors far b巳hind and 

ent巳r th 巳 historγbooks 豁出e first modern home con
sol巳（X, 2001a). All later consoles use a structure similar 
to th 巳 one used in 1977, but m巳r巳ly add r巳finem巳nts

made possible by technological progr巳ss. Despit巳 its

name (VCS stands for Video Computer System), 
Atari’s console was not an actual computer. There was

no k 巳yboard, and all periph 巳ral devices wer巳 aimed at 
making games 巳asier to play. Th巳 2600, for example, 
was 巳quipp巳d with primitiv 巳 joysticks and a numb巳r of 
turning buttons, specifically designed for hall and pad 

dle games (X, 2001a; Brown, 1998). 

The Contents: The Fo阳ndations乒r a Nz仰her of、Gen

Larg巳ly due to limitations imposed by tl1e hard飞可ar巳，

most gam巳s in 由巳 1970s w巳r巳 variations on 由巳 Po,l g

concept, games in which players control a paddle and 

have to maneuver a ball as w 巳11 as possible. As we will 

discuss lat巳r，由IS OV巳rproduction of ball and paddle 

games was largely r巳sponsihle for出e crisis that the in

dustry faced in the lat巳 1970s. Th 巳 introduction of 

hett巳r chips opened th巳 door for otl1er, more innovative 

games. Som巳 of th巳 new games laid the foundation for 

genres出at would h 巳com巳 ve可big in th巳 future.叭Te

will list tl1 巳 most important on巳s.

The 1974 game Tank constituted a major t巳chnical

break出rough. Contentwise too, this gam巳 introduced
a number of innovations (Y巳sterdayland, 2000). Two 
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play巳rs each control a tank in a maze litt巳red with 

mines. The winner is出E on巳 who destroys the otl1巳r
or forces him to drive onto a min巳 B0tl1 graphically 
and game playwise, Tank meant a large step forward: 
由巳 tanks no longer looked like a collection of dots (as 
in Computer Space and its many relativ 巳s) or abstract 
geom巳trical figures (like the rectangl巳s in Pong) but 
they wer巳 well-outlined, solid且gures. Moreover, Tank 

introduced tl1巳
“kill-or-be-killed”

巳l 巳m巳nt that would 

return in a range of later games. Danger was lurking 
behind 巳very corner and th巳 players had to think fast 

and 巳伍ci巳ntly to finish the game successfully. Tank is 
the forefath巳r of th巳 many “shoot ‘em ups” that were

to be produced in出巳 years to come. 

As far as navigation and scr巳巳n s巳t-up is concern巳d

Tank used a numb巳r of principles that Atari had been 
working on for Got'cha, a gam巳 that was produced a 

y巳ar earlier and prov巳d highly innovative, despite its 
simplicity. Got'cha is classified as出巳且rst “maze gam巳

”

and is considered the main predecessor of subsequent 
classics such as Pac-Man (Yesterdayland, 2000). It was 
a two-person gam巳出at was based on the “cat-and

mouse” principle: play巳r number one，也E “catcher，
”

had to get a hold of由e other, and player number two, 

出e "runn巳r，
” had to prevent this from happening. B0tl1 

players were able to move horizontally and vertically 

出rough a maz巳 on出巳 screen. This possibility to move 
in two directions already existed in Computer Space, but 

was a large st巳p forward from games such as Pong. 

Also in th 巳 g巳nre of sports simulations Atari came 
up with a numb巳r of innovative games: World Cup Foot

ball (1974) laid th 巳 foundation for a whol 巳 g巳n巳ration of 
soccer gam巳s, and Grand Track 10 and Grand Track 20 

(both 1974) w 巳r巳 mil 巳stones in出巳 development of rac
ing simulators. Otl1er games worth m巳ntioning are 

句ace Race (1973, again by Atari), a for 巳runner of the 

subs巳quent platform and obstacle gam巳s, and Death 

Race (197 6), by Midway. This last game was a racing 
simulator, with the added bonus 出at driv巳rs could 

score additional points by running over live creatures 

(the “Gremlins”

） as th巳y cross巳d出巳 road. Death Race 

was出e first game that startled parents, politicians，出巳

media, and other authorities becaus巳 of its 巳xplicitly

violent character. 
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1978-1982: A First Crisis Awakens the 

Industry 
The year 1978 was a turning point in the history of the 
com put巳r gam巳. For the first tim巳， the young industry 

was not making any progr臼s and many companies 

were suffering heavy losses. Rather than being the end, 
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this crisis er巳ated space for a number of creative new
comers, predominantly from Japan，伊iding tl1巳 video
games industry into its golden years. 
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Christmas of 1977 meant the beginning of an unex 

pected end for many companies in the games industry. 
Ther巳 was a spectacular drop in games sales, right when 
grow出 had b巳巳n exp巳cted. The home console mark巳t
was hit hardest, but 出巳 arcade market did not go 1111-
scatl1ed. In 1978-1979 a number of important play巳rs

wer巳 forced to seriously reduce, or even stop, ilie pro
duction of th巳ir consoles: the Channel F disappeared 

in 1978, ilie Suidio II in 1979, and ilie Odyssey slowly 
passed into oblivion (De Meyer, Malliet & Verbrug
gen, 2001, p. 58). The only player that (more or less) 
managed to survive was Atari. Even though the 2600 
shared in some of ilie blows (ilie numb巳r of consoles 
sold was still growing, but games sold railier poorly), 
叭Tarn巳r's daughter company managed to maintain itself 
thanks to h巳r strong position in the arcade market (X, 
2001a). 

A second reason why Atari manag巳d to surviv巳 the
crisis while all its comp巳titors got into ram巳r serious 
trouble, was related to tl1e nature of the crisis. The 
drop in sales figures was a r巳suit of th巳 state the market 
was in: there was an oversupply of consoles (hardware), 
and a shortage of innovative games (software). During 
this period Atari was the company tlrnt introduced the 
most creativ巳 games. It was th巳refore less vuln巳rahle to 
th巳 public’s deer巳asing inter巳st. The crisis did, how
ev巳r, affect Atari ’s dominance in the mark巳t as space 
was created for new, more innovative companies. This 
h巳！peel to mak巳 the p巳riocl of 1979-1982 one of un
precedented bloom and creativity. 

The ]apancsc Invasion 

Until 1978, the Americans dominated出c world of 
video gam巳5 ’rh巳n things changed. 岛1any J a panes巳

compani巳只， which had long been active in cliff，巳rent s巳c
tors in th巳ir own geographical area, started to focus on 
computer g·ames. Th巳y soon managed to greatly influ 
巳口山 th巳 games sc巳ne in th巳 Unit巳d States and Europ巳

by introducing a number of technical and content
r巳lated innovations that s巳t new, lasting standards. 

It is not a coincidence that this impuls巳 for innova
tion came from J:1pan (Costellr飞 1991, pp. 114-117;
She旺，1993, pp. 12 33). F仆r one, Japan had a long tra
dition υf game machines， 口ncl pachinko, the Japan巳5巳

version of th巳 pinball machin巳， wa日， to put it mildly, 
wildly popuL1r. Fu「thermor飞during the mid lυ70s a 
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considerabl巳 market for video games had developed, 
initially by importing arcade machines from Americ乱，

and later, when it became app组·ent mat additional var
iations on ilie Pong concept did not really pos巳 a ilireat 
to the pachinko machines, by coming up wiili n巳W

games. Around 197 6，出巳re wer巳 already many games 
companies，也E most important ones being Taito and 

Namco. Both of iliese companies gained a firm foot

hold in tl1巳 United States during ilie late 1970s, early 

1980s, and were soon followed by fellow-Japanese com

panies such as Nintendo, Universal, Konami, Sega, and 

Tehkan. 

Taito: Space Invaders On June 5, 1978, Taito, a 

Japanes巳 company established by Belorussian immi】

grant Michael Kogan, released Space Iηvadcr. 

gar丑巳 caus巳d a 口·ue mania and was th巳且rst computer ．

gar丑巳 tr】 b巳C《llll巳 mor巳 l】opulnr man the local pachinkos 
(Poole, 2000, pp. 33-34). American company Midway 
no tic巳d th巳 enormous potential of tl1e game and bought 
a licens巳 to mannfachir巳 the gam巳 and distribute it on 
th巳 western market. Here too，句斤cc Invade，丁 was 8 

great succ巳ss. Already in l 981, the game had swallowed 
more than four billion coins, an average of one game 
per inhabitant of ilie earth. 

The success of Space Invader丁 can, for a large part, 
be explained by tl1巳 naUlre of the game itself. It con
tained a number of elements that were completely 
new, or mat were a perfection of techniques出at had 
been p巳ripheral beforehand. First of all tl1e game used 

a narrative strucUlr巳， albeit a primitive on巳（Yesterday
land, 2000). Referring to the body of sci巳nee币ction
ideas that exist时，a simple story was told of a swarm of 
aliens that cam巳 to conquer the earth and it was up to 
the player to stop them from getting a stronghold 0日

this plan巳t. The player was giv巳n a mission, which ere
ated the feeling of being tl1巳 hero in a great advenUlre. 

In addition, th巳 aspect of r巳ward took a large st叩
forward. 句wee Invaders was a game without an end 
(Pool巳， 2000, p. 3 7）.叭吁1巳n the player had neutralized 

th巳 first swarm of aliens, a second would come that 

1110V巳d slightly faster than the one before, and so on. 
Th 巳 rhythm of th巳 game would build to tl1巳 point that 

it b巳came impossible for the player to ke巳p up and the 
game would stop. There was no upper limit to the 
number of points that a player could score, and as a re』

suit players could keep on playing indefinitely, always 
finding a new challenge in having tυdυbetter than the 
tirn巳 befor巳．

Thi时，S》ace Invade，丁 us巳d sound in a functional 
way: the rhythmical hass based soundtrack, which sped 



up with由e rh严hm of the game, was an integral part 
of 出巳 game experience (Poole, 2000, p. 36). Before 

Space Invade问sounds in video games had generally 
been used as padding or a subordinat巳 bonus, but after
wards game develop巳rs could no longer afford to ignore 
this aspect. 

The success of Space Invadel':r invited 。由er compa
nies to market 出巳ir own copies of the game, which 
wer巳， more oft巳n than not, cases of genuine piracy 
(Yesterdayland, 2000). Europe, for example, witnessed 
the introduction of such games as UFO Invaders or 
Space Commanders. The practice of copying or repro【

ducing出E source code of a game already existed in the 
early years of the videogame business (e.g.，出巳 different
Space War or Pong clones in the 1960s and 1970s). It 

was, however, not until th巳 1980s出at piracy assumed 

such dramatic proportions that enormous amounts of 

money would disappear into the illegal circuit (De 

Meyer, Malliet & Verbruggen, 2001, pp. 145 147). 

Nm町o: Pac-Man and the Rise of the Maze Game 

Spaα Invaders unleashed a true flood of space war 

games, which would only be counterweighed som巳 two

years later. Again the answer came from Japan; it was a 

game出at depended mor巳 on friendliness and humor 

than on violence and出reat and it was called Pac-Man. 

The game, which was developed in 1980 by a team of 

eight at Namco in Japan, was launched in 1981. In that 

year alone, more出an a hundred thousand Pac-Man 

arcade machines were sold (De Meyer, Malliet & 

Verbruggen, 2001, p. 138). The succ臼s of Pac-Man 

can be explained both from a content persp巳ctive and 

from a social standpoint. 

Wi出 resp巳ct to content, Pac-Man was the perfec

tion of the maz巳 game genre. By using bright colors, 

fonny names for the opponents, happy background 

music, and animation breaks between the l巳vels，出巳

dev巳lopers wanted to create a feel good atrnospher巳

(Jacobi, 1996). The gam巳 was relatively simple: a 

pizza-like figure, called Pac-Man, enters a maze in 

which he has to eat as many little balls as possible. He 

is being chased by a number of ghosts that do not try to 

kill him, but merely s巳nd him back to the starting point. 

Pac Man could walk in four dir巳ctions only, so controls 

were quite easy. 

Pac－几1.an enter巳d history hooks as the first gam巳

that managed to draw th巳 fernal巳 population into 

arcades (Herz, 1997, p. 13 2). Pr巳viously only teenage 

boys had populat巳d th巳 arcad邸， satisfying their macho 

impulses by playing the role of a trigger-happy space 
exp I or巳r. Wi出 its cartoonlike cont巳nts, Pac-Man took 
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a different route and open巳d doors that had previously 

remained closed for video games. The game was not 

only found in dark arcad臼， but soon also made its way 

into more neutral surroundings such as restauran巴 and

bars. An entire media hype came into being surround

ing Namco’s ball-eating creature. Pac-Man appeared

on t-shirts, in newspapers, and on television; he could 

be found on snack wrappers, lunch boxes, and plastic 

bags; he got little brothers and sisters, uncles and 

cousins; and he became the hero in innumerable 

follow up games. Pac-Man became the first star of出巳

video game era, giving the industry a new, less violent 

image (Poole, 2000, pp. 159一160).

Nintendo, Universal, and Sega: The Rise of劝e Climb

ing Games Space games here, maze games 出巳re：由e

early 1980s seemed to offer something for everyone. 

Two other Japanese firms, which refused to market 

clon巳S and derivatives of games that already existed, dis

agreed. Sega and Nintendo have always been known to 

impulsively go their own way, and this was air巳ady ob 

vious in出巳early 1980s, when they developed another 

new genre：由e climbing or obstacle game. 

Climbing games built on the theme of maze games, 

but focused on different aspects. First of all, players did 

not just wand巳r around a maze, but had to go from start 

to finish in as little time as possible. Of无en they would 

start at出e left bottom of the screen and end at 由巳 top

right. Spatially there was a clear direction and line in 

these games. On th巳ir way from出e bottom to tl1巳 top,

players would collect points, but these were secondary 

to th巳 final goal of reaching出e finish alive. This usu

ally came down to trying to dodg巳 all kinds of obstacles 

(ranging from ladders and barrels to speeding cars) 

encountered on the way up. The first climbing games 

were based on principles of reward similar to those in 

Space Invaders: upon reaching the 巳nd of one l巳vel，由巳

gam巳 starts an巳w, but with a slightly increas巳d level of 

difficulty. 

Space Panic, the first climbing game to 巳nter the 

mark巳t, was introduced by Universal (another Japanese 

arcad巳 manufacturer) in 1981. The game introduced 

a scr巳en compos巳d of platforms, scaffoldings, and lad

ders, and combined thes巳 wi出 the alien『theme of S》ac

Inv, 

influential climbing game, though, was Nint巳ndo’
S

Donkey Kong, which also came out in 1981. Donkey 

Kong set出e norm that would be copied by numerous 

imitators: using a screen composition similar to Space 

Panic, the manufacturers proved to be clever in present

ing a wide variety of obstacles出at ranged anywher巳
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from being “quite possible” to being “too hard" 
(Yesterdayland, 2000). The game also introduced two 
岳gures, one virtual and the other human, that would 
return to play an important role in th巳 hist01y of出c
com put巳r game. Th巳 first，由巳 virtual figure, was 出巳

main character of the gam巳. Initially his name was just 
“Jumpman，”but later on he would be called "Mario，” 
and reappear in a large numb巳r of highly innovative 
games. The second, th巳 human, was the developer of 
the game: Shigeru Miyamoto. Miyamoto, an industrial 
d巳signer by training, had be巳n working at the develop
ment department of Nintendo since 1977. H巳 was put 
in charg巳 of the elev巳lopment of a n巳w game in 1981, 
and Donkey Kollg was the result. Th巳 success of this 
game (which m巳ant the breakthrough of Nintendo on 
the Am巳rican arcade mark巳t) considerably str巳ngth巳n巳d
Miyamoto’s position within Nintendo and gave him a
large degr巳巳 of cr巳正1tive fr巳巳dom (She匠， 1993, pp. 52二

日）. The games he developed in the 1980s, as we will 
show later, h巳came some of the most essential video
games ev巳r.

A final important climbing game was Fro且gcr,

developed by Konami in 1981, and distributed in由c
United States by Sega. The gam巳 differed from the 
usual ladders-and-scaffoldings conc巳pt (as had b巳en ela 
borated in games such as Donkey Ko咆and all its clones) 
in that it worked vertically rather than diagonally. A 
frog, positioned at the bottom of the screen, had to g巳t
to th巳 top as quickly as possible, running into a variety 
of obstacles on th巳 way, such as roads and riv巳rs. Alto
geth巳r Froggcr had a mor巳 r巳alistic touch than most 
other climbing games, due to th巳 n101-e “natural”

巳nvi
ronm巳nt it imitated (Yesterdayland, 2000). 

During this period Sega introduc巳d another im
portant game: ZaxJ:on (1982). Zιr:xon，乱 spac巳 war
game, introduc巳d a n巳w way to construct the scr巳巳n
that would later become v巳ry popular in god games 
and adventure gam巳日： the us巳 of the isom巳tric peτspec 
tive (Pool巳，2000, p. 133; Yesterclayland, 2000）.认f巳 will
discuss the isometric perspective further. 

Amεric.碍 ’E Reaction 
In the meantim巳 ， things had not come to a standstill in 
the United States. The most important games compa【

nies, with Atari in the le时，r巳alizecl that producing 
good and innov口tiv巳 games had gradually becom巳 the
norm and a must for compani巳s that aspired to com
mercial success.叭Te shall s出 that two strat巳gies b巳cam巳

popul 江r: th巳 Atari sttategy, which implied coming up 
with better games yours巳If, and the Midway strat巳gy,

『’
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which consisted of importing and distributing th巳

more successful games from Japan. 

Atari: Asteroids, Adventure, and Battlezone Follow
ing the disappointing years of 1978 and 1979, Atari 
became very productive again in 1980. It managed to 
produce a number of infh阳1tial games a时，just as a 
number of 出巳 Japanese companies mention巳d above, 
laid the fou日dations for some influ巳ntial techniques 

and genres. 
The first one was Adventure, a game developed 

in 1979 for 出巳 2600. Though visual悖rather primitive 

(a king, for example, was depicted by a crown, just as 

in chess), it was the first adventure gam巳 that used 

graphics, i口st巳ad of being text-only (Jacobi, 1996). 

叭Ti出 resp巳ct to出E narrative，由c games followed the 

traditional quest-structure: a player is placed in an 

imaginaiy world and has to compl巳te a task. In出is
game th巳 play巳r’s task is to find a golden gob！巳t and re
turn it to the castle of the king, without being、 kill巳d by 
one of the thr巳E dragons. Both the search motive and 
th巳 11日native stt·ucture became prototypical of the orga
nization of any adventure gam巳. It is ther巳fore not sur
prising that th巳 whol巳 genre was named after the且rst
game in its kind. 

On th巳 arcad巳 market, Atari scor巳d some succ巳ss巳S

with a numb巳r of games that were not r巳ally innovative 
(i.巳.， closely related to Computer Space and Space 

lnvadcn), but contained a number 。f interesting nov巳l』

ties. Asteroids, a Cm叩utcr Space clone, was the first to 
provicl巳 th巳 possibility of br巳aking through 出巳 flat
enclosure of the screen: the spaceship could disappear 
on one sid巳 of th巳 scr巳巳n and reappear on th巳 oth巳r
and instead of being a rectangular plane the scre巳n rep
resented a cylind巳r-like space (Pool巳， 2000, p. 130). 
Lunar Lander, a gam巳 in which the player had to land a 
spaceship on the moon's s盯face as safely as possible, 
relied more on strat巳gic thinking than on speed and 
fir巳power, thus becoming som巳what of an odd one【out
in the world of space games (Yest巳rclaylancl, 2000). 

In 1981, Atari marketed one of the graphically 
most forward-looking games of all times, Battlezone. 

Battlezone introduced an image processing t巳chnique
that would, in th巳 3D era, com巳 to be a kind of Holy 
Grail. Becaus巳 a discussion of the visual principles used 
in Battlezone is most appropriate wh巳n we discuss th巳

games of the 1990s, we will pos甲one further analysis 
of this game until later. 

Mid：ψay: Inψ。由 front Japan Wh巳r巳as Atari mainly 
invested in producing new gam巳S to compete with the 
Japan巳S巳， Midway took another turn. Instead of com-



peting with出巳Japanes巳firms, it mad巳licensing deals 
wi白 白em, becoming a manufacturer and distributor of 
Japanese products. In出巳1970s, this method had al
ready proven quite successful on a number of occasions 
(Gun Fight, lic巳nsed by Taito, being the most important 
example), but from Space War on it became clear that 
this way of working could be highly profitabl巳－

Midway's name is o丘巳n associat巳d with games such as 
Galaxian (1980) that had initially been developed by 
Japanese companies (Namco in this case). 

Willi仰＇ts and Defender: Horizontal Scrolli：吨 h也巳
early 1980s, a new manufacturer entered the American 
arcade market: the Chicago-based Williams company. 
Just like Bally， 出is company had been active (and 
highly innovative) in the pinball market for many years. 
Encouraged by由巳success of games such as Pong，叭Ti!
liams 巳ntered the arcade market in 由巳1970s. Th巳y
r巳mained a second rate player until early 1981, when 
they came to出巳 foreground with a game called De
fender, which was developed by d忧ir own staff (under 
the supervision of Eug巳ne Jarvis). 

D听ηder differed from the averag巳 space battl巳

game. In contrast wi出句ace Invade,丁 and its many 
relatives, the action did not take place vertically, but 
horizontally (Poole, 2000, pp. 130一131). The player 
would fly his spaceship from left to right (or vice versa) 
above a moon landscape to shoot as many aliens as pos】

sible. An important novelty was出at the enclosure of 
the screen was opened; the world of the game was no 
longer limited to the world that one could see on出E
screen.认Then由e play巳r reached出e side of the screen, 
the landscape would move, allowing the spaceship to fly 
to places that were initially invisit】le. At the top of the 
screen was a map, keeping the player informed about 
th巳 location of出e spaceship in出E entirety of由1s vir
tual world. 

认There Asteroids already sugg巳sted that off-screen 
action was possible ( by having the spaceship disappear 
and reappear on opposite ends of the screen), D呐nder
was 由e first gam巳 to actually use it (Pool巳， 2000,
p. 131). To us巳 this navigation technique for由is pur
pose was as innovative as the principle itself. D价nder
was the first game to use “scrolling”：the landscap巳

zoomed by the spaceship, making the movement of the
spaceship mor巳 pronounced. Scrolling became the vid
eo game equivalent of panning movements in film, and 
prov巳d to by highly suitabl巳 for games that required 
lou『 of sp巳巳d and action on the screen.

Just lik巳 Lunar Lander, Defender is an example of 
how, at that point in time, games moved away from 
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出巳 principle of “the faster you move and shoot, the 
more points you score.” Strat巳gic thinking became 
more and more important. The aliens in D价M叫for
example, were equipped with a limited form of AI (Ar
tificial Intelligence) and there wer巳 a number of differ
巳nt tactics that players could use to eliminate certain 
enemies as e伍ciently as possible. 

Ci忧ematronics and Space War: The Level System In 
addition to Williams, another American firm came into 
being: Cinematronics, from El Cajon, California, near 
San Diego. In 1977, before Space Invaders had even 
be巳n launched, Cinematronics had already scor巳d a hit 
with a space war game, aptly nam巳d Spt1ce U斗irs (not to 
be confused with Spacewm’，Steve Russell’s first game). 
Cinematronics owed its success largely to出巳 original
make-up of the game’s cabinet, and thus to the way the 
machine was presented visually in the arcad巳 halls. But 
contentwi吨too，加ce Wars offered some novelties 
(Yesterdayland, 2000). The game was equipped with 
different degrees of di伍culty：由ere w巳r巳 separate levels 
for beginners, experienced players, and 巳xperts, which 
helped to attract a wider rang巳 of play巳rs. Just like Bat 
tiezone, Space Wnηused a vector beam screen instead of 
the regular pixel-based raster screen.2 This t巳chnique
allowed the lines to be drawn much more smoothly, 
but it limited出巳use of colors. 
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Content Innovations: The State ofAffai1丁

The hectic description of innovative games pr巳sented in 
出E previous paragraphs points to a number of general 
tendencies. We can say由at出e period discuss巳d above 
is dominated by three different genres: maz巳 games
(after the model set by Pac-M11n), climbing and ob 
stacle games (a la Donkey Kong), and space wars (th巳

Space Invader genre). Having noted this, it is remarkable 
that almost all genres known today already c泪steel in a 
prototypical form in the early 1980s. 

Grand Prix 几1.onaco (Sega, 1979) and Pole Position 
(Namco, 1982) are examples of simulation games that 
managed to break through in出巳arcades. In th巳 con『

sole mark巳t a number of soccer and basketball simula

tions did well. Simulation games became more and 

more realistic due to increased computing power and 

the use of ever-improving content-related techniques, 

such as the use of perspective to display d巳pth on the 

screen (Herz, 1997, pp. 29-30). The genr巳 of the 

graphical adventure game got off the ground, in 

th巳 wak巳 of games such as Adventure (Atari, 1978), that 

was a logical succession to traditional text-based, n日rra

rive computer games. A number of titles followed that, 
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despite their limited graphics and narratives, managed 

to find an opening in the console and (especially) the 

game computer market.飞再le should remember Wizard 

of War (Midway, 1981) and Venture (Exidy, 1981), 
which both incorporated 出E adventure theme into a 

maze game. This period also saw the rise of the role

playing game. A number of computer games were cre

ated, based on the rules of Dungeons and Drago邸， with

Akalabeth (California Pacific, 1979), and its successors, 
the first two games in the Ultima series (California 

Pacific, 1980, and Sierra, 1982) as key examples. Also 

worth mentioning are 出E games in 出E Epyx Dun 

jo叫阳t series：ηe Temple of Apsbai (1979), Hellfire 

Warrio1· (1980), or The Curse of Ra (1982). Finally we 

should make notice of a founding father in the g巳nre

of thinking games (Qi址，by Taito in 1981) and a num

ber of primitive “first-person shooters”
（Battlezone and 

Tempest, both by Atari in 1981). 

It is int巳resting to see how these different genres 

each found their way into different mark巳t s巳gments.

We already mentioned that adventure gam巳s scored 

well on the home markets. Arcades turn巳d out to be 

suitable for action and simulation games, wh巳reas maze 

and climbing games were predominantly found on 

handhelds. 

Technical Innovations: 1》c Evolution of the Ho阳’ Console

and the Rise of Handbelds 

Home Consoles: Atari, Mat时，and Coleco In出e p巳

riod 1977 1982 a whole range of consoles saw daylight 

that were similar to the Atari VCS. With th巳 excep

tion of the Matt巳l Intellivision, they were eight-bit sys 

terns that used higher screen resolutions and faster 

internal conn巳ctions to graphically outperform Atari's 

console. 

The first system that truly attacked Atari’
S mo

nopoly position was Mattel's Intellivision in 1979 
(figur巳 2.3). Int巳llivision stood for intelligent televi-
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sion, a name出at the console, graphically speaking, ab

solutely lived up to. The console was built around a 

sixteen-bit processor and contained a much more com

plicated chip s世ucture than any of the。由er game com

puters and consoles of出e time (Brown, 1998). 

The launch of the Intellivision was followed by a 

period of fierce competition between Matt巳l and Atari 

(Brown, 1998). This battle was fought both on 出E

hardware and 由e software 仕ont. Both companies 

would regularly introduce new technical gadgets to 

give 由eir resp巳ctive machines 出e competitive edge, 

simultaneously 町ying to produce as many quality games 

as possible. Atari had an ext巳nsive arcade department at 

its disposal and managed to convert a large number of 

games for use on出e 2600. Mattel followed a different 

route. It sp巳cialized in sports simulations, a genre in 

which its superior graphical capacities truly paid off, 

and made lots of deals with sports clubs and associa

tions (such as由e NBA) to use出e names of出e players 

and teams in their games. 

In June 1982, a third competitor ent巳red the bat

tlefield: the Colecovision by Coleco (figure 2 .3). The 

console, which was an eight-bit system, was presented 

as being less mainstream出an its two competitors and 

managed to obtain a solid market share by converting 

a number of lesser-known, but nonetheless good arcade 

games (Brown, 1998). In 1983, Coleco even sold more 

consoles由an出巳 other two companies. In 1982, Atari 

introduced its new console: th巳 Atari 5200. This system 

contained a number of improv巳ments compared to由巳

2600, without truly causing a graphical revolution. 

During the early 1980s Atari, Mattel, and Coleco 

dominated出巳 console market and tl1ey did not tolerate 

much competition from others. Th巳 story of the Chan

nel F 2 （由巳 succ巳ssor of the revolutionary 197 6 system) 

was typical of the situation: again Fairchild’s console 

did not manage to get a grip on the market, and it dis

appeared as suddenly as it had appeared. 

I Figure 2.3 I 
Atari's competitors: The lntellivision (left) and the Colecovision (right) 



Handhelds The honor of having produced th巳 first
ever handheld goes to toy manufacturer Milton Bradley 
(MB) for producing Si11ion in 1974. Simon was actually a 
cross between a true video game (controlled by a com

puter program) and a regular mechanical toy. The 

game consisted of a platform wi出 four buttons, each 

button producing a specific sound. The player could 
(re)produce melodies by pressing a certain combination 
of buttons in a certain rhythm. 

A few years later, Mattel marketed a number of 
handheld sports simulations. These miniature systems 
were graphically greatly inferior to出e consoles of出巳
time and the available batteries could only guarantee 
a仕een minutes of playing pleasure. Owing to thes巳
two factors, handhelds had a rath巳r slow start in出E
late 1970s. 

In 1980, Nintendo started its “Game ＆矶latch”

series, causing the gr巳at turnaround for handhelds. 
Inspired by 出巳 miniaturization of calculators, the 
Japan巳se company used LCD screens that allowed the 
device to be kept small. Although 由e first Game & 
Watch games used only one screen，由巳re were two 
screens after 1982. Al由ough Nintendo ran into similar 
problems as Mattel several years earlier (most impor
tantly the still limited graphical capacity), it managed 
to create a market for its product for a number of rea
sons. The Game & Watch series did not, at first, aim to 
produce graphically challenging games such as sports 
simulations, but marketed adaptations of climbing and 
obstacle games. Nintendo marketed these games as也E
cheap and handy counterpart of出巳 expensive consoles 
that were sometimes difficult to control. It was largely 
tl1is positioning出at gave出E handhelds a big push in 
the right direction (Sh巳ff, 1993, pp. 110 112). The big
gest successes in the Game & Watch series were a 
number of conversions of Donkey Kong and cartoons 
such as Mickey Mouse and Popeye. 

Game Computers: Apple, Commodore, and the Rest 

What the 1960s had been for computers in general, 
the 1970s were for 出巳 personal computer. As chips 
became ever smaller and cheaper, it became possible 
to market compact computers for a reasonable price 
(LaMort巳＆Lilly, 1999). Additionally, companies such 
as IBM finalized techniques such as出e floppy disk sys
tem. In 出巳 1970s, IBM as well as MITS3 launched 
tl1eir first "p巳rsonal computers” （由e term PC was 
introduced in 1981, before which these machines had 
b巳en referred to as microcomputers). For the evolution 
of video games, however, two other companies 出at
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brought out their own microcomputers were of great 
importance: Apple and Commodore. 

Steve Jobs, a friend and former colleague of Nolan 
Bushnell, and Steve叭Tozniak 巳stablished Apple in 
1976 (Hunter, 2002). That same year saw由e market
ing of由eir first microcomputer, the Apple I. Between 
1976 and 1983, as many as five different computers 
were launched, the Apple II becoming most popular 
(Pa忧erson, 2000). Distinguishing themselves from oth
er microcomputers thanks to their graphical capacities, 
Apple computers were highly suitable as a platform for 
video games. The most famous Appl e games of the time 
were adventure games such as the Zork and Ultima 

sen es. 
Commodore, a company that originally produc巳d

typewriters and calculators, produced a series of micro
computers during the late 1970s and early 1980s. Like 
Apple computers, they were user-friendly and rela出rely

inexpensive. In scientific circles, Commodore com
puters wer巳 considered inferior machines, and, just like 
Apple, Commodore sold most computers to a garner 
public. Commodore also produced a whole s巳quence
of computers, most importantly the PET (1977），出E
VIC-20 (1981) and the Commodore 64 (1982) (X, 
2002a). On the games market they scored with conver
sions of hits such as Frogger, Pac-Man, and Battlezone. 

Because Commodore managed to offer good visual 
quality for a relative忖low price, it reached a large pub
lic and positioned itself as a counterpart to the expen
sive consol臼，just like the handhelds. 

At出E tir肘，microcomputers offered a number of 
advantages over consoles. Although all machines were 
8-bit systems, the Apple and Commodore machines
had somewhat more proc巳ssing power than the con
soles produced by Atari, Mattel, and Coleco. Ad
ditionally, they offered broader functionality. Many
youngsters were introduced to the world of computers
and programming languages by writing出eir first sim
pie computer programs for the C-64 or the Apple IL
Consequ巳ntly, it is not a great surprise出at certain con 
sole manufacturers tried to enter the home computer
market.识Ti出 tile Odyssey II, Magnavox was由e first
to market a console wi由 a keyboard, partly closing出E
gap between tl1e two formats (Brown, 1998). It was, 
how巳ver, still a specialized gaming console, and it could
not be considered a real computer. Atari, on the other
hand, developed an entire series of machines with their
own operating systems that would run applications in
addition to games. Among them were 出e Atari 400
and the Atari 800 (both 1979) (Brown, 1998). In the
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early 1980s, a number of improv巳d versions follow巳d,

namely the Atari 600 XL and the Atari 1200 XL. Al 
though the Atari s巳qu巳nee and the Odyss巳y II wer巳 re
sponsible for d巳cent sales fi♂lf巳s, they n巳ver posed a 
serious threat to 出巳 popular consoles and game com
put巳rs of the tim巳．

Innovations in the b叫1stη，＿. The Deel旷厅tion of 
Indψcndence of Developer丁

In th巳 early period of vid巳O game history, companies 

such as Atari and Magnavox took car巳 of all aspects of 

the development of a game, from conc巳ption to distri】

bution. Throughout the 1970s and esp巳cially during 

the 1980s, this situation changed.叭Te already indicated 

that many Japanes巳 companies relied on American dis

tributors to run 出巳ir op巳rations overseas. Companies 

such as Midway are 巳xampl巳s of the gradual disconn巳C

tion of production and distribution. 

This period witnessed a remarkable increase in th巳

number of indep巳nd巳nt develop巳rs who produced 

games for a sp巳cific format and mark巳t巳d th巳se gam巳S

without any involv巳m巳nt of the hardware manufactur巳r.

The most famous 巳xampl巳 is Activision, a company出at

was 巳stablished by a number of programmers that left 

Atari with a thorough knowl巳dge of th巳 programmin

languag巳 for the Atari 2600. Th巳y develop巳d games for 

the 2600 and mark巳t巳d th巳111 without any Atari in

volv巳l1l巳nt (Hunt巳r, 2000). Another example is Imagic, 

巳stablished by former Matt巳1 employ巳es that d巳V巳lop巳d

games for出e VCS and出e Int巳llivision.

B巳fore long, distributors, consol巳 manufacturers,

and elev巳lopers start巳d to collaborate. Each of th巳 three

parties b巳nefited from a quick and 巳伍cient division of 

labor and 巳xchang巳 of information. D巳V巳lop巳rs needed 

the technical sp巳cifications of th巳 diff1巳rent consol巳s,

distributors n巳巳d巳d a licens巳 for using and distributing 

th巳 sourc巳 codes, and the console manufacturers saw 

the 巳conomic value of 出巳ir consol巳 rise with th巳

incr巳ased availability of good g·ames. In the long run, 
this change in the market structur巳 was to have a posi 
tiv巳 in日u巳nc巳 on th巳 games industry as a whole. 

1983-1989: A Second Crisis Guides the 
Industry into the Nintendo Era 

Early in 1983, not even fiv巳 y巳ars after th巳 first crisis, 
the industry went into a s巳cond rec巳ssion. This crisis 
was more radical th口n the pr巳vious one, as it was d巳巳ply
rooted in th巳 lυ82 111日rk巳t situation. Its 巳ffects had far
r巳aching、 conscquenc巳s for the structure of the diff，巳r巳nt
market s巳gments. Despit巳 the economic shift, techno
logical progress continued, however, and g巳nr巳S that 
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had tak巳n shape in the years before were d巳V巳loped

仇1rther.

1983-1985: Crisis 

In 出巳 mid 1980s, the industry was faced with a large 
setback: sales figures w巳nt clown from $3 billion in 

1982 to $2 billion in 1983, and made a free fall in出e

years 1984 ($800 million) and 1985 ($100 million) (De 

M巳严r, Malliet & Verbruggen, 2001, p. 58). In three 

years’ time, turnover went down by 96 p巳rc巳nt, to a

level below that of 1979. The crisis was due to th巳 over】

production of software, rather than to th巳 overproduc

tion of hardware (as in 1978). Too many games wer巳

available. Th巳 console market esp巳cially contributed 

greatly to this problem, as Atari, Mattel, and Col巳co

W巳re trγing to compet巳 by spewing out as many games 

as possible. The mark巳t was flooded w1出too many av

巳rage games and too many poor variations on th巳 same

concept, and th巳 public massiv巳ly lost inter巳st in com

puter gam巳可. Certain companies respond巳d to出c crisis 

by dumping their games at 巳xtr巳m巳ly low pric巳s, caus 

ing a domino 巳ffect that would not com巳 to a standstill 

until 1986. 

Again a larg巳 number of compani巳s ran into seri

ous problems. The games industry faced som巳 hectic

years characterized by tak巳ov巳rs, chang巳s in corporate 

structure, disputes, and 巳ventually tl1巳 ris巳 of a n巳W

superpower. 

Matt巳l’s games departm巳nt was taken over by

Odd-Lot Trading, a company sp巳cialized in second 

hand trade, and was renam巳d Intellivision Inc. Toy 

manufactur巳rs Milton Bradley (MB) and Hasbro, both 

activ巳 in the arcad巳 market， 缸”d, and swallowed 

Coleco in 1988.认Tarn巳r sold 60 perc巳nt of Atari’s ar

cad巳 d巳partm巳nt to Namco, on巳 of its competitor飞and

75 percent of its console and computer d巳partment to 

Jack Traniel, the former CEO of Commodor巳. Corpo 

rate disputes were a fr巳quent phenom巳non: in 1982, 

Coleco sued Atari for monopoly formation. Some time 

later, Matt巳l did the same, also accusing Atari of steal

ing trad巳 5巳cr巳ts from Mattel 巳mploy巳巳s. In tun 

SU巳d i臼 form巳r er丑ploy巳E Nolan Bushn巳ll, for breaking 

past agr巳巳111巳nts. A且d finally Coleco, Atari, and Nin 

tendo started fighting over tl1e rights to produc巳 Donkey

Kong for game computers (D巳 Meyer, Malliet & Ver
brugg巳n, 2001, pp. 67-68). 

Th巳 situation stabilized around lυ86. Turnover 

gradually start巳d to climb again and several market seg

men ts b巳gan to show a new structur巳. Th巳 big winn巳r

was Nintendo, the company that had already scored 
big with Donkey Kong in th巳 巳乱 1甘1980s. In th巳 second



half of the 1980s, Nintendo would be 出e absolute 
leader in由巳 console and handheld market (Selnow, 
1987, pp. 23 24). 

The Console Market: Nintendo Dominates, S喀布 and Atari 

Compete 

N切tendo: The Famicon1, the NBS, and Shigeru 

M机moto Not paying any heed to出E general mal
aise in the United States, Nintendo put a new console 
on th巳 market in 1983: the Famicom. It was another 
eight-bit system, but thanks to its s巳parate processor 
for graphics, it meant a large step forward with respect 
to image processing. In Japan, the console soon became 
a big hit. The success was largely du巳 to a game called 
Ma1·io Bros., which (re)wrote some of the rules of how a 
good console game had to b巳 put tog巳出巳r (Sheff, 1993, 
pp. 36 54). 

Shigeru Miyamoto，出e man who had been respon
sible for Donkey K01

，

号，also developed Mm切 Bros. The 
game had the same main character as Donkey Kong, a 
plumber called此1ario, who was now forced to share 
the spotlight with his brother Luigi. Mario quickly be
came a true video game star, just like Pac-Man a few 
years earlier. He becam巳 th巳 figurehead of Nintendo 
and 巳V巳1ything由巳 company stood for. In contrast wi出
Pac-Man，岛1ario was not an abstract disc, but an actual 
p巳rson with a family and a job. His appearance was 
inspired by cartoons in the Japanese manga tradition, 
giving Mario a high cuteness factor that helped set 
Nintendo’s reputation as出巳 video gam巳 equivalent of 
Disney (Horwitz & Miller, 2001). 

As a game, Mario Bros. leaned heavily on the exist
ing climbing and obstacle games, such as Donkey Kong 

and Joust (1982, Williams). Similar to出ose games, the 
players would start at the bottom of the sere巳n and 
would gradually climb to the highest of a number of 
platforms. The game could also be played in multi【

player mode: two players each controlled one of the two 
broth巳rs and出巳y had to cooperate to finish出巳 gam巳－
Furthermore Mar Bros. used a n巳w reward system: in
stead of playing出E same game over and over again at 
ever increasing speeds, th巳 players would ent巳r new 
levels. Upon r巳aching出巳 巳nd of a screen，由巳y had to 
start again at the bottom, but in a slightly different S巳t
up: new oppon巳nts, new obstacles, sometimes even a new 
goal. The level system was still rath巳r rudim巳ntary, but 
in the years to come it would develop into a fixed ingre
dient in many games in th巳 platform and obstacle g巳nre.

This brings us to th巳 next gam巳 in the Mario se
quence, Super Mario Bro.』.－. (1985), also developed by 
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Shigeru Miyamoto. The game mad巳 optimal use of 
the Famicom and was much more complex 出an由e

first Mario game. It became one of tl1e most ess巳ntial
platform games 巳ver. S1ψer Mario Bros. combined tech
niques that up to that point had only been used sepa
rately in specific genres. The game also realized 
Shigeru Miyamoto’s vision of the computer game as an
interactive cartoon. 

The level system was taken to 日巳w heights as S11pe1· 
Mario Bros. consisted of no fewer than eight worlds, 
spread out over出irty-two levels. The game's move

ments were both horizontal and vertical: Mario moved 
from le丘to right (using tl1e scrolling technique used 
in出巳 space war games), hut at出巳 same time he had 
to climb all kinds of platforms, pillar飞hills, and the 

like. During his search for tl1e princess he would run 
into a wide scop巳 of opponents (each of a different 
species, name, and intelligence) and h巳 could eat certain 
“power-ups” to increase in strength. The highly
detailed background had, up to tl1at point, occurr巳d
mainly in simulation games. 

In 1986, Super Mario Bros. was由c game由at man
aged to revive出e American games indus位y. This year 
saw tl1巳 release of the Famicom in the United States 
under tl1e nam巳 of Nintendo NES, and the accompany
ing large-scale 乱dvertis巳rnent campaign surrounding 
Mario caused the public to run hack to由e stores to 
buy video games in large numbers. The NES was a 
true hype, making Nintendo the biggest player on the 
video gam巳s market for the next five years (Sheff, 
1993, pp. 139-150). 

In Nintendo's Footsteps: Atari Licks Its Wounds, Sega 

Gets a Foot in the Door 叽Tith S1伊er Mario Bi-as., Nin 
tendo not only created a v巳巧r in flu巳ntial gam巳， but also 
laid th巳 foundation for a completely new business 
model (Sh巳筒， 1993, p. 67). Due to the growing demand 
for NES gam白， and th巳 increased complexity of出e

games, it b巳came impossible for Nintendo to be re
sponsible for the cl巳vdopment of all of its games. This 
resulted in gr巳at巳r cooperation betw巳m consol巳 owners
and developers. Thanks to出e immense popularity of 
the NES, Nintendo was in quite a favorable negotiating 
position，由e result being出at whoever wanted to de
velop a game for the NES was not allowed to do busi
ness witl1 any other compani巳s for the duration of their 
agreem巳nt. In addition，出ere was Nintendo’s policy to
give the highest priority to 出e quality of the games 
produced, ratl1er由an to the number of games pro 

duced. Nintendo’s name had to be a凯iarantee for
good games, and consequently由is company did not 
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walk into the same trap as its predec巳ssors Atari, Mat 

t巳l, and Coleco had done. 

The “big由ree” of the beginning of the decade 
had a hard time recov巳ring from the crisis and never 
managed to step out of the shadow of the NES. The 
successor of the Intellivision, the INTV III came onto 
the mark巳t, and although it accounted for considerable 
sales figures (in 1986, it registered more than $6 million 
worldwid吟，it was日’t abl巳 to step out of出巳 shades of 
Nintendo (Brown, 1998). In 1984, Coleco stopped the 
production of the Colecovision and entered the game 
computer market, albeit with little succ巳ss (Brown, 
1998). Atari was 由巳 only one of the three that managed 
to ke巳p up wi由出e pace of its Japanes巳 counterparts,
even出ough it was only a shadow of the superpow巳r it 
was in the 1970s. The Atari 7800 was a console that was 
technically comparable to由e NES, but contentwise, 
Atari complet巳ly lost track. It kept on bombarding the 
market with old arcade conv巳rsions and did not manage 
to appeal to th巳 n巳w, young crowd that Nintendo had 
managed to reach (Brown, 1998). 

Nintendo’s biggest competitor turned out to be 
another upcoming company, called Sega. This Japanese 
arcade-king became involved in the American console 
market in 1986, wh巳n it launched the Sega Master 
System: another 8-bit system, which was technically 
slightly sup巳rior to出e NES (X, 2002b). Sega had to 
content its巳If with a second place, though, as the best 
game developers alr巳ady had exclusive agr巳巳ments with 
Nintendo, forcing Sega to score with games from their 
own arcade department. 

I -Irmdhelds: The GmneBoy Revulutum

On the handheld mark巳t, Nintendo's dominance was
even more absolute. The company had alreaιly been
the biggest player with the Gam巳＆ Watch series, but
caused a tru巳 revolution in 1989 when th巳y launched
th巳 GameBoy. Th巳 GameBoy was for the handheld
wh乱t the Channel F and the lntellivision had b巳en for
the console: it introduced the cartridge system and
gn:at!y incr巳as巳d the graphical possibilities of the for
mat (X, 2002b). Technically, the GameBoy was th巳 first
true "handheld game computer” and it used the same
chip 日tructure that is still found in today’s handhelds.

Paradoxically, it w,1s a very simple game called 
Tt’tri:, (developed in l 985 by Russian mathematician 
Alext.:i Pajitnov) th日t brought about the breakthrough 
仆f the G:1111巳Boy. After a legal hattl巳 that dragged on 
for sev巳ral mυnths, Nintendo obtained th巳 rights to de 
velop this gam巳 for its h:mdheld, and used Tetris as the 
top game f门r th巳 GmneDoy (J,1cohi, 19%; Sheff, I 993, 
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pp. 174一192). T巳tris went on to becom巳 one of 由巳

most popular video games of all time. This was a great 
surprise, because it deviated in all possible ways仕om
what would be consider巳d a “hip" game. To explain 

出e success, a psychological theory was developed that 
clai1口d that出e game satisfi吐出e fundamental human 
need to create order in a world full of chaos. Further
more, Tctris proved that a scoring system could greatly 
contribute to the attractiveness of a computer game, 
and that complexity and violenc巳 are not n巳cessary

ingredients of a good game. 认Thatever the case may 

be, Tetris meant tbe breakthrough of the puzzle game, 
a g巳nre that had existed for y巳ars, but had never been 

considered a fully fledged complement of th巳 climbing

games or space wars. 

Game Compute7:f and Adventure Games 

Initially, game computers had been considered an im』

portant cause岛r the crisis that occurred in the mid 
1980s. Graphically出巳y wer巳 more pow巳rful，也ey had 
a broader functionality, and their price was comparable 
to that of the better consoles. The argument was that 
PCs were inh巳rently bett巳r出an consoles and therefore 
it W8S pointless to buy one. If we look at the second half 
of the 1980s, howev巳r, we see that game computers and 
consoles simply developed along different routes, rather 
than int巳rfering with each other. 

Especially after the arrival of the Amiga (Com 
mod or飞1986), th巳 Macintosh (Appl巳， 1984), and a 
whole sequence of IBM PCs (1981, 1983, 1985), per
sonal computers were indeed ahead of the consoles of 
the time with respect to processing capacity (LaMorte 
& Lilly, 1999; Brown, 1998). The games that helped 
make th巳se computers so popular, how巳ver, differed 
from the typical console games. During the 1980s, PCs 
turned out to b巳 more suitable for games built up 
around a story requiring a lot of memory activity and 
controlled hy k巳yboard or mouse. 

“'Keep Searching
”： Adventures, Que脯， and Rambles 

The honor of having thought up t!1e first graphically 
controlled adv巳nture game goes to a woman, Roberta 
认Tilliams (X, 1994). In 1979, she and her husband Ken 
Williams started a small dev巳lopment company called 
Sierra-On-Line. In 1983, they created King's Quest, 

an adventure game with an unprecedented graph
i

卢1cal ca 
pacity. The gam巳 used th巳 sixt巳巳n-color im咱巳 process
ing t巳ιhniques of the time to display th巳 game’s world 
in gr巳at detail. The main character (a knight called 
Graham) was no longer an icon on an abstract screen, 
but a colorful silhouette in a colorful environment. He 



could be directed using the cursor key, and players 

could typ巳 commands to make him p巳rform certain 

actions. This form of interaction often led to frustration 

(as it sometimes took hours to find 出e appropriate 

command for a certain action), but it was highly influ

巳ntial during the mid 1980s. Sierra-On-Line produced 

two sequels （茹ng's Quest II and Ill), and a range of 

other games （年ace Q附st I-Ill, Leisure Suit Larry ιIII, 

and Police Quest I -III) that all worked in a similar way. 

Sierra On-Line was the sole supplier of adventure 

games until Lucasfilm Games (later renamed Lucas

Arts）巳mployee Ron Gilbert developed a n巳W naviga

tion technique in 1987 (Garn巳Spy Staff, 2002; Roschin, 

2002). This was出巳“point-and-dick” technique, which

allowed 出e player to communicate with the game 

using出E mouse rather than the keyboard. The point

and-click technique signifi巳d a radical break with由巳

co川entional way of worki吨Instead of speci马ring

left/right and up/down with the cursor keys, it su伍ced

to click somewhere on the screen and由巳 computer

would move the character to the designated location 

on出巳 screen. This technique turned out to be very 

suitable for games in which the player had to do a lot 

of 巳xploring, but was less appropriat巳 for games出at

depended on quick action. It introduc巳d a kind of intu

itive storyline to the adventure genre and it did away 

with text commands once and for all. 

Toward出巳 end of the 1980s, LucasA.rts became 

known as an important developer of point-and-dick ad

venture games, consecutively producing Maniac Man

sion (1987), Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (1989), 

and The Secret of Monkey Island (1990). All thes巳 games

combined a quick rhythm wi出 a good dose of comedy. 

Sierra-On-Line, too, successfully switched to the new 

formula and produced many (some would say, too 

many) follow-ups in the Quest and Larry series. 

“'Everybod）川f God to Me ”： Strategy Games Wi由出E

emphasis shifting to story telling and the introduction 

of the point-and-dick technique, the 1980s provided a 

breeding ground for on巳of出巳most addictive genres 

ever：由e strategy game. This genre is inextricably 

linked to a techr叫ue introduced by Zaxxon in 1982. 

Zaxxon used isometric p巳rspective, a way to build up 

the screen that was greatly undervalued at the time and 

was only r巳cognized for its full potential later. In games 

using the isometric perspecti时，the action does not take 

place parallel to the edges of the screen, but at an angle 

of about 30° , a technique creating th巳 optical illusion

that some of出e objects could jump out of the plan巳

(Yesterdayland, 2000). Literally speaking, the isometric 
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perspective was not a perspective in the true s巳nse of 

the word, because distant objects were just as large as 

those in 出巳 foreground and all lines on出巳 screen

were parallel. 

The isometric perspective introduced a new way of 

looking at things, nam巳ly由巳third-p巳rson total over

view. As opposed to regular (frontal) third-person 

points of view, the player would get 出e impression 

出at出e playing field was an endless plain. The player 

would be somewhere at出巳top right corner and could 

observe everything in its totality. Between 1989 and 

1990, three groundbreaking games were developed 

that managed to incorporate出is total overview as a 

缸nctional game 巳lement: Populo阳（Peter Mol严1eux,

1989), SimCity （认Till矶!right, 1988), and Civilization 
(Sid Meier, 1990). The narrative of these由ree games 
was totally different from the quest structure由at was 

most common at the time (Garn巳Spy Staff, 2002). Th巳

player does not control an individual character, but an 

巳ntire population. The aim of the game is to bring 

your people to the highest possible level of develop

ment by making su·ategic decisions. You were almost 

literally an almighty god in the game’s world. By now 

it is commonly accepted that Pψulous, SimCity and 

Civilization laid the foundation for a totally n巳w genr巳：

由巳 strategy game, or “god game" (as tl1ey were also

known at the time). 

The Legend of Ze协 Before we move on to 出E

arcades, w巳 would like to point out that in the 1980s, 

adventure and role playing games were not exclusively 

available for the PC. Adv巳11饥ire stories were also devel

oped for consol巳s, and we can be especially grateful for 

The Legend 旷· Zelda, yet anoth巳r creation of SI咱巳ru

Miyamoto, which was brought out for the NES in 

1986. 

At first sight, Zelda looked like a crossover between 

a platform game, a la Mario (on which th巳 controls wer巳

bas巳d), a s巳arching gam巳，当 la King's Quest ( on which 

the storyline was based), and a role playing game in 

the tradition of Ultima or The Temple of Apshai (on 

which th巳charact巳r structure was bas巳d).It was espe

cially this last characteristic出at made Zelda a somewhat 

巳XC巳ptional game in the console market. The player had 
to solve all kinds of puzzles and earn power-ups, just as 
in many oth巳r gam巳s.In Zel，缸，however, the impression 
巳xisted that these activities wer巳 not an end in them
selves, but small steps toward a greater good, namely 

building up a strong character. Therefore, The Legend 

of Zelda meant a major breakthrough of the role playing 

game genre to a mass audience. 
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出巳y were little more 出an careful steps in an evolution 

that would soon go out of control. 
During出巳 1990s，出e bit capacities of PCs as well 

as consoles grew exponentially. New methods of visual 

processing were developed allowing computer gen巳r

ated images to achieve an unprecedented level of preci

sion. Existing genres mainly improved quantitatively; 

year after y巳ar games became mor巳 complex and aver

age playing time increased. In addition， 由e money 

flow generated by computer games grew to such a level 

that at the beginning of the twenty-first c巳ntury，出e

turnov巳r of th巳 games industry exceeded that of th巳

film industry (USA Today, May 23, 2002). 
A detailed description of everything that happened 

in this period could面II an entir巳 chapter, or even a 

book of its own. This is why we have decided to limit 

ourselves to describing only the most fundamental 

changes with respect to the periods already been dis

cussed. We will first describe how th巳 industry ent巳red

this chaotic acceleration, both technically and economi

cally; th巳n w 巳 will tak巳 a clos巳r look at some of the 

content-r巳lated changes. 
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"Stop This Crazy Machine": 1万c Stoiy of an Indust1y 

Unleashed 

Th巳 1989 Mega Drive, Sega’s answer to Nintendo’
S 

Entertainm巳nt System, is g巳nerally seen as the in 

stigator of th巳 “war of the bits" (figur巳 2.4). The ma 

chine, named Genesis in由E United States, was built 

around a 16 bit processor, and technically speaking it 

was superior to the NES (X, 2002b). Sega used these 

capacities to produce a number of fast, rhythmical 

gar日出．叭Te rem巳mb巳r Sonic the Hedgehog (1991) and 

仍
’

rtua Racing (1992), but also lesser-known games such 

as Toejam and Earl (1993), games that were aimed at th巳

te 巳nager market. “Mor 巳 Rock and Roll, Less Disney” 

se巳med to be Sega’s motto. Sonic the Hedgehog (from 

th巳 game of the same name) became the sparkling op

pon巳nt of "good old" Mario, and gave Sega an image 

that turned out to be quite lucrative (Horwitz & Miller, 

“Beat Me Out of It ”： Arc，「id,

Rψut，厅tion 

In 出巳 1980s, arcades clearly fell behind PCs and con
soles. Even though the Japanes巳 Amusement Machine 

Manufacturer’s Association (JAMMA)4 standard for 
arcade ar℃hitecture and the introduction of laser discs 

signified considerable steps forward，由is format was 

unable to follow 出巳 pace of its two competitors. 

Arcades managed to survive mainly because their 

games attracted a ra由巳r specific, but dedicated target 

audience. 

The 1980s formed the heyday of th巳 traditional
“beat ‘em ups，”a genre based on different martial arts 

movies. Players had to conu·ol a fighter as quickly and 

inventively as possible in order to beat as many oppo
nents as possible. The on巳 who could heat the most 

opponents or stay alive由e long巳st scored the most 

points. B 巳at ‘em ups, with S
、
treet Fighter (Capcom,

1987) and Double Di咆on (Technos, 1987) as two prime 

examples, extensively used the scrolling t巳chnigue and 

required large amounts of skill (Yest 巳rdayland, 2000). 

Th巳y app 巳aled to a specific audience and aroused a 

lot of worried reactions from parents, politicians, th巳

media, and oth巳r authorities in the conservativ巳 1980s

(Le Diherder & L巳 Diberder, 1993, pp. 149 158). The 

criticism was mainly based on th巳 “dark” milieu in 

which arcade games were generally played and the 

interactive way th巳se games dealt with violence. Pas 

sively exp巳ri巳ncing viol巳nee on t巳levision was already 

considered extremely harm句I, and this obviously ap 

pli巳d all th巳 more to games that “taught” youngst巳rs to 

violently knock down all opposition they 巳ncountered.
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1990-1999: The War of the Bits 

T巳chnological innovation has always been the force 

pushing vid巳O games to new heights. The cartridge sys

tern in th巳 1970s and the PC and the increasing scr巳en

r t：“＞lutions in the 1980s greatly in日uenced th巳 entire

vid巳o g白me industtγ. However, when c.:omparing th巳5巳

developments to those that took place in th巳 1990s,

I Figure 2.4 I 
The instigators of the ＂�m of the bits": The Nintendo Super NES (left) and the Sega Mega Drive (right) 



2001). In 1991, after five years of Nintendo dominance, 
Sega’s Mega Drive finally overtook the NES as the 
best-selling console. 

Nintendo’s reaction came 出at same year. The 
NES was succeeded by the Sup巳rNES (figure 2升），

also a 16-bit system, which was equivalent to the Mega 
Drive with respect to processing power (X, 2002b). 
Games such as S叩er Mario U,切·ld (1991), Donkey Kong 

Country (1994), and a number of RPGs in the Dragon

Quest and Final 扣uuary series had highly detailed 
graphics and extensive virtual worlds.巩冯1ereas Sega 
focused on rhythm and game structure, Nintendo 
rurned out to b巳 an accomplished producer of t巳chnical
tom子d巳－force with respect to landscapes, background 
images, and the like. Both competitors raced neck-and
neck, which had great consequences for the market 
structure (Gam巳S Investor Sta缸，2004).

With Nintendo losing its comfortable monopoly 
position, it was unable to uphold its strict licensing pol
itics. Game developers had more freedom, a fact由at
was fur出巳r enhanced by a whol巳 range of programs 
and devices由at became available to sin科命program
ming in the different programming languages. As the 
production and distt由ution processes became increas
ingly more complex, a third player entered th巳 market,
namely出E game publish巳r (De Meyer, Malliet & Ver
bruggen, 2001, p. 154). Traditionally, publishing had 
be巳n the task of a separate division of producers or 
develop巳rs,but now a number of companies stood up 

出at specialized in publishing games for others. 
Even though a number of other 16-bit systems 

were available at出e time (i.e.，出e TurboGraphics by 
NEC, ar吐出巳Neo*G巳o by SNK from Japan-both 

impressive consoles with disappointing games), the big 
two did not run into serious competition until 1994, 
when Sony introduced the revolutionary PlayStation, a 
console that had everγthing necessarγ to sweep the 
market. Equipped with a 32-bit processor, th巳 Play
Station technically took another large step forward (X, 
2002b). Dl吨in part, to an intensive cooperation wi出
develop巳rs such as Namco and Squareso丘， Sony’s ma
chine managed to live up to the expectations. In two 
y巳ars,Sony sold more than 30 million PlayStations and 
more than 200 million games around the world (De 
Meyer, Malliet & Verbrugge日，2001,p.150).

On巳 of the most important innovations introduc巳d
by 出e PlayStation was th巳 fact that th巳 console no 
longer used (specialized) c白rtridg巳s,hut read its games 
from the general CD-ROM format. This method, 
which S巳ga and others had previously tried, offer巳d
many advantages, but had one major disadvantage. On 
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出巳 one hand，出巳 PlayStation was an “all-around” ma
chine. It could be used as a CD-ROM play巳r,providing 
an extra incentive for many people to buy one. Further
more, the capacity of a CD-ROM is vastly larger than 

出at of a cartridge. On tl1e other hand, Sony spoon-fed 
the software piracy industrγby using the CD ROM 
format, and it became easier than 巳ver to produc巳 ille
gal copies of video games. 

Initially PJayStation’s fiercest competition came
from two consoles 由at each meant the beginning of 
the (slow) end of two manufacturers：出巳Atari Jaguar 
(1993) and the Sega Saturn (1994). The first of出巳 two
can be consider巳dA tan’s final attempt to renew its grip 
on a market出at had escaped its clutches several years 
earlier. W1也出巳 Jaguar，由e first 64-bit consol巳 ever,it 
had a superior console at its disposal, but the games 

Atari produced predominantly scored criticism (Jacobi, 
1996; X, 2002b). Sega ’s Saturn, a 32 bit machine just 
like the PlayStation, was a different sto厅， typical for 
Sega’s future. It was an excellent console, nobody 
doubted 出at, and they came out with some beautiful 
games that, according to som巳，were better than tl1os巳
for the PlayStation, but it just n巳V巳r ma nag巳d to come 
close to Sony’s sales fi凯ires. Sev巳r erron巳ous I丑ark巳t
ing and manag巳ment d巳cisions w巳re h巳ld responsible 
for this lack of succ巳ss (Garn巳S In飞restor Staff, 2004). 

Nintendo fared a little better witl1 its introduction, 
in response to th巳 PlayStation， 。f出eNintendo 64. 
This console pushed the capaciti巳s of game computers 
to an even higher level. Sales fi凯ires were not as 
expected however, mainly becaus巳Nintendo had de
cided to stick to出e cartridge format instead of making 
the move toward th巳 CD-Rom as a carrier of its games 
software. For r巳asons of efficiency and compatibility, 
many developers preferecl the PlayStation and the Sega 
Saturn as their favorite platform. The Nintendo 64 was 
forced to thrive on conversions of older games, and suf
fered a shortag巳 of n巳w games (Horwitz & Miller, 
2001). Another probl巳m for the Nintendo 64 was 
caused by the PlayStation already being present in mil
lions of living rooms and having already saturated a 
large part of the market. 

A final console that was launch巳d in the 1990s was 
Sega's Dreamcast, the successor of出巳 Saturn. The 
stoηr of this console is even more astonishing than that 
of its pr叫ecessor. Th巳 Dreamcast was not just a con
sole with slightly 巳nhancecl capacities, it was t巳chnically
vastly sup巳rior to any of its competitors, wi由 a 128-bit 
processor, the capability to connect the console to tl1e 
Internet, unprec巳dented storage capacity, and so on. 
Sega also published a number of excellent games to 
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accompany the console. Still, sales did not live up to 由巳

巳xp巳ctations by a long shot, y巳t again thanks to a variety 

of economic reasons. In 2001, Sega decided to stop 
producing the Dreamcast and to leave the console mar
k巳t for good. 
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Di),丹rent Formats: Di庐rent For1川 Evolve at D摒刊/It

Rntes 

The console market was subj巳ct to a hectic succ巳ssion

of d巳velopments,and the qu巳stion arises how the other 
market segments evolved. 认!hen trγing to answer this 

question, it becomes apparent that each market s巳g
ment develop巳d at a diff1巳rent pace.岛1ost techniques 

that the consoles r巳ly on are based on PCs and com
put巳r technology; it is ther巳fore no surprise that this 
sector evolved at least as rapidly. Handhelds and 

arcades, by contrast, fell behind during the 1990s, each 

for their own sp巳cific reasons. 

Without going into too much detail, it is safe to say 
出at由e capacity and applicability of PCs developed at 

an astonishing rate. Wi由 the Pentim口 series (by Intel) 

and the PowerPC (by IBM, Apple, and Motorola) in 

the lead, a number of ar℃hit巳cmral standards were 
developed that S巳rved as 出巳 model for many powerful 

machines (Pa仕erson, 2000). As in consoles, th巳 PC’s

bit rat臼 increased immensely, and the rate at which 
the processors could proc巳ss m阳山tions sl'Yrocketed. 
From the s巳cond half of the 1990s on, th巳 PC world 

was largely dominated by Microsoft, which managed 

to monopolize th巳 commer℃ial market with the Win

<lows operating system. Due to th巳 succ巳ss of飞Nindows

and the incr巳asing power of PCs in g巳11巳n

tion of Appl巳 and Comm【idore m日chin巳s on the game 

C【imput巳r mark巳t gradually eroded. Ever incr巳asing

processing capacity 巳lirninated th巳 difference between 

“serious PCs ，＇’ predominantly aimed at data processing 

applications, and “recr巳ational PCs，”which sp巳cialized

i口 gr叩hical applications. 

Ano th巳r breakthrough in the field of home com
puting was th巳 rapid rise of the Intern巳t in the 1990s, 
which becam巳 m important element in the r巳er巳ational
叩pliιability of computers. 

’fhe format of the handheld evolved at a more 
moderate l】ace. Although many competitors entered
the market, some of them with relatively advanced 
machines, Nintendo managed to maintain a good grip 
on the mark巳t. Th巳 At,1ri Lynx （泊巳arly as 1987), th巳

NFC ·1
、
urb＜由：xpress ( 1990), and the S巳ga GameCear

(19')!) had a color sere巳n,wh巳「巳as the Garn巳Boy was a 
black-and-white machine. Furth巳nno1飞the latter two 
were t巳chnically much strυngcr then Nintend川、 h日nd-
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h巳ld (X, 2000b). Both had been designed as a compact 
version of their bigger br。由巳rs （出巳 TurboGraphics
and由e Mast巳r System, respectively). Thes巳 handhelds

were also regularly supplied witl1 quality games, but still 

ne1出er became a commercial success. Once again the 

reasons were bad timing and the wrong marketing 

strategy. 

If we disregard the Virtual Boy (1995), an experi『

ment with handheld virtual reality出at was not quite 

compact enough to acmally be consid巳red handheld, 

Nintendo did not introduce th巳 GameBoy's successor 

until 1998. This was tl1e GameBoy Color, which was 

almost literally what its name suggested: a GameBoy 

witl1 a color scr巳en. Architecturally it was almost identi

cal to its predecessor, except for a faster (32-bit) pro

cessor, and some additional memory capacity (X, 
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Because 出e GameBoy mainly scored with 

platform based action games (a仕er the classics from 

the 1980s), there was no need for drastic innovations. 

Nintendo's comfortable position in the handheld mar 

ket throughout th巳 1990s can be held responsible for 

the limited 巳volution of the h日ndheld format during 

this p巳riod.
Throughout 出e 1990s, arcades continued to be 

pushed to the background. With their increased capaci

ties, growing graphical quality and the possibility to be 
connected to a network, consoles and PCs took over 

the rol巳 of main supplier of action games (Jacobi, 

1996). This development coincided with a r巳duction in 

the number of arcades due to th巳 increasingly strict leg 

islation concerning gambling and game machines白白t

was adopted in many countries. The arcade as a format 

for vid巳O games is more and more becoming an icon of 

a time long gone, for which there is little place in th巳

current landscape. 

3D Tflkes Over 

The pr巳vious two sections reveal the clear tendency 

that th巳 success of a format or a company d巳pended

more on the content of the games that were produced, 

than on th巳 rapid succession of technical innovations. It 

is therefore no surprise that the 1990s also witnessed a 
number of changes with respect to cont巳nt.

“Blood on the Tracks": Violent A础。” in a JD-World 

In 1992, a dev巳loper called ID Software shocked th巳

world by introducing Castle T¥o庐川cin JD. The corn 

motion that this PC game arous巳d not only stemmed 

from its highly violent content, but also from the fact 

that the action took place in a world that was totally 



three-dimensional (Poole, 2000, p. 136). In contrast 

wi出创rlier games由at already used persp巳ctiv巳 or an 

isometric standpoint, this did not just mean that出ere

was depth in 出e images. 3D meant that the player 

could actually manipulate and explore 出e image. In 

Wo忻州ein JD each wall 巳xisted in thre巳 dime巳nsion

and it was possible to walk around it. This possibili勾r

did not e沮st in any of th巳 two-dimensional gam巳s pro

duc巳d b巳for巳．

The technique that was used to program肌仙－

stein JD was th巳 perfected and refined form of the tech

nique that was used ten years earli巳r for Battlezone. 

Central to this technique is 出巳 use of “polygons.”The 

objects on 出e SCI'巳巳n are no longer prints of images 

that ar巳 displayed, but transformations of a math巳mati

cal model. Insid巳出e computer, the objects on 出e

screen are a collection of polygons (usually triangles or 

rectangles) in a three-dimensional coordinate system. 

The graphics of a primitive 3D game, such as Battle

zone, give a good idea of what 出is is like. One can 

clearly see how the tanks and rocks are littl巳 more than 

a number of points connected by lines. 

As can be seen by looking at the graphics of the 

two games, Wo扩enstein JD employed far more advanced 

techniques than Battlezone, but in the end it comes 

down to tl1e exact same principle. In Wo忻nstein the vis

ible figures consisted of far more polygons and were 

therefore visualized far more accurately. They were 

also colored, and looked less naked and skel巳ton-like

than the tanks in Battlezone. At the time of Tf旬lfenstein

JD, PCs W巳re also sufficiently powerful to produce 

more fluent visual transitions, to add shadow, and so on. 

叭Tith succ巳ssors such as Doom I (1993), Doom 

II (1994), Quake I (1996), Quake II (1997), and Quake 

Ill (1999), ID Softwar巳缸 r出er per企cted their 3D

exploration techniques, and built (on its own) the foun

dation for a new genre：由巳 first『person shoot巳r (FPS) 

(GameSpy Staff, 2002). In addition to their dimension 

ality, FPS games differed from the beat ‘em ups from 

the 1980s in a number of ways. They wer巳 the first 

genre to use a五rst-person standpoint, which managed 

to dir巳ct!y involve the player in the game. They 

requir吐出e player to be quite skillful, and 巳V巳ntually

reached a very high level of realism. The levels of vio

lence put on screen surpassed those seen in most karate 

or boxing games, mainly becaus巳 it was portrayed 

ra由巳r 巳xpr巳ssively; it is self-evident 出at first-person 

shooters were the subject of fierce criticism throughout 

出e 1990s. 

Another innovation introduced by ID was the pos

sibility of online gaming. Quake was the first game 
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that could be played over the Internet, giving players 

出e opportunity to fight real opponents, instead of 

computer-driven charact巳rs (Morris, 1999). Games 

like Doo叨＇t and its successors also allowed players to be
come co-authors of tl1e in-game world. Programming 
Ian凯iages like QuakeC were distributed and docu
mented over the Intern巳t, and who巳ver was able to 
master those languages had the possibility of writing 
new worlds for the gam巳， or of making new skins5 for
his or her charact巳r. Some of these additions, not ere
ated by出E original team of developers but by enthusi
astic fans, have grown to lead a life of th巳ir own, 
available as add-ons or modulations (mods) to出E orig

inal game (e.g., Urban Ten-or, which is an extension of 

Quake Ill: Arena). 

3D in Other Genres: Sports Games and Action 

Advenmres An1ong 出巳 major g巳nr巳S 出at had been 

established during the 1980s, there were two t!1at 

gained considerably from the new image processing 

techniques: simulation and adventure genres. 

In the 1990s, simulation games, and sports simula 

tions in particular, b巳cam巳 quite lucrative for many 

companies.认Ti出 realism and “congruence with human 

intuition" being important criteria for such gam叽

working with polygons was a p巳rfect technique for 

developers. Especially toward the late 1990s, as bit rates 

increased, the popularity of sports simulations grew 

considerably. El巳ctronic Arts，乱gam巳 publish巳r that 

grew tremendously thanks to such series as NBA Basket

ball, NHL Hockey 乱nd FIFA Socce 

daught巳r company th日t缸fully conc巳ntrated on sport s 

simulations (De M巳yer，λilalliet ＆飞f巳rbrugg巳n’2001,

p. 74). Another important gam巳 in this g巳nre, receiving 

much praise for its astonishing levels of realism, was也e

Gran T11ris1110 racing simulator (Polyphony Digital, 

1998). 

The adventure genre, too, embraced 3D technol

ogy. In many cas巳S this resulted in sluggish games lack

ing the primitive charm of before. One game, however, 

forced a breakthrough, forming the beginning of a 

genr巳 that combined adventure and action in a 3D en
vironm 巳nt. This gam巳 was Tomb 岛在ider, developed by 
Core and published by Eidos in 1996. The success of 
Tomb Rllider dep巳nded less on content』related innova
tions than on the game’s heroine：由E by-now legendary
Lara Croft. In no time, Lara Cro丘became a role 

model, a sex symbol, for some even a s严nbol of femi

nism. She became the front-woman of the games indus

try, and, like Pac-Man fifteen years earlier, lent it a less 

viol巳nt character. In many circles she still elicit巳d a lot 
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sneaked into many of 白白巳 games, often as a simple so
lution to complicated challenges. 叭1e think of games 

such as Age of Empires (Micr础。丘，1997) and 出巳 succes

sors in the Civilization series. A new genre that flour

ished during 由巳 1990s was 出巳 real-time strategy game 
that can best be described as a crossover between a god 

game and an RPG. Real-time strategy games shared 

their controls with god games; as a player you con

trolled a large group of p巳ople and some supplies由at

you had to use as e伍ciently as possible. Often you 

would k出E general of a large army. The storyline, 

however, resembled that of the RPGs. Frequently tl1e 

aim of the gam巳 was to beat some evil (historical) su

perpower and to prevent the world from coming to an 

end. Real-time strategy games required th巳 player to be 

able to take certain s町ategic decisions, thinking quickly 

and e侃ciently, because, no matter what decision tl1e 
player mad巳，也巳 rest of the game would continue. Ene
mies had high levels of Artificial Intellig巳nce, which 
would m伊larly make gameplay rath巳r d1面cult. Herzog 

Zwei (Technosoft, 1989) and Dune II (Westwood, 
1992) are the pioneers of d山genre (Geryk, 1998). 
The true classics followed a little later wi出 the
W1we1咐（Blizz叫1994, 1995) and the Commm归nd

Conquer series (Westwood, 1995, 1996). 

of criticism, though, mainly for th巳 size of her breasts. 
Although tl1e succes of Tomb Raider was largely due to 
its heroin巳， the game nev巳rtheless managed to pave the 
way for a range of 3D adventure games that gave the 
player a third-person point of-view. 

The Future: PlayStation2, X-Box, 
GameCube, and Beyond 

To summarize 巳verγthing that happened in the 1990s 
in a limited numb巳r of pages was anything but self
evident. And, considering the t巳ndencies of the past 
years, it is ev巳n more d1伍cult to predict what we can 
expect in the future. As a starting point W巳 will us巳 the

three consoles that, for now, constitute the latest g巳ner
ation, and we will look at some of the promises出ey
will have to realize in由E years to come. 

At 出巳 moment, the market is dominated by the 

PlayStation2, launched by Sony in 2000 and a big 
success仕om day one, just like its predec巳臼or. In many 
countri巳s th巳 demand for the new console was so 

high that Sony had trouble pro巾cing enough new 
machines. It was not until 2001 that the simation stabi

lized, and by then more than 50 million families world 
wide owned a PlayStation2. Technically speaking, th巳

Pla｝心Stati 

th巳 PC foτmat. The machin巳 can process mor巳由白n 60 
Iηilli【m polygons p巳r second「j and offers s1】巳etacul日r
l】ossibilities for game programm巳rs. In 2002, n巳W
releases such as Grnn TuriS1110 3 and Fifa 2002

have shown tl1e tip of the iceberg of what can be 

RPG ’
S and Strategy Games: Two-Di111ensi。”ality

Lives On Not all adventure gam巳s accepted the 3D 
action direction. Gam巳s such as 出巳 popular Myst series 
(Cyan, 1992, 1998) mainly continued working on the 

puzzl巳白sp巳ct; point-and-click technique, too, was also 
still common. Two oth巳r g巳nres tl1at did not switch t。

由ree-dimensionality were the RPGs and th巳 strategy
games. Mainly working on developing complex narra
rive stmctures, both underwent a number of necessary 
changes, but in contrast with出e shooters and action 
games discussed above, tl1ey only used出E new tech
niques at a later stage of d巳velopment to include sophis
ticated graphics. For the designers of tl1es巳 games,
developing an inter巳sting storyline was the first priority. 

Role playing games sp巳cializ巳d in constructing a 
complex s巳t of rules tl1at would allow th巳 player to 
build up his own character. Th巳se rules wer巴， among
others, bas巳cl on handbooks仕om the fantasy role play 
ing milieu (Costello, 1991, p. 214; Poole, 2000, p. 53). 
Graphically speaking they developed into two sub 
genres: the PC games, which used the point and-click 
t巳chnique, and the console games, which snick to using 

cursor keys or a joypad. In出e PC gam巳 category we 
rem巳mber Diablo (Blizzard, 1996) and Baldur's Gate 

(Black Isle, 1998), the latter of which esp巳cially received 
extensive praise for approaching the Dungeous and 

Dragons exp巳ri巳nce so dos巳ly (De Meyer， λ11alliet, & 
Verbruggen, 2001). By far th巳 most famous console 
RPGs were the Phantasy Star series for the Sega con -
soles and th巳 Final Fantasy series, initially for the 
SNES and later for the PlayStation. Games in these 
series consistently grew in siz巳 and often us巳d short 
films or “cut seen巳S

” to support the storyline. This ap
proach was regularly criticized for pushing the inter
activity of a game to the background (D巳 Meyer,
Malliet & Verbrugg巳n, 2001, p. 59). 

Strategy games, too, did not immediat巳ly jump to 
3D graphics, but paid 日 lot of attention to the storylin巳 －

Just as the RPGs, this genre split up in two groups: the 
god game, following in the footsteps of Populous and 
Civilization, and the re;1[ tim巳 strat巳b'Y gam巳 that incor
porated elements of th巳 RPGs. God games saw their 
storylin巳s expand in so far that there w巳re more and 
more ways for th<.: player to st巳er the garn巳 in diff，巳rent
directions. It is impo「tant to p《＞int at the viol巳nee that 
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expected of game consoles in the futur飞and it is indeed 
impressive. 

There ar巳 two competitors to 出E PlayStation: 
the X-Box, by Microsoft (a newcomer on the console 
market), and由巳 GameCube, by old-timer Nintendo. 
Both competitors have managed to surpass the Play
Station2 graphically (Tyson, 200月，and bring us yet an
。由巳r step closer to realizing出e gam巳 programmer’s
dream of processing 100 million polygons per s巳cond.
Recent sales到gures have shown, however, that these 
technical capacities are no guarantee for an immediate 
domination of the market. Although at the tim巳 of writ
ing，出E amount of games available for both consoles 
has already surpassed a hundred, it is still the Play
Station2出at accounts for出巳 largest share of console 
sales (MCV Magazine, July 26, 2002; Au肌1st 30, 
2002). Since the launch of its comp巳titors, the Sony 
console has managed to outs巳11th巳 GameCube at a ra
tio of 1.5/1 (meaning由臼t for every GameCube sold, on 
average, 1.5 PlayStation2s are sold), and to outsell th巳

X-Box at a ratio of 2.6/1.
Although 出巳 X-Box and the GameCube have

entered a market that is already largely saturated by 
由e PlayStation2, the graphical capacities of both con
soles have raised 巳xpectations concerning由巳 contents
of future games. High on the wish list of many develop
ers, manufacturers, and publishers ar巳 working out a 
framework for online gaming, the breakthrough of vir
tual reality, and an increased integration of different 
forms of entertainment. Before we end our histoηr, w巳
would like to briefly discuss each of these three dreams. 

识Tith respect to online gaming, the industry can 
build on a formula that has already proved successful. 
From the mid 1990s on, many first-person shooters 
have expanded to includ巳 multiplay巳r modes, mainly 
aimed at network-based play. These games allow multi
ple (clans of ) players to battle each other in a virtual 3D 
world. A very popular gam巳 in出is respect is Counter

Strike, a multiplayer extension of Ha俨Life, which was 
published in 1999 by Valve. Role playing games, too, 
have been exploring the possibilities of onlin巳 gaming
for a couple of years.“Massive Multiplayer Onlin巳
Role Playing Gam巳s，＇’ or MMORPGs, which have 
almost become a genre in their own right, ar巳 in fact 
no more than endlessly long RPGs, where, in addition 
t。 由e computer g巳n巳rated charact巳rs, players can also 
run into human players. 

B0tl1 online shooters and online RPGs already 
have large followings, but there is still a lot of room 
for future development. Onlin巳 play巳rs wi出 a slow 
network connection will often be frustrated while play-
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ing online tournaments such as Counter-Strike, because 
their characters will not respond fast enough to their 
commands or controls.认Tith the increased worldwide 
availability of broadband network connections, these 
technical issues ar巳，however, more and more becoming 
of secondary importance, shown in出c current succes 
of such MMORPGs as Everquest or Ultima Online. The 
three largest consoles of the mom巳nt seem to envisage 

出e potential of the Internet, as由巳X-Box, th巳 Game
Cub巳，and the PlayStation2 are all 巳quipped with a 
network connection. They do not only see a future in 
multiplayer games, but also, for example, in creating 
worldwide databases for high scores in certain games 
(Antoja, 200 l). 

A second challenge for the fu阳re is 飞，irtual reality. 
Even though 由e theori巳s and concepts behind VR 
were already been developed ba'ck in the 1980s，出ere
has not yet been a practical application that has 
appeal巳d to a wid巳 audience. In certain ways, VR is the 
logical successor of the polygon model, as it takes the 
same idea a step further. Th巳 impression that, as a 
player, you ar巳 actually inside出E game, which is created 
by the first-person standpoint, will only be amplified by 

出e so-called “immersion" that goes along wi出VR.As
a player you will no longer be confined to a screen, but 
you will be involved in the game m出several senses at 
the same time. 

Integration and s严1巳r白r are coming. Different 
forms of entertainment will, as iliey say, grow toward 
one an。由巳r, both with respect to content and hard
ware.叽冯1en we look at the PlayStation2, we see that 
in addition to being a gam巳 console, it is also very pop
ular as a DVD play巳r, and soon probably also as a home 
computer. Many companies in the entertainment indus
try are playing with taking this cone巳pt a step句rilier:
they see computer, television, stereo system, and game 
consol巳 all together into on巳 “all-around” multimedia
ma chin巳（Antoja, 2001). Contentw时， they see a future 
in melding more and more media into one integrated 
style. 

There is no doubt出at technology will keep on 
moving. According to many gamers and executives，由e
industry should not focus on this evolution alone, how
ever. When push comes to shove，出巳 contents of the 
available games will always be the crucial determinant 
of success, and one should always keep economic mar

ket forces in mind. If出er巳 is one thing to learn from 
出e foregoing history, it is me fact出at tl1e games in

dustry only needs a few y巳ars to completely chang巳 its
appearance. Th巳refore, we have to be very car巳fol in 

drawing any premature conclusions and we cannot end 
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出is chapter wi出 a big closing remark that says it 

all. 叭le do hop巳，however, that we have offered an 

improved insight into the ups and downs of this new 

form of popular culture. 

Notes 

1. The PDP (Program, Data, Proc巳ssor) was the

first computer equipped wi出 a monitor and a

keyboard to be commercially exploited. It was

introduced by Digital Equipment in 1960. By the

standards of those days, it was a verγcompact 乱nd

user-friendly machine, but compared with today’s

personal computers it looks very awlrn,ard. As a

consequence of their size and their price, PDPs 

were only used at univ巳rsities and research cm日－

panies (Polsson, 2002).

2. In syst巳ms making use of a v巳ctor b巳臼m monitor,

imag巳S ar巳 not stored in the m巳mory as a collec

tion of pi:r:cls, each with their specific color infor

mation, but as a collection of lines, det巳rmined by 

the coordinat巳s of their beginning point and end

ing point. The las巳r beam that is built in a v巳ctor

b巳am monitor do巳s not continuously scan everγ

pixel that constitutes the screen (this is what

happens in a regular cathode ray tube), but draws

straight lines between two giv巳n coordinates on

the scr巳巳11.

3. Micro Instrumentation Telemetry Systems, a

company that was better known in those days

than it is now, is credited丘＞r having ma<le the

first commercially succesful personal computer,

the MITS Altair. Mor巳 than two thousand of

th巳5巳 machin巳S W巳re sold in 1975 (Patterson,

2000; LaMort巳＆ Lilly, 1999).

4. Arcade m日chines that follow the JAMMA hard

ware guid巳lines are no longer bound to on巳 single

game: it becomes relatively easy to insert a new

piece of hardware that contains another game,

WI出out having to change the entire cabinet. Be

caus巳 of this property, the J M心\1A standard 

meant to th巳 arcade market what the cartridge 

system had meant to 由巳 consol巳 marl也t ( IGN 

Entertainm巳nt Staff, 2002). 
5. Th巳与kin”

。f a player's charact巳r refers to bow
that cbaract巳r is actually visualis巳d on th巳 screen:
the color of its hair, the clothes it is w巳aring,
its si7，巳，etc.丁

、

raditionally play巳rs had to choose
b巳tween a range of preprogramm巳cl skins, with
a male v日 a f巳1n.1le appe,1rance, a muscl巳d vs. a
wizardlike ,1pp巳口ranee, ;111d so on as th巳 major
options.
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6. The number of polygons a console can process

per second is often used as a measure of its graph

ical capacity. It places a boundary on th巳 level of 

detail of the 3D graphics wi出in a gam巳．
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FUTURE OF GAMES: MOBILE GAMING 

Justin Hall 

飞机1ereas social play is a constant possibility, initiated 
by curious people through a chance smile or a shared 
bench, most electronic gaming is a dedicated pastime. 
People must take time to be deliberately engaged with 

出eir machines. The advent of mobile communications 
devices with the power to play could merge gaming 
and communication into a constant state of machine
mediated social exchange. 

Every Environment 
Before, electronic games had a context: played on a TV 
in the “family room" or a computer in a darkened bed
room corner. When mobile communications machines 
are harnessed for games，由巳y present a new gaming en
vironment, literally every environm巳nt. A gam巳 might
likely follow you into the bathroom. It might interrupt 
a meeting. It could occupy you under出e table during a 
fa mily dinner, or in bed late at night while your partner 
is sleeping. Ther巳 are portable gam巳 systems now that 
make 出is kind of pervasive electronic play possible, 
but they are single-function devices. Mobile communi
cations devices follow us into circumstances wh巳re elec
tronic games might not have been previously available 
or appropriate, making opportunities for el巳ctronic
gaming essentially constant and ubiquitous. 

B巳cause出ey can share in our lives, available near 
constantly for int巳rconn巳cted play， 由巳se el巳ctronic
gam巳 experiences are disposable, subject to the unpre
dictable demands of real life, so at once the games are 
always present and negligible. They are for passing 
moments, not由e object of focus巳d attention. These 
situations beg simple games由at can be played and for
gotten: play in出e moment, play由at might happen just 
before an arriving train, or secretly to pass time during 
an overlong mass. 

The first generation of wireless games reflects tl1is 
situation. In contrast to由e involving worlds available 
for exploration inside出e plastic boxes mad巳 for digital 
distraction, early mobile phone games have been ex-

ce巳dingly casual. The first widespread mobile phone 
game, Snake from Nokia, was a single-player puzzle 
game the likes of which had b巳en seen as early as the 
1981 Apple II and perhaps earlier. Snake ordered 出e
collective human finger to chase food and sidestep 
growing obesity. It came included with Nokia’s popular 
handsets, so it was a most acc巳ssible mobile entertain
ment experience: a way to challenge the thumbs. 

Elementary distraction was about all you could 
hope for with early handsets. In由巳United States and 
Europe, mobile phone games involving story, evolved 
choice, or other people were hamstrung by tiny, pokey 
hardware and stuttering wireless data connections. 

Sorcery 
Matthew Bellows software tested出巳 likes of Cutthroats 

and Hitchhiker's Guide to the Gala哼at grandfa由er text
only game-maker Infocom. Later working in business 
development at an 巳－commerce startup, he felt出巳 lure
of electronic entertainment as the later-day Internet 
calcified. In 2001, he co-founded a website about 
mobile gaming called Wireless Gaming Review： “The 
motto of th巳 site was ‘Two Worlds Colliding，’which 
was meant to evoke the potential and the inevitability 
of combining 700 million cellphones wi出$20 billion 
per year in global video game expenditures.”The web 
supported this nich巳 approach to publishing; his site 
for curious mobile garners suppor臼reviews, chat, and 
a database of wireless games. Bellows hosted conversa
tion about a game medium with a distributed experi
ence and games o丘en simple enough to keep from 
needing much support from other play巳rs, creating a 
gaming community that otherwise had little to draw it 
together. 

In 2001, the users at Wirel巳ss Gaming R巳view
vot巳d Soi庐'Ceiy the best us巳 of the wireless gaming 
n时iurr

汇：Bridg巳s, Soi· y had originally be巳n a gameboo1 
brand】ing narrative detailed in page flipping, the end 
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the game through thr巳巳 times and I'm still finding new 
stuff to do. There are very few PC games出at can hold 
my attention that well.”。n巳飞再ronders if the susp巳nsion
of the sav巳／reload mechanic in Sorcery forced the author 
of the r巳vi巳w to pay more attention to出e game than he 
or sh巳 has given most PC games: imm巳rsion through 
r巳stramt.

Th巳 idea
lead 

出at self-denial and constraint might 
to greater engagement for enthusiastic gam巳rs

runs entirely counter to出巳 general spirit of ejaculation 
common in the gaming industry. The mobile entertain『

ment platform otherwise seems to pour icy cold water 
on gaming’s groin.

The Romero 
John Romero has been widely hail巳d an 巳xemplar
and representative of the spirit 出at created modern 
teenag巳 male stimulation. By turns proud and humbled, 
Romero was a game design巳r and programmer on出e
team that created Castle Wolfenstein 刃， D仰叽and
Quake at ID Software in T巳xas. ID Software was a 
fantasy itself, a small staff of wealthy long【haired g巳ek
proto-boys dr甘ing highly modifi巳d, brightly colored 
Europ巳an pow巳r sports cars tlrnt wer巳 barely str巳et le
gal. ID co-founder and programming wiz John Carmack 
recent funded his own amat巳ur spac巳flight development 
effort called Armadillo Aerospace. Castle Wo庐nstein 3D 

was 出巳 first modern first-person shooter，出e model 
for immersion: players stalk halls while being stalked, 
hunter and hunted; pixellated visions of pur巳 evil
charge in above the swinging gun dominating the lower 
half of th巳 screen. This iteration of tag with 伊ns be
came出巳且rst means by which masses of worldwide cit
izenry inhabited 3D virtual worlds. These 3D worlds 
invariably require the next generation of computer 
hard war飞spawning a spir址in processing power and 
graphics hardware that has cat巳r巳d to an enthusiastic 
hardcor巳 market of fev巳red young m巳n who are now 
the face of this postmodern entertainment. 

Romero’s car巳巳r followed first p巳rson shooters up
to a fantastic apex, the height of gam巳 making celebrity. 
A story “A game boy in the cross hairs” from the 
May 刀，1999 Sunday New Y01 k 刀mes Magazine shows 
Romero with a wid巳 black mane of hair, a cocky glow巳r
on his face. He was running late on his work on Daika

tmza, a first-p巳rson shooter that was to top th巳 previous
works by offi巳ring more d巳pth of story, fantastical art, 
“kewler” weapons, mor巳 environments二the infinite
expansion of th巳 world inside th巳 computer that this 
boy had imagin巳d. Or, as it was put in a print advertise-
111巳nt for Daikmwta，“Suck It Down.” 

of each section provid巳s a choic巳 in page numbers. For 
the wireless version, the branching narrative was an 
enumerated s巳ries of choices following th巳 text. This 
transition from book to electronic entertainment put a 
stop to metagaming, according to Sorcery book game 
designer and wir巳less gam巳 consultant Steve Jackson 
(tl1is Steve Jackson works for Lionhead studios in En
gland; he’s occasionally confused with Steve Jackson of
G. U.R.P.S., Illuminati, Car Ti,斗n丁，and S巳cret Servic巳 raid
fame, whose company is th巳 Texas-based St巳ve Jackson 
Games). In a January 2002 巳mail int巳rview, Jackson says 
working witl1 a processor “stops people che乱ting! In 
Sorcery gamebook you could always t巳st out all tl1e 
options using your fingers as bookmarks. In Sorc巳1γ
W AP your decision is final.”H巳re 出巳 constraints of 
the mobile phone platform serv巳 immersion. The wir巳－

less form severs some gamer app巳ndages, her巳 literally
the fingers, keeping them from poking into 出巳 game’5
structure. 

叭!hen a similar sort of game is produced扣r a 
computer, sav巳 and load is 巳xpect巳d without fail, be
cause any gam巳 with cons巳qu巳nces must invariably 
give th巳 play巳r a chanc巳 to experiment with permuta『

tions.叭Ti出 nearly all computer games，由E play巳r can 
save出eir game before a di伍cult or binding moment, 
play through, and then reload if they are unsatisfi巳d
with the outcome. Save/Load is a design affordance 
created to comply with player 巳xpectations of a seem 
ingly controllable computer world. If th巳re are plenty 
of virtual possibilities, I might feel my $50 in computer 
entertainment softwar巳 has been wasted if I cannot iter
ativ巳ly recompile my experi巳nce throughout. And if th巳

game proposes to go on for dozens of hours, tl1en I may 
well 巳nd up saving and loading doz巳ns of times. 

Most games of the advenhlfe ilk give players the 
chance to visit and revisit the many plot lines in 出巳

game by us巳 of r巳adily reloadable ga1日创； with Soi-cery, 

the player’s progress is only saved along the way to
k巳ep communications disconnections from interrupting 
play. Notably, the mobile platform has an award 
winning role-playing gam巳 of some complexity 出at
doesn’t afford much permutation exploration. A com
puter or console adv巳nhlre/role playing gam巳 would
b巳 a major departur巳 if it proposed that play巳rs should 
have to !iv巳 with th巳 cons巳quences of their play. But 
som巳how the expectation of metagame management 
has been ad巳quately disp巳nsed of as th巳 scal巳 of th巳

g·am巳日hrinks. In spite 仆f th巳S巳 constraints, Sorceiy was 
voted best around; to quot巳 th 巳 Sorcery r巳view from 
1孔TGR： “Once you start moving ,1round, you discover
that th巳 world of SorcctJ' is incredibly rich. I'v巳 play巳d
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Thrown Back 
For Romero, 1号，p叫ace D伽ery Boy is a bit of a出row
back. Similarly, other game companies have decided 
由at nostalgia may be a convincing way to sell this new 
medium. These game experiences offer a bridge to 
players who look at the small scr巳en in their pocket 
and still crave something more vivid, like what they see 
from their couch or in their computer. 

Home video games were born in America and 
raised in Japan. Similarly，也e mobile phone r巳ached
adolescence on出is Asian island, where t巳enagers were 
car巧凡ng strobing pink flashing sticker adorned color 
screen camera-enabled keitai while their American 
brethren were still contemplating black and white 
brickphones available in either dark gray or dark green. 

Many of the early mobile games in Japan took ad
vantage of color,Java-enabled handsets to offer f乱miliar 
arcade experiences. Users could visit Taito or Namco 
onlin巳 to download java versions of Pac-Man, Galaga, 
and Arkanoid. These games are perfect miniamre ver
sions of what some may remember from now shuttered 
arcad巳s, replete with sound eff1巳cts. Astoni�hing upon 
first glance and inspiring for laggard American and Eu
ropean mobile phone users, they are in fact a r巳trograde
action, whereby the future of mobile games is put on 
hold whil巳 nostalgia is sold. 

The millions of potential mobile phone game 
players mad巳 出em attractive targets for game com
panies looking to revitalize themselves. One of th巳

major PC and video game publishers in the West, 
THQ, announced their wireless division in 1998. 
THQ Wireless launched in part with two efforts: one, 
由巳y would be producing games for the mobile phone 
based on the矶巧iVF, North America’s World 矶Tr巳stling
Federation (starting with WWF: Mobile Madness) and 
second, th巳y would be r巳producing Intellivision titles 
for mobile gamers. 

Born in 1980, the Intellivision was one of the first 
machines that brought pixellated playmat臼 into family 
free time. Utopia, Sea Battle, and Night Stalker were 
some of their popular titles; most of their games you 
might have seen the likes of elsewhere; everγearly con
sole had a maze-based dot-chewing game, a driving 
game, a game of shooting and dodging floating space 
rocks. There would appear to be very few ideas avail
able in th巳 game industry once you strip out variance 
in themes. But subtle differ巳nces in game architecture 
can earn fond memories. Intellivision titles on mobile 
phones ar巳 historγrecast and recompiled, nostalgia 
for those going slowly into wireless. These gam巳s
were made small and compact by modern standards. 
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I Figure 3.1 I 
Hypersp口ce Delivery Boy 

And the project was sucked down, famously, in 
electronic gaming’s most thoroughly observed fall
from grace. Romero’s cockiness was increasingly lam
basted in出巳gaming press as delays mounted.矶Then it 
emerged years later, tl1ree years after the ad proclaim
ing “Suck It Down，” Daikatana was almost an after
thought to what had be巳n a lively circus of celebrity 
developed through critique. 

It was telling when Romero emerged from the 
Daikatana debacle, cut his hair, sold his canary yellow 
Ferrari, and turned instead to making simple games. 
His阳t release from 2001, I布，perspace Delivery 均（句－
ure 3.1) was built for Pock巳tPC, a wallet-sized personal 
digital assistant and communications devic巳 platform. It 

was not exactly wir巳less, but built to be played in a limi
nal space outside of the heated confines of deep com
puter graphical worlds. 

均,perspace Deli叫 Boy has more in common with 
the roots of PC gaming, notably that Carmack and 
Romero both made games where tiny men run and 
jump through 2D space to avoid obstacles, shoot foes, 
and win prizes. A humbled Romero was eager for the 
design constraints presented by small screens, game 
products more manageable and much faster. Four years 
to design a box on the shelf, or a few months to design 

something for download. It may not necessarily be the 
巳ntire future of games, but it was more immediately 
grati马ring.



has tested many schemes for human ent巳rtainment,
and still he can be 巳伍1sive about the potential for 
mobile gaming. For Costi问ran, the characteristics of 
wireless, handicapped but communicating, will force 
new forms of electronic game design.“Phones are 
inherently networked devices, so multiplayer is feasi
ble, and maybe mandatorγ” （from an April 2001 inter
view “Unplugging Games” posted on the mobile 
analysis web site The Feature). 

The pr巳verbal game of tag or hide-and-go-seek 
may be about the oldest human multiplayer game. One 
game lauded in the early days of mobile entertain
rnent was based directly on tag, offering出e chance 
to reach out and touch someone with more loaded 
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consequences. 

Tag-You ’ re Dead 
The Swedish company It’s Aliv巳 made its name on its 
first game BotFig加Cl丁． BotFi且由ters blew a few minds 
around the world :1s it was the first entertaining use of 
“location based” technology, using a phone ’s physical 
position on cυmmunications networks to allow players 
to track and kill each others ’ virtual personas. In tl1is 
case, the virtual personas were robots, selected from a 
website prior to play and customized with “robucks" 
earned by dispatching opponents. Technolo白r anthro
pologist Howard阻四ingold spent an evening with 
some BotFighters in Stockholm in late 2001; he wrote 
about it in his 2002 book SmartMobs: 

At ti q11m1er to midnight 011 one of those ／，，附 spring
evening』when F咆ht 卢lls around ten o ’均屹 I found wψelf 
crnising greater Stockho/71门vithfour devotees of a ga7lle that 
involves virtual pa丁011a, mocking te).:t me.岛’·ages, location
sew in启 teclmolof!J', junk j面ad, find continuous bante1·. 7问
call then川Ives “the Mob." E炒their own gle吧fut co琐：ssions,
they 伊md too much of their time chasing game opponents 
旷ound Stockholm. They 卢rst 71/et 讪m three of them 
ganged up to track down the j切11h and de.』trηb打 “bot”

[a 呐vare robot that reprcsc，的 the player]. After the 
virtu!ll b!lttle’， the four exchanged good-natured insults via 
SMS，血丁：dcd to 71/eet face to fa叫 and instantly became a 

叫严』吵led gη71且·
Joel Abmhmn: 

a_斤er 卢nishin且b打 d＂σ ，S work as d伊tem admin幻tmtorfor
rt Swedish web hosti咆卢n11. He lo伽d 叩卢·011t his mobile 
phone long e1zo1tg古 to greet 7/le. “Oh he!，刀” τvr,s the next 
thing he said. "My bot got shot. ” The opponent, Abrahams
SOil U价nned 71/e, was less than 400 meters rm呵－pct加ips
O盯 of the p叫1/e we cnnld sec in tbc small park in卢·ant of 
711:)' b仙d；

“Nnw he is demeaning me by SMS.1 He better 

Still Astra‘f'!/l{ISh！， 由e first Int巳llivision/THQ release, 
r巳quired some fine tuning to make what had been built 
for an entire afternoon on a couch fit into ten minutes 
on a train platform. Astrosmash.' for a mobile phone 
b巳comes more d1伍cult mor巳 quickly than its cartridge
based prog巳nitor.

Some companies bank that themes (such as nostal
gia or wrestling) will help sell interactive mobile phone 
巳ntertainment. Busy thirty somethings might be happy 
to revisit Q-Be11 in their pocket. If middl巳－aged men 
don ’t yet gam巳 with th巳ir thumbs, maybe they await 
the right golf sim.叭forking women? Marketing doesn't 
S巴巴m to know. Perhaps a proliferation of possible 
tl1emes and identities will elevate the phon巳 to a first 
class distraction, something all kinds of customers 
would turn to, to purchase entertainm巳nt. You can 
find pink plastic shells and strobing blue antennae to 
customize, so wouldn ’t some folb like to have their 
phone engage them出rough wrestling, shopping， 。r
memories? 

Per hap日， hut th巳se pocket fri巳nds and human inter
connectors will not fulfill their potential to carry the 
merry bouncing spirit of出巳world unless they evolve 
not just their stories but also their form. As legions 

grab th巳ir phones in mom巳nts of desperate boredom, 
they might find themselves participating only in tl1e 
fir飞t stage of mobile human entertainm巳nt evolution. 
These early offerings may b巳ckon gaming strangers to 
play on thes巳 litti巳 machin巳s, when oth巳r mor巳 sophis
ticated games might be lurking behind simple exteriors. 
Still, Rom巳ro doesn’t see it tlrnt way 巳ntirely, writing in 
a January 2002 巳mail，“The main thing th挝、 going on 
right now is lie巳nsing of old Atari and Intellivision 
titles-you know, th巳 2600 stuff and other hlod.)'-8SS 
games like that. Th＜川巳 are perfect for the lame US 
hard war巳 that we have right now an<l someday we'll 
get to us巳 REAL cpus and hardware！ ” His PC muscle 
twitching, still he looks forward to more complexity 
afford巳cl by processing power. 

It’s 巳asy to look at a mobile phone today and la
m巳nt all the ways that it isn’t as fit for fun as a Game 
Boy, let alon巳 a video game console or a computer. 
Mobile phon巳 buttons are tiny and poorly placed. The 
scn;ens are pinch以l and small. Battery life is short.’roo 
many mobile devic巳s are still black and white, sadly 
巳11扣rcing a no日talgic quality on these mod巳In multi
media terminals. 

Greg Costikyan is an articulat巳 New York-based 
gam巳 designer who has work巳d in nearly ‘all modern 
gaming mαliums, from wargam巳日， hoard games, 自nd
role-playing games to vid巳o and C忖mputer games. He 
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。由er, more and faster. But even these most primitive 
fight-or-flight games have evolved. Prior to出巳North
American mobilization against “t巳rror，” a user-created
game “mod” （modification) of Ha萨L价（a popular
first-person shooter) took over as the most popular on
line multiplayer game. Counter-Strike emph日sizes team 
play with competing objectives (terrorism versus terror
ist suppression), a fairly far cry from the indiscrimi
nate killing favored by Counter-Strike’s predecessors. 
Perhaps the gamers who took up their mice and key
boards to stalk death in blood splattered comput巳r cor
ridors have found they can manage tasks of increasing 
complexity. 

I s1 I 

bψE he leaves the area bφn叫且mzg gets here. ”A S1lllllf 

Volvo stopped at the curb and I jmmned in with j切ryoung

men, all of whom cordiall:y but卢eetingl:y looked up卢·om their 

phones to greet me. (Howard Rhinegold, SmartMobs, 
chapter l: Shibuya Epiphany, p. 18) 

Beast of Burden 
Searching for increasing complexity in mobile games, it 
might be best to first seek out an appropriate mentor. 
Danielle (nee Daniel) Bunten Berry designed games for 
comput巳rs in the early 1980s. Al出ough she created 
some compelling single-player adventures, her notable 
contributions to video gaming involved pre-Internet 
multiplayer, when multiple players explicitly meant 
multiple joysticks. In a 1998 eulo盯posted on Happy 
Puppy, Greg Costikyan wrote about Berry’s game
design， “She saw that, however engaging play with a 
machine might be made, it was ultimately void, because 
it created no engagement with o出巳r people.” Or, 
in Berrγ’s own words from her personal website,
“No one on tl1eir death bed 巳ver said ‘I wish I had
spent more tim巳 alone with my computer！ ’” H巳r games
today appear simple, with blocl'Y characters walking 
around in solid-color two-dimensional top-down 
worlds. But this simplicity belies the thick multiplayer 
potential. Offer Bunten、 1983几1. U.L.E. on an emula
tor today and many gamers will be tapping away heat
edly, two decades after she created M. U.L.E. for the 
Atari 800. 

Players have landed on a planetarγ colony. By 
using the gam巳

’s namesake “Multiple Use Labor Ele
m巳nt” units to harvest a combination of food, energy,
and mineral resources, the players cont!油ute to the 
health of the colony. M. U.L.E.’s economy of resource
consumption, harvesting, and supply managed by com
p巳tative auction makes for ample entangl巳ment be
tween players. The genius of M. U.L.E. lies in the 
coop巳rative, playful economy wher巳 everyone contrib
utes to the colony. Th巳re was a remake of M. U.L.E. in 

出e works, in which Dani Berry was asked to add guns 
and bombs to the game. She refus巳d. This game doesn’t
need the stakes of death and destruction to make for 
lively multiplayer. 

Their cackling elation in the dark huddled around 
their mobile phones might have seemed to Rheingold 
like th巳币rst telling signs of some new social configura
tions 巳volving in conjunction with technology. 

BotFighters seemed to signal the arrival of a sui gen

eris form of mobile gaming. Journalists and researchers 
were happy to 5巳e som巳 unusual human-computer 
mediated interaction within the environment. All of a 
sudden you might be playing a game with your mobile 
phone when you hadn’t chosen to do so; the game
might creep into your life. Still, virtual robot combat 
spawned by a flunγof twenty-cent SMS messages only 
appeals to a certain dedicated s巳t of gamers. This first 
example of pervasive gaming is particularly paranoia 
inducing; BotFighters makes you a potential victim as 
readily as a potential hunter: any random passer by 
might suddenly take a deadly interest in you. To quote 
promotional literature from It’s Alive， “In the future,
games will surround you and be a part of your everγday 
life. You’re always connected to出E game, and it’s not
always easy to tell reality from fiction. We call出lS pe1」

vasive ga111ing.” And so Rheingold saw the victorious
side of Assassin on mobile phones. Whereas real world 
fac巳－to-face point-and-kill makes for an edgy mobile 
phone game, location-based technologies should in
variably migrate to scav巳nger hunts and social permuta
tion play. These less invasive location-based game 
forms could invite some nontraditional gaming folks 
to m巳 their phones for social play in their immediate 
巳nv1ronment.

Those Swedes with fancy g巳ar fused to their fin
gernails did not necessarily need another medium in 
which to slay, but it is provocative to see由at you can 
inspire people to virtually hunt, using出e urban land
scape, if you give them access to each 。由er. Players of 
BotFighten are consensually participating in a collective 
death-stacking rush, and it’5 巳ndless, bεcause th巳

robots- pres巳nting players are simply stripped of th巳ir．

ba忧巳ry pow巳r an<l forced to start the robot rebuilding 
process again. So you have rep巳titive group activity to
ward tearing each oth巳r down. 

This is not much different than the games that 
have ruled PC onlin巳 multiplay巳r gaming, at l巳ast tl10se 
games in the first-person shooter ilk. The goal of most 
introductorγsessions of Quake and U切 ·cal is to kill th巳
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bile phone a ready target instead of sp巳nding four 

hours a night hunting basilisks on the desert plains, 

you could instead steal ten minutes her巳 and twenty 
minutes there to dispatch any ready foes. This might 

give or由ne multiplayers 由巳 cha
the gamεmechanic for character advancem巳nt. But the 

human interaction aspect of multiplayer online role

playing games could suffer. Players dropping in for ten 

mi nut巳s of gaming and th巳n leaving could fracture the 

communal aspects of MMORPGs that ar巳 obviously
so compelling. Perhaps a new form of conversation in 

MMORPGs would 巳merge from thes巳 mobile players. 
The first multiplay巳r rol巳－playing game for mobile 

phones essentially ditched human communication by 

relegating it to a separate piece of software. 

To long for M. U.L.E. itself on a mobile phone 

is nothing more than anoth巳r throwback. Still, the 

ideals w1由in that simple spac巳－u·ading gam巳 are legend 

pr巳cis巳ly because they harness human entertainment 
time for lively cooperative competition. The game, 

relegated still to emulators, is largely the play material 

for literat巳 game geeks who would know to S 巳ek it out 

and mak巳 it run. But games made in th巳 spirit of 
M. U.L.E. are more likely to gain a sizeable and secular

audi巳nce for multiplayer gaming on mobil巳 phones.
Tl1ere’5 a lively sens巳 of human-to-human play there

that transcends metaphor and m巳dium. Building may
b巳 more inviting to nontraditional gamers than death.
R巳C巳nt PC MMORPGs and Sega’s Ph ant，叼Y Stm Online

have prov巳n that maintaining virtual life online appeals

to a great many gamers.
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Samurai Romanesque 

Srmmrai Romanιrque is an online multiplayer role

playing gmn 巳 available to rnobil巳 phone subscrib巳rs of 

NτT DoCoMo’s popular i mod巳 service in Japan.

’Th巳 gam巳 was cl巳veloped by Dwango, th巳 Japanese
subsidiary of a Houston company established in由E
巳ar 1990s to coordinate I丑odem t】as巳d multi play巳I

．

f【】r ID S【】ftwar巳
，s popular且rst-p巳rson shooter飞s, before

the Internet made multiplayer a relatively trivial matter. 

The North Am巳rican parent company went out of busi
ness befor巳 it could make the transition to Internet 

nmltiplayer game brokering, and so the Japanese sub

sidiarγwas left to mak巳 its way d巳veloping multiplayer 

technology and mobile phone games. In Srmwrai 

Romanesque, short samurai charact巳rs with large heads 

wand巳r in a small screen vision of feudal Japan (figure 
3 .2). Compared with prior h皿ilORPGs it is quite rudi

mentary, larg巳ly a string of mini-arcade games with so

cial networking delib巳rately hobbled to comply with 

rules from J叩anese phone provider NTT DoCoMo. 

The game consists of three types of Java applica

tions （“appli”） downloaded into the mobile phone

handset. The training applications are a squat samurai 

t才F白居

I Figure 3.2 I 
Samurai Romanesque 

Online All the Time 

Everq11cst and the oth巳r multiplayer onlin巳 rol巳－playin吕
gam巳s are the current societal exemplar for video game 

addiction. Profi巳日sionals and married couples lose 

themselves in thes巳 fantasy kingdoms for hours a we巳k.

These are largely online communities. They are mes-

5日ge boards and chat rooms with cosnunes and chat 

and some distraction. They are expansive 3D environ

ments where peopl巳 can build up p巳rsist巳nt charact巳rs

and enjoy some interaction. They add th巳 hi巳rarchy
nnd int巳raction of oth巳r beings to the struggles to d巳－

velop oneself in a finite viruial world. 

Players and the curious commonly complain about 
th巳 time r巳quin:d to maintain an active and evolving 

identity in a massively multiplayer online role-playing 
gam巳. This is the function of any lively onlin巳 cornmu

nity; frequent participation is required to keep up on 

community matters. Ilut in most MMORPGs, the 
gam巳play is dominate<l by time-on-task, wher巳 the

pl:iyers who can devote the most hours to the game de

V 巳lop strong characters. Folks with other 巳ngagements
might find their avatars in the gam巳 world are weak 

com par巳cl with those avatars that b 巳long to play巳rs
with le日s balanced or busy lives. Som巳 joh-holding pro
f巳ssionals have hired virtual babysitt巳rs for their online 
charnctcrs-high school kids paid to devote hours to 
developing online power and status for peopl巳由at can 
only 日par巳 gam巳 time on th巳 W巳巳k巳nds.

All this is a11二ificial :rnd s巳condary to the enjoym巳nt
of the gam 巳 巳xpe1Iιnee. Clearly the chance to manag巳

char�1cters in �1 pe1 sist巳nt fantasy world onlin巳白pp巳als.
B 巳ClLlS 巳 the game world mi自ht he ace巳ssible an沪址1巳r巳

白nytime so it would seem that the immense tim巳

demands for m们d巳rn multiplayer g由mes make the mo-
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voiceless Pokemon scale characters. The pocket mon
sters in出1s cas巳 are gam巳rs mingling with archetypes 
from Japanese tradition, the drunk巳n buffoons, wise 
old men, pre忧y young maidens, and brave but lonely 
samurai who typi马y some modern images of old Japan. 
And each player is expected to play that, a samurai wan
dering in an online world, where he-always he-is 
passed constantly by otl1er diminutive characters. These 
are tlle oilier players-just out of reach but still visible 

as a part of tl1e same ether play space, connected in 
pockets and traincars throughout tl1is island nation. 

That tl1巳 characters are slight and cuteified might 

only be uniqu巳ly Japanese but it is important to note 

here 出at any由ing must be shrunk to fit on 出巳se sorts 

of screens. It is 由巳 shorthand of expression evolved 

into a pervasive media mode in Japan: the tiny body 

and larger head. The gestures· of tlle face must be 

written larger tllan tlle flailing of tlle limbs. Heads tee

tering on top of squat or skinny frames serve expres

sion, emotion tllat can be r巳ad from a distance, or 

within a few pixels. 

Although pixel granularity is another technological 

benchmark at the mercy of feverish technicians all over 

tl1e world, the need to fashion avatars tllat can fit in our 

pockets and represent us in tl1e immediate wireless 

future continues apace in oilier applications. Online 

avatars tllat we can train to travel in virtual worlds and 

even m巳k out由巳ir own relationships still require dedi

cated attention, perhaps nagging at our consciousness 

overmuch because they are ever-ready, n巳V巳r sleeping, 

seldom self-dir巳cted.

Two lives， 。r more-with the phone， 。ne’s own 

p巳rsonal communications could be enough of a full

tim巳 pursuit. Already, th巳sc communications form the 

most popular form of mobil巳 巳ntertainm巳口t It ’s not 
terrifiιally interactive, but in th巳5巳 early days of mobile 
t出hnology, the most popular softwar巳 is "personaliza
tion” software. Machines inh巳rently lack a sense of 
l】lay; 叽巳 bring of ourselves and our culture to 由e
ma chin巳s to “p巳rsonaliz巳

” them.

I s3 I 

Personalization-Communications 
Score Keeping 

What will come of communications technology if we 
continue to mingle machine and flesh? The dumb ter
minal phone in a pants pocket or purse will draw juice 
from an anim日ted animal-human companion.叭Te’II lift 
our fac巳s from the info troughs to discover we're ar

mored in green plastic caked with hair, old blood, and 

Ill巳tal bits, a cyborganic mess shrink-wrapped in shiny 

pink or blue. Already Britney Spears and other pop 

veneer applied to vintage arcade games, relying primar

ily on hand-ey巳 coordination, through which you can 

boost particular charact巳r statistics and resources for 

later use in tlle regular game (anotl1er appli). For exam

pie, one training exercise call巳d “the Landing game” 

would b巳 familiar to anyone who has played witll the 

black and white forerunners of mobile electronic enter

tainment, the Nintendo Game ＆飞Natch: Little men 

drop bales of hay and bombs from atop a wall; you run 

underneath with a basket on your head. Can you catch 

all 出巳 bales but not tl1巳 bombs?
All this training is manifested in the main appli, 

where tlle proper electronic role playing takes place. 

In graphics reminisc巳nt of 8-bit Nintendo or GameBoy 

titles, your shrunken samurai wanders through villages 

in feudal Japan. There are over a tllousand villages in 

tlle gam巳， and in each of tl1巳m there might be some 

local event, a festival or some special food you can taste. 

It ’s sight-seeing in a small window-the events are ren

dered witll some small picture and text in Japanese. 

According to Sachiko Kurokawa at Dwango, it should 

take six real-world months of gameplay to see all the 

sights in Samurai Romanesque. 

In each village, you might find a shop, a t巳acher, a 

drunken bellig巳rent looking for a fight, and maybe a 

wife. The lifespan of your character in出e game is 

around forty days of gam巳 play. Aft巳r出at time, your 

charact巳r passes away. But you can perpetuate your leg

acy in the game world through procreation with one of 

the femal巳 charact巳rs you might meet in your travels. 

In addition to the computer-coordinated nonplayer 

characters, you'll see many other small figures wan<ler

ing tl1e lanclscap巳 alongside you. Ilut you can’t COi日mu

nicate with them in the main gam巳. Th巳r巳 ar巳 public

hulletin boards in the gam巳 world wh巳re you can post 

messages compos巳d of presel巳cte<l words and phrases 

provided by the game. Occasionally as you wand巳r b<::

tween villages you'll have random battles. If it’s not 

against a red or blue comput巳r soldi巳r, you’r巳 battling

another thumbing Srmmrai Romanesque gamer. But 

they’II remain anonymous, in accordance with NTT 

DoCoMo’s policies forbidding introductions between 

strangers visiting o伍cial content sites on their mobile 

phone networks. There is a third application provided 

for chat and conversation. Here you can talk strategy, 

tell stories, or do battle as your character. However, 

you can’t arrang巳 to me巳t, chat, or duel with a sp巳cific

friend or foe in the chat appli, only with other random 

Smmwai Romanesque gam巳rs.

On巳 of th巳 first visions of th巳 interconnect巳d

whole of mobile gaming is this, a feudal world full of 
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fabrications can be commandeer巳d to serve as your 
voic巳 mail greeting. The J-Phon巳 T06仕om Toshiba 
sold in Japan in late 2001 came with Ulala standard. 
This purple-haired orange-skirted lady broadcasts 
intergalactic n巳ws in Space Channel 5, a popular console 
dancing gam巳 from S巳ga.

Here on this phone Ulala was not meant for play as 
a protagonist per se but as a phone int巳rmediarγand
companion. As peopl巳 call and 巳mail you, she keeps 
track. If 巳nough friends engage your devic巳，you “un
lock" her gr巳ater pow巳rs; sh巳 will do special dances 
during、 which you can arrange her on your scr巳巳n so 
you can watch her short skirt swoosh up over h巳r or
ange pixel panties. The phone comes to tease you about 
the minutes you’ve alr巳ady spent online, or plays into 
your perception of your popularity. 

It’s not a game in th巳 5巳nse of discr巳et ev巳nts
d巳signed to test skill. But it is a gam巳 in the sam巳 sense
as the game commenta1y software Progress Quest. In 
Prognss Quest, play巳rs are asked to pick a few attribut巳S

about thems巳lv巳s, arbitrary fantasy-game designations. 
After you create your Trans Kobold Inn巳r此1ason or a 
Double Hobbit Ur『Paladin, th巳 garn巳 proceeds through 
simple text quests, combat, and item acquisition wi出－

out any control or input from you-role-playing 川to
pilot. This is a simplifi巳d play m巳chanic lift巳d from th巳

lik巳s of Diab/a, th巳 popular onlin巳 treasure-hunting and 
monster slaying gam巳 that requires an endless flurry of 
clicking to drive r巳latively decisionless play. Lik巳wis巳，

our phone, our personal communications are a gam巳

W巳 would play 司nyhow, even if nobody was k巳巳ping
score. 

认1hy keep score? It feeds a feeling of achi巳vement
and n1rns this constantly accompanying t巳chnology re
flectiv巳. If I'm att巳ntive to grooming my phon巳， my
phon巳 will incr巳asingly come to res巳mbl巳 me. It ’s a 
merging of The Sims and t巳chnology, where we raise 
our d巳vices as our digital children, our spawn refl巳cting
us. This i日 出巳 gam巳，to create charact巳rs in our phones. 
And there ar巳 many minds planning to bring sorn巳 sort
忖f breeding game t。 the mobile phon巳； S0111巳thing
along the lines of Pokcmo11, wh巳r巳 charact巳rs are fed by 
y川ir attention to technology and ar巳 then shar巳d with 
or me1surecl against other proxim,1te pcrsonaliz巳d t巳ch
nology fans. 

Better this sort of game than a story game for rol巳

pl口ying.A rnle-pLiyin吕game appeals to a small market 
川〔leclicatcd narrative tracker日

，
people who can follow 

and pay attcntiυn to these 仁mt,1stical threads. But as a 
Japanese什1cnd reported, sh巳 l仆日cs tr口ck of story garn巳s
when she returns to the restυ「her life. Sh巳 was happier 
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with simple pattern r巳cognition through her phone. So 
there’s always Tetris on the small screen, th巳 deceptively
simple game that made tl1e Garn巳Boy a bests巳lling
piece of video game hardware. But between Tetris and 
Eve1ψtest is a middle path game that might make play

ers of all of us. One vision involves value added to per
sonal communications: All wireless exchanges could be 

a massively multiplayer onlin巳 rol巳－playing game. 
My mascot cont乱cts your mascot, and because 

n巳ither one of us is pr巳sent, our mascots mediate for 
us，巳xchanging information for each other that we can 
then absorb wh巳n w巳 return to machine attention.认Te
compos巳 our mascots in our image, or as our id巳al, an 

int巳grated sense of online selιawareness. And so do 
we adventure through information space, calling and 

巳mailing our friends to add to their score maintained 
by their phone, as we expect them to do the same for 

us. 
Calling this tl1e commoditization of human rela 

tionships is futile. Better to think of all as data. All of 
the human 巳xchanges made media betw巳en small 
machines might be intermediat巳d. By adding elemen
taη， machine 乱ccounting we create a data space wher巳

gam巳play could occur. 
Still, a lit巳ral recasting of your life in th巳 virtual

world would not b巳 a gam巳. Th巳r巳 must b巳 SOI丑巳 br巳al正
b巳1:\ν巳巳n r巳al and virtual, som巳 liminal space wh巳re pla y
and 1二I

and th巳 int巳rfac巳 bet飞N巳巳n your mobile m巳diat巳d hu
I丑an communications is th巳 play 1】alancing task of th巳

n巳xt gen巳ration of mobil巳 gam巳 d巳velop巳rs.
Simply conn巳cting people and machines, k巳eping

track of th巳ir communications, is paranoia-inducing 
p巳rhaps. But leaving th巳 dataforms op巳n, howev巳r,
could be a r巳volutionarγact. If anyone was permitt巳d
to make metaphors for our p巳rsonal communications, 
how many p巳ople might come up with some sort of 
viral fun that could infect our time and the spac巳 b巳－

tween us to make something insightful or whimsical? 
The possibilities are nearly visible in th巳 air, as all inter 
ceding spac巳 is literally data-capable. One has only to 
look at the myriad uses of the Int巳rn巳t to se巳 a human 
playspace mad巳 of what was first a United States De
partment of Defense failsafe. In this cas巳， it has already 
been proven in Japan and Northern Europe that if you 
give people a wireless playspace, they will make some 
one 巳ls巳 som巳 money as th巳y sp巳nd incr巳asing portions 
of their social lives th巳r巳．

By far the most popular applic且tion of mobile 
phones at the turn of the mill巳nnium is short messag
ing·.叭吁1巳r巳 ar巳 you? What are you doing? Are you 
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manipulatable by broader creative minds should make 
for a more play-full society. Encouraging human play 
should relieve the stress probable when our lives are 
always-on onlin巳·识冯iat mor巳 do巳s game-tracking add 
to 由e interconn巳cted digital? Perhaps the verγen
shrinement of nonef且cient human values, amid 出E
commoditization of human communication: amelio
rating th巳 increasing technological mediation of our 
relationships. 
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available? I’m bored. Th巳S巳 messages form由巳 vast

bullζof 由e information exchanged in wireless data

space. Adding some game mechanism to出1s rapid fire 

short personal personnel tracking could turn communi

cations into play, perhaps similar to Blizard’s Diablo: 

rapid and indiscriminate accumulation and manipula

tion of intangible resources. The game mere甘marks

time, channels rote activity into digital reinforcement. 

Life: thank you for playing. It’s由巳 fe巳ling由at all of 

life’s activities, the banal ones, the insignificant ones, 

are now part of a system of accumulating value, adding 

a layer of meticulous data tracking一if not challenging, 

at least geekable. 

That a game would have access to出is information 

and could parse it in a timely fashion might b巳 asking a 

lot from devices that still cannot maintain由e average 

mobile phone call during a drive across town. It is th巳

domain of出e gamer and the theoretician to dream out 

this far into the field of mobile entertainment. And 

“mobile” is increasingly a blurred distinction, with lap

tops, personal digital assistants, connected watches, and 

Int巳met kiosks seemingly reproducing出emselves and 

joining the information cacophony. In th巳 future, the 

data exchange chatter among machines will outpace 

the few words exchanged by sentient flesh. 

There will always be entertainment products for 

people who can disengage仕om socializing.巩冯1at do 

W巳 stand to gain from turning mobile devic臼into

oddsmak巳rs and scorekeepers for personal growth and 

development? To imagine a literal digitally driven col

lective play is perhaps over-whimsical. But already all of 

life and interaction is an exchange, a game of sorts. 

James P. Carse argues in his book Finite and infinite 

games a sort of gnomic approach to life gnomic, in 

由at we are consistently playing with the rul巳s and 

structure of the games in our society and som巳 succ巳ss

comes both from playing within and with those rules. 

Those who succ巳巳d, a Carse reader is encouraged to 

believe, are tl1ose who are aware of the metagame and 

are not too invested in the outcome. 

叭Te could s巳e a mobile technology-connected 

society where the metagame is a mobile application or 

series of protocols specified by tl1e mobile operators 

and tl1eir anointed software 手miths. There is only one 

large game, and the victory conditions and players 

and moments of entertainment happen in temporarγ 

arrangements within 出巳 confines of出at over game. 

The channels between all of minds，出e playspaces 

wher巳 we iterat巳 our social relations and dev巳lop our

selves during “downtime” work within strictures speci

fied by technology and technologists. Looser rul巳s
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GAME DESIGN AND MEANINGFUL PLAY 

Katie Salen and Eγic Zi：霄zmerman

”7e have only to watch young dogs to see that all the essen
tials of human pIη are present in their merry gambols. 
They invite one another to play 专y a certain ceremoniousness 
of attitude and gesture. They keψ 切 the rule that you shall 
not bite, or not bite hard, your brother's ear. They pretend to 
get terribly anm. And-what is most impo付ant-in all 
these doings they plainly experience tremendous卢m and en
joyment. Such ron伊ings of young dogs are only one of the 
simpler fo1节ns of anim, 
hi

：

宫hly developed fem叭including regular con阳U and beau － 

tiful perfo1叨zances bφre an admiring public. 

Even it i缸 simplest j面附zs on the animal level, play is more 
than a mere physiological phenomenon or a psychological re
卢ex. It goes beyond the confines of purely physical or purely 
biological activi-ty. It is a significant function-that is to 
say，出ere is some sense to it. In play there is something 
“at play” which transcends the immediate needs of life 
and imparts meaning to the action. All play means 
something. (Huizinga, 1955, p. 446, emphasis added) 

Johan Huizinga is one of the greatest scholars of play 
in the twentie由 centu巧. His groundbreaking book, 
Homo Ludens, is a unique investigation of the role of 
play in human civilization. The title is a play on Homo 
sapiens, translated as Man the Player. According to 
Huizinga, play and games, which have been maligned 
in recent history as trivial and frivolous, are in fact at 

出e ve叮center of what makes us human. “Play is older 
than culture，”as Huizinga puts it, and Homo Ludens is a 
celebration of play也at links the visceral, combative na
ture of contest directly to war, poe位y, art, religion, and 
。由er essential elements of culture. Homo Ludens is, in 
many ways, an att巳mpt to redefine and elevate the sig
nificance of play. 

Huizinga’s vision of play offers a perfect point of 
departure for our development of the concept of mean
ingful play. Let us begin with a close reading of one 
section of the opening passage仕om Homo Ludens: 

“It [pla到 is a significant function-that is to 呵，也r巳

is some sense to it. In play there is something “at 
play" which transcends th巳 immediate needs of life 
and imparts meaning to the action. All play means 
something.” 

Huizinga emphasizes也e fa二t也at all pl町 means
something，出at由ere is “sense” to play，出at it tran
scends. The idea由at “all play means something" is a 
wonderfully complex statement we can interpret in a 
variety of ways. In fact, all of也e following are possible 
readings of出e text: 

Huizinga says 出at play is a significant卢mction.
Does由is mean that play is an important (and possibly 
unrecognized) force in culture-that it is significant 
in the way that art and literature are? Or does he 
mean也at play sign拼es-that it is a s严nbolic act of 
communication? 

He mentions that there is some sense to play. Does he 
mean出at play isn’t solely chaotic, but is instead an 
event that can be understood and analyzed if one looks 
closely enough? Or is he implying that sense itself (the 
opposite of nons巳ns巳） is something intrinsically related 
to play? 

There’s the complex statement: In plη there is so切e
thing "at piny. ” Does Huizinga mean 由at there is 
always som巳thing deeper “at play，” which constitutes 
any instance of play we observe in the real world? Or 
that in play something is always in motion, never fixed, 
and in a constant state of transformation? 

This “at play" quality of play transcends the immediate 
M吵 of l协Does the word “transcend” imply some
thing spiritual? Or does Huizinga simply mean出at
play creates an artificial space beyond出at of ordinary 
lif e? 

The same “at play” characteristic of play imparts
meaning to the action. Does the fact that play is always 
“at play” relate to the meaning of the action? Or 
does it imply that play must be understood as one 
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element of a more general system out of which mean
ing grows? 
• The passage concludes with the sentence, All play

means something. But what does play mean? To who or
what is it meaningful？叽That is the proc巳ss by which
meaning emerges from play?

These ar巳 complex and multilayered questions, 
lacking definitive answers. In some sens巳，巳ach of the 
interpretations posed are implied in Huizinga’s state
ment, and all of th巳m point to key asp巳cts of play and 
play ’s participation in the creation of meaning. These 
important questions, and th巳ir possible answ巳rs, contain 
all of the main themes of this essay.认f巳 will, in the 
pages出at follow, investigate the intricate r巳lationships
among gam巳design, play, and meaning. 

Meaning and Play 
Learning to create great game experi巳nc巳s for 
players exp巳riences that have rn巳aning and ar巳

meaningful�is one of 出巳goals of succ巳ssful game de
sign, perhaps the most important one.巩1e call th is goal 
the design of 111caningf11l p仰，the core concept of our 
叩proach. This concept is so critical to th巳 rest of this 
chapter that we are going to repeat ours巳Ives: the goal 

of sucw:ifu l game des也'll is the crcat£on of 111eaningfiil pl11y. 

Meaningful play is that concept which can address all 
of the “unanswerable” questions raised by Huizinga. It 
is also a concept that raises questions of its own，ιhal
lenging assumptions w巳 might have about the role of 
design in shaping play. 

One of the d1而culties in identifyi吨‘ meaningful
play in gam巳s is the n巳ar-infinite variety of forms that 
play can take. Here ar巳som巳巳xarnples:

• the intellectual dueling of two players in a well-met
game of Chess

the improvisational, team-based balletics of 
B川k巳tball

the dynamic shifting of individual and communal 
identities in the online role-playing gam巳live，丁(jltCSt

the lifestyl巳 inv臼ding ga1日巳Assassin, played on a col
l 巳ge campus 

叭汀1:it do :ill of these examples have in common? 
Each sitm1tcs l】lay within th巳 context of a game. Play 
do巳Sil 、t just co川巳 from th巳 g,1me itself, but from the 
way that play巳rs interact with the g,1me in ord巳r to 
pl叮it. In other、飞，ords, the h川 l寸，the pieces, and ev巳11

the rul 巳s of Chess Glll
’t alone α>nstitute 111巳aningful
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play. Meaningful play emerges from th巳interaction be
tween play巳rs and the system of 出巳 game, as well as 
from the context in which th巳 game is played. Under
standing this int巳raction helps us to see just what is 
going on wh巳n a game is played. 

One way of framing what players do when they 
play a game is to say that they are making choices. 
They are deciding how to move 由eir pieces; how to 
move their bodies, what cards to play, what options to 
5巳lect, what strategies to take, how to interact with 
other players. They even have to make the choice. 
whether or not to play' 

U厅1en a player makes a choice within a game, the 
actio日出at results from th巳 choice has an outcome. In
Chess, if a player moves a piec巳 on 出e board, this 
action affects the relationships of all of 出e o出巳r pieces: 
one piece might be captured, or a king might suddenly 
find itself in check. In Assassin, if a play巳r stealthily 
stalks her targ巳t and manages to shoot him with a dart 
gun, the ov巳rail game changes as a result of this action: 
a hit is scored, the victim is out for 由巳rest of 出巳game,
and he must give his target name to由e player that just 
shot him. In Evc1·Qucst, if you engage with and kill a 
monsteτ，the stats and equipment of your character can 
change; and the larger game-world is affect巳d as well, 
even if it simply mean旦出at for the moment there is 
on巳less monst巳r.

Playing a game means making choices and taking 
actions. All of this activity occurs wt由111 a game system 
designed to support meaningful kinds of choice mak
ing. Every action taken results in a change affecting 
the overall system of 由巳 gam巳.A且other way of stating 
this point is that an action a player tak巳s in a garn巳

results in the creation of new meanings within由e sys
tern. For example, alter you mov巳 a piece in chess, th巳

newly established relationships between chess pieces 
gives rise to a new set of meanings-m巳anings created 
by th巳play巳r's action. 

Two Kinds 。,fMeaningfid Pl.句
We define meaningful play in two separate but n:lated 
ways. The first s巳nse of m巳aningful play refers to the 
way game actions r巳suit in game outcomes to create 
meaning. Framing the concept in this way, w巳off1巳r the 
following definition: 

Meaningful play in a game emerges fiwn the 1·elr1tirmsh1p 

/Jetwcen P句1er actioll mu/ .,ystem outcrnnc飞 it i.1 the prncess 肖） I 
Z吵ich 11 pl，σC 

g、

l/11/.C θ1l正J the .ry‘rtem re.习yοmis fο the 11ction. 刀1c meaning 



。if an action in a game resides in the rel品tionship between
action and outco1时．

Think about an informal game of “Gross-Out” 

played during an el巳mentary school recess. One by 
one, players tell a gross-out story, each tale more dis
gusting than 出巳 last. When a story is finish巳d 由E
group spontaneously and collectively responds, con
firming or denying th巳 player’s position as master of 

the playground, until such tim 巳出at an even grosser 

starγis told. 
If we look at Gross-Out from the perspective of 

meaningful play, we see由at a player takes an action 
by telling a story. The meaning of出巳 action, as a move 

in a game, is more than 出e narrative content of the 

story. It is also mor 巳由an 由巳 theatrics used to tell the 

story. The outcome of the stmytelling action depends 

on the other players and their own voting actions. 

Meaningful play 巳merges h’om the collective action of 

play 巳rs telling and rating stories. The meaning of 由巳

story, in the sense of meaningful play, is not just 

that Hampton told a whopper about his little brother 

eating a live beetle-it is 出at Hampton’s story has 

beaten the others and he is now出e undisputed Gross

Out king. 

This way of understanding meaningful play refers 
to th巳 way all games generate meaning through play. 

Every game lets play巳rs take actions, and assigns out
comes to those actions.巩Te therefore call出is definition 

of meaningful play descrψtive, b巳cause it describes what 

happens in everγgame. This is our first understanding 

of m巳aningful play. 
At由e same time, some games create more mean

ingful play than other games: the design of some games 

g巳nerates truly meaningful exp巳ri巳nces for players, 
whereas other, less successful game designs result in 

experiences that somehow fall short. Even if meaningful 

play is a goal that we strive to achieve in our games, 

som 巳times we don’t quite get it right. So, in addition 
to our descriptive understanding of meaning缸l play, 

which describes what happens in all games, we need 

something that will help us be more sel巳ctiv 巳 in deter

mining when meaningful play occurs. 

This is the s巳cond sens巳 of meaningful play. In

stead of being a description of th巳 way games operate, 

it refers to the goal of successful game design. This 

5 巳nse of meaningful play is evaluative: it helps us criti

cally evaluate the relationships between actions and 
outcomes, and d 巳cide whether they are meaningful 

enough within tl1e designed system of the game: 
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Meani吨ful play occuη when the relationsh伊 between
actions and outcomes in a game are both discernable and 
integrated into the la咆er context of the game. Creat
ing meaningful play is the goal of sttcces.屏i1 game design. 
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The word “meaning如l” in this sense is less about 
the semiotic construction of meaning (how meaning is 

made) and more about the emotional and psychological 

experience of inhabiting a well-designed system of play. 

In order to und巳rstand why some play in games is more 

meaningful than others, we need to understand出巳 key

terms in tl1e definition: discernable and integrated. 

Discern able 
Discernable means that the result of the game action is 

communicated to 出巳 player in a p 巳rceivable way. In 
也e following excerpt from Game Design: The01y and 
Practice, Richard Rouse III points out tl1e importance 

of displaying discernable information to the player 
within the cont巳xt of the gam 巳 world. His example 

looks explicitly at computer games where 出巳re is an 
obvious need to condense massive amounts of data into 

a repres巳ntative form that can be clearly communicated 
to出e player. The idea of discernable outcomes applies 

to all games, digital or o由erwise. Rouse writes, 

Consider a strategy 皂剧ie in which the player has a number 
of units scatte1叫 all over a i似乎 map. The map is so lmge 
that on” a small po付ion of it 附1鼻t on the screen at once. 
可a gro:呻 of the play旷s units happcn to be off-盯ecn and 
are ι＇.！tacked but the playeγ岱 11 7川de f/Wfl附 of it 均 th
旦R甲？且E、 the player will becoηte fr‘门T目：ted. Coηsider an RPG 
切he阴阳h 附叫1er 。iftbe play旷s pm寸y needs to be fed γ鸣

ulm句、 but tbe 旦a111c does 1：刚 provide any clear way of com-
11111nicati11g how hung，ηhis 出trrtctcrs are. Tl川、哥 one of 
the party me1.呻ers suddenly ke由 over from starontio弛， the
pl仰。· will become frustrated, and 吗！均 so. 呐？加·dd

the P问er have to gttess at such gamc-c:γ位ical information? 
(Rous 巳， 2001, p. 141) 

If you shoot an asteroid while playing a computer 
game and the asteroid does not change in any way, you 
ar巳 not going to know if you actually hit it or not. If

you do not receive feedback出at indicates you are on 
th 巳 right track, th巳 action you took will have very little 
meaning. On the otl1巳r hand, if you shoot an asteroid 
and you h巳ar the sound of impact, or th巳 asteroid shud
ders violently, or it explodes (or all three!) then the 
gam 巳 has effectiv 巳ly communicated the outcom巳 of
your action. Similarly, if you move a board game piece 
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on the board but you have absolutely no idea wh巳ther

your move was good or bad or if it brought you dos巳r

to or farther away from winning-in short, if you don’t 

know th巳 meaning of your action then the result of 

your action was not discernable. Each of th巳se examples 

makes clear that when th巳 relationship between an 

action and the result of that action is not discernable, 

meaningfol play is di伍cult or impossible to achi巳ve.

Disc巳rnability in a game lets the players know wbat 

happened when th巳y took an action. Without discern

ability, the player might as well be randomly pressing 

buttons or throwing down cards.环亏th discernability, a 
game possesses the building blocks of m巳aningful play. 

Integrated 

Another compon巳nt of meaningful play requires that 
由e relationship between action and outcome is inte 

g，刑ed into the larger context of the gam巳. This means 

that an action a player takes not only has immediate 

significance in th巳 game, but also affects th巳 play 巳xpe

rience at a later point in出e game. Chess is a deep and 

meaningful game becaus巳 the delicate op巳ning moves 

directly result in th巳 complex trajectories of the middle 

game-and the middle game grows into th巳 spare

and powerful encount巳rs of the end gam巳. Any action 

taken at one moment will affect possibl巳 actions at a 

later mom巳nt.

Imagine a multi-event athletic game, such as the 

Decathlon. At the start of the game, the players run a 

footrace.叭几1at if th巳 rul巳s of the game dictated that 

winning the footrace had nothing to do with the larger 

game? Imagine what would happen: th巳 play巳rs would 

walk the race as slowly as possible, trying to conserv巳

巳nergy for the other, more meaningful 巳vents. 认Thy

should they do anything else? AJtl1cmgh one of them 

will win th巳 footrace, it will have no bearing on the 

larger game. On th巳 otl1er hand, if th巳 play巳rs receive 

points depending on how well they rank and these 
points become part of a cumulative score，出巳n the 

acti。ns and th巳 outcomes of the footrace ar巳 W巳ll inte 
grated into th巳 game as a whole. 

飞刑1巳r巳as disc巳rnability of game 巳vents tells players 
what h口ppenecl (J hit the monster), integration lets 
l】layers know how it will aff1巳ct the rest of the game （扩I
keep m1 hitti11一民 the 111011ster I will kill it. If I kill rnough 
monster人I’H gain 11 level.) Every action a play巳r takes is
wov巳n into the larger fobric of the overall game experi 
ence：丁his is how th巳 pby 忖f a gam巳 becomes truly 
meaningful. 

Meaningful play c8n h巳 rea!i7，巳d in a number of 
w臼ys, depending 门n the design of a particular game. 
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There is no single formula that works in every case. In

the example of the asteroid shooting gam巳，immediate

and viscer址f巳巳dback was needed to make th巳 action 

discernabl巳. But it might also be由e case tl1at in a 

story-based gam巳，由e results of an action taken near 

the beginning of出e game are only understood fully at 

由E very end, when出巳implications play out in a very 

unexpect巳d and dramatic way. Both instances require 

different approaches to designing meaningful play. 

Meaningful play engages several aspects of a game 

simultaneously, giving rise to layers of meaning that ac

cumulate and shape player experience. M巳aningful play 

can occur on the formal, mathematically strat巳gic level 

of a single move in Chess. It can occur on a social level, 

as two play巳rs use the game as a forum for meaningful 

communication. And it can occur on larger stages of 

culture as well, where championship Chess matches 

can be us巳d as occasions for Cold War political propa

gan巾，or in contemporary philosophical debates about 

the relative powers of出e human mind and artificial 

intelligenc巳．

The rest of this chapter elaborates on th巳 many

ways that game designers co日struct spaces of meaning 

句l play for players. Among the many topics we might 

S巳l巳ct, w巳 cover出ree core concepts that form several 
of th巳 fundam巳ntal building blocks of game design: de

sign, systems, and i11te1ηctivi吵

Design 

u而at is tl1巳气lesign” in game design and how is it con

nected to the concept of “meaningful play”？ In answer 

to tl1is question, we offer the following gen巳ral defini【

tion of design: Design is the process by which a d臼igner

旷'Cf/tes a context to be enco11nte1·ed kY a participant，β'07/l 

which meaning emerges. 

Let us look at each part of this definition in rela

tion to game design: 

The designer is th巳 individual game designer or the 

team of p巳ople that create the game. Sometim巳s, games 

emerge from folk culture or fan cultur飞so th巳re may 

not be an individual designer or d巳sign t巳am. In this 

case, the designer of the gam巳 can be consicl巳red cul
tur巳 at large. 

Th巳 context of a game takes the form of spaces, 

ohjects, narrativ巳日，and behaviors. 

Th巳 pnrtic伊｛／7l灯。f a game are the players. Th巳y in

habit, explore, and manipulate these αmtext� through 

their play. 

lvlerming is 口 concept that we’ve air巳ady begun
to explore. In the cas巳 of games, meaningful play 



lS th巳 result of players taking actions in th巳 course of 
play. 

This connection between design and meaning 
returns us to出e earlier discussion of m巳aningful play. 
Consider a gam巳 of Tag. Without design we would 
have a field of players scamp巳ring about, randomly 
touching each other, screami吨，and then running in 
the other direction. With design, we have a carefully 
craf无ed exp巳rience guided by rules, which make certain 
forms of interaction explicitly meaningful. With design 
a touch becomes meaningful as a “tag” and whoev巳r is 
“It” becomes master of the domain. The same is true
of computer games as well. As game designer Doug 
Church puts it，“The design is the game; witl10ut it 
you would have a cd full of data, but no experience” 

(Church, 1999). 

Design and Meaning 

识厅1en w巳 ask what something “means，”particularly in
tl1e context of design, we are trying to locate the value 
or significance of that instance of design in a way that 
helps us to make sense of it. Questions such as，“讯!hat
does tl1e use of a particular color mean on a particular 
product？ ” or “讯而at does that image r巳present？ ” or
“识几mt happens when I click on tl1e magic star？ ” are
all questions of meaning. Designers are interested in 
the concept of meaning for a variety of reasons, not 
least of which is the fact that meaning is one of the 
basic principles of human interaction. Our passage 
through life from one moment to tl1e next requires 
that we make s巳nse of our surroundings-that W巳

engage with, interpret, and construct rn巳aning. This 
mov巳m巳nt toward meaning forms the cor巳 of interac
tion between people, objects, and contexts. 

Consider the act of gre巳ting a fr咒nd on the str巳巳t.
A wave, a nod, a kiss on出e cheek, a pat on the back, 
a warm hug, a firm handshake, and a gentle punch in 
由巳arm ar巳all forms of interaction meaning, "Hello 
my friend." As a participant in this scenario, we must 
mak巳 sens巳 of the gesture and respond appropriately. 
If we fail to make sense of the situation, we have failed 
to und巳rstan<l出e meaning of th巳 int巳raction. Game 
designers, in particular, are inter巳sted in the concept of 
meaning because th巳y are involved in the creation of 
syst巳ms of interaction. These systems出en give rise to 

a rang巳 of meaning-making activities, from moving a 
gam巳 piece on a board, to waging a bet, to communi
ca ting “Hello, my friend” with other online characters
in a virtual game world. This question of how users 
make sens巳 of obj巳cts bas led som巳 design巳rs, in recent 
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y巳ars, to borrow insights and expertis巳 from other 
fields. In particular, the field of semiotics has been in
structive. Semiotics is 出e study of meaning and th巳

process by which meaning is made. In the next few 
pages, we will tak巳 a slight detour into semiotics, in 
ord巳r to more carefully build our concept of mean
ingful 抖叮·

Four Semiotic Concepts 

The American philosoph巳r and semotician Charles S. 
Peirce defines a sign as “some由ing 由at stands for
some由ing, to somebody, in some respect or capacity” 

(Pierce, 1958). This broad definition recognizes four 
key ideas出at constitute 由e concept of a sign. 

1. A sign represents something other than itself.
2. Signs are interpreted.
3. Meaning results when a sign is interpr巳ted.
4. Context shapes interpretation.

A Sign Represents Something Other Than ltse扩A
sign represents something other出an itself; it “stands
for something." The mark of a circle (0) in 由巳game
of tic-tac-toe, for instance, represents not only an 
action by player “。” （as opposed to player “X”） but
also the capture of a c巳rtain square within the game’s
nine叫uare grid. Or consider th巳 interaction between 
two players in a game of Assassin. A tap on the arm 
might represent “d巳atl1” or “capture，＇’ depending on
the rules of the game. In either case，也巳tap is mean
ingful to players as sorn巳tl1ing other than a tap. 

This concept of a sign r巳pr巳senting sometl1ing 
other than itself is critical to an understanding of games 
for s巳veral reasons. On one hand, gam巳S use signs to 
denote action and outcome, two components of mean
ingful play. The marks of an “X” or “。” in tic-tac-toe
or the taps on th巳 arms of players in a game of Assassin 
are actions paired with particular outcomes; these 
actions gain meaning as part of larger sequences of in
teraction. These sequences are sometimes referred to as 
“chains of signifiers，”a concept that calls attention to 
tlie importance of relations between signs within any 
sign system. 

On 出巳 other hand, games us巳 signs to denote the 
elements of th巳 gam巳 world. The universe of Mario, for 
example, is constructed of a system of signs represent
ing magic coins, stars, pipes, enemi巳s, hidden platforms, 
and other elements of the game landscape. The signs 

that make up出e game world collectively represent the 
world to the player-as sounds, interactions, imag巳白，
and text. Altl10ugh the signs certainly make r巳f巳r巳nc巳
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to objects that exist in出e real world, they gain their 

s严11bolic valu巳 or meaning from th巳 relationship be
tween signs within 由巳 game. We can illustrate th巳 idea

of signs deriving meaning from within th巳 context of 
a game with an example drawn from th巳 history of 
三crabble.

In late 1993, a campaign was initiated against 
Hasbro, the company出at owns and distributes Scrab
ble, r巳qu巳sting that the company remove racial or 
巳thnic slurs from The Offi元zal Scrabble Players Diction叫
(OSPD). This rulebook of playable or “good" words
contained, at that time, words such as "JE认厅 ’

“JUKE，”“DAGO，”and “SPIC.”As a result of pres
sure from The Anti Defamation Leagu巳 and th巳 Na
tional Council of Jewish Women, Hasbro announced 
that fif1可to one hundr巳d “o证巳nsive” words would be
removed from the OSPD. As Stefan Fatsis writes in 
Woγd Fγeak: Hem寸break, Triumph、 Genius, and Obsession 

iη the World of Cou巾时ive Sα协ble Players. 

7》c Scrabble C仰nnuni(y 切cnt ballistic. A handful of plaJ旷S， 
notably s，ο711 

b咆r”叫仰’／吵 led by d 刀I阳bcr of Jcwi‘、‘b plcσer.‘飞·， {ICC/I:

Hasbro of censo1丁hip. Wm讪、 arc wo1论， and bamzing them

卢刀m a dictionaη would 刀ot ma 

argued. Plus, the playc1:I' tried to eJ于J/ain, the wor as playe c l

on rt board during d且mm ofSαηbble are without mcaηing. 

hz the limited context of sco门咆 points, the 1川m1inK of 

HοNKIE, deemed 明cnsive in the οSPD，打阳 more 1·ele」

vrmt than the mcrm; 

word. (Fatsis, 2001, p. 1斗9)

认Ti出in th巳 context of a game of Scrabbl巳， words
are reduc巳d to sequ巳nces of letters th巳y lit巳rally do 
not have m巳：ming as words. Rath巳r, th巳 l巳tt巳rs are signs 
that have value as puzzl巳 pi巳C巳s that must be carefully 
arrang巳d according to th巳 rules of spelling. Thus, al 
though th巳 5巳qu巳nc巳 of lett巳rs 日－0-N-K I E has 
meaning as a racial slur outside of th巳 context of a gam巳

of Scrabble, within it the sequ巳nc巳 has meaning as a six
letter play worth a numb巳r of points on th巳 board.
叭Tithin Scrabble th巳 chain of signifi巳rs repres巳nt words 
stripped of everything 巳xcept their syntactical relation
ships. Outsicl巳 of Sera！山l巳， how巳V巳r, the word日 repre
sent 1 acial animosity. 

Looking at ch,1ins 仆f signifi巳rs within a g,1me 
means dis日ecting a game in order to view the system 
at a micro level to sc巳 how th巳 int巳rnal m日chinery
仆pen1tes. But 巳ntir℃ games th巳ll1S巳lv巳s can also be 
identified as signs. Viewin吕th巳m fn>m 日 macro rather 
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than micro-perspectiv巳 allows us to look at gam巳S

from the outside, s巳巳ing 出巳m as signs within larger 

sign syst巳ms. The gam巳 of Tic-Tac-To巳， for instance, 
could b巳 seen as a sign representing childhood play, 
while the game of Assassin might stand for college mis】

chief in th巳 1980s or 出巳且lm The 1 otb Victiz刀， which

inspired the game. 

Signs Are Inte咿附ted Peirc巳
’s definition suggests that 

signs arc inte1prctcd; they stand for som巳thing to some 

bo�y. It was one of Saussu町’s fundamental insights出at

the m巳anings of signs ar巳 arrived at arbitrarily via cul
tural conv巳ntion. Th巳 idea that the meaning of signs 

rests not in the signs themselv巳s but in 出巳 surrounding

system is critical to our study of games. It is p巳opl巳（or

play巳r , after all, who bring meaning to signs. As s巳mi

otician David Chandl巳r notes, 

There is ηo necessa1y reason why a pig should be wlled a pig. 

It 伽sn't look sound or smell d盯 moi>e like the seqz仰cc 吧f 
SOIi 

like the SC(jllC/lCC of SOUi功 “bmza阳，

” h打。功 bernuse we

in our language grozψ agree that it 打 called a ''pig" that 

that seqz川cc ofsom：功 r价1"S 阳 the animal in the real world. 

You and yo旷旷de矿开iends could af!,TCC always to r价r to 

j咆f {IS “S(jl川·dlishcs＂ 扩you wanted. As long as there打且en

eml ag、reemen人 that's 110 problem→mtil you start talking 

about sq uerdlishes to people who don't share the same convcn

tion. (Chandler) 

Chandler's point has resonance wh巳n w巳 consider
players as active interpreters of a gam巳

’s sign syst巳111.
Children playing tag during r巳C巳ss may change th巳

sign for “home base” from gam巳 to game, or 巳ven in
th巳 middle of a gam巳， if cir℃umstanc巳s allow. A tree in 
the corn巳r 。f th巳 playground might be used one day, or 
a pile of rocks anoth巳r. Although a home base does 
have to possess C巳rtain functional qualiti巳s, such as be
ing a touch日bl巳 object or pl8ce, th巳re is nothing sp巳cial
about the tr巳巳 or rocks that mak巳 th巳m "home base” 

other than their d巳signation as such by the play巳rs of 
th巳 gam巳. Thus signs are 巳ssentially arbitrary, and gain 
vain巳 through a s巳t of agre巳d upon conventions. B巳－

caus巳
“ther巳 is no simple sign = thing equation be

tween sign systems and reality, it is we who are the 
active makers of meanings” （Und巳rwood).

Meaning Results When a Sign Is Interpreted Peirce’5
Je且nition suggests that meaning results when a sign is 
inter pr巳t巳d; a sign stands for sυmething, to somebody, 
i77 some rc.1pect or capaιl吵. Although this may H巳巳m like 
口n obvious point, it is important to note, for it calls at『



t巳ntion to 出巳 outcome of the process by which signs 
gain value within a system. 

If player A in a game of Rock Paper-Scissors holds 
up出ree fingers in出e shape of a “W” instead of two in 
出巳 shape of a“V，” she has fail巳d to create a sign 出at
has valu巳， or meaning, wi由m the rock, paper, scissors 
sign structure of th巳 game. Player B might say，

“What
is出at supposed to be？ ” in an a忧empt to infuse the sign 
wi出 value within the system of 由巳 game. If player A 
responds，

“Scissors，”也m player B has two choices.
Sh巳 can ei由巳r acc巳pt 出E new sign as representative of 
“scissors” or she can reject 出e interpretation. If she 
accepts th巳 new representation, the players have, in ef
fect, added a new sign to the system; a sign出at now 
means “scissors. 

Context Shapes Interpretation Context is a k巳y com
ponent to our gen巳ral definition of design. It also is a 
key compon巳nt in the cr巳ation of meaning. Design is 
“the process by which a designer creates a contαt to be 
encountered by a participant, from which meaning 
巳merges.”This definition makes an explicit connection 
betw巳巳n cont巳xt and meaning. 叭Then w巳 sp巳ak of 
context in language we are r巳£erring to the parts of 
something written or spoken由at immediately precede 
or follow a word or passage 出at serv巳 to clari命its
meaning. The phras巳

“I am lost，” for example, can 
mean many different things depending on 出e context 
in which it is used. If a play巳r of the text adventure 
game Zork says，

“I am trying to install th巳 gam巳 and I
am lost，” W巳 understand that sh巳 is having a di面cult
time making sense of 由巳 game’s installation instruc
tions. If that same player were to say，

“I am in the sec
ond chamb巳r and I am lost，” W巳 can asc巳rtain that she 
is actually playing the game, has lost her way, and n巳eds
h巳Ip navigating the fictional gam巳 space. In each in
stance the phras巳

“I am lost" is given context by th巳

words that follow. 
叽F巳 can also un世rstand cont巳xt in relation to the 

idea of structure, which in s巳miotics refers to a set of 
regulations or guidelines that pr巳scribe how signs, or 
elements of a syst巳m, can b巳 combined. In languag巳，

for example, we refer to structure as grammar. Th巳

grammatical rules of a s巳ntence create a structure that 
describes how words can and cannot be s巳quenc巳d.识f巳

might refer to thes巳 rul巳『 as invisible structure, as we ar巳

not always awar巳 that they are th巳r巳. In gam巳s, this 
concept of grammar takes the form of gam巳 rules,
which cr巳ate a structure for th巳 game，由scribing how 
all of the elem巳nts of the game interact with one an 
oth巳r. S tructnr巳（in language or games) op巳rates much 
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like context, and participates in the meaning-making 
process. By ordering由e elements of a system in very 
particular ways, structure works to creat巳 meaning.
The communication theorist David B巳rlo us巳s 出巳

following example to explain how structure supports 
interpretation: 

Structure: 
Most smoogl巳s have comcom 

We don ’t know what smoogles and comcom are, but we still 
know something about them： 切E know that a smoogle is 
something countable and can be r，价rred to in the plural, un
like, say, water or milk. We 如ow that snzoogles is a noun 
and not a verb. U,乍 know that more than one smoogle is re
乒rred to in th打 sentence. We know that comcom 川 noun
and 阶1t it 打d quaβty or thin且吵ic� most sm吨Jes a 1' ·e
claimed to have. We still don't kη1仰吵at 们．矿♀
but the fomu 
provided us with a lot of iηj古rmation. (Berlo) 

Although the structure of any system does provide 
information that supports int巳rpretation, context ulti』

mately shapes meaning. In the following 巳xample, Berlo 
shows how structure and cont巳xt work together to aid 
interpretat10n: 

Context: 
My g严pyx is broken 

From the structure of the 仰zgaage you know that gy早ryx is
a noun. You knew that it's something that it makes seme to 
re）♀r to as brok肌

。ne of its k巳ys is stuck 
Now we 're getting a bit closer a g呗yx is maybe d吵pe
writer, calculator, or 11msicrtl instrument; at any rate it's 
something that has keys. 

and I think it could do with a new ribbon, as well 
Well, that pret吵 well clinches it. 砂Te're still 』气作 with t. h e 
question of ju』r wba 

and a gy呻yx οr why this person has the odd habit of ref 
err in且 to typewrite,丁 as gy叮＇Jyxes, but we can be reasonably 
sure d介e{!(ly that a gy呗yx is something 抄,pewrite1二仙 ．

(Berlo) 

13巳rlo go巳s on to not巳 that th巳 meaning we have for 

盯xp严 comes partly from the structure.叭Te know it is a
noun and we know it can b巳 broken，由at it has keys and 
a ribbon. But structur巳 can only take us so far in our 
search for meaning; cont巳xt must often be called upon
to complete the quest. Consid巳r 由巳 巳xp巳rienc巳 of
playing a gam巳 of Pictionary with friends. Much of th巳
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guessing that occurs early in a turn reli巳s on structure 
to provide clues. A player attempting to draw “Fran
kenstein” may begin by drawing a head and 巳:yes, as
a means of establishing the structure of the human 
form. This structure helps players to make guesses like 
“eyes，”“face，＇’or “head，” but it soon becomes clear
that more information is needed. In response, th巳

play巳r at th巳 drawing board may begin to create a 
context for th巳 head by drawing a large body with 
outstretched “zombie” arms, stitch marks denoting
surgical scars, and a Tesla coil crackling in th巳 hack
ground. Although play巳rs might not initially under 
stand what thes巳 marks represent （出e stitches might 
just look like squiggly lines), th巳 context created by th巳

other elements of the drawing supply th巳 marks with 
出e meaning they would otherwise lack. Onc巳 出c
players recognize the context “zombie” or "111onster,"
th巳 stitch marks b巳come “scars” and Frankenstein is
brought to life. 

This relationship between structure, context, and 
meaning tells us that the act of interpretation relies, in 
part, on the movement hetwe巳n known and unknown 
information. Players of Pictionary, for example, will 
often com巳 across a sign for which由ey do口

’t hav巳乱

meaning (stitch marks) within the cont巳xt of signs for 
which they do (zombie 。r monst巳r). The m巳anings
that ar巳 known and familiar g巳nerate other meanings 
cl ll巳 to the formal relations between th巳！mown and th巳

unknown signs. Keep in mind that the actual elem巳nts
that constitute structure and context ar巳 fluid. The 
drawing of a head might operate as structure ear忖in
the guessing period (if it is the first thing drawn), but 
when it s巳rves to help id巳ntify the squiggles, it becom巳S

part of context. It is critical that designers not only rec
ogniz巳 hut also facilitate th巳 r巳lationship between struc
ture and context in the design of their gam时·

Si民11 Systems 

Games can be characterized as a system of signs. The 
meaning of a叮日ign (object, action， 。r co叫ition) in a 
阴ne arises from the context of the gam巳 itself-from
a system of relations between signs. This is what we 
mean wh巳n we s江y that th巳 design of a gam巳 is the 
design of a spac巳 门f possibility a spac巳 in which 
rules and l】lay er巳at巳 carefully orch巳strat巳d instances of 
d己sign巳dint巳J ::iction. 

Tn Sword.1 and circuit1y: A drsip;11e1气 guide to c《miputer
n le p/(lying 俨mes, Neal and Jana Hallford (2001) look 
closely at th 巳 way phiycrs learn what something 
“mean日 ’＇ through intc.:raction. Th巳Y cl巳scrib巳 a play巳r
exploring ;1 world in an adventure gam巳 The play巳r
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comes across a button set into an o出erwise featureless 
wall. The curious player pushes the button to see what 
happens, and a s巳cret door opens. Pushing the button 
gives the player access to a new part of the game world. 
Hallford and Hallford note出at by providing the player 
with 出is scenario-push button, open door－出巳 game
designer has given the play巳r a “rule" about how the
game world works. The action push button results in 
the outcome open secret do01·. Armed with出is rule, th巳

play巳r should be able to use this knowledge throughout 
the game to make informed decisions about how and 
when to push buttons. The meaning of the button press 
S巳ems to be both integrated and discernable, two qua! 
ities of meaningful play. The interaction is discernable, 

because w巳 clearly see the s巳cret door open as a result 
of the action of pressing a button. The interaction also 
appears to be intcg; itcd, as we feel like w巳 have
discovered 且 rule about how buttons operate in 由E
gam巳．

Hallford and Hallford then ask us to imagine 
the play巳r in anoth巳r location somewhere later in 由巳

g·ame. The player spies yet anoth巳r button along th巳

edge of a wall. If the action > outcome meaning of 
the button wer巳 integrated, the player should expect 
that pushing the button will open a secret door. But 
when the player push巳s the button a fo巳ball of doom 
comes out instead. 

巩That just happ巳ned？叭Thy did the button unleash 
a lethal fireball, rather than open a s巳cr巳t door? Here is 
where Hallford ’s analysis ties directly to the concept of
play and representation. Th巳y write, 

If the desig.川a ham 't provided some kind 旷 clue about what

J的 this button apmτ卢＇

Out the do01～opening varic纱， they've

just violated II rule that's already l川n established by the 

game. 1》c value of choice hns been taken away 卢ηm the 

player becrt阳 they have no 切ay of know in且如hether pushi咱
the button opens a door or whether it will do some cata

strophic m11ount of damage. Wbilc this would ce11ainly add 

a heig. tazed degne of tension to the pushing of any buttons 

in the game, it real�y is notbi咆 more than 4 切flJ of arb i

Mηr吵 punishi咆 the plaJ旷 for being wrious. Even worse, 

the value of the thillf,』
、 that the player has learned are now 

worthless, 111aking the winning of the gmne more a matter 

of chance than of acq 1旷ed skill. （日allford & Hallford, 
2001, pp. 152-154) 

叭Then the meaning of an action is unclear or am
higuous, m巳aningfnl play in a gam巳 hr巳::iks down. How 
might meaningful play in this situatio口 b巳 re巳stab
lished? Hallford and Hallford suggest one way to rem 



edy the situation is by adding a small visual detail出at

gives the player som巳 idea of the consequences for 

pushing a particular type of button. Blue buttons con
sistently open secret doors. Red buttons unleash fire

balls of doom. 

This example shows how game meanings can be 

engineered to create meaningful play. Color-coding 

buttons to denote consequence establishes a system of 

meaning. Players are, ov巳r time, able to determine 

which buttons are “good” and “bad，”and can make in -

formed choices about their actions in the world. This 
system implicates the player directly, for the meaning 

of a button is only 巳ver established出rough play巳r in

teraction. As Hallford and Hallford (2001) note, this 

design strategy will also have 由e added bonus也at

players will pay a little closer attention to their environ

ment to see if there is an同1ing new found there由at

may lead to new kinds of experiences. They do so by 

creating a vetγspecific set of conditions, or context, 

witl1in which a particular object or action becomes 

meaningful in the course of play. 

Making sense of signs relies, in part, on tl1e 

movem巳nt between known and unknown information. 

Players in Hallford and Hallfords hypothetical adven

ture gam巳，for example, might come across a sign for 

which they don ’t have meaning (red button) within出e

context of signs for which出ey do (blue button). Famil

iar meanings generate o也巳r meanings due to由e for

mal relations between known and unknown signs. 

Players of a game gain information about the game 

world by interacting with it, by playing wi出 signs to S巳E

what 出ey might do or what也可might mean. This 

element of play as a mechanism for sense-making is 

a critical concept for game designers. 

Systems 

The system is partly a memoiy of its past, just as in ori

gami, the essence of a bird or a horse is both in the 

na仰re and order of the Joli你阳收ηc question that 

must be answered 切hen卢cul with a problem of plan 

ning or design of a syst，仰， u what exactlyηthe system? 

It is the1呐re ηecessa1y to kno切 the natm· of’t h e 

inner structure b吃fore plans C厅n be made. -W olfgan 
Jonas 

Games are intrinsically systemic: all games can be un 

derstood as systems. A system is “a group of interact

ing, int巳rrelated, or interdependent elements forming a 

complex whole. 川 In a game of soccer，由e players，由E

ball, the goal n巳ts, the playing field, are all in<lividual 
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elements. 叭Then a game of soccer begins，也巳s巳 ele

m巳nts gain specific r巳lationships to 巳ach 。由er within 

the larger system of ilie game. Each play巳r, for exam
ple, plays in a certain position on on巳 of two teams. 
Different play巳r positions have roles that int巳rrelat巳，
both within the system iliat constitutes a single t巳am
(goalie vs. forward vs. halfback), and wi出111由e system 

出at constitutes 出e relationship between teams (the 
goalie guarding ilie goal while an opposing forward 

a忧empts to scor巳）. Th巳 complex whole formed by all 

of thes巳 relationships wi由m a syst巳m comprises 出e

gam巳 of soccer. 

As systems, games provide contexts for interaction, 

which can b巳 spaces, objects, and b巳haviors that players 

explore, manipulate, and inhabit. Syst巳ms com巳 to us in 

many forms, from m巳chanical and matl1ematical sys

tems to conceptual and cultural ones. One of the chal

l巳nges of our current discussion is to recognize ilie 

many ways a game can be framed as a system. Chess, 

for example, could be thought of as a strategic mathe

matical system. It could also be thought of as a system 

of social interaction between two players， 。r a system 
that abstractly si日1ulates war. 

The Ele1阳，zts of a Sy位朋1,

A system is a set of things that aff1巳ct on巳 another wiiliin 

an environment to form a larger pa忧巳rn由at is different 

from any of the parts. In his textbook Theories of human 

connnunication, Stephen叭F Littlejohn identifies four 

elem巳nts that constitut巳 a syst巳m (1989, p. 41): 

The fi1丁t is objects一the p,z附，L如！ewe,,』f』，， or var J, e 'S 

within the与ystem. These may lie physiwl or ，节bstract or both, 

dependiT号on the nature of the伊tem.

Second, a system consists of att巾utes the qua仇ies or 
p1叩erties of the伊te?n nnd its objects. 

Third, a sy
，

』item has internal relationships among 

巾。与ec打. This cbarnctcristic is a crncial a伊ct (of systems). 

Fozwth，与ystems also possess an 巳nvironment. They do not 

exist in a vam1111t but are affected by their surrotmdi咆'S.

Let us take a detailed look at a particular game, 
Ch巳ss.认Te will first think about ch巳ss as a strictly stra』

t巳gic and rn日出巳matical system. This means considering 
Chess as a purely formal system of rules. Framed in this 
W呵，the four elements of tl1e system of Chess are as 
follows: 

Objects: The objects in Chess are出c p肌es on出巳
board and the board itself. 
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Attributes: These ar巳 出巳 characteristics 出e rules 
give these objects, such as由E starting positions of 巳ach
piec巳 and the specific ways 巳ach piec巳 can move and 
capture. 

Internal Re加ionships: Although the attributes det巳r
mine the possible movements of the pieces, the internal 
relationships are 由巳 actual positions of the pieces on 
出巳 board. These spatial relationships on th巳 grid deter 
mine strat巳gic relationships: on巳 piec巳 might be threat
ening another one, or protecting an 巳mpty square. 
Some of 出巳 piec巳s might not even be on the board. 
• Envirnmnent: If we ar巳 looki吨just at 出E formal
system of Chess, then 出巳 巳nvironment for th巳 interac
tion of出e objects is the play of the game itself. Play 
provides 出巳 context扣r 出e formal elements of a game.

But framing the game as a formal system is only 
on巳 way to think about the system of Chess.认Te can 
巳xtencl our focus and think of Ch巳ss as a system with 
巳xperi巳ntial dimensions as w巳11. This means thinking 
of ch巳ss not just as a IT川h巳1T
but also as a syst巳m of interac包on b巳t飞凡y巳巳n 由巳 play巳r？ ♀ 

and th巳 g乱1丑巳. Changing、 the way that we frame the 
gam巳 affects how we would defin巳 th巳 four components 
of a system. Framed as an 巳xperiential syst巳m，出e ele 
ments of the system of Ch巳ss are as follows: 

οbjec打· Becaus巳 W巳 are looki吨at Chess as the in
teraction between play巳rs, the objects of the system are 
acULally the two play巳rs themselves. 

Attri 

pi巳ces h巳 or she C【】ntrols, as w巳ll as the curr巳nt state of 
the game. 

Intcmal Relationships: B巳caus巳 the play巳rs are th巳

obj巳cts, their int巳raction constitut巳s the internal rela
tionships of th巳 system. These relationships would 
includ巳 not just their strat巳gic int巳raction, but th巳ir
social, psychological, and 巳motional communication as 
well. 

E,wirο1m1e11t: Considering chess as an experiential 
system, the total 巳nvironment would hav巳 to includ巳

not just th巳 board and pieces of出e game, but the im
mediate envir。nment that contained th巳 two play巳rs as 
well. We might term this the context of p仰. Any part of
thl'. environm巳nt that facilitated play would b巳 inclucl巳d
in出is context. For example, if it were a play by 巳mail
game of Ch巳ss, the cont巳xt of play would hav巳 to in
elude the soft:war巳 巳nvirυnm巳nt in which the players 
send and receive mov巳R Any c仆ntext of play would 
also includc player日

’ preconceptions of Chess, such 乱5

I ss I 

出巳 fact that 出ey think it is cool or nerdy to play. This 
web of physical, psychological, and cultural associations 
delineate-not the 巳xperienc巳 of the game but rather 
the cont巳xt that surrounds th巳 game, the environment 
in which the experience of play takes place. 

Lastly, w巳 can extend our focus and think about 
Chess as a cultural syst巳m. Here the concern is w1由
how the game fits in to culture at large. There are 
many ways to conceive of gam巳s as culture. For 巳xam
ple, say that w巳 want巳d to look at the gam巳 of Chess as 
a repr巳5巳ntation of ideological values associated with a 
particular tim巳 and place.认Te would want to make con
nections between the design of the gam巳 and larger 
structures of culture.认1e would be looking, for exam

ple, to iclenti命cultural references mad巳 in出e de吨n

of tl1巳 game pi巳ces （认That is the gendered power rela

tionship between King and Queen implied in their 
visual design?); refi巳renc巳s made in the structure and 
rituals of gam巳 play (Was playing ch巳ss polite and gen
tlemanly or vulgar and cutthroat?); and referenc巳s made 
to 出巳 p巳ople who play (Who ar巳 they intellectuals, 
militarγtype日，or n巳rds?).

Not巳 that ther巳 ar巳 innum巳n
Ch巳日 S as a cultur乱l syst巳lll.叭f巳 could 巳xamin巳 th巳 com
pl巳X historical evolution of th巳 gam巳. Or we could inves 
tigate th巳 amateur and professional subcultures (books, 
websites, comp巳titions， 巳tc.) that surround tl1巳 game.

叭f巳 could study the culture of Chess variants, in which 
Ch巳ss is redesign巳d by player-fans, or how Chess is ref
巳r巳nced within popular culture, such as the Ch巳ss-like
game Spock played on th巳 television show Star Trek. 

The list goes on. 

Fm111i吨 Sy归ηIS

Even though w巳 were talking about th巳 sam巳 game
巳ach tim巳， as w巳 proc巳巳ded from a formal to an experi
巳ntial to a cultural analysis, our sense of what w巳 con
sic\巳r巳d as part of th巳 syst巳m grew. In fact, each 
analysis integrated the previous system into itself. This 
integration is made possible by the hi巳rarchical nature 
of complex systems. 

Because of the hierar ical ηι
＇.

fl』γt of the 的＇tical oγ C07呻lex

月白叭四协 inteγιctiom ave；γ alf SC.优飞机 mn m·bitmrily 

de异时 what we 阳。n by a unit: In 品 bio问1叫。此阳、 one

can choose either rt single cell, a si吨le individual, such as an 

ant, the rtnt's nest, or the ant as a species, as the adaptive 
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at m.可 level has the γ达ht to claim priority status. 。巳飞ι，

p. 492)

In a game system, as in a human social syst巳m

or biological system, hierarchies and interactions are 

scalable and embedded as comple泪ty theorist Per Bek 

poin臼out in the quote above. Although no single fram
ing has an inherent priority, there ar巳 specific relation

ships among th巳 kinds of framings giv巳n here. The 

formal system constituting 出巳 rules of a game are 

巳mbedded in its system of play. Likewise，出巳 syst巳m of 

play is embedd巳d in出e cultural framing of 由e game. 

For example, und巳rstanding the cultural connotations 

of the visual design of a game piece still should take 

into account the game's rules and play: the relative im

portance of the pieces and how出ey are actually us巳d in 

a gam巳. For 巳xample, answering a cultural question, re 

garding the politics of racial repres巳ntation would have 

to include an und巳rstanding of the formal way the cor巳

rules of the game r巳f巳renc巳 color. 叽 That does it mean 

出at white always moves first? 

Similarly, wh巳n you are designing a gam巳 you ar巳

not d巳signing just a set of rules, but a set of rules出乱t

will always be exp巳rienced as play within a cultural con

text. As 乱 result, you never have the luxury of com

pletely forgetting about context wh巳n you ar巳 focusing

on experienc巳， or on experience and culture when 

you’re focusing on th巳 gam巳’s formal structure. It can

be useful at times to limit the number of ways you are 

framing th巳 game, but it is important to remember that 

a gam巳’s formal, experiential, and cultural qualities al

ways exist as integrat巳d ph巳nomena.

Open a叫 Closed Systems 

There ar巳 two types of systems, open and closed. In fact, 

th巳 conc巳pt of open and dos巳d syst巳ms forms th巳 basis

of much of our discussion concerning the formal prop

erti巳S of gam巳s and their social and cultural dimensions. 

This concept speaks not only to games th巳mselves, but 

also to 由巳 relationships games have to players and their 

contexts.认That distinguishes the tw。可pes of systems? 

Littlejohn writes，“On巳 of 出巳 most common distinc

tions [in syst巳ms theory] is between closed and open 

syst巳ms. A closed system has no int巳rchange with its envi

ronm巳nt. An open system r巳ceives matter and 巳ner白F

from its environment and passes matter and en巳r盯to

its e盯ironm巳nt” （Littlejoh民 1989, p. 41).

What makes a system open or closed is the rela

tionship between the system and the context, or 巳nvi

ronment that surrounds it. Th巳
“matter and 巳n巳r盯”

出at pass巳s hetwe巳n a syst巳m and its environm巳nt can 
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take a number of forms, from pure data (a thermomet巳r
measuring temperature and passing出e information to 
the system of a computer program tl1at tries to predict 
the weath巳r), to human interaction (a person operating 
and interacting with the system of a car in order to 
driv巳 down a highway). In both examples the system is 
open b巳caus巳出巳re is some kind of transfer betw巳巳n出巳

system and its environment. The softwar巳 syst巳m passes 

temp巳rature information from 由巳 outside climate. The 

car system exchanges input and ou甲ut wi由也e driver 

in a variety of ways (sp巳巳dometer, gas pedal, steering 

wheel, etc). 

叽Then we frame a gam巳 as a syst巳m it is useful 

to recognize wh巳ther it is being treated as an open or 

closed system. If we look at our 出r巳巳 framings of 

Ch巳5日， which framings w巳re open、and which were 

closed? 

Formal 。，stem: As a formal system of rules, Chess is a 

dos叶，self.』contained system. 

Cultural 与ystem: As a cultural system, Chess is cl巳arly

an open system, as we are essentially considering the 

way that 出巳 game intersects with other contexts such 

as society, language, history, etc. 

Experiential Jystem: As an experiential system of 

play, things get tricky. Framing Chess as an exp巳riential

system could lead to an understanding of the game as 

eitl1er open or closed. If w巳 only consider the players 

and their strategic game actions, w巳 could say that 

once 出巳 game starts，出e only relevant events are in

ternal to the game. In this sens巳，也E gam巳 is a closed 

system. On th巳 other hand, w巳 could 巳mphasize 出c

emotional and social baggage that players bring into 

出e gam巳， the distractions of the environment, th巳 r巳p

utations that are gained or lost after 出巳 gam巳 is over. 

In出is s巳nse, the play of Chess would be framed as an 

open system. So framed as play, games can be ei由巳r

open or closed. 

In defining and understanding key concepts like 

design and systems, our aim is to better understand出c

particular challenges of game design and meaningful 

play. Game designers do practice design, and they do 

so by creating systems. But other design巳rs create sys

t巳ms as well-so what is so special about games? The 

systems that game design巳rs create have many p巳culiar

qualiti巳s, but on巳 of the most prominent is出at they ar巳

int巳ractive, that they requir巳 direct participation in th巳

form of play. The next section builds directly on our 

understanding of systems and design to tackle this con 

founding but crucial conc巳pt: the enigmatic interactivz协
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出E obvious sense of the word: overt participation like 

clicking the non-linear links of a hypertext novel, 

following the rules of a board gam巳， rearranging 出E

clothing on a set of paper dolls, using the joystick to 

n1an巳uver Ms. Pac-Man. Included h巳re: choices, ran
dom events, dynamic simulations, and other procedures 

programmed into出e interactiv巳 exp巳rience.

Mode 4. Beyond the object-interactivity; or cultural par- · 

ticipation: This is interaction outside出e experience of 

a single d巳signed system. Th巳 clearest exampl巳s come 

from fan culture, in which participants co-construct 

communal realities, using designed systems as the raw 

material. Will Superman come back to life? Does Kirk 

lov巳 Spock?

I 10 I 

lnteractivi ty 

The word "inteγactivity ” im ’t just about giving pl
，

凡ryers

choices; it pγctty much complete与 defines the game me

di1仰， －Warren Spector 2 

But Is h “Designed ” Interaction? 

Interaction comes in many forms. But for th巳 purposes

of designing interactivity, it is important to be able to 

recognize what forms of interactivity design巳rs create. 

As an 巳xample, compare 由巳 following two actions: 

someon巳 dropping an apple on the ground and some

Oil巳 rolling dice on 日 craps table. Although both ar巳

examples of int巳raction proper, only the second act, 

rolling th巳 dic巳， is a form of designed interaction. 

1再！hat about this action has been designed? First, 

由E dice, unlike th巳 appl巳， are part of a system (a game) 

in which the interaction between th巳 player and the 

dice is made meaningful by a set of rules describing 

their relationship. This relationship, as defined by the 

rules of craps, describes the connection between action 

and outcome-for 巳xample，“认在1en出巳 dice are rolled, 

a player counts the number of dots appearing on the 

face-up sides of th巳 dic巳．” Even this extrem巳ly simple 

rule demonstrates how the act of rolling has meaning 

within the designed interactive system of th巳 game.

Secondly， 出e interaction is situated wi由m a specific 

context: a game. Rem巳mber that meaningful play is 

tied not only to出e conc巳pt of player action and system 

outcom巳， but also to a particular cont巳xt in which由巳

action occurs. 

The description of “som巳one dropping an apple 

on the ground，” on the other hand，正loes not contain a 

designed structur巳 or context.叭币.1at conditions would 

have to be present to evolve由1s simple interaction 

into a designed interaction? The dropping of the apple 

does m巳巳t bas巳Jin巳 criteria for int巳raction: ther巳 is a r巳

ciprocal relationship between出e elements of this sys

t巳m (such as th巳 person’s hand, the apples, and the

ground). But is it a d巳signed interaction? Is the interac

tivity situated within a sp町的c context? Do W巳 have any 

ideas about what dropping the apple might “mean” as a

Play implies interactivity: to play with a game, a toy, a 
p巳rson, an idea, is to interact wi出 it. More specifically, 

playing a game means making choices within a gam巳

system designed to support actions and outcomes in 

meaningful ways. Every action that is taken results in a 

change affecting the ov巳rail system. This process of 

action and outcome comes about hecause players inter

act with 出巳 designed system of出e game. Interaction 

takes plac巳 across all l巳vels, from the formal int巳raction

of the game ’s obj 巳cts and pieces, to th巳 social int巳rac

tion of play巳rs, to出e cultural interaction of the game 

with contexts beyond its space of play. 

In games, it is the 巳xplicit int巳raction of the play巳r
that allows the game to advance. From the interactivity 

of choosing a path to s巳lecting a targ巳t for destruction 
to collecting magic stars，出e player has agency to initi

ate and p巳rform a whole range of explicit actions. In 

S0111巳 sense, it is th巳se moments of explicit action出at

define th巳 tone and texture of a specific game experi 

ence. To understand this particular quality of games

the element of interaction-we must more completely 

grasp th巳 slippery terms “111 teractive，＇ ’ “mteraction，” 

and “interactivity.” 

The following model presents four modes of inter

activity, or four different levels of engag巳ment，由at a 

person might have with an interactive system. Most 

“interactive" activities incorporate some or all of them 

simultaneously. 
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Mode 1. Cog11itive interactivi秒， or inte1pretive pmτic伊d

tion: This is the psychological, emotional, and intel 

lecn1al participation between a person and a system. 

Example: the imaginative interaction between a single 
play<!r and 臼 graphic adventure game. 
Mode 2. Functional interactiv1吵； or utilitm·ian partiapa

tion: Included here: functional, structural interactions 
with th巳 materi8l components of th巳 system (wheth巳r
real or virtual). For example, that graphic adventure 
you played: h仰 was the 川erface? H仰

“sticky” W巳r巳

th巳 huttons? What was the respons巳 time? How legibl巳

was the text on your high-resolution monitor? All of 
thes巳 charact巳ristics :ir巳 part of th巳 total exp巳ri巳nce of 
interaction. 

此1od巳 3. E战plicit intcractiv1阶 or participation with 

designed choices 1111d procedures：丁his is "interaction” in



form of interaction between a person and an apple? Do 

we hav巳 a sense of出巳 connection between action and 

outcome? 

No. All we know is that an apple has been 

dropped.识That is missing from this d巳scription is an 
explicitly stated context wi出m which the dropping of 

the appl巳 occurs. If we were to change由e scenario a 

Ii时e by adding a second player and asking the two par

ticipants to toss由巳 apple back and forth, we move to

ward a situation of designed interaction. If we were to 

ask the two apple-toss巳rs to count出巳 number of times 

in a row由ey caught the apple before dropping it, we 

add an 巳ven fuller context for the interaction. The sim

pie addition of a rule designating出at出巳 players quan

U非出巳ir interaction locates出e single act of toss-catch 

within an overall syst巳m. Each element in the system is 

assigned a meaning: the toss, the catch, and th巳

dropped toss. Even in出巳 simplest of contexts, design 
creates meamng. 

Interaction a:”d Choice 
The careful crafting of player experience via a system 

of interaction is critical to the design of meaningful 

play. Yet, just what makes an i日teractive experi巳nce

“meaningful？” We have argued也at in order to creat巳

instances of meaningful play, experience has to in

corporate not just explicit interactivity, but meaningful 

choice. 认Then a player m乱kes a choice in a game，由巳

system responds in som巳 way. Th巳 relationship be

tween出巳 player's choice and出e system’s response is 

one way to characterize the depth and quality of inter

action. Such a perspective on interactivity supports出c

descriptive definition of meaningful pl乱y pres巳nted

巳arli巳r.

In considering tl1巳 way that choic巳s are embedd巳d

in game activity, we look at the design of choice on 

two levels: micro and macro. The micro 1巳vel repr巳sents 

tl1e small, moment-to-mom巳nt choices a play巳r is con

fronted wi出 during a gam巳. The macro level of choice 

repr巳5巳nts 由e way in which these micro-choices join 

together like a chain to form a larger trajectory of expe

rience. For example, this distinction marks the differ』

巳nce betw巳巳n tactics and strategy in a game such as 

Go. The tactics of Go concern出e tootl1-and-nail bat

ties for individual sectors of the board, as individual 

pieces and small groups expand across territory, bump 

ing up against each other in conflict and capture. The 

strategy of the game is the larger picture, t!1e overall 

shape of th巳 hoard that will ultimately determine the 

winner. Th巳 elegance of the design of Go lies in its 

ability to effortlessly link the micro and the macro, so 

I 11 I 

由at every move a player makes works simultane

ously on both levels. Micro-interaction and macro

interaction are usually intertwined and there are, of 

course, numerous shades of gray in between. 
K巳ep in mind that “choice” do巳s not necessar

ily imply obvious or rational choice, as in the selection 
of an action from a menu. Choice can take many forms, 

from an intuitive physical action (such as “twitch” firing 

of a Ti力ze Crisis pistol) to the random tl1!'ow of a die. 

Below are a few more examples of designed choices in 

games. 

The choice of whe伪。· or not to take a hit in Bl，叫j，时.A

Blackjack player always has a clear s巳t of choices: the 

micro-choice of taking or not taking a hit will have the 

eventual outcome of a win or a loss against the hous巳．

。11 出e macro-level, each round affects the total 

amount of money the player gains or loses ov巳r the 

course of the game. Playing each hand separately, 

according to its probability of beating the house, is 

like tactics in Go. Counting cards, which links all of a 

players hands between rounds, is a more long-term, 

strategic kind of choice-making. 

The choice of what to 吵,pc into the卢ashi咆 cursor of a text 

adventure. This is a mor巳 open-ended choice context 

than 出e simple hit or pass of Blackjack. The micro

choice of typing in a command gives tl1e player feed

back about how the player moves through or changes 

the world. The choice to type出e words “Move Nor由”

takes出e player to another location in the game where 

different actions are possible-perhaps actions出at will 

eventually solve the multipart puzzles which exist on 

the macro level of game play. Even when a player tries 

to take an action that出e program cannot parse (such as 

typing “grab rock" instead of “get rock”）， it is mean

ingful: the outcome of bumping up against the limits 

of the program’s parsing ability se凹es to further delin

eate th巳 boundari巳S of play. 

7》c choice of what play to call in a Football 俨me. This 

mom巳nt of game-choice is often produced collabora

tively among a coaching sta町，a quarterback, and 出e

rest of th巳 offensive players. There are a large number 

of possible plays to call，巳ach wi出 variations, and th巳

choice is always made against ilie backdrop of the larger 

game: th巳 score, th巳 clock，出e field position, the down, 

the strengths and weakn巳sses of both teams. The most 

macro-level of choices address 出e long-term move

m巳nt of the ball across the field and th巳 two t巳a1ns’

overall scores. The most micro-level of choic巳s occur 

once the play is called and the ball is hiked: every offen
sive player has the moment-to-moment challenge of 
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executing the play as the defensive team does its best to 
put a stop to it. 

As th巳se examples demonstrate, choice making is 
a complex, multilayered proc巳ss. There is a smoo出
口ansition between 出e micro- and macro-levels of 
choice making, which play out in an integrated way for 
the player.叭Then 出巳 outcome of everγaction is dis
cernable and integrated, choice making leads to mean
ingful play. Game designer Doug Church, in his 
in日uential essay “Formal Abstract Design Tools，” out

lines the way出at出自巳 levels of choice transition into a 
complete game experienc巳 ．

In a fighting 一旦。”叽 CV叫 ω忡。lier action is complct句 con

sistent and v捻llfll，与i·cprescnted by the ch日γacter on-screen. In 

τekken、 when Ed�y Goi由 does a cartwheel kick, yon know 

what you ＇
γE going to get. As the plllycr lcarm moves, th扫

consistency allows plmming-iutention-rmd the reliability 

of the world's reactions makes 如 p,:rceived con叫旧nee. 可
I watch someone pl.町、I can see how and why he or sh旷re

K忧er than I am, bltt alt players begin the game on equal 

footing (Church, 1999). 

As Church points out, the macro-lev巳ls of choice 
making includ巳 not only what to do over the course 
of a game, but also whether or not you want to play a 
game, and against whom. If you are beaten in a fighting 
game that doesn’t contain clear and meaningful play, 
you will never know why you lost and you will most 
likely not play again. On th巳 other hand, if you know 
why your oppon巳nt is better than you are, your loss is 
meaningful, as it h巳lps you assess your own abilities, 
gives you ideas for improvement, and spurs on your 
0飞／巳n

Choice Molecules 

F》c dcsi旦、ne，丁 of Spacewar!, a 2D g，呻hiwi shooter datin 
ig

be川 to 196习 idcnt�斤ed action as the k气y i，ψ'C{/ient an 

conceived Spacewar! as II game that could provide a good 
balance between thinking and doing for its player丁. They 
re且·ardetl the cm叩川err，ι飞‘a machi川 natu阳l{y suited Jo 
1·cscnti11且· things that you could see, con「I叫 and play with. Its 
interestin且 potc11ti11/ lay not in i灯 ttbili吵 to pc1jor'lll mlcu/a 
tions but i11 i打 capaci吵 to represent action in which humans 
could pmτic.ψ11te.-B1enda Laurel 

Th巳 capacity扣r games to “
1叩resent action in which 

play巳rs participate” forms th巳 l 】asis of our concept of 
"choi(:e.” If we consider that 巳V巳ry choice has an out-

I n I 

come, then it follows出at this action > outcome unit is 
出e vehicle出rough which meaning in a game 巳merges.
Although games can generate meaning in many ways 
(such as through image, text, sound，巳tc.), to understand 
the int巳ractiv巳 nature of meaningful play, we focus on 
由e kinds of meaning that grow from player int巳raction.
At the heart of interactive meaning is the action > 
outcome unit，出巳 molecule out of which larg巳r inter

active strucUlr巳s are built. 
In order to examine this concept more closely we 

will look at the classic arcade game Asteroids, a direct 

discontent of Spacewar!. In Asteroids, a player uses but

tons to maneuver a tiny spaceship on出e screen, avoid

ing moving asteroids and UFOs and destroying them 

by shooting projectiles. Th巳 action > outcome interac

tive units of Asteroids are manipulated through a series 

of five player comman巾， each one of them a button on 

th巳 arcade game’s control panel: rotat巳 left, rotate right, 

thrust, fire, and hyperspace. Within出e scop巳 of an in

di，付ual game, possible player actions map to出e five 
buttons: 

1. Press rotate right button: spac巳ship rotates r哈ht
2. Press rotate 』忻 button: spaceship rotat巳s left
3. Press thrust button: spaceship accelerates in the
direction it is facing
4. Press 卢re button: spaceship fires proj巳ctile (up to four
on the screen at a time)
5. Press hype1平ace button: spaceship disappears and
reappears in a different location (and occasionally per
ishes as a result)

Action on the screen is affected through the subtle 
(and not so subtle!) orchestration of th巳se five controls. 
As the game progr巳sses, each new moment of choic巳 is
a respons巳 to th巳 situation onscreen, which is出巳 result
of a previous string of action > outcom巳 units. The 
seamless flow that emerges is one of the reasons why 
Asteroids is so much fun to play. Rarely are play巳rs
aware of the hundreds of choices they make each min
ute as they dodge space rocks and do battle with enemy 
ships-they perceive only their excit巳ment and partici
pation insid巳 the gam巳 ．

A1；础。叫 of a Choice 

Although the conc巳pt of choice may appear basic 
upon币rst glance， 出E way that a choice is achrnlly 
constructed is surprisingly complex. To dissect our 
action > outcome mol巳cul巳，we need to ask the follow
ing five questions. Together, they outline the anatomy 

of a choicι 



1. What happened bφre the player was given the

choice？叭That is 出巳 current state of the pieces on a 
gameboard, for example, or the level of a player’s 
health？矶That set of moves were just finished playing
out？叽That is出e game status of other players? This 
question relates to both出e micro and macro events of 

a game, and addresses the context in which a choice is 
made. 
2. How is the possib必可y of choice conveyed to the player?

On a game board, the presenc巳 of empty squares or a 
"draw pile” might indicate the possibility of choi囚，
wher巳as choices in a digital game ar巳 o丘en conv巳yed

出rough出E game’S controls. In Asteroids, for example,

the five buttons on th巳 control panel communicate the
opportuni可for choice-making to th巳player.
3. How did the player make the choice? Did the player
make a choice by playing a card, pressing a button, mov
ing a mouse, running in the opposite 巾’ection, or pass
ing on a turn? The m巳chanisms a player uses to make a 
choice vary greatly, but all are forms 出rough which
players are give口出e opportunity to take action.
4阴川打 the result of the choice? How will it φct future

choices? A player taking action within a system will
aff1巳ct th巳 relationships present in that system. This
element of the anatomy of a choice speaks to出e out
come of a player action, identi命i吨how a single choice
impacts larger events within the game world. The out
come of taking a “hit” in Blackjack impacts whe也er or 
not th巳 player wants to take another hit, as well as th巳

outcome of the game.
5. Hoψ打the resu

The m巳ans by which the r巳suits of a choice are repre
sented to a player can assume many guises, and forms
of representation are often related to the materiality of
th巳game itself. In a game of Twist巳r, for example, the
physical positioning of bodies in space, conveys the
results of choices; in Missile Command, the result of
由巳 choice to “fire” is conveyed by a slowly moving 
line of pixels, ending in an explosion; in Mous巳trap,

出e m巳chanical workings (or non-workings) of the
mousetrap convey出e results of moving a mouse into
the trap space. Note出at step 5 leads seamlessly back

to step 1, because the r巳sult of出e choice provid创出c
cont巳xt for the next choice.

These are the five stages of a choice, the five events 

that transpire every time an action and outcome occur 

in a game. Each stage is an event that occurs internal 
or ext巳rnal to th巳 gam巳. Internal events ar巳 related to 
tl1e systemic processing of the choic巳i external events 
ar巳 relat巳d to the repres巳ntation of the choice to the 
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player. These two cat巳gories make a distinction be
tween th巳 moment of action as handled by出e internal 
game state and the manifestation of that action to the 
player. 

The idea出at a game can have an internal 巳vent
represented externally implies that games are systems 
也at store information. Jesper Juul, in a lecture titled 
“Play Time, Event Time, Themability ” （2001), 
describes由is idea by thinking of a game as a stat巳

ma chin巳：

A game打 actualψwhat conψuter science descr es as a stat, e 
machine. It is d伊tem that can be in different states. It con 

ta ins i呻ut and ouψut 卢imctions, as well as d拼nitions of 

what state and what i叩ut will lead to 讪at following state. 

防'hen you play n gmne, you are interacting with the state 

machine that is the game. In n boara game, this state is 

stored in the position of the pieces on the bonrd, in computer 

games the state is stored ns vnrinbles, and then represented on 

the screen. 3 

In Juul’s example of a board game
，

由e “mternal”

state of the game is immediately evident to出e players 
in the way that the piec巳s ar巳arranged on the board. In 
the case of a computer game，” Juul points out，出巳in
ternal variables have to be translated into a representa
tion for the player. The distinction between internal 
and external even臼helps us to identify and disti吨uish

出e components of a choice. Within tl1巳 action > 
outcome molecule stages 1, 3, and 4 are internal events, 
and stages 2 and 5 ar巳external events. These two lay巳rs
of 巳vents form出e framework within which由e anat
omy of a choic巳 must b巳 considered. To see how this 
all fits together, let us take an even closer look, in table 
4.1, at the way choice is constructed in two of our 
example games, Asteroids and Chess. 

Although all five stages of 出e action > outcome 
choic巳巳vent occurred in both games，也巳re are some 
significant differences. In Asteroi巾，the available choices 
and th巳taking of an action both involve static physical 
controls. In Chess, ilie pieces on the board serve this 
function, even as 出 ey convey 出巳 current state of the 

game. The int巳rnal and external states of Chess are 
identical, but in Asteroids, what appears on th巳scre巳n

is only an outward 巳xtension of出e internal state of the 

software. Although the “anatomy of a choice” structure 

occurs in 巳very game, each game will manifest choice in 
1ts own way. 

This way of understanding choice in a game can he 
extremely useful in diagnosing game design pr训）！ems.

If your game is failing to deliver meaningful play, it is 
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Thes巳 examples repr巳sent only a small sampling of 
the kinds of prob！巳ms a gam已 ’s design can have. The
an乱tomy of 乱 ch。ice is not a univc1刊，1] tool for fixing 
problem日，but it can b巳 巳『pecially useful in cases wh已re
th已 game is breaking down b巳cause of a glitch in th巳
l】layer's choice-making proc巳ss.

Space of Possibility 
Creating a game means designing a structure that wiJI 
pby out in comp！巳X and unpredictal】 le ways, a space of 
possible action that players explore as they take part 
in your game.认吁mt possible actions might players 
take in the course of a game of Musical Chairs? They 
might push, shov巳，tickle, pok巳，。r fight for their seat 
one巳 thl: music stops and th巳 mad scrambl巳for chairs 
h巳gins. ’I'he game design巳r must carefully craft a syst巳111
of play in which these actions have m巳aning in support 

of the play of the gam巳，and <lo not distract or interrupt 
its play. 

But game designers do not dir巳ctly d巳sign play. 
They only cksign the structur巳s and contexts in which 
play tak创plac巳，indirectly shaping the actions of the 

play巳rs.叭Te call the space of future action impli巳d by ,1 
game design the伊／ICC吃

f
possibili吵. It is the space of ;ill 

possible action日 th臼t might t,1ke pl且ce in ,1日arne, the 

SJ〕口cl: of all possible 111巳口nings whiιh can cml:rgc什仆Ill

a game design. The concept of thl: spac巳 of possibility 
not only bridges the dist,mce between the designed 

Represented by the current state of the 
pieces on the l川江rd.
The possible 刽ctions 8re conveyed 
through the arrangement of pieces on 
the board, including the empty squar山

wher℃they can move. 

feedback on wh巳th巳r or not an action was taken. In 
this case, ther巳 is a breakdown at stages 3 and斗，wh巳n
a play巳r is taking an action and receiving f巳edback on 
th巳 results.

The phryers 1m1kes a choice by moving 
,I piece. 
Each move affects the over乱11 system, 
such as capturing a piece or shiftin吕
the strategic possibilities of the game. 
The result of the choice is then 
represented to player vi口the new 
,Irran自己mcnt of pieces on the ho,1rd. 

Ch臼S

Represented by the current positions 
川1<l trajectories of the g,une elerncnts. 

The po川ible actions are conveyed 
thll)ugh the per si只tent button controls 
as well 8S the st,ite 仆f the sci een, as it 
displnys the I巳lationships of the game 
elements. 
’fhe player m,1kcs a choice by prcssmg 
one of the live buuuns. 
Each button press afl「ects the system in 
,1 di ffercn l 飞v,1y, such ,is the pυsitiυ11 OJ 

orient>1tion of the pLiyer’
约 ship.

The resnl t of th巳 choice is then 
rcprι忧ntecl to player via screen 
日raphics and‘audio. 
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Feeling like decisions arc 11rbitrmy. If you need to play 
a card from your hand and it always feels lik巳 it doesn ’t 
matter which card you select, the gmnc probably suffers 
in stage 4, th巳 affect of th巳 play巳r's choic巳 on the system 
of the game. The solution is to make sure that player 
actions have meaningful outcomes in the internal sys 
tern of the game. 

Not knowing whiit to do ne_\'t. This can b巳 口 common
problem in large digital adventure games, wh巳re it is 
not clear how a pl口yer can take action to advance 
the game.’l'h巳 l】roblem is in stage 2, representinι 
ιhoiccs to the player. Thl:s巳 kinds of problems are 
often sυlved with additional information display, such 
as highlights on a map，。r an arrow that helps dir℃ct 
the pl口y巳r.

[,1λril1g a game without lmowin只why. You think that 
yon’I℃ about to re:ich the top of the mountain, when
Y仆ur character di巳s uncxpect巳dly from over巳xposur℃
丁his fru日trating 巳xperi巳nce cm com巳 about h巳cau日巳 a
player has not sufficirntly been inform巳d about the cur
rent st:1t巳υf th巳gam巳The problem might be in 日tage
5, whl:1巳th巳 new日tate of the g乱me r巳sL1lting from a 
cl丁 oice is n川1℃pr巳sl:nted clea1勺7 巳nough t仆 the player.

NJt lmowlll义i( till rtctirm cvc/7 h11il rill outcome. 
Although this sounds like 川mething th:it w仆uld never 
happen, th巳 l℃are 111,rny l:xamples 忖f ex1】erim巳ntal intn 
activity (such as a g口llery-hased g,1111c with moti仆n sen 
日川 inputs) in which the player nevl:r r巳巳eives ckar 

prob� lily because is ;1 break down som巳where in the 
action > outcome chain. H巳re is a sample list of com 
mon "failure states” and the way th8t th巳y relate to the 
stages of a choice. 

Asteroids 

3. How did the player make the choice?
(intnnal event)
斗目认币1at is the result叫the choi山？
How wjll it ,1ffcct future choices? 
(in term I u飞＇Clll)
5. B川v is the 1 esnlt of the ch川ce
conveyed to the pl町er? (external event) 
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P与ychological, intercstin的 it often has a pc，呻tib扣 physical
representation: t力c proscenium m吵 ofthe theater, the rail
ings around the pm式 the boundmJ' line on the cricket pitch, 
and so on. B附 such II frame 11叫 aho be 11/Jstract, such as the 
rules govcmin且 the game being played. (Apt巳r, 1990, p. 15)
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In oth巳r wor( 
t《） the question of th巳

＂r巳ality" of a gam巳， of th巳 rela 
tionship between 出e artificial world of the game and 
the “real life” contexts that it intersects. The fram巳 of
a gam巳 is r巳sponsible not only for the unusual relation
ship betw巳巳n a game and 出巳 outside world, but also for 
many of the int巳rnal mechanisms and experiences of a 
game in play.叽Te call出is frame出e magic cii；岭，a con
cept inspired by Johan Huizinga’s work on play. 

structure and th巳 player exp巳rience, but it also com
bines the key concepts we have present巳d so far. The 
space of possibility is designed (it is a constructed space, 
a context), it generates meani，想(it is the space of all 
possible meanings), it is a system (it is a space implied 
by the way elem巳nts of the system can relate to each 
other), and it is interactive (it is through the interactive 
functioning of the syst巳m that the space is navigated 
and explored). 

This is the problem of the 四叫 we get i1阳 and out of the play 
or game .. 也Jbat rwc the codes τvhich govcm these entries 
川d cxits?-Brian Sutton Smi出

The Magic Circle 

Boundaries 
认That does it mean to say that games take plac巳 within
S巳t houndari巳s established by the act of play? Is 出is
really true? Compare, for example, the informal play 
of a toy with the more formal play of a game. A child 
approaching a doll, for 巳x::nnpl巳， can slowly and gradu
ally enter into a play relationship with由巳doll. The 
child might look at th巳 doll from across由e room and 
shoot it a playful glance. Later, the child might pick it 
up and hold it, th巳n put it clown and leave it for a 
time. The child might careles啡drag the doll around 
the room, som巳times talking to it and acknowledging 
it, at oth巳r tim巳s forg巳tting it is th巳r巳

The boundary between th巳 act of playing with the 
doll and not playing with the doll is fuzzy and perm巳

able. Within this scenario we can identify concrete 
play behaviors, such as making th巳 doJl lllOV巳 like a 
puppet. But th巳re are just as many ambiguous behav
ior飞which might or might not be play, such as idly 
kne:1ιling its h巳ad while watching TV. Th巳re may b巳 a
fram巳 h巳tween playing and not playing, hut its bmmda
ri巳H are indi日tinct. 

Now compare th日t kind of informal play with th巳

play of a game tw仆 children playing Tic”Tac-To巳. In 
仆rder to play, the children must gather th巳 proper
materials, draw the four Jines that mak巳 up the gr训。f
the h川rd, 111d follow th巳 proper rules each turn as 
they progr巳ss through th巳 gam巳. With a toy, it may be 
di台icult to say 巳xact忖when the play b巳gins an<l ends. 
But with a g:1111巳， the activity is richly formalized. Th巳

game has a b巳ginning, a middle, and a quantifiabl巳 out
corn巳 at the encl. The game tak巳s place in a pr巳cisdy
ddined physical and t巳mporal space of play. Eith巳I

the children ar巳 playing Tic-Tac-Toe or they are not. 

叭巧1:it does it m巳an to 巳nter th巳 syst巳m of a game? 
How is it that play begins and 巳nds? What makes 
up the boundar丁r of a game? At stake is an uncl巳r
standing of the art1且ciality of games, the way that they 
create th巳ir own time and space separate 仕om ordinary 
!if，巳 ．

Steve Sniderm:m, in his excellent essay “The Life 
of Games” notes that d巳 cod巳s governing entrγinto a 
game lack explicit repr巳sentation. “Play巳rs and fans and 
o伍cials of any game or sport elev巳lop an acut巳 aware
ness of th巳 gam巳

’s ‘frame’ or context, hut w巳 would b巳

hard pressed to explain in writing, even after careful
thought, exactly what the signs are. After all，巳ven an
umpire’s yelling of ‘Play Ball' is not the exact moment
the game starts.”（Sniderman). He goes on to explain
th;it play巳rs (and fans) must r巳ly on intuition and their
exp<:rienc巳 with a particular culture to r巳cogniz巳 when a
gam巳 has begun. During a game, h巳 writes，“a human
being is constantly noticing if the conditions for pbying
th巳 game are still being met, continuously monitoring
the ‘frame,' th巳 circumstances surrounding play, to d巳

termine that the gam巳 is still in progress, always aware
(if only unconsciously) that 出巳 other participants ar巳

acting as if the game is 'on’” （Sniderman).
Th巳 fram巳 of a gam巳 is what communicates that 

those contained within it are “playing” and that the 
space of play is s巳parate in some way from that of th巳

real world. Psychologist Michael Apt巳r echoes this idea 
when he writes, 

ln the plιy－』 ＇te yο1/.叫Jerience a prntcct川卢η11 训
Yt1111ds be阳ieenyο1t rmd the 飞r l ， τvorld and its problem.『， ere－ 

rtting an em.、hantcd zone in which, in the end, you arc con-
fidcnt that 110 harm can come. Although this卢-mnc i, 
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There is no ambiguity concerning their action：由巳y are 

clearly playing a gam巳．

The sam巳 analysis can occur w1由in th巳 context of 
digital m巳dia. Compare, for example, a us巳r’s casual 
interaction with a toylike screensaver program to their 
interaction with a computer game such as Tetris. Th巳

screensaver allows出E user to wiggle th巳 mous巳 乱nd
make patterns on出e screen, an activity that we can ca
sually 巳nter into and then discontinue. The 巳ntry and 

exit of the user is informal and unbound hy rules that 

define a beginning, middle, and end. A game of Tetris, 

on the other hand, provides a formalized boundary re 

garding play：由巳 game is either in play or it is not. 

Play巳rs of T巳tris do not “casually interact”

WI出it;

r自由町， they are playing a game. It is true that a T巳tris

play巳r could pause a gam巳 in progr巳ss and resume it 

later-just as two tennis pl町ers might pause for a drink 

of wat巳r. But in both cases d巳 players ar巳 stepping out 

of the game space, formally suspending the game be

fore stepping back in to resume pl_ay. 

As a player st巳ps in and out of a game, h巳 or sh巳 is

crossing that boundarγ or frame-that defines 出巳

game in tim巳 且nd space. As noted above, we call th巳

boundary of a game the magic circle, a term borrow巳d

this from th巳 following passage in Huizinga’s book 

Homo Ludens: 

Ali play moves and has its bei11毡 within a play-ground 

marked off befoγehand either η川的·ially or 江leally、 deliber

ate与 or as a ”／（／抗臼· of course . ... The arena, the card table, 

the magic ciγcle, the temple, the stage, the screen、 the tennis 

m肘， the court of just町， etc., are all in Jann and 拉mction

play-grounds, i.e., forbidden spots, isolated, hedged γozmd、

hallowed, 7日ithin which special rules obtain. All are tempo

γmy worlds 7，日ithin the ordinary world, dedicated to the peγ－ 

/011』1ancc of
‘
a act apa· (Huizinga’1955, p. 10) 

Although th巳 magic circle is merely one of the 
巳xamples in Huizinga’s list of “play-grounds，”th巳 term

is used h巳T巳 as shorthand for the idea of a special place 

in tim巳 and space er四ted by a game. The fact that th巳

magic circl巳 is just that-a circle-is an important 
feanire of the concept. As a dos巳d cir cl巳， th巳 spac巳 it
ci rcu mscri b巳s is enclosed and s巳parate f旨。m the r巳al
world. As a marker of tim巴， th巳 magic circl巳 is like a 
clock: it simultaneou日ly r巳pres巳nts a path with a b巳gin
ning and 巳nd, but one without b巳ginning and end. The 
magic circle inscribes a space th日t is repeatable, a space 
both limited and limitl巳ss. ln short, a finite spac巳 with
in币nite possibility. 
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Enter In 

Boundaries help separate the game from life. They have a 

critical 卢mction in maintaining the 卢ction of the game so 

that the aspec盯 of reali吃y with which we do not choose to 

play can be left咐。 outside.-Bernie De Koven

In a very basic sense, the magic circle of a game is 

where a game takes place. To play a game means enter

ing into a magic circle, or perhaps creating one as a 

game begins. The magic circle of a game might have a 

physical compon巳nt, like the board of a board gam巳 or

the playing field of an athletic contest. But many games 

have no physical boundaries-arm wrestling, for 巳xam』

pie, doesn’t require much in the way of special spaces 

or mat巳rial. Th巳 game simply begins when players de

cide to play. 
The term magic circle is appropriate b巳cause由ere

is in fact something genuinely magical 由at happens 

when a game begins. A fancy Backgammon set sitting 

all alone might be a pretty decoration on the coffee 

table. If this is出巳function that the game is serving

d巳coration it doesn’t really matter how th巳 gam巳

pieces are arranged, or if some of them ar巳 out of plac巳，

or even missing. However, once you sit down with a 

friend to play a game of Backgammon，也e arrangement 

of the pieces suddenly becom巳S extr巳mely important. 

The Backgammon board b巳comes a special space that 

facilitates由e play of the game. The players’ a忧巳ntion

is intensely focused on出E game, which mediates their 

interaction through play.叭几1ile 由e game is in prog

ress, the play巳rs do not casually arrange and rearrange 

th巳 pieces, but move them according to very particular 

rules. 

The L臼.wry Attitude 

So far in the discussion of the magic circle we hav巳 out

lined the ways that the interior space of a gam巳 relates

to the real world spaces outside it, how th巳 magic circl巳

frames a distinct spac巳 of meaning that is separate from, 

but still referenc巳s, the real world. Mat W巳 have not 

yet considered is what th巳 111日gic circle repr巳sents仕om

the player’s point of view. Because a game d巳mands for 

malized interaction, it is often a real commitm巳nt to de

cide to play a game. If a player chooses to sit down and 

play Monopoly, for example, he cannot simply quit 

playing in the middle without disrupting th巳 gam巳 and

upsetting th巳 other players. On the other hand, if he 

ignores由is impulse and remains in the game to the bit 

ter end, h巳 might 巳nd up a sore loser. Yet, thes巳 kinds

of obstacles obviously don’t k巳ep most p巳ople from 



playing games. What does it mean to decide to play a 

game? If出巳magic circle creates an alternate reality, 

what psychological attitude is required of a player 

entering into the play of a game? 

Games are curiously ine伍cient and challenging 

activities. To play a game is to take on a task that is 

not easy to accomplish. In his book Grasshopper: Games, 

Life, nnd Utop风Bernard Suits uses the example of a 

boxer to explain this concept. If the goal of a boxing 

match is to make th巳 other fighter stay down for a 

count of 10， 出e easiest way to accomplish this goal 

would be to take a界m and shoot由e o由er boxer in 

the head. This, of cours巳， is not the way出at the gam巳

of Boxing is played. Instead, as Suits points out, boxers 

put on padded gloves and only strik巳 their opponents in 

very limited and stylized ways. Similarly, Suits discuss巳S

the game of Golf: 

Suppose I make it my purpose 切 get n small round object into 

a hole in the ground as efficiently ns possible. Placing it in the 

hole with my hnnd would be a natural means to adopt. But 

surely I would 1.刚 take a stick with a pieα of metal 011 one 

end of 风 walk three or four hundred yards away 卢·01n the 

hole, and then attempt to propel the ball into the hole with 

the stick. 7》at would not be t吵nically intelligent. But such 

an undertaking is nn extremely popular game, and the fore

goi咆叫 of describing it evidently 劝ows how games d伊T

j♀·om technical activities. (Suits, 1990, p. 40) 

认That the boxer and the golfi巳r have in common, 

according to Suits, is a shared attitude toward the act 

of game-playing, an op巳nness to 出巳 possibility of 

taking such indirect means to accomplish a goal. “In 

any出ing but a game the gratuitous introduction of 

unnecessary obstacles to 出e a chi巳vement of an end is 

regarded as a decidedly irrational thing to do, whereas 

in games it appears to be an absolutely essential thing 

to do” （Suits, 1990, pp. 38-39). Suits calls 由is state

of mind the lusory attitude. The lusory attitude allows 

players to “adopt rules which require one to employ 

worse rather than better means for reaching an end" 

(Suits, 1990, pp. 38 39). Trying to propel a minia

ture ball wi由 a metal stick into a tiny hole across 

great distances certainly requires something by way of 

attitude! 

The word “lud。” means play in Latin, and the root 

of "lusorγ” is the sam巳 root as “lud巳ns” in “Homo 

Ludens.” The lusorγ attitude is an extremely useful 

concept, as it describes the attitude that is required of 

game players for them to enter into a game. To play a 

gam巳 is in many ways an act of “faith” that invests th巳
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game wi出 its special m巳aning-without willing players, 
也e game is a formal system waiting to be inhabited, 
like a piece of sheet music waiting to be played. This 
notion can be extended to say that a gam巳 is a kind of 
social contract. To decide to play a gam巳 is to create
out of thin air-an arbitrary m由ority that serves to 
guide and direct出巳play of由e game. The moment of 
that decision can be quite magical. Picture a cluster of 
boys meeting on the street to show each other their 
mar bl巳 collections. There is joking， 巳ye-rolling, and 

出巳n a challenge rings out. One of them chalks a circl巳

on出e sidewalk and each one of them puts a marble in

side. They are suddenly playing a game, a game that 

guides and directs their actions, that se凹es as出E arbi 

ter of what出ey can and cannot do. The boys take the 

game very seriously, as出ey are playing for keeps. 

Their goal is to win the game and take marbles 

from their opponents. If that is all也可wanted to do, 

出ey could just grab each other’s marble collections 

and run. Instead，也ey play a game. Through a long 

and dramatic process，出ey end up either losing their 

marbles or winning some from o出ers. If all 出at 出E

boys wanted to do was increase the number of marbl巳S

in 由巳ir collection，由巳 game might seem absurd. But 

the lusory attitude implies more than a mere acceptance 

of the limitations prescribed by出E rules of the gam巳一

it also means accepting the rules because the play of出E

game is an end in itself. In 巳ffect，也e lusory attitude 

ensures that the player accepts出巳game rules “just so 

that也e activity made possible by such an acceptanc巳

can occur" (Suits, 1990, p. 40). 

There is a pleasure in this inefficiency.认几1巳n you 

自re a missile in Missile Command, it doesn’t simply zap 

to the spot underneath the crosshairs. Instead, it slowly 

climbs up from 由巳 bottom of the screen. To knock 

down a set of bowling pins, you don’t canγthe bowling

ball down the lane; instead you stand a good distance 

away and let it roll. From somewhere in the gap be

tween action and outcom巳， in出e friction between frus

trated desire and出巳seductive goal of a game, bubbles 

up由e unique enjoyment of game play. Players take on 

the lusorγattitude for the pleasur巳 of play itself. 

The magic circl巳 can defin巳 a powerful space, 

investing its au出ority in the actions of players and cre

ating new and complex meanings that are only possible 

in the space of play. But it is also remarkably fragile as 

w巳11, r巳quiring constant maintenance to k巳巳p it intact. 

The lusory a国tude goes hand in hand with出e magic 

circle: without 由e proper state of mind, the magic 

circle could not exist-and without the magic circle, 

也e actions of出e play巳rs would be m巳aningless. As a 
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gam巳 is played，出ese powerful m巳chanisms feed each 
。由er, permitting meaning to emerge in a game. 

叽f巳 b巳gan this essay by discussing出at wonderfully 
rich passage by Johan Huizinga in Homo Ludens. “All 
play means something，”he writ巳5，“in play there is al
ways something 'at play ’ which transcends出E immedi
ate needs of life and imparts m巳aning to the action." 
Huizinga’s words provoke de巳p questions. We have 
not, in 出e course of this brief space, had a chance to 
巳xplore all of them ful忖But w巳 hav巳 outlined som巳 of
出巳concep臼 which have an impact on the design of 
meaningful play. 

Afterword: Game De sign in Context 
The 巳ssay in this volume is based on selections仕om
Rules 呼 play: Game design fi肌drn;

word, we would like to put th巳 essay in its proper con 
text by outlining some of our larg巳r concerns. 

Our project is to understand games. That means all 
kinds of games: paper-based strategy gam巳s and first
p巳rson shooters, classical board games and glitzy gam
bling games; math puzzles and professional sports; aus
t巳re text adventures and giggly teenage party games. 
Our goal is to link 由巳se div巳rse play activities within a 
common framework a framework based in game design. 

In 刊e stz呻 of games, Brian Sutton-Smith writ巳s,
“Each p巳rson defines games in his own way-the 
anthropologists and folklorists in terms of historical 
origins；由E military men, businessmen, and educators 
in terms of usages; tl1e social scientists in terms of psy
chological and social functions. Ther巳 is overwhelming 
evidence in all this that the m巳aning of games is, in 
part, a function of由e id巳as of those who think about 
them” （Sutton-Smith, 1971b, p. 438). 

认!hat meaning, then, does a game designer bring 
to the study of games？叽!hat does it mean to look at 
games from a gam巳 design persp巳ctiv巳？ First and fore 
most, it means looking at games in and of themselves. 
Rath巳r than placing games in the service of another dis
ciplin巳 such as sociolo盯，lit巳rarγcriticism, or computer 
sci巳nc巳， we study games within their own disciplinaηr 
space. B巳caus巳 gam巳 design is an 巳merging area, we 
often borrow from other areas of knowledge from 
mathematics and cognitive sci巳nce; from s巳miotics 乱nd
cultural studies.认1e may not borrow in出c most ortho
dox manner, but we do so in th巳 se凹ice of helping to 
establish a币eld of gam巳 d巳sign prop巳r.

W巳 bridg巳 theor巳tical and practical concerns by 
looking dos巳ly at games th巳ms巳lves, discovering pat
terns within tl1巳ir complexity that bring the challenges 
of gam巳 d巳sign into full vi巳w. But our work is not just 
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for game designers: our ideas have direct application in 
fields outside game design. Our concepts, models, and 
examples can be used by interactive designers, ar℃hi
t巳cts, product designers, and other creators of int巳rac
tive syst巳ms. Similar甘，our focus on understanding 
games in and of themselves can benefit 出巳巳merging
academic study of games in fields as diverse as sociol-
0町，media studies, and cultural policy. Engagement 
wi出 ideas, like engagement with a game, is all about 

出E play the ideas make possible. Feel free to have fun. 
Ev巳n if you are not a gam巳 d巳signer, we hope you have 

found som巳thing here that lets you play with your own 
lin巳 of work in a new way. 

Notes 
1. The Ame川·an Heritage⑧ Dictionary of the E咆lish

Language, fourth edition. Boston: Houghton Miι
flin Company, 2000.

2. Re:Play: Game D巳sign 十 Game Culture. Online
conference. 2000. www.eyebeam.org/replay.

3. Jesper Juul. Computer Games and Digital Tex
tuality, conference at IT University of Copen
hag巳n，λtlar℃h 1-2, 2001.
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CLICK READING: SCREENWRITING AND SCREEN-READING PRACTICES IN 

FILM AND MULTIMEDIA FICTIONS 

Isabelle Raynauld 

The terms “multi” and “media” joined together have
brought fresh air to many university departments and 
have encouraged governments to inject funds in a cul』

tural phenomenon出at might rime wi出 profit. It has 
given artists new tools of expression, and information 
junkies a world to consume in a new and often bulimic 
way. Obviously 出is new medium, with its potential 
proficiency to integrate and maybe even digest its pre
decessors, is in high demand. However, one question 
haunts me: why do we seem to need-and not just 
want-this “new medium” so much? Why are so 
many scholars, artists, and writers so en由usiastic upon 
hearing such words as digital, cybernautes, arbores
cenc巳，database, interactive fictions, multimedia, media
tion (re-; trans-; inter-;)? And why are companies, 
industry money makers, and do-it-all people so seduced 
by出巳 apparent powers of nonlinearity, navigation sys
tems, and by出巳 reader『spectator-user-writer’s capacity
to be drawn into an “immersive” participation? Are
these reactions a si伊that multimedia owns uni马ring
commercial and artistic properties, or is也e attraction 
due to出巳 media’s intrinsic quality to exude power?

Studying multimedia today feels as if we wer巳 all
expecting 出is new medium to be able to take us to 
Pluto and back, inventing amazing and endlessly plea
surable stories and adventures along the way. Multime
dia is ess巳ntially the promise of a diffi巳rently mediated 
story. If no one disputes the fact that terms such as 
interactivity, virtual worlds, and agency are her巳 to
stay, their importance and their impact on the practice 
of screenwriting do not reach such wide-ranging una
nimity. Many interested by the field of multimedia be
lieve出at merely questioning the nature and the impact 
of出is new technology amounts to a contemptible re
缸”l to embrace progress；也ey want to believe 也巳
new medium itself has opened the door to a revolution 
in storγtelling practices. 

However optimistic, technologically aware, and 
sincere 出is standpoint may be, film history can teach 

us a lot about apparent revolutions in narratives. In 
fact, cinema as a medium has gone through a number 
of radical transformations, brought on by technological 
and scientific innovations. At each step, many a skeptic 
did not hesitate to toot the horn of “real” cinema’s de
mise. Indeed, classical cinema’s future appeared to be 
quite dim as each innovation clustered itself to出e me
dium, whether it is也e emergence and development of 
montage, extended footage, the increased mobility of 
the camera, the introduction of sound and dialogue, 
the introduction of color, wide-screen formats, and 
3 D. Each change found someone, som巳where, declar
ing that the art of film was nearing its end; this was es
pecially true during the transition from silent to talkies, 
a time full of apocalyptic prognostics and dire warnings. 
But as Marshall McLuhan insightfully summed up, 
every medium “reconfigures” the pre归ous one.1 

G巳nerally speaking, reactions to the introduction 
of new technologies and scientific innovations are two
fold. Experienced as radical transformations and as 
progress, a triumph of 也巳 new over the old, every 
technical improvement or innovation may seem to em
power the artist. At the opposite end of the spectrum, 
由巳y instill fear in others, who view them as threatening 
and dangerous, perils to be avoided at all cos臼. If

cinema itself has o丘en b巳en portrayed as being in a 
state of crisis, we must not forget 由at its invention and 
development during the early days of the twentieth 
century also worried and troubled the proponents of 
another art form一出eater-whose artists felt their 
mode of representation was being threatened. 

These radically negative responses and sometimes 
violent reactions show that at each new step, creators, 
industrialists, critics, and intellectuals have had to 
come to terms with the mutations “their” medium was

undergoing and, most importantly, have had to redefine 
th巳 specificity of their practice and of their art. It is 
fascinating to discover how similar the reactions to 
games and to multimedia interactive fictions ar巳 to



right now in 出巳 way 出巳Y point to the hopes, dreams, 
and exp巳ctations we-read巳r/users-project on them 
through 出巳 apparently novel character of these technologies. 

How do w巳 approach the multimediated story? 
叭Tith what knowledge and from what point of view do 
w巳 apprehend this n巳wcomer? Most importantly, how 
do we handle our own (in)comp巳tenc巳 and willingness 
to b巳 and/or b巳come a multimedia read巳r-spectat6r
user? By comparing historically film scr巳巳nwriting prin
cipl巳S to those us巳d in multimedia, w巳 will question 
how electronic narrative art plans (or not) i臼 new
r巳ade内involvement in出e fiction. 

Let us clari命on巳 last point before we b巳gin由c
analysis per se: multimedia fictions should not be 
reduced to being looked at solely as int巳ractive narra
tive; because if 出巳 medium、 interactivity is int巳resting,
the fact that “it has b巳com巳 a m巳<limn in its own 
right时 is wher巳 most fundamental issues take root. 

叽That I wish to argue here is that, now， 由E
medium is a promise-a promise to becom巳 n1ore, a 
pro mis巳 to chang巳．

认Tho hasn’t wished to s巳e this new medium already 
off，巳r mor巳 compl巳X stories, more disori巳nting and dra
matic situations (Laurel, 1993)? It

’s as if w巳 W巳re all 
waiting and hoping for “it” to always and air℃ady be 
som巳thing 巳lse.

I s2 I 

those voic巳d concerning photoplay scr巳巳nwriting dur
ing cin巳nm’s early days. Most comr丑entators rushed to 

criticize the awkwardn巳ss of 巳arly cinematic stor严ell

ing, as opposed to 出巳 sophistication of tl1e literary 

nov巳l and the classical tl1eat巳r.2 In spit巳 of thes巳 com
men ts-which w巳r巳 sometimes at least partly jus而ed
but often utterly ungracious scr巳巳nwriting continued 
to 巳volv巳．
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“Time Is Visible in All Places"3 
If many t巳chnological novelti巳s can be thought to be 
capable of bringing about a revolution in storγtelling 
practices, in fact, only a few actually do. From a histor
ical and 出巳or巳tical p巳rspective in film and in screen
writing practices, this chapter will address questions 
such as：认That is the spectator’s relationship to tl1巳

storytelling process when it is multim巳diat巳d in CD
ROM form? In what ways does 乱 multimedia environ
ment challenge our r巳ading and writing habits and 
competencies？矶而且t happens to sp巳ctator identification 
in an interactive fiction or game? What impact has the 
invention of new t巳chnologies and scientific innova 
tions had on screenwriting rules sinc巳 the beginnings 
of cin巳Ill乱？

The Spectator ’ s Competence as a 
“New ” User 

In the 巳ar甘1900s, what most intrigued and attracted 
the emerging film sp巳ctator was th巳 fact that the black 
and white images w巳re moving. Not that one could r巳C

o gni ze a str巳et corner or a familiar narrative, but that
this new technolo白r could ind巳ed show movin且 pictures.
A similar situation is happ巳ning with electronic art: tl1巳

rul巳s of reading and int巳rpreting a multimedia fiction
are as novel and enticing as is th巳 promis巳 of a “diff，巳r
ent” story. With ev巳ry n巳W CD we want to know 
quickly what w巳 hav巳 to do and what kind of role we
will get to play. Dependi吨。n our 111巳dia literacy, just
installing a game can be a chall巳nge.6 Personally, I find
that what we discov巳r and learn about 出巳 111巳dium itself
while W巳 are clicking, dragging, and waiting, and th巳

various types of interfaces one finds in 出巳 multimedia
fiction CDs ar巳 what titillat巳 the curiosity and d巳sire to 
dick on, first and for巳most. Rarely has the cont巳口t r巳『

ally stopp巳d 1日巳 in my path of discovering the interfac巳．

Just as in film, how乱且ction is ｝】I
旧0 tl1i1飞ds of th巳 story.

In 1999, I was invited by th巳 Film and Tel巳vision
Departm巳nt of Utrαht University to give a seminar 

The Novelty Factor: Are We Taking 
Part in a Revolution? 

Even though 巳xperiences of the past few years have 
I巳V巳aled in no uncertain terms how disappointing, often 
frustrating, and d巳ceiving the interactive fictions can be, 
th巳

“fascination with t巳chnological interactivity’叫 is far 
仕om waning. Th巳 inten日巳 desire many share to witness 
and participat巳 in th巳 advent of a “mature 巳lectronic
narrative art” is k巳巳ping acad巳mic r巳s巳arch and creative 
projects gomg strong. 

叭吁1at do巳s a medium and/or an art in gestation 
teach us about ourselves? What should we look at to 
learn new things from this mom巳nt in history？叭而巳n
巳arly cinema sh1di巳s becarn巳 popular in the mid 
eightie1乌 th巳 historians who saw n巳wly (re)discov巳r巳d
early films were faced with a double challeng巳： they
had to r巳visit二日imultaneously the notions of primi
tiven巳ss r111d of novelty of the cin巳matograph; but most 
importantly they had to question their own modes of 
perception and way月 of s巳巳ing. 此1ultim巳dia fictions 
challenge us in a similar way, specifically b巳cause th巳y
have not yet pr叫UC巳d what Janet Murray calls their 
work目。f maturity. Tn this chapt巳r we will argu巳 that it 
is our rclationdJijJ to this t:rnerging medium that is 巳s
S巳ntial to an日lyze and confront. Multimedia fictions 
and electronic na11 ativ巳刊 ate fo sci na ting to sh1dy 



on interactive narratives.7 During出is course, I asked 
巳ach student to discov巳r and play with as many games 
and CDs they could get their hands on and to analyze 
出巳m.认!hat quickly became clear in也is exp巳riment is 

出at 由e students were, 95 perc巳nt of the time, dis
appointed by their electronic narrative and/or fictional 
encounters with a game’s or an interactive CD’s
invented world. This led me to出mk that recognizing 
(as many o由er users have done), most often with dis
appointment, that a storγor a game wasn’t yet offering 
a fulfilling experienc巳 in this new medium or feeling the 
content was somewhat “primitive，” as early cinema
spectators did about short silent black and white films, 
are important aspects to underline but they s巳e1n, a 
few years lat巳r, less 巳ss巳ntial to discuss. 

Instead, I wish to question our capacity and/or re
sistance to discover and open ourselves to th巳 way this 
new medium works: that is, if it makes sense or not, 
is empowered to make meaning and simultaneously 
巳mpow巳rs us to perceive, understand, and thus expe1证。zce

it, as a story, as an unraveled territory, fictional universe 
and/or as a game. 

Similar to what happ巳ned with ear忖cinema
spectators whose viewing compet巳ncies developed with 
each new editing trick, our proficiency as multimedia 
spectators grows with each new object of experience. 
At ev巳ry encounter with a new fictional CD-ROM, 
on巳 is faced with a double reading/acknowledging task: 
to discover the int巳rface’s patterns and uniqueness and
to want, or not, to enter出e fictional world. The vari
ous interfaces are of immens巳 interest in thems巳lves
because 也可refer to their own materiality, limita
tions, and often quickly fading novelty. Although 
having to “click read” a fiction is a fairly new prac 
tice, we are already hoping to be asked to do more. 
Early cin巳ma spectators also acquired viewing skills at 
a quick pace. As early as 1903, spectators were alr巳ady
begging for more complex stories to be created for the 
cin巳matograph (Raynauld, 1990). 

Looking at 由is new m巳dimn in a diachronic way, 
the question of the competency of the spectator faced 
with a n巳w t巳chnology is crucial. More often than not, 
it is our own (in)competence 出at a new medium 
reveals. By demanding multimedia obj 巳cts to mediate 
our stories in such a “n巳w way，” W巳 are possibly trying
to shadow our own (in)capacity to relate in an open 
minded fashion to出1s medium’s capabilities, a medim日

that is still in its early stages of development. As the 
French s巳mio pragmatist Roger Odin has defined it, 
the notion of comp巳t巳nce should be und巳rstood in a 
dynamic, synchronic, and diachronic way, meaning 

I 8l I 

出at signification is possible only through the sp巳cta
tor’s "competenc巳

” to create it (Odin, 1980). Early cin
巳ma evolved into feature-length sound colored stories 
because of public demand. Today, it is our way of 
looking, of reading, and of clicking that will enable th巳

medium to go beyond “primitiv巳ness.”But before the
art reaches maturity, and for it to actually grow, its 
own participants (creators, sp巳ctators, and analysts) 
also have to mature in the way出ey relat巳 to, engage, 
and discover ways of understanding and of capturing 
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Early cinema stories came from popular culture 
(vaudeville, comic strips, biblical sources), as well as 
from a known literary and theatrical repertoire. This 
familiarity with the content permitted 出巳 neophyte
spectators to concentrate出eir energies on what this 
then new medium was bringing to a familiar narrative. 
It allowed th巳m tim巳 to become co11伊tent film specta 
tors. I still rememb巳r how impressed I was when I first 
did a 360° scroll in on巳 of Zo巳Belo匠 ’s int巳ractiv巳

installations in her CD-ROM Beyond (1996)! The films 
shot at the end of th巳 ninet巳巳n由民ntury and during 
th巳 first years of出e twentie出 centurγwere consider叫
“attractions，”8 and the task of the filmmakers was to 
impress and dazzle 出巳 spectator with moving picuires. 
Th巳 novelty of film itself, as a new medium, was at the 
heart of their preoccupations. One hundred years later, 
we are at th巳 same stage of development in multimedia 
narrative: discovering its materiality and pot巳ntialities,
writers tηring to anticipate the us町、 competencies
with this diff，巳rent m巳dimn i日 order to o征巳r engaging 
stories and universes to discover. Let us not forget that 
to this day, multim巳dia fictions are still sold with in『

struction manuals! 

The Practice of Screenwriting 
Scriptwriting is a manipulativ巳圳， whether in “old” or 
“new” media. Since 1897, every invention in film, every
new technology both helped and slowed down the 
screenwriting strategies. In the early twenties, while 
some scripts pointed explicitly to the lack of the tech
nology of sound， 。th巳rs fiercely resisted its advent. 
Th巳 same h叩pene<l with developments in editing, col
oring, and computerized special effects.巩Then a writer 
cr巳ates a storγin scr巳enplay form, he or she spends 
as much time planning and imagining the fuuire sp巳c
tator's reactions, capacity to anticipa忧，and possible 
engagement in the storγas imagining and creating a 
fictitious, hopefully compelling and convincing uni
vers巳. Moreover, the screenplay writer has to know 
everything about 出e available technologies; if he 



multimedia writing pr乱ctices. To illustrate this point, 
let's compare som巳 of出巳se prec巳pts, written, respec』

tively, in 1913 and in 1996. 
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Photopl吻， in a word, is not an adaptation of another 

branch of litermy wo咐， but is possessed of a technique 

all 的own. There are, of course, the broad basic rules °" f 
．

litermy constt‘ tion and dramatic development, applicab l, e

to all Joi 1s of l.附tcratu

C‘ψresscd, but in the past few yeaη the art of the photoplays

has been possessed of a technique that is applicable only to 

切riti咆旷· pictt川 P向ys and to no other form. (Sargent, 
1913, p. 41) 

Ev叫， art j面r71l strives Joi· a sense of un均. A sciψr 
works 11s a whole. … It meaηr constructing your rtoiy

in a u叮 that will give it form, foci灯， 71107.川ntum, clari吵
It weans finding ways to h巳lp your audi巳nee “get with" 
your story, and involving your audience all alon且 the

叫 It 川刀S crafti咆 yo旷 stmy ii刷们matic form. Since

this action 力 dramatic rmd visual (not exp1·cs:.ed through

dialo且M叭 it pushes the stmy forwa叫（Sargent, 1913, 
p. 88)

Multimedia r价1丁印刷 C即iromncnt. The distinctive char

actcristic of multimedia is intcmctivi吵. It is the mechanism

that allows you to move bet:wccn the va阴阳阳d肌 ηe fact

of the mcdi斤的c扩 is not interesti咆 （Blow a切句 what pre

ceded you.) The point 问 ifyou 're goin且 to be saψting 7!/Ulti

阳dia 叫'Jeri川川， be min币，tt of the intense personal level

on which yo旷 audience will be pm忧归ti咯The乒川 lesson

of this book is to never forget yo旷 audience. (Varchol, 
1996, p. 43) 

Thes巳 quot巳5 are only but a few of the numerous 
exam pl巳s of contigui可between the rnles "then" and 
the rules “now.”In fact, th巳 similarities are still so nu
m巳rous it’s disconcerting. 

How巳ver “mteractive” writ巳rs are asked to b巳，

th巳y are still, as W巳r巳 earlier screenwriters, constantly 
concerned with the sp巳ctator ’s emotional involve 
ment： “The k巳y is to involve th巳 audienc巳（us巳r）巳mo『

tionally. How do we do that in an interactive world？ ” 

(anonymous writer quoted in Varchol, 1996, p. 86). To 
this qu巳stion Michael Utvitch, an int巳ractiv巳 writer
r巳sponded： “Involve th巳111 emotionally, involve th巳m
actually. Make them do things, solve problems, puzzl凹，

r巳spo
tice th巳 similitud巳 in discourse betw巳en th巳 two 巳ras ？ 
Unqu巳stionably, wh巳n scriptwriting a multimedia fic『

tion one uses diff1巳r巳nt t巳chnical steps than wh巳n writ-

doesn气，he might as well write a novel. Unfortunately, 
in出e film business, if many writers have great ideas, 
few can actually imagine and use 巳nough of th巳

mediu日1、 unique capabilities and original modes of 
representation and of storytelling. 

Screenwriting has always been about using other 
m巳dia and t巳chnologies of reproduction to communi
cate, in writing, a pot巳ntial future story. Just as a 
scre巳nwrit巳r in 1906 n巳eded to und巳rstand basic editing 
principles, tl1巳 so-called int巳ractiv巳 scr巳巳nwriter has 
to be familiar with computer programming basics as 
well as hav巳出巳 desire to plan the future showing and 
telling of the storγ. If a multimedia writ巳r n巳巳ds to col 
laborate with a programmer, if not be a programmer, 
the screenwriting’s cor巳 characteristic that of being a 
written mapping and imagining of storγ（i巳s) and/or of 
paths made of fictional material is the same. Just as 
th巳 1910 screenwriter had to think about what th巳 spec
tator would p巳re巳ive, und巳rstand, and experience，出巳

interactiv巳 scr巳enwrit巳r has to be able to visualiz巳

where, how, when, and why th巳 us巳r will want or not 
to exp巳rienc巳 th巳 story through this or that character 
or path. As much as we would like to think that our 
principl巳s of storytelling and starγ writing hav巳

changed with th巳 advent of this m巳<limn, I beli巳ve
m u l ti 111巳dia is still， 巳ven with all its attractiv巳n巳ss
and its limits, only th巳 latest n巳W technology yet. The 
difference is it’s om丁. It’s from our time. And our time 
1s new. 

How to click, wait, and scroll ar巳 all new (and al】

r巳以ly aging) ways of writing and reading that emulat巳

11巳w comp巳tencies from the writ巳r as well as from th巳

r巳acler可1ser-navigator. Th巳 scriptwrit巳r has the r巳spon
sihility not only to know the meclim口’s technical possi
bilities and limitations, but to script out the navigator’5 
r巳ading-playing journey and script out the character’5 
strengths and the story ’S pitfalls. And how new a script
writer ’s job is that? Sinc巳 Georges Melies wrote th巳

Trip to the 儿1om1 screenplay (1902), writ巳rs have b巳en
trained to imagine and anticipate what a spectator 
might want to s巳e and know, to regulate th巳 flow of in 
formation. Scripting a multim巳dia fiction is still about 
how the sp巳ctator will or will not accept to immers巳

him or herself in a story. 
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Screenwriting- Principles 
认！hat did early scr巳巳nwriting principles look lik巳 at the 
turn of th巳 C巳ntury? As e8rly a月 1910, the principles 
underlying budding screenwriting techniques res巳mble
incredibly those 1℃comm巳nded in current interactive 



ing a feature film screenplay;1° how巳ver, both practices 
in both media share the same mandate: to involve 

出e spectator emotionally in a fictional world： “The 
key to Myst is to lose yourself in this fantastic 
virtual exploration and act and r巳act as if you were 
really配re” （均矿山的manual, 1993). As we will 
see, how this involvement is achieved-whether you call 
it identification or agen叩→is by using fundamental 
stoη往elling principles. 

In light of what precedes, which changes have re
ally been profound and irreversible in terms of narra 
tive su-ucturing? It is not my intention here to label 
changes happening in an era or another as “progress" 
and/or “lack of progress" from what preceded; how
ever, I do believe that drawing parallels between both 
turn of the centuries is not only essential to do but, 
from a theoretical point of view, extremely hu日1bling.
It permi臼 us to eliminate superfluous adj巳ctives while 
concentrating on factual differences. 

What Multimedia Promises and Plays 
1司Tith

As stated earlier, multim巳dia is, for now, a promise. 
Thus, the next section of出is chapt巳r analyzes multi
media fictions edited on CD-ROMs as a set of promises 
the fictions implicitly make. One can use most of the 
principles identified and described herea仕巳r to discuss 
and question how other interactive practices function, 
mak巳 sense. This S巳ction should be used as a tool to 
question multim巳dia projects and produc臼and not as a 
closed system of interpretation and of understanding. 
Moreov巳r, when certain principles fail to shed new 
light on the way a specific game or web practice func
tions, I offer counterexamples to think about. 11 Also, 
for obvious reasons of space, I chos巳 only a few but 
hopefully representative examples of fictional CD
ROMs, which I then classified in two main genres: first, 
也ose出at explicitly promise a story (as a game and/or 
as an exploration) and s巳cond those that offer a fictional 
universe or environm巳nt (not to be confused with a vir
tual one that is implicit in all electronic documents). 
The opening sequence of a CD should minimally 
(when it works well!) contain at least: (1) an explicit in
vitation to enter由e fiction-such as 出巳 prologue in 
几1yst where a narrator introduces you to the fictional 
world; 12 (2) an implicit reading-navigating contract
(how and wher巳 to click, drag, and find), and (3）出e
implicit design of th巳 user’s pot巳ntial role in由IS St。可
and or univers巳： adv巳nturer, detectiv巳， warrior, discov 
erer, victim, and so on. 

I as I 

识f巳 will refer to由e user’s manual presentation 

tex臼 oft巳n becaus巳 th巳Y give us an unequivocal window 
to look tl1rough for出e discussion of generic classifica
tions of these “new" fictions. 
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Promise of Being Part of the Story 
Interactive games promise an imm巳rsive experienc巳， but
first and foremost they promise a starγ． “Computer 
games, for instance, are experienc巳d by 由巳ir players as 
narratives.”13 

Let’s start with the best known and apparently still 
most popular electronic game in the world: The儿今＇St
trilogy (Myst I; Riven; l\今＇St Ill). The emphasis is mine. 

You are about to be drawn in切。n amazing alternative 

reali吵. The entire game was designed from the ground 叩
to draw you in with little or ηo extraneous distractions on 

the screen to inte1如 with the feeling of being tl1ere. Myst 

is not li町ar.，的 not 卢at, and it's not shallow. 刊is is the 
most depth, detail and reali抄 you've ever ιxperienced in a 

game. Myst is real. And like real l庐， you don't die eve1y 
卢ve minutes. . . . The 均印地＇St is to lose yourself in this 
fantastic vi1τual e：哼！oration and act and react as if you 
were r巳ally tl1ere. (Myst user’s manual, 1993) 

Each version contains eloquent and laudatory in
troduction texts about the magnificent and mysterious 
powers of imm巳rsion.凡1yst advertis巳s i臼巳lf as being a 
gam巳 of choices in which tl1巳 user can become 出巳

au由or： “Myst: The surrealistic adventure that will 
become your world.”The user’s manual stresses the 
user’s 丘eedom to explore tl1e world： “Moving around 
in Myst is incredibly in田itive，”and 出巳 O伍cial Strat
egy Guide focuses on the promise of nonlinearity： “ Of 
course出E structure of Myst isn’t !in巳ar: you can visit 
the four Ages in any order.”14 Again in the user’s man
ual： “Myst is not linear, it’s not flat, it’s not shallow.” 
However, it also warns that “some locations are not 
acc巳ssibl巳. Clicking in those locations will have no 
effect, and indicate that the location is not important.”！ 
(p. 3) In fact, moving around in l\伽is often a punitive 
巳xperience. It definit巳ly tests your endurance to accept 
rebuttals. You’r巳 there all right, and you'r巳 trapped!

On a di筐er
I su-ikes us as being a linking metaphor and homag巳 to
previous media：由e book and the film: 

I realized the moment I fell into the 卢阳r that the book 
would not be destlηed as soon as I had planned. It continued 

j加／ling into the stany expanse of which I had g加1psed rm 



reaches its dramatic climax. Here, the ending一if
and when you ever reach it-is definitely not the 
payoff. This didn't stop the creators from d巳signing a 
sequel to A今st in Riven. If儿今st promised fictional 
access to the 气1dventurous” user, Riven ironically
unconsciously?-puts 出巳 user in 由巳 prison巳rs’ rol巳－

As you st二rt the game you are singled out in a prison
like set and your first clickings quickly take you inside 
a prison cell: suddenly the bars close on you and you 
see由e action from出e prisoner’s point of view! The 
interfaces metaphor went from出e币lm and the written 
world to those of a carceral environment. No wonder 
the us町、 manual promis巳s an “immersive experience.” 

In 出巳 message from the creators, you are urged to 
"shut th巳 door, turn down 出e lights, turn up 出巳 sound,
sit in a comfortable chair, and let yourself be drawn into 
the world of Riven. And, for goodn巳ss sake, us巳 a pair of 
hea<lphon巳s or a good pair of sp巳aker ' On the follow
ing page is the proverb that should inspire our experi
ence： “Lose your questions and you will find your 
answers” （p. 1()), th巳 notions of control given to the 
user and the promise of moving freely through a sto巧
are h巳r巳 sup巳rbly act巳d out by tht designers. Riven

traps you in its folds.“Th巳 life of a screenwrit巳r of an 
interactive film is much better than the life of a Holly
wood writer because by making an interactive script, 
you build a b巳tter mousetrap, you become in dis pens
able. Because you know how it all fits toge出er long be
fore the rest of th巳m d。” （Michael Kaplan, quoted in 
Varc.:hol, 1996, p. 3). 

How revealing is such a statement? Doesn’t a 
“Hollywood writer” also know “how it all fits together” 

before the spectators do? What, exactly, is int巳ractive
fiction? Upon dos巳r revi巳w，由c interactivity enthusiast 
just might find cause for concern. 
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eel，加e. I tried 仰伊em/ate 切here it might have Ian
mus adv川 ho切ever tba s1吵 conjcc「I仰打卢的'le. Still qu

tio川 about 切hose hands u咆ht one d吧y hold 叫Myst boo k
are un、rettlin且 to me. I know my appi吵。1sions might never

be a/Ir,。，ed. And so I close realizing that perhaps the .cndin且
has not yet been written. 15 
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Not only does 出E prologue borrow completely 
from film codes of repr巳sentation (blackness, authorita 
tive male voice over, background music, dramatic over
ture with a book falling in deep space), it is structured 
as a film introduction: as you hear a voice-ov巳r acldr巳ss
you implicitly, the all 巳mpowered omniscient narrator 
invites you to ent巳r 出e fiction by 巳xplaining that a 
long lost book has just been found again: 

Yon have just stm功led 呻on a most inti吆t山区 book, a book

titled My位. You l肌E 110 idea i日here it came from, ＼础。 wrote

忧， or how old it is. Reading through its /Ht俘E provides you

1日怖。均 a s呻Cl饨α·after! de.盯iptio11 of an i如ml w

But it's just 且 book, im 't 剖 As you γeach the end of the

book, you l此ry your hand o】I a pa包e. Sudden与 your 饥口7l 71口odd

dissolves into b/11ck1Zess, replaced with the island world the 

pages desc ribed. Now you 're he，飞 whercveγ here is, with no

option but to explm飞.. _ 1
6 

Promise of Choice 
Interactivity is th巳 parent of all choices. But let’s be 
immediately clear and syntl1etic about the notion of 
interactivity: (1) int巳ractivity is neither a new nor con
temporary process, it has always existed; (2) interactivity 
is an act of communication出at affects tl1e other's r巳

sponse, such as in a dialogue betw巳巳n two cons巳nting
individuals; (3) interactivity did not “inv巳nt” nonlin巳ar
ity. In fact, nonlinear narratives have always exist巳d,
regard！巳ss of the medium of representation used to 
comnmnicat巳 them (whetl1巳r it is literature，且Im, or 
photos）. 。n the contrary, linearity is at the h巳art of 
tl1巳 verγnatur巳 of some of today ’s multimedia inter 
active documents (on CD-ROMs); (4) int巳ractive
stories are still pseudo interactiv巳· 。仔ering multiple 

The narrator invites you to gain access to th巳 storγ
hy writing it yourself “出巳 巳nding is not yet written.” 
Some users have since done this: see由t j\.今·st 庐llrllfli

by Christopher Jos巳phes on the web site (www.visi. 
com/-cpj 1/myst). Yon may 巳口t巳r under certain condi 
tions: you have to learn 出巳 rules of the gam巳 but most 
importantly, you have to play by th巳 rules.“Don’t
trash！ ” Any subv巳rsiv巳 behavior will just k巳巳p you 
trapped in a repetitive world. If you play by th巳 rules,
th巳 story becomes in fact your own journey-your click 
reading-through forty hours of promised entertain
ment: clicking, dragging, waiting, puzzle solving: 

扩）＇0/t hit a wall: Do的 trash！ 扩 yo川’e not sure what to du
ne . .:t, cl.川i咆 eve1ywhere won ’t help. Th，川 about what you
know already、 and ask yozn-:
your thοll义hts and jJ cc them to义·ether. Thil of

、
related

汀Cl/IS οr pla川 yοIf 气，e scc11, th川 ofi呐1wation you've been
tivm, pay dose attmtirm to eve1y伪iJ也 you ‘叫 don't forget
1111ythi11且. Bm 111οst 

d，ο 扩 you were rci/lL)' there. Remember, there 江 al切，σ＇S the
“：11/cd cm叼Jο，pe 扩：J'οu need t人l川 ... 17 

Needless to say, on 巳 must let go of old fashion 
needsυf abandonment to a 日toryt巳lier until th巳 story



programmed choices is veηr differ巳nt from offering a 
space of exchange, possibility of 位ansformation for 
both the send巳r and the receiver. 

In fact, CD-ROM based fictions are much more 
“hyper selective”18 than出ey are interactive. Interactiv
ity is出e implementation of a series of choices that have 
been tried, test巳d, and planned beforehand. Interactive 
fiction is created and design巳d to implicate the sp巳cta
tor and make him believe that the story being told is 
custom-made for him or her一and most importantly炒
him or her to become, through an avatar, the main 
character of出巳story.

In the realm of interactive fictions, although a 
vari巳ty of choices are offered to出巳participant-reader,
access to出e final outcome is strictly forbidden. In fact, 
for example, th巳 French CD-ROM called Les croisndes

(1997) (The Crusades) sever巳ly punishes curiosity. Fun
damental information一由巳 very heart of出巳 narra
rive-may only be ace：巳ss巳d if one follows a specific 
cours巳 of action. If one tries to venture off the beat巳n
pa白，so to speak, through what may be p巳rceived by 

出巳 player as clever assumptions designed to outplay 
others in the resolution of problems posed by the appli
cation, one is invariably returned to square one. 

If this frustrating situation is often at play with 
fictional interactive CD-ROMs, the gam巳 industrγ
quickly found ways to make money by offering gamers 
publications describing short cuts, solutions, and tips to 
gain immortality or skip s巳ctions. Garn巳rs also advise 
each other, for better or for worse! However, the point 
I wish to mak巳 now is 白白t in terms of the promise of 
choic巳，由e narrative structures, whether they are arbo
rescent, pearllike, or clustered bas巳d are still, in fact, of 
a profoundly linear nature 巳ven when multiple 巳nd
ings are offered. Despite its outward appearance and 
encouragements to get lost or to err in the various areas 
of出e fiction, 19 the plot-when plot 出ere is-fulfills
all the requirements of classical narrative of exposition, 
development, and resolution. The “choices ，”are more 
often than not delaying strategies 由低，hop巳fully, on巳

will find entertaining or truly puzzling (no pun in
tended here!). 

One of the main differences between interacti而

且ctions and a classical narrative film structure does lie 
in出巳fact th巳user must make a series of choices within 
a funnellike，“degressive” structure (where his options 
t巳nd to be narrowed down as the story progress巳日）. A 
number of digr巳ssions (time and space allotted to action 
sequences, subplots, misleading clues, and red herrings) 
are destined less to propel the action, but mainly to 
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slow down, distract, and most importantly keep the 
reader occupied during forty or so hours. 

Al出ough the film spectator does not have to phys【

ically take action, he or she does, however, have to for
mulat巳a set of hypothesis and make infi巳r巳nces based 
on the information provided by由E narrative. Al出ough
the narrator may mislead the film spectator and witl1-
hold information, as is often出e case in suspens巳 mov
ies, he ultimately is the one who d巳cides when and how 
to satisfy the spectator’s curiosity. Tensions are tl1巳n
released and出e experience of catharsis ensues. In CD
ROM based interactive fictions, the spectator-player
reader can be led to believe he or she is出巳master of 
tl1e character’s fate. The interactive storγwill 巳过10rt
you to find出is or that or else something terrible will 
happen to tl1e hero. Also, many games allow you to be 

出e character, to endors巳the role of tl1e adventurer，也巳
discoverer, the prob！巳m solver, tl1e visitor，由e warrior. 
This type of involvement, when it happens, functions 
on the same principl巳s of identification and of suspen
sion of disbelief. This promise of control of the hero’s 
whereabouts is, of course, an illusion, a programmed 
deception. In those interactive币ctions on CD-ROMs, 
也巳user is never as free as the advertising would like 
him to believe, as his choices ar巳 most often quite 
limited.20 

In this r巳gard, Luc Com℃hesn已
’s CD-ROM Por

trait One CD21 illustrates pseudo-interactivity wonder
fully. It mimics a conversation betw巳en th巳 user and a 
character, Marie, who is looking straight at you, her 
face in full fram巳．认Then you click under her face, lines 
of basic human dialogu巳 appear. Sh巳 will ask you your 
name, what you want to know about her. She off，巳rs
lines in French, English, or German. She will “say” 

things such m： “Excuse me？” “叭斤1y are you staring 
at me？” “Do W巳 know each other？ ” Each interaction 
offers you two or tl1ree choices to move on in the con
versation with Marie. Of course, ev巳ntually, you won’t 
hav巳anything n巳W to say to each other and th巳CD’s
巳xploration is completed. If 出lS

“conversation” pos
sesses the app巳arances that an actual int巳ractive dia
logue is happ巳ning, Portrait One gives us an artistic 
E巳presentation of interactivity as a prescripted, pre
plann巳d encounter, m叫tiple choice or not. Just as 
W巳 feel that W巳 are meeting Marie，出e exchange is 
and k巳ls artificial. Interactivity is represented and 
staged (mise』en-scene) as a deception condemned to a 
Sisyphean fai出 of having to b巳 replayed in a for凹巳r
repetitive loop. Portrnit One simultaneously offers the 
ironically tautologic chance to internctively dial，咽＇le with 
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I Figure 5.1 I 
Liquid口tion cover 

认!hereas classical narrative cinema prides its巳If on an 
editing structure based on transparency and the illusion 
or impression that the narratives it produces seem t。
“tell themselves，”promoters of interactiv巳 fictions sell 
the illusion出at the r巳ader is the writer, that it is he or 
she who in the 巳nd, tells the tale. The CD’s descriptive
leaflets promise出at with int巳ractivity，出e user will in 
fact be in charge of出巳 story. The CD-ROM Liquida
tion, by Michel Lefebvre (writer), Eva Qunitas (photog
rapher), and Alain Bergeron (software design时，is

worthy of notice in this regard. Presented as a “random 
photonovel，”the CD-ROM Liquidation23 is advertised 

as a plurimedia work made of eighte巳n hundred photo
graphs, four hours of soundtrack, and dialogu巳s with 
twenty-five interpreters: 

A scienti乒c乒rnzu仇 which 切as to liquidate world debt, has 
been stolen from Ricard En的prises! Thus begins the stoη of 
Liquidation, a plurimedia work. 1》t title is also the theme 
of this pho切 romance that casts both a critical and playful eye 
on our lives and cities, where endless accumulation leads to 
endless liquidation. After having con式pleted a printed version 
in 199 5 and a web-radio ve1丁ion of this work in 1998 the 
author丁now present a CD-ROM version of th打 random卢－
tion. Pro日ian, cz om so户vare designed by Alain Bergero 1. l ， 
uses combiηd切F切l fi』nctions to rand，仰吵 choose photo乌d扛『

play吧庐叫 t凹t mu 
chosen白y the的。－ ρF to 120 仰nutes). Although the inter
face allows for a s叩

Marie while d巳monstrating the forever inscripted and 

prescripted impossibility to achiev巳 a fully interactive 

exchange. If Po1切切t One wer巳 to be really interactive, 
it would have to offer a “r巳al” dialogue between Marie

and由e user, such as people experience while chatting. 

A chat is interactive, but interactive narratives on CD

ROM aren't, strictly speaking, inter-active.22 I have to 
admit I wish出ey would truly be, although t巳chnically
it still s巳巳ms to be impossible. 叭!hat the CD-ROM 
Portrait One offi巳rs is a scripted dialogue of multiple 
choices也就portrays a fictional encounter betw巳en a 

young woman named Marie and an unknown us巳r:
th巳 S仕anger in front of her she refers to being th巳
player. 

From a theoretical p巳rspecti时，real or at least 
functional interactivity is based on由巳 pres巳nce of re
ciprocal actions; although it is first and foremost an 

activity出at influences and changes the d巳velopm巳nt of 
the narrativ巳， it do巳S not fundamentally modify its end

ing. In CD-ROM based narratives such as M.川，出e
interactive storγis already mapped out. The driving 
force behind its structure is出e process of causality: if 
A, tl1巳且 B. Such logical reasoning is in itself of a linear 
kind, element B being conting巳nt to the fulfillm巳nt of 
element A. If出E expectations of 出c “ideal” reader
participant (Eco, 1985) as imagin巳d by the writ巳r corre
spond to a sp巳cific set of dramatic rules，由巳y also cor
r巳spond to th巳 rules of classical logic that stipulate由at
if A is 巳qual to B and B is equal to C, then A is also 
equal to C. H巳nc巳，也e w巳blike structure does not 
巳ngulf 出巳 story but 出巳 participant, by giving 由巳
impression, through dead end leads and erroneous 
assumptions出at he or sh巳 may get lost. 

I distinguish between “mteractive narrativity” 

and “interactive zones.”To 巳xplain由1s I will describe
出E Liquidation CD-ROM (figure 5.1). To achieve 
(pseudo-)interactive narrativity, the profound structure 
has to be linear and degressive. Ev巳nts, characters, and 
situations ar巳 script巳d with a hierarchical value attached 
to them. This process 巳nsures that th巳 user will ulti
mat巳ly discover a storγwith a beginning, middle, and 
end. It also permits on巳 to distin伊ish 出e essential, 
nonnegotiable clicks from 出巳 seconda巧， superfluous
ones, and from the main narrative versus th巳 interactive
zones出at are in fact digr巳ssions from出巳 main plot. 
Interactive writing fores巳巳s the links between sequences 
and maps out the arbor巳♀cent structure that will permit 
the “mt巳ractive navigation.”How, wh巳n, and wh巳re
th巳 reader will explore and discover the documented 
story is what int巳ractive scriptwriting is all about. 
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Liquidation can best be likened 切 a卢Im that cha咆臼 every

time it is seen. 24 

Liquidation stands out from other CDs b巳cause of 

its capacity to offer two types of stories and出us two 

types of navigation: one is totally random and you click, 
scroll, and discover chaotically elements of也e fiction. 

This way of discovering the story is what the authors 
describe as seeing a different film everγtime. Howev巳r,
you also have the possibility to choose a predetermined 
time of screening (20, 25, or 120 minutes) during which 
you cannot interact and you are “told" a st。可wi出2

beginning, middle, and end. Whe出er it is the short 

or出巳 long version of the story it supposedly offers a 

coherent story structure. However, becaus巳 Liquidation

is designed with so丘ware that works on the random 

combination of words, texts, images, and sounds, the 

story is at the in吨E of its written text originator: com

pletely poetic, it is for the most part narratively inco

herent. If some events are definitely more important 

than others and seem to belong to the principal story 

line, each transformation-whether it is major or 

secondary-brings a new quality to what preceded. 
If we all agree由at causality is inseparable from narra

tivity, Liquidation’s StOIγstructure definitely challenges 

the generic definition of what causality is and can 

mean. Here, if a main event eventually leads to another 

important event，也巳 outcome is often more poetic than 
dramatic and only remotely narrative. I would describe 

Liquidation as a can司puter generated autamatist story. 

Moreover, what gives Liquidation i臼extra charm is that 

the dialogues are made of a very large number of words 

and sentences出at combin巳 randomly to make up dia

logue lines出at are as strang巳 and evocative as出E sur

realist’s automatic poetry of the twenties. The software 

used here can randomly combine nouns, verbs, and 

adjectives whil巳 resp巳cting basic grammatical rules. 

Thus出e s巳ntences, in a way, make sense. It gives由巳

verbal exchanges between the characters a ve叩unique

tone and style. 

Far less deceiving in its promises than other multi
media fictions, Liquidation not only openly embraces 

previous media, but is like an homage to what preceded 

it. The sequential scenes have a film noir m由etic to 

them while being made of still photograpl毡，just as in a 
photo novel; meanwhile the dialogue lines appear in 

text and remind us of comic strip iconography. 
Acted out theatrically, the lines are totally poetic and 
often absurd. The auto-ironic drama of Liquidation is 
due to th巳 combinatory design that giv巳s this CD-

I as I 

ROM a remarkable uniqueness and style. The writer 

岛1ichel Lefebvre showed me his 250-page screenplay: 
it looks like a genealogical tree from hundreds of gen
erations! The story structure was conceived following a 
hierarchical principle; built as a tr巳e with a trunk and 
branch吨the author had to attribut巳 a value (on a scale 
of 1 to 5) to each character, every element of出e story, 
and to parts of dialogue lines. This hierarchy is what 
permits the story to navigate between main and second
ary events. The still photos 出at make up也e photo 
novel are led by 出e combinatory software and can 
only pair up wi出 dialogue lines and sounds in a random 
order，由us creating a n巳w viewing experience every 
time. In出巳 sequential mode where the navigator can 
actually interact， 也e software recombines written 
words, spoken lines, and images in a differ巳nt, unpre
dictable way each time. The exp巳ri巳nce is absolutely 

surprising but not at all engaging emotionally. The 
sp巳ctator witnesses this random ballet and appreciates 
the overall poetry or not. 
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Promise of Contact 
Then how does the reading experience-that is, inter

active navigation-distinguish itself仕om由e experience 
of film viewing? Because most electronic narratives still 

rely heavi甘on cinematographic modes of representa

tion to create and mediate their fictional worlds to us, 

comparing film vs. multimedia is not aimed at creating 
a hierarchy of media; it is a valid comparison because 

each acts as a revelatar of the other’s specificities. One 

medium can exist insofar as h巳（sh巳） is not the o出er.

If由e two viewing-reading experiences offer a certain 

number of similarities, they are also in certain aspects 

undoubtedly ve巧different. One of those differences is 
由e type of contact one may have wi出 an electronic 

story. Let us look at how Ceremony of Innocence, based 

on the Griffin and Sabine 开ilogy by Nick Bantock. No

rice how many tactile expressions are used to invite 

由e user into Cen:mony of Im阳ence. Interactive stories 

are trying to appeal to all the senses.巩Then you choose 

a CD, it’s as if it lights up and cries out “See me! Feel 
me! Touch me! Hear me！ ”. Moreover, they single out
an individual instead of a crowd, promising 出at your 
unique touch can make a difference. Let’s look at

出巳 cover pr臼entation of th巳CD-ROM Ceremony of 

Innocence. It is nec巳ssary to quote the long introduc

tion as a whole, as its phrasing and packaging of the 
product is implicitly a definition of an “int巳ractive fic
tion.” Also notice how it exemplifies 出E “promise”

rhetoric: 
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Far from being a construction of deceiving clues 
and destinations that only aim at slowing down th巳

user’s journey in 出e CD to keep him “ent巳rtained”

longer, Beyond truly asks you to surrender to it. Naviga
tion her巳 is simil乱r to entering a private house by your
self and having license to search rooms, open drawer飞
read 由e occupant’s personal notes and diaries, and 
even hear her commenting on herself in a ghostlike, 
。仕en screeching voic巳， that’s hard to understand. Th巳

autl10r shared witl1 m巳 tl1at she did由is on purpose to 
force the user to get dos巳 to出e machine. Beyond gives 
you the uneasy f巳巳ling of being lost in someone else’s 
interior world; you are also faced with your own resis 

“1 .. ’ 27 tances or impulses to voyeurism. 

Promise of Exploration of Time and 
Space in a Universe 

Daniel Canty's CD-ROM adaptation of Alan Light 
ma 日

’s novel Einstein's dreams is a beautiful and con
vincing approach to so-called interactivity.28认而ii巳

巳xploring each dream datecl between April and June 
1905, you will encounter many moments of grac巳

when it truly feels like th巳 cursor is giving life to 
the text-sound-image repr巳sentations. In the Jun巳 28
dr巳am，“Time is a flock of nightingales，”and you can 
sudd巳nly start drawing flocks of white birds that app巳ar,
eras巳 each other, leave, and reent巳r the scr巳en. This 
visualization illustrates Einstein’s notion that “the past 
shift旷’ Conceived as individual interfaces, similar to 
Cerc1附町呼 ln11ocencc, Einsteil；内 Dγ
typ巳s of interactions with 巳ach dr巳arη. Although Ein

stein's dreams ( the nov巳I) was wri忧en by Lightman as a 
daydr巳aming journ巳y on 由巳 definition of time accord
ing to Einstein, what struck me is how many of th巳

refl巳ctions about tim巳 can actually b巳 appli巳d dir巳ctly
to what multim巳dia is offering right now. Here ar巳 but
a few quotes： “ Time passes but little happens" (May 4, 
1905）； “With no memmγeach touch is the first touch.” 

“The passage of tim巳 brings increasing ore【l巳r. Th巳

Jun巳 20 dr巳；1111 is 【)11巳 of th巳 most 巳nlightening on巳s to 
r巳ad while thinking about what kind of 巳xp巳rienc巳 a
multimedia int巳ractive fiction actually offers： “

In this 
world, th巳re can b巳 no right or wrong. Right and 
wrong demand fre巳<lorn of choice, but if each action is 
already cl10s巳n, there can be no fr巳巳dom of choic巳. In

this world, no p巳rson is responsible. Each p巳rson is 
free in a world witl1out freedom.” Eimtein 's Drcrm1s

June 5 is also significant： “引斤10 can say if an ev巳nt
happen巳d fast or slow, causally or without cause, in the 
past or in the future？叭吁10 can say ev巳ms happen at 
all?’，2') 

The 叫附rious mγ呻0础nα of Gr�庐n and Sabine. Fea

wring Paul 凡1c Gann, Isabella Ro.叮cllini and Ben Kin且-slr:y.
1997. Progressing throz号b Ccremo，沙 of Im肌e,町· Move
ment thr01ψ the story of G1伊η and Sabine is a fluid c呼e
ricnce-you can propel yourself along throng为 the narr//tive, 
or linger and go back to places that move you or sti71lulate 
you. 刀，ere arc mm吵 thi11gs to discover; don ’t expect to find

eve1ything 011 an initial viewing. You mr，σw,mt to revisit 
cants a11d letters you have scm, to u11dcntr111d the laycn of 
tbe story more卢哟仰d to Cllj吵 tbe int＜了rac

ing thin且』、 1111d pro且于·cs.』ing th1口11gb the wrd』、 and letters i, l 

C们71/.0η of In ce1盯 b a o叫1lishcd th 咆b 11 van叫of

7/lO//SC 71/0VC7l!CI的 and interaction-this is a part of tl1巳

discovery. Yo旷 Cl川or will bch11ve in 斤 m1mber of differcllt 

way巧 sometimes it will disappern· and nwain invisible. You 

阳＇：Y卢·11d yo盯"SC扩 in co川 ·ol of mz object or chmγutcr. Point

ing and clich1吆 will sometimes, but not 11！与UflJS prοduce the 

desi d res 

rolling over objects 阳 reveal their content and t‘haractcr. 

Pro且附J：『 厅r your own P厅α 7》ere will be αrtnin times 

/Jctwccn carrl, and lcttc1丁 τvhen you 切，ill see and hear ve1y 

ti毗－re仰－the mail will arrive. [lnstrnctio川 h听叫
Revisiting and co11tim,ing play: ｝斗ozt will then be ‘.rh们ρn,t 

menu screen di旷lay力1且 all of、the cards 「md lettc1c’ you hm ｝ e 

viewed. These arc divided into three section凡 which cοire

spo11d to the three d的 in C们
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The advertised promise that your touch will move 
the s仙ry along, that your witty sense of puzzle solving 
will guide you into an unknown realm of wonderful 
narrative pleasur巳S 11巳V巳r 巳xperienced before are per
suasive arguments that entic巳 us to open th巳 box and 
try the CD. Unlike a film or a book, multimedia fie
tions invit巳 the user to r吁Jeriencc tl1em mor巳 than to 
follow th巳rn. Why do w巳 crave multimedia fictions? 
Why do w巳 ev巳n acc巳pt the advertisem巳nt, believe the 
hype, and v巳nture into the narratives they propose? 

Promise of Discovery 
All币ction makes the implicit promise that its navigator 
will discover a new, untraveled world. Zoe Beloff 's Be
yol2(/ is very int巳r巳sting in this r巳gard. Although it is an 
inue币nable CD RO几f in many regards, her invitation 
to the us巳r isn’t unlike凡今st's: they both play with th巳
“mysterious world” hook to reel their sp巳ctator in.

In ,1 playful spirit of philosophical inquiry, Bcyrmd
(1997) explore日 th巳 paradoxes of technology, desire, 
and the paranormal posed sinι巳 the birth of mechanical 
reproduction: th巳 phonogr:1ph s巳V巳ring the voice from 
th巳 body, photogrciphy c口pturing the soul, and cinema 
r巳surrecting th巳 dead.2而



This stillness and unrealness of sets and events in 
interactive games and fictions is part of an important 
discomfort the user feels after a while. In th巳French
CD Les Croisades: Con句pirηtion rm Mayen-Orient (1997, 

script by Al Harawi), a computerized man is cutting 
trees in a computerized forest. If you don’t click out of 

由ere fast enough, you see出at the sequence is a loop: 
trees regrow，由e man cu臼出em again, in 出e exact 
same way and with the exact same artificialness. Time 
is imprisoned in 由is redundant sequ巳nce and your 
own sense of time spent in出e game becomes distorted, 
moving in stillness. 

明Tho can believe in this enough to abandon him
self as if he/she wer巳 “really th巳re？” That’s one claim 
Einstein ’s Dreams doesn’t make. You are not invited in 
a supposedly real world; you ar巳 invited into a creation 
that explores notions of time, space, and man’s place in 
the universe. The only other CD that has those intel
lectual and stylistic qualities is Chris Marker ’s bmnem

oiy (1997), which invites you to explore num巳rous
planes of memory: being an self-portt柑of Marker by 
Marker, I111me11101y refers simultaneously to five types 
of memories: personal, the filmmaker’s memory of his 
own work, the filmmaker’s memory of social and polit
ical events，由e actual historical 巳vents, and the user’s 
own memorγof his/her journ巳y in Marker's CD. 

Another subtle quality of Einstein ’s Dreams is that 
although mostly avoiding redundancy， 出e structure 
nonetheless lets you keep track of your journey， 巳ach
visited dream making a connective line wi出 other
explored stars in the gala冯人

It creat巳d linear time in a nonlinear environment. 
It is the only CD-ROM I know I have ever complet巳d.
This feeling of closure is ess巳ntial to the feeling of sat
isfaction (which we will develop on in由e next section). 
Most users need closure because it’s rewarding. How
巳ver, most CDs are 巳xperienc巳d for a while (night after 
night, a whole summ巳r, a week, a few hours) but are 
rarely explored exhaustively.30 Some are abandon巳d be
cause of the numerous inherent difficulties designed 
and put in the us巳r's way to slow down the joun 
oth巳rs are never traveled far because由巳 propos巳d uni － 

V巳rse itself is devoid of interest. If the interface happens 
to also be dull and too simplistic, frustration kicks in 
quickly. As the multimedia artist HemγKuo summed 
it up in no uncertain terms: 

A lot of people have comp！，斤ined about the controls being too 

hard in 飞机peout, and PSYGNOSIS 打n飞pposedly fixin且
them in the sequel, Wipeout LX. U,乍ll, I say, anyone who 

co叫山 ’r handle the original game should just 仰ck to Pole 
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Position, and stop convinciηg these g斤”1e companies to 

make these ga仰阳 m卢1cking ca吵 that d町卢tcking moron 
could play it. 扩 you want to be good at a game, you must 
understand the laws of nature based inside that video game, 
and allow your mind to enter in切 it and become whatever 
it is you are c仰盯olli：咱， and o呻 then will you gain the 
basis for a true unde时andiηg of吵at a video g，斤?llC is. 3 l 
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Promise of Involvement: Promise of 
Being (Given a Role) 

In light of this, we can ask ourselves the following three 
questions: (1) How is spectator identification achieved 
in a multimedia document? (2) Is this m巳dim丁1 offi巳ring
a new type of writing practice, or a new kind of reading 
exp巳rience? (3) In what ways has sp巳ctator participation 
and involvement in由巳 fiction chang·ed with regards to 
his or her expectations about each 、巳W technology？ ” 

Relying on the works of Umberto Eco, Roland Barth白，

Christian Metz, Hans Robert Jauss, Gerard Genette, 
and Roger Odin, we will explor巳 the concept of sp巳eta
tor identification in a screenplay and comment on his 
or her expectations about the story. Literary theory 
and semiology, transposed and adapt巳d to the study 
of the screenplay (whe由巳r it be cin巳111日tic or inter
active), afford very useful anJ powerful Eυols 出at
enable us to understand how sp巳ctator id巳ntification is 
construct巳d.

A screenwriter has to b巳 able to er巳ate a strong 
巳nough world that it will permit the suspension of dis
belief to happen.叭Tithout that infamous storytelling 
mechanism, the process of identification cannot kick in 
and thus th巳 exp巳rience of th巳vi巳wer can never really 
attain high levels of narrative contentment. Without 
our full abandonm巳nt in a story and our trusting en
gagement in a situation, a climax is hard to reach. 

With this in mind, what novelty tl1巳se projects do 
offer is ilie concept of 由巳 reader-participant, which 
entails another type of satisfaction.认Thereas the film 
script has to be written to sati均由e needs of both出巳
film director and the future spectator, th巳 interactive
script is structured to encourage出e active intervention 
of the read巳r-participant, with regards to由e itinerary 
he or sh巳 will have to follow-whether he or she likes 
it or not-to get to the end of the story. In Einstein's 
D1·e1111矶。m quickly 巳nds up identI命1吨with出巳 cur
sor. The clicking process is in itself a representation of 
you「 reading ahilities and pa忧ems and how the dreams 
unfold for you are totally dependent on your cursor’s 
sens巳 of discovery and touch. In the May 5 dream titled 
“Cause and effect are erratic：” “Each touch has no past 
or fuhn飞巳ach kiss is a kiss of immediacy.” 
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He or she must learn 出巳 rules of the gam巳， so to speak, 
and get accustomed to 出巳 int巳rnal functions of th巳 pro

pos巳d “environm巳nt”

（Cotton and Oliv巳r, 1993). It is 
o呻by learning th巳s巳 rules 由at 出e r巳ader-participant
will be able to move forward in the narrative, and at a
faster pac巳. In ord巳r to gain access to出e narrative it

se巳ms the reader must (re）！巳arn to read 巳V巳ry tim巳 he

or she tackles a new CD-ROM based story. The narra
tive structure integrates these r世巳s and uses由em 豁出e
driving forc巳 b巳hind 出巳 story.

I would argue furth巳r: the interface is the story. In

many interactive fictions出E interface itself is more in
teresting to explore and discover than出e content and 
th巳 storγit actually wants to mediate and take us into. 
Our own way of discovering this interface becomes 
our reading, our story, and, most importantly here, our 

E呻enencc.
叭That h叩pens to th巳 process of identi五cation

when one can n巳ver really k巳l a story is being told but 
that instead one has to search and look for it? As w巳

hav巳 said earlier, as a r巳ad巳r or sp巳ctator (of a film, a 
nov巳I, a play) makes inf，巳rences, establish巳s links b巳－

tween sequences in ord巳r to understand the plot, and is 
generally curious about 出巳 outcome of 出巳 story, so 
does th巳 interactiv巳 reader.

The main difference between th巳 two viewing 
巳xperienc巳s is in th巳 physical manipulation of the mat巳－

rial: the clicking. Making choic巳s whil巳 interpr巳ting a 
t巳xt isn't n巳w; breaking away from a pr巳fix巳d t巳m
por ord巳ring of S巳qu巳nc巳s is. But let's not get overly 
巳nthusiastic yet! The multimedia fiction introduc巳s a 
structure where the reader-participant is afforded 出巳

possibility of ordering th巳 S巳quences as he or she sees 
fit-however, to a limited degr巳e, as choic巳S ar巳 also
limited by th巳 length/space available on 由巳 CD.

Fur出ermore, however active this mode of read
ing may s巳em at first, it actually short circuits a cru
cial elem巳nt of storyt巳lling: causality. Causality is 
complet巳ly d巳pendent on montag巳（巳diting of appar 
巳ntly heterog巳neous story fragments). The most im
portantιons巳qu巳nc巳 of 出is abort巳d causality resides in 
the 巳xperienc巳 of catharsis. More than a few reader
participants have 巳xperienc巳d at l巳ast a slight degr巳巳 of
frustration and disappointment upon completing int巳r
activ巳 narratives. It se巳ms th巳 time and effort r巳quir巳d
to S巳巳 them through ar巳 a rath巳r steep price to pay. 
Contrary to wbat satisfaction h巳 or sh巳 may feel at th巳

end of a well-written nov巳l or well crafted film二

巳xp巳ctations being somewhat di仔巳rent the r巳ad巳r
participant may feel l巳t down, discovering th巳 storγ

Promise of Making the Reader a 
Potential 矶Triter-Participant of the 

Story 
The仇mdam巳ntal cliff ，巳r巳nc巳 between screenwriting for 
the cinema and scripting an interactive document 

resides less in 由巳 writing proc巳ss than in 出巳（pro
grammed) reading experi巳nce（

“reading” in 出巳 Bar出c
sian sense). As w巳 have se巳n, the basic principles of 
writing have not chang巳d as much as some have stated 

or implied. Th巳 same rings true as far as the rules of 
drama ar巳 concern巳d: the transformations multimedia 

has brought about ar巳 still a far cry from being revolu 
tionary. How巳ver, what has chang巳d from film to CD 
ROM bas巳d fiction is the reading 巳xperience itself and 
the way in which a reader approaches th巳 text at hand. 
Th巳 shift ca口 h summed up as a progression from sim
ply watching to actually doing, or as Greimas would put 
it, from watching to “make som巳thing happ巳n”

（a lit
巳ral translation from th巳 French: "faire fm旷

’

）．认1h巳r巳as
a film script anticipat巳5 出巳 reactions and 出巳 巳xpecta
tions of the “ideal” spectator，由E nmltim巳dia script
prompts 出巳 read巳r-spectator to liv巳 out the narrative 
by making a series of choices. 

If a film 巳ncourages spectator participation by 
making him or her 1mke infer巳nces about what will 
happen n巳xt, the multim巳dia document brings th巳 sp巳c
tator's participation to a different level, as h巳 or sh巳

must act out these inf，巳rences.几!Jy旷日user manual con
stantly reminds出at the user, wh巳n lost should: 
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Thi叶 ofrelated 附Y川 or p/11ccs you 'vc 附n, thz川 of i1扩or
mation you ’ve been given, pay close attcllfion to cve1ythinp; 
you see, don ’t for且et anythi咆 But most impo11mzt{y 

· think of叫以you would do if you w们 really there. Remem
ber, there is ahv1，σs the se，价d Cl川lope 扩 you need it,
hut . 32 

Thus, the re叫巳r-participant must literally navigat巳

throng、h the story in order for it to be “told” to him.
The tale, far from narrating itself, must be found out by 
the r巳ader『participant through a series of d巳ductions
口nd inductions that are to be !iv巳cl out through a v巳巧r

real manipulation of the actual machin巳.Th巳 manipula 
tion grants him or her access to the medim口， and to th巳

ach1al storyt巳lling proc巳dure日 ．

The age-old question of th巳 film spectator’s alleged
passivity is c1℃eping back int仆 th巳 spotlight. Other than 
exploring, discov巳rin日，and accmnulating information, 
what must the reader-p江Iticipant of a CD』ROM Im巳d
fiction do in order to get to the heart of th巳 narrative?



was not written in a truly interactive fashion, as prom
ised at the beginning of th巳 game; as we have previously 
s巳en， 出ere is no real interactivity. In addition， 出巳
r巳ader-participant may b巳 disappoint巳d because h巳 or
sh巳 did not lose himself in出巳 story as he or sh巳 might
have, had 出巳 story told itself. Because th巳 reader
participant has had to actively play-and work-to re
solve the probl巳ms proposed by the narrative, to order 

出e sequences and ultimately to und巳rstand出巳 plot，也巳
spectator is constantly reminded of his or her own sta 
tus: that of a spectator who is prompted to act, follow
ing a sp巳cific set of guidelines. 

I wish to argu巳 tl1at 出E “click reading process” 

creat巳s a constant 巳筐巳ct of distancing. Constantly 
remind巳d of our own reading trajectory, w1出its errors 
and misleading clues (which translate into impati巳nce),
it’s as if tl1e story was taken over by its enablers （由e
clickable links) just as in a brechtian 111町 en scene 由巳
actor supplants the character, thus rendering him, dra
matically speaking, an impotent protagonist. A丘er a few 
minutes or hours of narrative perdition within a web 
of frustrating and punitive digressions, one is t巳mpted
to click = to quit reading = playing. P巳rpetually dis
engaged from th巳 narrative by出e interface, inst巳ad of 
feeling you’re part of the story, you feel out of place, 
not unlike the exp巳rience of watching Lady in the Lake 

(Robert Montgomery, 1947), a feature-length film shot 
巳ntirely from出e subj巳ctive point of view of出e main 
character. The effect, although som巳what novel (in 
194 7) and int巳resting at first glance, quickly becomes 
tedious.叭在iat that film has taught us is that if you don’t 
S巳巳由e character’s entire body and face at least once in 

出巳 film, you'll notice由巳 camera moves but will b巳 un
able to feel for him and, n巳巳dless to呵，to identi命with
him. Going back to my own 巳xp巳rience of th巳Mont
gom巳ry film, the awfully awkward and distorted kiss to 
th巳 camera l巳ns is on巳 m巳moral】le anticathartic view】

ing 巳xp巳rience I am not about to forg巳t! Just as it fail巳d
to operat巳 in the La吵 in the Lake, suspension of disbe
lief, th巳 mechanism出at enables the spectator or reader 
to tru悖appr巳ciate the t巳nsion created by th巳 narra
tive and its ultimat巳 cathartic outcom巳， is still for now 
absent from all the int巳ractiv巳 fictions we have had ac
C巳ss to. 

All narrative fiction is designed wi出 a specific set of 
rules and guidelines. These rules may be slightly modi
fied仕om tim巳 to time because of technological changes 
and innovations. Ind巳巳d, th巳ater, the printing press, 
photography, cinema，由巳n sound cin巳ma have all had 
an impact on th巳 way stories were and are told. Truth 
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be said, we must admit由at由巳 most solid and funda
mental principles of storytelling date back to Aristotle. 

叭1h巳ther on巳 speaks now of a r巳volution or not，出at
fact cannot be disput巳d. Consequently, we consider 
that if there are distinctions to learn from comparing 
the practice of scr巳enwriting for 由e cinema and for 
interactive media, the real chang巳 resides in what tl1e 
screenwriter will allow the spectator to know, se巳，
and understand, in tl1e manner th巳 reader-participant
spectator will enter the narrative and d巳em it believable
or not, and, last but not least, if it is worthy of being ex
perienced or not. Now the tim巳 has come to click and 
qmt. 
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Notes 
1. Marshall McLuhan (1995).

2. Isabelle Raynauld (1990).

3. Alan Lightman (1993). Einstein's dreams. 认Tarn巳r
Books, p. 3 3.

4. Henry Jenkins and Janet Murray, 1999, pp. 35一

57.

5. Ibid.
6. I wish to thank a Ph.D. student who followed

my seminar on technologies and scr巳巳nwr旭ng
at the University of Montreal, Eric Alloi, for

出E many insightful comments he offered after 
reading this chapt巳r.

7. Many thanks to William Uricchio, Joost Raes
sens, and Frank Kessler扣r this invitation. 

8. See Tom Guning (1989).

9. M. Utvitch, as quoted by Varchol 1996, p. 90.

10. For a visual und巳rstanding, just have a look at
one of the 2 50 Liquidation script pag巳s.

11. I wish to thank Daniel Canty (multimedia 
writer-director), Michel Lefebvre, and Eva 
Quintas (Ag巳nc巳Topo), Alain Mongeau direc
tor of multimedia r巳search at Ex-centris in

Mon tr巳al,Michel Laforest, and Daniel Cholette
for sharing 出巳ir thoughts, collections of CDs
:11日］ for the ensuing discussions around them.
Special thanks go to scr巳enwriter Simon St
Onge for his careful and insightful reading of
an earlier version. 

12. Prolo♂1巳 in th巳 game Myst, 1993.

13. Manovich, 2001, p. 221.
14. J\;伊t：刊c q庐cial strategy guide. Prima Communi

cations, Inc., 1993.

15. Prologue in j\伽－

16. Ibid.
17. M. Henderson. (1993) . .it今st Jou仰al, p. 6.
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28. June 20 dream, written text in Einstein's Dreams,

CD-ROM by Daniel Canty, 1999.

29. Idem.

30. Sine巳 I started teaching出is topic in university,

I must have had 150 students given assign

men ts to analyze fictional CD-RO Ms. Only

one student 巳ver h山hed Myst.' All配others

complained of the lengthy experi巳nee, of getting

bored, frustrated, and discouraged.

31. Henry Kuo in Red Landscapes, CD-ROM, 1999.

32. j\,今＇St
’

SU阳 manual, p. 6. 
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COMPUTER GAMES AND LEARNING: DIGITAL GAME-BASED LEARNING 

Marc Prensky 

Although computer and video games are most o丘m
thought of as pure entertainment, it is important to 
understand that 由ey are enormously powerful learning 

tools as well. Realizing this will not only help us to de
sign better games, but will allow us-using computer 

games as a medium that can express many different 
messages-to create effective new learning opportuni

ties and tools for those raised on a heavy computer and 

video game diet from an early age. 

In this chapt巳r I shall 巳xplore th巳 learning dimen
sions of computer games. In doing so I shall refer t。

由巳 phenomenon I am talking about here-putting 

games and learning toge由巳r as d也ital game-based 
learning.1 

My aims here are to help clarify由巳 rich and com

plex relationship between computer games and learn
ing, and to highlight computer and video games’ 

enormous potential for helping people to learn more 

effectively in出e future. In so doing, I will address the 

following: 

1. Why might we want or need to consciously design 

and use games as vehicles for learning “serious” （i.e., 

nongame) content and subject matt巳r?
2.矶冯1at learning alrea今 happens when a person plays

a computer or video game designed purely for enter

tainment whether consciously or partially or totally

unbekno飞；，，，nst to the player?

3. How do w巳 design learning games that create rigor
ous learning of given academic or盯aining material and,

at出e same time, appeal to players?

4. Where are we today in th巳 process of creating digital
game-based l巳arning？识!hat has been done so far and

how succ巳ssful has it been? How can we do better?
叭!hat will the缸ture hold?

Why Use Games for Learning? 

Play 佑。＇U：γ bγai的 favorite way of lem切咆 things.
-Diane Ackerman 

Anyone who makes a distinction between education and 
entertainment doesn't know the 乒ηt thing about either 
one. 

Attributed to Marshall McLuhan 

Why might we want or need to consciously design 

and use computer and video games for learning “real

world” （i.巳.， nongame) content and subject matter?

There are two key reasons: 

Our learners hav巳 changed radically. 
These learners need to be motivated in new ways. 

All digital game-based learning is based on these 

two key premises. Let us examine出em in more detail. 

The first premise 也at today’s learners have changed
in some 声ndamentally important 切ays. Growing up wi也
digital technology, of which computer and video games 

are a major part, has dramatical忖－and, importantly, 
discontinuously-changed出巳W叮people raised in this 

time think and process information. These changes 

have been so enormous 出at today ’s younger people

have, in their intellectu 呵l巳 and pr巳f巳r巳nces, veηd矿二

ferent ”zinds from their paren臼and, in fact, all preced

ing generations. 

The second premise is 出at computer games can 
provide a new way to motivate today's students to learn. 
One of the growing probl巳ms facing all formal learning, 

whether classroom, online, distance, or “
巳－，” is keeping

students motivated-motivated enough to stick wi由出e

learning process to the end of a class, lesson, session, 

course, semester, or degree. Moti飞ration is important 
because learning requires putting out effort. However, 

the things出at were effective in motivating learners in 
past do not motivate the learners of today. We need 

something new. 

Fortunately, w巳 now have a generation that when 
growing up deeply experienced, for出e first tim巳 in his

tory, a radically new form of play-computer and video 
games. As this new form of entertainment has radically 
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today are all “native speakers" of the digital language 
of computer飞video games, and the Internet. 

So what does出at make th巳 rest of us? Thos巳 of us 
who were not born into the digital world but hav巳， at 
some later point in our !iv风becom巳 fascinated by and 
adopted many or most aspects of the new technology 
are, and always will be compared to 出em, Digital 

b”’nigrn捉ts.

The importance of the distinction is this: As Digi
ta! Immigrants learn like all immigrant『， some better 
than others-to adapt to their environm巳时， 出ey al
ways retain, to som巳 degree, their “accent，”由at is, 

出eir foot in the past. The "Digital Immigrant accent” 

can be seen in such出ings as turning to出E Internet for 
information second rather than first, or in reading the 
manual for a program rath巳r than assun让ng that由E
program itself will t巳ach us to use it. Today ’s old巳r
folk were socialized differently from their kids, and are 
now i日出巳 process of learning a new language. And a 
language learned later in life, scientists tell us, goes 
into a different part of th巳 brain.

Ther巳 ar℃ hundr巳山 υf 巳xamples of th巳 Digital Im 
migrant acc巳nt. They include printing out your email 
(or having your s巳cretary print it out for you-an 巳ven
"thick巳r” accent); n巳巳ding to print out a docum巳nt
written on th巳 computer in order to edit it (rather than 
just 巳diting on the screen); and bringing p巳ople physi
cally into your o伍c巳 to s四川 interesti且g website (rather 
than just sending them the URL). I'm sure you can think 
of on巳 or two 巳xamples of your own without much ef
fort. My own favorite example is the “ Did you get my 
email? ” phone call. Those of us who are Digital Immi
grants can, and should, laugh at ours巳Ives and our accent. 

But this is not a joke. It ’s deadly seriou日，because
the sing1巳 biggest problem facing education today is 
tl1at our Digital Immigrant instructors, who speak an 
outdated Ian凯rnge (that of the predigital age), are strug
gling to teach a population that speaks an entirely n巳W
language. 

This is obvious to th巳 Digital Natives. School o丘en
feels pretty much as if we’ve brought in a population of 
heavily ace巳nted, unintelligible foreigners to lecture 
them. Ev巳r since Pong arrived in 1974, our kids have 
been adjusting or programming 由eir brains to the 
speed, interactivity, and other factors in computer and 
vid巳o game凹， much as their parents the boom巳rs
reprogrammed their brains to accommodate TV. But 
when they get to school they have to "power down." 

The “mind alterations”

。r “cognitiv巳 巳hang巳s"
caused by th巳 new digital t巳chnologies and media hav巳

led to :i variety 。f 11巳w needs :md preforenιes on th巳

shaped their preferences and abilities, it has absorbed 
tl1巳ir time and effort to 乱n ext巳nt never before se巳n.
The typical student has now played thousands of 
hours of vid巳O games befr】re graduating from colleg巳．

The engag巳ment power of electronic games for 出is
generation (and those to com巳） may he, if used corr巳ctly,

由e biggest learning motivator w巳 have ever seen. 
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How Learners Have Changed 
It is interesting to me thnt so few have observed tl1at 
our students i/re 110 longer the people our edu「·ationaL system 

w11s designed tn teach. Today ’s students have not just 
changed incrementally from tl10se of出E past, nor sim
ply changed tl1巳ir slang, cloth巳s, body adornments, or 
styles, as has happened between generations pr巳viously.
A really big discontinuity has taken place. One might 
even call it 曰 “singularity”－an event that changes 
things so fundamentally that there is absolutely no 
going back. This so-called "singularity” is tl1e arrival 
and rapid diss巳mination of digital t巳chnology in the 
last decades of tbe twentieth centruγ ． 

’L'oday's students-kind巳rgarten through colleg巳

represent the first g巳neration to grow up with this 
new technolo白人They have sp巳nt their entire lives sur
rounded by and using comput巳rs, video games, digital 
music play巳I飞 video cams, cell phones, anιl all the other 
toys and tools of the digital age. Today ’s ave rag巳 col
lege grads have spent fewer 出an five thousand hours 
of their lives reading, but more than ten出ousand hours 
playing video games and another t巳n on th巳ir cell phon巳5
(not to mention tw巳nty thousand hours watching TV).2 
Com put巳r games, email, the Internet, cell phones, and 
in日tant messaging ar巳 int巳gral parts of

’

their lives. 
lt 1日 now clear that as a result of tl1is ubiquitous 

digital environment and the sheer volume of their in 
t巳raction with it, today's students think and process 
information fundamenta1ly differently from th巳ir pr巳de
出ssors. These d1仔巳rences go far furilier and deeper 
than most educators suspect or realize.“Diff ，巳r巳nt kinds 
of exp巳ri巳nc巳s lead to di仔erent brain 日tructures，

” says
Dr. Bruce D. lkrry of Baylor College of Medicine.3 
It is very likely that our stud巳nts’ brains have physi
cally changed-and are different from those of their 
pare川、 as ,1 result 。f how th巳y grew up. But wheth巳r
or not this is LitemLf:y true, we can say with cert3inty that 
their thinking patterns h,w巳 chang巳d. I will get to how 
th巳y h,iv巳 ch,rng巳【l shυrtly. 

Wh日t sh川dd we call thes巳
“new ”

日tudcnts of 
today？仙）111巳 r巳for t仆 them 口s the N (for Net)-gen or 
D-(for digit:11)-gen. Dut thL: rn削t useful design日tion I 
have found for them is ／＼！扩'fill Native.1 . Our students 



part of the younger generation, particularly-although 

by no means exclusively-in th巳 area of learning. In 

fact, says one observer，“Linear thought processes that 
dominate educational systems now can actually retard 

learning for brains developed through game and Web

surfing processes on出e computer.”（Moore, 1997) 

Ten矶Tays Digital Natives Are Different 
Exactly how are 由巳 Digital Native learners different as 

a result of 出e technology and games tl1ey grew up 

with? Here ar巳 ten 巳xamples.

Twitch S》eed versus Conventional Speed 
“Twitch speed” is the rate that a game player’s thumbs

mov巳 up and down on the controller. Because of gam臼

and other experi巳nces (such as MTV), the Digital 
Natives have had far more experience at processing 

information quickly than their pr巳decessors, and are 

therefor巳 better at it. Of cours巳， humans hav巳 always

b巳巳n capable of operating at faster than “normal” 

speeds-think of airplane pilots, race-car drivers, and 

speed-reading伊ru Evelyn Wood but this ability has 

now 1nov巳d into a generation at large, and at an early 

age. A big probl巳111 Digital Natives face is that, after 

MTV and video games ， 由ey essentially hit a brick 
wall short of piloting a jet, little in real life moves 

tliat fast. Traditional school feels to them like a depres

sant. We see the Digital Natives ’ need for speed mani

festing itself in a number of ways, including a demand 

for a faster pace of development, 1巳ss “time-in【grade，”

and shorter lead times to success.识Te need to create 
learning experiences出at maintain出巳 pace and exploit 

th巳 Digital Natives’ facility with twitch speed while
adding content tl1at is important and useful. Digital 
gam巳－based learning is one of th巳 ways we can do this. 

Parallel Pγocessi：臼立 versus Linear Proccssmg 

Digital Nativ巳s grew up doing their homework while 

watching TV and doing almost everγthing while w巳ar

ing a识Talkman. Most of thes巳 p巳ople feel much more 

comfortable than their predecessors doing more than 

one thing at a tim巳. At least some of this comes from 
games Patricia Gr巳enfield of UCLA (1984) cites par

allel processing as a “cognitiv巳 requirement of skillful

vid巳o game playing.”It turns out our attention does 
not necessarily have to be limited to only one thing at 

a tim 巳， becaus巳 the mind can actually proc巳ss many 

tracks at 。nee (or in very quick succ巳ssion) and often 
has quit巳 a bit of "idle time” from its primary task that

can be used to handle other things.“There is no ques

tion tliat people can learn to do quit巳 a bit of parallel 
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processing in certain job situations, such as a lot of mil

itary jobs，”says Susan Chipman.4 Today it is com-

111011 to see young computer artists creating complex 
graphics while listening to music and chatting with co

workers, young business people having multiple con
versations on the phone while reading their computer 
screens and email, and securities traders managing mu!
tiple screens of information simultaneously. On today ’s
cable TV news，由巳 anchor person takes up only a small 
corner of the screen， 由巳 remainder being filled with 
sports statistics, weather information, stock quot巳s, and 

h巳adlines, all present巳d simultan巳ously.
We need to be thinking of additional ways to 

enhance parallel processing for th巳 Digital Natives 
to take advantage of 出is now more highly 巳nhanced

human capability.识Te can feed Digital Natives much 

more information at once than has been done in由e

past. As in 出eir games, having all the information at 

由eir fingertips-numbers, video, links, simultaneous 

conv巳rsations, with the ability to mov巳 seamlessly be

tween them-is the Digital Nati时’s nirvana. 
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Random Access versus Linear Thinking 

Digital Natives w巳r巳出巳 first to experience hypertext 

and “clicking around" in 由巳ir games and on出巳 web.

As a result，“they develop hypertext minds，”says认Ti!

liam Winn. 5 “They leap around. It ’s as though their

cognitiv巳 structures were parallel, not sequential.” An
oilier reports出at the Digital Native takes in and out

puts information differently-typically from multiple 
sources and occurring in a less sequential manner. This 

new random access information structure has increased 
th巳 Digital ］、\fatives’ awareness of and ability to make

conn巳ctions, has freed them from the constraint of a 

single path of tl10ught. Although some fear that unbri

died hyperlinking may make it more di伍cult for these 

people to follow a linear argument and to do some 
types of deep or logical thinking, what has be巳n lost 

in linearity may have been made up for by a greater 

ability to perceive, and think in, structure and pa忧erns.

“Our electronically confi♂ired world，”wrote Marshall 

McLuhan "has led us to move from the habit of data 

classification to the mode of pa仕巳rn recognition.叭Y巳

can no long巳r build serially, block-by-block, st巳p-by

step, because instant communication insmes that all 

factors of the environment and of experience coexist in 

a state of active interplay” （1967, p. 9). 

GmphiαFirst versus Text First 

In previous gen巳rations, graphics were gen巳rally ii
lustrations, accompanying the text and providing some 
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Active ve1丁us Passive 
A striking cross-g巳nerational differ巳nee can be obs巳rv巳d

when people are given new software to learn. Old巳r

folks almost invariably want to read 出巳 manual first, 

afraid they won’t understand how th巳 so仕ware works

or that th巳y ’11 break som巳thing. Digital Natives rarely

ev巳n think of readi吨a manual. They just play with 

出巳 softwar巳， hitting 巳V巳ry key if nee巳ssarγ， until they 

figur巳 it out. If they can’t, they assume the problem is

with出e software, not with th巳m software is supposed 
to t巳ach you how to use it. This attitud巳 is almost c巳r

tainly a direct result of growing up with el巳ctronic

games where each level and monster had to b巳 figured

out by trial and error，乱nd each trial click could lead to 

a hidden surpris巳. Th巳 games were designed to teach 

you as you go, as Greenfi巳Id was on巳 of th巳岳rst to 

point out. W巳 now see much less tol巳rance among th巳

Digital Natives for passiv巳 situations such as lectures, 

classrooms， 乱nd me巳tings. Nike ’s slogan 气Just do it” 

(which began in 1988!) hits this generational chang巳

叫uarely on the he叫（Gr巳巳nfi巳Id, 1984). 

kind of eluc1白白n. For today’s Digital Natives, th巳 r巳－

lationsl叩is aln st compl巳t巳忖 r巳V巳r

is to 巳lucidat巳 SOlll巳由ing that W日s first exp巳ri巳need 日S

an imag巳. Since childhood, th巳se p巳opl巳 have b巳巳n con

tinuously exposed to t巳l巳vision, and computer and video 

games that put high】quality, highly 巳xpressive graphics 

in front of them wi由little or no accompanying t巳xt.

The result has b巳en to acutely sharpen出eir visual sen

sitivity. Th巳y find it much more natural than their 

pred巳cessors to begin wi出 visuals, and to mix t巳xt and 

graphics in a rich与 111巳ani吨句l way. 

飞lid巳O games fi gur巳 importantly in Gre巳nfi巳ld ’s ex

planation of a worldwid巳 rise of what sh巳 terms “visual

intellig巳nc巳
”

（ 1984). It is link巳d to th巳 other changes as 

W巳11, becaus巳， in her words，
“pictorial images, in gen

eral, t巳nd to elicit parallel processing.” 

This shift toward graphic primacy in the younger 

g巳n巳ration raises some tl10rny issu巳s witl1 regard to tex

mal lit巳racy and depth of information. Our challenge is 

to design ways to use出1s shift to enhance compreh巳n

sion, while still maintaining th巳 same or 巳ven greater 

richn巳ss of information in the new visual context. 
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One of th巳 t】iggest lessons th巳 gar丑巳5 g巳n巳ration

l巳arn巳d fr【＞m playing all those houri♀of vid巳O gam巳s is 

th乱t if you put in 由巳 hours and mast巳r tl1e game, you 

will be r巳warded-with the next level, with a win, with 

a place on the high scorers’ list.叭That you do deter

mines what you g巳t, and what you get is worth the ef

fort you put in. Computers exc巳l at giving feedback, 

and the payoff for a叮action is typically 巳xtrem巳ly

cl巳ar. A k巳y outcome of this is a huge intoleranc巳 on

the part of Digital Natives for things that don’t pay off

at tl1巳 level expected. Digital Natives make payoff 

versus patience decisions every minute.“认币1y should 

I bother？ ” they constantly ask. The challeng巳 is to

und巳rstand just how important出ese payoff versus pa

tience trad巳 offs are, and to find ways to offer Digital 

Nativ巳s m巳aningful rewards now, ratl1巳r than advic巳

about how things “will pay off in th巳 long run.” 

Fm时rtry ve1:rus Reality 
Another striking asp巳ct of th巳 games generation is th巳

d巳gr巳c to which fantasy elem巳nt日， both仕0111 th巳 past

(m巳di巳val, Dungeons 沙 Dmgo11s imagery), and th巳 future

(Star vi,切丁， Star Ti世，乱nd oth巳r science fiction imag

ery) pervad巳 th巳ir lives. This phenom巳non has certainly 

been encouraged by games and technology. Although 

young p巳ople have always indulged in fantasy play, th巳

α ＞mput巳r ha日 by its nature mad巳 this easier and mor巳

realistic, in many ways bringing it to life. N巳tworl、

Connected versus Stand-Alone 
Th巳 Digital Natives have been raised wi出， and becom巳

accustom巳d to, the worldwide conn巳ct巳dness of email, 

broadcast messages, bulletin boards, usegroups, chat, 

multiplayer games, and instant messaging. The games 

g巳n巳rations ’ conn巳ct巳dness is both synchronous 正and

asynchronous-any tim巳， anywh巳r巳，乱t almost no cost. 

For Digital Natives, th巳r巳 are people who can be con

tacted, spoken to and played with-somewhere in th巳

world-24/7/365. 

The conn巳ctα_In巳ss of the Digital Natives has 

mad巳 th巳m much less constrained by their physical lo 

cation and more willing to work in t1比如 call叫
“vir

tual t巳江ms” tlrnt are becoming more useful in a vari巳ty

of educati。n settings and business巳s. Som巳 claim that 
this 1巳ads to depersonalization, as p巳ople m巳et, chat, 
play, and ev巳n work on the W巳b without ev巳r 日巳巳ing
each oth巳r or knowing the oth巳r person’s name or gen
d巳r. But people who do this oft巳n find it enormously 
liberating and fun to b巳 fre巳d of all the 巳ff1巳cts of 
“lookism”

日ml oth巳r prejudices. Mor巳ov巳r, as a result 
of their connected 巳xp巳rience, Digital Natives tend to 
think differently ab《旧t how to g巳t information and 
solv<: problems. 飞归1en 日 Digital Native wants t门 know 
川mething, he or she typically sear℃hes the web :md 
possibly po日ts his qu巳stion to 口 bulletin hoard, contact
ing thousands of J】巳ople, rather than relying on only 
仆11巳川 two "m1th仆1 ities." 



technology allows people not only to create their new 
fantasy identities, but also to express them to o出ers
and join in fantasy communities and games such as 
EverQuest. Rather than admonish Digital Natives t。
“grow up and get real” and abandon their rich fantasy 
worlds, we ne巳d to search for new ways to combin巳 fan
tasy and reality to ev巳1γone ’s hen巳fit.

Piny ver丁us Work 

Although often derided in 由e press as intellectual 
slackers, in r巳ality出e Digital Natives are very much 
an intellectual problem-solving-ori巳nted generation. 

M any types of complex logic, challenging puzzles, spa
tial relationships, and other demanding “thinking" 
tasks are built into the computer and video games they 
so enjoy. They sp巳nd more on such electronic games 
than on going to the movies; and unlike for many Dig
ital Immigrants, ge回ng a complex PC to run can be a 
fun way to spend their time. Some have argued出at
play and games are good preparation for work. For 
today ’s Digital Natives play is work to a large extent, 
and work is increasingly s巳巳n in terms of games and 
game play. Th巳 fact that the “real life” gam巳s are verγ 
serious does not make出e player’s approach any differ
ent than the way he or she approaches game softwar巳－
Achievement, winning, and beating competitors ar巳 all
very much part of出巳 巳thic and process. 

Technology ns Fγiend versus Technology ns Foe 

Finally, growing up with computers has engendered an 
overall attitude toward technology in the minds of由e
Digital Natives that is very differ巳nt from出at of their 
巳lders (Tapscott, 1998). To much of th巳 older genera
tion, technology is som巳thing to be feared, to！巳rated，。r
at best harnessed to one’s purposes. To the Digital Na
tive, the computer is a friend. It ’s wher巳 he or sh巳 has
always turned for play, relaxation, and fun. It ’s som巳－

thing 出ey know 由e huge generational reversal in 
technical skill, where parents must turn to their chit 
dren for help in using their expensive equipment, is 
now legendary. To Digital Natives, owning or having 
ace巳ss to a networked, game-enabled computer feels al
most like a birthright and c巳rtainly a necessity. 

Attitude 

In addition to all of the above, a d巳fining characteristic 
of the Digital Native is "attitude”

－an irr巳V巳r巳旺， often
sar℃astic, tell-it-like-it-is, don’t－位y-to pull－出e-wool
over-my-eyes way of looking at things. This attitude is 
captured in many of their games and especially in Jelly
vi son’s game s巳ries You Don ’t Know Jack. （“认That were 
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you thinking？”） Attitude may have or咆inated as a r巳ac
tion to all the commercials and other television that 
Digital Natives grew up with. But however it start巳d, it 
is certainly now part of their language （“Duh！ ”） and al
most a sine qua non for communicating with them effec
tively. In fact, not having attitude-or, wors巳， doing it 
wrong-is definitely part of the “Digital Immigrant ac
cent ” and is sure to be mocked. 

In all these ways and there are many o由巳rs the 
Digital Natives are cognitively different from由eir prede 
cessors. There is strong scientific evidence from neuro
scientists and social psychologists on brain plasticity 
and malleability to back this up.6 

Digital Natives accustomed to the twitch speed, 
multitasking, random access, graphics first, active, con
nect时，仇m, fantasy, and quick payoff world of their 
video gam白，MTV, and Internet feel bored by most 
of today ’s approaches to learning, well-meaning as 

由ey may be. Worse，由e many skills由at new technol
ogies have actually enhanced, such as parallel process
ing, graphics awareness, random access, and so on一

出at have profound implications for their learning are 
almost totally ignored by educators. 

All these cognitive differ巳nces, resulting 仕om y巳ars
of “new media socialization" and profoundly affecting 
and changing the gen巳rations’ learning styles and abili
ties, crγout for n巳w approaches to learning with a bet 
ter “缸” for the Digital Natives. Although certainly not 
the only w呵， computer and video games provide one of 
the few structures we curr巳ntly have出at is capable of 
meeting many of th巳 Digital Natives' changing learning 
needs and requir巳ments. This is the key reason why 
digital gam巳－based learning is beginning to emerge 
and thrive. 
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Why It Works 
In today ’5 巳ducation, the process of learning is rarely 
the motivating or engaging factor. Altl1ough ther巳 are
ιlιar s《】I丑e situations in which Digital Natives find 
l巳arning int巳resting and 乱r巳 eager to remain engaged 
in the l巳arning process (say a course in computers, or 
how to get a higher income), ther巳 are many more sit
nations in which they do and are not. Their motivation 
to exert th巳 effort needed to learn typically comes exter】

nally, from punishment and rewards. 
Garn巳 playing, of course, is just出e opposit巳. The 

main reason people play games is becaus巳出巳 process
of game playing is engaging. So engaging, in fact，由at
r would argue 出at computer and video games are 
possibly the most engaging pastime in the historγof 
mankind. These games bring togeth巳r combination of 
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l巳arning. The key of course, is to managt! how 出巳 two
ar巳 put together into a whole package. Another big part 
of the picture is how that package is used as part of a 
learning process. In most cases, digital game-based 
learning isn’t design巳d do an entir巳training or t巳aching
job alone, and is often part of larger educational ini
tiatives and approaches, often including teachers and 
。由巳r types of learning. But increasingly, the game por
tion is taking up a mor巳 up－仕ont, more primary, larger 

role in the process. 
A final requir巳ment-and this is no differ巳nt than 

any learning一is that the content and th!:! learner be 

well matched. If th巳y are not, littl巳 or no learning will 

happen with any m巳thod.

Should Learning Be Fun? 

I have spoken a lot about “fun” in the learning process. 

Should lt!arning be fun? Not everγon巳 thinks so. A. P. 
E巳rbert has said，“People must not do things for fun. 
叭TI:! are not her巳 for fun. Tht!re is no reference to缸n
in any act of Parliament." (2001). Clifford Stoll, in his 
1】ook Hir,b Tech Heretic (1999) says，“I may be old fash
ioned, but learning is hard work.”Yale Professor David 
Gelertner calls education "th巳hard巳st work most of us 
will 巳ver do.”7 

Digital game-based leai ning do巳sn ’t dispute由IS.

认That it takes issue with in “hard work” is not the 
“hard” part-no one seriously disputes that巳旺。rt and 
en ergγis involv巳d in learning. And all of th巳 best
gam出 ar巳hard to master. The chang巳， rather, is in the 
word “work.”Learning, as great teachers hav巳 known
throughout 出巳 ag巳s, does not feel like work when 
you’re having fun. The MIT Media Lab’s term for this 
is “hard fun” （taken from th巳 comment of a third
grad巳r) (Negropont巳， 1996, p. 196). Digital game 
based l巳arning can certainly be hard fun. But at its 
very best, even the hard part goes away, and it becomes 
all fun, a r巳ally good time from which, at the 巳nd, you 
hav巳gotten b巳tter at something, through a proc巳ss that 
Doug Crockford of Luc::isAr臼 has referr巳d to as 
"stealth learning.”H As the ke巳n motivator of people 
Dale Carnegie observed，“Peopl巳 rarely succeed uni巳ss
they hav巳仇min what th巳y are doing” （1964). 

Not Everyone “ Gets It” 

Yet although digital game-based l巳arning has h巳en
slowly making its way into 巳ducation and training for 
over twenty y巳日rs-for kids as "edutainment" and 
for adults as simulation and military gmnes-many 
manage1飞 and leaders in th巳 education world still do 
not fully accept its pr巳mises and utility. Many of th巳S巳
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Th巳y ar巳 a form of仇111. That gives us enjoyment and 

pleasure. 

They are form of play. That giv巳s us intmse and pas-

sionate involvement. 

Th巳y have rules. That gives us structure. 

They have goals. That gives us motivation. 

They are int巳ractive.That give♀ us doing. 

Th巳y ar巳 adaptive. That gives us卢ow.

They have outcomes and feedback. That gives us 
learning. 

They have win states. That gives us ego gratification. 

They have conflict/competition/challenge/opposi
tion. That giv巳s us ad1·enali11e. 

They have problem solving. 
。·er1t1v1吵·

Th巳y have int巳raction.That giv巳S us social 且刊ups.

Th巳y have characters and storγ. That gives us 

emotion. 

B巳caus巳 of all th巳『巳 factors, combining gam巳s and
l巳且ming can pot巳ntially add enormously to the 1110tiv,1-
tion of sn1<lents to l巳江rn what th巳y may not h巳。由巳r
wise motivated to learn, and increase their engagem巳nt
in th巳 learning process. How? For a start, fun in the 
l巳arning process creates r巳laxation. It 巳nahles them to 
put forth巳ffort without resentment. Play has a deep hi【

。logic址，evolutionarily important function, which has 
to do specifically with learning-it is natu陀、 way of 
making it engaging for both humans and animal chi!
<lren learn (Hillis, 2000）.“Children ar巳 巳xpected to 
play b巳caus巳 W巳 recognize (p巳rl叫】s unconsciously) the 
fundamental utility of games as an 巳clucational tool，” 
says Chris Crawford, noted game designer (Crawford, 
1980). 

Games provide th巳 formal, structured way we 
harness and unleash all the power of fun and pl叮in
th<.: l<.:arning pro＜.：巳ss. Games 巳ngage and motivate us 
through th巳ir goals and our struggle to achieve the1口，

through the decisions w巳 make and th巳 feedback w巳

get from them, through th巳 opponents and challeng巳S

W巳 h臼ve to overcom巴， and th1 ough th巳巳motions and 
C叶nneιti仆ns with others Wt! feel when playing. It is this 
powerful stuff th�t ke巳ps kids glu巳d to their computers 
and consol巳s for the川巳 countless hours. 

C:onsciou日ly combining all this 巳ng:1ging power of 
αJmput巳r g川nes with 口 set of interactive learning prr】 F

cesses (that 仁an t:ik巳 scv巳ral different forms depending 
on th巳li:arnin吕goals) is wh日t create日 digital game bas巳cl

motivating elem巳nts not玩mnd tog巳ther in any other 

medium: 
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p巳ople are strong beli巳vers in “traditional” learning一

出巳 ess巳ntially ninete巳nth-century methods of rote 
learning, telling, and testing, and so on. One of由巳

most frustrating things for digital game-based learning 
advocates is to bump heads with such p巳opl巳， many of 
whom ar巳出巳 pot巳ntial purchasers of thes巳 products,
who just “don’t get it.” 

It is important由at we help出ose raised on tradi
tional educational and training出eory understand that 
because digital techn。lo部r is such a discontinuity, 
much, if not most of the data collected and the theories 
formulated in the past about how people think and 
learn no longer apply. This is on巳 r巳ason why our en
tire learning system, which worked well for hundreds 
of y巳ars, is breaking down. The “stuff” to be learned 
can no longer b巳 just “told” to today ’s learn巳rs. It 
must be learned炒出em, through questions, discov巳ry,
construction, interaction, and, above all, fun. Dig让al
game based learning is a great way for these leaders to 
begin to creat巳 this. Although certainly not出c only 
way, it repres巳nts on巳 of the first effective and doable 
m巳ans to alter the learning process in a way that app巳als
to, and excit巳s, Digital Natives. 

Effectiveness 
But how effectiv巳 is it? Many criticiz巳 today ’s learning 
gam巳s, and th巳r巳 is much to criticize. But if some of 
these games don’t produce learning it is not because 
th巳y are games, or b巳cause 出 e conc巳pt of game-based 
learning is faulty. It ’s because those partiwlar games are 

bar,忡 des驴ed.

As anyone who has ever look巳d at the problem of 
measuring “true learning” knows, it is no easy task. 
The real m创刊re of learning is b巳havior change
would this individual, wh巳n faced with an identical or 
similar problem in th巳 futur吧，do som巳thing different 
(mentally or physically) from befor甘B巳cause we can 

n巳ver know this until it happ巳ns, the pro巧r that we 
typically use to measure 1巳arning is the test: a s巳ri巳S
of qu巳stions, probl巳ms, and hypotheticals that l巳t

th巳learner demonstrat巳， although in a somewhat arti 
ficial cont巳xt, the new behaviors and approaches 
they have learned. （叽吁1巳n observing and measuring 
behaviors is possible, this is a better way to det巳rmine
eff1巳ctiv巳ness.)

So what peopl巳r巳ally want to know is: are th巳test
scores th巳sam巳as with the other m巳thods of learning-? 
Although th巳r巳 hav巳 only been a few head-to-head 
comparisons between digital game-based learning and 
alternatives conducted in this way, the studies that 

have been done show that learning gam巳S that are w巳II
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design巳d do produce learning, and lots of it, by and 
while engaging players. 

The Lightspan Partn巳rship, now part of Plato 
L巳arning, which created PlayStation games for curricu
lar reinforcement in el巳mentary school, measured出at
when one strips out the rec巳sses and th巳lunch and 出巳

in-between times, a可pical 9 3 school day actually con
sists of about 由ree hours of instruction tim巳.9 So if 
出 ey could get kids to play 出巳ir games for six hours 
over a week巳nd, and 出 e games W巳r巳only 50 p巳rcent
巳ducational, they’d effectively add a day a week to th巳ir
schooling. This would, th巳y hoped, b巳 reflected in 
higher t臼t scores. Lightspan conducted studi巳s in ov巳r
four hundr巳d individual school districts and p巳rfonned
a meta-analysis of all of them. Th巳y found increases in 
vocabulary and language arts of 24 and 25 p巳rc巳nt re
spectively ov巳r the control groups, whereas ma出 prob

lem solving and math procedur巳S ancl algorithms scores 
were 51 and 30 perc巳nt higher. 10 

Click Health, which made gam创to help kids self
manage 由eir health issu巳s, did clinical trials funded 
by 出巳 National Institut巳s of H巳alth. Th巳y found, 
in th巳 case of diabetes，由 at kids playing their gam臼（as
compared to a control group playing a pinball game) 
showed measurable gains in 日巳lι巳伍cacy, communica
tion with par巳nts, and diabet巳s s巳lf-care. And more 
important, urgent doctor visits for diab巳tes-related
problems declined 77 p巳1℃巳nt in th巳 tr巳atment group 
(Li巳berman, 1998). 

Sci巳ntific Le江rning's Fast forWard game-based 
program扣r retraining kids with reading problems 

conducted N江口。nal Field Trials using sixty indepen
dent professionals at thirty－且ve sit巳S across the United 

Stat巳s and Canada. Using standardized tests, each of 
the thi1咛five sites reported conclusive validation of 
the program’5 巳ffectiven巳ss, with 90 p巳rcent of the chil 
dren achi巳ving significant gains in one or more tested 
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。V巳r and over it ’s th巳 sam巳 simple story. 

Practice→time spent on learning-works. People don’t 
like to practice. Games capture their attention and 
make it happen. And of course 出巳y must be practicing 
th巳 right things, so design is important. 

The U.S. military, which has a quarter of a million 
eighteen-y巳ar-olds to 巳ducat巳巳V巳ry year, is a big be
licver in learning games as a way to reach their Digital 
Natives. They know their volunteers expect this： “Ifw巳

don’t do things that way, they ’re not going to want to 
be in our environm巳nt."12 \i\而挝、1nore， 由巳y ’ve
observed it working op巳rationally in th巳 field.“叭Te ’ve
日巳en it time and tim巳again in flying airplanes, in our 
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I’11 call 由自巳岳ve levels the “How，” ＂叭That，
”

“

认Thy，”“Where，
” and “When” levels of game learn

ing. There are no doubt more sophisticated names for 
them, but I'd prefer to avoid jargon as much as possible. 
Because I think thes巳 fiv巳 levels apply, to a gr巳at巳r or 
lesser extent, to all game players, at any age, I will 
generally not distinguish here between older kids and 
younger kids, except in one or two specific instances. 
However, I think this distinction is sometimes us巳ful,

and can be broken down even for出巳r.
Let us examin巳 what kids actually learn about real 

life from the video and computer games with which 

they spend so much of their time. 

Learning Level 1: Leaming How The most explicit 

level of learning that takes place as one plays a video 
or computer game is that on巳 is learning how to do 
som巳thing. As on巳 plays, one learns, gradually or 
quickly，出e mov巳s of the gam巳. One learns how the 
various characters, pieces, or anything else, can move, 
and what you can make th巳m do. On巳 learns how to 
drag tiles to build up a vii tual city or theme park. One 
learns how to prot巳ct ones巳lf in a fighting game and 
what w巳apons to us巳 to defeat your enemies. On巳 l巳arns
how to train a er巳ature and make it evolve and fight. 
On巳 l巳ams how to use weapons. And of course one 
learns the physical manipulations of the controllers 
involv巳d in doing all this. 

An additional, nonconscious message 出at one 
learns playing a game, of course, is that in vid巳O and 
computer games one has control of what go巳5 on on出e
sere巳n, unlike when watching movies or TV. Even 
infants learn this and are fascinated by this ability to 
control th巳 scr巳巳n. Many of us have watched infants 
and toddlers sit moving th巳 mouse and watching 出巳
screen with glee for long periods. This is, it seems to 
me, real world learning. 

U汀1at 巳lse do players learn about the real world at 
the How level? If the games are pure fantasy, then出巳

巳xplicit “how to do it” mov巳s may be pretty us巳］巳ss in 
the schoolyard or workplace. But learning how to flip 
Tetris pi巳ces may 巳nhance their m巳ntal spatial process
ing abiliti巳日， which could help th巳m on a r巳al world 
nonv巳rbal test. 

The mor巳 a gam巳 simulat巳S anything in th巳 r巳al
world, the more one learns about how to do things in 
that world. One early computer gam己，L矿c mu/ Death 

was about doing an appendectomy-in gr巳口t d巳tail,
from diagnosis to surg巳1γ. Thc garnc was d巳signed
hy a surgeon, and had a skillful player ｝】巳巳n called 
upon to do an em巳rgency operation, I het that he 

mission simulators，
” practical-minded Department of 

Defense train巳rs say. They are, in fact, perplexed by 

educators who say “

叭Te don’t know that educational 
technology works-we need to do some mor巳 studies.”
“

认丛 know th巳 technology works，” they retort. “

认F巳

�1、 . － ”’ 13 just want to get on with using it. 
Today ’s educators with the most crucial learn

ing missions-teaching the handicapped and the 
milita可－are already using custom designed computer 
and video games as an 巳ffectiv巳 way of r巳aching Digital 
Natives. In the end, much of th巳 r巳ason comes down to 
one simple出ing: time spent 011 the task. Computer and 
video and games are incredibly powerful and 巳E巳ctive
learning tools, mainly because of the thousands of 
hours kids spend playing them. 

But perhaps the most important reason why w巳 can
say for sure that digital game-based learning works as 
a learning tool is that nil 俨mes rtlrendy 阳山 plr，σ的 to

learn. Let ’s look now at what the players of computer 
and video games ar巳 already learning. 

主
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What Players Learn from Playing-
Computer and Video Games 

Som巳 observers 巳xpr巳ss the opinion that computer and 
video games are “mindless，＇ ’ that kids don ’t learn any
thing beyond hand eye coordination from the thou
sands of hours they spend playing video games. 0th巳1可
assert that although players may learn about th巳 gam巳

（巳.g., how to us巳 a Pokeb�ll on a Squirt＼巳）， they learn 
nothing ahout real life from th巳se games. Still oth巳rs
express the opinion that violent video games “teach 
our kids to kill.” 

All of thes巳 positions ar飞 I think, wrong. 

For whenever one plays a gam巳－video, computer or 
otherwise-and whatever game on巳 plays, learning hap
pens constantly, wh巳ther the players want it to, and are 
a war巳 of it, or not. And it is not just about the game 
that play巳rs are learning, but “about life.”Learning 
about life is on巳 of the great positive consequ巳nc巳s of 
all gam巳 playing. Learning takes place eve1γ time one 
play日， in every game, continuously and simultaneously, 
on sev巳ral levels. On巳 need not even be paying 
much conscious att巳ntion. But W巳 do have to pay sorn巳

attention in order to analyze how and what players 
learn. 

I仇ie L阳

I will focus h巳r巳 on fivc I 巳V巳l日 in which learning har 】

l】巳ns in vid巳o and com1】uter g白m巳s. My go日l is not to
be exhaustive, and it ’s quite dear that these levels 
intertwine.:. 



or she would have acquitted his or herself reasonably 

w巳11.

D巳signers of simulation games pride themselves on 

the games' becoming ever mor巳 r 巳alistic and “lifelike.” 

One may not be able to learn to do ev巳rything-there

are kinesth巳tic cues, for 巳xampl 巳 that you need to learn 

in a real airplane simulator or on a real horse-but

what you can learn how to do is huge, and still vastly 

under－ 巳xplored. Can you learn to monitor and us巳 th巳

controls and gaug巳s of a r巳al life airplane or train? Can 

you learn your way around a real life oil platform? Can 

you learn via a gam 巳 to trade financial instrum巳nts? To 

manage a出巳me park? To aim a gun and be steal出y?

You bet you can. And gamers often choose their games 

b 巳cause th巳y are inter巳sted in learning these things. 

Typically in games, players not only learn how to 

do these things in terms of knowing出e procedures, 

but th巳y also practic 巳出巳111 over and over, until出c

learning is internalized and becomes s巳cond nature. 

Gam巳 critic Dave Grossman (1999) highlights th巳 aim

ing accuracy of a young mass kill 巳r, which he attributes 

to such practice, which may, in fact be the case. But just 

b 巳cause on巳 learns how to do som巳thing, it do巳sn’t

mean one has learned when or whether one should do it. 

I will get to this later. 

The How lev 巳l also 口tends deeper, to more trans

ferable learning, by enhancing non-game-specific skills. 

Heavy video and computer game players learn how to 

parallel proc 巳ss and multitask b巳caus巳 they have to in 

order to succ巳ed at th巳 game. They l 巳arn how to take 

in many sources of information at once, such as出c

zoomed view, the overall vi巳w, tl1巳 r巳ar view mirror in 

a driving or flying game. Through practice in games 

they g 巳t better at int巳grating出ese p巳rspectives simulta

n巳ously into a single world view. They learn how to in

corporate peripheral information, a skill that has been 

shown to b 巳 巳nhanced by computer gam巳－playing as 

w 巳11.

So, for example, we can ask “叭That, at出e Hmv

l 巳V巳1, does a kid l 巳arn about real life from playing Poke

man？
” Principally, I tl1ink, he or she learns how to use 

and manage a larg巳 database of information. (He or sh巳

learns this, of course, nonconsciously, and without 

thinking of it at all in those terms.) This is a quit巳 so

cially useful type of l巳arning tliat we could easily apply 

to oth巳r larg巳 bodi巳s of information such as to real 

plants and animals, or g巳ographic data, if the context 

W巳re as compelling! 

Before W巳 l 巳av 巳由1s first lev 巳1, w巳 should ask: 
“How do we know th巳 learning at th巳 How level actu 

ally takes plac 巳？
” This is 巳asy: w巳 can obs巳IV 巳 it. People 
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who practic 巳 something ov 巳r and over learn it and get 
better. This is common knowledge. 

So at just th巳 How level，也E vid巳o or computer 
gam 巳 player learns quit巳 a bit. But w 巳 have bar巳ly even 
scratched the surface of出e learning由at goes on in 
vid巳O and computer games. 

Learning Level 2: Learning矶That At th巳 next lev 巳l
of learning in vid巳O and comput巳r games, players 1 巳arn
about what to do in any particular game (and，巳qually
important, what not to do). In other 飞再rords th巳y learn 
由巳 rul 巳s. Th巳 rul巳s of any game t巳ach you what is pos
sible and/or doabl 巳 in the game 巳nvironment, and video 
and computer games ar巳 no 巳XC 巳ption. The very pro
cess of game-playing can b巳 viewed as l巳arning to un -
derstand the “rules cod巳，

” according to SherrγTurkle 
of MIT (1995). 

Prior to出巳 advent of computer and video games, 

players typically learned the rules of a game before 

they start 巳d playing it. Howev 巳r tl1is is可pically not 

true in electronic gam 巳s in th巳S 巳 games th巳 rul 巳s ar巳

built in to the programming, and you learn th巳m as

you play. Players typically l巳arn the rules by trial and 

error, by playi吨and岳ndi

can’t do, rather than by reading the list ahead of time.

On巳 finds out by playing, for 巳xampl 巳 wh巳ther a shoot-

ing gam 巳 allows you to attack someone on your own 

team, or wh巳ther a simulation gam 巳 allows you to do 

destructive ( or S 巳lf-destructiv 巳） acts. 

Som巳 critics have found vid巳O and computer rul 巳S

to be “r巳strictive，＇’and th 巳refore limiting of learning.

But an int巳resting feahire of many video and computer 

gam 巳s is that you can frequently change出e built-in 

rules, by using the easily且ndable codes-known, to 

出c dismay and misunderstanding of adults, as “cheat

codes" which ar巳 part of most games and passed 

around from player to player via the w巳b, magazines, 

and word of mouth. Th 巳S 巳 codes give you 巳xtra

weapons, !iv 巳日， pow巳r, and so on that let you 巳ssentially

alter th 巳 rul 巳s.

So gam 巳 play 巳rs l巳arn rules aren’t nec巳ssarily fixed,
but can b 巳 changed, and that games provide different 
challenges with 【lifferent resourc 巳s at your command. 

叭冯1at do a video game’s rules teach kids about real
lifiθPlenty! Above all, I出ink, they make a play巳r, no 
matter what his or her age, refl 巳ct at l 巳ast subcon
sciously二and compare the gam巳 to what they already 

know about life. Players are constantly comparing the 

rules of what巳ver game出巳y ar巳 playing to what th叮
have learned els巳wher巳 about life.叭Then ther巳 is a con

flict, play 巳rs ask thems巳Ives “Is this a dumb rul 巳，
”
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Succ巳ssful players l巳arn that in some games and sit

nations to succ巳巳d you need to attack openly, and in 

others stealthily. They learn in some games you n巳巳d

to horde and be selfish, in oth巳rs you need to coop巳r

ate, and that in some there are multiple winning strat

egies. They learn that small pieces have more power 

when us巳d as a group. They learn由at “combination

moves” ar巳 more effective出an single moves. They

lear旦出at buying everγthing in sight or building as fast 

as you can ei出巳r works or doesn’t. They learn 出at

res巳rving some of your resources for defens巳 can b巳

important. They learn that some bosses need to be 

attacked in groups. Th巳y learn that hitting the head or 

出c torso with a weapon is a more effective way to hurt 

someone than hitting an arm or leg. They l巳arn that 

eyes and und巳rbellies are vulnerable. They learn to 

k巳巳p their guard up, b巳 prepared, and not attack until 

they have amass巳d the force required. 

Thes巳， it seems to me, are all real lif，巳lessons.

Game strategy (and tactics) are full of such l巳arning

a bout real life, like the rules, the strat巳盯 in games 

needs to be lifelike for the games to make sens巳，巳ven

if th巳 charact巳r日，such as Pokemons, are purely imagi

nary. Again, play巳rs ar巳 always making 出巳ir uncon

scions comparisons. They know from life, for example, 

that a hi巳rarchy of strength among species typically 

d巳pends on siz巳. If a small巳r character can defeat a 

bigger one, th巳y know he has to have som巳thing

strength，巳ndurance, weapons, spells 出at makes him 

1日or巳 pow巳rful.

Militaries have been aware for mill巳nnia that strat

巳白r can b巳 learned by playing games, and recently they 

have adapted and adopted video and computer games 

to their own learning needs far ahead of the curv巳. To 

help their p巳ople learn bett巳r and fast巳r, tl1ey us巳 a

combination of E沮sting off the shelf gam巳s, specially 

modified games, and games sp巳cifically commissioned 

from gam巳 mak巳rs. All branches of th巳 U.S. military 

us巳 video and comput巳r gam巳s for learning at all lev巳ls

from recruit to commander. Military video and com

put巳r g乱mes are used to learn squad-based teamwork, 

flying, safety, shooting, submarining, commanding 

multibranch forces, and count!巳ss otl1er出1日gs. The 

Air Forc巳 now just takes it for granted tl1at its pilot can

didates have used everγ military flight simulator game 

ther巳 is. Th叮巳xp巳ct thes巳 people to have learned not 

so much “how” to fly a plan巳，but why-what are the

』tJ丑tegies for fighting in on巳. Th日t sports and busin巳ss

strat巳gy and tactics can b巳 l巳arn巳cl by playing vie!巳o

and comput巳r games hop巳fully ne巳ds littl巳 or no 巳xpla

nation. It is now c＜川11110nplace.

“Is it a rule that is good for th巳 game ev巳n though it is 

dumb one in life？
” Garn巳 pl巧F巳rs constantly ask them 

selv巳5，
“Are the rules of this gam巳 fair, accurate，巳tc., in 

terms of what I know？
” And the more the rules do re

flect the real world kids know, the mor巳 they believe 

the gam巳s r巳自己ct r巳ality, and vie巳 V巳rsa.

How do we know this comparison ha1】pens? B巳

cause games with wildly unfair or inaccurate rul臼 get

quickly identifi巳d by players as "bogus” and don’t get

played very much. If the rules were that small, under

巳quipp巳d for ℃es could defeat superior forces （巳XC巳pt by 

stealtl1, gu巳rilla, or other special tactics) no one would 

accept th巳m. If Sim α抄allow巳d you to build a modern 

city without electricity, no one would care. Game 

designers spend a lot of time tweaking the rules of 

games to make them seem reasonabl巳二this is known 

as “balancing” a game.

Garn巳rs of all ages often argue h巳at巳dly wheth巳r

gam巳 rules reflect th巳 real world. This happ巳ns in t巳rms

of physics (e.g.，“

识几1at is th巳 tru巳 traj巳ctorγof a missil巳

in spac巳？
”

）； it happens in terms of th巳 reality th巳 gam巳

is modeling （
“Could a person r巳ally sustain that hit and 

live？
”

）； and it happ巳ns in t巳nns of human b巳havior

（
“Would an opponent actually do or say that？

”

） among 

oth巳r things. And the rules of g乱mes certainly get ap

plied to real life. That ’s why the Duk巳 Of认Tellington

could say that “The battle of认1::iterloo was won on

th巳 playing fields of Eton.” 

Dir巳ct examination of game rules is a compon巳nt

of “111巳tagaming，
”

。r “thinking outside the g乱me. ”

Part of m巳tagaming is about asking “认吁mt mle chang巳S

would mak巳 tl1巳 gam巳 b巳tter？
” and then implementing 

thos巳 chang巳s. In video and computer games designers 

and players are constantly trying to tweak the rules to 

improv巳 the game. 

And be扣re we leave th巳 What level, there is also 

som巳 learning that goes on in video and computer 

games about rules in general, such m “认吁1at if we

break them？
” Kids learn to shout “That ’s not fair ！

”

。r
“You can’t do that” at a v巳ry ear甘game-playing age,
and this is l】recisely what tl1ey are learning about. 

So, we've already se巳n a great deal of learning 
in vid巳仆 and computer games, much of which applies 
r巳adily to the re:1! w。rid. But still, we ar巳 not ev巳n close

to all the It:乱rning that goes on in thes巳 activities.

立的Z
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you do som巳thing. Play巳rs lc:1rn th巳 strntcgy of a g口111巳

as they pl:1y it (which， 仆f course, depends on, and flows 

from, the ruks). 



Just as in the o出巳r levels，出ere are also k巳per

W古y lessons that are learn巳d from video and computer 

games as well. Among these important and valuable 

real-life 1巳ssons are: 

Cause and 巳ffect.

Long term winning v巳rsus short term gains. 

Order from seeming chaos. 

Second order consequences. 

Complex syst巳m b巳haviors.

Counterintuitive results. 

The valu巳 of persistence. 

All this, and still two more learning levels to come! 

Learning Level 4: Learning Where Th巳
“

叭There”

level is the “context” l巳vel, as in learning about where 

you are. This level encompass巳s th巳 huge amount of 

cultural learning that goes on in video and computer 

games. Psychologists tell us that gam巳s are one means 

through which kids learn to und巳rstand their world. At 

th巳Where lev巳1, the player learns about出巳world of the 

gam巳 and th巳 values it repres巳nts. He or she acquires 

cultural metaphors and images to use in describing the 

real world. It is on出IS 1巳V巳l that kids learn, both con

sciously and nonconsciously as they play, their games’ 

ideas. 

Video and computer games certainly reflect the big 

ideas-or 叫ths-of our culture: right versus wrong. 

Good versus evil. Victory versus defeat. Skill versus 

luck. Our desire to help. Our striving to ris巳．
“

［A player 

learns J to handle myth, lore . . dang巳r, betrayal，出巳

fact that there’s always someone bigger and more 

powerful than you ar飞and th巳巳xist巳ntial in巳vitability

that一巳ven if you kill the bad guys and save出E girl

巳ventually you will di巳，” wrote one obs巳rver (Katz, 

1999). Play巳rs learn through 出巳ir games to handle 

cultural relativity, and d巳al with diff,巳rent peoples and 

roles. They learn that on one planet, in on巳 society, in 

on巳 world you can’t do X, even though it may be per

fectly normal in th巳ir own world. They learn their cul

m陀、 ideas about achi巳V巳ment and leadership. It ’s at 

this level that game playing kids can learn that 巳nemies

are hard to defeat, but that if you p巳rs巳V巳re and learn 

enough, you can defeat all the enemi巳s and beat tl1 巳

game. 

Many thinkers, from Plato to McLuhan, have 

d巳scrib巳d our games as a refl巳ction of our society. 

Those who deplore violent gam巳s, for 巳xample, might 

take a look at th巳 statistics that show that American 

soci巳ty-despite what some might like to think-is still 
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a reasonably viol巳nt and not esp巳cially law abiding one, 

with a higher percentage of its population incarcerat巳d

than anywhere on earth. As with other forms of expres【

sion, video and computer games r巳flect and int巳rpr巳t
由巳 culture(s) and subculture(s) in which出巳y ar巳cre
ated. They reflect出e id巳as and fantasies of th巳ir
makers-their heroes, their villains. Game players learn 

出is. They learn to identify with th巳 game characters, 
and wi由出 e cultures they inhabit. 

Do kids playing vid巳o games really learn these 
things? I have watched young kids signing in to a game 

出at requires a name, fight over who g巳ts to be Link, 
出e hero of the Zelda games. Link is their hero, tl1巳

person they want to be. The qualities he possess巳s
courage, the desire to S巳ar℃h，巳xplore, overcome all 
enem时， and get to th巳巳nd to save tl1e princess-ar巳

出巳ones they want to possess. Gam巳learning goes right 
into kids' language and concepts; one writer reports a 

six-y巳ar-old Nintendo player referring to his teacher as 

＂出e boss” （Provenzo, 1991). 

For better or for worse, kids us巳 video and com

puter games as a filter through which to understand 

their lives. This is not so different from tl1巳 past, where 

their hero and filter for interpr巳ting life might hav巳

com巳 from a storγ （e.g.，
“ I want to be Lanc巳lot”）. But 

one big differenc巳 between games and stories is that 

kids learn tl1巳y hav巳 control over this life. 

One of the most 巳ffective game techniqu巳s

for transmitting the Where that is, the contextual 

information is immeniοn. It se巳1丑S that th巳mor巳on巳

f巳巳ls on巳is actually "in” a cultur th巳111【lr巳one learns 

fror丑 it一巳specially nonconsciously.叭Ti由r巳cent im

provements in graphics, sound, sm巳lls, and “force feed

back" controllers, video and computer games hav巳

become incredibly i1111丑巳rsiv巳. (Soon there’II b巳appro

priate food or gum to ch巳w, I predict.) Language t巳ach

ers are esp巳cially awar巳 of how much learning goes on 

in immersive situations. So it is not surprising that the 
many immersive gam巳s are causing kids to learn a lot. 

Because no simulation is 巳ver perfect, and de 

sign巳rs must make choices, the learning in these im
mersive worlds is e.1:tremely controllable by the designe灯，

via what the de吨n巳rs choose to ampl峙，and what 
they decide to reduce. For example, if出e design巳rs
amplify th巳 d1伍culty of defeating enemies in order to 
increase th巳 challeng巳 or prolong th巳 game, the mes 

sage the player will get is that “

巳nemies are hard to 

d巳feat.”Kids will learn what巳ver messages are in the 
game. 

And this is th巳 importanc巳 of the fifth, and most 

important, 1巳arning l巳V巳l of all. 
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who do not get society’s message from their parents or 
elsewhere. But出ey are由e exception. 

An excellent illustration of出1s consistency check

ing comes via a player who told me that one lesson he 

had learned from games is that "in a video game, it ’s 

usually more fun to be 出巳 outlaw or bad 伊y.”This

would, of course, also b巳 true in life, w巳re ther巳 no

restrictions. But he, like most players, gets th巳 message

由at出e penalties society imposes make it a lot less句n

later on, and so he is not an outlaw in real life. 

This comparison of tl1e WiJen I 砂T!Jether learning 

in me game witl1 tl1e When I W加ther learning in m巳

rest of life is出e reason why shooting games can help 

kids learn how to aim, without their learning to kill. 

To really learn tl1巳 latt巳r, a player would have to have 

to over℃ome an awful lot of disconn巳cts with the 

messag巳s h巳 or sh巳 hears in the rest of life-at least in 

civilized countries. I think it is certainly in出巳 public

interest to keep these counter-messages as frequent 

and strong as possible, because as reality and simulation 

blur (and games ar巳 not tl1e only place where this is 

happ巳nin剖，we get h巳lp keeping them straight. This 

has important impliG1tions for policy makers. 

Positive or Negative? 

So I hop巳 that it is clear tl1at players learn a lot from出E

computer and video games they play. By now the idea 

that people who play these games, especially people who 

play them a great deal as so many kids do, learn from 

th巳m will not cause V巳ry much disagreement. But it is 

worth taking ,l minute to discuss an area where ther巳 is

a great deal of fundamental disagreement. That is 

whe出巳r the learning in computer and video games is 

positive or negative for gam巳s players-especially those 

who are kids and for tl1巳 society th巳y live in. The ma

jor concerns of those who tl1ink the learning in video 

and computer games is negative are, I think, as follows: 

Learning Level S: Learning When and Whether 
We have now arrived at th巳 ultimate level, the When 

and Whether level of learning. The learning at出1s level 

is出e deepest, most interesting learning that goes on in 

video and computer games. For it involves出巳 noneon

scious emotional messages一出e “subtext，” as actors say. 
It is the lev巳l wher巳 game players learn to make value

based and moral decisions-decisions about wh巳ther do

ing something is right or wrong. It is 出巳refore the 

most problematic of 出e learning levels, and the one 

that causes tl1e most controversy. 

The mechanisms for creating tl1e learning at出E

Whm I 吵7hether lev巳I rang巳仕om the extrem巳ly simple 

and obvious to th巳 most complex and subtl巳. At the 
simplest level, learning comes through th巳 gam巳

’s atn 
plification of certain factors (through repetition and 
other m队ms) and reduction of others, as w巳 have al 

ready seen. At mor巳 complex levels it comes through 

the use of alJegmy and symbols, and through the ma
nipulation of images, situations, sounds, music, and 

other emotion-producing 巳仔巳cts and combinations of 

effi巳cts, just lik巳 a novel or movie. 

It is hard to argue, I tl1ink, that the combination 
of “amplification” and “emotional” cu巳s in C巳rtain

games doesn’t lead players to learn that th巳 乱nswer

to "Is it OK to kill tl1is character？ ” in the game context 

is "Yes. ” But to m巳 the more important question is 

"Are kids also learning由is about real life？ ” Do they 

g巳neralize th巳se messages to the actual world they live 
in? 
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At the How level, people are concerned出at kids are 
l巳arning how to do "inappropriate" things (such as aim 

guns accurat巳l判．

At th巳 防T/J11t level, p巳op！巳 are concern巳d that the 

rul巳s of the vid巳O games are too restrictiv巳， that gam巳S

don't give kids enough room for their imaginations. 

At the Why l巳V巳1, p巳opl巳 ar巳 conι巳rned that th巳

strategi巳s for winning ma日y of the games contain too 

muιh violence, too many “ch巳ats，” and many oth巳r un

desirable elements. 

At the I歹here level, people 日 re concerneιl that kids 

ar巳 being socialized to b巳 loner飞misogynist日， and social 

ck:viants. 

I would argu巳 that m巳y don’t，乱t least not in 

our soci巳ty. Just as with the rules, game play巳rs ar巳

ιonstantly cross checking, automatically and noncon
sciously (and occasionally consciously as well) with 

what巳V巳r 巳ls巳 th巳y know or h臼ve h巳ard for consistency. 

Messag巳s that ar巳 consistent get accept巳d, messages 
that are in conflict get furth巳r examination. 

So in a warped culture where killing was encour
aged, th巳 111巳ssages in a killing game could indeed, I 

think, encourage a young player to kill in real life. But 
in a cultnr巳 such as ours, wh巳r巳 the message “do not 
kill” is pro扣undly a part of our cultural cont巳xt, peo
pl巳 巳ven kids二think lllOI 巳 than twice about whether 
to do it in real lit

；

巳 ， unl巳ss they ar巳 already severely dis 
turht.:d (although ht.:r巳 W巳 many have to distinguish the 
very you日gest childr巳n）.儿1y friend the gam巳 d巳sign巳r is 
right when h巳 s:iys，“认fe have to 1 附 ιareful a bout buy
ing into the rhetoric of people who blame Doom for 
（：仆lumhinc and ignorιthe f::tct th,lt those 6'11ys were 
building pip巳 brnnlis in their garage :rnd their par巳nts
n巳V巳r noticed. ”飞鸟／巳 will :1lw,1ys hav心 kids on th巳 edge日 ，



At the W》ether level, p巳ople are concerned that kids 
ar巳 learning to be “amoral killers.川

Although all thes巳 concerns should be listened to, I 
do not think they are as valid as the critics claim. There 
are many appropriate things to do in video games. And 
even for those出mgs the critics dislike，出巳 games are, in 
the opinion of many, a useful defuser. Every day games 
are becoming less restrictive and more open to players’ 

imaginations and personalities, with many more open
ended toylike elements that kids can use to exercis巳

出eir own imaginations and tell their own stories. 
Newer games have multiple winning strategies. So】

called “cheats” ar巳， in reality, only alternative games. 
As network technology proliferates, video and com
puter games are quickly going back to the social orien
tation 出at games have always had. Vid巳o games are 
becoming mor巳 open to girls, and girls ar巳 becoming
more open to video games. And tons of other messages 
exist, and more can be created, to counter the “killing is 

出e answ巳r" message that some games may impart to a 
small number of players. 

The problem for me wi出 all the nay-sayers' argu
ments is that they generally ignore all the positive 
learning出at goes on, and, more importantly, could go 

on, in video and computer games. In my view, this far 
overwhelms any negatives. 

Designing Games as Learning Tools 

One 切onde1丁 whether there's any limit to what can be done 

in merging the addictive 彻ne,; of co呻uter gau川切jt h 

吃伊ctivc i附true

一Bob Filipczak 

Is it possible to take all the engagement of computer 
and video games and all the kinds of learning 由at go 
on when one plays them, and design computer games 
that produce reliable learning of given academic or 
training material? This has been the Holy Grail of 
many 巳ducators almost ever since there were computer 
games. However, many of the initial attempts pro
duced-to be charitable-mixed results. Designers and 
players of 巳ntertainm巳nt-oriented computer and vid巳O

games-and therefor巳 the computer and video games 
companies-typically n1rn up their noses at anything 
that even smacks of education or learning and with 

some justification. Most of the educational and learning 
“games” marketed under the heading of “edutain
ment，”are hardly real games from the perspective of 
consumer game designers. 

I ,og I 

Wi出 only a few notable exceptions (see the end 
of 出is chapter), what ar巳 sold as “learning games” 

are not real games at all in 出巳 commercial sense, but 
rather short multimedia pieces containing problems to 
be found and solved, w1出va巧ring amounts of graphics 
and animated rewards for getting probl巳n
Th巳s巳 edutainm巳nt gar丑es have little in common wi由
the exci包ng and challenging thirty to on巳 hundred
hour exp巳riences of Quake, Unreal, Roller Coaster 乃coon,
The Sims, Command and Conquer, Black and M仿ite, and 
the gamut of sports games. 

认Thy is this出e case? In the opinion of one gam巳

designer， 由E “instructional designers" brought into 
出e creation of a l巳arning game b巳caus巳 they sup 
posed忖know how to get p巳ople to learn, typically 
“suck出e fun out” of any game they get th巳ir hands 
on. Although learning games can fail as real games in 
many ways, the failure happ巳ns mostly commonly in 
tl1eir lack of gameplay－由e fun由ings that the player 
gets to decide, control, and do. Altl10ugh this is not as 
much true for由e preschool s町， who, in my experi巳nc巳，

enjoy many of the 巳dutainment offerings available, it 
becomes increasingly true once kids get their hand on 
real entertaimn巳nt games in consoles, arcades, movie 
tl1巳aters, and so on. 
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Why It ’s Hard 

Altl1ough it is d巳finitely possible to combine tl1巳 fun of 
a real game wi由 educational content, it is certainly not 
easy. The reason it ’s not easy is this: When a designer 
sits down to create an entertainment game (a n巳W one, 
as opposed to a s巳quel), he or she starts, ideally wi出 a
blank slate and a singl巳 goal. The designer’s "prime di
rective” is to mak巳 som巳thing that will engage players 
for as much tim巳 as possible, usually thirty, sixty, ev巳n
a hundred or more hours. The designer invents all the 
content of the game worlds, characters, puzzles-to 
help reach that goal. In the process of designing the 
game any element or idea can be accepted into the 
gam巳 if it furthers出e goal of engagement, rejected if 
it do巳sn't. At the 巳nd of由e process one can-and pub
lishers often do-write a book about the game's con
tent, often to help players understand the world in tl1巳

gam巳 and succ巳ed in it. 
In educational gam叫on the other hand，出巳 book

of c.:ontent is sitting on 由E desk before the designer 
even starts, and th巳 game has to somehow be about 
that book. So the designer has at least two prime dir巳c
tives to follow simultaneously, to be engaging and to 
follow the book (i.e., be accurate). He (or sh巳） can’t 
just go about jiggling a concept here, cha吨i吨 a fact 
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Digital game-based learning-quadrant 
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(lower left quadrant). "Pure” （i.e., consumer）伊mes

typically deliver high gameplay but no learning of “tra

ditional” educational content (upper left quadrant).
Digital game-based learning occupies the high game
play and high l巳arning upp巳r right quadrant. And I 
have yet to see some出ing, online or elsewhere，出at is 
really high learning with low 巳ngagem巳nt. I think it is 
a “null” categorγthat just do巳5出巳xist.

DGBL 

Learning 

/ Figure 6.2 / 
Digital game based learning-two-dimensional process 

But ev巳n within the digital game-based l巳arning
quadrant, there can he a lot of variation. Each dimen
sion is a continuum, and each project has a different 
amount of both learning and engagement. Ideally, you 

want to move out continuously on a 45。 lin巳 balancing
the two. Although there might b巳 r巳asons in a given 
cas巳 to lean more towards one or the other, I'm not 
sure 出is is a good idea, although I hav巳 always thought 

it would be nice to hav巳 a slid巳r as part of the interface, 
so the user could choose his or her own mix between 

l巳arning and 巳ngag巳ment based on thei1噜 mood at the 
time (fi♂1re 6.2). 

As w巳 ιlesign learning games, we have to continu

ally consider both th巳 gameplay and learning dim巳n
sions. Not enough emphasis on learning and w巳 risk
sliding into b巳ing just a gam巳； not 巳nough emphasis on 
gam巳l】lay and we risk falling into CBT. It is much bet

t巳r to think ,1bout k巳巳ping both dim巳nsion日 high than 

出巳re, because it will enhance the game. And to make 
matters even harder, in addition to the two masters of 

engagement and accuracy，由巳re is a third master, effec
tiveness. Does the game cause people to learn? 

How do we deal w1白白is three-head巳d prob

lem? The answer, I suggest, is with ga111ep！.η. Of th巳

major elements that make a computer or video game

the graphics th巳 player sees (known as 由e “eye candy”）

and the actions th巳 player takes (known a日 出巳 gam巳－

play)-it is 出e gameplay that r巳ally makes 出巳 di证时－

ence between bad game日，good games, and gr巳at
games. Game players do expect great graphics, hut the 
world is littered with failed, pretty games. Yet many 

games with littl巳 or no eye-candy but great gam巳play,
such as Pong, Aste，叫你，and its 巳arly arcade cousins, and 
of course Tetris, live on as classics. Over 200 million eye 
candy-poor GameBoys have be巳n sold in the world. 
Any gam巳 designer will tell you gameplay is much 
more important than 巳ye candy, and many of them 
wait eager甘for the day when graphics ar巳 so good 
that designers can forget about improving them in 
everγgame and go back to concentrating on creating 
exciting gameplay. 

How does this help us in d巳signing “Educational
Games tlrnt Don ’t Suck" (th巳 titl巳 of a well-attended
session I held at a Game Dev巳lopers Confer巳nce)?

It chall巳nges us as digital gam巳－based learning d巴’

sign巳rs to take what巳ver mat巳rial is our starting 
point and design a seri巳s of gr巳at gameplay experienc创

to get it across. Although our games will certainly 
involve graphics and even characters, it is what the 
gam巳play has thos巳 characters do and, more impor
tant, has yon, the p句1cr, do that really counts. 。ne great 
advantage of this approach is that it can pot巳ntially
bring our costs way down, b巳cause stat巳－of-the-art
graphics take up by far tl1e greatest part of any game’s
budg巳t
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Garn巳play/
Engagem巳nt

How Do矶Te Combine Gameplay and 
Learning? 

How c:111 two so seemingly disparate phenomena as 
g忖ocl gam巳play and 巳fh巳ctive, rigorous learning (be
caus巳 that ’s what we want ， 。f cour优） be combined?
The answer, happily, i日， in a great variety of ways. 

Jt is llS巳fol to tl1ink of digital game『hase<l learning 
along the two dim巳11日ions that n巳巳d to he combined to 
rnak巳 it work: Garn巳play I 巳ngagement and Learning, 
3日“gm℃ 6.1 shows. 

If an electronic lcarninιproduct delivers both low 
gameplay anιI low learning, it is prof》ably “traditional"
computer-hascd training (CBT) or "e-Learning” 



to think about trading them off, as some suggest we 
n巳巳d to do. 

So our process in creating digital game-based learn
ing is 由巳 following: (I) Find or create a game with 
great gameplay that will engage our audienc巳. (2) Find 
the learning activities and techniques 由at will teach 
what is required (doing each with the o出er in mind), 
and then (3) successfully blend the two. (We also need 
to take into account the political context, the technol-
0町， and the resom℃es available, but出at is outside the 
scope of由is chapt巳r.)

Unde1:1tm机ding Your PlayeγE 

Let us begin, as any game designer would, with our au
dience. Most learners will be excited when th巳y hear 
you are designing a game for th巳m, but出ey will also 
be skeptical. So much learning is boring and done to 

learners，出at people need to be cl巳ar that the gam巳 is
being made to engage them and that ideally d巳y have 
a r巳al say in its d巳sign. In the end, the audi巳nc巳 will
quickly determine whether出E game is engaging, and 
if it isn飞they will basically ignore it or throw it away, 
wasting a lot of your effort, time, and money. So we be
gin by considering our particular巧rpe of audience, from 
whom we will select a representativ巳 group to work with. 

In some fortunate sinrntions we may have an audi
巳nce that is reasonably homogeneous. 7》c Monkey 

Wrench Conspiracy, for example, was designed for a rela
tively homogen巳ous audience of mechanical 巳ngineer飞
ov巳r 95 percent of whom are young (twenty to thirty 
years old) male and experienced gamers. The military ’s 
Joint Force Deployment was design巳d for a relatively 
homogenous group (at l巳ast in their training) of mid
level milita1y unit commanders. Other games have be巳11

designed specifically for people with MBAs and/or 
strategy backgrounds. Still others have been aimed at 
highly competitive professionals, or at a particular typ巳
of srudent. But some audiences are not as easy. 叭le
o丘en need to fac巳出e reality of fairly diverse audiences
for any given typ巳 of learning.叭冯1en出is is true, among
the most important variables that make a difference to
choosing a type of digital game based learning are:

age 
gender 
comp巳tltrveness
previous experi巳nc巳 with games. 

If the audi巳nce is diverse along on巳 or more of 
these dimensions，由ere are alternative stJ·ategies for 
dealing with creating games for such groups: 

171

1. Seek a “low巳st common denominator” game style, a
game format that appeals to both men and women, or
to both comp巳titive and noncompetitive employees.
Among game formats that may se凹巳 this purpos巳 are
detective games, advenrure and puzzle games, and strat
e盯games.
2. Create more than one gam巳，for example, on巳
more competitive and one more cooperative. The com
mercial Virtual U,知ld game centers in America began
by offering two games-a highly aggressive shooting
gam巳 and a much less aggressive racing game. Games
2train has created a template in which the user can
choose from among eight different games to learn the
same content.
3. Provide a nongam巳 alternative for those in the audi
ence who are not engaged by 出e game you choose.
This is valuable in eve叩case.
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Of course，由巳 danger with the first strat巳盯is由at
it may involve too much compromise, resulting in a 
gam巳 that pleas巳s no one. The second may be too ex
pensive. In such cases the third alternative, building 

出e best game you can for the most people, but allowing 
those who don’t like the gam巳 to learn another way, 
may be the best solution. 

One of出巳 most important things one can do in 
designing digital game-based learning is to get repre
sentatives of the audience involved very early on in the 
process. This can be done through focus groups, infor
ma! interviews, and/or by including audience m巳mbers
on the design t巳am. More than anything else, player in
put and preferenc巳s will determine the game’s ultimate 
acc巳ptance and success. 

Selecting rt Game Style 

The types of games we have to choose from to engage 
our audience include all the standard categories of com
put巳r games: action, advenrure, fighting, puzzle, role
playing, simulation, sports, and strategy. Sel巳cting a 
gam巳 style from these categories can be done in a 
numl〕er of ways. There may be a commercial game 
you are awar巳 of (for children or adults）出at immedi
at巳ly mak臼 sens巳 i口 terms of the content. How巳ver, it 
is best not to stop w1由出e games you know, but to 
look at a wide variety of options, to speak with a lot of 
gamers, and especially to play as many games as pos
sible. The vari巳ty of gaming experiences between, say, 
The S约IS、 A始ha Centauri, Baldur ’

E Gate, and Roller 
Coaster 乃co叫for example, is very wide. The reason 
these and other “hit” games are good models, is that 
their gameplay is proven. Howev巳r, it is also possible, 
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if由ey have the option of opting in and out whenever 
they choose. This probably relates not only to由巳fact

由at some people may prefer not to play games or may 
not like出e game you have, but also to the fact that one 
of the defining characteristics of play is that it is free
you don’t have to do it, you can opt out. 

The option of having more than one game may 
sound di伍cult, but in some instances it is not. It is not 
that hard to create parallel interfaces由at allow you to 
create content once and have it flow into a number of 
game formats, offering the player a choice of style. 

if you have a good idea, to create an entirely new game 
from scratch combining gameplay elements from many, 

but you must be very careful to make 出巳 gameplay
great. In出巳words of Ashley Lipson (creator of the le
gal game Objection！），“ To b巳an entertaining and巳duca
tional gam巳， it must first be a game, and only then, a 
teacher” （Lipson, no date). 
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Understanding Your Content 

Second in the process, not because it is less important, 
but because game-based learning the audience comes 
first, you n巳巳d to consider the kind of learning you ar巳
trγing to make happen, and select your interactive pro
cesses for doing so （出巳steps can also be done in paral
]el）.“Learning doesn ’t happen incidentally，”says one 
psychologist.“You have to set out to teach those spe
ci fic skills.”14 There are many different kinds of cont巳nt
to learn and出E types of content and learning require 
diff1巳rent methodologi巳s.The types of content will also 
have an effect on your choice of game. 

认币1atever your subject, you should begin by look
ing generically at the different kinds of learning content 
you want to teach to see what kinds of learning ar巳 re
ally g。ing on, such as learning knowledge (facts), skills, 
judgments, behaviors，由eories, reasoning, process, pro 
cedures, creativity, language, systems, observation, or 
communication. For any subj巳ct there will no doubt be 
more than on巳， and probably many. W巳 can 出巳n take 
the different kinds of games, and line th巳m up against 
these requirer日巳nts.Then we can decide if our gam巳

(and its subgames) can support these types learning, 
and iterat巳 as requir巳d.

Table 6.1 shows types of things to learn, and some 
of the options for learning them through gamepla｝人

Choosing Your Le。”'lin区Activities and Techniques 

For the “learning” part of digital game【based learning, 
one can 巳mploy many interactive activiti巳S techniqu巳S

that have been shown to work both in nongam巳 forms
of interactive learning such as CBT and in digital 
games (in many cases, that’s where the CBT design巳rs
got th巳m!).Additionally, we can and should invent new 
interactive learning techniques as 出ey are needed. 
Continuous addition of new interactive activities and 
learning techniqu巳s to our rep巳rtoire will make digital 
game-based learning incr巳asingly 巳ffective as tim巳 goes
on. 

Game Elements? 

A number of people studying games have come up with 
lists of game “el巳Ill巳nts" to put into a learning gam巳 to
make it successful. In 1981, in a paper entitled “认也at

Makes Comput巳r Games Fun？ ” TomMalon巳 provided
a checklist of elem巳nts for designing enjoyable educa
tional experiences whos巳overall cat巳gori巳s ar巳 challenge,

卢ntasy, and mriosi吵·
Robert Ahlers and Rosemary Garris, of 出e U.S. 

Navy ’s Submarine School, have come up wi出 a long·er 
list of “critical characteristics for fun learning and game 
play，”including imaginarγ situation, rule govern巳d,
goals specified, competitive/cooperative, progr巳ssiv巳
di而culty, sound 巳ffects, dynamic graphics, user control, 
outcome unc巳rtainty, simulated danger, performance 
fe巳dback, high response rates, and informational 
complexity. 

This is helpful information. But tl1e trouble with 
an elements approach is that although th巳s巳巳lements
are indeed found in good games, just having a list of 

巳lements does not guarantee you a good game-that ’5 
one reason why ther巳 are so many boring and ineffec
tive “learning games" that thought they were “doing 
it right.” A b巳tter approach is to look at the games 
that work and try to capture these games’ style of 
putting th巳巳！em巳nts toge出 er successfully. (Of course 
if you can d巳sig口 a comp ！巳t巳ly origin日l gam巳 that has 
all the elem巳nts and gr巳at gameplay, more pow巳r to 
you!) 

Do not take this phase of the proc巳ss lightly
consider many options. The type of game you且nally
cho＜附巳，：md your skill in integrating it with th巳 learn
ing, will d巳t巳rmine th巳 l巳V巳l of 巳ngagement. Find the 
potential gam巳 styles 出at will engage, consult, and 
reconsult your audience. 

。如ri吨 ii Chom, 

叭Te don’t all like the same game, so o怔巳ring th巳 player
options is often a good id巳a. One option is to give users 
a choice of mor巳 th3n 忖ne game, and/or a nongame al 
t巳rnative or p8th thrnugh th巳 material to the endpoint 
as w巳II. I have found this Litter strategy, giving users a 
choice of not playing, to b巳 V巳lγimportant, particularly 
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Learning activities 
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Facts Laws, policies, product 
specifications 

Skills Interviewing, teaching, selling, 
running a machine, project 
management 

Judgement Management decisions, timing, 
ethics, hiring 

Behaviors Supe凹ision, self-conu·ol, 
setting examples 

Theories Marketing rationales, how 
people learn 

Reasoning Strategic and tactical thinking, 
quality analysis 
Auditing, Strate白r creation Process 

Procedures Assembly, bank teller, legal 

Creativity Invention, Product design 

Language Acronyms, foreign languages, 
business or professional jargon 

Systems Health care, markets, refineries 

Observation Moo巾，morale, in巳伍cienci白，
problems 
Appropriate language, timing, 
involvement 

Communica口on

quesuons 
memonzauon 
assoc1auon 
drill 
Imitation 
Feedback 
coaching 
conunuous practice 
increasing challenge 
Reviewing cases 
asking questions 
making choices (practic巳）
feedback 
coaching 
Imitation 
Feedback 
coaching 
pracuce 
Logic 
Experime】nation
quesuonmg 

game show competitions 
ffashcard type games 
mnemomcs 
action, sports games 
Persistent state games 
Role-play games 
Adventure games 
Detective games 
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Role play games 
Detective games 
Multiplayer int巳raction
Advenmre games 
Strategy games 
Role playing games 

Open ended simulation games 
Building games 
Consu·ucting games 
Reality testing games 
Puzzles problems 

examples 
System analysis and 
deconstruction 
Practice 
1日11tat10n
pracace 
play 
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 Puzzles 

Imitation 
Invention games 
Role playing gam臼
Reflex games 
Flashcard games 
Simulation games 

Continuous practice 
1口1π1ers10n
Understanding principles 
Graduated tasks 
Playing in microworlds 
Observing 
Feedback 
Imitation 
Practice 
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From Digitnl Gmuc-B，由ed Lenrning (McGraw-Hill, 2001). 

Among the activities and learning techniques us巳d

in digital game】based learning (and games) are: 

Practice and feedback. Computers are very good 旦t

presenting a seri巳s of problems and ke叩ing track, sta

tistically, of how people answer them. Used poorly, 

this is often labeled “drill and kill.”Yet practice and 

feedback has its place in digital game-based learning 

because it can be, in the right context,, an excell巳nt

way of learning things that require lots of repetitiv巳

practic巳. (Anyone who d巳nies there are such things 

should go out and learn to play a musical instrument.) 

Examples can include fac臼（e.g., anatomy), physical 

skills （巳·岳，typing), and reflex skills (including many 

aspects of language). Practice and feedback has b巳come

a lot more acc巳ptable w1由出巳 advent of adaptive pro 

gramming t巳chniqu巳s, which shift the di伍culty level of 

出e tasks or problems on the fly depending on how th巳

user is doing. 

Learning by doi咆. Most who reject “telli吨” as a

me出odology want to replace it with “learning by do

ing.”This works w巳11 for digital game based l巳arning,
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certainly all adventure games, are all about. Discoverγ 

learning can be frustrating to some people, particularly 

由ose who are very !in巳ar in their approach and think

ing, so some learning designers St111ct1tre the discovery, 

retaining th巳 need for the player to discover th巳 solu

tiom for th巳ms巳Ives, but giving 由巳 players a very clear 

idea at any time of the problem they need to solve, 

rather than letting them work even that out for th巳m

selves, as in many games. Structured or not, discovery 

learning is better for some things出an others. 
Task-based learning. Traditional learning of systems 

and procedures (i.巳．，“how to do something”

） typically 

starts with conc巳ptual explanations and demonstrations 

and orily then moves on to problems or tasks one actu

ally does. Task-based learning is a diff1巳rent approach, a 

variation of learning by doing. Here th巳 approach is to 

skip (or greatly truncate）由巴 generalized 巳xplanations

and go straight to a series of tasks or problems出at

build on each other and gradually increase in di伍culty.

By doing th巳 tasks, with strong sp巳cific gnidanc巳 and

modeling, t!1e user gradually learns the skills. A pot巳11-

tial downside of this 111巳thodology is出at users may 

learn less of the theory behind th巳 skills, although this 

can b巳 mad巳 available as well in a number of ways. 

Question led learnin且. Although questions are most 

often used in interactiv巳 learning applications as some 

form of test ( pr巳， post, mastery，巳tc.）出巳y can also be a 

form of learning. Attempting to respond as best you 

can to a question whose answer you don’t know forces 

you to think about出e information and reason among 

th巳 answers, rather than just being told the r巳spons巳－

Question-based learning is tτaditionally associat巳d with 

on巳 particular type of game, the quiz or trivia game. 

The fact that these types of games are so popular in 

the world, and so easily grab people’s tim巳 and att巳11-

tion, makes th巳m obvious vehicles for digital game】

has巳d learning. 

Situated h’arning. Situated learning sets t!1巳 learning
in an environment that is similar to where the learning 

material will be applied in th巳 future. According to this 

approach, wh巳n students learn in such an environment 
they benefit not only from the learning mat巳rial that is 

t,mght but also from the cultur巳 that is in that 巳nviron

ment, the vocabulary used, and behavior associated to 

that environm巳nt. This obviously marri巳S W巳11 with 

imm巳rsiv巳 style games. 

Role playing. Role playing is often used as a strategy 

in interactiv巳 training, particularly for skills such as 
int巳rviewing, communication coaιhing, sal巳s, and th巳

like. Role playing，。f cours巳，is so much a part of games 

that it has its own genr巳， role-playing games，。r RP Gs. 

because "doing" is on巳 of the things both the computer 

and games ar巳 巳specially good at-we interact with 

t!1em. （认Th巳n was 出巳 last time you played a game that 

spent a lot of由e time “telling” you anything.) Of 

course, t!1ere is doing, and th巳re is doing. The “drill 

and kill” is, of course, one form of “doing.” Exploring, 

discove巧， and probl巳m solving are o由巳rs. The com-

111011 elem巳nt is active pa付i哼11tion 111Id decisio11 making 

by the learner. 

Learning 卢 ·0111 仰；strtkes. In由is interactiv巳 leamin

technique, a us巳r mov巳s t【｝飞，.，，ard his or唱 her goal until h巳

or she comes to a “failur巳 point” and then gets som巳

kind of fe巳dback. 。f cours巳，this is precisef:y what hap

pens in many gam巳s. A且yon巳 who h8s 巳ver tried and 

failed over and over again to solve a puzzl巳 in an adv巳n】

ture game or to beat a boss in an action game or get 

somewh巳re in a flying simulation knows that doing and 

failing-trial and error一is often a succ巳ssful way to 

learn. It is som巳出ing games are full of because it gives 

players the motivation to keep uγing. One diff1巳rence

between games and learning applications is t!1e way th巳

f巳巳dback comes. In most le白ming apps, it is through 

some form of telling, b巳 it video】based war stories, 

coaching, or 飞再rritten fe巳dback. In most games fe巳dback

comes via action: something happens. You die. You 

lose. Your company fails. You go hack to th巳 beginning.

You ar巳 mock巳d. D巳signing feedback to b巳 l巳ss learn

inglike and more gamelike is often a big paradigm 

shift and challenge for digital game-has巳ιl learning 

designers. Game design巳rs almo日t always mal也th巳 fail

ur巳 consequences int巳r巳sting, and often fun. 

Goal-m imted leaming. Som巳 int巳ractive learning de
sign巳rs distinguish learning that is f::ict oriented (learn

ing about something) from leaning that is goal oriented 

(I巳盯ning to do som巳thing). Thos巳 who use th巳 term 

"goal-ori巳nt巳d”

。r “goal hased” learning have adopt巳d
a concept that has h巳巳n in games since th巳 1】巳ginning.

A g川l is a key element of a game; it ’s what makes 
free play into a gam巳. The goals in a game, which 
players Ltsually consider worth r巳aching, ar巳 what give 
p18yers the inc巳ntive to push on through rep巳ated
failun:. 

Discove1y learning and guided discovc1y. Discovery 
l巳：1rning is bas巳d on the idea is that you l巳arn som巳－

thing better if y仆u find it out岳＞r yours巳lf, rath巳r than 
having it told to you. ln learning applications, discov巳Iγ
learning usually implies 川me 川rt of prohl巳111 to so Ive, 
which is usually acι忖!11）】lished by 优arching through 
data or structures for pieces or clues. This is yet an
other kind 门f l巳日rning that h;is a long history in 
games-discovery learning is wh:1t many game日，；and
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One of the differences between role playing in training 
and role playing in games is that training role plays 
tend to be much shorter and more structured 出an
those in games, which ar巳 often multihour, multiday, 
or even op巳n巳nded.

Constructivist learning. Building on th巳 work of]ean 
Piaget, the MIT Media Lab has long champion巳d a 
kind of learning th巳y call “constructivist.”叭That出ey
mean by出1s is first, that we le组·n best when we actively 
construct ideas and relationships in our own minds 
based on experiments we do, rather than being told; 
and second, that we learn with particular effectiv巳n巳ss
when w巳 are engaged in consttucting p巳rsonally mean 
ingful physical artifacts. Games in which play巳rs con
struct worlds use this approach, which takes discovery 
learning even farther. 

Multisenso1y learning. The original ideas of including 
multiple senses in the learning process began in lan
guage learning. This type of learning is also related t。
由巳ories of “multiple intelligences. ” The intt·oduction 
of new technologies such as locatable sound and force 
f巳巳dback have greatly incr巳ased tl1e game and learning 
options in this area. 

Learni咆 0月iects. The idea of learning objec也 grows
out of object ori巳nted programming, wher巳 pieces of a 
program are built as stand alone units wi出 input and 
output "hooks” to link them togeilier in what巳ver order 
is needed for the particular larger task at hand. The 
concept is to design pieces of content and, hopefully, 
certain interactions that are independent, and ilien to 
hook them up in whatever sequence needed. Learning 
objects fit nicely wiili games, which ar巳 becoming
much more object-ori巳nted iliemselves. 

Coaching. Coaching is a growing part of interac
tive learning叩plications. Although 出1s was formerly 
a role left almost entirety to ilie instructor, designers 
are now finding ways to build useful coaches into learn
ing programs. Coaching has also existed in games for a 
long time. It often comes from various characters in the 
game that you happen across as you are madly search
ing around, or that you encount巳r when you have hit a 
failure point. 

Intelligent tut01丁.A且 “intelligent tutor" is able to 
look at a learner's responses, decide why he or she 
made 出巳 巳rror, and give specific feedback, usually 
based on an inferenc巳 engine wiili a cognitive model 
from expert prob！巳m solvers. Essentially， 出巳 tutor
compares a us巳r’s behavior to tlrnt of an expert. Th巳

tutor understands most common misconceptions and 
tri巳S to correct t11巳m 巳ar炒on, as well as giving prob
lems and hints to mediate the misconceptions. Second 
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generation intelligent tutors add the ability not only to 
go out and find the information the user needs, but to 
filter it and present it in t11巳 ways iliat are most helpful. 
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You should be consider and us巳 all of the above 
techniques as nec巳ssary as you design your learning. 

In the 巳nd, t11巳 learning and ilie gam巳play must 
be merged. There are a number of structures to con
sider when doing iliis. I present th巳m here as a series 
of choices, but in reality none are purely binarγ 
“either-or” choices; one must find an appropriate place 
on each continuum. 

Learning Game Structures: Different 
Means for Different Ends 

Intrinsic versus Ex臼·hzsic Games 
In 1981, Torn Malone published a second landmark 
paper based on his doctoral research. It was entitled 

“Towards a Theory of Intt·insic Motivation” （Malone, 
1981b). In it, Malone made the argument that iliere 
are two main categories of learning games: intrinsic 
and extrinsic. In an intrinsic game, Malone argued, th巳

content is an integral part of the gai日巳 structure. His 
example is a maili game, where things go up as you 
get to higher quantiti巳s and down as they are lower. A 
more contemporary 巳xample is a flight simulation 
game, where the game itself is about flying a plane, or 
Sim City, wher巳 you l巳am the rules of urban develop
ment by位ying and succeeding or failing. Most sirnula
tion-type games fall into this category. 

Extrinsic games, on the other hand, are gam巳S

wher巳 the cont巳nt and ilie game structure are less 
tightly linked, or not linked at all. The paradigm here 
is th巳 question or trivia game, where ilie questions can 
be about any subject, but t11巳 game remains essentially 
the sam巳. Bingo, Jeopar.今！ and 。由er often-used train
ing games fit into the 巳xtrinsic model. 

认斤1ich model, intrinsic or extrinsic, is better? 
Proponents of each will give you reasons why ilieirs 
is sup巳rior, and this is a highly controversial topic 
among digital game】based l巳arning designers.“Intrinsic 
games，” says one design巳r，“may provide由c most 
pow巳rful learning 巳xp巳riences technology can support. 
Thes巳 ar巳 perhaps 出e most noble and worthwhile 
applications of technology in ilie learning field.”is An 
other argues iliat “the real power is when you capture 
th巳 rules at an algorithm level and have people under
stand them through constant exposure to different cir
cumstances and ilien出ey really know the rules."16 By 

contrast, anyone who’s ever used a typing g乱me to 
relieve boredom knows it can be fun and help you learn. 
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game. Reusability is not a consideration. Every出mg in
the gam巳 is designed and optimized around the gam皂
白e content, and the player experience. In many ways, 
if done w巳ll, this will produce the best game of all, just 
as a custom tailored suit is likely to look and fit better. 
But it is a very expensiv巳 way to do things. 

The opposite of the hard-wir巳d game is 出巳 tern
plate, or shell. In 出1s approach the content, be it text, 
graphics, video clips, or whatever, sits somewh巳re exter
nal to 出巳game and is “read-in” or “called” by the pro
gram at出e appropriate tim巳 and display巳d on screen. 
This allows the construction of “content editor” soft
ware, where a trainer or teacher can just type in various 

piec臼 of the content, which are automatically displayed 
in由巳correct place in the game. 

An approach between hard-wiring and pure tern
plates is to use what programmers refer to as an “en
gine， ”An engine can be, for example, the software that 
lets you run around a three-dimensional world realisti 
cally, not walking through walls and encount巳ring
objects and things that mov巳 and have various prop巳r
ties. Such an engine can underlie or drive equally well 
巳ither a shoot em up such as Doom, Quake, or Unnal, 

or a nonviolent, more politically correct game such as 
Straight Shooter！ 仕om Games2trai口. A number of game 
engines are available commercially-game companies 
often amortize the large exp巳nse of d巳veloping them 
by licensing 出巳m to other companies for other games. 
The latest Doom, Quake, and Unreal engines are all on 
the market (typically at high prices for commercial 
us吟，as are many individually developed versions. 

Some vendors often take the trouble to turn what 
were or咆inally custom-develop巳d, hard-wired games 
into engines, so 出巳y can resell them in a number of dif
ferent contexts (this is also re£巳rred to as “templatizing” 

a gam巳.） In this cas巳，由 e interactions in the game make 
up 由巳巳ngine, and all th巳 graphics and words change 
according to the new context. 

The least happy result of all comes when a game is 
hard-wired not b巳cause it makes s巳ns巳to do things in a 
unique way from a design or programming perspective, 
but because th巳d巳signers or programmers are in巳xper
ienced with gam巳s and just plunge ahead building it as 
they go without considering t eusability. This can hap
pen either because they don’t think they have to make 
things reusahl巳， or b巳caus巳they don’t know how to, or 
hoth. For maximum n巳xihili勾7 and reusability, hard
wiring should he avoided as much as possible in a final 
product. Prototypes, however, are oft巳n built hard
wired becaus巳【loing sυis faster and cheap巳r in this 
V巳rγlimited case. 

I believe出at both intrinsic and extrinsic games have 
由巳ir value in different situations. Th巳trade-off is 出 at

although intrinsic games enhance certain kinds of 
learning and add to 由巳engagement ，由 ey are typically 
created on a custom basis and are ther巳fore more costly 
and often di伍cult to change or update. Extrinsic games, 
although lacking the learning power 出at may come 
from tightly linking the content into the game, lend 
the ms巳Ives well to templatization and rapid content 

changes, o仕巳n at lower cost. Rememb巳r that intrinsic/ 
extrinsic is not an either/or proposition, but ratl1er a 
continuum. Ther巳 are a number of states between the 
two, one of which I refer to as loosely linked. 
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T钞tly Linked Gau川 ve厅us Loosely L忱ed Gau町

This view of learning games is somewhat similar to the 
intrinsic/extrinsic classification, but is actually a differ
ent p巳rspective. A tightly linked game is on巳 con
structed specifically around a fixed set of content. The 
content is built in to the game, and knowing tl1e con
tent is vital to succeeding in and winning tl1e gam巳.A
tightly linked game can still be extrinsic, and the entir巳

game might be able, wi出 a fair amount of effort, to be 
repurpos巳d for otl1巳r cont巳nt.A d巳t巳ctiv巳 game where 
tl1e clues are pieces of information about the product 
might b巳 an example. 

A loosely linked game, on th巳 other hand is 
one where tl1e content is essentially separate from由e
game, but出er巳 are hooks in the gam巳 that bring the 

two tog巳th巳r, and send the player from tl1e game t。
由e content and back again. In repurposing th巳 game
to new content, only the hooks must be changed, not 
th巳whole gam巳. An 巳xample of a loosely linked game 
is the Monkey Wrench Con伊iracy, a task-based l巳arning
game where the tasks, which are done outsid巳 the
game in the softwar巳 to be learned, are initiated by 
encou川巳ring flashi吨。hj时间which altl1ough part of 
tl1e story line, can easily be changed to add，巳liminate,
or change a task. 

Lik巳 extiinsic gam巳s, Joos巳ly link巳d gam巳s often 
allow content to be changed much more easily than 
tightly linked games. That means you would use them 
in situ8tions where, s8y, th巳 content was still in devel
opment, or changing rapidly. A tightly linked game is 
bett巳「 for incorporating unchanging content. 

I-/(lrd Win:,l Games vi:1丁l/S ＇‘En gin叭 ” “Templates，”时’

"Shells” 

The ultimate tightly linked gam巳 is th巳 so-called hard

wired game. 日巳r巳 the d巳signers and programm巳rs sit 
down with the goal of building only this particular 



Reflective Games 。ersus Action Games 

Ther巳 are a number of genr巳s of games, ranging from 

action to role playing to strate盯.On巳of the cliff ，巳renti
acing characteristics among thes巳 typ巳s of games 由at
has an important bearing on digital game-based learn
ing design is 由巳 degree of r旷ection 出 ey allow, becaus巳

r巳H巳ction is an important part of 出巳 learning process 
(for certain things）出at is often under-included. Non 
stop action games (aka “twitch” games), offer the least 
opportunity for refl巳ction in themselves, wh巳reas role 
playing, adventure, simulation, strat巳gy, and puzzle 

games often proc巳ed at a slower pace and offer more 

built-in reflective “space.”（Th巳re are, n巳ver出eless
twitch puzzles, such as Tetris and Devil Dice, as well as 
less reflective real time strat巳部r games.) 

In role playing games, one typically ge臼 to make 

choices in various types of dialogues, which provide 

reflection points. Adv巳nture games, where one goes 
around finding objects that allow you to solve puzzles, 
also give tim巳 for reflection around “how do I solve 

this-what do I need？” Simulation games, such as 
“running a company” sims, oft巳n allow on巳 to mak巳

d巳cisions at your l巳isure, although som巳 do provid巳
“real time” time constraints, and strategy, and god 
gam巳s often give on巳 all the time in th巳 world to mak巳

up and chang巳 on巳
’S mind. 

Does this mean we can or should never use a 
twitch game as part of digital game-based learning? 
Not necessarily. The important thing is that 由巳 game

play be suit巳d to the content, and 由 ere be 出巳 right
balance of action and r巳flection in th巳 final product. 

Too much action, and there's no time to r巳flect. Too 

much reflection, and it can g巳t boring. W巳 need to 
find th巳 flow path between the two. This is part of pac

ing, which is so important to novels, movies, games，乱nd

all devices meant to hold our att巳ntion.

句nchronous (Real-Time) Games versus A吵mchronous

(Turn-Based) Games 

The distinction between real-tim巳 and turn based (aka 

synchronous and asynchronous) gam臼 is important to 
digital game-based learning in at l巳ast two ways. In a 
singl巳 player mode, a play巳r must paus巳 a r巳al-tim巳

game, or put it into a paus巳 state to int巳rrupt it ，巳ith巳r

for refl巳ction or to do som巳thing else. This usually 

involves saving 出巳 game-state (everything that is hap 

pening) at出at point. Som巳 games-for 巳xample with 

virtual pets do not allow白白，and the game continu巳S
wheth巳r or not on巳 is playing. Stop playing long 

enough and one loses. In a turn-bas巳d game, o旦出巳

。出口’ hand-Chess for 巳xampl巳，but also many strategy 
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games一出巳 machine will wait for巳ver for a player to 
figure out his or h巳r n巳xt move, unless one is playing 
by the clock. 

The distinction between synchronous and as归－
chronous becomes ev巳n mor巳 important in multiplayer 
games. A game where eve巧rone is playing with or 
against each other at the sam巳 tim巳－say a real-tim巳

battl巳 or a competitive business simulation-can be 
very int巳resting, but for learning it can usually only 
happen when learners ar巳 in the sam巳 situation at the 
same tim巳，such as in a class, orientation, offsi旬 ， and so 
on. When this is not the case, turn-based gam巳s, which 
allow 巳ach player to play when巳V巳r h巳 or sh巳 has th巳

tim巳， may be a better solution. A turn based gam巳，

由 ough, may lack som巳 of 出巳 immediat巳 巳xcitement
of a real-time game, so the engag巳ment has to be pro
duced in other ways, such as a r巳al int巳rest in th巳 out
come and other可pes of gam巳play such as highly 
meaningful decisions. 
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Single Player Games v们盯Multiplr1;yer U们us Massively 

Multiplayer 

Games today can b巳巳ith巳r sing！巳play巳r, multiplay巳r on 
由 e sam巳 comput巳r (such as som巳 You Don't J巳i10切Jae

gam巳s), two or multiplayer over a network or 由巳Inter『

net, or massively multiplay巳r with hundreds, thousands, 

or potentially 巳V巳n millions playing 巳ith巳r at once, or 
on an in-and-out basis. 

Most digital gam巳－bas巳d l巳arning to <lat巳 has been 

single play巳I ，巳Xι巳pt in th巳 military, wher巳 th巳 goal has 
always been to link p巳op！巳． 。n巳 issu巳 for multiplayer 

gam臼 is getting th巳 p巳ople toge由er in real time. In 
consumer games this is oft巳n done via a virtual “lobby” 

wher巳 you first go when you want to play. 叭!hen
enough people ar巳 th巳r巳 for a game it starts, and in 

some games p巳ople can join while the game is o日going.
Another option for large multiplay巳r games is the “per
sist巳nt state” gam巳．

Session-Based Games versus Persistent State Games 
S巳ssion-bas巳d games exist only as long as the initial 
players are playing. Altl1ough出e game may be able to 
be paus巳d and resum时，it pauses for all players at出E
same time. When som巳body wins, the game is over, 
and must be played again. In persistent-stat巳 games, on 
the other hand, tl1巳 world of the game never goes away. 

Each player moves in and out of it as也可wish, but like 

th巳 real world, it continues. In persistent-stat巳 games
such as U!tima Online or EverQuest (th巳y t巳nd to b巳

role playing games) you can build up skill and cxperi 
ence ov巳r time, which has obvious implications扣r
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ing Comic’. As McCloud explains, the more abstract a 
character is (the most abstract face being a circl巳），出E
easier it is for us to identify ourselves with it. A� we g巳t
more and more photorealistic, characters take on iden
titi巳s that are more and more specific and become more 
di伍cult for us to project ourselves onto. So in some 
cases video, which is totally photorealistic (i.e., it ’s a 
photo) may, actually hindeηplayer identification with a 
character. This may or may not be important in a spe
cific instance. If th巳 perspective of the game is first
person （由rough your eyes) and you never see yourself, 
it may not matter. If it is "ov巳r由E shoulder，” where 
you do s巳e yourself continually as you play, it may. 

Some find that using animation improves game
play. You can fit so many more possibilities on 出e
same CD. Says on巳 developer，“My product is anima
tion based, my competitor’s product is video-based. 
My game bas thousands of potential pa出s, theirs has 
one."18 But others feel the technique of chopping th巳

video into very small chunks and assembling them on 
the fly as n巳edecl produces similar results that are more 
!if，巳like.1υ

learning. Because the world is always continuing, and 
opportunities may come and go, there can also be pen
alties for not playing, but this too, has clear connections 
to real life. 
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Ano th巳I int巳resting qu巳stion is how much storγto in
clue!巳 in th巳 gam巳. Should it b巳 like a movie, with an 

“inciting incident" at the start that makes you want to 
see the conclusion, and complex character development 
along th巳 way? Or should it be a s巳ri巳s of unconnected 
scenarios, puzzl巳s, or int巳ractions in a game-like con
text. The answ巳r here depends on what you are trying 
to accomplish. The more you want to creat巳 some
thing that is long-term and builds, the more story is a 
us巳ful motivator. The alternative, of course, is to have 
lots of 巳ver-increasing levels of puzzle di伍culty, as in 
Tctris. 

Although narrativ巳 and characters add emotional 
impact to a game, it is worth noting that ther巳 are
many categories of content wh巳re reflex action, that is, 
the ability to react very quickly to a stimulus, is what is 
important. Lanf,'1.lage learning is one example (How ar巳

you? Fine.) Legal objection is anoth巳r. Acronyms are a 
third. For such content, reflex-based games, where the 
com put巳r rapidly pres 巳nts stimuli (with or without a 
story-based cont巳xt) and judg巳S and times r巳sponses,
can oft巳n provicle a good, fun, solution. 

Evaluating Your Work in Progress: 
Dig·ital Game-Based Learning Principles 
As you create your digital game based lea1 ning, how <lo 
you go a bout e飞ralu:iting what you ar巳 doing, so that you 

Video-Based Games versus Animatio饥－Based Games 

Another interesting choice由at designers of learning 
games must mak巳 is wheth巳r what巳V巳r representations 
of characters and places 出巳y include will be vid巳o or 
animation based. These are two very different s勾，les,
o丘en r巳flecting whether or not the designers have n
video background. The advantage of using video is ah
solut巳 realism. Its disadvantag巳s include size of the

“assets，” which ar巳 large and limit what can b巳 put on
a CD or sent over the Internet, and limits on interactiv
ity, becaus巳 th巳 scenes n巳巳ded to be prerecorded and
play out when they are chosen by the player’s choices.
Both of these limitations hav巳 been overcome to some
d巳gr巳巳 by proponents; the first by better compression
anιl streaming methods, and the second by techniques
for cutting videos into pi巳ces as short as one or two
S巳conds, and assembling vid巳O S巳qu巳nc巳s on the fly. An 
additional issue to consider with video is that if any
chang巳s need to b巳 made, the video may 口巳巳d to be
re-shot, necessitating r巳；1ssembling the same cast, s巳ts,
lighting conditions, and more. If much time has
elapsed, th巳 actors may have aged consid巳rably!

A且imat 巳d characters and graphics, on th巳 other
hand, allow design巳rs a great deal of freedom. They 
can b巳 mad巳 to look and sound any way you want. 
They nev巳r become “unavailable，” like live actors. 
Their behaviors and actions can be programmed.“If I 
want a charact巳r to storm out，” says a dev巳lυp巳r “I can 
just hit the ‘storm out' key.”17 Animated charact，巳rs and 
graphics are less expensive and， 。f cours巳 ar巳 tot乱lly
lacking in ego (although that ’s not nee巳ssarily true of 
their creators). 

Which to use in a digital gam巳－based learning 
project? Of course it depends, but h巳I巳 are a couple of 
factors to consicler. First, ::inimat巳d ch白ract巳rs ar巳 fast
日ppn
cl＜》（their voices, which ar巳 r巳corcled act《》r ha飞F巳 always
be已n r巳口I; ι01口put巳r gen巳rated voices are at pr巳S巳nt
（》nly g<】od f《＞r rol】ots.) If you look at football or soccer 
gam巳s on today ’s advanced consoles, you will see 
almost TV【like characters. However, in their total 
nuanc町， it is important to r巳member that th巳se charac
ters will never (at least not in 门ur lifetim巳s) he perf，巳ctly
like real people. Yet ther巳 is an int巳r巳sting trad巳 off
b巳twe巳n叩出ificity and universality that is explain巳d
W巳JI by Scott MιCloud (lυ93) in hi月 book Understand-



can make in-cours巳 corrections and iterations? Is there 
a set of digital game-based learning principles，也ings
that any effectiv巳 digital game-bas巳d learning would 
have to include? 

Below is a short list of such principles. Following 
白白巳 concepts will 巳nable you to take any subject 
matter and design a successful game-based learning ex
perience on the computer. Although I could have 
phrased them as prescriptions （“Users should ．．．勺，I

由ink they work better as questions for you to keep ask
ing yourself throughout th巳 entire creation process. I 
suggest you put由em on your wall and reflect on出em
as you are considering, designing, building, testing, and 
rolling out digital game-based learning. 

1. Is this game fun enough that someone who is not in 
its target audienc巳 would want to play it (and would
learn仕om it)? 
2. Do people using it think of themselves as “players” 

ra出er than “students” or “trainees”？ 
3. Is the experience addictive? Does it produce great 
“word of mou出” among users? Do us巳rs rush out after 
they tty it and tell th巳ir colleagues or classmates, 
“You've got to try this-it ’s way cool.”Do users want
to play again and again until they win, and possibly 
a仕er?
4. Are th巳 players’ skills in 由巳 subj巳ct ma忧巳r an
l巳arning content of th巳 game-b巳 it knowl巳dg巳， pro
cess, procedure, ability, etc.-significantly improving 
at a rapid rate, and getting better the longer h巳 or she 
plays? Does the game encourage r巳flection about what 
has been learned?

Notice the 01命r of出巳 above. Fun (i.e., gamepla3 「）
firs 
but gen巳rally much仇1rth巳r down. The result is 出at
many programs that purport to be gam巳－based learning 
really aren't一they are just someone’s theories of learn
ing or some dry simulation dressed up with game-like 
graphics. B巳li巳ve me, users know the difference. 

1再There Are叽Te and Where Do矶Te Go 
From Here? 

The process of creating digital game-based learning 
is certainly W巳11 on its way. There are scores, and 
som巳time hundreds of examples of varying quality, 
to be sure-already built for K-12 education, post
secondary education, business and 出e milita1y (see 
www.socialimpactgames.com for a list). Digital game
based l巳arning is marching into d巳 consumer gaming 

world as well. No longer confined to pure fantasies, 
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commercial computer and video games are beginning 
to contain content that students or other learners 
might ne巳d to know. A growing number of commercial 
games, such as Sta灯坤， Aviation 乃coon, Pizza 乃coon,
Wall Street Trader, and even Sim Ci吵are且lied with 
content 由at can be very useful for certain types of 
education and business tt·aining. Games such as Age of 
Empires have much historically correct content that 
can pot巳ntially be used in schools. The military 巳xpects
budding pilots to be proficient at consumer militarγ 
flight simulator games. 

Still, the fact is由at most commercial games would 
require major revision to make them fully use缸l as 
either education or training 出at could replac巳 。由er
types of learning. But the process has begun, because it 
works. Although as yet far from mainstream, digital 
game-based learning is becoming an alternative, with 
amazing and increasing success, in a large number of 
areas. Almost all genres and styles of games hav巳 been
used for learning. A n巳w learning paradigm learning 
via play-is gradually emerging: 
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Preschoolers learn the alphabet and reading through 
20 computer games. 

Elementary students learn th巳 K -6 curriculum on 
Playstations. 21 

Computer chess becom巳s a big part of K-12

1 22 curricumms. 
• Typing （“keyboarding”） games ar巳 high-selling soft-

，、 」 23ware oroducts. 
• High-schools students play a multiplayer online
game to learn electoral politics.24

Financial trad巳rs use comput巳r games to hone their 
skills. 25

Policymakers play a Sim Ci吵－style game to under
stand the health car巳 syst巳111.2ι

Business ex巳cutives play at running simulated humor 
resom℃巳s departments and oil refineries.27 
• Engineers us巳 a consumer style videogame to l巳arn
n巳w CAD technology.28 
• Military train巳巳s fight realistic battles in video game
like simnlators.2''

True digital game-based learning一learning that 
feels exactly like a “real game”一is finally beginning to
emerg巳. Some examples include: 

The 乃pi吨 ofthe Dead: An actio叫acked game for tl1e 
Sega Dreamcast in which mummies attack you an<l you 
must type phrases mor巳 and more quickly and accu
rately in order to stay alive. 
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entertainment and games world with effective tech
niques for teaching the material 出at students and 
workers are required to l巳arn, a phenor丑enon of highly 
effectiv巳 learning “hits，”出at move through target pop

ulations at 出巳epidemic speeds of best selling novels, 
movies, or games, leaving a lasting educational impact. 

That 巳ventually any individual trainer, teacher, or 

educator will have at his or her disposal the tools and 
colleagues to work with to create such phenom巳na,

and that “talent will out，”with successful, effective in

struction no long巳r being、confined to thos巳 a singl巳

fantastic t巳acher or trainer can reach in person, but to 

all 出e learners in his or her entir巳 potential target mar

ket, worldwide. Such target markets could be all sales 
P巳op！巳， all manag巳rs, all third graders, all elem巳ntary

school students, all math students, all college-level 

ch巳mistry students，巳tc.

That, consequently, there will be training and learn
ing bra日ds based not just on publishers, but also on 

au出ors and d巳signers, subj巳cts and sty！臼， as tl1巳re are 

in books, movies, and games. 
That出1s user-driven learning phenomenon will not 

only move from company to company and school to 
school nationally, but will be worldwide, like movies 

and videogames. 

That tl1巳 Intern巳t，由巳 wireless networks, and their 

successors will not just be the conduit for boring 

courses that people are fore：“to take or force tl1巳m
selves to suffer through. Rather tl1巳y will be a competi

tive forum, much like th巳 games and movie busin巳sses,

wher巳 talent, creativity, and the ability to hold me audi

enc巳 and deliv巳r a compelling experi巳nce is what wins, 

wh巳re the best combination of gam巳 play, 1巳arning

methodology and ey巳 candy is what p巳ople s巳巳k.

That we will have a learning world tomorrow, lik巳

th巳 games and movies worlds of today, where th巳re are 

bom classic l巳arning hits and exciting n巳wcom巳rs;

where a plethora of magazines and reviewers cover 

what ’s in developm巳nt and help l巳arners choos巳 tl1e

V巳ry best; where makers create their experiences with 

th巳 goal of holding th巳ir audienc巳 and being successful 

in learning, and thereby making money and attracting 

capital; and where learners look forward to th巳 next re
lease as 巳agerly as they wait for an upcoming game, 
console, or movie. 

The 几!Jonkey Wrench Conspiracy: A first-person shooter 

game for learning to use CAD software. 

Joint Farce Euψlaynzent: A real-time strategγgame put 

out by the O伍ce of me Joint Chiefs to teach local 

commanders in chief and meir staffs to combine land, 

air, sea, and space forces effectively in combat. 
Objection!: A twitch game for lawyers in which you have 
only s巳conds to decide whether each sentence a witness 

says is “proper” or should be object巳d to, and if tl1e 
latter, for which of a dozen reasons. 

Qin: An adv巳nture-style gam巳 for l巳arning about an
cient China. 
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There is no doubt mat even as I write many more 
of thes巳

“true” learning games are already in 

development. 

The Future of Dig·ital Game-Based 

Learning 

With demographics clearly on its side, me future of 

digital game based learning is likely to be a bright one. 

By 2025, ther巳 will be almost no one left in th巳 巳duca
tional system student, teacher, or administrator-who 

has not played computer g乱mes pretty much all his or 
her life. 

I exp巳ct that by th巳n m巳 learning world will 

r巳5巳mble the gam巳s world in m乱ny ways, witl1 a wide 
variety of choices and styles of 巳ffective learning games 
for every subj巳ct, and us巳rs g巳tting to decid巳（in con

junction with t巳ach巳rs) which approach, style, and 
learning gam巳 th巳y want to play to learn the material. 

For 111巳， this is the promis巳 of digital game-based 
learning: 

All tl1is is not only possible, but it i日出finitely com
ing. Som巳 of it is alr巳ady h巳re.

w巳 ar巳 fortunate, 1 think, to find ourselves at m巳

beginning of something very new and powerful. Digital 

gam巳－based l巳arning is lik巳 th巳川to industry in 1890, 

That motivation will finally be found for learning 
th巳 subj巳cts and content tl1at ar巳 the most di币cult to 
teach or train either because they are 巳xtr巳mely dull 

:md dty or extremely complicated, or bo出－and to get 
p巳ople to train therns巳Ives.

That small groups of trainers, teacher飞 content
experts, and game design巳rs working together will ere
ate experiences that will radically improve th巳 learning,
and ultimately the compet巳nce and b巳havior of thou
sands, and potentially millions of learn巳rs-not only 
巳ntir巳 companies, but entire industri巳s, grade l巳vels,
巳V巳n countrie日 and population日， and th乱t this will ulti
m:itely aff，巳ct tb 巳 market value of companies, and per
ha1〕S 巳ven n�Hion日．

That the free mark巳t will crca忧
，

through a user
巳valuated process of marrying the 巳ngag巳111巳nt-driv巳n,
exp巳rience－ι巳nter巳d, "fun” ap1】roach oF th巳 interactiv巳



airplanes in 1910, and computers in 1950. Visionaries 
then would have been able to paint a picture of phe

nom巳na just getting started, wi出 a lot of promise. 
They could have cited only a relatively few pioneering 

instances, several of which had failed. Yet in each case, 

within less than a single lifetime, huge numbers of 

ordinary p巳ople around th巳 world were doing previ
ously unimaginable things: con位olling vehicles moving 

at over sixty miles per hour a few feet apart over vast 
interconnected highway systems; flying to an严νhere in 

由e world in only hours o丘en on a minute’s notice; 

accessing in s巳conds, at little cost－由e entire net

work of human information and knowledge from little 

boxes in th巳ir laps. 

I believe it will b巳由巳 same with digital game

based learning. Long before tl1e readers of出1s book 
grow old, digital game-based learning-or, more pre 

cis哟，I臼infinitely more sophisticated successors

will be totally taken for granted as the way people 

learn. 
Why? Because to be effective with tomorrow’s 

learners, tlie “fun” component of all learning will have 

to go 出rough the roof. Because digital game-based 

learning is enormously versatile, it is adaptable to al

most any subject, information, or skill to be learned, 

and, when used correctly, it is extremely 巳ffective.

There is also a strong economic argument. A large 

and potentially hug巳ly profitable opportunity口ists to 

combine tlie multitrillion-dollar worldwide entertain

ment business with the multitrillion-dollar worldwid巳

learning business. Altl1ough tl1is may currently seem 

anatliema to educators who see l巳arning as a serious 

a<.:tivity, and a strange busin巳ss proposition to enter

tainment executives focused single mindedly on tlie 

commercial mass market, it makes perfect sense to 

today ’s learners. The key premise of digital game based 

learning is that by marrying 出e engagement of games 

and entertainment with the content of learning we can 

fundamentally improv巳 tlie nature of education and 

training for the world. This is something people 切ant,

and, I think, will pay for. 

So congratulations! In finishing this chapter you 

hav巳made it to出e high scor巳rs’ list of those who now 

understand more about games and learning. 

Notes 

1. For more, see Prensky 2001.

2. These numbers are int巳nded purely as “order of
magnitude” approximations; they obviously vary

widely for indh付uals. They were arrived at in

th巳 following ways:
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a. Video g(l111es: Average play time: 1.5 hours/day
(Source: “Interactive Videogames, Medinscope, June 
1996) It is likely to be higher five years later, so 
1.8 x 365 days x 15 years= 9,855. 

b. TV
‘‘Tel巳vision in the Ho1丑e," 1998: Third 

Annual Survey of Pare 
Policy Center, Jun巳 22

’
1998, gives the numher of 

TV hours watched per day as 2.55. M. Chen, in出E
Sz月d付 Parents Guide to Kid's TV (1994), gives the 
number as 4 hours/day. Taking th巳 average, 3.3 
hours/day×365 days x 18 years= 21,681. 

c. Rending: Eric Leuliette, a voracious (and meticu
lous) reader who has listed online 巳ve1y hook h巳

has 巳ver read (www.csr.utexas.edu/personal/leuliette/ 
fwtablehome.html), rea《I about 1,300 books through 

college. If we take 1,300 books×200 pages/book x 

400 words per page, w巳 get 10,400,000,000 words. 

Read at 400 words/that gives 260,000 minutes, or 
4,333 hours. This represents a little over 3 hours/ 

book. Although others may read slowly, most have 

read far fewer books than Leuliette. 
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3. Dr. Bruce D. Berry, Baylor Coll巳ge of

必1.edicin巳．

4. Dr. Susan Chipman, Researcher, Office of

Naval Research.

5. vVilliam D. 认Tinn, dire<.:tor of the Learning

C巳ntre at the University of矶Tashington、

Human Interface Technology Laboratory.

6. For a summary of tl1is in岛rmation, see www

.twitchspeed.com/site/Prensky%20%20Digital

听》20Natives,%20Digital%20Immigrants%20-%

20Part2.htm.

7. David Gel巳rtn巳r, inοnline Leaming Magazine.

8. R巳ported by Noah Falstein. 

9. From John Kernan, CEO, Th巳 Lightspan

Partnership.

10.“Evaluation of Lightspan. Research Results 

from 403 sd10ols and over 14,580 students，” 
February 2000, CD ROM. 

11. S<.:i en tifi<.: L巳arning Corporation, National Field
Trial Results (pamphlet). See also Merzenich et
al., 1996 and Tallal et 址，1996.

12. Office of Readiness and Training, Depart
ment of Defence, The Pentagon, Private
Briefing.

13. Ibid.

14. Dr. Ray Perez, cognitive psychologist, Depart-

111巳nt of Defens巳．

15. Michael Allen, President, Allen Communi
cauons. 
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Lee Hotz, R. (1998). How culture molds habits of 

thought. Los Angeles Times, October 18. 

Lieberman, D. A. (1998). Health education video 

games for children and adolescents: Theory, design 

and research findings. Paper presented in Jerusalem, 

International Communications Associations. 

Lipson, A. S. The inner game of educational computer 

games. Self-published paper, no date. 

Malone, T.认r. (1981a）.引That makes computer games 

fun? Byte, D巳cember.

Malone, T. W. (1981b). Towards a theory of intrinsic 

moti飞ration. Cognitive Science, 4, 3 3 3-369. 

McCloud, S. (1993). Understanding comics, the invisi

hie art. Amherst, MA: Kitchen Sink Press. 

McLuhan, M., & Fiore, Q. (1967). The medium is the 

message: An inventoη of φ出. New York: Bantam 

Books. 

Merzenich, M. M., Jenkins, W. M., Johnston, P., 

Schreiner, C., Miller, S., & Tallal, P. (1996). Temporal 

processing deficits of language-learning impaired chi!

dren ameliorated by training. Science, 2 71, 27 2 8. 

16. Clark Aldrich, SimuLearn. Analyst emeritus,

The Gartner Group.

17. Richard Barkey, CEO, Imparta, Ltd.

18. Ashley. S. Lipson, Esq. CEO, TransMedia, Inc.

19. Ed Heinbockel, CEO, Visual Purple, Inc.

20. Through programs such as Sesame Street Letters,

Jun引pstmτLearning Games ABC's, and Jmnpstart

Phonics, Toddlers, and Preschool.

21. The Lightspan Partnership.

22. Art F akazis，“A Look at Chess in the Public

Schools，” online at www.zome.com/kasparov/

chessinschool.asp.

23. New York Times, December 31, 1998.

24. AOL's Election 96 and Reinventing America, cre

ated by Cro臼over Technologies and funded by

出巳Markle Foundation.

2 5. Straight Shooter! by Games2 trai for Bankers 

Trust Company. 

26. Sim Health, by Thinking Tools. Funded by the

鸟在arkle Foundation.

27. Training simulation from Anders巳n Consulting,

Sim Rφnery for Chevron from Thinking Tools.

28. The Monkey Wrench Conspiracy, by Games2train

for think3 software.
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Moore, P. (1997). Inferential Focus Briefing, Septem

ber 30. 

Negroponte, N. (1996). Being digital. New York: Vin

tage Books. 

29. For example, SIMNET tank simulators.
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COGNITIVE EFFECTS OF VIDEO GAMES 

Sandra L. Calvert 

My eleven-year-old neph巳w Sean and I are playing a 
race-car video game. He races around the board, pass
ing cars and moving his hands at lightening speed. I 
struggle along at th巳 end of the pack. Sean, who is able 
to watch me play as he is winning也e game against the 
computer (who is providing more competition than I 
am), begins to give me some verbal guidance about 
how to use my joystick. At one point, he even says, 
“Turn around, Aunt Sandy-you’re going也E wrong 
way！ ” 

Sean is able to multitask and win a complex game, 
requiring skills of attention, memory, cone巳ntration,
and planning while coaching and teaching me to play 
at出e same time. How does he do it? 

American children spend approximately six hours 巳ach
day wi出 media (Roberts et al., 1999). Although most 
of this time is currently spent viewing television, an 
incr巳asing amount of time is invested in interactive 
technologi邸，including video games (Rideout et al., 
1999). Video games are often children’s first exp巳ri
ences with computer information technologies (Calvert, 
1999). The popularity of gaming at home, often wi由
。由er peers, now extends to online interactions with 
known and unknown competitors. Although the spe
cific amount of time that children in other cultures 
spend with elecn·onic games may be less than their 
American counterparts, the ways出at children learn 
from media should be consistent across cultur巳s.

Using an information-processing model that is 
sensitive to developmental differenc巳s in learning, I ad
dress出巳 following questions: Who plays video gam巳s?
How do children int巳ract with, and think abou飞video
games？巩斤iat kinds of skills are needed to 巳xtract in
formation from these games, and what kinds of skills 
does game playing cultivate? Why do boys gravitate 
to出巳se games more than girls, and what is出e po
tential impact of differential interest for children's 
development? 

Who Plays Video Games? 
For video games to impact children’s development and 
cognitive skills, children must first play出em. The 
kinds of video gam巳s available for childr巳n to play are 
as follows: (1) g巳neral entertainment, a storγor game 
with no fighting or destruction; (2) educational, in 
which children learn about new ways to use informa

tion; (3) fantasy violence, in which the theme is to fight 
and avoid being killed; (4) human violence, in which the 
goal is to fight and avoid being killed as a human char
acter; (5) nonviolent sports, sports games without fight
ing; and ( 6) viol巳nt sports, spor臼game with fighting 
(Funk & Buchman, 1995). Game play has now moved 
from consol巳s to online interactions with characters 
moving fluidly between offline and online spaces. In ad
dition, virtual reality games provide three-dimensional 
versions of games for children to immerse themselves 
in (Calvert & Tan, 1994). These innovations, particu
larly the virtual reality game, may make gaming an in
creasingly realistic 巳xperience for children. 

Boys are the overwhelr丑ing players of video games, 
叨ically spending twice as much time gaming as girls 
(Buchman & Funk, 1996). Gaming is a core part of 
boys' friendships and socialization experiences (War
tella, 0’Keefe, & Scantlin, 2000). Boys primarily play 
fast-action gam巳s that include a considerable amount 
of violent content as well as sports games (Fm汰，Ger
mann, & Buchman, 1997; Gailey, 1996; Wright et 此，
2001). Girls, by contrast, prefer spatial games such as 
Tetris, fantasy genres, educational games, and games 
with traditional feminine themes such as Barbie Fashion 

Des毡ner (Funk et al., 1997; Gail町，1996; Subrama
nyam et al., 2001; Wright et 址，2001). Gaming is a 
much less important facet of girls，仕iendships and so

cialization than出at of boys. 
Video game play increases仕om ages two to seven 

(Huston et al., 1999), but then decreases as children 
grow older (Buchman & Funk, 1996). For instance, 

fourth『grade girls spent approximately five and a half 
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These production techniques include action, how much 
movement there is i日 出e production; pacing, how 
quickly scenes and characters change; visual and auditmy 

ψccial 吃ffec打，th巳 violation of real-life ev巳11臼 through
surprising and incongruous visual events and sounds; 
foreground music, loud music that appears in the absence 
of dialogue; and charncter vocalizations, nonhuman in 
congruous sounds mad巳 by characters. Nonsalient pro 
duction features involv巳 dialogue, in which characters 
talk to one another meaning句lly, but often without fea 
tures that easily attract attention. 

These same perceptually salient featur巳s are also 
the hallmark of video game presentations. That is, 
perceptually salient features such as rapid action, loud 
music, rapid pacing, and visual and audio effects charac
terize video games with nonsali巳nt f巳atures such as dia
lo凯1e being used sparingly. 

Using principles embodied in video games, Malone 
(1981) theorized 出at challenge, fantasy, and curiosity 
were key elements for a theory of intrinsically motivat
ing instruction. Variable levels of challenge included 
goals that wer巳 p巳rsonally meaningfol as w巳ll as uncer
tain outcom叫th巳 latt巳r embodying 出巳 salient quality 
of surprise. Fantasy included those that wer巳 created
by the pbyer as well as by the gam巳 maker. Curiosity 
included sensory curiosity such as audio and visual 
effects, a direct link to both Berlyn凸出巳ory of percep
tual salience and the production featur自由at embody 
those qualities. Malone (1981) found that boys pre
ferred action, wh巳reas g·irls preferred musical rewards. 

hours per week of gaming compared to only about 
three hours p巳r week for eigh出－grad巳 girls. Although 
the ov巳rall levels of game play was higher than that 
of girls, boys show巳d similar declines in play as age 
increased. Speci且cally, four由－grade boys spent approx
imately nine and a half hours per w巳ek playing games, 
compared to only five hours per w巳ek by the eigh出
grad巳（Buchman & Funk, 1996). 

S巳an, my nephew, is at peak performance as a 
gamer. He has played games for several years by age 
eleven, and h巳 knows the games well. He prefers action 
games, sel巳cting a nonviolent sports game for us to 
play. 

Does playing video games facilitate the develop 
ment of children’s cognitiv巳 skills, particularly visual 
and spatial skills? Or does playing video games impede 
由巳development of children’s cognitive skills, particu
larly verbal linguistic skills? 
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Visu日i Attention 

Video gam巳s use p巳rceptually salient features to move 
children to th巳 next phas巳 of information proc巳ssing:
visual attention. Perceptually salient forms are impor
tant, in part, because they attract attention to certain 
content (Calver飞1999). Initially, this attraction can be 
involuntarγ，based in large measure on the survival 
value that attention to certain features brings to the 
developing child. This is called the salience function of 
features. Over tim巳， however, children learn 出at C巳r
tain features signal and mark important content for 
f盯ther processing. This is called the marker ftm山on of 
features (Calvert 巳t al., 1982). 

In video game play, sound 巳fleets often signal and 
mark the presence of important content. For instance, 
a sound informs knowledgeable players that they are 
ahout to enter a n巳w level of the game or that a certain 
ev巳口t is about to happen. It is through prior 巳xp巳rience
in playing th巳 gam巳 that play巳rs gleam nuances of 
meaning from such experiences. Through temporal 

Development and Information 
Processing Theory 

Two major dev巳lopm巳ntal th巳ories 8r巳 useful in under
standing how and what childr巳l1 1巳arn from pl巧ing
video games. The first is informntion processing theory. 
Th巳 second is developm巳ntal th巳ory ground巳d in the 
work of Piaget (1962) and Brun巳r, Olver, and Green-
6巳ld(1968). Both th巳O「巳tical p巳rspectiv巳s view children 
as active processors of information. 

Information processing theory, which gr巳w out of 
the elev巳lopmental theories of Piaget and Bnm巳r, is 
::tctu::illy ::t group of th巳ories that are has巳d on how in
formation flows through a “human” com put巳r. These 
information processing activities includ巳 perc巳ption, at
t巳ntion, representation and m巳mory, and output. This 
chapter will integrate both theorie『 into one frame 
work, with the d巳veloprnentalists primarily contributing 
to th巳 5巳ction on r巳pres巳ntation and memo巧人

Perception 

Perception involv巳s th巳 initial intake of information. In 
111巳dia r巳5巳arch， 。n巳 us巳ful approach to the study of 
information intake is Berlyn的(1960) theory of per』

ceptual salience. In Berlyne's approach, certain qualiti巳S

of the 巳nvironment are likely to trigger attention and 
inter巳st bemuse th巳y have survival valu巳 for the organ
ism.丁b巳se perceptually salient qualities inclnd巳 move
ment, contrast, ch:mge, inc仆ngrnity, complexity, and 
surpns巳

In the pr巳<lomin口ntly visu,i] medium of t巳levision,
Huston and '-''right (1υ83）巳xamined p巳re巳ptually sa
lient qmlities in rebtion to production techniques. 
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contiguity with these sound effects, children are primed 
for the next sequenc巳 of game play. 

Video games also require sustained attention to the 
task in order to succeed, as well as出e ability to look at 

由e proper ar巳as of th巳 scr巳巳n. Few empirical studies 
have examined th巳 role of visual attention in Vl由o
games, appar巳ntly presuming that 由巳player will auto 

matically att巳nd in order to win. One 巳xception is in a 

body of work by Patricia Greenfield. 

Allocation of attention to the correct areas of a 

task may be affected by vid巳O game play. Gre巳nfield,
de飞Ninstanl町，Kilpa tr灿c, and Kaye (1994）巳xamined
divided attention, as indexed by respons巳 tim巳， for col

lege students who had to locate a target on a computer 

screen. Experienced video game players wer巳 similar to 

novices when the target appeared in a high probability 
location on出e computer screen; how巳ver，由e experi

enced play巳rs responded faster than出e novices when 
the target was in a low probability location on the 

screen. In a second experiment，由巳 authors demon 

strated that five hours of practice with a video game 

called Robotron improved response time for the low 

probability location. These findings suggest出at a忧en

tion is actually guided by memories, tl1at is, schemas, 

developed by previous game play. 

As attention becomes more automatic at a task, 

scarce attentional r巳sources are freed up that allow the 

player to perform multiple tasks at the same time, or 

multitasking. So one reason that my nephew Sean is 

able to play video games well and coach me simultane

ously is because h巳 knows what to do at出e game; his 

attention is automatically directed to parts of the game 

needed to win. 

Representation and 如1.emmy

McLuhan (1965) argued that television was uniqu巳 in

its form, not its content. That is，出e same information 

could be presented in a book, on the radio, or on tele

vision, but how it was presented, and pot巳ntially repre 

sented, varied with th巳 medium.

Video games are also presented in 出巳 unique

audio飞心ual forms that first appeared with film and tele

vision. How巳V巳r，出er巳 are new ways of g巳忧mg 出巳 con

tent in video games出at were not part of early media 

experiences.岛for巳 specifically, children must now in

teract with content, not just obse凹巳 it. This shift to 

interactiv巳 巳xperiences provides verγ<lir巳ct ways for 

children to control and to receive responsive feedback 

from media. 

Through exp巳rience, children construct sch巳1nas,

learned 巳xp巳ctations that guide perceptions, m巳1nories,
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and inferences about content. These schemas can vary 
in the form in which出ey represent content and their 

repeat巳d use over tim巳 can cultivate the development 
of visual and spatial skills. As tl1ey grow older, children 

develop m巳tamemory skills that enable th巳m to know 

about their knowing. At this abstract level, children be

come quite skilled at creating and articulating strat』

egies, such as how to win video games. 

Developmental theorists have been instrumental in 

putting forth a framework for understanding how chil

dren think differently at different points in development 

(Bruner, Olver, & Gr巳巳nfield, 1968; Piag巳t, 1962). In

Bruner et al.'s (1968) system, which was based in Pia

get’s earlier work, children represent information in: 

(1) enactive (wi由出巳body), (2) iconic (visual), and (3)

symbolic (verbal) modes of t与0吨ht. These l巳vels of

representation progress from enactive to iconic to s严F

bolic, moving仕om very concrete to increasingly ab

str·act ways of thinking about information.

Enactive representation, the first level of retaining 

information, involves representing information with 
the body. Young childr巳n, for instance, initially turn 

their head from side to side to avoid eating undesirable 

foods. That back and forth motion becomes an enactive 

representation for the concept “no.”Enactiv巳 represen

tations r巳main a part of thought, particularly in r巳pre

senting what it fe巳ls like to hit a baseball or throw a 

Frisbee. Th巳 body knows how to do these activities 
through the muscles. 

In video game play, I've observed a child who 

physically jumped when he wanted his Mario Brother's 

character to jump over an obstacle. His body knew 

what he wanted his character to do (Calvert, 1999). 

Similarly, in playing a virtual reality gam巳 such as Dae

tyl Nightmare, adol巳SC巳nts may hav巳 develop巳d enactive 

repres巳ntations of events, such as pulling th巳 trigger of 

a gun. That is, they knew how it felt to pull the trigger 

of a凯111 and出at feeling was retained and represented 

in their body (Calvert & Tan, 1994). Simil缸片，S巳an’5
muscles knew what it felt like to operate his joystick 
when he played video games with me. 

Iconic representation, the second level of repre
sentJtion, involves th巳 use of concret巳 symbols such 
as visual pictur问to remember events. It is in tl1is 
ti巳r of repr巳sentation that video gam巳 research has 
focus巳d.

Vid巳O game play frequently activat巳s cognitive 

skills by calling upon 出E player to construct mental 

re pres巳ntations of space in order to win th巳 gamι．

R巳peatedly playing vid巳O games may cultivate visual 
spatial skills. 
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Tetris for six hours. Tetris calls upon and cultivates rapid 

rotation of objects and plac巳ment of blocks. Compared 

to a control group, video game players were faster at 

mental rotation and spatial visualization. M巳且 per

formed more quickly than women did on complex 

mental rotation tasks, but not on simple visual rotation 

tasks. 
Boys such as Sean, who spend many hours each 

week playing video games, construct visually based 

schemas that allow them to anticipate th巳 game layout 

and moves that they must make. His game playing 

has become so automatic that he can simultaneously 

instruct me as he carries out complex mental and 

motor activities involved in successful gam巳 perfor-

mance. 

斗”1bolic modes of thought, the most abstract way of 

representing information, involves using words or other 

abstract symbols that are arbitrary and do not have a di

rect link to th巳 information that is being represented. 

There are numerous complaints 出at visual media, 

including video game play, are r巳placing verbal ways 

of tJ1inking about information, leading to an illiterate 

society. To date, there is no firm evidence that an ero

sion of verbal skills has taken place due to 巳xperiences

with visual media. Instead, it appears由at video game 

play cultivates出e development of visual spatial skills, 

日n underutilized skill in American culture. 

Sean has abstract m巳tamemorγskills that allow 

him to think about strate白
几

to plan his gam巳 so that 

he will be successful. He has developed the abstract as 

W巳ll as the concrete skills that ar巳 n巳ecle<l for successful 

gammg. 

Output 

The evidenc巳 suggests that th巳 way出at information 

comes into the information processing system is often 

similar to how it is encod巳【l and represented. There

fore, how that information is remembered may also be 

modality specific. Visually presented information may 

be remembered in a visual form and verbally presented 

information may he remembered best in a verbal form 

(Calvert, 1999). 

Pr巳liminary evidence suggests that playing video 

games may cultivate iconic modes of information proc 

essing and subs巳quent output. In a cross cultural study 

by Gr巳enfield and colleagu巳s (1994), colleg巳 students

from the United St日tes and Italy interact巳cl with one of 

six vie!巳o gam巳s. Prior qmlitie日， such as h巳ing a m日l巴，

being an 巳xperienc巳d video game play巳r, and being 

American, positively affected pretest scores on scien

tific-technical discovery skills. After short-term 巳xpo-

Studies of children and adults who are expert video 

game players demonstrate that th巳y mentally construct 

maps as they interact with the game, even if出巳y have 

never viewed a map of the game drawn for 出em

(Greenfield, 1994). In pilot studies, Greenfield found 

that boys and college students could either draw or 

reported the use of mental maps of a vid巳O game called 

Castle Wo伊mtein.

These m巳ntal maps are constructed through the 

activities of gam巳 players.岛fore specifically, computer 

games frequently require the user to move from one 

screen to another through branching techniques. As 

出e player practices and becomes proficient at th巳 task,

he or she is d巳veloping an iconic, schematic mental 

constrnction of the space. For instance, in Cast.丘， Wo铲

enstei刀， the player mov巳s through sev巳ral rooms and 

has to exit through particular doors from each room to 

r巳ach the ultimate destination: freedom! Although it is 

clear that expert players of such games ar巳 more profi

cient at thes巳 visual-spatial skills, it is uncl巳ar if they 

were initially more profici巳nt at creating mental maps 

or if they developed the skill through playing the g·arn巳．

Playing computer games can cultivate (i.e., de 

V巳lop) visual spatial skills. Greenfield, Brannon, and 

Lohr (1994) first p巳rformed a naturalistic study in 

which they went to a video parlor and waited for col

lege students to complete The Empire Strikes I勿ck, a 

game requiring the player to navigate出rough three 

dimensional space from a two-dimensional representa 

tion. The experimenters th巳n asked the play巳rs to per 

form a m巳ntal paper-folding task, a test of visual-spatial 

skills. Thos巳 stud巳口ts who were extremely proficient on 

th巳 comput巳r gam巳 W巳re more proficient on the mental 

paper-folding task than were less successful computer 

game players. Th巳 results sugg巳st that visual-spatial 

skills are associated with expertise in the spatial skills 
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In an experim巳ntal follow up of this naturalistic 

study, Gr巳巳nfield, Brannon, and Lohr (1994) expos巳d

college students to the video gam巳刊c Empire Strikes 

Back’ 仇＞ran hour or two. Although short term exposure 
did not improve student日

’ P巳rformanc巳 on th巳 paper
folding task, long-t巳rm exposure cl id pr巳dict per
formanc巳 That is, th巳 more frequently stud巳nts had 
participnteιl in computer games, the hetter cl1ey p巳！－

formed at th巳 pap巳r-folding task. This study suggest旦

that long t巳rm exposun.: to computer gam巳s is central 
to underst�nding their impact on th巳 dev巳lopm巳nt of 
children ’s visual spati,1[ sblls. 

fn another sn1dy of sp:1ti,1l l阳·formancc (Okagaki 

伙Frensιh, l 994），。Ider adolescents J山yed th巳 g,1111c
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sure to video games for two and a half hours, all partic
ipants playing discovery games improved th巳ir decod
ing of graphs depicting scientific-technical information 
mor巳 than the control groups. 

Participants also used iconic diagrams rather than 
written words to represent their memories during re
trieval tasks. Th巳se visual diagrams paralleled the pre
sentation of the task they had experienced, suggesting 

出at information is best remembered in th巳 form in 
which it was initially experienced. The findings suggest 
that computers can cultivate 由巳 use of iconic modes of 
expression. 

Sean’s output is smooth，。uid video game play as 
he maneuvers 巳very turn and overcomes every obstacle. 
Through practic巳， he has become an expert at a visually 
bas巳d activity. 

The Cultivation of Visual and Spatial 
Skills 

Although visual skill development typically generalizes 
best to similar rather than more distant cognitive skills, 

出ere is some evidence that visual processing skills have 
improved during the twentieth century (Subramanyam 
et 址，2001). Consider the case of IQ scor臼．

IQ tests comprise school-like items because 出ey
were originally d巳signed to predict success and failure 
in由e French school system. During 出e twentieth 
C巳ntury, children’s performance on 出巳 visual subcom” 

pon巳nts of IQ tests increased, a finding known as the 
F忖nn effect (1994). Greenfield (1998) argued出at出ese
improvements in visual scores parallel and are probably 
caused, in part, by childr巳n’s use of visual media, 
including video game play, l】巳cause computer games 
develop many of the same nonverbal skills that are 
tested on the Stanford Binet and矶Teschler IQ tests 
(Greenfield, 1998). For example，出E spatial visualiza
tion skill developed by playing Tetris is similar to the 
Object Assembly subtest of the W巳schler IQ Test 
(Subramanyam 巳t al., 2001). Becaus巳 of 由巳se informal 
learning expel i巳nces, visual IQ performance may have 
actually increased over time. The implication is that 
visual interactive games are becoming informal learning 
tools that cul ti vat巳 iconic ways of thinking about in
formation. These visual skills, in tur飞may be useful in 
occupations such as computer programming that r巳－

quire visual spatial thinking and visual forms of repre-
5巳ntation for successful performance. 

叭Till S巳an’s IQ scores show increases in visual
spatial suhscor巳S because of his video game play？认Till
other children who play video games show incr巳ases in 
th巳se subcompon巳nts of IQ tests? 
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Gender Differences in Cognitive Skills 
If, as the literature suggests, certain kinds of video game 
play increase visual and spatial skills, then ge忧ing girls 
to play games that cultivate this kind of skill may be im
portant in their cognitive d巳velopment. If r巳searchers
can get girls to play video games, do their spatial skills 
improve? 

Subrahmanyam and Greenfi巳ld (1994) attempted 
to reduce gender differ巳nces in visual”spatial skills by 
exposing ten and eleven-year-old children to a maze
based 叽ideo game called Marble Madness for two and 
one-fourth hours. Children w巳re initially pret巳sted on 
spatial skills. A control group played a word game on 
由巳 computer, while 由巳 巳xp巳rim巳ntal group played 
Mm伪 Madness. Finally, children were posttested on 
two of the three original pretests. Boys w巳r巳 initially
better on the visual spatial tasks. After exposure to the 
computer games, how巳ver, girls who had received treat
ment in visual spatial tasks had caught up to 由巳 boys in 
visual-spatial skills. Although girls p巳rformed as w巳ll as 
boys in the more genernl spatial task aft巳r video game 
exposure, boys continu巳d to outperform girls at the 
video game. So 巳V巳n if I practic巳 and improve my 
visual-spatial skills, Sean will probably continue to out
perform me at video garn巳 play.

Kafai (1995) took a differ巳nt tack in addressing出e
g巳nder differences in video gam巳 play. Instead of hav
ing children play another person’s gam巳， she had chil
dren create their own games. Boys er巳at巳d games that 
W巳re very much like the action and violent games that 
they played 巳V巳ry day. Themes of good u·iumphs over 
巳vii w巳re prevalent in their games, where players often 
fought off evil bad guys to achi巳V巳 th巳ir goals. By con
trast, girls’ games had more variability in themes and in 
outcomes and rarely had evil charact巳rs. For instance, 
girls tried to avoid a spi<ler or ski down a slop巳 without
taking证叩ill. Many of these “girl" games were nonvio『

l巳nt in ti:icus and had tr巳asures as a r巳ward. All children 
construιted physical spac巳s as a s巳tting for their game. 
Girls’ games typically took place in real-life s巳ttings
such as ski slopes and airports, wh巳reas boys' games 
took place in imaginarγplaces such as haunt巳d houses, 
sp8ce stations, and “Fun land.”The characters of boys' 
games tended to be hoys, whereas girls left the gender 
of th巳 character flexible. Finally, the feedback of boys' 
games was violent; players were often killed and lost the 
g·am巳 wh巳n they mad巳 mistakes. In contrast, the feed
baιk of girls’ games was rar巳ly viol巳11日players could 
continue th巳 game if they made mistakes. So maybe 
th巳re is hope for my video game play-I just neeJ to 
create my own vid巳O game and I will have the advantage' 
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Greenfield, P. M. (1994). Representational competence 
in shar巳d symbol systems: Electronic media from radio 
to vid巳O games. In R. R. Cocking & K. A. Renninger 
(Eds.), The development and meaning of p与ychological dis

tance. Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum. 

Greenfield, P. M. (1994). Video games as cultural 
artifacts. Journal of Appβed Developmental Psychology, 15,

3-12.

Greenfield, P. M. (1998). The cultural evolution of IQ. 
In U. Neisser (Ed.), The risin且’ αwve: The lon且－tenn gains 

of IQ and related measures. Washington, DC: The Amer
ican Psychological Association. 

Conclusion 
Computer games are often children’s first 巳ntry into 
the world of interactive media. Boys like Sean are most 
interested in playing video games, and they reap the 
cognitiv巳 ben巳fits of video game play, particularly the 
cultivation of visual-iconic and spatial representation 
skills. Such playful experi巳nces can cultivat巳 the skills 

出at are necessary for succ巳ssful navigation along th巳

information highway as ，再rell as prepare children for 
later occupational skills in ar巳as such as engin巳巳ring
and computer programming.矶!here our school system 
巳nds, our informal gaming 巳nvironments b巳gin, provid 
ing lessons in the visual skills n巳巳d巳d to excel in many 
t巳chnical careers. 
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Greenfield, P. M., Brannon, C., & Lohr, D. (1994). 
Two-dimensional representational movement through 
thr出－dimensional space: The role of video game ex
pertise. Journal of Applied Developmental Psychology, 15,

87-104.
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CHILD RE N
’

S SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DURING VIDEO GAME PLAY 

Robyn M. Ho加es and Anthony D. Pellegrini 

One factor that has clearly influenced children’s life 
exp巳riences, including their play and play preferences, 
is technology (Calvert, 1999). That children are com
fortable interacting wi出 electronic media and the 
appeal of video games is undeniable (Kafai, 1996). 
Advanc臼 in technology and an expanding and prosper
ous global economy have made computers and video 
gam巳s accessible to children around 出e world. Elec
tronic games became a part of Am巳rican culture in the 
1970s and now enjoy a global distribution (Funk, Ger
mann, & Buchman, 1997). 

In the United States, the video game industry was 
revitalized in 出巳mid 1980s by the introduction of 出e
Nintendo game system. Sales increased from $100 mil
lion to several billion dollars within a few years. Other 
cultures, particularly those in South East Asia, are expe
riencing similar trends (Hyun & Lee, 1994; Takeuchi, 
1994). The demand for the newest game system, Sony’

S 

PlayStation2, created a buying frenzy on several conti
nents. This system was so desirable, hopeful buyers 
joined waiting lists mon出s in advance and stood in 
line for hours, trγing to obtain a system for a holiday 
present. Demands for the product were extraordinary 
and supplies were scarce. In some instances, product 
shortages in retail stores caused public disturbances. 

There is a genuine necessity to investigate由e
eff1巳cts of video game playing on children giv巳n i臼

巳mergence as a favorite leisure activity in 由巳 United
States and other cultures (Funk, Germann, & Buch
man, 1997; Takeuchi, 1994). There have been several 
recent works on this topic. For example, Calvert (1999) 
explored children’s interactions with electronic media; 
Cassell and Jenkins (1998) investigated the impact of 
gender on video game playing; and Greenfield and 
Cocking ’s (1996) edited volume contains empirical and 
theoretical chapters on children’s interactions wi出
video media. However, research has yet to explore the 
immediate and long-term effects of playing 由巳se
games on children’s behavior (Dietz, 1998; Dill & Dill,

1998; Funk, Germann; & Buchman, 1997; Gri伍ths,
2000). 

Parents, teachers, r巳searchers, and policymakers 
have expressed concern about the omnipresent nature 
of these games. In 1984, Do叫nick reported也at
approximately nine out of ten children in the United 
States had some playing experience with these games. 
Some children may even spend countless hours at 
horn巳 and in仕iends’ homes engaged in this type of 
play (Funk, Germann, & Buchman, 1997), and the 
new transportable game devices hav巳 made it possible 
for children to play video games anywhere and any 
time. Children’s social behavior, particularly social in
teraction and aggression (Gail町， 1996; Kafai, 1996) is 
a major concern about children’s video game playing. 

Adult perceptions of children’s social behavior 
include concerns about social isolation and children’s 
social interactions. Some parents s巳e video games as a 
solitarγform of play白白t inhibits social interaction 
(Goldstein, 1994). However research by Bonnafont 
(1992) with French school children suggests 出at video 
game playing actually increases social contact and inter
actions among children. He noted 由at sharing knowl
edge about a game and game equipment facilitates 
social interaction and contact between children who 
play these types of games. Kub巳y and Larson’s (1990) 
study with American school age children yields sup
portive evidence 由at video games are often played 
with companions. The first au由or’s observations of
watching children play these games and experiences as 
a player support these findings. Children o丘en form so
cial groups while watching th巳 players. This facilitates 
social contact and verbal interaction among the chil
dren as 由ey share information about “cheats” and learn 
strategies to win the game. 

The issu巳 of 由巳 relationship between aggression 
and video game playing, particularly video game play 
wi由 aggressi明白巳mes, has been at 由E forefront of 
video play research (Gri伍ths, 1999, 2000). The majority 
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these games. This level of description is nee巳ssarγto

establish a proximal relation between games and ag

gression before we mal优distal statements about the 

effi巳cts of video gam巳s and aggression. 

D巳scriptions of childr巳11
’s behavior while playing 

video gam巳s can broaden our understanding of the im

pact of playing these games on children’s behaviors and 

social interactions. Following social learning th巳orγ，if

these games ar巳 巳xp巳cted to increase childr巳n’s aggres

sive behavior，由en presumably children should 巳xhibit

this behavior while participating and playing 出ese

kinds of games. 

In the first study presented in this chapter, we 

巳xamined出巳 impact of playing video game『 on chil

dr巳11、 beh且vior while tb巳y were playing and how these

interactions vary by age and sex (Holmes & Pellegrini, 

1997). In the second study, we again explored出巳effect

of 乱ggressive and nonaggressiv巳 video games on chi!

dren’s aggression while playing the games and how ag

gression would vary by sex (Pellegrini & Holmes, 

1999). Also in the second study, we examined the 

r巳lation between playing video games with aggressive 

th巳mes and subsequent aggressive behavior. It was 

expected that playing video games with aggressive 

themes would 巳licit negativ巳 responses in th巳 children,

whereas playing video gam巳s with nonaggressive 

themes would 巳licit either positiv巳 or neutral responses 

(see，巳.g., Coop巳r&M白ckie, 1986; Funk, 1992; Irwin & 

（计oss, 1995). 

For th巳 substance of our d巳scriptions of childr巳n ’s

social interactions while playing video games, we chose 

to analyze specific nonverbal and V巳rbal behaviors. Pre

vious studies出at have explored the link between play

ing violent video games and aggression have employed 

standardized surveys to m巳asure aggressiv巳 thoughts

(Calvert & Tan, 1996), r巳corded children’s physical 

and verbal aggressiv巳 behavior toward objects and peo

ple after exposure to these games (Silvern ＆认Tilliam

son, 1987), and proposed hypothetical situations in 

which childr巳n could punish or reward for positiv巳 and

n巳gative behavior (Cooper & Macki巳，1986).

In our studies we chos巳 to focus upon previously 

un巳xplored nonv巳rbal and v巳rbal behaviors.叭Te in

clud巳d facial expr巳ssions b巳cause th巳y ar巳 indicative of 

emotional responses (Izard, 1971, 1977), social distance 

because it reflec：“ comfortableness (Hall, 1959), and 

V巳rbal behaviors that w巳re r巳flectiv巳 of the quality, 
dir巳ction, and cont巳nt of th巳 children's sp巳巳ch. Thes巳

obse, vational cat巳go1i巳s will give breadth to th巳 de

scriptions we compile on the impact of playing video 

gamcs onι·hildren’s soci山 1 int巳ractions and behaviors. 

of these studies have been concerned with wh巳ther or 

not play exposure is hanηful. In particular，由巳se studies 

have examined whether playing video games with ag

gressive/war themes is related to aggressive behavior in 

children. Th巳 notion出at playing these typ巳s of games 

is correlated with aggressive behavior stems from the 

application of social learning theorγto this play me

dium. 

Social learning th巳orγ（e.g., Bandur飞1977, 1986) 

has heavily influ巳nced both the course and the int巳r

pretation of findings from res巳arch on vid巳o game 

play. The preponderance of studies that employ a social 

learning position have examin巳d the r巳lationship b巳，

tween playing vi。l巳nt or aggressive video games and 

children ’s subs巳qu巳nt aggression (e.g., Anderson & 

Dill, 2000; Anderson & Morrow, 1995; Graybill, et al., 

1987; Klem1丑， 1995; Schutte, et al., 1988; Scott, 1995; 

认Tiegman& van Schie, 1998). 

In this tradition, sev巳ral researchers have pos饥.1-

lat巳d a relationship betw巳巳n viewing media violenc巳

and an incr巳as巳 in children's aggressive inclinations. 

This is extended to video gam巳 playing. Thus similar 

to television viewing, viewing thes巳 games should relate 

to aggression (Boyatzis, Matillo, & N巳sbitt, 1995; Eron, 

1982; Paik & Comstock, 1994; van Evr飞1990). Irwin 

and Gross (1995) suggest that aggressive themes and 

actions ar巳 pr巳valent in many video games (se巳 also

Provenzo, 1991), and that thes巳 are similar to thos巳

that occur in televised programming. 

As Goldstein (1995) not时，comparisons hetw出n

television viewing and video game play may he unac

C巳ptable and misl巳ading for s巳V巳ral r巳asons. First, in 

television viewing th巳 vi巳wer can be inactiv巳， d巳tached,

and engaged in another task. In contrast, video game 

playing requir巳s active involv巳ment (s巳e also Scott, 

1995; Griffiths, 1991, 1999; Calvert, 1999; Kinder, 

1996; see Sutton Smith, 1997 for an alt巳rnative
p巳rspective).

Finally, video games allow for social int巳ractions
via simultaneous or alternate playing formats to occur 
betw巳巳n players. In ef6巳ct, playing video gam巳s is a so
cial activity that often involves cooperation betw巳巳n
and among pl叮巳rs (Goldst巳in, 1994). In contrast, tele
vi日ion vi巳wing is often a solitary activity ev巳n wh巳n
others are physically present. One can view tel巳vision
with 自己vernl people pr巳日巳nt without 巳ver 巳ngaging in 
int巳raction吕．

Although much of the research linlα 巳xperiences
with viol巳nt vid巳o games and subsequent 臼ggression,
virtually no rc.:search has described th巳 extent to which 

children are aggressiv巳仆r C仆仆P巳rative while tbt.:y play 
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games included fantasy violence， 由c play巳r

assumes a character role, and the player competes 

against and combats oppon巳nts or evil characters. The 
player has the ability to hit, punch, kick, jump, or use 
weapons with the int巳ntion of destroying the opponent. 
We used Nintendo company ratings and Funk’s (1993) 
work on categorizing video games as guidelines for 
classification in each vid巳O game case. 

The games wi由 nonaggressive themes wer巳 Kir炒￥
Av11/11nche; We're B11ck, Mickey M1111i11, Scoo均 Do日，and
M11rio KI，付. A commonality with these games was that 

由e player was involved in a competition由at does not 
involve physical contact with an opponent. Rather, 
也emes involve competition in a variety of scenarios 
such as problem, solving, treasure hunts, and car races. 
All play was video recorded. 

The children were escorted individually to出E ar巳2
(classroom卢 or 白厅nnasium spaces) where 出E game 
machines and video cameras were located. During 
play, the two children were seated side by side, approx
imately 30 cm apart and 1.2 meters in front of the gam巳

system. Children were asked prior to play if they had 
ever played 出巳 gam巳 before. All had had prior ex
perience. In addition, parental consent forms contained 
a list of the video game selections. All wer巳 found to 
be acceptable and most parents noted whether their 
child(ren) had previously played these games. Th巳re
fore in由is study, there were no practice sessions for 
play. 

Childr 巳n w 巳re selected randomly from 巳ach class 
to participate. 叭在thin 巳ach class, children were ran
domly paired in their playing dyads. There were 
thirty-three playing dyads. 。ne child was 出e target 
child and played in all conditions. The other dyad part
ner was randomly assigned and pair composition 
changed by sex and playing condition. Dyad ag巳 ranges
never exceeded six months. When there was no mate in 
a particular class grade, children were paired chrono
logically with same-ag巳 children. This occurred in six 
of the dyads. Everγattempt was made to avoid the pair 
ing of friends. Some pairings inevitably contained chi!
dren who were familiar to each other since they w巳re
classrn日tes.

Childr巳n wer巳 videotaped in four timed intervals, 
巳ach six minut巳s in duration. Six minutes was select 巳d
m由e playing interval based upon pilot tests and th巳

range of playing intervals utilized by previous r巳

searchers (e.包，Garvey, 1990; Graybill, Kirsch, & Essel 
man, 1985; and Graybill et al., 1987). In 出ese cases 
playing times ranged from six to eight minutes. Each 
interval contained on巳 playing condition. There were: 

th巳se

I 13s I 

Child町的 Behavior during Play 

Based upon existing res巳arch that suggests a relation 
between playing video games with aggressive 出巳mes
and subsequent aggressive behavior, it was expected 

由at playing video games with aggressive出em巳s would 
elicit negative responses in the children. In contrast, 
playing video games with nonaggressive themes would 
elicit either positiv巳 or neutral responses (s 巳巳， 巳.g.,
Cooper & Mackie, 1986; Irwin & Gross, 1995). Such 
game conditions were expected to vary by age 乱nd s巳x.

For example，出巳 majority of video game studies 
were conducted with older children and young adults 
(e.g., Anderson & Dill, 2000; Buchman & Funk, 1996; 
Funk, 1993; Scott, 1995) who presumably hav巳 had
more exposure to video gam巳 playing than younger 
childr巳n and should demonstrate less aggression as a 
consequence of increasing cognitive maturity. Based 
upon their cognitive and social skills, it was expected 

出at younger children would elicit more negative 
responses 出an older children in both aggressive and 
nonaggressive video games. This was partially attribut
able to: (1) their inexperience as players, (2) an inability 
to resolv巳 any frustration出at arose during play, and (3) 
di伍culty in cooperating and sharing while playing. 

叽Tith respect to s巳x, it was expected that boys 
would demonstrat巳 more negative behaviors than girls 
in playing video games with aggressive themes. This 
was thought to be partially due to American socializa
tion experienc巳s in so far as boys are socialized to be 
more competitive, aggressive, and adventurous than 
girls (see Maccoby, 1980; Williams & Best, 1990). In

comparison, it was anticipated that the nature and con
tent of nonaggressiv巳 video games would promote mor巳

positive and n巳utral responses in both boys and girls. 
Sixty-six children in a New Jersey day car巳 pro

gram participated in 出is study. Twenty-nine of the 
children were between five and seven years of age, and 
thirty-seven were between eight and ten years of age. 
These age ranges were selected on出e basis of Piage白
( 19 5 5) ages for preop巳rational and concr巳te operational 
cognitive development. 

A SuperNintendo (NES) video gam巳 sys
tern was connected to a 13 inch Samsung color televi
sion. The video gam巳 system was equipped wi出 two
control pads that afforded simultaneous play for two 
players. Ten Nintendo video gam巳 cartridges wer巳

used. Five had aggressive themes, and five had non
aggressiv巳 themes. The games with aggressive themes 
were SupaMm·io, Super 儿111rio Brothe1丁 3, Power Rangers, 

Megalv1an X3, and Meg11Man X7. Commonalities in 

Materials 
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Table 8.1
Means for obs巳rvational categories and levels of response 

Mix巳d

1.59 .79 

.56 .58 

.55 1.40 

1.3 3 2 .40 

Negative Neutral 

6.05 

8.07 

2.87 

2.88 

Posrttve 

4.09 

2.07 

7 目 16

5.55 

Facial Expression 
Touch 
Verbal Cont巳nt
Verbal Interaction 

Cat巳gones

(1) sam巳 sex partner nonaggressive出eme; (2) opposite
sex partner, nonaggressive 出巳me; (3) same s巳x partner,
aggr巳ssive 由巳m巳， and (4) opposit巳 sex partner, ag
gressive 出巳me. At the 巳nd of 巳ach timed interval, the
research巳rs changed 出巳 vid巳o car tr才dges. Ord巳r of
theme and partner w巳re counterbalanc巳d to account
for any ord巳r effects. Cam巳I羽remained in full view of
出巳 children at all times during video recording.

R巳suits ar巳 presented for th巳 eff ，巳cts of age, sex 
and condition on each of 由巳 four levels of responses 
(1 二 positiv已， 2 = neutral, 3 二 n巳gative, and 4 二

mixed) for each of our observational cat巳gories (facial, 
touch, v巳rbal content, and verbal int巳raction). Table 
8.1 summarizes these. 

There were significant 巳ffects for facial expression, 
touch, v巳rbal content, and verbal interaction. 

Neutral was出e facial 巳xpression obs巳rved sigmι 
candy more than any o出er. Positive facial expressions 
were more frequ巳nt than eith巳r negative or mixed facial 
expressions. For touch, the results were th巳 sam巳 as for 
facial expression: neutral was tl1e greatest, and positive 
was great巳r than bo出 negative and mixed. 

For verbal cont巳nt, positive was tl1巳 greatest and 
neutral was gr巳at巳r than n巳gativ巳；md mix巳d. For verbal 
interaction, positive was again the greatest category, but 
n巳utral, n巳gative, and mixed w巳r巳 not significantly dif
ferent from 巳ach oth巳r.

In only one case was there a statistical interaction. 
This occurred for verbal content: sex×level of re
sponse where boys wer巳 significantly more positive 
than girls. 

The r巳sults of this sn1dy sugg巳st that children's 
interactions around video games, d巳『pite tl1e content of 
those games was positiv巳 or n巳utral. The positive facial 
expression indicat巳s clearly 出at children ar巳 having
fun. The n巳utral facial 巳xpressions probably r巳n巳ct
children's intense engagement witl1 the gam巳. Neutral 
巳xpressions are indicativ巳 of concentration, although 
they could alt巳rnatively indicat巳 bor巳dom.

That th巳 touch cat巳gori巳S W巳r巳 predominantly
n巳utral supports th巳 notion 由at children are not 
aggr巳ssing towards each oth巳r. Of course th巳 artificial】

ity of th巳 situation would have inhibit巳d aggression, but 
the high incidence of positiv巳 touches sugg巳st a mor巳

positive scenario. Boys ar巳 more lik巳ly to offer more 
positive comments when pl可ing than girls are. This 
may be a con日eqnence of play αnnpetency. Boys tend 
to play video gam创 门10re than girls (e.g., Buchman 
& Funk, 1996; C且ss巳II & Jenkin日， 1998）乱nd thus are 
more likely to he more competent players than most 

Ana�yzing the Videos 

Vid巳o recordings w巳re coded in tl1irty-second intervals 
巳very minute for each six minute interval. The ob
servational cat巳gories were: (1) facial (measured as facial 
expression), (2) touch (measured as dir四tion of move
ment between playe时，（3) verbal content (what was 
said during play), and (4) verbal interaction (the direc 
tion of a child’s speech). All cat巳gories contained岛ur
levels of respons巳s: positive, n巳utral, negative, and 
mixed. For the facial cat巳gorγ，smiling was coded as 
positive, no expr巳ssion was coded as n巳utr址，and frown
ing was coded as n巳gativ巳. For touch, moving toward a 
player was coded as positiv巳， no movement was coded 
as neutral, and moving aw乱y fror丑 a play巳r was coded 
as negativ巳. For verbal content, h巳lpful comm巳nts and 
pleasant remarks wer巳 coded as positive, no comm巳nt号

。f any kind were cod巳d as neutral, and cynical or criti
cal r巳marks w巳re cod巳d as negative. 

For verbal interaction, talking to anotl1er player 
was cod巳d as positive, talking· to th巳 monitor was 
cod巳d as neutral, and talking to one’s self was cod巳cl as 
n巳gative. Although this is a common occurr巳nc巳 in
children’s play interactions (se巳 e.g., Vygotsky, 1978)

notions of private spe巳ch, talking to the self was cod巳d
as negativ巳 becaus巳 it lacked social interaction betwe巳n
the players. 

Each child of th巳 pair (targ巳t and otl1巳r) was cod巳d
ind叩巳ndently by two coders, the first author and a re
S巳arch assistant, in th巳 following manner. First, coding 
categories wer巳 mutually exclusiv巳.S巳cond, fr巳qu巳ncies
W巳re obtain巳d by coding 巳very rel巳vant behavior that 
occurred in a specific cat巳gory during a given int巳rval.
Each category was coded S巳parately. Int巳r rat巳r reliabil 
ity was assessed by randomly sel巳cting six codir丁g sh巳巳ts
from each child for comparison. All r巳liability scores 
are based upon comparisons of exact behaviors. Ten 
one minute intervals W巳r巳 selected from 巳ach child for 
comparison f门r t口ch 日川11c condition au d h巳havioral
cat巳gory. Reliability w,1s statistically m巳asur巳d using 
the P巳arson r c门rrcbtionα比而cient. Reliability for all 
measures was 二三 .90. Sc巳 l lolm创 8nd Pellegrini 1997

for details. 
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I Figu陀 s.1 I 
Golden Eye/007 

Seventy children from grades two through fiv巳 par

ticipated in this study. The children 1 anged in age from 

six to el巳V巳n years. 

In 出e non-video condition, childr℃n played th巳

board game Operation. In this game, players tak巳 on

出巳 role of doctor and engage in simulated surg巳巧－

They ar巳 required to remov巳 piec巳s from a cartoonlike 

human body in simulated surg巳ry using a tweezers. The 

captions alongsid巳 the body parts ar巳 humorous. 叭Tat巳r

on 出巳 kne巳 is d巳picted 日s a bucket that the play巳rs

must remove from the kn巳巳 al巳a. Players draw from a 

deck of cards. Each card yields information about the 

specific surgery that they ar巳 required to p巳rform, and 

出巳 f巳E that th巳y will I巳C巳iv巳 if the piec巳 is removed 

successfully. A buzz巳r sounds (red light on th巳 patient's

nose lights simultaneously) if th巳 play巳r hits th巳 rim of 

th巳 body cavity and do巳s not remove the pi巳ce succ巳ss

fully. Th巳 gam巳 was used an alternative to video game 

play and is suited for two players. 

For the video conditions, we 巳mployed a Nintendo 

64 video gam巳 system. The video game syst巳111 had two 

control pads that afforded independ巳nt and simultane

ous play in the two-player format. 

Two Nintendo 64 gam巳 cartridges were used. 

The first was th巳 aggr巳ssive gam巳 Golden f加／007

(fi♂1r巳 8.1). Th巳 ESRB rating is list巳d as “T，”suitable

for t巳巳ns and adults. Th巳 game involves stalking ar吐

出stroying an opponent. Gn画出s (1999) categorized 

this kind of gam巳 as a shoot 'em up becaus巳 it involv巳d
killing via shootings (p. 210). Although fi♂ires are ani

mat时，th巳y ar巳 lifelike. Violence is realistic and one巳

killed, the opponent's scre巳n is cover巳d in red symbolic 

of bloodsh巳cl.

girls. P巳rhaps boys offer more positive comm巳nts in an 

att巳mpt to help 出巳。由er play巳r become more skilled. 

In comparison to boys, the interaction of sex× 

condition×level of response for verbal content for 

girls suggests that girls are more positiv巳 in th巳ir inter

actions when playing wi出 a same-sex partner in an ag

gressive game than when playing either wi出 a same-sex 

partner in a nonaggressive game or an opposite sex 

partner in a violent game. This may be partially attrib

utable to出e notion出at girls play vid巳o games less 

often than boys and prefer those with nonviolent 

th巳mes (Buchman & Funk, 1996; Cassell & J巳nkins,

1998; Dietz, 1998). Thus出ey may be more likely to 

help in this condition and more likely to comp巳te in 

nonaggressiv巳 games with a same-sex partner. The 

findings of the pr巳sent study suggest that children、

interactions during video gam巳 play ar巳 decidedly posi

tive despite the content of those games. 

Aggression 肌'Jile Pl，ηing阿deo Games 

Pellegrini and Holmes (1999）巳xplored social inter 

action using facial expressions, social distanc巳 and body 

contact, and various kinds of verbal behaviors. 叭Tith re

spect to social interactions, it was 巳xpected that aggres

sive vid巳O games would elicit more n巳gative behaviors 

in each of these categori巳s and nonaggressive games 

would elicit more positive (prosocial or cooperative) or 

neutral behaviors. 

With respect to sex, it was expected that boys 

would d巳monstrat巳 mor巳 negativ巳 behaviors than girls 

while playing video games with aggressive themes. 

This was thought to b巳 partially due to socialization 

exp巳ri巳nces in so far as boys ar巳 socialized to be more 

competitive, aggressive, and adventurous than girls 

(e.g.，认Tilliams & B巳st, 1990). In addition, res巳arch has 

documented the fact that boys ar巳 more physically ag

gressive than girls are, and出rs appears to hold 甘ue

cross-culturally (Maccoby, 1980). However, it is also 

acknowledged that aggression is a stable charact巳ristic

in children (Huesmann, Lagerspetz, & Eron, 1984), 

and intra- and int巳r-individual differences exist along 

this behavioral dimension. 

Thes巳 sex differences in aggression are refl巳cted

in childr巳n’s video game prefer巳nces. Boys find games

with violent and male dominat巳d them巳s mor巳 appeal

ing than girls do (Dietz, 1998; Goldstein, 1998). Addi

tiomlly, girls were not attracted to th巳
“kill” actions in

these games (Cassell & J巳nkins, 1999; Kafai, 1υ96). 

Thus it was anticipat巳d that th巳 nature and content of 

nonaggressive video games would promot巳 more posi 

tive and neutral responses in both boys and girls. 
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I F刷re 8.3 I 
Cilildre门口laying

Prior to play, children w巳r巳 asked if由ey had 

previous 巳xperienc巳 with playing video gam巳s and the 

particular selected games. Childr巳n's exp巳ri巳nc巳s with 

this medium were support巳d by par巳ntal report for 

gam巳 familiarity, ratings, and ownership. Th巳 parental

consent form contained a list of possible video game 

S巳lections for parental approval. Most par巳nts noted 

whether th巳ir child(ren) had previously played with 

th巳『巳 games. Children unfamiliar with the games were 

allowed to practice with each gam巳 for five minutes. 

Three tim巳d intervals, fifteen minutes in dura

tion, wer巳 videotaped. The fifteen-minute playing 

interval was select巳d based upon past behavioral 

and video play r巳5巳arch with similar age children (e.g., 

Coop巳r & Mackie, 1986; Garvey, 1990; Graybill, 

Kirsch, & Esselman; 1985; Graybill et al., 1987). Play

ing tim巳 in previous studies has rang巳d from four to 

twenty mmutes. 

Each int巳rval contained on巳 playing condition. 

They were (1) same-sex partner, nonaggressive vid巳o

gam巳；（2) same-sex partn巳r，日ggr巳ssiv巳 vie\巳O game, and 

The s巳cond game was Waverace （且
♂1

r巳 8.2). Th巳

ESRB rating of this game is “KA，”suitable for all 

ages from kids to adults. In this game，由e player was 

involved in a competition that did not r巳quire physical 

contact with the oppon巳nt. Rath巳r, the gam巳s involved 

comp巳tition and nonphysical problem solving in a vari 

ety of scenarios that required the player to maneuv巳r a 

jet ski through an obstacl巳 course. Griffiths (1999) clas

sified this typ巳 of game as a “racer” because it involved 

sports simulations. 

In addition to ESRB ratings, Funk’s (1993) work 

on video game categorization was used as guidelines 

for the video gam巳 ratings for aggr巳ssive and non

aggressive thematic cont巳nt. Games in all conditions 

contain巳d an element of surprise and outcomes were 

d巳termined by skill. 

Childr巳n were selected randomly from each class 

to participate. 认Tithin 巳ach class, children w巳re ran 

dom ly paired in sam巳－sex，”111巳－age dyads. Th巳r巳 wer巳

twenty-two ma！巳 and thirteen female dyads. Dyad 

partn巳rs were randomly assign巳d and pairs r巳mained

in tact over th巳 cours巳 of the study through all gam巳

conditions. Dyad ag巳 ranges n巳ver 巳xceed巳d five 

months. 

The children were escorted individually to the area 
(classroom or gymnasium spac巳s) wher巳 th巳 gam巳 sys

terns and vid巳。 cameras w巳re located. During play, th巳

two children were seated side hy 到ide叩proxim日tely 30 

cm apart and 1.2 meters in front of th巳 monitor. The 

children held the control l】ad in their hand日 or r巳sted

them on their lap or the table （币gur℃ 8.3).
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Coding for verbal content was adapted from lin
guistic coding procedures utilized by Garvey (1990) in 
children’s play. Thus helpful comments and pleasant 
remarks were coded as positive; no comments of any 
kind wer巳 cod巳d as neutral, and cynical or critical 
remarks were coded as n巳gative. Verbal content focused 
upon由e quality of the communication. Verbal mat巳rial
referred to specific speech interactions that cent巳r巳d on 
general comments about the game and remarks about 

出巳player and/or game. Because it was important to 
出e study’s goals to distinguish between aggressive and 

cooperative behaviors, verbal material was also cod巳d
for positive, neutral, and n巳gative affect using facial 
expressions. Verbal interaction focused upon the dir巳c
tion of the speech and included talking to another 
player, the monitor, and the self. These wer巳 also coded 
simultaneously for negative, positive, and neutr刘affect
in order to distinguish clearly between aggressive and 
cooperative behaviors. Reliability for all measures 
exceeded r 二 .90.
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。） same-sex partner, nonvideo condition. Children 
were exposed to each condition at one-week intervals 
to control for carry over 巳ffects. Ord巳r of presentation 
was varied to account for order巳征ects.

Tbe E如出ofAggressive and Nonaggressive Games on 

Children's Aggression讪ile Playing 

It was hypothesized that video games with aggressive 
出emes would produce more negative behaviors than 
either those with nonaggressive 出emes or 出e non
video condition during ac田al game playing. To initially 
examine this hypothesis, positive, negative, and neutral 
behaviors for all three game conditions were collapsed 
across all dependent variables to yield an overall mean 
for each behavioral response category ( positive, nega
tive, neutral) across the由ree game conditions. This 
was viewed as a cons巳rvative approach to look for an 
overall effect b巳fore subsequent, individual analys巳s
were conducted. Overall means appear in table 8.2. 

Surprisingly, the overall means for neutral and 
positive respons巳s ar巳 greater than thos巳 for negative 
responses across all game conditions with neutral 
behaviors greater than positive behaviors in all game 
conditions. 

The Effect of Aggressive a叫NonaJ ressive Games on the 
Children's Social Interactions 

Th巳 question of wh巳ther game condition would affi巳ct
the c.:hildr巳11’S social interactions during play was口－

plored and paired t-tes臼revealed the following: for 
positive behavioral respons巳s，出e nonvideo produced 
the most responses. For negative behavioral responses, 
the nonaggressive video gam巳 produced the most 
responses, but the O出er two conditions did not differ. 
Fin ally, for neutral behavioral responses, each gam巳

Ana与zing tbc Videos 
Video recordings w巳re coded in one-minute inter
vals every minute for each fi仕een-minute interval. 
The observational cat巳gories were (1) facial expression, 
selected because they are indicative of emotional 
responses (e.g., Izard, 1971, 1977) and are a highly sa
lient observable behavior. (2) Touch, operationally 
defined as the social distanc巳 and contact出at occurred 
between players. According to Hall (1959), smaller dis 
tances are indicative of intimate contact, whereas 
greater distanc巳s ar巳 indicative of less intimate contact. 
(3) Verbal content, operationally defined as the quality
of what was said during play. These contained examples
of negative criticisms, verbal praise, helping, positive
comments, and sp巳ech with no affectiv巳 content. The
verbal content category can be described as prosocial
and negative speech. ( 4) Verbal material, including
speech containing g巳口eral comments, and remarks
about the game and出巳players. The facial expression 
code was the measure of affect. (5) Verbal interaction,
operationally defined as the direction in which the child
speaks, for exampl巳 toward or away from the other 
player or to 出巳 5巳lf. For the facial expression category, 
smiles were coded as positive, frowns as negative, and
no facial expression as neutral. Descriptions of facial
expressions wer巳 taken from Izard (1971, 1977) and
ethological studies (McGrew, 1972). For example，乱
smile had to contain turned up mouth corners. Facial
巳xpressions could be directed at由e monitor or other 
child. Facial 巳xpressions as an indicator of affect W巳r巳

also simultan巳ously coded with the touch and verbal
content, interaction and material categories. 

For touch, movement toward and away from an
other child was coded simultaneously with negative, 
positive, and neutral affect (facial expression). Distin
guishing between aggressive and cooperative behaviors 
was essential to th巳 study's goals, and making 由巳 dis
tinction between touch toward another person出at was 
aggressive and touch that was cooperative was di伍cult
to do simply on the basis of body movement. This ad
ditional information was obtained by employing affi巳ct.
Thus facial expression (affect) was coded simultaneously 
along with touch to help c.:lari守the meanir of th巳

play巳rs' contact. For 巳xample, a behavior was coded as 
n巳gative touch if a player moved away from anoth巳r
player while displaying an angry face. 



the most neutral responses for the nonvideo game 

condition. 

Interestingly, the boys do not appear to drive any 

of our findings. Contrarγto exp巳ctations, the girls are 

primarily responsible for the obs巳rved effects. For ex

ample, it was anticipated出at boys would demonstrate 

more negative behaviors than girls did in the aggr巳ssive

video gam巳 condition. In addition, it was exp巳cted that 

the nonaggressiv巳 and nonvideo conditions would 

produce mor巳 positive behaviors for由e d巳pendent

variables. 

However，由e following findings emerged. For ex 

ample, girls demonstrated more negative facial expr巳5

sions in 出巳 nonaggressive vid巳O condition than boys 

did, and more neutral 巳xpressions，也m the boys did in 

this condition. Also, girls produc巳d more neutr址con

versation in the aggressive and nonaggressive vid巳O

condition than the boys did. In addition, girls were 

more likely to produc巳 conversation with negative ma

terial more so than 出巳 boys were in th巳 nonaggressive

vid巳o gam巳 condition. Finally, boys conv巳rs巳d posi

tively about 出c gam巳 in th巳 nonvideo condition, mor巳

than th巳 girls did, yet this condition also produced 

mor巳negative speech to由巳self for boys. 

The findings from this sample of children suggest 

that children’s dyadic int巳ractions during video gam巳

play, despite th巳 cont巳nt of those games was positive. 

How巳V巳r, th巳se且ndings contrast with the reported 

findings of studies出at have examined由巳 effect of 

playing video games with violent th巳111巳s on childr巳n’s

subs巳quent aggressive beha飞rior. For example, Irwin 

and Gross (1995) concluded that children’s aggression 

r巳cord巳d during fr巳e play incr巳ased a仕巳r exposure to 

vid巳o games with viol巳nt content. In a related study, 

Silvern and Williamson、（1987) reported an increas巳

in aggression for boys after exposure to出eir condi

tions, wher巳as girls demonstrat巳cl more social b巳haviors

than boys did. 

The difference in币ndings may b巳 partly explain

able by the time th巳 observations w巳re conducted. For 

巳xample, tl1巳 pr巳vious studi巳s all 巳xamin巳d children’s 

behavior aft巳r 巳xposur巳 to video game playing. In 

contrast, the curr巳nt study 巳xamined children ’s social 

behavior while 出巳y were playing video gam巳s and sup

port findings from our 巳arli巳r study (H。lmes & Pell巳－

grini, 1997). 

Ano th巳r factor that may partially explain th巳 find

ings of the curr巳nt sn1dy is th巳（！＜＇.pend巳nt v且riabl巳.S巳－

l巳ction of the observational categories was bas巳d upon 

a口巳thological tradition. For 巳xample, facial 巳xpr巳ssions

were used :is an indic1tion of 巳motion, and social dis-
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Table 8.2 
Overall means for neutral, positive, and negative b巳haviors across 
gmne condition 

Game 
Condit1011 
Overall 

"Gl is aggressive video play; G2 is nonaggressive video play; and 
G3 is nonvicleo play. 
1,Means with different alphabet superscripts are signilic,mtly dif.【
ferent at p < .05. 

217.54 
(51.09) 

130.88 
(53.17) 
斗1.97

(31.64) 

G3 
Nonvideo 

252.29" 
(45.34) 
160.17b 

(53.95) 
38.12" 

(25.14) 

G2 
Nonagg 

230.511, 
(57.01) 

113.83" 
（斗8.89)
47.591, 

(40.97) 

GI 
Aggressive 

169.81" 
(50.92) 
118.64" 
(56.69) 
40.20"1》

(28.81) 

Behavioral 
Response 

Neutral 

Positive 

Negative 
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condition was differ巳nt from the other. Aggr巳ssive

vid巳O play (Gl) produced the l巳ast amount of n巳utral

respons巳s followed by nonaggressive video play. Th巳

nonvideo condition produced the most neutral 

r巳spons巳s.

Sex Differences ／：沙 Gm川 Condition

For s巳x, it was hypotl1esiz巳d that boys would demon 

strat巳 mor巳 negativ巳 b巳haviors in playing aggr巳ssiv巳

games tl1日n girls would and that botl1 boys and girls 

would d巳monstrate more positiv巳 and neutral behaviors 

in tl1巳 otl1巳r conditions. Contrary to 巳xpectations, girls 

produc巳d more ov巳rall n巳gativ巳 behaviors than the 

boys did. Also, girls produc巳d more positive and n巳utral

behaviors than boys did, although thes巳 did not reach 

statistical significanc巳．

Furth巳r analys巳s r巳vealed th巳 following. For the 

nonaggressiv巳 video gam巳， girls produced mor巳 positiv巳

r巳spons巳s than boys did. Interestingly, G 1, the aggres 

siv巳 video game produced an almost equivalent positive 

respons巳 for boys and girls. In short, girls se巳m巳d to 

c叩＞y th巳 aggressiv巳 vid巳O gam巳 as much as the boys 

did. No other diffi巳rences wer巳 found.

Contrary to expectations, aggressiv巳 video play did 
not produce the most negativ巳 typ巳s of b巳haviors. In 
fact，日iris produced significantly more negativ巳 behav
iors than boys did in all conditions. For 巳xample, in 
the n门naggr巳ssive vid巳O condition (G2), girls produced 
alm仆st four times as many n巳gative responses as boys 
did. In the aggn:ssive condition (G 1), girls produc巳d al
most twice as many negative responses as boys did. 

Jo
飞

the 1η（）日t neut1‘ r巳日ponse刊 f<川
． girls. Boys produced 

the b1日t amount of n巳utral hehavi仆rs in the 日ggr巳5

siv巳 video condition. Both boys and girls procluc巳d
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gressive themes more app巳aling than girls do (Dietz, 
1998; Goldstein, 1998).

Finally, girls e对1ibited more speech with n巳gative
content and more self-directed negative speech than 
boys did. Because 由巳 latt 巳r occurred primarily in 出E
nonaggressive vid巳O condition, it might be 由at出is
game (which requires good hand－巳ye coordination) 
may have been di伍cult and thus frustrating for th巳 girls
(see Gri伍由s, 2000). Thus出1s finding may b巳 a r巳suit
of play competency, because research has docum巳nted
that girls tend to play vid巳O games much less than boys 
do (Funk & Buchman, 1996).

Given th巳 small and socioeconomically and e出ni
cally homogeneous sampl 巳， the pr 巳sent findings cannot 
be extended to a broader population of children. In 
addition, other social factors such as child popularity, 
status, and familiarity with classmates and how these 
may have impact巳d upon behavior were not syst巳mat
ically assessed. Finally, idiosyncratic and culmral or 
ethnic differences are acknowledged though not consid
ered to be influential due to 巳thnic homogeneity of the 
sample and the ethic groups are all subgroups of Amer 
ican culture. 

However, th巳 pr巳sent findings do suggest that 
children’s interactions during video game play ar巳
decidedly positive despite the cont巳nt of出ose games. 
Contrary to previous studies, game content does not 
appear to foster aggressive behavior in children while 
they are playing. These findings contrast sharply with 
the reported negative, short-term e町巳cts of playing ag 
gressive video games on children’s aggressiv巳 b巳havior.
In addition, it appears 且s though play巳r competency and 
the f巳atures of the g·am 巳 may b 巳 partly responsibl 巳 for
how children behav巳 while they ar 巳 playing vid巳O
games. 

This study contributes to current r巳search by 
exploring the impact of game content on children’s 
behavior while they are playing. These findings address 
the imm巳diate impact of video game playing on chil
dren' aggression and social interactions. Because most 
巳xisting studies hav 巳 address th 巳 short-term effects of 
playing vid巳o gam巳S on children’s behavior, those that 
address imm时lat巳 and long-term effects are sor巳ly
n巳eded (e.g., Gri伍ths, 1999).

One might also expect that these findings could 
have prnctical implications. For example, video gam巳

play could p巳rhaps be utilized to promote cooperation, 
participation, and positive interactions between the 
优阳S As Thorne (1993) noted, children of both sexes 
S巳gregate and come together under various situational 
contexts. Video gam巳 play may provide a context for 

tance was used to indicate body contact. Another viable 
explanation may be linked to出e children’s perceptions 
of a video game's content. For example, research sug
g巳sts 由at children are able to distinguish “real war” 

from “war play" or playing with war toys (see e.g., 
Goldstein, 1995；矶1egener Spohring, 1988). Ra出巳r it 
is adults who impose meaning upon由e children’s play. 
Perhaps in 叽ideo game play，出e children, as players 
recognize由at this is just “play” and not real viol巳nce.

认Tith respect to emotion, the positive facial expres
sion indicates clearly出at childr巳n are having fun in all 
game conditions. The high frequencies for出e non
video condition may be partially explained by 由巳 choice
of game. Children often smiled wh巳n surprised by the 
game’s buzzer, and the game lends itself to taboo hu
mor about 出巳 human anatomy. The high frequ 巳ncies
of neutral facial expr巳ssions probably reflect childr巳11、
intent engagement with the game. Neutral 巳xpressions
are indicative of concentration, although an alternative 
explanation could be linked to boredom. 

The fact that children do not engage in a gr巳at deal 
of coded conversation while playing probably reflects 
their level of concentration. How巳ver, wh 巳n spe 巳ch is 
analyzed for content, children conversed positively 
about 由e game they W巳re playing in all conditions. 
This suggests that th巳se types of games m可actually
foster positive or prosocial kinds of interactive b巳havior
in the children who play them (e.g., Gailey, 1996;

Goldstein, 1994). Interestingly, the video game playing 
conditions promoted mor巳 self-directed speech with 
positive affect than th巳 nonvideo condition did. 

巩Tith respect to sex differences, girls exhibited 
mor巳 negative behaviors in the nonaggressiv 巳 vid巳O
condition. It is possible that 由is is due in part to the 
features of the gam 巳.S 巳V巳ral possible explanations 巳xist.
For example, this game required good eye-hand coordi 
nation and出巳 lit巳rature suggests that boys are better at 
these types of games than girls are (Keller, 1992). It is 
also possible that this game may not have been appeal
ing to the girls (Goldstein, 1998; Subrahmanyam & 
Greenfield, 1998).

Boys exhibited mor巳 positive facial expr巳ssions
during aggressive play than girls did. Thus the 巳xpected
negative b巳haviors associated with aggressive play did 
not emerge. This may b巳 a consequence of play compe
tency. Playing video games is a domain dominated pri
marily by boys who often have more experience with 
and are more comp巳tent players with 出is medium 
than girls are （巳·忌， Funk & Buchman, 1996; Coop 巳r & 
Mackie, 1986). In addition, boys may have been having 
mor巳缸n, as research suggests they find games with ag-
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Bonnafont, E. (1992). Video games and the child. Paper 
pr臼ent巳d at a seminar on M抖1s and Realiti巳s of Play. 
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positive int巳ractions betw出n the sexes出at could help 

t巳ach children prob！巳m solving and spatial skills. 

Boyatzis, C., Matillo, G., & Nesbitt, K. (1995). Effects 

of “The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers” on chil

dren’s aggression w1出peers. Child Study Journal，刀，

45-55.

Buchman, D., & Funk,]. (1996). Video and computer 

games in th巳 '90s: Children’s time commit!丑巳nt & 

game preferenc巳. Children Today, 24, 12. 

Calvert, S. (1999). Children's journeys throng力 the il�而1'

mation age. New York: McGraw-Hill. 

Calvert，丘，＆ Tan, S. (1996). Impact of virtual reality 

on young adults’ physiological arousal and aggr巳ssive

thoughts: Interaction versus obs巳rvation. In P. Green-
6巳ld & R. Cock才ng (Eds.), Interacting with video (pp. 

67-82). Norwood, N〕：Ablex.

Cassell, J., & J巳nkins, H. (1998). From Barbie to Mortal 

Km11bat: Gender and Computer Games. Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press. 

Coop巳r, ]., & Mackie, D. (1986). Video gam巳s and ag

gression in children. Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 

16, 726-744. 

Dietz, T. (1998). An examination of violenc巳 and g巳n

der role socialization in video games: Implications for 

gender socialization and aggr巳ssiv巳 b巳havior. Sex Roles, 

38, 425 442. 

℃onclusion 
As Griffiths (1999, 2000) noted, the majority of studies 
on 出巳 relationship betwe巳n video game play and ag
gressiv巳 b巳havior have produc巳d ambi♂10us findings 
and failed to establish a relationship between th巳se two 
variables. The one consist巳nt finding s巳巳ms to suggest 
that exposur巳 to vid巳O games with 乱ggressive content/ 

themes does seem to produce short-term 巳ff,巳cts for 
aggression in young children. However, alt巳rnative
巳xplanations for this finding hav巳 not be巳n pursu巳d

Our studies hav巳 explored childr巳11
’

S social interactions 
while they are playing and seem to suggest that chi! 
dr巳n、 behavior is positive or n巳utral across a variety of 
games.识Y巳 suggest that 出巳 content of thes巳 gam巳s may 

b巳 r巳lated to th巳 b巳haviors childr巳n socially construct 
while playing th巳m. Our preliminarγfindings suggest 
that aggr巳ssiv巳 vid巳O gam巳 play does not necessarily 

lead childr巳n to behave in 日egativ巳 ways. Futur巳 studies

may wish to 巳xplore differ巳nt observational categori巳s,
such as diversity and socio巳conomic status, as possibl巳

variables. More res巳arch in this ar巳a is sor巳ly ne巳ded as 

m巳archers seek to understand the relationship betw出11

playing vid巳O games and th巳 immediate, short『term,

and long-term effi巳cts of this play m巳dium on children’s 
b巳haviors and social interactions. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VIDEO GAMES 

Barrie Gunter 

The history of media developments is littered wi出
examples of new forms of entertainment being intro

duced,a忧aining wid巳spread popularity, and also attract

ing public concern b巳cause of their sn·ong appeal to so 

many. Computer games proved to be no exc巳ption to 

this rule. As their popularity grew, so too did出e level 

of anxiety about the possibly deleterious psychological 
effects of playing these games. A number of critics 

claimed that computer games had a corrupting influ
ence on young people. These games were accused of 

glorifyi吨violenc巳and encouraging antisocial behavior. 
Twenty years ago, the U.S. Surgeon General, C. 

Everett Koop, was quoted as saying that there was "no
thing constructive in出巳games.... Every由ing is elimi

nate，川，destroy！ ” （Mayfield, 1982). 
In addition to potentially harmful psychological 

effects, stories emerged of computers games’ addictive 
qualities (Anderson & Ford, 1986). Thus, regularly 

playing computer gam巳s could cultivate a compulsion 

to continue playing and to display, in consequence, a 

diminished inter巳st in other activities. To cease playing 

might result in withdrawal s严丑ptoms (Soper & Miller, 

1983). Some identified physical consequences of regular 

computer game playing, such as tendonitis, and skin 

and muscle problems (Lo丘us & Loftus, 1983). 

Not all the news about computer games was bad. 

Some showed positive psychological benefits accruing 

from involvement with these games, not least出at也可

may contribute toward young people’s computer liter

acy or at least a greater ease wi由 computer technology. 
Computer gam巳s could also be devised with educational 
benefits such as vehicles for th巳 learning of factual 

knowledge and experi巳nces through which a variety of 
cognitive skills could b巳 acquired (Greenfield & Lave, 

1982; Rogo ff & Lave, 1984; Scribner, 1986). 

This chapter will examine evidence relating to all 

these different kinds of alleged psychological effects of 

computer games. Over由巳last quarter of出巳t明rentieth

century, while most attention focused on the potential 

harms 出at 出ese games might cause among young 

players, there was also a more limited, but non巳theless

important, recognition of positive benefits. Although 

excessive playing with these games should be dis
couraged in the same way as excessive behavior in oth巳r

contexts, much natural与occurring computer game 

playing takes place in healthy social contexts and can 

produce positive cognitive benefits. 

Despite these optimistic sentiments, it is equally 
true that research into computer game playing is still 

at a fairly early stage of development. The research to 

date has not always yield巳d consistent findings and its 

contribution to our understanding of th巳 impact of 

白白巳games remains limited becaus巳of methodological 

issues 由at have still not been fully resolved (Sherry, 

2001). 

Computer Games, Occupation of Time, 
and Addiction 

Computer and video games involve a time comminnent 

that one can regard as a type of “巳ffect.”Playing with 

these electronic games has become a widespread and 

popular pastime among millions of children and teen
agers.岛1uch gam巳playing initially took place in public 

spaces such as arcades, but today players can enjoy most 

electronic game playing almost anywhere， 由rough

various hardware systems such as hand-held games, 

personal computers, and home video consoles. The de
votion of time to playing these games can vary with age 

and with the natur巳 of the individual. Carried to an ex

treme, it may吨ni命that a player has becom巳 depen
dent or even addict巳d to electronic game playing. 

Furthermor巳，although some cite computer games as 

contributing toward social isolation for some individu

als, they can also provide opportunities for出ose who 
are already shy and isolated to enter new (electronic) 

social networks. 
Th巳 notion that using computers can becc】me ei

ther a compelling habit or even an addictive behavior 

-
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There hav巳 been conflicting opinions offered as 
to why computer or video games may generat巳 d巳pen
dency. One factor may be found in the inherent nature 
of the games thems巳Ives (Loftus & Loftus, 1983), 
which are interactiv巳 and therefore verγinvolving. 
They offer challenges and varying levels of di伍culty
that 巳ncourage players to engage repeatedly to display 
increased comp巳t巳nc巳 and control. 

In-depth research has indicated, how巳ver, that 
although a small proportion of people may shows signs 
of computer gam巳 dependen句，it is a fairly harmless 
reaction (Shotton, 1989). Subsequent to this research, 
though， 巳lectronic gam巳s w巳re constr‘uct巳cl with in
cr巳asing sor】histicated formats and realistic graphics. 
The skills r巳quir巳d for COI丑pet巳nt play also developed 
further, opening up the possibility that such games 
could prove to be more involving than 巳arlier versions 
giving th巳m the power to generate a more powerful 
psychological dependence among play巳rs (Gunt巳r,
1998). 

Computer Games and Cognitive Effects 
Computer gam巳s hav巳 been linked to a numb巳I of cog
nitive effects, both positive and negative. Research巳rs
have found negative associations b巳N巳巳n academic 
a chi巳vernent and playing electronic games. How巳V巳r,
computer games also impart certain cognitiv巳 skills of 
a generic kind (e.g., spatial skills) and of a more specific 
nature (e.g., comput巳r literacy). Electronic game for
mats have also b巳巳n applied successfully in occupational 
trammg contexts. 

Initial obs巳rvations about computer gam巳s and 
cognitive perf＜】rmance c巳ntered on出e negative ra出er
than positive bene岳ts electronic game playing could 
have. Som巳 suggested 出at computer game playing 
took children and t巳巳口agers away from participating in 
more educational or sporting pursuits (Egli & M巳y巳rs
1984; Professional A�sociatim】 of Teach巳r 1994). 
Contrary indications 巳m巳rged elsewher巳， howev巳r,
with evidenc巳 that comput巳r game players may in fact 
be encouraged to read a gr巳at deal by 出巳 very large 
numbers of magazines targeted at players (Gri伍也s,
1996) and by findings that computer game players may 
be more likely than nonplay巳rs to 巳ngage in sports 
(Phillips et al., 1995). 

Empirical evidence has em巳rged that comput巳r
games can yield direct and positive e仔巳cts for players 
both in terms of knowledge acquisition and cognitive 
skills d巳velopr日巳nt. Early res巳arch produced equivocal 
findings on links between reported comput巳r game 
playing and school per扣nnanc巳. In one cas巳， access to 

that takes over a p巳rson ’s life and is dif丑cult to kick 
has been the focus of int巳rest since computers and com
puter programming began to achieve prominence in 
various walks of life in th巳 1970s. One vi巳w was that 
computer programming could generate endl巳ss fascina
tion for some p巳ople and cast an almost narcotic sp巳11
over them (Martin & Norman, 1970). Furthermore, 
computer users attracted a ra出巳r disparaging image of 
dishevelled individuals wi出 obsessive p巳rsonalities and 
lacking in social skills （矶Teizenbaum, 1976). 

This computer d巳pendency was regarded as com
pulsive b巳havior driv巳11 by 出E programmer's power 
to control the computer. The same pattern was later 
observed among ar℃ade game players. Compulsively 
playing early el巳ctronic games was regarded as poten
tially problematic where those games had violent 
themes （认Teizenbam丑， 1976). Fur由er, computer game 
dependency was s巳en as particularly harm包l where it 
occurred among children. Some writers argued 出at
children learned no由mg useful from playing computer 
games and that their constant use eng巳nd巳red greater 
introv巳rsion and social withdrawal (Le巧，， 1984; Waddi
lov已， 1984).

Another side effect of s巳vere computer game k【

p巳ndency was that young players could be driven to 
take more and more extr巳m巳 measures to feed their 
habit. Loftus and Loftus (1983) r巳ported one case 
involving a thirte巳n-year-old boy in Des Moin白，Iowa,
who becam巳 a serial burglar in ordt:r to support his Pac

Man habit. Other observers commented on cas巳s of 
youngsters stealing mon巳y to play arcade gam巳s or 
to huy new games cartridges for home vid巳o games 
(Klein, 1984; Keep巳rs, 1990; Gn而出s & Hunt, 1993). 
。由巳rs went without food, by forfeiting their lunch 
mon巳y to pay for video games (McClure & Mears, 
1984) or play巳d truant from school to sp巳nd time play
ing computer games (K巳epers, 1990; Gri伍ths & Hunt, 
1993). Researchers have also found signs of withdrawal 
symptom刊 such as increased irritability when som巳 are
un8 hie to play (Gri伍ths & Hunt, 1993; Rutkowska & 
Carlton, 1994). 

Ther巳 has been research with adults and children 
to find out whetb巳r computer addiction or dep巳nd巳ncy
r巳ally occurs and what form it takes. Evie\巳nc巳 for ad 
diction or d巳pendency stems from 乱n indication that 
playing computer 。r vid巳o gam巳且已ats into tim巳 sp巳nt
with other activities to an extreme degree. Thus, any 
findings that indicate that computer or vid巳o gam巳

playing does not suhm巳rg巳 all other pursuits t巳nd to 
weaken the argrn日巳nt for th巳 gam巳s having addictiv巳

qualities. 
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a computer outside schools was found to have no link 
with academic performance (Dominick, 1984); in an

other instance, evidence emerged of a negative link 

(Braun et al., 1986), and then again of a positive link 

(Lockheed, Nielson, & Stone, 1983). 
The growing use of computing in schools initially 

came under fire for displaying a lack of purposiveness 

and academic justification, poor quality software, 

and for showing a gender bias toward boys (Nainnan, 

1982; Sander飞1984; Seidel, Anderson, & Hunter, 

1982). Notwithstanding these criticisms, the use of 

computers was defended elsewhere for having many 

positive benefits (Gibb et al., 1983). Microcomputers 

and th巳ir accompanying software were r巳ported to en

gage and cultivate particular lcinds of complex spatial 

cognitive learning (Ball, 1978; Jon巳s, 1981; Kenn巳dy,

Bittner, & Jones, 1981; Lowerγ＆ Knirk, 1983). 

Quite apart仕om the intentional use of computers 

as learning instrum巳nts in computer-assisted instruction 

contexts, an educational potential was observed even for 

mainstream recr巳ational electronic game playing. Com

puter and video games were able to invoke cognitive 

skills that were not only necessary to play thes巳 games

successfully, but could also prov巳 to be transferable to 

o出巳r learning situations and information processing 

contexts （认而ite, 1992; Greenfield, 1994). 

Computer game scenarios can provide contexts 

that can enhanc巳 memorγfor certain types of content. 

Young children, ag巳d four to sev巳n y巳ars, show better 

memory for pictures displayed during a computer 

game than when presented in a 1巳sson format (Oyen 

& Bebko, 1996). The eff1巳ctiven巳ss of computer games 

in enhancing learning and memory for subject matt巳r

depends critically on the degree to which th巳 to-be

learn巳d material is int巳grated with th巳 fantasy compo

nent of the game (Lepper, 1982). In examining出is

phenomenon further, Oyen and Bebko (1996) dis

tinguished between ＂巳xogenous” games, in which th巳

l巳arning content was only arbitrarily linked with th巳

fantasy component of the game, and “en dog巳nous”

games in which出e to be-learned content is intrinsi】

cally interrelated with the game itself. In th巳ir study, 

an endog巳nous game produced better subsequent pic

ture content recall than did an exogenous gam巳. On巳

reason for this e征ect is that computer games can make 

learning more int巳resting (Como & Mandinach, 1983). 

Computer games can pose challenges to children 

that r巳quire them to utilize specific cognitive slcills, but 

in a context that makes learning fun. Such games work 

best if they present a clearly defined goal or objective 

for the child to achi巳ve, and offer 巳nough uncertainty 
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regarding outcom巳s at diffi巳r巳nt points in play to pro
vid巳 a real challeng巳. Computer games can teach physi
cal coordination slcills, decision making, following 
directions, and numerical and word r巳cognition skills 
(Ball, 1978). They can also cultivat巳 m ability to divide 
visual attention between different tasks or asp巳cts of a 
task (Greenfield et 址，1994).

Cross-national research with American and Italian 
undergraduates compared由e cognitive skills acquisi
tion of 巳xp巳rienced and novice players with a computer 

game called Evolution (Greenfield et al., 1994a). This 

relatively nonviolent game comprised six different lev巳ls

of play, with each one introducing a new s巳t of rules 

and patterns of play. Male and female players were 

given an opportunity to practice playing the gam巳 on

their own, to do so following som.e initial instruction 

and advice on how to play, or whil巳 answering ques

tions about their experience w1由出巳 game at regular 

intervals during play itself. The transfer of learned skills 

was tested via an 巳ducational computer game designed 

to teach the logic of computer circuitry. In由is the stu

dents received a number of video d巳monstrations, on 

each of which they subsequently answered questions. 

Students who wer巳 already experts at playing com

puter games performed well on 出巳 test of cognitive 

skill, especially if由ey had had some oppornmity to 

play the Evolution game first. Even novice players, how

ever, ben巳fited from playing the computer gam巳 and

appeared quickly to acquire essential skills that assisted 

them in playing with 出巳 later educational computer 

game. Knowledge of the computer game was acquired 

through practic巳 and trial and error ra出er出an by be

ing told how to play it. The conditions under which the 

stud巳nts rec巳ived prior advice did not assist them in 

mast巳ring the gam巳. There were diffi巳rences, howev巳r,

between 巳xperts and novices in how effectively they 

responded to advice about game play strategies. Experts 
b巳n巳fited from pre-playing advic巳 about rules and strat
巳gi巳5 of th巳 gam巳， wh巳reas novices did not. It S巳巳ms
likely that 巳xperts already had well-d巳veloped schemas 
r巳levant to game playing, which enabled them to relate 
to and adapt th巳 advice given to this new computer 
game. In contrast, periodic questioning about the com
puter game task during breaks in出e initial learning 
procedure did help novices to acquire relevant skills 
and to transfer them to a subsequent task. This proc巳

dure helped in the mastery of visual aspects of也e game 

in particular, and this seemed to be 出巳 key to 巳怔巳ctive
gam巳 play.

Skill in spatial representation is one example of 
巳veryday cognitive skills utilized and developed by 
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computer games and 。由er computer applications 

(Greenfi巳ld, 1983). Such skills allow individuals to d巳al

with complex visual problems by being able to imagin巳

objects in three dimensions in the mind through a kind 

of mental rotation of the entities observed, to imagin巳

出e relative movements of objects, to interpret and 

predict the unfolding of patterns, and to encode more 

rapidly information about visual forms (Lohman, 1979; 

Linn & Pete! son, 1985). These skills are built up over 

time, and comput巳r r巳presentations of visual fields 

have been found to se凹e as effective training tools in 

this context (Lowery & Knirk, 1983; Small & Small, 

1982). 

Playing computer games such as Tmg and 

Battlezone was found to erode initial gender-related dif

ferences in spatial orientation, spatial visualizatio日， and

巳y巳－hand coordination skills. Although men initially 

scored higher on thes巳 skills than women, after sev巳ral

hours of playing these games, these gender diff与r巳nces

disappeared (Gagnon, 1985). 

In another s巳t of practice studies, Pepin and Dorval 

(1986) and Dorval and Pepin (1986) provided eight 

s巳ssions of training on 由E computer game Z斤工.＞.：on

(each s巳ssion included five games) to seventy under 

graduate students. They also provided training to 101 

twelve-y巳缸，olds, although d巳 children received few巳r

pr乱ctic巳 sessions b巳cause of time constraints. A control 

was given the pretest and pos位est with no computer 

game training. Among th巳 adults, both 111巳n and women 

gained significantly in visual spatial skills following 

training on Za』xxon. Among the children, they observ巳cl

no such changes. In the latter case，出e youngst巳rs had 

gr巳ater computer game playing exp巳rience than the 

adults, leaving less room for significant improvem巳nt

after such a limit巳d number of further playing S巳ssions.

Other res巳arch has found strong support for th巳

view that computer game playing can improve spatial 

skills performance (Forsyth & Lancy, 1987; McClurg 

& Chaille, 1987; Subrahrnanyam & Greenfield, 1994). 
Children an<l te巳nagers ag巳d t巳n to sixteen years, in 
particular, show巳d spatial skills b巳nefits from playing 
computer games (McClurg & Chaille, 1987; Miller & 
Kapel, 1985). 

Cognitive skills improvements occur 门ot just with 
educationally oriented programs designed to pos巳

mental chall巳ng巳日， hut also in response to playing 
more action-oriented games that tend to prov巳 mor巳

popular 巳sp巳cially with young gam巳R play巳rs (For飞yth

& Laney, 1987; Greenfield et al., 19941】i Haye日， Laney,
& Evan日， 1985; Laney & Haye日， 1988).
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Greenfield, Brannon, and Lohr (1994) tested 

whether computer games could contribute to develop

ing spatial representational skills required for humans 

to “interface” effectively with computer technolo白r.

American undergraduate students took part in a study 

出at examined出e relationship between skills levels in 

playing a由ree-dimensional action arcade video game, 

The E11』ijiii·e Sti·ikes Back, and the skills needed to com

plete a mental paper-folding task. 

In The Empire Strikes Back, the game giv巳s th巳

player the perspective of a starship pilot flying出rough

space. The player's task is to shoot enemy ships while 

avoiding asteroids and enemy fire so as to accumulate 

points and advance in difficulty level. The game re

quirt:s players to navigate 出rough由r时，dimensional

space, represented on a two-dimensional screen. The 

test of visual-spatial skills, 111巳ntal pap巳r folding, was 

also one that demanded visualizing由ree-dimensional

movement from a two-dimensional display. The key 

difference between由e video game and paper folding 

was that the former was dynamic, involving a lot of 

movement, wh巳reas the latter was static. 

Performanc巳 in playing the video game was corre

lated with ability to complete the mental paper folding 

task in one study. In a s巳cond study, th巳re was no short 

term 巳E巳ct of playing 出巳 vid巳o game on mental paper 

folding ability, but some evidence did 巳merg巳 tlrnt in 

th巳 long term, video game exp巳rtise could be beneficial 

to 出is kind of task. Practic巳 was needed over an 

巳xtended period of time to cultivate these skills. 

As th巳 way in which these games are played has 

b巳巳n examined more closely, it has become apparent 

that th巳y involve a range of cognitive skills that can 

b巳com巳 V巳ry acutely d巳V巳loped in individuals who ar巳

well-practiced in computer game play. Computer 

games are not simply an appealing pastim巳 for young 

p巳ople, tl1ey may serve as an introduction to the world 

of computers. Furthermore, they have heen found to 

cul ti vat巳 certain categori巳s of cog-nitiv巳 skills that are 

important in the context of other types of computer 

use. Indeed, some of出e mental and information pro

cessing skills acquired through playing computer games 

may b巳 transferabl巳 to other domains of experience. 

Far from impeding 出c intellectual growth of young 

p巳ople, computer games may b巳 able to stimulate it. Al

though excessive comput巳r game play, to th巳 neglect of 

other pursuits-mental or physical-is not a habit that 

should be condoned, there do, nev巳r出eles日， seem to 

be som巳 positive and h巳11巳ficial side 巳征巳cts to you且g
p巳ople ’s involvem巳nt with thes巳 games.
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Computer Games and Social Behavior 
Effects 

Playing computer games has been linked to positive and 
negative social effects. N巳g臼tive 巳ff,巳cts research repre
sents an 巳xt巳nsion of the media violence lit巳rature
with video gaiηE playing allegedly giving rise to arousal 

由at might instigate aggression, imitative aggressive be
havior, or si口1ply the r巳duction of prosocial behavioral 
tendencies (Friedrich-Cofer & Huston, 1986; Gaunt
lett, 1995). P巳rsonality has also been invoked as a 
mediator of these effects. On a more positive note, con
structive social skills effects can be achi巳ved via com
puter games that ar巳 designed to produc巳出ese effects. 

Many video games have violent themes and 出巳re
fore often require aggr巳ssive performance by partici
pants (Dominick, 1984; Loftus & Loftus, 1983). In 
many video games, players must shoot or harm their 
symbolic opponents in order to win. Violence is, in 
fact, a th巳me that pervades many of the most popular 
games, with games such as Stree听'ghter, Mmτal K仰，bat

and Tomb Raider being among由巳b巳st and most widely 
play巳d examples. Som巳 r巳s巳arch巳rs hav巳 concluded由at

playing· violent comput巳r gam巳s can invoke increased 
aggression among players (And巳rson & Ford, 1986; 
Ballard & Wiest, 1995; Irwin & Gross, 1995; Schutte 
et al., 1988; Silvern ＆认Tilliamson, 1987). Other 
researchers have failed to find evidence for such a link 
(Cooper & Mackie, 1986; Graybill, Kirsch, & Essel-
111巳n, 1985; Graybill et 址，1987; Scott, 1995; Winkel, 
Novak, & Hopson, 1987). One literature revi巳w con
dud巳d that there is clear evidence of a causal relation
ship betw巳en playing computer games and aggression 
(Dill & Dill, 1998). A且other revi巳wer argued that the 
research to date has been fraught with methodological 
problems and that no clear conclusion can be drawn 
(Gri伍ths,1999). 

Concern about the possible effects of computer 
games with violent themes stems from two main devel

opments. First，由ey represent one of the most popular 
forms of entertainment among children and adoles
cents. S

i

耶1ificant majorities of boys (88 percent) and 
girls (64 percent) in由巳United States in middle class 
homes report playing computer games re♂1lar忖（Funk,

1993), and many of these players express clear prefer
ences for games with themes of human or fantasy vio
lence (Sher叩， 2001). Second, fighting games （巳·怠，

Mmtal Kombat, Streetfighter, Tekken) and first-person 
shooters (e. g，。uake, Doom, Mar :hon) have incr巳as巳d

the level of violenc巳 over earlier games with fast巳r and 
rnor巳 graphic dq】ictic】ns of human violence. 
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A number of theori巳s have been offered to ex
plain the effects of violent computer games. These 
theories mostly deriv巳 from research on television 
violence and include social learning, neo-associative 
networ缸， arousal, and catharsis. Although games share 
some characteristics witl1 television, the medium is diι 
ferent in important ways (Dominick, 1984). Tel巳vision
viewing is a passive experience, whereas playing with 
computer games is highly active, requiring intense con
centration and physical activity. Television viewers can 
br四k concentration and still follow the storγ. Com
put，巳r game play巳rs cannot break concentration, except 
during programmed rest periods. Computer game vio
lence tends to be highly abstract, as opposed to出e re
alistic violence on television. Studies of television and 
film violence have shown that greater post-viewing 
aggression may result仕om viewing more realistic or 
realistically perceived violence on screen (Atkin, 1983; 
B巳rkowtiz & Alioto, 1973). 

The most fr叫uently cited mechanism by which 
computer games may result in aggressive behavior is so
cial learning由巳ory (Alman, 1992; Brusa, 1988; Cham
bers & Ascione, 1987; Graybill et al., 1985; Hoffman, 
1995). Social learning 由eo月r posits 出at behavior is 
learned出rough imitation of attractive rewarded mod
els (Bandura, 1994). Proponents of tl1is出eory for com
puter games ar凯1e t11at electronic gam巳s should have 
particularly powerful effects du巳 to the high att巳ntion
levels of players and t11e active identification of players 
wit11 characters on t11e screen. It has been furt11er 
ar凯1ed that game players are rewarded directly for 
enacting symbolic violence and therefore may transfer 
出巳 learned aggression to the outside world (Winkel, 
Novak, & Hopson, 1987). 

According to the general arousal model，巳xciting
media experiences can give ris巳 to a heightened, non
specific drive stat巳（Tannenbaum & Zillmann, 197 5). 

This arousal will enhance any preferred beha飞rioral re
sponse. B巳cause computer gam巳s with violent t11emes 
can generat巳 such arousal, aggressive behavior could be 
enhanc巳d if prompted subsequent to playing (Ballard & 
w巳st,1995; Brusa, 1988; Calvert & Tan, 1994; Winkel, 
Novak, & Hopson, 1987). 

The neo-associative networks model calls upon 
B巳rkowitz’s notion of priming effects whereby cues in 
media viol巳nce may lead to subsequent aggression due 
to 出巳 priming of semantically related informational 
nodes in memory (Berkowitz, 1984; Berkowitz & 
Rog巳rs, 1986). In 出巳 case of computer games, priming 
effi巳cts 出巳ory would suggest 出at exposure to violent 
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games will prime a series of nod巳s associated with vio

lence and aggression. In other words, playing with 

violent material generates hostile thoughts (Jo & B巳r

kowitz, 1994）出at might in turn promote aggressive 

responding under the right circumstances (Anderson & 

Ford, 1986; Anderson & Morrow, 199 5; Hoffman, 
1995). 

A more positive efti巳cts notion deriv巳S from th巳 ca

tharsis hypothesis, which posits that violent m巳dia con 

t巳nt can b巳 used as a safe outlet for aggressive thoughts 

and feelings. Thus, an angrγperson may become less so 

as a consequence of playing a viol巳nt comput巳r game 
(Calvert & Tan, 1994; Graybill, Kirsch, & Esselman, 

1985; Graybill et al., 1987; Kestenbaum & W巳instein,
1985; Silvern ＆矶Tilliamson, 1987). 

Some hav巳 raised 111巳出 odological questions about 

research on computer games and aggression. On巳 prob

l巳m is whether th巳 studies to dat巳 hav巳巳xternal validity 

witl1 findings that can b巳 g巳ner址ized to the outside 

world. Studies have varied in the treatment strength of 

violent computer game stimuli pr巳s巳nted to 巳xp巳rimen

ta! participants. The types of violent gam巳 stimuli have 

varied between simulated boxing (Graybill, Kirsch, & 

Ess巳Iman, 1985; Graybill et址， 1987), symbolic repre 

S巳ntations of bombs and missiles (Coop巳r & Mackie, 
1986), and players shooting dir巳ctly at robots and oth巳r

objects on screen (Graybill et al., 1987). Later studies 
featured gam巳s with graphically more r巳alistic, human 

like characters (Ballard ＆叭Tiest, 199 5; Irwin & Gross, 
1995). 

Studies have vari巳d also in th巳 l巳ngth of tr巳atment

巳E巳ct. In som巳 cases, post vi巳wing measur巳s of aggr巳s

sion have been tak巳n aft巳r as little as five minutes of 

play, whereas in oth巳r cases, participants might b巳

allow巳d to play for w巳11 over an hour. It is important 
to consider whether short duration of play might giv巳

rise to frustration in play巳rs who wish to play for long巳r

or bor巳d。m for players requir巳d to play for long巳r

durations and whether such k巳lings might b巳come
confound巳d with th巳 巳xp巳rimental treatment (Sherry, 
2001). 

Tber巳 have 白lso b巳巳n a variety of different mea
sures of post-playing aggTession used. The忧 rneasures
hav巳 varied from actual b巳havior (aggression obs巳rved
during fr巳巳 play， 。r in terms of willingn巳ss to help or 
hurt others) to pap巳r-ancl pencil measur巳s of aggressive 
feelings. This can make it di而cult to ascertain wh巳th巳r
the obs巳rved findings support th巳 popular claim that 
computer games with viol巳nt themes r巳present a danger 

to 日ociety. Do computer games cause p巳oplc to act
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aggressiv巳ly or to乒el aggr巳ssiv巳， or both? Choice of 
outcome m巳asur巳s has both theoretical and social con

sequenc巳s. p叩巳r-and-pencil measures of hostility may 

reflect priming of associated nodes, but priming may 

not result in actual aggressive behavior. Behavioral 
l1l巳asures such as aggression during play and ，再rillingness

to help or hurt others may be more socially significant. 
A recent m巳ta-ana片白of the res巳arch e圳ence on 

this subj巳ct has begun to shed further light on 飞-vhat
might be key trigger factors. Sherrγ（2001) r巳 analyz巳d

and compared 出巳 r巳suits from twenty studies of com 

puter games and post-playing aggression. Thr巳E factors 

巳merg巳d as important indicators in this res巳arch:
graphic realism of violence, length of tr巳atment, and 

nature of outcom巳 measur巳. Garn巳s with human or fan

tasy violenc巳 gave ris巳 to strong巳r post-playing aggres

sion 巳在巳cts than did games that were sports related. 

Assuming no differ巳nce in arousal levels between these 
typ巳S of gar丑巳S (though由rs is not pre 

indicat巳 巳vicle口C巳 in support of th巳 11【）tion of priming 

of associative networks and the g巳neration of aggressive 

thoughts by the violent cues in computer gam巳s witl1 

viol巳nt them巳s. The size of post-playing aggressive 

effects was n巳gatively r巳lated to playing time, when 

controlling for age of players. Some studies may tl1ere
for巳 hav巳 measmed an initial arousal eff，巳ct that falls off 

dramatically after extended play. Longer play periods 

may give ris巳 to boredom. Th巳 social implication of 

this finding is that children and adolescents who play 

巳l巳ctronic games in long stretch巳s may transf，巳r l巳ss ag
gression from the game playing situation to th巳巳xternal

world tl1an those playing for r巳latively brief durations. 

Finally, average aggression effect size for pap巳r

ancl-p巳ncil measures was som巳what larger than that for 

behavioral measures. This finding indicated that play 

ing computer games with violent tl1巳mes may give rise 
to enhanced aggr巳ssive thoughts or feelings, but tl1巳se

are not n巳cessarily acted upon (Sherry, 2001). 

Computer Games and Health 

Finally, playing comput巳r games has been related to 

health risk and benefits. Health risks include physical 

conditions that follow from exc巳ssive playing and also 

psychological 巳ffects upon those at risk of epilepsy and 

play巳rs with already dishirbecl personalities. Social 

health risks have also he巳n consid巳r巳d in the form of 

social d巳pendence on computer games and withdrawal 

from real social networks. More positively, computer 

games have h巳en us巳d in therapeutic cont巳xts and as 
health education vehicles. 



Physical and Psychophysiological Health Issues 
The 111仅lical profession has voiced a number of con
cerns about computer game playing. According to Lof
tus and Loftus (1983), players reported new kinds of 

aches and pains. Rheumatologists have described cas巳s

of “Nin tendinitis” and "Space Invaders' Wrist，” in 
which play巳rs have suff ，巳red skin, joint, and muscle 

problems from repeat巳d button hitting and joystick 

pushing on game machines. In a survey by Loftus and 

Loftus, 65 percent of (arcade) video game players exam

ined complained of blisters, calluses, sore tendons, and 

numbness of fingers, hands, and elbows dir巳ctly as a re
suit of their playing. 

There have also been a number of case studies that 

have reported some of 出巳 adverse effects of playing 

(nonarcade) computer and video games. Th巳se hav巳

inclded wrist pain （λ1cCowan, 1981), n巳ck pain （λ1iller, 

1991), elbow pain (Bright & Bringhurst, 1992), tensyn

vitis (also call巳d “Nintenini tis”） (Reinstein, 1983; Bras
sington, 1990; Casanova & Casanvoa, 1991; Siegal, 

1991), peripheral neuropatl1y (Friedland & St. John, 
1984), enuresis (Schink, 1991), 巳ncoprisis (Cork巳巧，

1990), epileptic seizures (Rushton, 1981; Dalquist, Mel

linger, & Klass, 1983; Hart, 1990), and even hallucina

tions (Spenc巳， 1993).

Some of these advers巳 effects were quite rare and 

“treatment” simply involved cessation of playing of the 

games in question. In由巳cases involving enuresis and 

encoprisis, th巳 children were so 巳ngaged in the games 

tlrnt they simply did not want to go to the toilet. In 

tl1ese particular cas巳s, they were taught how to us巳 the

game、 “pause” bu忧on.

Several cases have been reported of 巳pileptic sei 
zures among children and teenag巳rs岛llowing com 

puter game play. Thes巳 cases, though rare, res巳mble

others in which seizur巳s have been brought on by the 

fluttering of faulty television screens (e.g., Gastaut, 

Regis, & Bostem, 1962; Stefansson et al., 1977). One 

early observation of this phenomenon with computer 

games occurred wi出 a seventeen-y巳ar-old boy playing 

a game called Astro Fighter, which was judged to hav巳

the right血e, brigh包1巳ss, a叫仕巳qu巳nt忖cl阳an吨gin

images, to cause s巳izur巳s in susceptible indi飞，iduals. In 
this case, the subject suffered epileptic attacks on two 

separate occasions after playing出is particular game for 

twenty to由irty minutes (Rushton, 1981). 

Dahlquist and his colleagues (1983) reported a case 
of a fifteen year old boy with no previous histmγof 

seizures. He played computer games regularly for one 

year before seizures began. On one occasion，由巳 boy
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appeared to be in a daze witl1 his hand twitching while 
playing a game called Combat. A montl1 or so later, the 
boy had a fur出er seizure while playing a Pac-Man com
puter game. Subs巳quently he developed a sensitivity to 
bright sunlight flickering through u·e巳s while being 
driven along a tree-lined road (Dahlquist, Mellinger, 
& Klass, 1983). 

A further published case of computer game
induced seizure involved a thirteen-year-old girl who 
had been playing a Nintendo game for three hours 

with only a short break. At a particularly rapid phase in 

出巳 game, she reported feeling strange, and then had a 
two- to出ree【minute seizur巳（Hart, 1990). It appears 

出at certain shifting patterns of images and light in 

computer games can trigger seizur巳s in photosensitive 

individuals. These cases, fortunately, are rare, but med

ical professionals have nevertheless given out warnings 

白白t computer games may be capable of causing；由ese

reactions among children and teenagers who have a 
low toleranc巳 for flashing lights and rapidly moving 

and changing images. 

Social Health Issues 

Other speculative n巳gative aspects of video game 

playing that have been reported include出巳belief that 

computer game play is socially isolating and pr巳V巳n臼

children from dev巳loping social skills (e.g., Zimbardo, 

1982). One res巳archer has reported 由at computer 

game players use出E machines as “electronic friends” 

(Selnow, 1984). However, tl1is does not necessarily 
mean tlrnt players play出巳se games instead of forming 

human friendships and interacting with their peer 

groups. Indeed, som巳 of the young p巳ople surveyed by 

Selnow indicated that going to video game arcades rep

resented an important aspect of their social life. Thes巳

arcades were meeting places and places to go to observe 

other people and to l巳arn how people behave when 

with others. 
This impression that video game arcades represent 

an important social environment was reinforced else
where. Colw巳II, Grady, and Rhaiti (1995) reported that 
heavy video game players t巳nded to see their仕iends
more often outside school than did nonplayers, and 

had a need to s巳巳 their friends on a re凯1lar basis. In 

fact, no difference has been found between high and 

low frequency video game players in terms of their in
herent sociability (Rutkowska & Carlton, 1994). Fre
quent players tend to enjoy just as many friendships 
and contacts with仕iends as do less frequent players 

(Phillips et al., 199 5). 
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The social asp巳ct of comput巳r and video gam巳s can 
k 巳xperienced at home just as m山h as in arcades 

where online games are played. Multi-user domains 

(MUDs) represent 乱 broad class of online adventure 

games in which two or more participants can int巳ract

in fantasy virtual worlds that th巳y can even help to cre

ate. By the mid 1990s, on巳 estimate calculated that 

th巳r巳 were three hundred such games worldwide 

(Pavlik, 1996), with scenarios ranging from medieval 

villages to scienc巳 fiction settings. Some obs巳rvers

and participants r巳cognize MUDs as a major attrac

tion among computer games players (Quittn巳r, 1994). 
Th巳ir allure has much to do with the psychological 

and social exp巳ri巳nce afforded by playing with MUDs. 

R巳gular users can 巳stablish relationships with other 

players, and through their involv巳ment in MUDs can 

become members of virtual communities (Rheingold, 
1993). 

Th巳 MUD program represents a set of tools with 

which users can create a social and cultural 巳nviron

ment in which to enjoy a rich and varied range of 

communications with other people. Th巳 anonymity

that players enjoy, m 巳ss th巳y choos巳 volm 江r句to

giv巳 this up, 1巳ads to l巳ss inhibit巳d communications 

than found in th巳 real world. Play巳rs feel fr巳er to speak 

th巳ir minds and v巳nt their k巳lings without holding 

back m由巳y probably would in face-to face interaction日

with others (Kiesler & Sproull, 1986; Kiesler, Siegel, & 

McGuire, 1984). Such disinhibition can be manifest 
in terms of greater aggr巳ssiv巳ness and hostility or as 

gr巳at巳r fri巳ndlin巳ss and intimacy (Reid, 1995). In such 

a computer-mediated 巳nvironm巳nt, participan臼 lack

th巳 nonv巳rbal cu巳S they would normally exp巳ri巳且C巳 in

real world environments wh巳n communicating with 

others, which oft巳n function to t巳mper verbal and phys

ical b巳haviors (Rice & Love, 1987). This observation is 

challenged, how巳V巳r, by th巳 fact that MUD us巳rs have 

dev巳loped nonverbal cues and signals even with text 
bas巳d communications, and a lexicon of symbols that 
carry emotional connotations has been created for use 
alongside verbal language. 
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Social and Therapeutic Vaine of Con约liter Games 
The rapid evolution of n巳W t巳chnologi巳s on the home 
ent巳rtainm巳nt front has brought a prolif，巳ration of 
new computer『based games that som巳由erapists have 
adopt巳d as tools in th巳 therapeutic process. Such games 
can h巳 巳specially 巳ffective with young and a<lult 
patient日， s巳rving as an exc巳II巳nt way to establish a rap

port with the th巳rapist and to control and shar】巳 behav
ior (Sp巳11ιc, 1988; Gardner, 1991 ). 
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Computer games can be used as training aids 

for certain cognitive and perceptual-motor disorders 

(Lynch, 1981). These disorders can appear in patients 

who have been in accidents, have had strokes, or who 

have simply b巳en born with such problems. Loftus and 

Loftus (1983) reported the case of a t巳巳nag巳 girl who 

suffer巳d brain damage after being involved in a car acci 

dent. This damage manifests itself in terms of a sudden 

inability to spell ( sp巳!ling dyspra沮a). Computer game 

therapy was used on a twice weekly basis to treat 出e

disorder. This mostly involved playing a game called 

Hangman, in which two people guess letters in a word. 

If th巳y guess a correct letter, ther巳 is no penalty. If an 
in corr巳ct letter app巳ars, another portion of thν ＇hang

man” is added on. After two months of this treatment, 

由巳 dyspraxia problem was significantly reduced. 

According to Gardner (1991 ), using computer 

games in his psycho出erapy sessions prm付ed common 

ground between himself and his client and provided ex

C巳!lent behavioral observation opportunities.

During the mid 1980s, res巳archers found that com

puter gam巳s could facilitate cooperative behavior 

among children and be used to reinforc巳 desirabl巳 con

duct within educational settings (Stein & Kochma日，

1984; Salemi & Santor乱，1985). Th巳re have been a 

numb巳r of innovative uses of computer games in th巳ra

peutic context�.“Video game th巳rapy” was used by 

Lynch (1981, 1983) for various types of mental disorder 

（巳.g., stroke patients). Not only can computer game 

performance b巳 compared between patients and “nor

mals，”but video game playing can be used as a training 

aid to som巳 cognitive and perceptual-motor disorders. 

Further to由1s, Szer (1983) report巳d由e case of using 

video game playing as physiotherapy for someone with 

an arm injurγ，and Phillips (1991) report巳d由e case of 

using a hand held vid巳o game (Nintendo GmneBoy) to 

stop an eight-year-old boy picking at his face. In由is

latt巳r case，由e child had enurod巳rm日titis and scarring 

due to continual picking at his upper lip. Previous treat

ment had included a brief behavior modification pro

gram with food rewards for periods free of picking, 

and the application of a bitter tasting product to 出E

child’s fing巳rs. Th巳se failed to work, so Phillips recom

mended the use of a hand-held computer game that was 

a psychologically rewarding experience and k巳pt the 

boy ’s hands occupied. After two weeks 由e affected 

area had healed, and at a two-month follow-up, Phillips 
reported no problems r巳lat巳d to th巳 child's continu巳d
us巳 of th巳 garn巳．

Computer games have he巳n applied to th巳 tr巳at-
111巳nt of young p巳ople with a vari巳ty of handicaps. 



Horn, Jones, and Hamlett (1991）巳xamined the 巳ffec
tiveness of a video game format in training three chi!

dren, aged between five and eight y巳ars, wi出 multiple
handicaps (e.g., sever巳ly limited vocal speech acquisi
tion) to make scanning and selection responses similar 
to those needed to operate communication aids manu
factured to assist th巳m with their speech difficulties. 
The video scanning and selection game systematically 
shaped their behavior 由at involved selecting from 
among a number of boxes containing words. Playing 

出is game produced improvements in出e ability of出e
children to p巳rform this task, which was subsequently 
found to transf1巳r well to the application of a similar 
skill needed to operate a communication device. 

Computer games may provide a distraction or an 
escape from worry and painful situations or feelings, 
having both physical and psychological benefits for 
young people. There are also many reports (e.g., 
Kolko & Rickard-Figueroa, 1985; Redd et al., 1987; 
Vasterling et al., 1993）由at computer games have been 
us巳d as a diversion from th巳 side effects of cancer che
motl1巳rapy during childhood and that such distraction 
tasks can reduce the amount of pain killers children 
need. 

Evidence has also emerged that computer games 
can alleviate feelings of an沮ety. In one study, physio
logical and psychological measur巳s of anxiety were 
taken of femal巳 college students, around half of whom 
wer巳 preclassified as having highly anxious personal
ities, and half as being relatively calm. Altl10ugh 出e
high-anxiety women were more likely to r巳port being 
anxious throughout the experiment, physiological mea
sures of skin conductance revealed 由at their arousal 
level actually decreased while出巳y were playing a video 
game. For nonanxious worn巳n, no such effect was 
observed (Naveteur & Ray, 1990). Spenc巳 (1988) is an
other advocate of the therapeutic value of video games, 
incorporating them into his repertoire of behavior 
management techniques. 

Other r巳ports of the application of commercially 
available computer softwar巳 to出e出巳rapeutic context 
indicate positive results. Some recommend computer 
games for their capabiliti巳s to provide distinctive 
help in overcoming certain therapeutic problems in a 
form of treatment to which adolescents will readily re
spond. Such computer-based games have recently been 
found to offer satisfactory treatment solutions for even 
quit巳 compl巳x therapeutic problems among adolescent 
patients. On巳 such illustration was the developm巳nt
of an adventure-based computer game for the treat-
111巳nt of adolescents with di伯culty controlling sudden 
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impulses to behave in unusual or antisocial ways 
(Clarke & Schoech, 1994). 

Video adventure games and games involving 
fantasy role playing can be effectively used to train ado
lescents to deal wi由 real-life situations, by creating sce
narios 出at may not exist in the adolesce时

’s own 
experience. Mystery computer games can be used with 
good results when working with groups of adolesc巳nts
suffering psychiatric problems. The group can learn by 
observing and modeling也巳 behavior of group leaders 
as well as by participating in the development of suc
cessful problem-solving strategies (Favell巳，1994).

Even with young children, successful therapeutic 
applications have been reported. In one study, an ordi
nary office p巳rsonal comput巳r loaded with a role play
ing game, an electronic play progr:im, a program tlrat 
combined a simple word proc巳ssor w1出a collection of 
pictures to produce cartoon-type stories, and a game 
of explanation suitable for pre-schoolers was used to 
conduct play tlrerapy wi由 children (Kokush, 1994). 
Throughout, the software applied was low cost and 
commercially available. Case examples illustrated tlre 
use of such PC-bas巳d programs in a small, private 
practice. The therapeutic progression of tlre young 
client：『 and their relationship with 由e th巳rapist
wer巳 described. Successful treatments w巳r巳 reported,
but not without problems along th巳 way. On balance, 
how巳ver, computer based games were found to be a 
useful addition to出巳 therapeutic tool-kit of the child 
tlrerapist. 

Other Psychological Applications 
Computer games and simulations have been developed 
to assist promotional and educational campaigns aimed 
to put across social and health-related messages to chil
dren and adolescents. Bosworth (1994) r巳ported the 
use of these technologies in a comprehensive heal出
promotion campaign aimed at adolescents. They were 
used to attract出e a忧ention to young people to BARN 
(Body Awaren巳ss Resource Network) as well as to hold 
th巳ir interest across the duration of tlre campaign. This 
program comprised six topic areas: AIDS, alcohol, 
other drugs, body management, human sexuality, 
smoking, and stress management. Quiz games cha]

lenged play巳rs to test tlreir knowledge on a topic. Sim『

ulations challenged users to apply health information 
in nonjudgemental, hypotlr巳tical situations. The games 
played an important part in turning young people ’s
attention on to 出is healtl1 campaign and worked 
equally well among frequ巳nt and infrequent computer 
gam巳 players.
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Cahill ( 1994) r巳ported on research wi由 Health

Works, a prototype AIDS education program developed 

by the new York State Deparunent of Health for 

schoolchildren aged between el巳ven and fourteen y巳ars.

Health叭Torks featured stat巳－of.，也e-art interactive 

comput巳r video programs and animated graphics on 

five stand-alone computer stations, hous巳d in a custom

ized mobile unit. Between J anuarγ1989 and Jun巳 1992,

Health 砂7orks was visited by more than 17,000 stud巳nts

at 172 schools in N巳W York State, including New York 

City. Cahill analyzed results concerning its impact for 

over出irty eight hundred New York City stud巳nts.

The 币ndings revealed that computer games 

can tak巳 studen臼 beyond straightforward factual l巳arn

ing to a deeper involvement with the subj巳ct matter, 

having a much more powerful impact on strength of 

learning and likelihood of adoption of recomm巳nded

health-related behaviors. The Health 砂知rks visits to 

schools served as booster s巳ssions for classroom AIDS 

巳ducation.

Ano th巳r computer-based program was developed 

around 出巳 same tim巳 to campaign against drug use. 

Oakley (1994) described 出e development and utiliza

tion of Smack, a computer-driven game for teenagers, 

which addressed drug abuse. The game was d巳velop巳d

to illustrate to t巳巳nagers th巳 negativ巳 consequ巳nces

associated with drug us巳. Th巳 game was comprised of 

simulations requiring teenagers to make decisions re

garding drug us巳 and to respond to the cons巳qu巳nces

of such decisions. It was found that the program rein

forced the anti】drug attitude of teens who wer巳 not

inclined toward drug use. 

。由er games have be巳n developed to assist with 

th巳 moral dev巳lopment of young p巳ople and the reha

hilitation of those who have already b巳come o征enders.

Sherer (1994) describ巳d th巳 d巳V巳lopm巳nt and applica

tiοn f】f a computerize正i the rap巳utic simul乱tion gam巳 for
raising th巳 mor levelοf a<lol巳sι巳nts or to re-socialize 
those who had already got into trouble. The eff，巳cts of 
the game on moral developm巳nt w巳re determined by a 
moral developm巳nt measure. The level of moral devel
opment of thirte巳11 t巳巳nag巳m who participated in this 
巳X巳rcise and fourt巳巳n others who s巳rv巳d as a compari
son group, all ag巳d fifteen y巳ar日， was measured before 
and after exposure to th巳 therap巳utic game. Participants 
met扣r sixteen weekly, two-hour sessions in which the 
币rst hour w,1s spent playing with d 巳 cc】mputer game 
followed hy ηforth凹

’ hour of discussion. Two out of 

five indic巳s of mor址devdopm巳nt wer巳 found to show 

improv巳ments as a 1巳suit of playing with the computer 
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game. Counsellors reported出at the te巳nagers had been 

stimulated by th巳 computer game exp巳rience, and也e

teens themselves enjoyed 出巳 games and 出ought 出ey

were relevant to th巳 issues being addressed. 

A computer simulation game called Busted was 

designed as part of a program to reduce antisocial be

havior in young offenders. The aim of this game was 

to rais巳 delinquents' awar巳ness of their own conduct 

and the consequences of antisocial behavior for victims, 

and to work on thes巳 youngsters’ interpersonal skills 

wh巳n dealing with other p巳opl巳. Th巳 rehabilitation

program using this game ran for three to four weeks, 

during· which it was played once or twice a week for 

arou口d one and a half hours a time by three to six 

play巳rs. Th巳 game set up sc巳narios in which players 

had to take decisions, make choices, and receiv巳由e

consequences of those choic巳S Firm conclusions about 

the effi巳ctiv巳11巳ss of Busted have not yet be巳n r巳ached

and its evaluation is still continuing. A preliminary eval

uation conducted in two high school classrooms yielded 

positive results, with both boys and girls showing a de

gree of enthusiasm for the game and claiming to have 

learned some由ing from it. Teachers also reportedly 

found the program useful. Wheth巳r it can produce 

longer term attitudinal and behavioral changes remains 

to be S巳en. Nevertheless, this project represents one 

more illustration of 出巳 way computer games are being 

applied to problems relating to children's and adoles

cents' social and moral development (Sher巳r, 1994). 

Computer games can hav巳 both positiv巳 and

n巳gative health implications. Clinical observations 

have r巳vealed that certain types of computer games, 

coupled with int巳nsive playing of them, can give ris巳 to

advers巳 physiological reactions, causing 巳pileptic sei

zures among individuals w1由 such a predisposition as 

well as producing physical strains, aches, and pains 

deriving from bad posture or repetitiv巳 movem巳nts

during play. Counterbalancing these problems, how

巳ver, is evid巳nee that playing video games can have pos

itive benefits for youngsters in 出巳优nse of boosting 

feelings of self worth and in 出巳 context of treating be

havioral disorders. A� with many 。由巳r forms of home 

entertainment, computer games ne巳d to be used sensi

bly in a carefully managed fashion. Where they repre

sent part of a social scene for young people, their us巳

se巳ms to be g巳ner刘ly controll巳d and related to positive 

feelings about s巳If.叭冯1ere they are used as a social dis

traction and a form of 巳scap巳 or withdrawal from social 

con tact, they r巳pr巳♀ent part of an undesirabl巳 behav

ioral syndrome th,lt needs to be discourag巳d.
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THE THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF VIDEO GAMES 

M，时 Grr庐t加

Until recently, most reported effects of video games 

centered on th巳 alleged n巳gative consequences. These 
included video game addiction (e.g., Griffiths & Hunt, 
199 5, 1998), increased aggressiveness (e.g., Gri伍也s,

1998), and出巳 various medical and psychosocial effec臼
(Gn伍ths, 1996). How巳ver, there are abundant refer
ences to出e positive benefits of video games in由e litera

ture, including brief overviews (e.g., Lawrence, 1986; 

Gri伍出s, 1997). Despite research into the more nega
tive effects, for over twenty years, researchers have 

been using video games as a means of researching indi

viduals. Many of these reasons also provide an insight 

as to why games may be useful therapeutically. For 

mstance: 

Games are a natural part of human behavior. Using 

video games as a measurement tool， 出巳 researcher

achieves the relaxation and ease that can be essential to 

successful experimentation. 

Video games can assist children in setting goals, 
巳nsuring goal rehearsal, providing f巳edback, r巳inforce

ment, and maintaining r巳cords of behavioral change. 

Researchers can use video games when examining 

individual characteristics such as self-est巳巳m, self

concept, goal-setting, and individual differ巳nces.

Video games are fun and stimulating for partici 
pants. Consequently, it is easier to achieve and maintain 
a person ’s undivided attention for long periods of time 

(Donchin, 1995). 

As research tools, video games are very diverse and 

attract participation by individuals across many demo

graphic boundaries (e.g., age, gender, ethnicity, educa

tional status; Washburn & Gulledg巳，1995).
Video games also allow participants to exp巳rience

novelty and challenge. 

Video games also allow participants to engage in ex 

traordinary activities and to destroy or even die without 
real consequences （叭Tashburn & Gulledge, 1995). 
· Video games can be useful because出巳y allow the

researcher to measure p巳rfonnance on a very wide vari

ety of tasks, and can be easily changed, standardized, 

and understood. 

Video games may help adolescents regress to child

hood play (because of the ability to suspend reality in 

videogam巳 playing)

Research dating back to the early 1980s has con

sistently shown that playing computer games (irrespec

tive of genre) produces increases in reaction times, 

improved hand-eye coordination, and raises play巳rs’

self-esteem.识That's more, curiosity，仇m, and the nature 
of the challenge also appear to add to a gam凸出era

peutic potential. This chapter will concentrate on the 

report巳d 出erapeutic benefits of video game playing. 

Some evidence suggests that important skills may be 

built or reinforced by video games. For example, video 

game playing can improve spatial visualization ability 

(i.e., mentally rotating and manipulating two- and 

three-dimensional objects) (Subrahmanyam & Gr巳巳n

field, 1994). However, video games were more effective 

for children who started out with relatively poor skills. 
It was therefore suggested that video games may be 
useful in 巳qualizing individual differences in spatial skill 

performance. 

Many peopl巳 seem surprised that video games have 

been used innovatively in a wide variety of therapeutic 

and medical contexts. As we shall see during the course 

of this chapter，“video game therapy” has been used 

successfully in rehabilitation for stroke patients, people 

with traumatic brain injuries, burns victims, whe巳！chair

users, Erb’s palsy suffer巳rs, children undergoing che

motherapy, children with muscular dystrophy, and 

autistic childr巳n.

Video Games as Physiotherapy and 

Occupational Therapy 
Video games have been used as a form of physiotherapy 

and/or occupational therapy with many diff1巳rent
groups of people (e.g., those who are physically handi
capped, learning disabled, emotionally disturb时，etc.).
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tion from pain. Finally, video games were also used as 
a respiratorγmuscle training aid for young patients 
with Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (Vilozni et al., 
1994). 

Using video games in almost all these differing 
contexts capitalizes on a number of interrelated factors. 
One of the most important is the person’s motivation
to succeed. Furthermore, video games have advantages 
over traditional th巳rapeutic methods that rely on pas 
sive, repetitive movements and painful limb manipula
tion (i.e.， 由ey focus attention away from potential 
discomfort). 

Video Games as Distractors in the Role 
of Pain岛1anagement

Studies hav巳 shown that cognitive/attentional distrac 
tion may block the p巳rc巳ption of pain. The reasoning 
is that distractor tasks consume some degree of出E

attentional capacity that would otherwise be devoted to 
pain perception. Video game playing offers an ideal way 
to analyze 出E role of distraction in symptom control 
in pediatric patients. R巳dd at al. ( 1987) argue that the 
main r巳asons for this are: 

1. Video games are likely to engage much of a person’
S 

individual active att巳ntion because of the cognitive and
motor activity required.
2. Video games allow the possibility to achieve sus
tained achievement becaus巳 of the level of di伍culty
(i.e., challenge) of most gam巳s during extended play.
3. Video games appear to appeal most to ado！巳scents.

Video games have also been used in a number of 
smdies as “distractor tasks.”For instance, on巳 study
(Phillips, 1991) reported the cas巳 of using a handheld 
video game (Ni11tendo GameBη） to stop an 巳ight-year
old boy picking at his face. ’The child had neuroderma 
titis and sc乱1-ring du巳 to continual picking at his upp巳r
lip. Previous tr巳atments (e.g., behavior modification 
program with food rewards for periods free of picking 
and the application of a bitter tasting product to th巳

child ’s fingers) had fail巳d, so therapists used a handheld
videogame to k巳p the boy’s hands occupied. Aft巳I two
weeks, th巳 affected area had h巳aled. Ano出巳r creativ巳

us巳 of video games has b巳en to help incr巳as巳 sitting to!
erance for people with low巳r back pain (Butler, 1985). 

Ther巳 are also a number of studies (e.g., Kolko 
t立Rickard-Figueroa, 1985; Redd et al., 1987; Vasterling 
巳t al., 1993) that hav巳 demonstrated that vid巳O games 
can provid巳 cognitiv巳 distraction during cane巳r chemo
th巳r叩y in children. All thes巳 studies hav巳 report巳d that 

Much has been written about how boring and repetitive 

exercises are if someon巳 is attempting to recov巳r from 

or cope m出a physical ailment. Introducing vid巳O

games into this context can be of huge therapeutic 
benefit. As we shall se巳， the same appears to be true 
for more complex psychological abnormalities. 

Video games have been used innovatively as a 
form of physiotherapy for arm injuries (Szer, 1983), in 
training the movements of a thirteen-year-old child 
with Erb’s palsy (Krichevets et al., 1994), and as a
fo1 m of occupational th巳rapy to increase hand str巳ngth
(King, 1993). For instance, King (1993) show巳d that 
video games could be used in an occupational th巳rapy
setting to increas巳 hand strength among patients with 
just three-minute “巳xercise” periods on computer
games. Video games have also been used as出erapeutic
inte凹entions to promote and increase arm reach in 
persons with traumatic hrain inj山γ（Siets巳ma et al., 
1993). This paper r巳ported the use of a computer 
game (described as an occupationally emhedded inter
vention) to promote and increase arm reach in p巳opl巳

with traumatic brain injmy. The study show巳d that the 
gam巳 produced significantly more range of motion in 
all of th巳ir twenty participants. 

Therapeutic benefits have also been reported for 
wheelchair us巳rs, burn victims, and muscular dystrophy 
SU仔erers. Mor巳 specifically, some wh巳elchair users且nd
regular exercis巳 programs too di而cult physically or 
psychologically, and many find that using standard arm 
crank or roller systems monotonous. 0 ’Connor and
coll ea凯1es (2000) looked for ways that individuals with 
spinal cord injuries would b巳 motivated to 巳xercis巳

on ,l r巳g1.1lar basis. As a consequenc巳， they develop巳d
an interactiv巳 video game system ( Gamcwheels) that 
provided ,m interface between a portable roll巳r system 
and a computer. This system 巳nabl巳d wheelchair users 
to play commercially availahle vid巳o games, and their 
results d巳monstrated improved physical 且阻巳ss in a 
sample 仆f people with spinal cord injuries, spinal cord 
di seas巳日， amputations, nerv巳 diseases, and multipl巳 sci巳－

rosis. Mostυf their participants (86 percent) report巳d
that they would like a Gamewheels system for their 
hυme. 

Adria巳nssens and colleagues (1988) r巳ported the 
use of vide门 gam巳 ph1ying as an exercis巳 program to 
facilitat巳 th巳 rehabilitation of upp巳r-limb burn victims 
(using a vari巳ty of large to smaller joysticks). This tech
ni也Jlle nut 川1ly helped 《》vercome initial therapy resis
tance but also encour,1ged ancl shaped movem巳nt of 
the h;rnd, wrist, and ell>ow by l】roviding feedb8ck for 
th巳 desired perform山nee while 8lso o忏巳l ing a distrac-
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these ideas 巳mpirically. For instance, Larose and col
leagues (1989) carried out a study to test the hypothesis 
that computer games may be an e伍cient th巳rapeutic
tool in a cognitive rehabilitation program. Sixty par
ticipants who showed attention di伍culties with or with
out cerebral dysfunctions participated in a twelve-hour 
training program based on intensive use of a video 
game. Analyses showed improvement for由experi
mental group on scanning and tracking variables, 
notwithstanding th巳 nature of their particular dysfunc
tions. Other studies have successfully used video games 
in rehabilitation programs to improve sustained a忧en
tion in patients with craniocerebral trauma (Lawrence, 

1986; Funk, Germann, & Buchman, 1997), and as a 
training and rehabilitation aid to cognitive and percep

tual-motor disord巳rs in stroke patients (L严1ch, 1983). 

Other authors have advocated the use of video 

games as a cognitiv巳 rehabilitation aid (attention, per

ceptual spatial abilities, reasoning, memory) to assist 

patients who have had brain damage to regain lost fimc

tion (Lawrence, 1986; Skilbeck, 1991 ). Video games 
hav巳 臼lso been used to increas巳 spatial visualization 

(Dorval & Pepin, 1986). However, more recent re

search by Subrahmanyam and Greenfield (1994) has 

suggest吐出at spatial skills are only improved in those 

whose skills were very weak to begin with but unlikely 

to improve skills for those with averag巳 or above

average spatial ahiliti巳s.

distτact巳d patients report less nausea prior to chemo

therapy and lower systolic pressure a丘er treatment 

(when compared with controls). Such distraction tasks 

also reduce the amount of painkillers needed. There 

are many practical advantages for using video game 

therapy for pediatric patients during chemotherapy 

treatment. Redd et al. (1987) argue由此

1. Video game playing can be easily integrated with 

most chemotherapy administration procedures. 

2. Video games repres巳nt a more cost effective inter

vention than many traditional behavioral procedures 

such as hypnosis and relaxation. 

3. Video games can be played

supervision.

medical without 

Video Games and the Development of 

Social and Communication Skills among 

the Learning Disabled 

Video games have also been used in comprehensive 

programs to help develop social skills in children and 

adolescents who are severely r巳tarded or who have se

vere developmental pr叶）lems such as autism (e.g., 

Gaylord-Ross et al., 1984; S巳dl沫，Doyle, & Schloss, 

1982). Cas巳 studi巳s such as those by Demarest (2000) 

are persuasive. D 巳marest’s account of h巳r own autistic

S巳ven-y巳ar old son reported出at although he had seri

ous deficiencies in lan凯rnge and understanding, and so
cial and emotional difficulties, video game playing was 
on巳 activity at which he was able to excel. This was 

巳go七oosting for him and also had a self-calming eff ，巳ct.
Vi<leo games provided the visual patterns, speed, and 

storyline that help children’s basic skills development.

Som巳 of the therapeutic benefits Demarest (2000) out

line<l were language skills, mathematics and reading 
skills, and social skills. 

Hoτn, Jones, and Hamlett (1991) used video games 
to train three children with multiple handicaps (e.g., 

To date也ere has been no long term follow-up 

to such interventions and it is unclear whether patients 

eventually tire of such gam巳s. Therefore, researchers 

need to explore factors such as novelty, game prefer

ence, and relative level of challenge. This pain manage

rnent technique utilizing vid巳O games has also been 

applied successfully to children undergoing treatm巳nt

for sickle cell dis巳ase (Pegelow, 1992). As mentioned in 

th巳 previous section, the studies by Adriaenssens et al. 

(1988) and O’Connor et al. (2000) on burns victims 

and wheelchair users claim巳d that success was in part 

due to由巳distraction from pain. 

Finally in 出is section it is worth noting 出at

one report alert巳d doctors that children may mistake 

patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) devices for video 

game consoles. Blunt, Hastie, and Stephens (1998) 

reported出e case of a seven-year-old boy with Ollier's 

disease undergoing an operation whose pain was man

aged via a PCA pump. On th巳 third day following his 

operation, the boy’s PCA usage escalat巳d from zero to 

a total of seventy-four demands during a four-hour pe

riod. Upon questioning it became clear由at出巳boy

had b巳en playing a video game and he had mistakenly 

been pr巳ssing his PCA pump as if it had b巳en a vid巳O

game! 

Video Games and Cognitive 

Reha bili ta tion 

Video games have been used as a rehabilitation aid 

among various groups of people. Fish巳r (1986) argued 

that computers (including video games) have出巳 po

tential to ai<l cognitive remediation. Areas that can be 

helped includ巳 P巳rceptual disorders, conceptual think

ing, att巳ntion, conc巳ntration, memory, and difficulti巳s

with language. A number of researchers have studied 
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severely limited vocal speech acquisition) to make scan

and selection responses. These skills were later trans

ferred to a communication device. 。由er researchers 

have used video games to help learning disabled chil

dren in their development of spatial abilities (Masen

dorf, 1993), problem-solving exercises (Hollingsworth 
& Woodward, 1993), and math巳matical ability (Okolo, 
1992a). Other researchers have offered critiques on how 
best to use comput巳r technology for improved achieve
ment and enhanc巳d motivation among the I巳arning
disabled (e.g., Blechman, Rabin, ＆λ1cEnroe, 1986; 

Okolo, 1992b). 

Video Games and Impulsivity/ Attention 
Deficit Disorders 

There are now a few studies that have examined 

whether video games might be able to help in the treat
ment of children with impulsive and a忧entional difficul
d巳s. J<句ppes and Thompson (1985) tried to reduce 

impulsivity in incarcerated juveniles (ages fifteen to 
巳ight巳en years) by providing eith巳r biofeedback or ex
perience with a video game. lmpulsivity scores im
proved for both conditions. Improvement was also 
noted in n巳gative self-attributions and in internal locus 

of control. The authors concluded that the most likely 
巳xplanation for the improvem巳nt in both experimental 

conditions was the immediate feedback. Clarke and 
Schoech (1994) also us巳d vid巳O games to help adol巳S

cents learn impuls巳 control. Th巳y us仅l a video game 
for four weeks with four subjects （巳leven to seventeen 
years) diagnosed with impulse control problems. After 
th巳 巳xperimental trial, the participant, becam巳 1nore
巳nthusiastic and cooperative about tr巳atm巳nt.

New res巳arch (Pope, 2001；叭！right, 2001) suggests 
video games linked to brainwave biofeedback may help 
children with attention d巳ficit disord巳rs. Biofeedback 
t巳ach巳H p,itients to control normally involuntary body 

functions such as heart rate by providing real-time 
monitors of thos巳 responses.叭Tith the aid of a com
purer display, attention-deficit patients can l巳arn to 
modulate I】rain waves associated with focusing. With 
巳nough training, changes become automatic and l巳ad
to improvem巳nts in grades, sociability, and organiza
tional skills. Following on from r巳5巳arch involving pilot 
attentive门创刊 during long flight日， a simila「 principle has 
been developed to h巳lp attention d巳ficit children stay 
focus巳di】y rewarding an attentiv巳 state of mind. This 
has been don巳 by linking biofc巳dback to commerci,11 
videogarn巳s. In their trial, Pope and Palsson (2001; 

cited in认Trigb t, 2001) sci ect巳d half a dozen .＇－，

＇
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Station games :iml tested twenty『two girls ‘anιI boys 
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between由e ages of nine and thirteen who had atten
tion deficit disorder. Half the group got traditional bio
feedback training，出e other half played the modified 
video games. After forty one-hour sessions, both groups 
show巳d substantial improvements in eve1yday brain
wave pa忧erns as well as in tests of attention span, im
pulsiveness, and hyperactivity. Parents in both groups 
also reported 出剑出巳ir children were doing better in 
school. The difference between出e two groups was 

motivation. The video game group showed fewer no

shows and no dropouts. Th巳 res巳archers do warn that 

the “wrong kinds of video game” may be detrim巳ntal
to children with attention disorders. For instance, 

“shoot ‘em up” games may hav巳 a negative effect on
children who already have a tendency toward short 

attention and impulsivity. They also state that the tech
nique is an adjunct to drug therapy and not I巳place

l1l巳nt for it. 

Video Games and the Elderly: 

Therapeutic Benefits 
One could perhaps argue that video game manufac

turers have don巳 verγlittle to target older p巳ople as 
prospective video gam巳 users. This might be diffi巳rent
if they w巳re awar巳 that ther巳 is a growing body of 巳vi
d巳nee that video games may have beneficial th巳rapeutic

effects for the elderly. Given that video game playing 
involv巳s concentration, attention, hand-eye coordina
tion, memorγ，decision-making, and speed r巳actions,

the activity may be of great benefit to this particular co
hort. Researchers working in this area have postulated 
that the intellectual declines出at ar巳 part of th巳 natural
aging proc巳ss may be slowed (and perhaps counter 

act巳d) by getting the 巳lderly involved as activ巳 users of 
technology (Farris et al., 1994). For instance, a gam巳 as
simple as Tetris can 巳ngag巳 the mind in an enjoyable 
pr【

th乱t occur 飞,vhen any of us mast巳r a n巳W com put巳r skill 
may hav巳 th巳rap巳utic value to both young and old. 

Learning something new on th巳 computer results in a 

sense of accomplishm巳nt and satisfaction that invariably 
creates a feeling of well-being. Technolo盯with th巳

8g巳d can therefor巳 foster great巳r independenc巳 and
can be put to therapeutic use. Dustman, Emm巳rson,

Laurel, and Shear巳r (1992) showed that vid巳o games 
could increase reaction times among出e elderly after 
an eleven-week period of video gam巳 playing.

McGuire (198斗，1986）巳xamined th巳巳ffectiveness
of video gam巳s in improving s巳If-esteem among 巳lderly
long-term car巳 r巳sid巳nts.In on巳 wing of th巳 institution,
res巳a1℃h巳rs 111:id巳 vid巳o games available for an 巳ight
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W巳巳K period. Resid巳nts of a second wing did not have 

th巳 opportunity to play them and were used as a control 

group. Results showed that th巳 video game group 

exhibited significant improvement in self-esteem. 。由巳r

researchers have found similar r巳suits. For instance, 
Goldstein and colleagues (1997) reported that (nonin
stitutionalized) elderly people improved reaction times, 
self-esteem, and positive sense of 飞"fell-being, as a result 
of playing video games for five hours a week for且ve
weeks. Howev巳r，出巳r巳 was little improvement in cogni
tiv巳 performance compared witl1 controls. Riddick, 
Spector, and Drogin (1986) examined the impact of 
video game play on出e emotional stat巳s and affiliative 
behavior of elderly nursing home r巳sidents. The exper 
imental group had an opportunity to play video games 
three times per w巳巳k for up to thre巳 hours p巳r session, 
over a six-w巳巳k period. In comparison to 出E control 
group, the experimental group underwent significant 
changes in tl1eir arousal state and affiliative behavior. 

Weisman (1983) suggested出at video games may 
have a role to play in m巳eting clients’ needs for fun 
and m巳ntal stimulation and in enhancing s巳lf-esteem.
He reported that moderate mental and physical impair
ments did not prevent fifty nursing home residents 
from participating in four video games 出at w巳re esp巳－

cially adapted for this popt巾tion. Further re臼arch by 
W巳isman (1994) on由institutionalized elderly found 
that computer and video gam巳 use was found to be a 
valuable learning and diagnostic tool. The author urg巳d
practitioners to investigate the possibilities of using 
video games in tl1eir work with th巳 elderly.

Farris et al. (1994) suggested that old巳r adults can 
b巳ne岳t significantly from ongoing education, and that 
com put巳rs can be valuable tools in this process. They 
advocate the use of computers for long- and short
t巳rm m巳morγfunctioning. They reported a study using 
the video gam巳 Memoiy of Goblins. This game was 
developed primarily for us巳 in th巳 ass巳ssm巳nt of work 
ing memory but can also train working memory. Con 
clusions were di伍cult to draw from this particular 
study, but th巳r巳 is 巳vidence to sugg巳st that the impact 
of computer us巳 among出e elderly population can be 
profound. Ryan (1994) also used th巳 Memoη for Goblim 

video game to assess memory skills among various 
groups. Preliminarγresults wi由 older us巳rs sugg巳sted
they find it novel and interesting although th巳re
appear巳d to be little 巳E巳ct on improvement of working 
memo巧人

Hollander and Plummer (1986) reported th巳 use of 
a hands-on microcomputer 巳xp巳ri巳nee in forty-on巳 se
nior adul臼． Ov巳r a 出r巳巳－w巳ek period, video games 
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se凹巳d as a therapeutic and r巳habilitative tool, as well 
as a form of social and educational 巳nrichm巳nt. Results 
indicated 出at thought-provoking games (Trivia and 
Hangman) held出e participant’s highest level of atten
tion, and were perceived as 巳xciting and stimulating. 
Schu巳ren (1986) also analyzed 出巳 value of video games 
as an activity program for geriatric populations in 
skilled nursing home faciliti臼. It was conclud巳d 出at
video game playing may be a successful small group 
recreational activity for those r巳sidents wi出 adequate
巳ye-hand coordination, vision and mental functioning. 
R巳searchers proposed suggestions for equipment adap
tations to correct problems of poor visual clarity and 
awkward manipulation of controls. 

Given this small but growing body of evidence, 
由ere is clearly a need for m.or巳 research on video 
game us巳 among由1s particular group of people. There 
are many areas that researchers need to explore in more 
d巳tail including elderly us巳 of t巳chnology in general, 
由巳 use of comput巳rs and video games to d巳V巳lop and 
streng出en memory skills, intergenerational computing 
proj巳cts (teami吨ser山rs with school aged students), 
and the use of computers and video games to assess 
cognitive functions. Many older adults may be r巳ceptive
to using t巳chnology if introduc巳d to it in a comfortable 
巳nvironm巳nt. If introduced in the right way, t巳chnology
(including video gam巳s) may become a major hobby 
and interest in出E lives of 由巳 elderly, and may also be 
of 由巳rapeutic value. 
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Video Games in Psychotherapeutic 
Settings 

Th巳rapists working with childr巳n have long used games 
in therapy and games as th巳rapy in s巳ssions wi出 their
young patients (Gardn巳r, 1991). Play has been a feature 
in therapy since 出巳 work of Anna Freud (1928) and 
M巳Janie Klein (1932), and has been used to promot巳

fantasy 巳xpression and the ventilation of fe巳ling. The 
rec巳nt technological explosion has brought a prolifera
tion of new games that some therapists claim to be an 
巳xcellent ice-breaker and rapport builder with childr巳n
in therapy and behavior management (e.g. Spenc巳，

1988; Gar由1巳r, 1991). Research in the mid 1980s had 
already suggested that video games may actually facili
tat巳 cooperative behavior and reinforcement in mor巳

educational se仕ings (e.g., Strein & Kochman, 1984; 
Salencl & Santor乱， 1985).

Lawrence (1986) advocates using vid巳O games in 
the treatment of psychological problems during ther
apy. In an overview, he r巳ported that there had 
been approximately two dozen efforts in 出巳 published
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lit巳ratur巳 to d巳liv巳r couns巳Hing or oth巳r psychological 

interv巳ntion services by computer. Although not con
C巳ntrating on video games specifically, he did refer to 

games, computer-aid巳d instruction, biofeedback, and 

behavior th巳rapy. He concluded出at compl1ters (in

eluding gam巳s) could make meaningful contributions 

to 出巳 treatment of psychological problems. 

Gardner (1991) claimed that the use of video 

games in his psychotherapy sessions provi<l巳d co1111non 

ground between hims巳lf and his child clients, and pro

vided 巳xcellent behavioral observation opportunities. 
According to Gardn巳r, such observations allowed him 
to observe: 

1. The child’s rep巳rtoire of problem-solving strategi创

2. The child’s ability to perceive and r巳call subtle cue『

as W巳ll as forese巳 consequences of behavior and act on

past cons巳qu巳nces

3. Eye-hand coordination

4. The r巳l巳ase of aggression and control

5. Th巳 ability to deal with appropriate methods of

d巳aling with the joys of victorγand frustrations of de

f已at in a mor巳 sports ori巳nted ar巳na

6. The satisfaction of cognitive activity in出e involve

m巳nt of the recall of bits of basic information

7. Th巳 enjoyment of mutually coordinating on巳
’s activ【

ities with anoth巳r in th巳 spirit of cooperation

Gaflln巳r w巳nt on to describ巳 four particular case 

studi巳s that used vid巳o gam巳S to support psychoth巳r
apy. Although other t巳chniques W巳r巳 used as an adjunct 

in therapy （巳·忌， storytelling, drawing, otl1巳r gam巳纱，

Ga rein巳r claim巳d it was th巳 vi<l巳o games that w巳r巳 th巳

most useful factors in th巳 improv巳111巳nt during therapy. 

Gardner’s contention is that clinical techniques tend to 

chang巳 as a function of the trends of th巳 times, though 
the goals remain th巳 same. Slow巳r pac巳d and mor巳

traditional activities such as those outlined abov巳 may
l巳ngthen th巳 time it tak巳s to form a th巳rap巳utic r巳la
tionship as th巳 child may p巳rceiv巳 th巳 th巳rapist not to 
b巳

＂cool” 。r “with it.” 

Spence (1988) is another advocat巳 of出e thera 
peutic value of vid巳o ga1日巳s and has incorporat巳d th巳111
into hi日 repertoir巳 of h巳havior manag巳ment techniques. 
Sp巳nc巳 believes that video gmnes can bring about 
changes in a number of areas and provided case study 
examples: 

1 . Dcve!opmmt of rclati川1ships: Us巳d vicl，巳o games to 

provid巳 th巳 basis to develop 口 thera1】eutic r巳btionship.
The vidcυgames g·avc 口n ac山ptable “middle ground” 

『『’
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for botl1 parties to "m巳巳t，”which provided an enjoyable 
experi巳nce that could be shared. Relationships become 

close and trusting. 
2. Mntivation: Used video games as “bargaining coun

ters” to motivate children to do things. This simply

involved negotiating with an individual for a set p巳riod

of work time or tasks in return for a s巳t period of time

playing vid巳O games.
3. Cooperative behavi01勺 Us巳d video games to develop

social skills and coop巳ration in individuals by making

them share a computer with p巳巳rs. Through tl1巳 me

dium of vid巳O games, individuals d巳veloped friendships

that foster巳d coop巳ration.

4. Aggressive behavior: Us巳d video games to “take由c

heat out of situations，” i.e., individuals play巳d video

games when th巳y wer巳 angry so出at出ey in日icted

“damage” on tl1巳 video games' characters ra出巳r tl1an

human beings.
5. Selj二esteem: Us巳d video games as a measure of

achievem巳nt to raise self－巳st巳em. Because video gam巳S

ar巳 skill based and provide scores， 出巳y can be

compared and provide a basis for future goals. Beat

ing personal high scor巳5 raised self－巳st巳巳111 in the

individual.

As Sp巳nce’s brief summari巳S show, th巳 benefits are 

similar to thos巳 Gardner (1991) outlined. Similar t巳ch

niques hav巳 also b巳en advocat巳d for b巳havioral manag巳『

ment of 巳xceptional children (Buckalew & Buckalew, 

1983). 

。ls巳n【Rando (1994) r巳ported on the development 

and initial assessm巳nt of a vid巳O gam巳 version of the 

Talking, Feelir.饵， and Doing Game. The game was d巳vel【

oped by Richard Gardner, M.D., in order to facilitat巳

th巳 therapeutic proc臼s for those children who ar巳

inhibit巳d, constrained, or resistiv巳， or as an alt巳mative

therapeutic tool for childr巳n who are not charact巳rized

as resistive and thus freely reveal information. The 

game provides children an opportunity to talk about 

th ems巳Ives in a way that is less anxiety provoking than 
traditional methods of 巳liciting information about 出巳ir

unclerlying psycho【lynamics. Unfortunately, this was a 

d巳scriptive account only and contain巳d no 巳valuation.
Similarly, Kokish (1994) described the us巳 of a p巳rsonal

computer loaded with various vicl巳O gam巳s to aid play 

therapy with children, outlining cas巳 studi巳S and mak

ing r巳f巳r巳nee to th巳 fact that learning to us巳 the com

puter as a play th巳rapy tool was more difficult and 
slow巳r than exp巳ct巳d.

Fav巳lie (199斗） also d巳scribed some therap巳utic

口pplications of compuwr software and vid巳o games in 
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work with both individuals and groups. The applica

tions described w巳r巳 us巳d with adolescents at a psychi

atric treatment cent巳r and involved using comm巳rcially
available software and video games. An adventure

fantasy game and a role playing game were d巳scribed

as helpful in work with individuals. This is becaus巳

出e importanc巳 and utilization of fantasy in play was 

expressed. A mystery computer game was presented as 

useful when working with groups. The au出or con
eluded 由at video games have useful therapeutic value 

if applied by skilled professionals, and suggested出at

fur由er res巳arch would result in improvements to com
puter-assisted therapy. 

Sherer (1994) described the development and 

application of a computerized therapeutic simulation 

game for 由巳 purpose of raising the moral level of youth 

in distress. The effects of the video gam巳 on moral de
velopment wer巳 det巳rmined by a moral development 
measure. The lev巳l of moral development of a research 

group (n = 1月and a control group (n = 14) were mea
sured b巳fore and after exposure to the白白叩eutic video 
gam巴，using total of five indices of moral dev巳lopment.
Two of出ese, Moral Stage and Punishment, revealed a 
positive effect on the participants. 

There is som巳 res巳arch suggesting 出at video 
games can be useful when evaluating schizophrenics in 

出巳ir attitudes and responses (Samoilovich et al., 1992). 

To do出is, Samoilovich 巳t al. (1992) investigated出巳
initial attitude of ten chronic, defected schizophrenic 
patients to a computer video game session. Six of them 
巳njoyed the 巳xperience and wanted to repeat it. Coop
eration and p巳rformance were compared by means of 
video games and a standard psychometric test （叭TAIS).
Video gam巳 performance correlated with the 巳xecution
t巳st IQ more than with出e verbal test IQ. The authors 

also claimed that video games can be used for psycho

logical testing, motivation, and reward, and to 巳valuate
psychomotor activity. 

It has also been suggested that some psychiatric 
patients who are socially undisciplined may b巳 reach』

able with comput巳rs and video games (Matth巳ws et al., 
1987). Studies wer巳 report巳d that explored the us巳缸I-

11巳ss of computers with chronic psychiatric patients. In
on巳 study, video games wer巳 made available to patients, 

日nd on巳－half showed an active inter巳st. The second 
study showed a neutral relationship between patients’ 

social communication skills and their involvement with 
video games. Thus, some patients who were socially 
intractable may be r巳achable with comput巳rs. The 

researchers argued that the computer can effi巳ctively au

tom at巳many tasks normally undertaken by clinician日
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and that th巳 comput巳r may have special advantages 
over出E clinician for some purposes. 
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Video Games and Health Care 
In randomized clinical trials, it has been reported出at
children and adol巳scents improved th巳ir self-care and 
significantly reduced their use of em巳rg巳ncy clinical 
services a仕er playing health education and disease man
agement video games (Brown 巳t al., 1997; Lieberman, 
2001). Three games were investigated: Bronkie the 
Bronchiasaurus for asthma self-managem巳nt; Packy & 
Mm如1 for diabetes self.】management; and Rex Ronan 
for smoking prevention. In 由巳5巳 interactive video 
games, children and adol巳scents assume tl1巳 role of a 
main charact巳r who also has tl1巳ir chronic condition or 
is battling the effects of smoking and nicotine addiction. 
Children who used tl1en1 for one week (smoking pre 
vention) to six months (diabetes s巳If-car功increased
their resolve not to smoke, markedly improved tl1eir 

ability to manage their astlmrn or diabetes, and reduced 

by as much as 77 percent, on average, their urgent or 
emergency car巳 visits related to their illn巳ss.

Electronic gam巳s have also been used to 巳nhance
adolescents' p巳rc巳i,
V巳ntion programs (Cahill, 1994; Thomas, Cahill, & 

Santilli, 1997). Using a tim巳 travel adventure video 
game format, res巳archers provided information and 
opportunities for practic巳 discussing prevention prac
rices to high risk adolescents. Video game playing 
resulted in significant gains in factual information about 

safe sex practic巳s, :md in the participants’ p巳rceptions of
their ability to successfully negotiat巳 and implement 
such practices with a potential partner. 

Video games and simulations have been used 
巳xt巳nsively in a compreh巳nsive health promotion for 

ado！巳SC巳nts. For instance, B0swortl1 (1994) used these 

strat巳gies to attract adolescents to BARN (Body Aware『

ness R巳source Network), as well as helping to hold in
terest. In each of the six topic areas (AIDS, Alcohol and 
Other Drugs, Rody Management, Human Sexuality, 
Smoking, and Str巳ss Management), video game quizz巳S
challenged users to test their knowledge on a topic. 
Simulations challeng巳d users to apply health informa 
tion in hypothetical situations. Vid巳o games wer巳 a
mor巳 important factor in the selection of BARN for 
younger users than for older users. BARN game us巳rs

were not more likely than nongam巳 users to be users 
of other comput巳r or video games, nor did game users 

engage in more risk taking behaviors (e.g., alcohol 
and other drugs) than nongame users. Similar types 
of health promotion video games have been used 
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problem-solving tasks but are slowed down when th巳y
are done competitively. Also, psychologists have found 

出at girls who do problem-solving tasks together with 
。由er girls tend to cooperate, whereas boys compete 
against each other. For由ose video games reliant on 
strate白r and problem solving, such findings may have 
implications for therapeutic potential. 

One unexplored area in video game research is 
p巳ople’s attitudes toward playing. How a person thinks 
about a particular game-or video game playing in 
general-may actually affect the therapeutic value. For 
instance, one could speculate that when it comes to 
video games, there are出r巳e different types of people. 
The first typ巳 is出E technophobe who thinks由at video 
games are (literally) a complete waste of time and want 
nothing to do with them whatsoever. Technophobes 
would probably take 巳ve1γopportunity to be critical of 
them on a matter of principle and th巳refore gain little 
therapeutically. The second group of peopl巳 are 出e
teclmoscψtiσwho use and 巳njoy the technology but are 
not convinced that it is a vital th巳rapeutic tool, although 
th巳re may be some出erapeutic uses in som巳 circurn
stances. The final group are the teclmoromrmtics who 
rais巳 peopl巳

’S expectations about the capabilities and 
potential of computer games and who sing their praises 
at everγav,1ilable opportunity. It is 出ese individuals 
who may benefit most therapeutically from video 
games. 

Video games do se巳m to have great positive thera
peutic potential in addition to th巳ir entertainment value. 
Many positive applications in education and health care 
have been developed. Th巳re has been considerable suc
cess when games ar巳 specifically d巳signed to address a 
sp巳cific prob！巳m or to teach a C巳rtain skill. However, 
generalizability outside the game playing situation re
mains an important resear℃h gu巳stion.

successfully for drug use (Oakl町， 1994), alcohol 
(Resnick, 1994纱， marijuana (Henningson, Gold, & 
Duncan, 1986), s巳xual behavior (Starn & Paperny, 
1990), life choices (Thomas, 1994), and antisocial be
havior (Resnick, 1994b). One of th巳 major problems 
with this area is that reported positive effects from 
video games in a health promotion context is that 
almost all of出e video gam巳s evaluated were specially 
designed rath巳r than those出at w巳r巳 already comm巳r『

cially available. This does raise questions about the 
utility of generally commercial games in helping 
health promotion activities. 
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GAMES, THE NEW LIVELY ART 

Henry Jenkins 

Another imporτ·ant element打a belief that creators 
are d付ists. At the same time, however, it's neces
saη， j面r us crea仰丁切 be enginee1丁， because of the

skill required j加the 。-eations. 

-Shigeru Miyamoto

Why can ’
t these game wizm论be sati作d with

their ingenui吵， their $7 billion 但nd rising) in 

sales, their capture of a huge chunk of youth 

around the world? Why must thη claim that 

what they are doing is "art叩. . . Games can be 

卢m and rewarding in many 切ay几 but they ca的
transmit the emotional conψlexi吵that is the root 
of art. 

一Jack Kroll 

Let ’s imagine games as an art form. I know,
I knrnv-for ma叫of us in contact with the 

so-called real a巾， the notion sounds pretenti

ous. It also makes dev仇,pers who are former 

C01呻uter science majors edgy, because it 

challenges assumptions that games are founded 

叩on technology. Still.， 的 a usφl con呻t

It's呻ecialψus份l 叫en we sta忖 to 劝ink
about the mediocre state of our p听·ssion, and 

about 切ays to elevate our aims, aspiratio阳， and

attitudes. 

-Hal Earwood

Over由巳 past 也r巳E decades, computer and video games 
have progressed from 由e primitive two-paddles-and-a
ball Pong to the sophistication of Final Fantary, a partic
ipatory story with cinema-quality graphics 出at unfolds 
over nearly a hundred hours of game play, or Black and 
White, an ambitious moral tale where 也e player’s god
like choices between good and evil leave tangible marks 
on the lap.dscape. 1 The computer game has been a kill 
er app for the home PC, increasing consumer demand 
for vivid graphics, rapid processing, greater m巳mory,
and better sound. One could make the case that games 
have been to 出e PC what NASA was to th巳 main-

frame一出e 出ing 由at pushes forward innovation and 
experimentation. The release of the Sony Playstation2, 
由E Microsoft X-Box, and the Nintendo Game Cube 
signaled a dramatic increase in th巳 resources available 
to game designers. 

In anticipation of these new technological break
throughs, people within and beyond the game industry 
began to focus attention on the creative potentials 
of this emerging medium. Mapping the aesthetics of 
game design

， 由ey ar♂1巳d, would not only enable 出巳m
to consolidate decades of experimentation and innova
tion but would also push them forward toward greater 
artistic accomplishm巳nt. Game designers were being 
urged to think of themselv巳s not simply as technicians 
producing corporate commodities but rather as artists 
mapping 出e dimensions and potentials of an emerging 
medium; this reorientation, it was hoped, would force 
them to ask harder questions in their design meetings 
and to aspire toward more depth and substanc巳 in 由e
product th巳y shipped. At the same time, the games 
industry confronted increased public and government 
scrutiny. If you parsed 出巳 rhetoric of 出巳 moral
reformers, it was clear 出at th巳ir analogies to pollution 
or carcinogens revealed their base-level assumption 

出at games were utterly without redeeming value, lack
ing any claim to meaningful content or artistic form. 
Seeing games as art, however, shif汪叫出E terms of 
出e debate. Most of these discussions started仕om 由e
premise 出at games wer巳 an emerging art form, one 
that had not yet realized its full potentials. Gam巳 d巳『

si伊er飞再Tar n Specter, for example, told a Joy宜tick 101 
interview叽 “We're just emerging from infancy. We're
still making (and r巳making!) The Great Train Robbeηor 
Birth of a Nation or, to be really generous, maybe we’re 
at the beginning of what might be called our talkies pe
riod. But as Al Jolson said in The Jazz Singer，“You ain ’t 
heard nothing yet！” （Squire). In 出is context, critical
discussions sought to promote experimentation and di

versification of game form, conte时，and audience, not 
to develop prescriptive norms. 
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ried far greater resonance in出e first half of the twen
tieth century. 

My goal here is not to ar♂1e against the values of 
applying concepts and categories from cultural studies 
to the analysis of games, but rather to mak巳 th巳 case
由日t some出ing was lost when w巳 abandoned a focus 
on popular aesthetics. The category of aesthetics has 
considerable power in our culture, helping to define 
not only cultural hierarchies but also social，巳conomic,
and political ones as well. The ability to dismiss certain 
forms of art as inh巳rently without value paves the way 
for regulatory policies；出巳 ability to characterize cer
tain media for ms as “cultural pollution” also impacts 
how the general public perceives tl1ose people who 
consum巳 such material; and th巳 ability to foreclose 
certain works from artistic consideration narrows 
th巳 ambitions and devalues the accomplishments of 
people who work in those media. I will admit that dis 
cussing tl1e art of video games conjures up comic 
images: tux巳do clad and jewel-bedeck巳d patrons admir
ing th巳 lat巳日t Str 巳斤且·btcr, middle< 
tificating on th巳 imp乱ct of Cul】ism on Te打·is, bleeps 
and zaps disrnpting our silent contemplation at the 
Gugg巳nheim. Such images tell us more about our con
temporary notion of art as arid and stu岛，as 出巳

property of an educated and economic elite, as cut off 
from everyday experience一由an th巳y tell us about 
games. 

The Lively Criticism of Gilbert Seldes 
识而at I want to do 1日出巳 following pages is revisit on巳

important effort to spark a debate about the aesthetic 
merits of popular culture-Gilbert Seldes' Seven Lively 

A11s (originally, published in 1924)-and suggest how 
reclaiming Seldes might contribute to our current 
debates about tl1巳 artistic status of cornput巳r and 
vid巳O games. Adopting what was th巳n a controversial 
position, Seldes argued 出at America’s primary contri
butions to artistic expression had come through emerg
ing forms of popular culture such as jazz, the Broadway 
musical, vaudeville, Hollywood cinema， 由e comic 
strip, and the v巳rnacular humor column.斗 Altl10ugh
some of these arts have gained cultural resp巳ctability
over the past seventy-five years (and others have died 
out 巳ntirely), each was disreputable wh巳n Seldes staked 
out his position. S巳Ides want巳d his book to serv巳

two purposes: first, he wanted to give read巳rs fresh 
ways of tl1inking about and engaging wt由出t con
tents of popular art; 日econd, l丁巳 wanted to use the 
vitality and innovation of these em巳rging 位irms to 
challenge the “monotonous stupidity，”“th巳 ridiculous

These debat巳s were staged at trade shows and aca
demic conferences, in th巳 pages of national magazines 
(such as Newsweek and Technology Review) and newspa
p巳rs (such as The New York Times), and in online zones 
aimed at th巳 gaming community (such as Joyst忱101

and Gam.amtn 

critics’fans, and academics all took a position on the 
question of wheth巳r comput巳r gar日巳s could be consid 
ered an art位mn and what kinds of aesth巳tic cat巳gories
made sense for discussing tl1em. 

Games increasingly influenc巳 contemporarγcin
ema, helping to define the frantic pace and model the 
multidirectional plotting of Run Loin Run, providing 
出巳 role-playing metaphor for Being John Matkovic , 
巳nc【mraging a fa目cination witl1 th巳 slipp巳ry !in巳 l】巳－

tween reality and digital illusions in 1》c Ma归伞ix, in
spiring the fascination with deciph巳rment and puzzle 
solving at the heart of Memento, and even providing a 
new way of thinking- about Shakespearean tragedy in 
Titus. Game ir丁terfaces and g巳nres have increasingly 
surfaced as m巳taphors or design elements in avant 
garde installations. Matth巳W Barn巳y, currently the dar』

ling of the N巳W York art mus巳um world, transform以l

the Guggenheim into a giant video game for on巳 of his 
Crem(fster films, having his protagonist battle th巳ir way 
up the ram肝，boss by boss.2 If critics, like Kroll, w巳re
reluctant to ascribe artistic merit to games, artists in 
oth巳r media 5巳巳med ready to absorb aspects of gam巳

aesthetics into their work. At high schools and college唱

across the country, stud巳nts discuss games with th巳

5自111巳 passions with which 巳arlier generations debated 
the merits of the New American Cinema or th巳 French
New认lave. Media studies programs report that a 
growing numb巳r of th巳ir stud巳nts want to be gam巳

designers rather tlrnn filmmakers. 
At the same time, academics were finally 巳mbrac

ing games as a topic worthy of s巳rious examination
not simply as a social prob！巳m, a technological 
challenge, a cultural ph巳nom巳non, or an economic 
force within the ent巳rtainment industrγ，but also as an 
art form that d巳manded serious aesth巳tic evaluation.·i 
Confer巳nc巳5 on th巳 art and culture of games were 
hosted at MIT, the University of S0utl1ern California, 
the University of Chicago, and 出巳 University of矶Test
England. As acad巳rnic.; hav巳 confront巳d games, th巳y
have oft巳n found it easi巳r to discuss th巳m in social, eco『

nomic, and cultut叫“rms than through a巳sthetic cate 
gories. The thrust of media studies writing in recent 
years has been focus巳d 日round th巳 category of popular 
cultu1℃ an<l l】C巳11 已·::im巳d through ideological categ·ori巳日，

rather than in terms 仆f popular art, a concept that car-
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postures，” and “stained glass attitudes" of what we 
might now call middlebrow culture (S巳ldes, 1957, 
p. 193). 

Readers then were skeptical of Seldes’s claims
about cinema for many of the same reasons出at con
temporary critics dismiss games一出ey were suspicious 
of cinema ’S commercial motivations and technological 
origins, concerned about Hollywood’s appeals to via
lence and eroticism, and insistent出at cinema had not 
y巳t produced works of lasting value. Seldes, on 由巳。由－

er hand, argued that cinema’s popularity demanded出at
we reassess its aesthetic qualities. Cinema and other 
popular arts were to be celebrated, Seldes insist巳d, be
cause 由ey were so deeply imbedded in ev巳ryday life, 
because出ey were democratic arts 巳mbraced by av巳rage
citizens. Through streamlined s勾rling and syncopated 
rh卅uns, they captured 出E vitality of contempora1y 
urban experience. They took the ve巧machinery of 

出c industrial age, which many felt dehumanizing, and 
found within it 出巳 resources for expressing individual 
visions, for reass巳rting basic human needs, desires, and 
fantasies. And出ese new forms were still open to ex
perimentation and discovery. They were, in Seldes’s 
words，“lively arts.” 

My thinking about Seldes’s value for reflecting on 
game aesthetics first took shap巳 when I was sitting in 
the audience at 出巳 USC Interactive Frictions confer
ence and heard two panels back to back, one composed 
of digital artists, th巳 other of game designers. The first 
discussion was sluggish and pretentious; the artists were 
t1ying-without much success-to describe what th巳

computer brought to th巳ir art, hut 出ey kept falling 
back on high modernist and 巳arly postmod巳rnist cate
gories. I knew exactly what由ey w巳re going to say be
fore出ey opened their mou出s. On the oth巳r hand, th巳

game designers were struggling to find words and con
cepts to express fresh discoveries about their media; 
they w巳re working on the verγedge of th巳 t巳chnology,
stretching it to its limits, and having to produce work 

出at would fascinate an increasingly jaded marketplace. 
They were keeping on 由e top of their toes trying to 
learn not only from their own production practices but 
from each other. I scribbled on my notepad，“If art 
巳nlivens and commerce deadens, then how do w巳 ex
plain the immediacy of由1s panel and the dullness of 
the previous one？ ” I suddenly flashed on Seldes’s char
acterization of th巳 attitude that dominat巳d出e art insti
tutions and criticism of 出巳 巳arly twentieth centmy: 

“讯而at is worthwhile must be dull. We suff1巳r fools 
gladly if we can pretend they are mystics” （Seldes, 
1957, p. 264). 
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Games repres巳nt a new lively art, one as appropri
ate for the digital age as those 巳arlier media were for 
the machine age. They open up new aesthetic experi
ences and transform the computer screen into a r巳alm
of experimentation and innovation that is broadly ac
cessible. And a public出at has o由erwise been unim
pressed by much of what passes for digital art has 
embraced games. Much as the salon arts of the 1920s 
s巳emed sterile alongside出e vitality and inventiv巳ness
of popular culture, cont巳mporary 巳£forts to cr巳ate inter
activ巳 narrativ巳 through modernist hypertext or avant 
garde installation art seem lifeless and pretentious 
alongside the creativity and exploration，由e sens巳 of
fun and wonder，出at gam巳 designers bring to 出eir
craft. As Hal Earwood explained to readers of Game

Developer magazine in February 2002， “Art is what 
people accomplish when they don’t quite know what to 
do, when the !in巳s on the road map are faint, when由e
formula is vague, when 出巳 product of 出巳ir labors is 
new and unique" (Earwood, 2002). Art exists, in other 
words, on出e cutting edge, and出at was wher巳 games
had remained for most of their history. The game 
designers were creating works出at sparked th巳 imagi
nation and made our hearts race, and由ey were doing 
so without the saf，巳ty net that inherited modernist rhet
oric provides for installation and hypertext artists. They 
can offer no simple, straightforward justification for 
what they are doing or why 由ey doing it except by 
way of talking about “the fun factor，”that is, th巳 qual
ity of the emotional experience they offer play巳rs.

Although his writing was impressionistic and evoc
ati时， rather than d巳V巳loping a systematic argument or 
framework, one can r巳ad The Seven Lively Arts、 as map
ping an a巳sthetic of popular cultur巳， one由at is broadly 
巳nough defined to be useful for discussing a wide rang巳

of specific media and cultural practices, including many 
that did not exist at 出巳 tim巳 he wrote the book. Seldes 
drew a distinction betw巳en the “great arts，”which seek 
to express universal and timeless values, and the “lively 
arts，”which seek to give shape and form to immediate 
experiences and impressions.“Great” and “lively" arts 
differed “not in th巳 degree of their intensity but in the 
d巳gree of their int巳ll巳ct” （Seldes, 1957, p. 272). Seldes, 
in fact, often showed signs of admiring the broad 
strokes of由e popular arts-where 由巳 needs for clarity 
and immediate r巳cognition from a broadly defined 
audience allow叫 “no fuzzy edges, no blurred con
tours”→over the nuanc巳 and complexity of gr巳at art 

(p. 228). Seldes consistently values affect over intellect, 
immediate impact over long term consequences, the 
spontaneous impulse over the calculated effect. Seldes 
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d巳fined art through its affective force, its ability to pro

vok巳 strong and immediat巳 reactions. As popular artists 

master 出巳 basic building block of 由巳ir media，出巳y

developed t巳chniques enabling them to sh乱p巳 and in

t巳nsify d巳ctiv巳 巳xperienc巳 Creativity, S巳ldes argued, 

was all bound up with our s巳ns巳 of play and with our 

demands to refr巳sh our s巳nsual apparatus and add new 

巳nergy to our m巳ntal life, which was apt to b巳come

dull巳d through the routin巳 cognition and p巳rc巳ption of 

every cl乱y life. H巳 wro旬，
“

叭7巳 r叫uire, for nourishm巳nt,

something fresh and transient.”5 

From the start, games wer巳 able to create strong 

emotional impr巳ssions this accounts for th巳 enonnous

staying pow巳r with consumers. An early game of Pac

Man or Asteroids could provok巳 strong feelings of 

tension or paranoia. The works of Shigeru Miyagawa 

I巳pres巳nt巳d imaginativ巳 landscap巳5， 乱s idiosyncratic 

and witty in出eir way as th巳 Krazy Kat comic strips or 

Mack Senn巳tt comedies Seldes admired.如ldes wrote at 

a 1110m巳nt wh巳n cinema was starting to consolidate 

what it had learned ov巳r its first three decades 。f exper

im巳nt乱tion and produc巳 works that mixed and matched 

affective elements to create new kind吕of exp巳ri巳nc巳s.

One could argm: that recent games, such as Deus 汇

Gnnul Th听 Auto 3， 。r Shcmmtc, repr巳S巳nt 且 simil臼r 

consolid乱tion of 巳arli巳r gam巳 genr巳日， wh巳r巳as 吕乱mes 

such as The Si刀I.I'

巳xp江nding the rep巳rtoir巳 of game mechaniι：s and by do 

ing so，巳xpanding th巳 Ill巳dirnn's potential audi巳nce.

Th巳 gr巳at arts and th巳 lively arts shar巳d a comn1on 

enemy, the “bogus arts，＇’the middlebrow口rts, which

sought to substih1te “refin巳111巳nt of tast巳
” for "r巳fine

ment of technique，＇’ and in the proc巳日日， cut themselves 

off from th巳 cultur巳 around th巳m (S巳Ides, 1957, p. 223). 

The popular arts, he warn巳d，。ft巳n promised mor巳 than

th巳y αml d deliver; their comm巳rcial imperative 

required that they l巳ave us somewhat unsatis岳巳d and 

tlrn日 巳ager to consmn巳 ll101飞hut in th巳ir straight 

forw且rd appeal to 巳motion, th巳y do not “corrupt."

M iddlelirow cultrn飞 however, often 吕巳duces us with 
fant1sies of 川仁ial and culrural betterm巳nt at the ex
pense of novelty and innovation. Seldes wanted to d巳－

ploy th巳 shock valu巳 of contemporary popular culhire 
to shak巳 up th巳 sett!巳cl thinking of th巳 art world, to 
forc巳 it t忖 recon刊ider the relationship hetw巳巳n 江rt and 
evt.:rycl且y life. 

At a time when th巳 llnitecl States was emerging ,ls 
a world bid巳r, Seldes w,mted to ident1际wh,1t ht.: felt 

was ,l distinctively l气me1icm voice. He protest巳d ，
“Our

life is 巳nerg巳tic, varied, c仆n日tmtly changing ；，。nr 江rt is
imitative, anemic” （Seldes, 1 （）灯，p. 3 00). Con比mpo-
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rary intell巳ctuals, he felt, had accepted too narrow a 

conception of what counted as art, seeing America as a 

new countrγ出at had not y巳t won the approval of its 

old world count巳rparts. Their S巳arch for r巳finem巳nt

constituted a “gent巳el corruption，
” a “thinning out of

the blood，” which cut them off from what was vital in 

the surrounding culture. European artists, he suggest巳d,

had o仕巳n revitalized th巳ir work by returning to folk art 

traditions, but op巳rating in a n巳w countrγwith few folk 

ro。t日，American artists would need to find th巳ir vitality 

through a constant 巳ngagement with what was fresh 

and novel in popular culture. As Seldes explain巳d，“For

America, the classic and the folk arts ar巳 both imported 

goods. . . . But th巳 cir℃umstance 出at our popular arts 

ar巳 horn巳『grown, without the pr巳stige of Europe and 

of the past, had thrown upon th巳111 a shadow of vulgar

ity, as if出ey were the products of ignorance and int巳1-

lectual bad manners” （p. 299). 

Seldes wrote at a tim巳 when Am巳rican dominance 

ov巳r popular culture and European dominanc巳 ov巳r

high cultur巳 W巳r巳 taken for granted. Th巳 aesth巳tics of 

contemporary game d巳sign, howev巳r, operates in a 

global cont巳xt. On巳 would hav巳 to conc巳de, for 巳xam

pl巳，that our cnrr巳nt gam巳 g巳nr巳s took shap巳 as a con

versa ti on b巳tw巳巳n Japanese and An1erican industries 

(with plenty of input from consumers and creators 

els巳wh巳re). Incr巳asingly, American popular Cl1lhire is 

r巳sponding to Asian influences with the rise in violenc巳

in mass mark巳t 巳ntertaimn巳nt a property of h巳ight巳11巳d

competition among Japan, India, Hong Kong, and 

Hollywood for ace巳ss to int巳rnational mark巳ts. Action 

巳！em巳nts surface not only in gam巳s, but also in film, 

tel巳vision, and comic『， b巳 caus巳 such elem巳nts ar巳

more readily translat巳d across linguistic and national 

boundaries. 

The need to appeal to 且 mass consumer, S巳ldes

insist巳d, meant that popular artists coulJ not give them

日巳lves ov巳r to morbid self-absorption. Creating works 

in 111巳dia that were still taking shape, popular artists 

W巳r已 not bunlent.:d with a heritage but had to con【

stantly explore n巳W directions and form new relation

ships with their publics. Th巳 lively arts look toward th巳

fnhire rath巳r than the past. Similarly, gam巳 d巳signers

work in a commercially comp巳titive 巳nvironm巳nt and 

within an em巳rging· medium. Thus, they must continu

ally pnsh and stretch formal hound且ri巳s in order to ere

ate novelty, while they also have to insur巳 that th巳 ir

experim巳ntati忖11 I毛mains widely accessihl巳 to their 

desired audience. The context is dramatically different 

when one turns th巳ir attention to mi<l<llehrow art, 

which often wants to build on well-establish巳d tradi-
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tions rather than rely on formal 巳xp巳rimentation, or 

high art, which can engag巳 in avant-garde 巳xperim巳nta

tion accessibl巳 only to an 巳ducated 巳lit巳．

S巳ld巳s wrote during an 巳ra of m巳dia in transition. 
The cinema was maturing as an 巳xpressive medium

making a mov巳 from mere sp巳ctacle toward charact巳r

and cons巳qu巳nee, from a “cin巳ma of attractions” to a 

classical storytelling system.6 A decade earlier, many 

intellectuals might hav巳 fr四ly dismissed cinema as a 

parlor 巳ntertaim丑巳nt, whose primaηr cont巳nt consisted 
of little mor巳 than chas巳 SC巳n巳s and pratfalls. A decad巳

later, few would hav巳 doubt巳d that cinema had earn巳d

its status as one of th巳 most important contemporary 

arts. Seldes’s respect for cin巳ma’s popular roots s巳t him 
at odds with many contemporary critics who saw th巳

r巳fin巳ment of narrative techniques as essential for 由巳

maturation of the medium. Cin巳ma, Seldes argued, 
“was a toy and should have remained a toy-som巳thing
for our delight”

（Seldes, 1957, p. 288). For Seldes, cin
ema was not an art d巳spite slapstick; it was an art be
caus巳 slapstick had helped us to realize that 出e fullest 
µotentials of motion pictur巳s lay in 出巳ir ability to 
c叩hire motion and expr巳ss emotion. “Ev巳rything in 
slapstick was cin巳matographic，＇’ S巳ldes proclaimed, 
r巳maining d巳eply suspicious of filmmak巳rs such as 
Thomas Ince or D叭1. Gn伍th, who he fear巳d had 
川ug’ht to impose lit巳rary and theatrical standards alien 
to cin巳ma’s cor巳 aesth巳tic impulses (p. 16). H巳 ex
plained，

“The rightn巳『s of the spectacle film is implicit 
in its nam巳： the scr巳巳n is a place on which things can b巳

seen and so long as a film dep巳nds on the eye it is right 
for th巳 scr巳en”

（p. 18). 
The mahiring of the cinematic medium may 

well have be巳n what enabled Seldes to recognize its ar 
tistic accomplishments. Howev巳r, in aspiring toward 
culh1ral respectability, cin巳ma ran a high risk of losing 
touch with its own primitive roots. S巳ld巳s sounded a 
warning that would s巳巳m familiar to many contempo
ra1y observers of video and comput巳r games, sugg巳sting
that the ci日巳ma was confusing technological enhanc巳－

ment with aes出巳tic advancement, confusing 由巳 desire
to reproduce r巳ality for the desire to creat巳 an emotion【

ally engaging experience.叭That had given filmgoers the 
“ l丁 igh巳st degree of pl巳asur巳，” h巳 argu巳cl, was “

巳scaping
achtality and 巳nt巳ring into a cr巳atecl world, built on its 
own inh巳rent logic, k巳巳ping tim巳 to its own rhythm 
where w巳 f巳巳l ours巳lv巳S at onc巳 strangers and at 
horn巳

”

（Seid巳日， 1957, p. 288). 
Newswcel，’s Jack Kroll sparked heated debates in 

th巳 gam巳r community when h巳 arg11ecl that audiences 
will probably n巳ver be able to care as de巳ply about pix-

I 119 I 

巳ls on 出巳 computer screen as 由巳y car巳 about charac
ters in films：

“λ1ovi巳mak巳rs don’t have to simulate 
human beings; th巳y ar巳 right ther巳， to be recorded 
and orch巳strated.…The top『heavy titillation of Tomb

Raider's Lara Croft falls flat next to the fac巳 of Sharon 
Stone. … Any player who’

S 1110V巳d to tum巳scene巳 by
digibimbo Lara is in big trouble" (Kroll, 2000). Yet 
countless vi巳w巳rs cry wh巳n Bambi’s mother di巳s, and 
叭Torld War II vet巳rans can tell you th巳y felt r巳al lust 
for Esqui1·e’s Vargas girls.叭Te have learned to care as 
much about creatures of pigm巳nt as w巳 car巳 about
images of real people.叭币1y should pixels be different? 
If we haven’t yet cared this de叩ly about game charac
ters (a debatable proposition as the r巳sponse to Kroll’5 
article indicat巳d), it is becaus巳 th巳 gm日巳 design commu
nity has not yet found the right techniques for evoking 
such emotion日， and not b巳caus巳 th巳re is an intrinsic 
problem in achi巳ving 巳motional complexity in the me
dium its巳lf. Kroll, lik巳 the resp巳ctable critics of early 
cin巳ma whom Seldes battled, assumes that r巳alism is 
nec巳ssary in order to achieve a high degree of 巳1110
tional engagement. The art of games may not com巳

from reproducing the world of the senses. As Stev巳

Pool巳 has written, 
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As I visit game compani巳s, I se巳 som巳 of th巳 indus
try's best minds struggling with this challenge. As they 
search for 8nswers, th巳Y will n巳巳d to avoid the t巳mpta
tion to import solutions over wholesale from cinema 
and oth巳r mor已 巳stablish巳d ar臼. Independent gam巳

cl巳sign 巳rs, such as Eric Zimmerman, have argued that 
gam创 need tor巳h1rn to a garage aes出etic, stripping 
aside fancy graphics and 巳laborate cinematics, to re
claim the core 巳l巳ments that make games distinctive 
from oth巳r expressive media. Protesting that games are 
门1川巳 than simply “mutant cinema，

” Zimmerman warns 
that “mistaken att巳mpts to apply the skills and methods 
of Hollywood to the world of electronic gaming 
r巳sultecl in CD-ROMs bloat巳d with full-motion vie\巳O
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sequenc巳s and lacking meaningful gameplay."7 Simi
larly, Seldes warned that long int巳rtitles substituted 
literary for cin巳matic values, seeking to "explain everγ－ 
出ing 巳xcept the lack of action，”and resulting in scenes 
devoid of visual interest (Seldes, 1957, p. 286). Th巳 r巳－

sult was movies that no longer mov巳d. Zimmerman and 
others warn that extended cinematics, often 出巳favored
means of adding narrativ巳 and charact巳r to games, cuts 
th巳 player off from th巳 action and thus sacrifices thos巳
elements of interactivity that make gam巳s games. One 
could arg11e that a similar tension is at the heart of the 
ongoing debat巳s among gam巳 scholars between the so
called narratologists and the ludologists. The ludolo
gists fear that the narratologist want to impose an alien 
aesth巳tic sensibility onto games and thus cut th巳 me
dium off from its basic building blocks in gan丁E play. 
Games should not achiev巳乱巳sth巳tic r巳cognition l】y giv
ing th巳ms巳lv巳s 【lver to "cin巳Iη口巳n巧r," th巳y wan 
should ret】1ain true to their roots. Seldes’s concept of
the lively arts may, in fact, offer us a W乱y out of this 
hinarγ ， l】ecaus巳 h巳 f【）CUS巳S ｝】rimarily on th巳 kin巳tiC 

asp巳ct亏 of p《》pular cultur它e, aspects that can 01】巳rate in
side or outside a naffative fram巳. Poole arrives at a sim】

ilar conclusion: 
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WI/』 ic, then 11 video‘可mllC is Ii’1ttid 旷chitecture. (Poole, 
2000, p. 226) 

Memorable Moments 
巩吁1at Seid巳s offers us might be described :.1日 a th巳ory of 
"memorabl巳 momen ts，＇’；1 concept that surfaces 《，ften in 
discussions with gam巳 d巳可igners but only rar巳ly in ac8-
demic writing· about th巳 t:merging medium. 叭Triting 
abc 》ut th巳 Cern nιxpr si＜》nist filn 
Dr. C!l!i且η／／’ S已kl巳H l】rais巳日 not its plot but its ling巳I咆ing
8ft巳rtaste： “l cann门t think of half a doz巳n movies which
hav巳 l巳「1 5忖 many cl巳ar imag巳5 in my mind” (Seid巳日，

l ')57, I】 lυ）. Or later in th巳 hO<汰
， h巳 writes about the 

pkasures 川f find in吕peak exper i巳门ces within oth巳rwist.:
h�nal works： “A moment com山 when ev巳rvthin吕is ex
actly r l吕ht， 口nd yυll h,1νc ::in occurrence-it m::iy be 
川111巳thin日巳xquisit巳 or something unn,1mc:1hly gro川；
由巳re is in it �m ecstasy which 日巳臼 it :1p;11 t from every
thing els巳” （ p. 18{i). Such p巳ak experience日 seem fully 
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within reach of contemporary gam巳 designers in a way 
that the development of complex causally integrated yet 
op巳n－巳nded narratives or psychological rounded y巳t
fully int巳ractive characters are not. If games are going 
to become an art, right now, rather than in some distant 
fu归町，when all of our technical challenges have been 
resolved, it may come from game designers who are 
struggling with th巳 mechanics of motion and emotion, 
rather than thos巳 of story and character. 

As game designers evaluate gam巳s on the basis of 
th巳ir emotional app巳al, their crit巳ria often 巳mphasiz巳

moments of emotional intensity or visual spectacle 
the big skies that can suddenly open before you when 
you rid巳 your snow board in S丘：区，the huge shots in a 
hockey game when the puck goes much further than it 
could possibly do in real life, the pleasure of sending 
your car soaring off a cliff or smashing through p巳des
盯m in Grand刊功Auto 3. Increasingly, games enable 
us to grah snapshots of such 1110111巳nts, to r巳play them 
and watch them un岛ld from multipl巳 angles, and to 
share th巳111 with our friends, pushing th巳m to se巳 if
th巳y can match our 巳xploits and duplicate accomplish 
ments. Game companies 巳ncourage their staffi斗 to think 
of th巳ir d巳signs in terms of the imag巳s on boxes or in 
previ巳ws, th巳 w:1y that the d巳mo is going to look on 
the trad巳 show floor. Yet this may be to r巳duce th巳 con
ιept of m巳rnorabl巳 moments down to 巳y巳 candy or 
sp巳ctacle, something that can be r巳adily 巳xtracted from 
the play experience, something that can be communi
ιated effectively in a still image. 。th巳r gam巳 designers
would contest this und巳rstanding of the concept，但gu
ing that memoral】le moments 巳merge when all of the 
elements of the medium com巳 toge出er to create a dis 
tinctive 口nd compelling experi巳nc巳．

Often, in games, thos巳 m巳morable mom巳nts don’t
simply depend on spectacle. After all, spe巳tacle refers to 
som巳tl1ing that stops you dead in your tracks, for℃巳S

you to stand and look. Game play becomes memorable 
when it creJtes th巳 opposit巳巳ffect一when it makes you 
W且nt to mov巳， when it convinces you that you really are 
in charge of what ’s happening in the game, when the
computer seems to b巳 totally r巳sponsive. Frequently, 
the rnemorabl巳 1110111巳nt com巳s when the comput巳r
do巳s somt:thing that follows logically from your at:tions, 
yet doesn’t feel like it was prescripted and prepro
gramm巳d. As Dem X designer飞几句rren Speιtor explains, 
“Great gam叩by comes, I think, from our ability to 
drop play巳rs intoαnnpelling situations, providt.: cl 巳ar
g川ls for them, giv巳 them a varicly 仆f t＜川ls with which 
th巳y can i门1pact their environment ;md then 日巳t out of 
thcir way... Th::it has to be so much more comrelling 



for players-thrilling even一出an simply guessing the 

cann巳d solution to a puzzle or pressing a mous巳 button

fast巳r than a computer opponent can react”
（Squire,

2001). 
Seldes was one of a number of early twentieth

cenuiry writers who sought to better und巳rstand the 

“m巳chanics of 巳motion” that shaped popular 巳nter
tainment. The Italian futurist Flippo Marinetti saw 
within the variety theater “th巳 crucible in which the 
elements of an 巳1日巳rgent new s巳nsibi!ity are S巳巳thing，

”

describing it as an art that had “only on巳 r巳ason for 
existing and triumphing: incessantly to invent new 巳le
ments of astonishment”

（Marintetti, 1971 ). The Soviet
且lm th巳orist S巳rgei Eis巳nstein dev巳loped a theory of 
“attractions，” a t巳rm he saw as broad enough to encom
pass any device-whether formal, narrative, or 巾，
matic-that could solicit pow巳rful emotions from a 
sp巳ctator, arguing that film and由巳ater should seek 
th巳ir inspiration from the circus and th巳 music hall 
(Eis巳nst巳in, 1974). lnspir巳d in part by Pavlovian r巳flox
ology, they tri巳d to document and master basic “sure
fire” stimuli that could provoke a predictable emotional 
response from the spectator and then to streamline 
their works, cutting out anything that would obscure 
or retard that aff1巳ctive impact. Eddie Cantor warned, 
“A com巳dian in vaudeville . . . is like a salesman who 
has only fifteen minutes in which to make a sale. You 
go on stag巳 knowing every moment counts. You’ve 
got to g巳t your audience the instant you app巳ar.”H

Th eat巳I critic Vadirn Uraneff 巳xplained in 192 3，“出巳

[vaudeville] actor works with the idea of an immediate 
respons巳 from th巳 audience: and with regard to its 
demands. By cutting out everything－巳very li肘，ges
tur巳， movem巳nt to which the audience does not react 
:rnd by improvising new things, he 巳stahlishes unusual 
unity betwe巳n th巳 audience and himself ”

（Urane旺，
1923). 

Garn巳 d巳sign巳rs 巳ngage in a similar process as they 
seek to identi守

“what’s not in th巳 gam巳，
” that is, to de『

t巳rmint: what el巳ments would g巳t in the way of the 
game mechanic or confuse出E play巳r. Game designers 
speak of叮woks” that will grab 出巳 consumers’ atten
tion and keep th巳m playing, a conc巳pt出at would have 
been famili日I to vaudeville showman and circus barkers. 
Longtime game design巳rs refi巳r back to the challenges 
of developing games that played well in the ar℃ades, 
which o忏ered a compelling 巳xp巳rience that could 
11巳 st口ged in l巳ss than two minutes, and ramped up to 
an 巳motional high that would l巳ave the play巳r r巳ach
ing for another quarter. Early console games also
dem:lllded 巳conomy, given th巳 limited memory capacity

I 1a1 I 

of the early systems.'> How巳V巳r, as consoles hav巳 devel
oped greater capacity and thus 巳nahled lengthi巳r and 
more complex game experiences, some fear出at game 
designers are adding too many feaUU'es that get in出e
way of the core m巳chanics. The lengthy cut scenes of 
narrative exposition and character back-story, which 
a cad巳mies praise for their a巳sthetic advanc巳m巳nt日， are
o丘en r巳ceived with hostility by serious gamers because
they slow down the play and result in a r巳lativ巳ly pas
sive 巳xperienc巳. A great d巳al of effort goes into the first
few minutes of game play, in particular, to insur巳 that
th巳y offer a solid emotional payoff for the play，巳r ra由er
than ending in frustration: an early moment of mast巳Iγ
or movement is to spark出eir appetite for bigg巳r and
better things to come.10
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Play as Perfσrmance 
Seid巳s and other ear忖twentieth-cenuiry critics saw the 
emotional intensity of popular culuire as 巳merging
from the central performer, who “command巳d” 由e
spectator’s att巳ntion through masterγof his or her 
craft. Seid巳s writes about the “daemonic” authority of 
Al Jolson： “He never saves up for the next sc巳ne, or 
th巳 next week, or the next show.…He flings into a 
comic song or tl1r四－minute impersonation so much 
energy, violenc巳， so much of 出巳 totality of one human 
being, that you feel it would suffice for a hundred 
o出ers”

（Seldes, 1957, p. 175). His contemporary, Ro
bert Lytell, described the characteristics of th巳 best
revue performers: 

Human horsepo切er, xize, electrici叨， energy, zil吆0.... 

These people have II fire in their belly which makes you 

sit up and listm whether you want to or not, which silences 

criticism until their act is over, and you can stmτ thinking 

again. …7万q seize you rmd do pretty nearl,y 11叩thing they 

want with you fflld while it is going on, you sit with your 

mouth open rmd lm织h and laugh again. (Lyt巳11, 1925, 
p. 156)

Such comments reflected由巳performer-centered
a巳sth巳tic of vaudeville and the Broadway revue. One 
might w巳ll understand 出巳 pleasures of gam巳play
according to performance crit巳ria but as we do so, we 
11巳ed to understand it as a pas de deux between the de
signer and the player. As game designer David Perry 
explains，“A good g·ame d巳signer always knows what 
th巳 play巳rs are thinking and is looking ov巳r their 
should巳rs every st巳p of 出巳 way”

（Per巧， 2000). The
game designer's craft makes it possible for the players 
to feel as if they are in control of the siurntion at all 
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medium’s first real master, designs his games around
verbs, that is, around the actions由at the game enables 
play巳rs to perform. He wants each game to introduce a 
new kind of mission, making it possible for the consum
er to do som巳thing that no other game has allowed 
before. A close examination of Miyamoto’s games
suggests，就出e same time, that he designs a playing 
space that at once facilitates and thwarts our ability to 
car巧out由at action and thus creates a dramatic context 

in which these actions take a巳sth巳tic shap巳 and narra
tive significance. 

Many contemporary games s巳巳k to expand that 

sense of player mastery beyond 出e game space，巳n
couraging players to dance to the rh同1日1, to shake 

maracas, twist turntables, beat drums，” the domestic 
space or 出E arcade space become performance 
spaces. The spectacular and performative dimensions 

of出ese games are summarized by this player’s account

of his experience of b巳ing’a Dance Dance Revolution 

devote巳：

The 斤ηI so咆 sta附 and 卢nishes, and I did well. I hear 

fl man 的·k me “How in the hell do you do that？” l just

laugh and pick the next song, a harder one. I can hear 

people millin且 around behind me and I can see their 

r伊ection on screen. I hear whi.吁1ers of “wow，” and 

"damn！
” The song ends. I hear a woman shout “协侣。ooo！

”

I turn and SIii仇 Her and her 卢·iend bl!础 and turn 

away. . . Of cour.叭Friday and Sattn由ry 1咆b盯 m·e the 

b绍 days 印 show off B也 crowds, loud crowds, and 阳asion 

ally row今， mean crow命 These are the days far the b也

dogs, and competition is tough. 机’η hard songs are done, 

and feet j如like hummingbird wings . ... But you take the 

good with the bad, and 的 still 卢m when you get a 

good, loud reaction, and there's more than "hoots ” to it. 

Tlm·e's that feeling when you 乒nall,y beat that 切ugh song, 

or when you b呻d bud(/,y learn to play. It still boils、 4如vn to

just having fun, whether the σ饥vd cheers or not. (Dikarilα， 
2002) 

times, even 出ough 出巳ir gam巳 play and emotional 巳x

perience is significantly sculpt巳d by the designer. It is a 

tricky balancing act, making 出巳 player aware of tl1e 
challenges出ey confront, and at tl1e same time, insuring 

they have th巳 resources n巳cessaiy to ov巳rcome those 
challenges. If出e gameplay becomes transparently easy 
or impossibly hard, the play巳rs lose interest. Th巳 play

ers need to feel they can run faster, shoot more accu
rately, jump further, and think smarter tlrnn in their 
everyday life and it is this expansion of the player’s ca
pacity that accounts for the emotional intensity of most 

ga1曰“. I still recall the first time I grabbed the controls 
of So阳 the Hedgehog, got a good burst of speed, and 

started running as fast I could around tl1e loop-the

loops, collecting gold coins, and s巳nding all obstacl巳s

scattering. I am not an esp巳cially good game player, 
yet I felt at that moment totally invincible, and everγ－ 

thing in the game’s design 出e layout of the space,
the properties of the character，由E selection of 由巳
soundu·ack-contributed to giving me that sens巳 of
巳ffortl巳ss control, that releas巳仕om normal constraints. 

As many observers have noted, we don’t speak of

controlling a cursor on tl1e screen when we describe 
出E 巳xperience of playing a game; we act as if we had 

unmediated access to the fictional space.叭Te refer to 
our game characters in the first p巳rson and act as if 
their 巳xperi巳nces w巳re our own. James N巳wman has 
argu巳d that w巳 might understand the immediacy of 
game play not in terms of how convincing tl1e repre

sentation of the charact巳r and tl1e fictional world is but 
rather in terms of the character ’s “capacity” to r巳spond
to our impulses and desires. A relatively iconic, simpli
fied character may produce an immediate 巳motional re

spons巳；a relatively stylized world can nevertheless be 
imm巳rsive. Onc巳 W巳 engage with the g·ame, the charac

ter may become simply a v巳hide w巳 use to navigate the 
game world. As N巳wman explains: 
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Here, the player gets to enjoy the same kind of ex 
perience that fueled Jolson or Cantor’s performances一

出E pl巳asure of intens巳 and immediat巳 feedback from an 
engaged audience. At tl1e same time, the game instructs 
th巳 performance, giving the kinds of structured feed
back that enables play巳rs to quickly mast巳r th巳 neces
sarγskills to impr巳ss fri巳nds and strang巳rs alike. 

The designers of Freq11Cllcy and Rez, two rec巳nt

music making games, have sought to expand the s巳n
sory experience available to play巳rs. Both games start 
with the sensatiυn of trav巳ling at high sp巳巳ds down 

Lllrrt Ci咐U d币ned less 肖y appearance than l:少 the
卢町 that 气扣 ” allows the player to j1111ψ distance A吁，

while the mvine in j切nt of us is larger than that, so w e
better star 

σ1℃ d吧卢、net/ rtro1md 且ηme play『吧g亏cting ch11racte1·istic.』、．
It d 川1 't mat阳r that 的u b1呐仰－01· even a g叩－
or po古叩I cvm a lmman. ’That the hang glider can turn 
fa.阳·打 ｛／ big 山d; this l!ffccts 

Thi』 affects 叫Y chances of f;Cttin卫a good 』core. (Newman, 
2001) 

A numb巳I of gmn巳 d巳sign巳rs hav巳 r巳mind巳d me 
that Shigeru Miyamoto, whom many regard as th巳



winding tunn巳ls of light and color. As we move through 

these stylized but repr巳sentational spaces, our inter】

actions help to shape the sound and rh同m of their 
techno】based soundtracks. As we get into th巳 spirit of 

the game, w巳 stop thinking simply in terms of our phys
ical movements and become more in tune wi由 出E

pulse of 由e music. Such games start to blur出巳 line be 
tween play and performance, creating a cont巳xt where 
even novice musicians can start to jam and advanced 

players can create complex and original musical compo 
sitions. Frequency d巳signer Alex Rigopulos describes出e
trajectory of a play巳r through his game: 

When a gamer starts to play Frequency, he plays it using 
the gmni咆 skills he already has: the abili吵切 react 切
symbolic visual j呐rmation with a precis吵 timed manual 
re.句ponse. . . . What we noticed again and again in play 
testing was that there is a certain point at which novice 
plnye1丁 stop playing entirely with their 。，es and stn付

playing with their ears (or, rather, their “internal 
ea灯

’＇）： they sta付 to feel the musical beat; then, as a stream 
of gems approache马 they look at the oncoming stream, 
“1111agine ” in their em丁 what that phrase will feel like or
sound like rhythmically, and begin to ''play the notes ” 

。-ather than "shoot the gems ’＇）. As soon as player丁。ηss this
threshold, they begin excelling much more rapidly in the 

鸟
II‘mne. 

Rez
’s designers have suggested that they based 

their designs on the theories of abstract artist Wassily 
Kandinsky： “

Rez is an experience, a fusion of light, vi
bration and sound completely immersed in synaes由e
sia" (BBC N巳ws, 2002). H巳re，也e game controller 
vibrates and 凹en develops the rhythm of a heart beat 
in respons巳 to th巳 player's actions, creating yet another 
dimension to what is a complex multimedia 巳xp巳rience.

These gam巳s build on the excess kinetic 巳nergy
that has always surrounded gameplay. Watch children 
play games and出ey sway with the movement of出E
figures on th巳 screen, bouncing with the action, totally 
engaged with the moment. One could argue that such 
responses reflect出E degree of control出ey feel over 
what happens on the screen.认Te speak not just of con
trolling the characters but of “owning＂出巳 space of th巳
gam巳. It is even more inter回ting to obse凹巳 the

responses of people watching them play, becaus巳 they
also mimic the actions occurring o口出e screen，巳ven

though 出巳ir actions have no consequences on 出巳

gameplay. Cinema has never achieved出1s same visc巳ral
impact, unless we are talking about the kind of fair
ground attractions出at ar巳 designed to give us出E sen-
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sation of driving down a racetrack or riding a 
rollercoaster. People do sometimes feel like出ey ar巳

about to fall out of their seats when watching an 
IMAX image, for 巳xample. Games routinely create出E
same degree of immersion without having to totally 
surround us. Sometimes出ey achiev巳 it by the use of 
first person p巳rspective, but one can have th巳 same sen
sation watching an early Mario Brothers game that relies 
totally on third-p巳rson point of view and a r巳latively
iconog-raphic landscape. One could ar♂1e that it is our 
knowledge of出e interactive potential of games 出at
produces these kin巳tic eff1巳cts, yet I have observed 
similar kinds of behavior from peopl巳 watching pre
recorded clips from games, suggesting that出e respons巳

has as much to do with the visual pres巳ntation of the 
action as any real-time engagement with出巳 controller.
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Expressive Amplification 
David Bordwell makes a similar argument about the 
Hong Kong action film: 

We need no ψc正ial trainin且 to 且vη』P vigoroz灯s, well
stru巾

that we 且、r斤，sp it as that it grabs us; we respond kines
thetically, as when 切C Kψ our toes to music, or hammer 
the air at a ba.‘如tball gm肥 These films lite叫。 gr伊
us; we can watch om丁elvιr tense and relax, twitch or 
卢i1时. By 11ro川咆 us thr01ψb也b秒 legible 11 tion and 
staccato rhythms, and t沙 inte盯ij步in启 their 仰"01/J、ml thro1倍tg, h 

ω呻ositi仰 an ed川ψ阳i SO/l1 

bodies to recall elemental and univei丁al even盯 like strik
ing, swingin且， twisting, fer，ψing, rnlling. (Bordw巳11, 2000, 
p. 244)

By now, the aesthetics of the action movie and the 
video game are hop巳lessly intertwined: gam巳 a巳S出etics
have clearly and directly shaped出巳 em巳rg巳nce of the 
genre扫 Bordwell discusses, and at出巳 same time, game 
designers have consciously internalized lessons from 
filmmakers such as Akira Kurosowa, James Cameron, 
and John Woo. As game criticism emerges as a field, it 
will need to address not only the stories that games tell, 
or the kinds of play出剑出ey facilitate, but also出巳 for
ma! principles出at shape our emotional responses to 
the1口，Bordw巳11’s account of the Hong Kong martial
arts movie, h巳re, sugges臼two intertwined factors: first, 

the ways that commonly staged actions appeal to bodily 

memories, and second, the ways出at various aesthetic 
devices can intens1马r and exaggerate出巳 impact of the 
actions, making them both more legible and more in
tense than their real world count巳rpoints.
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Bordwell describ巳S this second process as “exp res
sive amplification” （Bordwell, 2000, p. 232). Action
film directors combine circus acrobatics and sp巳cial
effects with rapid-fire 巳dicing and stylized sound effects 
to amp up th巳 intensity of a fight sequence. Similar忡，
game designers use movement, cam巳ra angle, sound 
effects, and 。由巳r devices to exaggerate 出e impact of 
punches or to expand the flight of a skateboarder. The 
protagonists in Jet Grind Radio nm riot through th巳

阳出ts of a仇1turistic Tokyo, sliding up and down ramps 
or along rails at high speeds, their in-line skates sending 
out a shower of sparks, the sounds of the cops’ boots
pounding right on th巳ir heels and the crack!巳 of the po
lic巳 radio breathing down th巳ir n巳cks. Here, we see 
“expressive amplification" at work.叭Te take pleasure 
not simply in the outcome of the player、 actions but 
the style with which they/we ex巳cut巳 them.

Games and Silent Cinema 
This brings us back to what Seldes had to say about the 
cinema. The police in Jct Grind Radio display the 巳xag
g巳rated dignity and on巳－track thinking we associate 
with th巳 Keystone Cops, as they hurl出emselves onto 
th巳 protagonist and 巳nd up in a h巳ap, face down on 
the asphalt. Silent cinema, Seldes argued, was an art of 
expressive mov巳rnent. He valued the speed and dyna
mism of Grif且由

’s last minut巳 races to th巳 rescu巳， the
physical grac巳 of Chaplin’s pratfalls, and the ingenuity
of Buster Keaton’s engine巳ring feats. He argued that
each silent performer developed their own characteris
tic way of moving, their own pos饥ire, and their own 
rhythm, which defined them岛r th巳 spectator the mo-
111巳nt they appeared on th巳 screen. Chaplin “created
his own traj巳ctory across th巳 scr巳巳n which was abso
lutely his own line of movem巳nt” （Seldes, 1957, p. 37).
This distinctive way of moving occurred through styli
zation, reducing screen action to simple units of action, 
which could recur across a broad range of narrativ巳 sit
uations. Movi巳go巳rs came to love 出巳 slight bounc巳 in
Chaplin’s walk, the daintiness of his hands, his slightly
bow-legged stance. James Agee would mak巳 a similar 
claim in his essay，“Comedy's Greatest Era，＇’ describing 
th巳 uniqu巳 p巳rsonaliti巳s on screen as 巳merging from a 
rhetoric of α＞mic cliches: 

The ηum who could h1111dlc them p1呻Cl
’·ly combined 

several 呼 the moγt difficult IICCO叫出如旧附 of the 们－

, ob11t, the d11ncer, the clown, mu! the mime. Some vc1y 

在iftcd comcdi川5、 1111jorgctt11b�y Ben Tu:
7忧c11sc vr ·ab11/my of these clicl血 111ul were in pr附 so
lov11blc because they were deeply co11.,en_1ative c/m:ricists 
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i阳i never tried to break away from them. The still 
more gifted men, of course, simplified and invented，卢nd
i咆 out new and m1吵 deep。· uses Joi· the idiom. 1》ey
learned to show emotion t力r01借古 it, and comic psychology, 
wore eloq阳1tly than most la咆‘uage has ever managed 
to, and they discovered beauties of comic motion which 
arc hopelessly beyond the re1时of words.12 (Age, 1974, 
p. 439)

Games also depend upon an art of expressive 
movement, with characters defined through their dis
tinctive ways of propelling themselves through space. 
Gam巳 designers have had to reduc巳 character down to 
a limited rang巳 of preprogrammed expressions, move
ments, and gestures, but as 出ey have done so, they 
have produced characters, such A在ario and Luigi or 
Sonic, who ar巳 巳normously evocative, who provoke 
strong emotional reactions. 

The art of silent cinema was also an art of atmo
sph巳ric design. To watch a sil巳nt masterpiece such as 
Fritz Lang’s几1etropolis is to be drawn into a world 
where meaning is carried by the placement of shadows, 
the movement of machin巳巧， and tl1e organization of 
spac巳. If any出ing, game design巳rs have pushed beyond 
cinema in terms of d巳veloping expr巳ssive and fantastic 
environments that convey a powerful sense of mood, 
provoke our curiosity and amusem巳nt, and motivat巳 us
to explore. The German expressionists had to construct 
the world’s largest sound stag巳 so that they could insure
that every element in their shot was fully under their 
control. Game designers start with a blank screen: every 
element is由ere because th巳y choose to put it there and 
so there is no excuse for elements that do not captur巳

the imagination, shape our emotions, or convey m巳an
ings. Game design巳rs are seeking inspiration from stage 
design, amusement park “imagineering，”and postmod
em architecture as they develop a better understanding 
of spatial design. Across a range of essays, I have made 
the case that games might best be discussed出rough a 
spatial aesthetic, on巳 that sees th巳 art of gam巳 design as 
a kind of narrative and affectiv巳 architectur巳， as linked 
in important ways to the art of designing amusement 
park attractions (Jenkins, 2002). I have ar♂1ed that 
gam臼 compensate 出巳ir players for their loss of mobil
ity across r巳al world spaces, at a time wh巳n children 
巳njoy diminished access to r巳al world play spaces (J巳n
kins, 1998). With Kurt Squire, I hav巳 expanded that 
analysis to look mor巳 closely at th巳 ways that a rang巳

of games create spaces that encourage our exploration 
and that ar巳 W巳11-designecl as st8ging grounds for con
ffo：“（Squir巳＆Jenkins, 2002). 



Many of the most memorable moments in由巳 si
lent films Seldes discussed centered on由e struggles of 

characters against spatial features. Consider, for exam

pie，出e extended叫uence in Sa_作抄 Last, where Harold 

Lloyd must climb出E side of a building, floor by floor, 
confronting a series of obstacles, and ends up hanging 

from the hands of a clock face. To be sure, some of 

出e sequence’s fascination has to do with由e photo

graphic basis of cinema一出巳fact that Lloyd is actually 

hanging several stories off the ground (a stunt rendered 

all the more remarkable by出巳 fact that Lloyd is miss

ing a few fingers from one of his hands). Yet the scene 

also depends on a challenge-mastery-complication 

structure remarkably similar to 出at found in con

temporary games: the higher Lloyd climbs the more 

intense 出e risk and 由巳 more likely he is to fall. 

叭Till future generations look back on Tomb Rnide1斗

Lara Croft doing battl巳 with a pack of snarling 
wolves as the twenty-first-century equivalent of Lillian 

Gish making her way across the ice floes in U,均D仰1l

East? 

In making these analogies, I am not necessarily 

advocating出at games should become more cin巳matic, 

any more than Seldes felt cinema should becc】me more 

theatrical or lit巳rary. Game designers should study a 

wide range of different arts, searching not only for 

what they have done best but also for what出ey have 

failed to achiev巳， for those “roads not taken”出at might
be more fully realized within a game aesthetic. Game 

designers will need to 巳xperiment with the broadest 

possible range of approach巳s a口d styl巳s, breaking with 
the still somewhat limited conventions of the existing 
game genres in some cases and deepening our appreci

ation of their potentials in others. In th巳 end, games 

may not take the same path as cinema. Game designers 

will almost certainly develop their own a巳sthetic princi

ples as they confront 出巳 challeng巳 of balancing our 

competing desires for storytelling and interactivity. As 
Spector explains： “ The art in gaming lies in the t巳nsion

between the elements we put in our game worlds and 
what players choos巳 to do with those elem巳nts. Th巳

developers who get that-the ones who aren’t just

making expensive, sophisticated pick-a-path books or 

movies where you get to determine what th巳 n巳xt shot 

is-are the ones who will expand the boundaries of this 
new art form" (Squire & J巳nkins, 2002). 

It remains to be seen whether games ca口 provide
players the freedom they want and still provide an emo

tionally satis命mg and thematically meaningful shap巳 t。

由巳 巳xp巳rience. Some of the best games-S11ood and 
Tetril' come to mind-have nothing to do with story-

I 1as I 

telling. For all w巳 know，由e future art of games may 
look more like architecture or dance than cinema. 
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Mode of Production 
If w巳 are to see games accepted as a contemporary art 
form, game designers are going to have to stop using 
“market pressures” as an excuse for their lack of exper
imentation. True, game designers need to ship product, 
and that can plac巳 serious limitations on how much in

novation can occur m出in a single game. Yet it is worth 

rememb巳ring 出at all art occurs within an economic 

context. The Hollywood filmmakers of the 1920s and 

1930s o丘en produced five to seven feature films per 

year, but somewhere in出at rush to the marketplace, 

由巳y never由巳less came more“Uy to realize出E poten

rials of their medium and d巳veloped what has withstood 

由e test of time. Seldes describes popular art in terms of 
a careful balance between convention and invention: 

convention insures acc巳ssibility, invention novelty. 

叭That keeps the lively arts lively is 出剑出ey are 出E

site of consistent experimentation and innovation. No 

soon巳r are genre conventions mapped 由m popular 

artists start to twist and turn them to yield new effects. 

The constant push for emotional immediacy demands a 

constant re币nement of the art itself, keeping creators 
on their toes and forcing th巳m to acknowledge andi

ence response into their creative decision making. 

Seldes worried whether the conditions由at had led 
to an enormous flowering of popular arts in the early 

twentieth century could be sustained in the fac巳 of

incr巳asingly industrialized modes of production. He 
blamed the studio system for much of what was wrong 

with cont巳rnporary cinema, y巳t he ended出e book with 

a pr巳diction出at the costs of film production are likely 

to decrease steadily as the core technology of film pro

duction b巳comes standardized, thus returning filmmak
ing to its artisan roots. H巳 predicts，“The first cheap 
film will startle you; but the film will grow less and less 
expensive. Presently it will be within the r巳ach of 
artists .... The artists will give back to出e screen由e
thing you have debauched-imagination” （Seldes, 
1957, p. 289). S巳veral decad巳s lat巳r, in his book, The 

G1wt Public, Seldes would be even more 巳mphatic出at

由e ris巳 of corporate media had strangled th巳2巳sthetic
experimentation and personal expression出at had en

abled th巳se lively arts to exist in the fir吐place (Seldes, 

1950). Wi由 the coming of sound，出e costs of film pro 

duction had increased rather than d巳creased, further 
consolidating the major studios' control over th巳岳Im

making process, and thus delaying by several d巳cades 

the rise of independent cinema he had predicted. 
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such as Electronic Arts, for example, draws on profits 
from its cash cow sports games to sustain a variety of 

smaller boutiqu巳 companies, such as Maxis or Bullfrog, 

which are producing som巳 of 出巳 most original and 

genre-breaking content. 

The Value of Criticism 

How can w巳 insure the continu巳d creative evolution of 

games？识!hat will games look like as a mature art form, 

given the extraordinary shifts it has und巳rgone over出c

past few decad巳s？认!hat modes of production or forms 
of au出orship will insu印出e diversification nec巳ssary to 

巳xpand出E core gaming market to reach a broader pub

lic? Seldes was quit巳 clear that sustained and rigorous 

criticism of 出巳 lively arts was the k巳y to their lo日g

term developm巳nt. Such criticism must start from a 

sympa出巳tic position, one that tak巳s the popular arts 

on their own t巳nns, on巳 that r巳spects the d巳币ning

properties of sp巳cific media and genres. This criticism 

off，巳rs a measur巳 of success quite independent from, 

but 巳very bit as important as，由e results of 出巳 box of

fic巳. As h巳 explains，“The box office is gross; it d巳t巳cts

no errors, nor does it su伯ciently 巳ncourage improve

m巳nt” （Selde日， 1957, p. 303). Criticism 巳ncourages 巳x

perimentation and innovation; commercial pressur巳S

insure acc巳ssibility.The lively arts grow through a care

fol balancing betw出n出e two. 

The nature and value of 出巳se aestl1etic experi

m巳nts warrant close and passionate engagement not 

only within th巳 games industry or academia, but also 

by th巳 pr巳ss and around the dinn巳r table. Even Kroll’s 

grumpy dismissal of games has sparked heated discus 

sion and forced d巳signers to refine their own grasp of 

th巳 medium’s distinctive features. Imagine what a more 

robust form of criticism could contribut巳． 认f巳 n巳巳d

critics who know and car巳 about games the way Paulin巳

Kael knew movies.叽Te need critics who write about 

them with that same <legre巳 of wit, wisdom, and 

passion. Early film critics played vital functions in 

docum巳nting innovations and sp巳culating about tl1eir 

potential. As a n巳W m巳dim口， comput巳r gam巳『 demand

this same kind of dos巳 critical engag巳ment.识Te have 

not had tim巳 to codi命what 巳xperi巳nced game d巳－

signers know, and w巳 hav巳 C巳rtainly not yet established 

a canon of gr巳at works that might serve as exemplars. 

There have been r巳al creative accomplishments across 
th巳 first three clecacl巳s of gam巳 design, but W巳 haven’t

really sorted out what they ar巳 and why they matt巳r.
Th巳 probl巳m with many cont巳mporary gam巳s isn’t 

that th巳y are viol巳nt but that so many of them ar巳 ba

n址，formulaic, and pr巳dictabl巳. Thoughtful criticisr丑

叭冯1at do巳s this suggest about 出巳 future of innova

tion in game design? For starters，由巳 basic apparatus of 

th巳 camera and 出巳 projector wer巳 standardiz巳d by the 

turn of the C巳ntury，巳nabling early filmmakers to focus 

on 出巳 巳xpressive potential of 出巳 medium rather 出an

continuing to have to relearn 出巳 basic technology. 

Gam巳 designers, on the other hand, have confronted 

dramatic shifts in their basic tools and resourc巳s on 乱V

巳rage every eighteen months since th巳 em巳rgence of 

their m巳dimn. This constant need to respond to a shif无

ing t巳chnological infrastructur巳 has shifted att巳ntion

onto mastering tools that could otherwise hav巳 been

d巳vot巳d to exploring the prop巳rties and potentials of 
出e medium. S巳cond, despite a pretty rigorous patents 

war, th巳 巳arly history of filmmaking was marked by rel
atively low barriers of 巳ntrγinto the marketplace. 

Although many film histories still focus on a small 

number of key innovators, w巳 now know tl1at the basic 

languag巳 of cinema 巳merged through widespr巳ad ex

p巳rimentation among filmmak巳rs scatt巳red across 出巳

country and around the world. The 巳arly history of 

computer gam巳s, by contrast, was dominat巳d by a r巳la

tively small numb巳r of game platforms, with all gam巳S

having to pass through tl1is corporate ov巳rsight before 

出巳y could reach th巳 market. The proliferation of 

authoring tools and open source gam巳 巳ngines have 

helped to lower barriers of 巳ntry into the gam巳 market
plac巳， paving the way for more indep巳nd巳nt and small巳r

game companies. In such a context, thos巳 emerging

companies hav巳 oft巳n been forced to innovat巳 in ord巳r

to cliff，巳r巳ntiat巳 th巳ir product from what was alr巳ady on 

出巳 market. The rise of the girls’ gam巳 movement, for 

example, can be 巳xplain巳d in terms of f巳rnal巳－run start

ups s巳巳king to 巳xpar吐 出c game mark巳t in order to cre
at巳 a nich巳 for 由巳ir product in the fac巳 of competition 

with larger corporations. 

At th巳 sam巳 tim巳 as thes巳 new delivery tech

nologies have loos巳ned th巳 hold of the platform 
manufactur巳rs over game content, the cost of game 
d巳V巳lopment for thos巳 platforms has dramatically 
increased.认Te have s巳en rising technical standards that 
make it difficult for garage gam巳 designers to comp巳t巳 －

Som已 have worried that the result will b巳 an increased 
focus on blockbuster games with sur巳fire market poten
tial and th巳 constant upgrading of popular franchis巳s.
叭而且t would contemporary cin巳ma look like if it sup 
ported a succ巳ssion of smnm巳r popcorn movies but 
could not support low巳r lmdg巳t and indep巳ndent films? 
The situation is not totally hopeless. The sh巳巳r siz巳 of
some of th巳 major gam巳 publish巳rs has 巳ncourag吐

出em to div巳rsify gam巳 design and content. A company 
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can marshal support for innovation and experimenta

tion in 出巳 industry, much as good film criticism helps 

focus attention on n巳glected independent films. At the 

present time, game critics r巳pr巳sent a conservative force 
on aesthetic innovation, with most revi巳ws organized 
around pre-existing genre prefer巳nces. They ar巳 also

mostly organized around technical elements as opposed 

to 出E game’s emotional impact or its aes出巳tic state
ment. It is hard, in many cases, for truly innovative 
games to get 出e attention of consumers, tl1ough 出巳

succ巳ss of products such as The Sims suggest it is cer
tainly not impossible. 

Thoughtful criticism could 巳ven contribute to our 

d巳bates about violence. Rather than bemoaning “m巳an
ingless violence，＇’ W巳 should 巳xplor巳 ways that games 
could not simply stage or simulate violence but offer us 
n巳w ways to und巳rstand the place of viol巳nc巳 within
our culture. Moreover, gam巳 criticism may provide a 
means of holding the gam巳 industry more accountable 
for its choices. In the wake of the Columbine shootings, 
game designers ar巳 struggling wi出 their ethical re
sponsibilities as n巳ver before, searching for ways of 
appealing to empowerment fantasies tl1at don’t require
exploding heads 乱nd ♂1shing organs. A serious public 
discussion of this medium might constructively influ 
ence these d巳bates, helpi吨identify and 巳valuate alter
natives as 出巳y emerge. 

As Seldes grew older, his initial enthusiasm for the 
“daemonic” force of popular art gave ris巳 to growing
concerns出at it could be used negatively to shap巳 pub
lie opinion and he became a key supporter of Fr巳cleric

叭Tertham’s campaign to regulate comic books (S巳ldes,
1950). Seldes’s career trajectory二from defender of
Krazy Kat to persecutor of E.C. horror comics-sug
g巳sts 出巳 ambi val巳nce at 出e h巳art of his c巳l巳bration of 
tl1e lively arts. W，巳 should recognize that ambivalence 
within our own response to games as an 巳m巳rging m巳－

dimn and us巳 our criticism to deba旬出c merits of diι 
fer巳nt approaches to r巳presenting viol巳nce in gam巳5
(Cain & Jenkins, 2002). The goal should be the cre
ation of a context that supports more thoughtful gam巳

content ratl1er than the promotion of censorship. 
As 出巳 art of games matures, progr巳ss will be 

driven by the most creative and forward thinking minds 
in the industry, thos巳 who know that games can b巳

more than th巳y hav巳 be巳n, tl10se who r巳cognize th巳 po

tential of reaching a broader public, of having a greater 
cultural impact, of generating more diverse and ethi 
cally responsibl巳 content, and of creating richer and 

mor巳 巳motionally 巳ngaging content. But without th巳

support of an informed public and 出巳 p巳rsp巳ctive of 
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thoughtful critics, game developers may never r巳aliz巳

that pot巳ntial.
t
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Notes 
1. The core argument in this chapter initial片took

shap巳 as remarks presented at the Video and
Computer Games Come of Age confer巳nc巳，

jointly sponsor巳d by the MIT Comparative Me
dia Studies Program and the Interactive Digital
So仕war巳 Association. It was present巳d as a talk
at various venues, including 出巳 Game Develop
ers Conference, The Electronic Ent巳rtainm巳nt
Exposition, Que巳nsland Institute of Technol
ogy, and 出e University of飞再也stern England
Bristol. It was expanded and published as “Art

form for出e Digital Age," in Technology Review,

September-October 2000, and subsequently
reprinted in an abbreviated form in由巳 New

York Times Arts and Entertainment S巳ction. I
am grat巳缸l for 出e feedback it has received in

出ese various venues. I am especially thankful to
advice on 出is current revision from Kurt
Squire, Alex Chisholm, Philip Tan Boon, Eric
Zimmerman, and Kevin Johnson, as well as the
insights of tl1巳 larger Games to Teach team and
the great variety of peopl巳 in 出巳 gam巳s industry
who have volunteered their time to help us with
our 巳fforts.

2. For more on Matth巳W Barney and his rela
tionship to th巳 aesthetics of popular culture, see 
H巳nry Jenkins，“Monstrous Beau飞y and the mutant

aesthetic: Rethinkin且 Matthew Barney ’s Relationship

to the Horror Genre ，”http://web.mit.edu/2 lfms/
www/faculty/h巳mγ3/horror.html.

3. For 巳xample, se巳叽Tardrip-Fruin & Harrigan (in
press), King & Bain (2002), and Game Studies.

4. For a us巳ful overview of Seldes’s contributions
to American arts and letters, se巳 Kammen 1996.
Not巳 that although he borrowed 出巳 conc巳pt of
th巳 S巳V巳n Arts仕om th巳 classical tradition, the
book remains ambiguous about how to break
down tl1巳 topics he discusses into seven distinct
traditions.叭冯1at one takes from Seldes is less a
taxonomy of popular arts出an a way of und巳r
standing 出巳 relationship of popular, middle
brow, and high art.

5. Seldes's argumen包 about sensory restoration
need to be understood in 出巳 context of larger
discourses about sensation and expression at the
turn of 出巳 century. For an overvi巳w of tl10se
discussions, s巳巳 Singer 2001 and Jenkins 1992.
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6. These shifts have attract巳d considerable schol
arly attention within film studies circles. For a
useful overview of thes巳 historical traditions,
see Elsaesser & Barker 1990.

7. See Lantz & Zimmerman 1999. Also, see
Zimmerman 2002： “Games suffer from cinema
envy. ＂＼－＇而且t passes for 'realism’ in games is an
awkward and unimaginative us巳 of 3 D computer
graphics. It’s time for game developers to stop
trying to replicate th巳 pleasures of film. Games
need to find their own forms of expr巳ssion, cap
italizing on their unique properties as d严iamic,
participatory systems.”

8. See Eddie Cantor in Mullet, 1924.
9. For a useful discussion of the aesthetics of early

video gam巳s, se巳 Burnham & Baer 2001.
10. I am indebted to the participants of the Com

parative Media Studies-Electronic Arts Creative
Lead巳rs workshop s巳ries for these insights into
the game d巳sign process.

11. Alex Rigopulos, email correspondence with th巳

author, March 1, 2002.
12. See mor巳 on Agee’s theory of comic perfor

mance in J巳nkins & Bnmovska Karnick 199 5. 
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GENRE AND THE VIDEO GAME 

Mark]. P. Wo扩

The idea of categorization by genre, and the notion 
that 出ere are certain conventions present in each 
genre, has been used in 出巳 studies of literature and 
film and has proven to be a useful way of looking at 
bo也The idea of genr巳 has not been without difficul
ties, such as defining what exactly constitutes a genre 
(or a subgenre), overlaps between genres and hybrids 
of th巳m, works occurring in multipl巳 genres simulta
neously (and thus what the criteria are for genre 
membership), th巳 role of由e audience’s experience in 
determining genre, and the fact that the boundaries of 
genres and even genres themselves are always in flux as 
long as new works are being produced. 1 

And genre study differs from one medium to 出e
next. Thomas Schatz, in his book Ho伽vood genres, out
lines some distinctions between literary and film genre 
studies. He also notes that genre study in出巳 past o丘m
focused on subject matter and neglected the role of the 
audi巳nce. He writes, 

Genre sttuly may be more ‘'productive ” 扩 we conψle

ment the nan刀切 critical focus of traditional genre mzaly

Sβ with a broader sociocultural petψective. Thus, we 

may consider a genre film not o吻 ffS S01.川 fih.仰·taker

mτ打tic expre.灯ion, but finτher ffS the cooperation be

阳een artists and audience in celebrating their collective 

values and 价·als. In fact, ma可 qualities traditionally 

viewed as artistic shortcomings-the prychologically static 

hero, for instance, or the predictability of the plot assume 
a significantly different value 切hen examined as co111po 
nents of a genre's ritualistic narrative system. (Schatz, 
1981, p. 15) 

One could easily substitute “video game" for 
"film” in tl1巳 above quote; video games' hero巳s are cer
tainly more static than film ones, and plots are often 
even more predictable. And most of all, the interactive 
巳xperience of playing a video game is even more of a 
"coop巳ration between artists and audiences，”who go 

beyond “celebrating collective values" by applying 
出ose values to出E activity found in game play itself. 

Video game genre study differs markedly from lit
erary or film genre study due to出e direct and active (in 
a physical as well as mental sense) participation of由e
au di enc巳，through the surrogate player-character who 
acts within the game’s diegetic world (insofar as it has 
one), taking part in the central conflict of the game’s 
narrative. In regard to narrative, Schatz describes the 
general plot structure of由e genre film as: 

establishment (via various nan-ative and iconographic 

cues) of the generic communi抄 with 的 inherent dramatic 

conflicts; 

animation of those conflicts through the actio彻 01仙仰tudes

of the genre's constellation of characters; 

int巳nsification of劝E conflict 再y me.θns of唱conve1 ional sit仰－

tions and dra仰＇ZI ic C仰j♀ηntatioηF 仰til the con卢ict reache. s 

er叮is prop01节ionT ；

resolution of the 。·isis in a fash肌吵ich eliminates 

the physical and/or ideological threat and there，抄

celebrates the (temporarily） 切ell-01饰red community. 

(p. 30) 

Apart from the fact the video games o丘en do 
not have happy endings (games usually end wi由 a
play巳r-character’s dea出）， Schatz’s four terms describe 

出e action of most video games. If a film genre repre
sents a "range of 巳xperi巳nc巳” for由巳 audience as Schatz 
argues, video games fit the description even more 
closely. In some ways, pl可er participation is arguably 
the C巳nt叫d巳t巳I‘minant in describing and cla岱均in
飞rideo games, moreso even出m iconography. From the 
earliest times when video games were classified into 
genres，如st by由e companies that made and marketed 
them and game reviewers, and later in works such as 
Chris Crawford’s 1982 1万E art of co11鸟puter game desig叽

the player's experience and the activities required for 
gameplay (commonly referred to as “interactivity”） 
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points out由at in relying on出 eme for 出巳 determina
tion of genre, one is confronted with出e di伍culties in 
isolating a film’s (or rather, film author’。intentions
(Tudor, 1976). In a video game, there is almost always 
a definite objective that the player strives to complete 
(or find and complete, as in th巳 case of儿今叫，and in 
doing so very specific interactions are used. Thus th巳

int巳ntion, of the player-character, at least, is of无en clear 
and can be analyzed as a part of出e game. The game’s
objective is a motivational force for the player, and this, 
combined with由巳various forms of interactivity pres
ent in 由巳 game, ar巳 useful places to start in building a 
set of video game genres. The obj巳ct of the game can 
be multiple or divided into steps, placing the game in 
more than one genre, just as a film’s由em巳 and icono
graphy can place a film in multiple genres （出e film 
Blade Runner, for example，。ts both sci巳nce fiction and 
hard boiled detective genres). The main objective in 
Pac-Man by which a player gains points and advances 
levels, for example, is the eating of the y巳!low dots. In
order to do so successfully，出 e player-character must 
avoid 出巳 pursuing ghosts, and also navigate a maze. 
Thus although Pac-Man may be primarily class1βed 
(according to the t巳rms below) as a “Collecting” game,
W巳 may also class均it as an “Escape” or “Maze” game,
albeit secondarily. By beginning with the interaction 
required by the game’s primary objectiv巳， we can start
to divide the wide variety of video games into a series 
of interactiv巳 genres.

have largely provided 由E basis for video game genre 

d巳！ in巳ation.

Interactive Genres for Classifying Video 
Games 

Th巳 following list of genr巳s bas巳d on interactivity 
can be used in conjunction with the existing taxonomy 
of iconographically or thematically based genres (like 
thos巳 of film) when attempting to categorize video 
games. The genres below take into consideration the 
dominant characteristics of the int巳ractive exp巳rience
and the games' goals and objectives, and the nature of 
th巳 game’s player-character and player conu·ols. Also,
C巳rtain genr巳s listed here (Diagnostic, Demo, Educa
tional, Puzzle, Simulation, and Utility) contain pro
grams that are arguably not "games，＇’ but b巳cause they 
appear as cartridges or discs in a form similar to game 
car tr址ges and discs (and ar巳 treat巳d as such by many 
game coll巳ctors), and becaus巳 they sometimes contain 
gam巳 like el巳ments (such as Mario Teaches 乃1Jinρ，I
have included them here for th巳 sake of completeness. 
As genres grow and expand, th巳y inevitably begin to 
break up into a series of subgenres (for example ，出 e
Shooting genre could include subgenres such as the 

Iconography versus Interactivity 
In his essay “The idea of genre in the American cin
ema，” Ed Buscombe lists three ar巳as in which genre
elem巳nts may appear in film: iconography, structure 
and theme (1970, pp. 33-45). Although iconography 
and theme may be applicable to narrative-based video 
games, other games such as Tetris and Ataxx ar巳 ab
stract to the point where little or no narrative exists, 
and some games, such as仍

＇

deo Pinball and Scrabble are 
patt巳rned after relatively nonnarrative activities, and do 
not contain much in the way of diegetic worlds popu
lated by characters. Although出e ideas of iconography 
and theme may be appropriate tools for analyzing Ho!
lywood films as w巳11 as many video games, anotl1er are白，

interactivity, is an essential part of every game’s struc
ture and a more appropriate way of examining and 
defining video gam巳 genres.

Just as different forms of dance (foxtrot, waltz, 
ballet, jazz) are defined by how出巳 danc巳rs move ra由er
than how they look, an examination of the variety and 
rang巳 of video games reveals the inadequacy of classifi
cation by iconography of 巳ven narrative-based games. 
Although some video games can he classified in a man
ner similar to that of films (we might say that Outlaw is 
a western, Spaα Invaders science fiction, and Combat a 
war gam巳）， classification by iconography ignor巳5 由e
fundamental differences and similarities tl1at are to be 
found in the player's experi巳nce of the game. Outlaw 

and Combat, both eat忖games for 由巳 Atari 2600, 
are very sir丑ilar in that botl1 simply feature player
characters maneuv巳ring and shooting at each other in a 
field of obstacles on a sing ！巳，bounded scr巳en of graph
ics, with cowboys in on巳 game and tanks in the other. 
In a similar vein, Activision ’s Chopper Command for the
Atari 2 600 is 巳ssentially a version of D价nder with heli
copt巳rs replacing th巳 spac巳ships. Conversely, an icono
gr叩hie analysis of Space luvaders, Spaceward Ho.', 
D矿ender, and Star 的rs, as well as many other games, 
would consid巳r them all “science fiction，” even though
th巳y vary wid巳ly in play巳r 巳xp巳rience. As narrative 
games grow more comp！巳x and cinematic, we will be 
able to apply iconographic and th巳matic gen巳ric classi
币cations仕om fi Im more us巳旬lly, but interactivity will 
always he an important factor in the way w巳巳xperience
the games. 

Genres based on interactivity also avoid some of 
the problems found in literary and film genr巳s. In 
"Genre and critical m巳thodolob'Y，＇’ Andrew Tudor 
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first-person shooter, sid巳－scrolling shooter, vertical

shooter, and so on). A list of all出e subgenres contained 

in each genre, however, is beyond the scope of this 

cl叩ter, and would more than double its length. 
In the culture surrounding the video gam巳， certain

generic terms are already established and in use among 

players, and出e proposed list of terms below reflects 

these terms and distinctions. Some of these genres 
overlap commonly used genres of moving image1y 
(such as Adaptation, Adventure, Chase), whereas others, 

such as Escape, Maze, or Shooting, are specific to video 
games and reflect the interactive nature of the medium. 
Thes巳 genre terms regard the nature of interactivity in 

出巳 game itself ra由巳r than ask whether the game is 
single-player, multiple-player, or designed to be play
able over a network. Due to the different types of action 
and objectives that can occur in a single game, games 
can often be cross-listed in two or more genres. Also, 
some games, such as M飞A *S吩H or Rebel Assault, feature 
differ巳nt sequences or scenarios each of which can be 
categorized into different genres. Video games used as 
examples here include arcade video games, home video 
games, home computer games, and in a few cases, net
worked games. The format of this list is patterned after 
the Library of Congress Moving Image1y Genre-Form 
Guide compiled by Brian Taves (chair), Judi Hoffman, 
and Karen Lund, whose work was出E inspiration and 
model for出is list. I decided to use their list as a model 
not only because it was rigorous enough to be accepted 
and used at the Library of Congress, but also due to出e
way it attempts to articulate the genres it describes by 
examining the diffi巳rences that demarcate individual 
genres relative to one anoth巳r, seeking to divide 出e
field of moving imagery forms in such a way so as 
to be as inclusiv巳 and exhaustiv巳 as possibl巳， rath巳r
than setting up finite and absolute criteria for genre 
Ill巳mb巳I由ip. Thus the following genres below tend 
toward inclusion, with some genr巳s (i.e., Demo, Diag
nostic, Utility）出at are arguably not “games，”as noted 
above. 

Genres covered in 出is list are: Abstract, 
Adaptation, Adventur飞Artificial Life, Board Games, 
Capturing, Card Games, Catching, Chase, Collecting, 
Combat, Demo, Diagnostic, Dodging, Driving, Educa
tional, Escape, Fighting, Flying, Gambling, Interac
rive Movie, Manag巳ment Simulation, Maze, Obstacle 

Course, Pencil-and-Paper Games, Pinball, Platform, 
Programming Games, Puzzle, Quiz, Racing, Rhythm 
and Dance, Role-Playing, Shooting, Simulation, Sports, 
Strate盯，Table-Top Games, Target, Text Adventure, 
Training Simulation, and Utility. 

…－ 
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Abstract 
Abstract games hav巳 nonrepresentational graphics and 
often involve an objective出at is not oriented or orga
nized as a narrative. Often出e objective involves con
struction or visiting or filling 巳very part of 由巳 screen
(as in Tetris, Qix, Pipe Dream, or Q排bert), or destruction 
or 巳mptying of出e screen (as in Breakout or Pac-Man). 

Characters appearing in abstract games may be anthro
pomorphic in design (such as Q*bert), but usually do 
not attempt to represent real world animals or people 
or their behaviors. Abstraction is, of cours巳， a matt巳r
of degree, though it is usually possible to discern 
whether or not出E gam巳 was intended to be deliber
ately representational. For 巳xample, despite their sim
ple, blocky graphics, ea句Atari 2 600 games such as 
Basketball or Street Racci· attempt to repres巳nt people 
and race cars, which is reflected not only in their design 
but in their interaction within 出巳 game. Nor should 
the term be used for games 出at are adaptations of 
games existing in different m巳dia, such as Checko丁 or
Othello, which ar巳 adaptations and thus repres巳ntations
of games from o由er media. 

Examples include Arkanoid; Amidar (wi出Collect
ing); Ataxx; Block Out (with Puzzle); Breakout; Marble 
Madness; Pac Man (with Collecting, Escape, and Maze); 
P伊 Dream; Q节r叫。IX (wt由Collecting); S叩er Break
out; Te，呻est (w1出Shooting); Tetris (with Puzzle). 
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Adaptation 
Thes巳 games are bas巳d on activities adapted from 
ano出er medium or gaming activity, such as sports, 
table-top games, board games, card games, or games 
飞￥hose action closely follows a narrative from a work 
existing in another medium, such as a book, short story, 
comic book, graphic novel, or play. This involv巳s such 
questions as how the original work is changed to allow 
for interactivity and the completion of an objective, or 
in th巳 case of adapted games, how the original activity 
changes as a result of being adapted. This term should 
not be used for games that use 由e same characters as 
existing works in another medium but make no attempt 
to follow (even loosely) plots or imitate activities found 
in thos巳 works. Home video games and computer 
games may also be adaptations of arcade video gam町，
in which case th巳y are usually reduced in graphic detail, 
complexity, or speed when compared wi出 the original. 
In a few cases, arcad巳 games, such as Computer Space 
(1971), are adaptations of mainframe computer games. 
This term should only be applied to Simulation games 
when they are adapted from games or gaming activities 
in other media. 
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(with Adaptation); S呻erman (with Adaptation); games 

in the Tomb Raider series; Venture; games from出eDag
geifall series; games from the Ult仰

Arτ1卢cial L�作
These games involve the growth and/or maintenance of 

digital creatures of som巳 sort, which can吐ie” without

出巳 prop巳r care by the play巳r. Often growth and th巳
“happiness" or “contentedness” of the characters are 

the goals of the game. （叭The由巳r or not all such pro

grams constitute “games” in debatable.) Th巳 term

should not be used for games that d巳al wi由the alloca

tion of resources or games that ar巳 primarily concerned 

wi出 management (see Management Simulation). 

Exam pl巳s include AquaZone, Bahyz, Catz, Creatures, 
Dogz, The Little Conψuter People, The Sims (with Man

agement Simulation). 

See also Sports, Table-Top Games, Board 

Games, Card Games, Pencil-and-Paper Games, and 

Simulation. 

Examples include, adapted from card games: 

Casino, Eric's Ultimate Solitaire, Ken Uston Blac句ack/
Poker. Adapted from cartoons: Spy vs. Spy, The Si11ψoη＇S. 

Adapted from comic books: Spidermmz, X -Men, Teenage 
Mutant Nir归 Tu付lcs. Adapted from film: Tron, 
Star Wan， 品111/, M叩,pet Treasure Island. Adapted 

仕om pencil-and-paper games: Hang;man, Tic-Tac Toe. 
Adapted from sports: American Football, Atari Baseball, 
Hot Shots Tennis. Adapted from table-top games: Pong, 
Sure Shot Pool, Virtual Pool. Adapted from television 

game shows: Family Feud, Jeopm吻， Joker's Wild, Pass
word, The Price is R也衍，刀c-Tac-Do1也'h, $25,000 l如ra
时， Wheel 旷F仰1:une.
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Board Games 
This categorγincludes gam巳S that are an adaptation of 

existing board games (see Adaptation) or games出at are 

similar to board gam 巳s in 由巳ir design and play even if 

出ey did not previously exist as board games. Games of 

this genre include 巳ither classic board games such as 

chess, checkers, or backgammon, or trademarked ones 

such as SC1γ1bble or Monopoly. This term should not b巳

used for games adapted from games such as pool or 

table tennis, in which physical skills are involved (see 

Table Top Games), nor for games adapted from games 

that require only paper and a pencil to play, such as 

Hang;man or Tic-Tac-Toe (see Pencil-and Paper 

Games），日or for games adapted from games that are 

primarily card-based and do not use a board (see Card 

Games). Three games mad巳 by Philips/Magnavox, Con
quest 吃f the World, Q1阳est for the Rin 
防rall Street Fortune Hunt, r巳quired a board game to be 

used along with 出巳 video game itself. 

It is not necessary to cross-list with Adaptation，“

出is is implied in Board Games. Most Board Games can 

also be cross-listed with Strategy. 
Examples include Backgammon, Battleship, Clue, 

C叫阳t of the M句rid, The Great Wall Street F例1me
Hunt, ivlonopoly, Othello, Que』

.－t for the Riugs, Scrabble, 
Stratego，的

＇

deo Checkers, Video Chess. 

Capturing 
In Capturi吨gam肘， the pri marγobjective involves the 

capturing of obj 巳cts or characters that mov巳 away from 

and try to evade the player-character. This may involve 

stopping the 。bject or character (as in Gopher or J乙吵
闹nc KI1pers） ， 。r closing o仔their access to m 巳scape

Adventure 
Adventure games are set in a “world” usually made up 

of multiple, conn巳cted rooms or screens, involving an 

obj巳ctive that is more complex than simply catching, 

shooting, capturing, or 巳scaping, although completion 

of th巳 objective may involve several or all of these. 

Obj巳ctives usually must be completed in several steps, 

for example，的nding keys and unlocking doors to other 

ar巳as to retrieve ot月ects need巳<l elsewhere in the game. 

Characters are usually able to carry obj巳cts, such as 

weapons, keys, tools, and so on. S巳ttings often evoke a 

particular historical time p巳riod and plac巳， such as the 

middle ages or Arthurian England, or are thematically 

related to cont巳nt based genres such as Science Fiction, 

Fantasy, or Espionage. This term should not b巳 us巳d

for games in which screens are only encountered in 

on巳 way !in巳ar fashion, such 2日出E “levels” in Donkey 
Ko咽，or for games such as P1价Ii! that are essentially 

limited to running, jumping, and avoiding dangers (see 

Obstacle Course). Nor should the term be used to refer 

to games s山h as Drago的L斤斤，G，吨叫 or Star 刀·ek:
Borg, which do not allow a play巳r to wander and ex

plore its world freely, hut strictly limit outcomes and 

possible narrative paths to a s巳ries of video sequenc巳5

and linear progression出rough a predetermined narra

tiv巳（s巳e Int巳ractive Movi巳s).

For adventure games that are primarily text-based, 

se巳 T口t Adve11rnr巳. For relat巳d gam巳H similar in them巳

to adv巳ntur巳 games, 5巳巳 also Obstacl巳 Cours巳 an【l

Interactiv巳 Movies.

Exmnple日 include Adventure （扣r the Atari 2600);
E.T 7飞be Eτ归·atcrnrtrial (with Adaptation); Haunted
Hou』乌托ntll (with Adaptation）；几年st (with Puzzle);
Raiders of the I，的.－t Ai式， （with Adaptation）；句y vs. S'py



route (as in Surround or in the light cycle section of the 
arcade game Tron). This t巳rm should not be used for 

games in which objects or characters do not move (see 
Collecting) or do not actively try to avoid the player

character (see Catching), nor should it be used for 
Strate盯games (such as Ch巳ss and Checker吩 involving
the capturing of pieces that are controlled by the 

player, but which are not player-charact巳rs directly rep
resenting出巳player in the game. 

It is not necessary to cross-list with Chase, as this is 

implied in Capturing. Many games with more出an one 

player can be cross-listed with Escape, as game play 
often involves player-characters alternately trγing to 
capture one another and escape from one another. Cap
turing objectives also occur briefly in some games; for 
example, in Pac-Man after 巳ating a power pill when the 
ghosts can be chased and eaten, or the capturing of 
criminals in Szψerman. 

Examples include Gopher, Hole Hunter, Keystone 

Kapa丁， Surround (witl1 Escape); Take the Money and

Run, Texas Chainsaw Massacz飞the light cycle gam巳 in
刀wz.

Card Games 

Thes巳 games are adaptations of existing card games, or 
games that are essentially like card games in出at they 
are primarily card-based (such as various solitaire com
puter games). Although most Card Games use the stan
dard four-suit deck, some games use specialized cards 
(such as 1000 Miles, a shar巳war巳 game that is an adapta
tion of Parker Bro由巳rs’ Milles Bornes racing card 
game). This term should not be used for Trivia Games, 
which are primarily question-and-answer games. 

It is not necessary to cross-list with Adaptation, as 
that is implied in Card Games. Many card games which 

involve betting can also be cross-listed wi由Gambling.
Examples include 1000 Miles (with Racing); 

B仇c纱ack (with Gambling); Casino (with Gambling); 
Eric's Ulti17late Solitaii·e; Ken Uston Blad子ack!Poker (with 

Gambling); Mont，肌肉的deo Poker (wi由Gambling).

Catchmg 

In Catching games, the primary objective involves 
catching objects or characters that do not actively try 
to evade 由e player-character. If the objects or charac
t巳rs are in motion, it is usually along a predetermined 
path and inclepend巳nt of the movements of出巳player
character. In some cases出e player-character can affect 

the motion of the objects or characters (such as in 
Stampede, where the player-character can nudge 出e
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cattle for咄咄d), but at no time do the objects or charac
ters try to actively avoid tl1巳 player』character. This term 
should not be used for games in which objects or char
acters do not move (see Collecting) or games in which 

出ey actively trγto avoid出巳 player-character (see Cap
turinρ. Nor should the term be used for gam白白白t re
quire timing in order to use moving objects, such as the 
moving logs in Frogger, or出E swinging vines in Pi价fl!,

nor for Sports games with balls which are thrown, 
bounced, or caught, as 出ese objects are used and 
reused but not “caught” and removed from出E game. 

Examples include A争ha Beam 切ith Ernie (wi由
Educational), Big Bir仙 Egg Catch, Circus Atari, Fishing 

De1句， Lost Luggage, Stampede, Quantum, and games 21 
through 27 in Street Racer. 
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Chase 

See Catching, Capturing, Driving, Escape, Flying, and 
Racing. 

Collecting 

The primary objective in Collecting games involves 
collecting objects 出at do not move (such as Pac-Man 

or Mousetrap), or the surrounding of areas (such as Qix 

or Amidar). Oft巳n scoring in these games is determined 

by the number of objects collected or areas bounded. 
“Collecting” here can mean simply running over or 
hitting objects, which then disappear (as th巳 dots in 
Pac-Man, or the balloons in Prop Cycle). This term 
should not be used for games in which objects or char
act巳rs sought by th巳 player【character are in rnotic】n (see 
Catching) or games in which they actively try to avoid 
由巳player-character (see Capturing). Nor should 出e
t巳rm be used for games that require th巳 use of objects 
(such flS keys, currency, or weaponry) that are only indi
r巳ctly us巳d in th巳attainment of the game’s objective. 
Som巳 games involve collecting pieces of an object that 
can be ass巳mbled once all the pieces ar巳 found, such as 

出e br吐ge in Supennan or th巳 urn in Haunted House, al
though thes巳 games often hav巳 objectives that involve 
mor巳 tlrnn simply coll巳cting, and so should not be con
sidered as belonging to出is genre. 

Examples include Amidar (with Abstract); Mouse

tiηp (with Maz巳 and Escap巳）； Pac-Man (with Maze and 
Escape）；句ry vs. Spy (with Combat and Maze); Ptψ Cycle 
(with Flying); Qix (with Abstract). 

Combat 

Combat games are games which involve two or more 
play巳rs, or one player and a computer-controlled 
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play巳r, shooting some form of projectiles at each oth叫

and in which all players are provided with similar 

means for a fairly balanced fight. Thes巳 games usually 
emphasize maneuverability and sometimes the outwit 

ting of the oppon巳nt. This term should not be used for 

Shooting games in which the two sid巳s are clearly un

equal or not ev巳nly balanced, nor for Fighting games 

that do not involve shooting. Although these games 

may range in the app巳arance of their content, for 四日！TI

pie, cowboys in Outlaw, tanks or planes in Combat, or 

paddles in Warlords, the basic play of the gam巳， shoot

the opponent while avoiding getting shot, remains es
sentially the sam巳．

For related games, see Fighting and Shooting. 
Examples includ巳 Battletech; Battlczοne; C口mbat;

Dm吵l Nigh阳rwe; Outlaw; Spy vs. Spy (with Coll巳cting
and岛1aze); Wadords. 

Demo 

Demos include cartridg巳日， discs, or downloads d巳signed
to demonstrate games or a gam巳 system. Such car

tridges w巳r巳 primarily us巳d in store displays to d巳－

monstrate games. Although they may not α>11tain 

complete games thems巳Ives, these cartridges have th巳

same appearance as game cartridges and are sometimes 

coll巳cted and traded as game cartriclg巳s, and they ar巳

oft巳n included in listings of cartridges. As discs or 

downloads, Demos allow a player to try out a game for 

fre巳 without buying the full-sized game. 

It is not nee巳ssary to cross list these with Utility, as 

that is implied in D巳1110.

Examples include ADAM Demo Cartridge, Dealt了r

Demo (Bally Astrocade), Demonst1咐ion Ctwtridge (RCA 

Studio 11），几1usic Box Demo (Coleco ADAM). 

Diap,nostic 

Di,lgnostic cartridg巳S are design巳cl to test the function

ing of a system. Although they are not games them 

selv巳日， th巳可E cartridg巳s hav巳 the same appearanc巳 as 
game cartridg巳s and are som巳times collected and traded 
as game cartridg巳s, and they ar巳 often includ巳d in list
ings of cartridges. 

It is not necessa tγto cross list th巳se with Utility, as 
that is implied in Diagnostic. 

Exampl<.'.s include Di斤义llostic C川

tion numb巳I f<DS 100144）凸）］＇ th巳 Atari 5200 syst巳l丑，

Dirtgno.、·tic ι·，，rti·i，�可C (Id巳ntificatiun number CB101196) 
f时the At:ll'i 7800 systen飞/?ill(t/ Test Cm't川lf!,e (Coleco 

AD剑\1), Super Contiγ1/lcr Test Ct1m·idgc (Coleco 

ADAM). 
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Dodging 
In dodging gam战the primary objective is to avoid 

projectiles or other moving objects. Scoring is often de 
termined by the number of objects successfully dodged, 

or by出e crossing of a field of moving objects出乱t must 

be dodged (as in Freeway or Frogge1'). This term should 

not be used for games in which players avoid getting 

shot at and are able to shoot (see Combat and Shoot 

ing). In many games such as Asteroids or Space In叩ider

avoidance of objects or pr刀oj巳ctiles is important for the 

play巳r to remain in the gam巳， but points are not 
awarded for merely avoiding them, and players usually 

have 出e option of shooting at obstacles, which is not 

the case in Dodging games. 
Examples include Dodge 官m (with Driving), Free

切ay (with Obstacle Course); Frogger (with Obstacle 

Course); Journey Escape; and some games in Street Racer 

(with Driving and Racing). 

Drivmg 

Driving games are based primarily on driving skills, 

such as st巳巳ring, maneuverability, speed control, and 

fuel conservation. This term should not be us巳d for 

games in which racing or winning a race is th巳 main ob

jectiv巳（s巳E Racing), nor for games that are essentially 
obstacl巳 cours巳s in which a player’s main objective is to 

hit or avoid touching a series of objects or characters 

o白。bstacl巳 Cours时，unless driving skills are essential

to play and to出e winning of the game. In most cases,

Driving games involve vehicles, wher巳as Obstacle

Course games g巳11巳rally do not. Scoring in Driving

games is often based on how fast a player completes a

particular course, rather than whether or not an oppo-

11巳nt is b巳at in a race, and thes巳 games are oft巳n sing！巳－

play巳r games.

Examples include Dodge 'Em (with Dodging); b呻

500 (with Racing); Night Di·iver; Pole Position (with Rae 

ing); Red Planet (with Racing); Street Racer (with Dodg

i吨且nd Racing). 

Educational 

Educational games are designed to teach, with the mai n 

ohj巳巳tiv巳 i盯olvir l巳arning a lesson. Rath巳r than b巳in

structured as a straightfor‘ward set of lessr》ns 《ir ex巳rcis巳5
，

thes巳 programs are structured lik巳 games, with such 
巳l巳Ill巳nts as scoring, timed performance日， or incentives 

given for correct answers. The d巳gree to which thes巳

progrnrns can be considered game扫 varies greatly. 

It 1日 not necess::iry to cross list these with Utility, as 

this is imµlied in Educational. 

且



Examples include Alph11 Be11111 with Ernie (with 
Catching), Basic Math, Mm·io's Ea呻｝切rs: Fun With 

NJ，仰be叫 Mario Teaches 乃,ping, Mi时 Blaster: Episode I, 
Math Grand Prix, Morse, N仰iber Games, Plr吵＇school

Math, Spelling Games，”旬rd Games. 

Escape 

In escape games, the main objective involves escaping 
pursuers or getting out of some form of 巳nclosure.
Games can be open-ended, with the game ending 
when a player escapes from an enclosure or ent巳rs a 
place safe from th巳 pursuers, or closed, in which a 
player escapes pursuers for as long as possible but 
always succumbs in the end (as in Pac-Man). This 
term should not be used for games in which the 
player-character ba忧les 出e opponent instead of fleeing 
(see Combat and Shooting), nor for gam巳s such as Ad

venture or Haunted House in which 出e player-character 
is only occasionally pursued by characters. 

Examples include Pac-Man (wi出Collecting and 
Maze); Maze Craze (with Maze); Mousetrap (with Col

lecting and Maz巳）；几1s. Pac-Man (with Collecting and 
Maze); Surround (with Capturing). 

Fighting 

Fighting games involve characters who fight usually 
hand-to】hand, in one-to-one combat situations without 
the us巳 of firearms or projectiles. In most of these gam白，
the fighters are repr巳sented as humans or an出ropo
morphic characters. This term should not be used for 
games that involve shooting or vehicles (see Combat 
and Shooting), or for games that inclu世fighting,
such as Ice Hockey, but 出at have other objectives (see 
Sports). 

Many Fighting games can also be cross-listed with 
Sports. For related games, see also Combat. 

Examples include Ave咆·er
Sports); games in the Mortal Kombat series, Soul E叫ge,
games in the Tekken s巳ries, Wγestle War. 

Flyiηig

These games involve flying skills, such as st巳ering,
altitude control, tak巳off and landing, maneuverability, 
sp出d control, and fuel conser「vation. This term should 
not be used for games in which shooting an oppon巳nt is 
the main obj巳ctive (se巳Combat and Shooting), unless 
flying skjlls are essential to game play and to the win
ning of the game. Flying games can involve airplanes, 
hird日，or spaceships, and movement can take plac巳 in
the sl-y (as in A-10 Attack and Pi-op Cyc的，through

国』』一
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caverns (as in Descent), or in outer space (as in Starmas
ter and Star Ship). 

See also Combat, Shooting, Sports, and Training 
Simulation. 

Examples includ巳 A-10 Attack (with Training Sim
ulation); Descent (wi出Maze and Shooting); F!A-18
Hornet 3.0 (with Training Simulation）；日尔加 Unlimited
(with Training Simulation); Prop Cycle (with Collect
ing); Solaris; Starnwst。· (with Shooting). 
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Gambling 

Gambling games involve betting a stake, which 
increases or decreases 出e player ’s total ass巳ts in the fol 
lowing round. Thes巳 gam巳S usually involve multiple 
rounds of betting，乱!lowing a play巳r’s stakes or money 
to grow or diminish over tim巳. This t巳1111 should not 
be used for games in which b巳tting does not occur, or 
for games in which wins and losses do not carry over 
into the following round. 

See also Card Gam巳s an<l Table-Top Games. 
Examples includ巳 Blackjack (with Card Garn巳s); Ca

sino (with Card Garn巳s); Slut M11chi11e; Video Poker (with 
Card Games); You Don ’t Know Jack (with Quiz). 

Interactive Movie 
These games are 111日de up of branching video clips or 
other moving images, the branching of which is decided 
by a play巳r’s actions. Play巳rs are often called to make 
decisions at points in the game where the action stalls 
or loops， 。r during action s巳quences that allow player 
input that can stop or change the course of action while 
the video clip is running. Although the player may be 
given limit巳d freedom of movement or action, r巳vela
tion of the story is still largely linear in structur飞机也
little or no variation possihl巳 in its overall sequence of 
events. This term should not be used for games that 
place a controllable player-character over vid巳O clip 
backgrounds, such as Rebel As』'ftult, nor should the term 
be used to refer to games such as Myst, which allow a 
player to wand巳r and explore its world仕ee坊，but still 
limit outcom巳s and possible narrative pa出s to a series 
of video S巳quences and linear progression through a 
relativ巳ly pr巳d巳t巳rmin巳d narrative. 

Examples include Dragon's Lair, Space Ace, Gadget, 
]ohmψ Mnemonic, Star Trek Borg. 

l'vlml(/gement Simulation 
In Management Simulation games, players must bal
ηnce the use of limit巳d resources to build or expand 
some kind of community, institution, or empire, whil巳
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In Obstacle Course games, the main objective involves 

traversing a difficult path or one beset with obstacles, 
through which movem巳nt is ess巳ntially lin巳ar, often 

involving running, jumping, and a飞，aiding dang巳rs.

This term should not he used for gam巳s that do not re

quir巳 mor巳 than simply st巳巳ring down a cl巳m path (s巳E

Driving) or avoiding obj巳cts or ch::iract巳rs without a 

linear progression of movement (se巳 Dodging), nor 

should it b巳 used扣r games that involv巳 chasing or be

ing cha日eel (see Chas时， or shooting at opponents or 
getting shot at (se巳 Combat 口ncl Shooting), nor for 

games with complex obj巳ctives (s巳巳 Adventur巳）， nor 
for games involving more than traversing a path of 

ohst川！es (s巳e Platform). 
Although Obstacle Courses are generally linear in 

design as far as th巳 player-character's advancement 

through th巳111 i日 C《mcerned, this d巳gn.:e of !in巳arity can 

vary somewhat; for example, in games allowing a char

acter to h:1ckt1ack, or choos巳 an :1lt巳nrnte rout巳．

Examples include lloot Cmnp, Clown Downtown, 

l•rn:W(I_)' (with Dod日ing); Frog卫er (with Dodging）；川t

/id／.＇， ］川眨c f-11川．

dealing with int巳rnal for℃es (such 川 the crim已 :1nd pol 

lution in SiwCi(y), or ext巳rnal for℃巳s, such as thos巳 of

natur巳 or chance (sucl1 :1s natural clisast巳rs :1nd monsters 

in SimCi叨， or plan巳ts that r巳quir巳 various amounts of 

t巳rraforming as in项p11ccw11rd Ho.'), and oft巳n competi
tion丘。m oth巳r players as well. Single-player gam巳S

ar巳 often open-end时，where th巳 community or instiu1 

tion grows and elev巳lops ov巳r tirn巳 and continu巳H

changing, whereas multiple-player games usually have 
the obj巳ctiv巳 of dominating all of thιother pby巳r日， at

which point the gam巳 巳nds. In some case凹， thes巳 games

can take on an educational function as well, for 巳xam

pie, games found in mus巳um displays that sinrnbte sup
ply and demand or oth巳r 巳conomic principles. 

S巳e also Educatioml and Utility g;1mes. 
Examples includ巳 Aero／叫C盯·sar II, Sid Meier's 

Civilizrtt附，， I\在 UL.E，儿Ionψoly, 1?11ilrottd巧IC(}Oll, :•.,'im

A叫Si111C巾，SimFmw, SimTowcr，叫p11ccw11nl Ho.1 

旨
。
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／气’ncil-rtllil-A1j1cr C11mes 
丁hesc 白re gam巳H that a1℃ adaptations c汁

’
games usually

played with p巳ncil and paper (see Adaptatio日）. This 
term should not be us巳ιl for drawing or doodling pro

grnms (se巳 Utility), or for games like thos巳 in th巳 Dun
悍’1111s & Dmgo11s S巳ri巳日， whos巳 adaptations are v巳ry
di仕'e1℃nt from the v巳rsion of the game play巳【l with pen

cil and p乱per.

It is not necessary to us巳 this with Adaptation，“

this is implied in Pencil-and-Paper Games. 
Examples include 3 I) Tic-Tac 7衍，1•/jr，川r: Han且

'll!(tll乒仰f the 25th Cmtlll) 

1:1c Tiοt，，口nd H111l且－，m111, which app巳ars as a cartridg巳 in

日巳V巳1吐gam巳吕ystems.

且

Pinb,tll 

丁hese g:1111cs simubt巳 a pin ball吕川ne. Although the日E

吕ames could be consider巳d Tai】le-Tup （均111巳s, ther巳 is

;1 traditiυn of video pinball game日 and a wide 巳nough
variety of th巳111 t川 warrant cawgorizing them in a genre

of th巳ir 。wn.

It is n川 n巳ιessary to cross-list with Table-Top 

Carnes as that is implied in Pinball. 

Examples includ巳 Anrt.lc l与nbrdl, /lstrnι！tile’尸i11ball,

h'lcctnmic Pi11b,tll, Fxtrc111c FJi11b11/I, 1币lf'jlCI电 G、111/lC，ι、(lfllctiC 

／》ill

/Ji11/,,1/!, Pi11l)(f／／巳、ha!lmgc，尸m/J(!// Ore，υllS, fJi11/;(l/l P�l71trt-

l1'111zc 

The objective of these games requires the successful 
navigation of :1 1 11日Z巳. What can be called a maze i日， of
course, a matter of d巳gr巳巳， though it is 11sually possible 
to discern wheth巳r 口 cnnfig1Jration of l刊ll11S 川 h�llways

was intended to deli！比rarely ca11se d1而cnlties in n:1vig:1-
tion (co口sider，“r example, th巳 dif于erence in e仆mplexity
hetwe巳n the mazes found in Berzcr/,, 尸的－！Vl1111, and 
Ooom). Mazes ,my叩pear in an overhead vi巳w (as in 
/Jae－ 几11111), a side view (a月 in Lode Rumwr）

，
。r first

per川n persp巳ctive ( as in ／）川Ill），υr hidden from view 

(;1s in certain g:1mes in ／），如ze Ciγ1zc). In some cases, 

thιplayer-ch8racter C8n c1lter th巳 maze, such as 仆p巳11-
ing川山JSj 11 g p::tSS,l g巳w江ys (8日 in !Vfo. 
digging ho！巳s or pa日sag巳w:1ys (:1旦 in 1 ,ode N.nnner （》r Dig 

D11义）. Som巳 111口zes，日ucb as those found in Lode lfom1er, 
focus I巳ss on 11a vigati门n and mor巳口11 how to gain access 
to eerta in portions of the sere巳n in order to 8cbi巳ve
cert口in r巳日ults or 门btain ol可ccts. 。ften the play巳＼

＂

－

character must navigate the maze under the pressur巳 of
pursuer飞， although this is n。t alw;1ys ti刊川妃 ， Maz川 江re
�!so often iml比dcled within other gam巳日， such as the 
Blue J ,;1！】y1 inth in Advmtw飞υr the und巳rgronnd maz巳

of the Selenitie Age in Myst. 
Examples includ巳 Oc.rcc111 (with Flying and Shoot

ing); D仪Ou又；D00111 (with Sho<Jting); i正C 1Vhmch/,i11 

(with （：仆llectin日门ml Fsc1pL:); Lodr Rmmcr (with Pl::it
form）；、月，f川e Cmz.c; ,VIοusctmp (with （：“1/ecting and Es
Cl ］）巳）； Ptll －儿lt111 (with Collectin吕：md EsG1pe); Tmml'I 
1?1m11a; T1m11c/l· of' ／）川Ill （叭＇ith Adv巳 lltlll叶，i\!fr. J斗IC
M川（，1’ith （：川IIιcring ,111d Escap巳）；＆可＇.l' vs. :..,j,y (with 
Cr >ilectin吕川d （：仆111h,1t); 'fo/;c th，’ ，H1111L')' ,111,l Run. 
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games that only involve the answering of questions
(se 巳 Quiz). Many Text Adv 巳ntures ,1lso contain Puzzles, 
and use text to describ 巳出巳ir sights and sounds. 

Examples include The 7th Guest, Atari Video Cube, 
Block Out (with Abstract), Dice P11z::Je, Hitchhikcr's Guide 
to the Galaxy (with T巳xt Adventure), Jigsa叫几1yst (with 
Adventur 巳）， Rubik's Cube (with Adaptation), Sokobrm, 
Su亨ended Animation (with Text Adventur 巳）， Tetri.1· 
(with Abstract). 

sics, Pinball Jam, P1川＇flll Quest, Pinball Wizard, Power 

Rm1go丁 Pinbflll, Pro Pinball, Real Pinla/1, Sonic Spinball, 

Spinba/1, S1，飞per Pinball: Behind the Mask, S叩er Sushi Pin 

ball, Thundc1加II!, 7丁川c Pinball, Video Pinball. 

Qwz 

In Quiz games, the main objective m 出巳 S山cessful
answering of qu 巳stions. Scoring is usually bas 巳d on ei 
由er how many questions ar 巳 answered correctly, or on 
ti，巳 amount of money players have aft 巳r betting on出巳ir
answers. Som巳 of these games are adaptations of board 
games or quiz shows from television. 

Games in which the player can place a b 巳t on their 
answers should be cross listed wi出 Gambling.

Examples include $2S,OOO 马ramid (with Adapta
tion); Fax; Jeopar，今 （with Adaptation); NFL Football 

Trivia Challenge ’94／
’9S; Name That Tune (with Adapta

tion); You Don ’t Know Jack (with Gambling); Sex刀·ivia;

’1平·ivial P ursnit ( w1出Adaptation); Trivia W!Jiz; 1》·i
Quiz; F今

＇

deo 1》·ivia; Wi比zz Quiz. 

Pia甘017/l
Jn Platform games, the primary obj 巳ctiv 巳 r 巳quir 巳S

movement tluough a series of levels, by way of running, 

dim bing, jumping, and other means of locomotion. 
Characters and settings are seen in side view as opposed 
to top view, thus cr 巳acing a graphical sense of “up” and 
“down” as is implied in "Platform.” These games often 
also involv 巳 avoiding dropped falling objects, conflict 
with (or navigation around) comput 巳r con troll 巳d char
acters, and oft 巳n som 巳 charact 巳r, object, or reward at 
the top of tl1 巳 climb that provid 巳S narrativ 巳 motivation.
This term should not be used for games that do not 
involv 巳 asc 巳nding heights or advancement出rough a 
series of levels (see Advenuire), nor for games iliat in
volve little more than trav 巳rsing a patl1 of obstacles 
(se 巳 Obstacle Course). 

For related games, see also Adv 巳nmr 巳 and Obstacl 巳

Course. 
Exam pl 巳s includ 巳 Crazy Climber, Donkey Kong, 

Donkey Kong Jr., Lode Runner (with Maz，吟、 Spidennan

(Atari 2600); Super Mario Bros. (with Collecting); War
inland、 Yoshi ’s Island. Racing 

In Raci吨 games, the objective involves winni吨 2 race, 
or covering more ground than an opponent (as in Slot 

R｛／（以r). Often由ese gam巳s involve driving skills and 
can also he cross list巳d with Driving. One player games 
can b 巳 consider 巳d Racing if ther巳乱r 巳 oth 巳r computer『

controlled cars or vehicles competing on the rac 巳 track;
how 巳V 巳r, if th 巳y are not cornpetitiv 巳 and act only as 
门hstaclc日

，
use Driving. 

lt is not n巳cess:uγto cross-list with Sports as this is 
implied in Raeing. Although most of thes 巳 games in
volve driving、 skills and can be cross-listed with Driving, 
some of them, such as I 000 Miles, do not. 

Examples inclmk 1000 Miles (with Card Gam 巳s);
D11:yto11r1, U.S.A. (with Driving); High Veloci吵（wi出 Driv
ing); h今 500 (with Drivi吨）； Mario Kaη 64 (with Driv
ing); Math Grrmd Prix (with Educational); Pole Position 
(with Driving); Red Planet (witl1 Driving); Slot Racers 
(with Dodging); Street Racer (with Dodging and Driv
ing); S111川· GT (with Driving). 

Pm且rmm11ing G11111ιr 
Tn Programming gam 巳旦， tl1 巳 player writes short pro
grams tlrnt control agents wi由m a gam巳 Thes巳 ag巳nts
th 巳n compete and react to situations bas 巳d on the play 
er's programming. This t巳rm should not be used for 
games in which a player must learn to op巳rate a 
ma chin 巳， such as Riva, (see Puzzle), nor for gam 巳s in
which th 巳 play 巳r controls tl1e player-charact 巳rs dir℃ctly. 
D巳pending on what th 巳 programmed agents 【lo, games 
may be able to be cross list，白：l with other genr巳s.

Examples include Al Fleet Commander; Al 吵Tar’s,
Cm讨歹rw; CRobuts； ο7Jl号召； RARS (Robot Auto Racing· 
Simulator); Robot Battle. 

Rlythm and Dance 
ln Rbythm and Dance games, gam 巳play r 巳quires
players to keep tim 巳 with a musical rhythm. Th 巳5 巳

g,1111 巳s may 巳mploy a variety of controllers beyond the 

ρ 1zzJe 

Puzzle games ar 巳 gam 巳s in which th 巳 primary conflict is 
)l(沈阳 much between the player-charact 巳r and other 
ιharacters, but rather in figuring out a solution, which 
｛》ften involves solving 巳nigmas, navigation, learning 
how to use different tools, and manipulating or r巳con“
g1.1ring obj 巳cts. Most often th 巳r巳 is a visual or sonic ele 
111巳nt to th 巳 puzzles as w 巳11，。r at l 巳ast some V 巳rbal
desιription of tht:m. Thi日 t 巳rm should not be used for 

匾』－
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Do not use出1s term for games such as Stellar Track, 

in which出 巳 player-character and opponents fire at 
each other, but in such a way出at quick reflexes ar巳

not necessary (see Strate盯）. There ar 巳出ree common 
types of Shooting games: in one, the play巳r-character
moves horizontally back and forth at 由巳 bottom of the 
screen shooting upward while opponents moving 
around above shoot downward (as in Space Invade，丁）； in 

出e second，出巳 character moves freely about the scr四川
encountering opponents from all sides (as in Berse1元。r
Robotron: 2084); and the出1rd features a first-person 
p巳rspective (as in Doom). This term should not be used 
for fighting games that do not involve shooting (see 
Fighting), nor for games in which oppon巳nts are也irly
巳venly matched (see Combat), nor for games in which 
none of the objects the player-character fires upon can 
harm the player-character (see Target). In a few cases, 
由巳player-character is primarily defending rather than 
attacking, as in Atlantis, Commando Raid，几!Jissile Com

川1叫and Missile D价nse 3-D. 

Examples includ巳 Asteroids, Bernerk, Centipede, 

Dao叽 Duckshot, G厅laga, Mill伊ede, Missile Command, 

Robotron: 2084， 斗阳C I肌zvader:

usual video game hardware, including controllers simu
lating drums (as in DrumMania), turntables (as in Beat

mania), guitars (as in Guitm’ Freaks), or 巳V巳n maracas (as 
in Samba de Amigo). 

Examples include Beatmani.斤， Bust-a Groove, Dance 

Dance Revolution, Guitar Frea扣， PaRappa the Rapper, 

Pop 切 ’ λ!Jusic, Samba de Amigo，句iace Channel 5, Um 

Jammer La仰呵，的b-Ribbon (with Obstacl巳 Course).
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See Management Simulation and Training Simulation. 

牛071S

Sports games are adaptations of existing sports or varia
tions of th巳111.

Th巳r巳 is no n巳巳d to cross-list with Adaptation as 
this is implied in Sports. See also Driving, Fighting, 
Obstacle Course, Racing, and Table-Top Games. 

Examples includ巳 Amcriwn Football, Atari Baseball, 

Bowli1.机 Baxi咆（w油Fighting); Fishi：咆 Der炒（wi出
Catching); Hot Shots Tennis, Golf, Human Cannonball 

(w1出Target); Ice Hockey, Madden Football 97, Miniature 

Go扩； NHL Hockey 97, Pong (with Table-Top Games); 
S/,eet Shoot (with Targ巳t); Track & Field, Summer 

Games, Video Oly1叩1叭 RealSpor.打 Soccer, Real，句。附 Ten

阳， Real，句。附 Volleyball, SimG。在 Sky Div叫 Ts，叩，pori

S111110 Wrestling, Ui斗arld Series Baseball ’98. 

Role Playing 

In Role-Playing games, players create or tak巳 on a char 
acter wi由a developed persona, that often has a descrip
tion often including specifics as species, race, gender, 
and occupation, and may also include various abilities, 
such as strength and dexterity, to limited d巳grees
usually represented numerically. The games can he 
sing！巳－play巳r, such as Ultima III: Exodus (1983), or 
multiple play巳r games such as those which are net
worked. This term should not be us巳d for games such 
as Adventtwc or Raide，丁 ofthe Lost Ark, in which identity 
is not emphasized or important. 

Many networked games, including MUDs (multi
user dimensions), MOOs (MUD, obj巳ct-oriented), and 
MUSHs (multi-user shared hallucination), fall into this 
catego巧，although the degree to which they can be 
consid巳red games may varγdep巳nding on th巳 players
and syst巳m op巳rators, and wh巳ther or not objectives 
ar巳 set for the players and competition occurs. 

Examples include Anvil of Dawn, Diablo, Dm且on

Lore 2，扣7llout, Mages/ayer, Phm1tasy Star, Sacred Pools, 

games from the Ultima series or Dungeons 沙 Dragons

series. Networked games include: Inte1丁tate ’76, Ivo1y 

Tower, JediMUD, Northem Li且加， OutlawMOO, Pern

MUSH, R1卢MUSH, Ri阳丁 of MUD, S1111卢owcr, U:川afc

H11vc11, Vikin且MUD, Zodiaι 

Strategy 

Strategy games emphasize th巳 use of strategy as 
oppos巳d to fast action or the use of quick r巳H巳xes,
which ar巳 nsualJy not nee巳ssary for success in th巳5巳

． 

games. 
Se巳 also m:111臼gem巳nt simulation games such as 

M. U.L.B. and Sj1aιnvilrd Ho!, as well as many Board 
Games, Card Games, and Combat games. 

Shooting 

Also known colloquially as shoot ’em up or shoot巳rs,
Shooting gam巳s involv巳 shooting at, and often de
stroying, a series of opponents or ohjects. As opposed 
to Combat games, which f巳ature one-on-one battl巳S

with oppon巳nts of roughly equal attributes and means, 
Sho。ting games usually feature multiple oppon巳nts
(th巳

“’

巳111
” is short for "th巳rn”） attacking at once (as in 

句“c lnv,ulcn or G11/ag11) or multiple obj巳cts that can b巳

destroy以｜（口S in Cmtipede), which ar巳 often potentially 
h:irmfu I to tht.: player-ch山ract巳r (as in Asteroids). In

many cases, the player charact巳r and opponents of the 
player-character hav巳 un巳qua] :1ttributes and means, 
and do not even r巳semble 仆ne :-moth巳r (e1s in Yrtr's Re
vmge), and the g:unes usually require quick reflexes. 



Examples include Ataxx (wi出Abstract); Check

ers (wi出Board Games), Chess (wi出Board Games); 

Monopoly (with Board Games); M. U.L.E. (wi出Man

agement Simulation); Othello (with Board Games); 

Spaceward Ho! (with Management Simulation); Stellar 

刀γick.

Table-Top Games 

Table-Top games involve adaptations of existing table 

top games requiring physical skill or action (such as 

pool). This term should not be used for games involv

ing little or no physical skill or action (see Board Games 

and Card Games), nor should it be used for games that 

cannot be played on a table-top of some sort (see 

Sports). For games that resemble pinball games, see 

Pinball. 

It is not necessarγto cross list with Adaptation, as 

出is is implied in Table-Top Games. 

Examples include Battle Ping Pong, Electronic Table 

Soccer!, Parlour Games, Pocket Billiards!, Pong (with 

Sports), Sure Shot Pool, 1》·ick Shot, Virtual Pool. 

Target 

In Target games，由e primary objective involves aiming 

and shooting at targets that are not moving or in 

motion. Occasionally the targets may be harming出巳

player-character’s property (as in Wabbit). This term 

should not be used for games in which 出e player 

character can be fired upon by opponents (see Combat, 

and Shooting), or games that do not involv巳 shoot

ing (see Catching and Collecting), nor for games in 

which the objects or characters actively elude the 

play巳r-character (s巳巳Capturing).

Examples include Air-Sea Battle, Cmnival, Human 

Cannonball.， 几1m元.'i'l/l{/111刀叩shooting, Shootin且‘ Galle1J',

Skeet Shoot (with Sports），”斗ibbit.

Text Adventure 

T巳xtAdventure games rely primarily on text for the 
player interface, and often for由e description of the 

gam矿s world and the action出at takes place ther巳 as

well. Some games may use images, but these ar巳 usually

noninteractive illustrations that ar巳 not central to the 
play of the game. Games range from allowing free 

movem巳nt throughout the game、 “world” （usually by 

commands such as “north，” “south，” “east，”“west，” 

“up，”and “down”） with a variety of options for int巳rac.:

tion, to mor巳Jin巳ar, branching narratives. Players often 

ar巳 able to carry objects that are kept track of by an 
inventory function, and are able to converse with 

c.:omput巳r-contrη11巳d player-characters through a v巳1γ
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limited vocabulary. Although some games may incorpo

rate text-based informational screens (as in Stellar 
Track), rely on text for description (such as the books 
in the library in几1yst), or even use t巳xt as a graphic ele
ment (such as Rogue） ，出is term should only be used for 
games in which the players experience the world of the 
game primarily through text that d巳scribes the world of 

由e game and the events occurring in it. 
It is not necessary to cross-list these with Adve且－

ture because 出at is implied in Text Adventure. 
Multiple-player Text Adventures that ar巳 networked

are considered to be Role-Playing games (see Role 
Pla抖ng). Almost all Text Adventur巳s can also be cro臼

list巳d wi由 Puzzle.

Examples include The Hitchhiker's Guide to the 
Galaxy, Plane扩all, Leather Goddesses of Phobos, S1呻e，功d
Animation, Zork. 
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Tiηining Simulation 

These are games or programs that attempt to simulate a 

realistic situation，岛r出巳 purpose of training, and usu

al与由e development of some physical skill such as 

m巳ring (as in drivi吨and flight simulators). This term 

should not be used for simulations出at focus on man

agement (se巳λ1anagem巳nt Simulation) or th巳 employ

m巳nt of strategy (see Strategy). Th巳se games can range 

from realistic simulatio口s used by institutions, such as 

those used to train astronauts, tank driver、or airline 

pilots, to simplified game-like approximations of them 

used mainly for entertainment, such as Police 刀’ainer or 

A 10 Attack. 

It is not nec巳ssary to cross list with Utility or Sim

ulation, as that is implied in Training Simulation. 

Examples include A-JO Attack; Comanche 3 (with 

Flying); FIA 18 Hornet 3.0 (with Flying); Flight Un
limited (with Flying); Police Trainer; military and airline 
flight simulators; and driving simulations used in driver 
以lucation.

Utility 

Utility cartridges or programs have. a purpose or func
tion beyond that of entertainment, although出巳y may 
be structur巳d in a manner similar to gam臼（such as 
M11rio Teaches 乃,ping) or contain elements of entertain
ment. Although they are o丘en not gar丑巳s themselv巳s,

S（】me of these progra1丑s h白ve由e sam巳 appearanc巳 as

gam巳 cartt叫g巳s and are sometir丑巳s collected and trad巳d

a目 gam巳 cartr g巳s, and th巳y ar巳 usually included in list
ings of cartridges. 

See also D巳mo, Diagnostic, Educational, and 
Simulation. 
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Examples include Basic Prag,ηrnming, Beginning

A拉ebra, Beginning Math, Computer Programmer, Diag

nostic Catτridge (Identification number FDS100144) for 
出E Atari 5200 system (with Diagnostic), Home Finance, 

I,矿ogenius French Lan』�uage Tran血tor, Mario Teaches 

乃,ping, Music Box Demo (w1由Demo), Number Games,

Speed Reading, Spe均ng Games, Touch 乃,pi1号，肌rd

Games. 
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Note 
I. For anthologies devoted to 出e discussion of

ge口r巳 as it relates to film, see Grant, 1995 and
Browne, 1998.
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THE ROLE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN COMPUTER GAME GENRES 

John E. Laird a时Michael van Lent 

Al出ough games have existed for thousands of years，由巳

computer has greatly 巳xpanded出e types of games we 
can play. Th巳 computer allows us to create and interact 

with completely new virtual worlds that previously 
e沮sted only in our imagination. Th巳 computer is 
unique in its ability to create an almost infinite vari巳ty
of challenges at many diff1巳rent time scales, from epic 
qu巳sts 出at take weeks to achieve, to moment to mo
m巳nt action where we know that if we play just a few 
more minutes, we will achieve new powers or unlock 
hidden secrets. The challenges usually aris巳 directly
from our interaction wi出 the virtual environment, vary
ing from出E dramatic, such as s位uggling to leap over a 
bottomless chasm, to出E mundane, such as attempting 
to create an unbroken line of bricks out of an unending 
supply of descending blocks. However, it is not just出e
challenge of a human vs. the world出at en出ralls us; it 
is also the challenge of competing and coop巳rating with 
another intell巳ct. From the very first computer game, 
Space War!, where the player controlled a space ship 
and attempted to d巳stroy another player’s ship, th巳

challenge has o丘en been human versus human.认That
is unique to computer games is that we now hav巳出巳

technolo盯to create games wh巳r巳 出E challenge of 
playing against another intellect is not restrict巳d to 
playing another human. Computers can not only creat巳

challenging environments; they can also create chal
lenging artificially intelligent (AI) characters (Wood
cock, 2000). AI characters allow us to create games 
where出E challenges stem not just from competition, 
but also from the social interactions with charact巳rs in 
populated virtual worlds. Despite the obvious connec
tion between AI and computer games ，由e AI research 
community has only occasionally explored games as an 
application area (Agre & Chapman, 1987 ； λ1.cCarthy, 
1998). 

In this chapter, we explore也巳impact of AI on 

computer games.认Te start with an examination of the 
differ巳nt game genres: action, role playing, adventure, 
strate盯，simulation, sports, and racing. Ther巳 are no 

hard and fast lines由at delineate 出巳se ge口res, and 
many games straddle multiple genres. For 巳xampl巳，

there are strategy games (Dun且eon Keeper) that allow 
出e human to “jump into the body" of one of their
units and play as if it is an action gam巳. Also，也ere are 
action games wh巳re you must manag巳 resources and 
multiple units (such as Battlezone). However，出e genres 
provid巳 a useful organization and different genres pres
ent the player with different environments, different 
challenges, and different roles for AI to enhanc巳 the
game experience. Although each genre has its distinc
tive characteristics ， 由巳re are some commonalities t。

由e roles that AI plays in these genres. Figure 13.l 
shows the connection between th巳 g巳nr巳s and roles. 

The second half of this chapter examines each of 
由巳 AI roles in more d巳tail, providing historical back
ground on th巳 AI t巳chniqu巳s used for each rol巳. For 
each role, we also 巳xamin巳 the tension that 巳xists be
tween overall gam巳 play and th巳 competence of the AI. 
In many cases, multiple lev巳ls of AI are needed to chal
lenge d巳 rang巳 of human players who vary from novice 
to expert. In order to provid巳 a ch all巳nging opponent 
for human experts, the AI may finesse some of出e rules 

由at the human must play by. For each role, we also 
a忧巳mpt to predict how AI in games will evolve in the 
future as both the power of th巳 underlying hardware 
increases and we improve our understanding of artifi
cial intellig巳nce.

Game Genres 
Action Games 

Sh01吵析c叫a1.功咆 on an alien mφce you lea仰 that bun 
dr础ofyour men have been reduced to卢1st d户v. No切 you

1117/St 卢ght your way through heavily Jo叫卢ed militaη 
imtal，加ions, lo切er the d抄T d吃fenses and shut down the ene-

71叭 war machine.-Quake II 

Action games are one of the most popular gam巳 genres,
and involve the human player controlling a charact巳r in
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I Figure 13.1 I 
Game genres and associated Al r口｜巴

character (such as strength, magic, quickness，巳tc.), all 

in an extended virtual world. Example games include 

Baldur's Gate, Diablo, and th巳 Ultima series. R巳cently,

massively multiplayer role playing games have been 

introduced where tl10usands of people play and interact 

in the sam巳 gam巳 world: Ultima Online, Everquest, and 

Asheron 's Call. In all types of role-playing games, some 

of AI charact巳rs play the same role of enemy as in 

action games; however, role-playing games include 

additional characters, such as traveling companions, 

shopkeepers, and villagers who increase the social 

aspects of the game. These additional, supporting char

acters expand出巳requirements of AI beyond just tacti

cal enemies. B巳caus巳 of their open-ended nature, 

massively multiplayer games provide an additional op

portunity to use AI as a generator of quests for human 

players to pursu巳·

Adventure Games 

日 virtual environment, usually running around franti 

cally using deadly force to save the world仕om the 

forces of 巳vii. These games vary in 由巳 perspective that 

the human has of their character, be it first-person, 

where th巳 human se巳s what the character would se巳， or

出trd-person, wh巳re the player looks over the shoulder 

of the character. Popular examples include Doom, Quake 

(Keighl巳y, 1999), Desce叽 HalfL泸（Birdwell, 1999), 

Tomb Raider, Unreal Tourna11』ent, and Halo. In pure 

action gam巳s, AI controls the enemies, which are in

variably alien monsters or mythical creatures. Realism 

in graphics has been the point of competition for thes巳

games; however, the graphics race seems to have run i臼

course, with be忧er AI becoming the point of compari

son. Recent gam巳s have extended the genre so that the 

human player may be part of a tear凹，including either 

human or AI partn巳rs. In all cas巳s, it is出e moment

to-moment reaction of the AI to 出e human 出at is 

most important, so the AI must be tactically savvy with 

little emphasis on strate白λ

Aye，
’tis a rollicking piratey adventure that ’s sure to cha! 

lenge the mind and shiver a few timbers! Th巳巳.urs巳of

A在onkey Island 

Role-Play in旦 Games

..I 

Adventure games, and the relat巳d genre of int巳ractiv巳

fiction, move even furth巳r away from action games, as 

they de-emphasize armed combat and emphasize story, 
plot, and puzzle solving. In these games, play巳rs must 

solve puzzles and interact with oth巳r characters as 由巳y

progress tlmmgh an unfolding adventure出at is deter

mined in part by th巳ir actions. Early adventure games, 

such as Adventure and Za仗， were totally text based, but 

I仰川1丁U yo1川E扩 iu a . . . world where nations h「m

in the balance of your actions, dark prophecies test your － 

re.』
、olve，仰d hc1"oic dr

，

庐emns can be卢t伊fled at last.一Baldur’5
Gate 

In rol巳－playing gam巳日， a human can play different t川】es

of characters, such as a warrior, a magician, or a出1ef.

Th巳 play巳r pursues qu巳sts, collects and sells items, 

fights 111011st巳rs, and enhanc巳S the capabilities of their 
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her actions on individuals, society, and the world. Sim
Ci吵is the classic example of a simulation, or god 
game, where出e human ac臼as mayor and the AI con -
trols individual units or citizens of the simulat巳d city. 
The Sims and the game Black and White are pr址】ably
d巳 most intriguing examples. In 出巳se games, the 
player creates individual characters (units）由at have 
significant autonomy, wi由 their own drives, goals, and 
strategies for satis守i吨those goals, but where god 
(the human player) can come in and stir things up 
both by managing 出e individual characters and their 
environ日1巳nt.

Sports Games 

Welcome 切 Madden NFL 97, _the game that captures 

the excitement of a 30 yard touchdown p叫 the strategy 

of a well executed scoring drive, and the atmosphere of a 

。坤d仰nn 拼ernoon in the stadium.-Madden NFL 
97 

more recent games sport 3D graphics (sometimes using 

the graphiαengines developed for action games). Ex

ample games include the Infocom series, King ’s Quest, 

and many games from Lucas Arts, such as Full Throttle, 

且!Jonkey Island, and Grim Fandango. AI can be used to 
create realistic goal-driven supporting characters 出at
由E player must interact wi出 to fur由er出eir progress 
in the game. One of the holy grails of interactive fiction 

is to have a computer director who can dynamically 

adjust the story and plot based on the actions of the hu
man. The majority of these games have fixed scripts 
and use ma町tricks to force出e human player through 
essentially linear stories. However, a few games, such as 
Blade Runner, have incorporated some autonomy and 
d归amic scripting into their characters and story line 
(Castle, 1998).

Strategy Games 

Players must succes毛向lly construct and rule their medieval 

empire while en且aging in real-time tactical wm步re over 

加id, sea, and air. W arcraft Sports games cover almost every sport imaginable，企om
traditional team sports such as football or baseball, to 
individual sports, such as Olympic events. Many of the 
individual sports fall under racing games, such as car 
racing, boat racing, or snowboarding, which are cov
ered in a s巳parate genre below. Team sports games 
have the human play a combination of coach and player 
in popular spor民 such as U.S. Football (Whatley, 
1999), Basketball, Soccer, Baseball, and Hockey. Sports 
games use AI in two roles that are similar to the roles in 
strate白r games. The first role is unit level control of the 
individual players wher巳 the human controls one key 
player, such as出巳 quart巳rback, and出e computer con
trols all the other members of the t巳am. As巳cond role 
is as tl1e strategic opponent, in出is case the opposing 
coach. One unique aspect of team sport games is出at
they also have a role for a commentator, who gives the 
play by play and color commentarγof the game (Frank, 
1999). 

In strategy games， 由巳 human controls many units 
(usually military units, such as tanks, or出e ever present 
alien war machines) to do battle from a god’s eye 
view against one or more opponents. Strat巳白r games 
include reenactments of different types of battles: 
historical (Close Cwzbat, Age of Empires), alternative 
realities (Cwmzand and Conquer), fictional future (Star

w杭州m灿ical (Ware,桥，./1,例）. The human is 
faced with problems of resource allocation, scheduling 
production, and organizing defenses and attacks. These 
games use AI in two roles: to control the detailed be
havior of individual units, and as a strategic oppon巳nt
由at plays against the human. The AI requirements of 

出e individual units differs from the enemies of action 
and role playing games. Units must o丘en navigate 
through complex outdoor environments on their own 
as well as follow orders generated by the human or 
strate部r level AI. 

Racing Games 

Gran Turismo 3 delivers the most realistic racing experience. 
Customizable vehicles handle different due to differences in 

ho1丁epo切er, ride height, tire 抄1pe or vehicle mass, just to 
name R乒w variables.-Gran Turismo 3 

Simulation Games 

You're in charge of c,eating an entire city from the ground 

1ψ－and the sky's the limit.一SimCity 3000 

There are computer racing games for almost any 
vehicle or platform that a human can climb on: cars, 
trucks, motorcycles, boats, planes, skates, skateboards, 

Simulation games give出e player godlike control over a 
simt巾ted world. The human can mod均the environ
ment and, to some extent, i臼 inhabitants. The enter
tainm巳nt comes from observing the effects of his or 

"---
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8nd snowbo8rds. Som巳 of the first comput巳r games 
involved racing cars, avoiding obstacl巳s, and trying to 

beat a comput巳r or human oppon巳nt. In racing games, 
th巳 comput巳r provides a simulation of a sport from a 

first- or third-p巳rson perspective. The human player 

controls a participant in the gam巳 who comp巳tes
against other human or comput巳r play巳rs. The Als for 

a racing gam巳 are in a class by thems巳Ives b巳caus巳 th巳

go口l in a racing g口m巳 is so simpl巳 stay on cours巳 and

be th巳 faste日t to the finish line. 
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AI Roles 

These genres use AI in a variety of ways. 。ne might 
be tempted to think that an AI should always b巳 con
struct巳d to mod巳l a lrnman player as accurately as pos

sible. Som巳times that is appropriate, but as we review 

巳ach of the rol巳s an AI charact巳r can play, w巳 will see 

that often human-like behavior must be sacrificed be
cause human-like b巳havior is still beyond th巳 state of 

th巳乱rt or because th巳 gam巳 is more fun without it. In

computer gam口，th巳 real goal of the AI character is to 

巳nhanc巳 gam巳play, and most of the tim巳 that 巳ntails be
ing an oppon巳nt that fights up until th巳n end and then 

los巳s.

Tflctical Enemies and Partners 

In action gam凹， th巳 main thrill is destroying the 
bad guys and, except for multiplayer games, th巳 com

puter controls bad guys. In 巳arly action gam巳s, the 

com put巳r-controlled en巳mies did little mor巳 than shoot 

wildly and run directly at the player. Th巳 巳n巳mies were 

challenging, not h巳cans巳 of出c comp！巳x tactics they 
us巳d, but because of their sup巳rior numb巳rs. Initially, 

some tactica I 巳11巳mi巳s ov巳rcome their limit巳d intdli

gence by “cheating，”such as having the ability to see 

through walls or out of the back of tl1巳ir heads. 
Navigation was not an issue in early games because 

the en巳mies w巳re placed in location日 that th巳 human
player had to traverse and the Als could just run at th巳

human.认吁1en navigation is r以1nired, it is done via 
nodes that are placed in the world that th巳 Als can s巳已，

\mt are invisible to th巳 human player. The AI moves 
from node to node, whose placement guarant巳cs that 
tl1已 Al will not h且V巳 to avoid ohstacl巳s dynamically. 
Usually a lev巳 l design巳r places the nodes by hand, al 
though recently some gam巳s have software that auto 
matically generate唱 nodes. Nod巳s ;ire used for more 
than pure n四vigati仆n, with som巳 node日 b巳ing mark巳d

as plae巳s for snipin日or ambushing. In 日ddition to fol
lowin吕、 node日， th巳 Als also are also able to int巳ract with 

the items in their world，日uch a日 l】icking up we;1pons, 
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ammo, or health power-ups. In some gam凹， tl1e AI 
will have compl巳X response『 to player actions, such as 
picking up a grenad巳 that has b巳巳n tl1rown their way 
and tl1rowing it back at tl1巳 human play巳r (Return to 

Castle Wo伊nstein). Som巳 tactical en巳mies will us巳 cover

during r巳loading to avoid b巳ing、 easy targets. 
Ther巳 is a continual tension between making the 

巳nemi巳s mar巳 r巳alistic and maintaining th巳 gam巳 play
experi巳nce. For most of th巳se game且，tl1巳 human player 

fights against tens or hundr叫s of opponents, and if tl1巳

AI opponent had anytl1ing close to the human’s capa】

bilities, th巳 game would he impossibl巳. Th巳 AI must be 
challeng飞ing and th巳n, becaus巳 of some failure or mis

tal，忧，di巳 grac巳fully before the onslaught of tl1e human 

player. For example, in the gam巳 Deus Ex, the enemy 

Al charact巳rs hav巳 realistic models of a human’s limit巳d

6巳ld of view, and must detect th巳 play巳r by “h巳aring”

th巳 sound of footst巳ps, door op巳nings, and so on. 
Tlrn日， thes巳 charact巳rs react to their environm巳nt

much the way a human would. But if the AI charact巳rs

us巳 this information to th巳 fullest to hunt down th巳 hu

man, the play巳r would k “toast.”To k巳p tl1e realism 

high but still ,illow th巳 player to win, the AI characters 

always give tl1巳ir position away by talking or making 

nois巳 when th巳y hear or s巳巳 a gfonpse of th巳 pl8yer,

saying such witty comm巳nts as “认也at was that？” or 

“叭也o goes ther巳？ ” This alerts the player to the pres

cnce of the en巳mi凹， giving the play巳r a chance to get 

that all-important first shot in. Moreover, th巳 巳n巳my

characters alway.』 miss on the first couple shots, which 

furtl1巳r helps the human play巳r beat the AI enemy. 

In most action gam巳s, ther巳 is a multiplayer 

mode wher巳 it is 巳verγplayer huma日 or computer 

fighting for itself. In th巳5巳 cases, th巳 comput巳r 巳nemi巳S
should be as challenging as a human witl1out obvious 

faults or disadvantages. It is easy to make th巳 computer

巳nemi巳s challenging by giving 出em superhuman 

reaction times and aiming skills. Playing against tl1ese 

types of en巳mies forces the human player to adopt tac 

tics that don ’t n巳C巳ssarily transfi巳r to playing against 

other humans. Our own r巳5巳arch (Laird & van Lent, 

1999; Laird, 2000b) has concentrated on building 巳ne

mies for Qua/cc II that have th巳 sa1n巳 str巳ngilis and 

weaknesses as human players. To beat th巳111, you have 

to out-think th巳m as much as you hav巳 to out shoot 
th巳m. Our Soar Quakeliot is ess巳ntially a real time口－

pert syst巳m that has multiple goals and extensiv巳 tactics
and knowl巳dg巳 of the game. It is built within the Soar 

ar ℃hitecture and has mor巳 than eight hunch-巳ιl rules. 
叭吁1il巳巳xploring a level, it creates an internal model of 

its world and it uses that model in its tactics, to collect 

量
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出巳 extreme, this brings spe巳ch r巳cognition, natural lan
guag巳 processing, and 巳ven gesture recognition into th巳

mix of future res巳arch issues that will need to be incor
porated into computer game『. The partner AI must co
ordinate its behavior, understand teamwork, model the 
goals of the human, and adapt to his or her sty］巳. Creat 
ing such partners can build on previous research in 

由es巳 areas, but must embed it within th巳 context of all 
of the other cognitive activities involved in playing the 
game. 

Support Characters 

In adventure and role-playing games, support charac 

ters fill out the game world with interesting p巳ople for 

the play巳r to int巳ract with. Support charact巳rs are th巳

mercha 

you l巳arn key du巳s from, th巳♂rnrd you must convince 

to unlock the gat巳， and由e damsel in distress. Although 

they ar巳 some of the least sophisticated AI characters in 

today’s computer games ，出巳y have th巳 most promise to 

improv巳 games and are the most interesting in terms of 

developing human level AI. Today’s support characters 

are very limited in their interactions with the player and 

verγscr中ted in their behavior. Conversations with the 

player take出e form of canned speeches by the support 

characters, usually text with corresponding voice-overs, 

interspersed with decision points at which th巳 player

can affect th巳 dir巳ction of the conv巳rsation. Decision 

points present the player with a short list of phrases 

from which to choose their next utt巳rance. The behav

ior of support characters is gen巳rally limit巳d to a loop

ing animation with a few scripted action sequences that 

are trigger巳d by the player’s actions. So the support 

characters stand in on巳 place, continually chopping 

wood or drinking from th巳ir mug of ale, until the 

play巳r initiates an int巳raction. During出e scripted in

t巳I飞1ction, the support charact巳r may gesture to empha 
size a point or 巳ven walk a short distance to hand the 
player an obj巳ct. One巳 the interaction is over, the char『

acter returns to his or her looping b巳havior.
In a few gam巳s, such as in Blade Runnei· (Castle, 

1998), the support characters hav巳 some limited auton
omy and some simple goals, but they ar巳巳xtrem巳ly nar『

row goals supported by limited sets of b巳haviors.
Unfortunately, most gam巳 developers aren’t as inter
ested in improving support charact巳rs as 出巳y are in 
improving AI for the other roles. The popularity of 
adventure games seems to be temporarily ebbing and, 

with the advent of massiv巳ly nrnltiplayer role playing 

games, human players are剑ling 由巳 role of support 

chara＜：“rs in role playing games. However, recent 

nearby weapons, ammo, and heal白，to track down an 

enemy, and to set ambushes. It also tries to anticipate 

the actions of human play巳rs by putting itself in their 

shoes (creating an internal model of their situation gar

nered from its perception of由e player) and proj巳cting

what it would do if it w巳re the human player. This 

changes the game from one of always trying just to 

get off the first shot, to a more strategic game of pre

dicting the opponent’s behavior, and at the same time, 

:ivoiding being too predictable yourself. 

Building human-level enemi巳s for th巳se games 

requires solving many g巳n巳ral AI problems and inte

grating出e solutions into coherent systems. The ene

mies must he autonomous. They must interact with a 

complex dynamic 巳nvironm巳nt, which requires r巳active

behavior, integrated planning, and common sens巳 rea

soning. As they advanc巳， they will also need models of 

high-level vision 出自t have the sam巳 strengths and 

weakn巳sses as humans. For 巳xample, if the human were 

in a dark room, the AI would be cheating if it could 

巳asily sense, identi命，and locate the human. However, 

if the human is backlit by a bright hall, the AI enemy 

should 巳asily sens巳 and locat巳 tl1e human, but possibly 

not iden 

that th巳 s臼me tactics 臼n【i h巳havi01s that work well witl ] 

huiτians work W巳11 with AI enemies. 

There are many otl1er aspects of AI that are im

portant to building intellig巳nt enemies. Because of the 

extended geography of the environme时，they must 

navigat巳， use path planning, spatial reasoning, and tem

poral r巳asoning. A� the games b巳com巳 more complex, 

the AI will need to plan, counter-plan, and adapt to 

the strat巳gies and tactics of its 巳nemies, using plan rec

ognition, oppon巳nt modeling techniques, and learning. 

Their responses need to be within the range of humans 

in terms of reaction times and r巳alistic mov巳ment. One 
can even imagine adding basic models of 巳motions,

where the en巳mies get “mad” 。r “frustrated” and

change their behavior as a result. 

Al出ough tl1e 巳mphasis in many games is fighting 

against the computer, som巳 games provide the player 

with teammates that help th巳rn fight against th巳 over

whelming odds. Creating AI controlled partn巳rs

involves many of出e sam巳 research issues as tactical 
en巳mies. However, whereas 巳nemy Als emphasiz巳 au

tonomy, AI partn巳rs emphasiz巳 巳ffortless coop巳ration

and coordination b巳tween the human player and the 
AI partner. Current games r巳strict th巳 human to using 

specific commands to interact with partners, such as de 

fend, attack, and follow me commands much mor巳

limited出an used in h山nan-to-human interactions. In 

－－．』
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fri巳ndly units or buildings, and perform a number of 

special actions. For exampl巳， monks can convert en巳my

for℃es so th巳y chang巳 sid巳s. Strategy games almost al

ways includ巳 nonmilitarγunits that are used to gath巳r

resour℃巳s, build n巳w buildings, and repair damag巳d

buildings. Th巳 resource allocation and unit control 

tasks cannot be controlled independ巳ntly. Th巳 type of 

resourc巳s gath巳red and how 出町
’re sp巳nt must be 

guid巳d by the needs of th巳 strat巳gic oppon巳nt's unit 

control strategy. Similarly, tl1巳 unit control strategy 

must take into account 出巳汩汩ilable resourc巳s to avoid 

sel巳cting a strat巳gy tl1at requires unavailable resources. 

Team sports games also us巳 strategic opponents. 

Acting as th巳 coach of the opposing team, th巳 strat巳gic

oppon巳nts is again fac巳d with tl1巳 tasks of allocating 

r巳sourc巳s and issuing unit control commands. In a 

U.S. football game, for example, resources take the 

form of players on the b巳nch who must be allocated 

according to th巳ir strengths and weaknesses to support 

the coach’s strategy. This strate自r is imp！巳mented by 

the commands the coach issu巳s to th巳 play巳rs (units), 

g巳n巳1世ly in the form of s巳l巳cting among a variety 

of passing and running plays. Strat巳gic opponents for 

team sports games face an additional difficulty in that 

th巳ir styl巳 of play must match a r巳al world t巳am

about which th巳 human play巳rs ar巳 likely to b巳 V巳ry

knowledg巳able.

ln th巳 past, most game d巳V巳lopers r巳sort巳d to 

static, pr巳d巳币ned strat巳gies and “cheating” to minimize 

the demands on出c strategic oppon巳nt. Th巳 artificial

int巳llig巳nee for th巳 strategic opponents g巳11巳rally took 

th巳 form of a single hard-cod巳d strat巳白F created by th巳

game designer. For real-tim巳 strate白r games this would 

b巳a sing！巳attack plan, usually a mass frontal assault, 

巳X巳cut巳d periodically (for 巳xampl巳， every t巳n minutes) 

with no regard岛r th巳 human play巳r’s b巳havior. As 

with tactical opponents, these strategic opponents w巳re

d巳signαi to allow the human to 飞vin aft巳r a close and 

巳nt巳rtaining battle. Often this design goal was 巳xplicitly

programm巳d into th巳 strat巳gic opponent ’s behavior. If 

the p巳riodic attacks threat巳n巳d to wip巳 out th巳 human

play巳r, the strat巳gic oppon巳nt would reduc巳 tl1巳 attack

ing for℃巳 accordingly. Based on the b巳Ii巳f that human 

players would lose inter巳st after forty minutes of game 

play, at l巳ast on巳 gam巳 company programm巳d th巳 stra

tegic opponent to destroy mo日t of its own for℃巳s after 

thirty five minutes 。f play. Th<.'.se behaviors gave th巳

human play巳rs th巳 perc巳ption that they had bar巳ly

survived the strat<.'.gic opponent’s d巳sp巳rate, last ditch 

att但：k, and as a result C忖nqm:r巳d th巳 undef，巳nd巳d base. 

advances in res巳arch on human-computer interaction, 

social intelligenc巳， and natural language int巳rfaces may 

provide int巳resting new approaches to 出巳 AI for sup 

port characters. This is a promising area for AI resear℃h 

b巳cause, if clone well, th巳y will allow tile characters 

in the gam巳 to interact socially with th巳 play巳r. One 

reason today’s games are so viol巳nt i日出巳 lack of so

phisticatecl support charact巳rs. Shooting at the player 

requires less complex AI than t〔ilking to the player. So

cially intellig巳nt support characters will help populate 

the games with int巳re叹ing opportunities for interaetion 

that guid巳 the player along various plot lin巳s. Each 

eharactcr will hav巳 a s巳t of goals and beliefs about th巳

world tlrnt the player must cliscov巳r and utilize to obt乱in

th巳 assistance of that charact巳r. Perhaps after 乱 long and 

harrowing quest the play巳r will discover tl1at tl1巳 prin

cess doesn’t want to be rescu巳d and th巳 final challenge 

is resolving her conflicts with h巳r fath巳r, ili巳 king.

B巳cause th巳5巳 eharacters will exist in a virtml 

world and play th巳 role of humans in that world, they 

prov id巳 a us巳fol 币rst st巳p in r巳search toward human 

l巳vel AI (Brooks et al., 1999; Laird & van Lent, 2001). 

Support characters must interact with and acbpt to th巳

巳nvironment, to human play巳rs，‘and to other support 

char8ct巳rs. They must provide human like re日ponse日，

including realistic mov巳ment （日ayes Roth & Doyle, 
1998), personality, emotions, natural lan吕'liage under 

日tanding, and natural languag巳 g巳n巳ration. In order to 

do all this, and because th巳se support eharacters most 

direetly play the role of embodied virh1al humans, they 

r巳quire a wid巳 rang巳 of integrated AI capabilities. 
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Strategic Oppollen打

’l'ht二tasks a stra t巳gic oppon巳nt performs can be divided 

into two categories: allocating resources and issuing 

unit eontrol commands. In the popular real-tirn巳 strat

egy g8me A且e of Kings, for ex司mple, resources inclucl巳

food, gold, wood，乱nd stone, which play巳rs gather from 
speciiie points on the map. 。nce gathered, play巳rs use 
these r＜.＇.川ur℃＜.＇.S to build a wide variety of units, such as 
militia, arch巳1 日， knight日

，
and work巳rs, as well as ships, 

and lmilclings→for <.'.xample barrack日， farms, walls, 
门10n�1steri口 ， and un iversiti巳s. 'l 'ailoring the allocation 
of rcsour℃es simultaneously to support culhlfal d巳V巳I
opm巳nt, defens<.'. and offen日巳 is half of th巳 strategic 
仆ppon巳nt's j。h. Th巳 other half of the jol》 is to dev巳lop
仆ff，巳nsive 正and defensive strategies :rnd command th巳

units th江t h,1ve h巳巳n pr仆duccd to implem巳nt those 
strategies. ll 11its ean he ordered to move in a va1 iety of 

f仆n日且tions， 江ttacl正 en 巳门1y unit刊 且nd buildings, defend 
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Units 

In both Strate盯games and team sports gam巳s, the stra
tegic opponent implements a strat巳gy by issuing corn
rnands to a large number of units that make up th巳ir
for ℃巳. For example, in strat巳gy games, the strategic op
ponent issu巳s orders to worker units and militarγunits. 
Commands to worker units sp巳cify what typ巳 of build 
ing to build or what typ巳 of resources to ga出er and 
from which site. Militarγunits might be commanded 
to attack an en巳my unit, defend against attack, or patrol 
along a specifi巳d path. In both cases, some int巳llig巳nc巳

is required on 出巳 part of th巳 unit to carry out th巳 stra『

t巳gic opponent’s orders. The units must be able to plan 
a pa出， follow it to a s巳lected location, and react to 
changes in th巳ir local 巳nvironment such as the app巳ar
ance of enemy units or depletion of resourc巳s.

In a t巳am sports game, th巳 strat巳gic oppon巳nt
might sel巳ct a play or strate盯 for the entire team. 
That strategy defin巳s a role and/or approximat巳 path
for 巳ach player involved in th巳 play. As with strat巳gy
games, the individual units (play巳rs) must plan and fol
low paths and react to 出巳 opposing units. B巳caus巳

ther巳 is more variation between play巳rs than betw巳巳n
military units (at l巳ast in a stra t巳盯 game context), team 
sports games t巳nd to place more of the decision-making 
r巳sponsibility on th巳 units. R巳turning to the Football 

game 巳xample, th巳 coach sp巳cifies a general play that 
may hav巳 a number of options when 巳xecuted. The 
unit play巳rs, esp巳cially th巳 quarterback, must decid巳

which of these options to select, which receiver to 
throw to or which running· lan巳 to take, on th巳 fly 8S 
the play unfolds. As with strat巳gic opponents, units in 
sports games must conform to the user’s knowledg巳 of
the styl巳 of th巳 player that that unit rcpresen臼．

Initially the primary focus of artificial int巳lligence
development 扣r units was path planning. T巳ns or 
hundreds of units are oft巳n active at 出巳 same time, 
and calculating 乱 path扣r each unit to its goal around 
cnvironm巳ntal obstacles is a computationally exp巳nsiv巳

procedure. Borrowing from the AI r巳search commu
nity, gam巳 programm巳rs discovered that th巳 A* s巳arch
algorithm is a pow巳rful and e伍ci巳nt way to calculat巳

these paths. To this day variations on the A* algorithm 
arc still the primary path planning technology used in 
the game industry. A* is 巳ffective in avoiding static 
obstacles, but dynamic obstacles, such as oth巳r moving 
units, still pr巳5巳nt a probl巳m. R巳calculating each unit’s 
path at 巳V巳ry step to avoid all th巳 other units is simply 
too expensive. As a result, early strategy games had仕巳

qu巳nt tra伍C j乱ms at bottlen巳cks when groups of units 
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In sports games, tl1巳 strategic opponent often utilized a 
fixed sequenc巳 of plays or would randomly sel巳ct plays 
from the play library. Becaus巳most strat巳gic oppon巳nts

reli巳d on a fixed strat巳gy, they w巳re predictable and 
easily beaten onc巳 th巳ir weaknesses were found. 

To implem巳nt th巳S巳 pr巳d巳币ned strategies th巳 stra

tegic opponents usual忖ch巳at巳d in a numb巳r of ways. 
One form of cheating allowed 出E cr巳ation of 巳xtra
units or resources from nothing to support出e p巳riodic
attacks. Anoth巳r form of cheating gave th巳 strategic

oppon巳nt complete knowledge of the map and th巳loca

tions of tl1e play巳r's forces. This fre巳d the strategic op

ponent from 巳xploring th巳map and scouting 出巳巳nemy
to obtain tl1is information. In most cases, players 
eventually det巳ct吐出at 出巳 strategic oppon巳nts w巳re
cheating, which d巳stroyed tl1巳 illusion that 出ey were 
matching wits with a militarγgenius or famous coach. 

Mor巳 rec巳nt strategic oppon巳nts hav巳 b巳com巳

more sophisticat巳d. In many cas巳s, cheating has b巳en
r巳duc巳d or eliminat巳d. As the players demand more 
vari巳d oppon巳nts, game d巳velopers have given strategic 
oppon巳nts a library of strategic plans from which to 
choos巳. In strate臼r gam巳s, this library may consist of a 
small numb巳r of hard-coded attack strat巳gies. By sel巳ct
ing a strate白r that corresponds to the human player's 
plan，由巳 strat巳gic opponent can use its resourc臼 mor巳

eff，巳ctiv巳ly and r巳quire few巳r cheat-provided r巳sources.
In addition, better path planning algorithms have made 
it much 巳asi巳r to inclucl巳巳xploring 乱nd scouting as part 
of the strategic opponent's behavior. Rec巳nt sports 
日am巳s ar巳 going a step仇1rth巳r by detecting patt巳rns in 
th巳 human player’s b巳havior and giving the strategic 
oppon巳nt出E ability to take advantage of th巳se regular
ities. An AI who reacts to the player's behavior results 
in a more challenging and ent巳rtaining strategic oppo

nent. In addition, it reduc创出巳 chanc巳 that the player 
will find and exploit weakn巳sses in th巳 strategic
。ppon巳口t.

In the futur飞strat巳gic oppon巳nts may be able tυ 

create n巳W strategies speci且c to tl1巳 opponent and situ 

ation. This will involve integrated planning, common 
R巳ns巳 reasoning, spatial r巳asoning, plan r巳cognition,
and counter-planning. One of 出巳 most important 
aspects of strat巳gy cr巳ation is tl1巳coordination of multi
pie types of units into a cohesive strat巳白7 Once a plan 
is creat时，the strategic oppon巳nt must determine how 

best to us巳 limit巳d resourc巳S to compose offensiv巳 and
d巳fensiv巳 for ℃巳s appropriat巳 to impl巳m巳nting th巳 plan.
This r巳sourc巳 allocation can involv巳 scheduling, con
straint satisfaction, and t巳mpor r巳asoning.
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must travel over a cours巳， controlling a vehicle (which 
could be a car, a boat, a plan巳， or even a snowboard). 

The most primitive and 巳arliest opponents for racing 
games followed a predefined circuit around the course 

at a s巳t speed-th巳y were essentially the rabbit that the 

gr巳yhounds/play巳rs chas巳 around the co11rs巳. They 

w巳re oblivious to th巳 physics of the world, so they 
could move in ways and at spe巳ds th日t w巳r巳 impossible
民】r the human player to match. A simple extension to 

make 由巳m app巳ar more realistic was to vary th巳ir

speeds at pr巳defined places around the cours巴，such as 
slowing clown in curves or over rough t巳rrain and then 

spceding up in straightaway♀· 
The n巳xt step was to hav巳 the AI-controlled 

vehicles ob巳y the same physics as the players’ V巳hides,

so they would spin out or crash if they took a corner 
too fast, and more g巳nerally have to race following th巳

sam巳 rules as a human play巳r. Controlling a vehicl巳 can

b巳 quite complex, requiring· the integration of domain

d巳p巳ndent planning to det巳nnine wh巳re the vehicle 
should attempt to b巳 且 few seconds from now using 
the appropriat巳 tactic日， real tim巳巳xecution to attempt 
to get to that position, and real-time reaction to re 
spond to th巳 movcments of other vehicles. To avoid 

th巳se complexiti巳s, the Al for racing opponents almc附t
invariably follow吕江 r巳αircled trace of th巳 behavior of 

a hum日n player. lt is as if there is口 lin巳 on the course 

that tells the AT where to go, what sp巳ed to use, 
日nd possibly any special m日11巳uvers that should b巳

performed. 

Using a trnce of human b巳havior solv巳s some of 

the problems. How巳ver, rncing games inevital】ly in 

volv巳 r巳acting to changes in the 巳nvironment: another 

vehicle may be in the way口nd must be avoid巳d, a 
power-up (::in object that gives the 1巩巳r special pow巳rs,

such as 巳nhancecl speed or repairs to injuries) m叮ap

pear, or the vehicle may he push巳d （）仔onto an alterna

tiv巳 part of th巳 cours巳 and n巳以l to switch to a new path. 
Thus，。n巳 of the complexities in using human traces is 

knowing how to balance blind trace following with pur
suing dynamic goals that aris巳during the race. Usually 

there will be a set of presp巳cified cues that establish the 

behaviors that l℃spond to the dynamic events and th巳11

once those behaviors arcα＞mp！巳t巳， th巳 AI returns to 
foJ\owing the trace. 

Creating opponents whose heh;ivior is h::is巳cl

on human traιes also makes it easy to create a vari巳ty
门f 仆ppon巳nts at different skill levels with di仕七r巳nt

styles一just rec门rd different humans with these differ 
ent ch;1racter 1日tics （υr if y忖U口re 仆n :i restricted lmdg巳t,

moved tog巳th巳r. This was oft巳n overcome by allowing、

units to pass through each other, avoiding unit collision 

and moving obstacles altog巳ther. In these early strategy 

games, units typically ignore enemy units they discover 

unless explicitly or巾red to attack th巳111. Thes巳 two

problems could cause armies to get strung out due to :1 
bottl巳11巳ck and then parade past a single 巳11巳my unit, 
allowing it to destroy th巳 wh《＞l巳 army.

In more r巳cent strategy games, units can be g1v巳11
commands defining how to react to en巳my units. A 

unit set to attack may attack and follow any 巳nemy
it comes across until it kills or is killed.认！hen s巳t to 
d巳fend, however, the unit might attack the.: enemy unit 

hut would not follow it. These diff，巳r巳nt behavior strat

egies are supported by a finit巳 st白te m:i巳hin巳 th‘1

con tr飞〕ls h《1w the unit S巳l巳cts 臼ctions to ex巳cute a com
maml. T

、

h巳 diff1巳r巳nt settings (attack, defend，巳tc.) sim

ply modify the tr:msitions within that unit’s finite state 

machine. Another rec巳nt 8dvance allow日 groups o「Llllits 

to move in扣rmation. The phiy巳r s巳l巳cts a group of 
units and sp山ifies a formation. The units will then 罚u
tomatic11ly organize th巳mselves into that f01 mation, 

with di仔er巳nt typ巳s of units in appropriate places. For 
exam pl仁， a group of swordsm巳n and口rcbers will orga
nize themselves in a he》x formation such that the 
archers are on th巳 inside, protected by the sworclsmιn 
臼round the perim巳t巳r. 。nc巳 in formation, th巳 units
will mov巳 as a group and trγto avoid breaking扣1'lll8-

tion. Form口tion organization and moving in formation 
requires som巳 advanced path planning, te:1mwork, and 
Cat℃fol scripting on th巳game dev巳loper's part. 

As strategy g也ames and team sports gnm巳s continu巳

to 口dvance, th巳 units in these games will continue to 1冗『

come more autonomous. Th巳 level of unit autonomy 
must be carefully baLmceιl to ;11low users to maintain 

strat巳giι πnd tactical control over their units while 
eliminating tbe tedious micromanagement of each unit. 
丁he move t仆ward grouping units into formations and 
issuing group commands is a first step in this direction. 
Future :u-cηs of re日巳arιh for unit-level AI include case
based I山川口ing, te<11nwork, distributed planning 江nd
巳xccution, and, as alw:iys, path planning. Becaus巳 there
can be hundrιcl日 of units active in a game at on巳 tim巳，

the issues of comJmtation:il ,rnd 111巳mory 仆verhead arc 
particular忖imJ引 irtant frn unit Al (Atkin, Westhroc汰，
伙（；υhen, 1υ。υ）
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Opponents for racingι；.1111时 ;li℃ some of th巳 most pure 
;1pplications of口rtificial intelligence in g;1mes. Th巳 AI
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action (Frank, 1999). Although not nee巳ssary for the 
competitive asp巳cts of the gam巳， game play巳rs seem to 
enjoy having出e background patter that highlights 
their success巳S 乱n<l failur巳s. Many sports gam巳s tak巳

their comm巳ntators ve1y seriously, using established 
commentators, such as John M日dclen, not only to pro
vide the play-by play, but also to mark巳t th巳 gam巳s.
Hours of commentarγis recorded and th巳n pbyed at 
tht: appropriate tim巳s during the gam巳. Good com1ncn 
tary is extr它mely di伍cult because not only does it re 
port on the sp巳cific action in the game, but it rebt巳S
that action to current state of the game (wher巳 the ball 
is on the field, who is ahead, hy how much, how much 
time is left in the game ... ) and the teams’ goals, oft巳11

with a comm巳nt on th巳 wisdom of the play selection. 
Thus，也巳 巳xact same play can问 be a good call at one 
point in 出e game, but be a huge mistake in another. 
For example, in U.S. Football, if time is running out in 
the gam巳 and a team is behind by four points with the 
ball on the opponent’s twenty-yard lin巳， with fourth 
down and eight yards to go, the play巳r might call a 
pass play in an attempt to win the game, and the com
mentators should acknm再，ledge that h巳 is forced to do 
this. If the play巳r att巳mpts to kick a field goal, that 
won’t help win th巳 gam巳 and the player should be chas
tised. How巳ver, if time is running out in 由e first half 
(but not the gam巳）， :md a team is up by sev巳n points, 
with the ball still on the opponent’s twenty-yard line 
with fourth down and eight yards to go, th巳 comm巳nta
tors should comm巳nt that the player is taking a huge 
risk by calling a pass play, but laud the human play巳r if 
he attempts a field goal. The di的culties in creating 
good comm巳ntarγare further com plica t巳d by th巳 n巳仅l
to avoid repetition, which is difficult becaus巳 to obtain 
high quality in the sp巳巳ch production, all of the phrases 
ar巳 prer巳corded. There is nothing lik巳 h巳aring th巳 same
exact phras巳 more than once in a game to d巳Stroy th巳

suspension of disheli巳f.

Conclusion 
Th巳 focus of this cha pt巳r is the diff，巳rent rol巳s AI plays 
in today’s gam巳萨nres. However, game developers ar巳

constantly searching for the next innovation that will 
revolutionize the industry. An example of this is the re 
cent appearanc巳 of massively multiplayer onlin巳 games,
now the fast巳st growing game genre. New g巳nres and 
new roles in existing genres will provide new opportu 
nities for AI. AI stmγdirectors might construct stories 
仆n th巳 fly, giving the play巳r unlimited fre巳dorn in th巳

game world. AI opponents might use fast planning 

::i single human pretending to have di征erent styles). In 

the limit, the b巳havior of world-famous expert rac巳rs

can be recorded similar to using motion capture for 

sig-n:iture moves m sports games. 
The different skill levels ar巳 m important part 

of m日king a racing gam巳 旬n to play. If a human 
pbyer must start out against an expert, h巳 or sh巳 will
he soundly b巳at巳n. Convers巳ly, if ther巳 ar巳 only easy 
opponents to race against, the human play巳r will 
quiιkly h巳com巳 hor℃d 乱s h巳 or she gains experience. 
Although AI oppon巳nts with multiple skill levels is a 
successful and probably th巳 dominant approach, it do巳S
rs:quire that the human continu3lly choose th巳 right
level of comp巳tition-th巳r巳 will in巳vitably h巳 rac巳s in 
which the human finds hims巳lf 巳ither far b巳hind or far 
al比以l of the AI competition. An alternativ巳 is to try to 
m8ke every rac巳 a nail hiter, wh巳re the human always 
h口s a chanc巳 to com巳 back and win, no matter what 
mistakes 由ey made early on. Moreover, if they have a 
great race, they are challenged up until the end. To 
provid巳 this, many racing games hav巳

“rubber band
ing，” where th巳 AI syst巳ms slows down if it g巳ts too far 
ahe8cl and speeds up if it g巳ts too far b巳hind.Thus, th巳

play巳r is alway『 in th巳 heat of a rac巳， and if the player 
has :i strong finish, h巳 or sh巳 will win. 

认厄瓜can we expect in由e future for racing Als? 
Racing Als air巳ady provide exc巳11巳nt comp巳tition
(some even inclml巳 taunts during the rac巳）， hut we 
can sp巳culate that many future racing games will re
quire Als 出at can rac巳 ov巳r novel or dynamic t巳rrain,
where it i日 infeasible to create human trac巳s for all of 
th巳 possible paths. These Als will probably incorporate 
limit巳d planning wh巳re they analyze the course in 
front of th巳m and pick a path and speed based on 
knowledge of the terrain they must trav巳rst:, I】巳rfor
manc巳 charact巳ristics of th巳ir vehicl巳，口ncl its predicted 
interaction with the race course. Such r巳asoning is 
inherently more computationally intensive than current 
叩p1刊tches, but as both consoles and PCs continu巳 to
marshal more and more proc巳ssing pow巳r, the AI will 
g(:t 巳nough computational res＜》urces to us巳 more com 
pl巳X approach巳『

C01m11e11tato1丁

One of th巳 mor巳 unusual roles for Al in computer 
g,imes is to simulat巳 th巳 play-hy-play r巳porting during 
a sport、 game by having one or more computeriz巳ιi
comm巳ntators. The role of the commentator is to ob
比lVt: the actions of the Al and th巳 human and generate 
natural languag巳 comments suitable to d巳scribe th巳
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algorithms to detect weaknesses in the player’s defenses 
and create novel strategies and/or tactics specifically 
designed to exploit those W巳aknesses. Dev巳lop巳rs may 
teach, rather than program, AI opponents that learn 
to play出巳 game and learn to adapt to the strengths 
and weaknesses of diffi巳rent players. Conversely, new 
advances in AI can open a door to new gam巳 genres
and even new game paradigms (Stern, 1999). For exam
ple, speech recognition, natural language understand
ing, and speech generation could lead to a new class of 
games played via cellphone. 

The existing roles for artificial intelligence, as well 
as future roles, share a common goal of providing出巳
human player w1出an entertaining experience. Success 
and profitability requires care缸l balancing of a number 
of factors. The AI opponents must challenge the player 
while still allowing the player to taste victory. The AI 
characters must be believable with personality and a 
rich range of behaviors while still fitting into a game 
developer’s budget and schedule. The AI 巳nemies must
be cunning and crafty in their tactics while still reacting 
in factions of a second. 

Fortunately for gamers, game develop巳rs only n巳ed
concern th巳ms巳lves with the results, or external appear
ance of believability, of the AI. Shortcuts, cheats, and 
other smoke and mirror techniques abound in commer
cial game development. In some cas巳s, such as strategic 
opponents，也e players discover the cheats. However, in 
most cases the players only see the resulting behavior 
that makes games so entertaining.认Tith the goal of dis
covering the foundations and inner workings of intelli
gent behavior, AI research pays as much attention t。

由巳 realism of the process as the r巳alism of出巳 result.
识Tith a few exceptions, game developers have generally 
found the techniqu巳s used by由e r巳search community 
to be too costly in terms of processor and memory 
demands. However, with 出巳 power of computers 
increasing almost daily and AI’s new prominence as a 
point of competition for gam巳s, we believe AI r巳search
will soon play a role in commercial computer games 
(Laird, 2000a; Takahashi, 2000). 
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GAMES TELLING STORIES? 

y呻er Juul

As questions go, this is not a bad one: Do gam巳S t巳11
stories? Answering this should tell us both how to study 
games and who should study them. The a伍rmative an
swer suggests that games are easily studied丘om within 
existing paradigms. The negative implies that we must 
start af白sh.

But出e answer depends, of course, on how you de
fine any of the words involved. In出is chapter, I will ex
amine diff1巳rent ways to discuss由is. Lest this turns into 
a battle of words (i.e., who has the right to define飞ar
rative”）， my agenda is not to save or prot巳ct any specific 
term, but rather to say that we should allow ourselves to 
make distinctions. 

The operation of framing something as something 
else works by taking selected notions of the source do
main (narratives) and applying them to出e target do
main (games). This is not neutral; it emphasizes some 
traits and suppresses O出ers. UnJike出is，出E act of com

paring furthers the understanding of differences and 
similarities, and may reveal hidden assumptions. 

The ch叩t巳r begins by examining som巳 standard
arguments｝面r games being narrative. There are at least 
three common arguments: (1）矶r巳 use narratives for 
eve可由mg. (2) Most games feature narrative introduc
tions and backstories. (3) Games share some traits with 
narratives. 

The article then 巳xplores three important r巳asons
for describing games as being nonnarrative: (1) Games 
are not part of th巳 narrative media ecology formed by 
movies, novels, and theater. (2) Time in games works 
differently than in narratives. (3) The relation between 
the reader/vi巳W巳r and the story world is different than 
the relation between也E player and th巳 gam巳 world.

Th巳 chapter works with fairly traditional defini
tions of stori巳s and narratives, so as a final point I will 
consider whether various experimental narratives of 
the twentieth century can in some way reconcile games 
and narratives. 

Telling Stories 
Everything Is Narrative/Everything Can Be Presented as 

Narratives 

The first ar凯1ment is a compelling one, as it promises 
a kind of holistic view of the .world: Because we use 
narratives to make sense of our lives, to process infor
mation, and because we can tell stories about a game 
we have played, no genre or form can be outside 由e
narrative. 

The problem is 由at 出is really is an a priori 
argument. Narratives may be fundamental to human 
thought, but this does not mean由at eve巧由ing should 

be described in narrative terms. And 出at something 
can be presented in narrative form does not mean that 
tt is narrative. 

Ideal Stories/Backstories 

A more interesting ar凯1ment centers on 出E fact that 
most games have a story written on the package, in出E
manual, or in intro sequences, placing出E gam巳 in出e
context of a larger storγ（backstory), and/or creating an 
ideal story that the player has to realize. 

If we play Space Invaders (Tai to, 1977; figur巳 14.1),
we are presented with an ideal storγthat we have to re
alize using skill. Invaders suggests a prehistory: an in
vasion presupposes a situation before出e invasion. It is 
clear from the science fiction we know that these aliens 
are evil and should be chased away. So the title suggests 
a simple structure with a positive state broken by an ex
ternal evil force. It is出e role of由e player to recreate 
tl1e original positive state. This is, of course, a sequence 
often found in folk tales: an initial state, an overturning 
of this state, and a restoration of ilie state. 

But it works in a different way. If we play Spaα 
Invade叫W巳 find that we cannot actually restore出e ini
口al state; we cannot win, because every wave of aliens is 
followed by another. As players we are fighting to real

ize an ideal sequence of events, but the actual playing is 
not出is sequence. 
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ward position of games. And playing a game includes 
the awaren巳ss出at the game session is just one out of 
many possible to be had from this game. 
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Is This It? 

It is 由us possible, in different ways, to view games as 
being in some way connected to narratives, but does 
this real片answer出e opening question? The preceding 
points would indicate that games and narratives do not 
!iv巳 m different worlds, but can in some ways work to
ge出巳r. A narrative may be used for telling 出e player
what to do or as rewards for playing. Games may spawn
narratives出at a player can us巳 to tell others of what
went on in a gam巳 session. Games and narratives can
on som巳 points be said to have similar traits. This does
1nean出at th巳 strong position of claiming games and
narratives to be completely unrelated (my own text, Juul,
1999 is a good exampl巳） is unt巳nabl巳·

But we also have to look at differences. 

The Problem of Translation 
I will 口ow use narrative theory in an operation for 
which it was not intended. The basic problem of the 

narrative is 由巳fact that a narrative can nev巳r be viewed 
independently, in itself. We can never se巳 the story it
S巳lf; we can only see it through another medium such as 
oral storytelling, novels, and movies. Th巳 classical argu 
ment for the E沮stence of narratives is 出巳 fact that a 
story can be translated from one m巳dium to another: 
“This transposability of the story is the strongest rea
son for ar伊ing that narratives are indeed structures in
dependent of any medium” （Chatman, 1978, p. 20). 

Corr巳spondingly, Peter Brooks says： “Narrative 
may be a special ability or competence出at ... when 
mastered, allows us to summarise and retransmit narra】

tives in other words and other lan♂rnges, to transfer 
them into oth巳r media, while remaining r巳cognisably

faitl1缸l to出e original narrativ巳 structure and message” 

(Brooks, 1992, p. 3 4). 
This may seem somewhat unprobl巳matic; w巳 can

never get everγ出ing between media, but at least som巳－

出mg s巳巳ms to get transport巳d from medium to m巳－

diu日1. A recounting of Pride and Prejudice 出巳 movi巳

will be recognizable to somebody who has read the 
book. 

� 命节：：－：＇曲曲晶晶晶曲曲，h

精确 静栩栩、楠幢幢蜻怖

，骨僧， 啤事晴’精嘈事啤事崎喃喃

费 ’导’哥’哥白’P白白白

费 费费费费费费费费
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Most modern, single player non-arcade games 
such as Ha但价（Valve Software, 1998）川五屿f l巳t
you complete th巳 game: through countless saves and 
r巳loads, it is possible to r巳alize th巳 ideal sequenc巳 that
Half二L泸defines. Obviously, only a microscopic frac
tion of the play sessions actually follow th巳 ideal path, 
but Ha俨L价 does succ巳巳d in pres巳nti吨a fixed s巳－

quence of events出at th巳 player can出m afterwards re
tell. 1 This means出at some gar日巳s use narratives for 

看』h画�

I Figure 14.1 I 
Space Invaders (Taito, 1977) 
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Tmnslatin又 What?

This brings us to the problem of what w巳 actually mean 

by saying that something can be translated from on巳

medium to another. In a slightly limited view of narra
tives, narrativ巳s can be split into a level of discours巳（the

Similarities 

The above 句ace Invaders example also means that 
gam巳s share som巳 traits with narratives. Ma口y games 
feature reversals such as movements from a lack to the 
lack b巳ing r巳stored. J巳ns F. Jensen has used tl1is trait of 
叫pace Invaders to argue that computer games, although 
b巳ing d巳viant, are narrativ巳s (1988). 

Additionally, many games have quest structures, 
and most comput巳r games have protagonis臼（though
this is less common in nonelectronic games). As Janet 
Murr可suggests in Hamlet on the holodeck (1997), such 
similarities would indicat巳出at th巳r巳 is a promising fu
ture for digital storytelling and interactive narratives, 
that games and narratives are not v巳Iγfar ap乱rt.

It is also an oft-r巳peated but problematic point that 
players exp巳rienc巳 game s巳ssions Jin巳arly, just lik巳 nar
ratives (see also Aarseth, 1997, p. 2). I will return to this, 
but bri巳fly note that thi日 idea ignore月 th 巳 play巳r's expe 
rienc巳 of being an active participant-this 巳xp巳rienc巳 is
so stro吨that most people will l盯oluntari忖chang巳

bodily position wh巳n 巳ncountering interactivity, from 
th巳 l巳an backward position of narrativ巳S to th巳 lean for-

some purposes. 



I Figure 14.2 I 
Star W，口rs (Ata 「i, 1983) 

telling of th巳 story) and the starγ（the sto1y told). The 
story can then be split into two parts, existents (actors 
and settings) and events (actions and happenings) 
(Chatman, 1978, p. 19). A story can then be recognized 
by having the same existents (with the same names) and 

由e same ev巳nts; this is what we usually mean by talking 
of “the same story.” 

This can be used the other way, as a test of 
whether由e computer game is a narrative medium. If
the computer game is a narrative medium, stories from 
other media must be retellable in computer games, and 
computer games must be retellable in other media. On 
a superficial level, this s巳巳ms straightforward becaus巳
many commercial movies are repackaged as games
Stm· Tf切丁is an obvious example. Th巳 oth巳r way 
around, games transferred into movies are less com-
111011, but examples include Super Mario Brothers (Janke!, 
1993 ), Mmtal Kombat (And巳rson, 1995), and Tomb 
Raider (West, 2001). Upon further examination, we 
will find出e situation to be much more complex. 

Fγom Movie to Game: Star Wars 

The arcade game Star Wars (Atari, 1983; figure 14.2) is 
based on the G巳orge Lucas movie of the sam巳 name
(1977). In the movi巳 Star Wa灯， an army of rebels fights 
a heroic battl巳 against the evil galactic 巳mpire. The 
dramatic peak of the movie is when the rebel army and 
the protagonist Luke S均walker must attack出E evil 
empire’s n巳W W巳apon，由巳Deatl1 Star. The Star Wm丁

game consists of three phases, in all of which出巳 player
controls a spaceship from由e inside, presumably as 
Luke Skywalker. The first phase takes place in space, 
where we fight hostile spac巳craft. The second phas巳 is
on the Death Star, fighting different objects on th巳
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Dea由 Star surface. In the third phase, we fly through 
a tunnel in th巳DeathStar to attack an E过iaust port. 
This makes出eDea出 Star explode. The first phas巳
corresponds to an in-movie battl巳 before Luk巳flies to 
the Death Star一巳xcept由民出巳 rebel fleet is abs巳nt.
The second phase has no clear correlate in the movie. 
The third phase corresponds to a sc巳ne in the movie
again wi由出e rebel fleet being absent. If you complete 

出e mission，也eD刨出Star explodes, so the game cop
ies a small part of the movie. 

The primary由mg tl1at encourages th巳 player to 
connect game and movie is出e title “Star Wars” on 

出e ma chin巳 and on th巳 screen. If we imagin巳出巳 title
removed from the gam巳，也e connection would not be 
at all obvious. It would be a game where on巳 should
hit an “巳xhaust port” （or simply a square), and the 
player could note a similarity wi出 2 scen巳 in Star 

Wars, but you would not be able to reconstruct the 
events in出e movie from出巳 game. The prehistory is 
missing, the rest of the movie, all personal relations. 
Possibly we are ev巳n missing the understanding that 
we are fighting a Death Star (whatever由at is). Finally 

出e most obvious: If you do not complete the mission, 
出is is unlike ilie movie; if you complete tl1e mission, 

another Deaili Star appears-which is also unlike出巳
movie. 

Thus, Star Wars the game cannot be said to con
tain a narrative recognizable from Star Wars tl1e movie. 
Most characters from the movie are missing, and ilie 
few events iliat are included in由e game have b巳come
simulations wh巳re ilie player can eiilier win or fail. 
The same thing goes for ilie second batch of Star 

Wm丁 games. Star /if;切 'S: Racer (Lucasarts, 1999) f，巳atur巳s 
由e rac巳 sequ巳nc巳 of Sta 

but only that.2 
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From Game to Sto：η 

I will only bri巳fly cover game-story translations, be
cause they are fairly uncommon. If we look at the 
game Mortal Kombat (Midway Games, 1993), it is a 
fighting gam巳（be挝、m up) where different opponents 
(humans or computer players) battle in an arena. It 
is thus a dynamic system出at allows many different 
p巳ople to int巳ract with many different outcomes. The 
Mortal Kombat movie is not a dynamic system, but a 
story with a specific set of characters ent巳ring a Mo1τal 

Kombat game and playing ilirough wiili specific out
comes. The fairly nondescript gam巳 charact巳rs and 
open player positions b巳car丑e more detail巳d movi巳
chιf 
巳vents.
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Note出at both directions of出巳 translation leave 
plenty of room for improvisation and carrγmany op
tional operations. In short, games based on movies 
tend to pick a few select action sequences, which are 

出m simulated in game sequences-as we saw with 
Star Waη. Character description and development is 
ei出er ignored or done in cut scenes (because 出is is 
too hard to implement in game form). Working from 
game to mov时，出巳 game is no longer a game, but is 
rather presented as specific game sessions, played by 
specific characters, wi出 specific outcomes. Th巳 charac
ters also tend to become more developed: Tomb 岛1ider’s
(Core Design, 1996) heroine Lara Croft acquir巳S much 
more of a past and p巳rsonality in the Tomb Raider movie. 

Narrative is a ... double temporal sequence . ... There is the 

time of the thi咆 told and the time of the nan布的E (the time 

of the signified and the time of the 咆nt乒er). This duali吵 not

only rende1丁 possible all the teuψoral distortions that are 

co仰no叩lace in narratives (three yem丁 of the hero's t忻
smmned up in 仰。 sentences of a novel or in a卢w shots of a 

v叩tentative ” montage in film，优.）. More basically, i t

jηV 

to i刀V

scheme. 一Christian Metz (quoted from G巳n巳tte, 1980, 
p. 33)

Time, Game, and Narrative 

Correspondingly, if we recount a game of chess, 
our playing of the entire Ha扩二L扩t gam巳 or a multi
pl叮er game of StarC1咐，出e existents and events will 
be transferred, but not the dynamic systems. 3 Our re
telling will not be a game, and in fact ·much of th巳 vast
journey that it takes to complet巳 Half-Life would be 
excruciatingly dull if retold in any detail. 

The concept of existents is best suited for physical 
games, where出e number of manipulable el巳ments is, 
at least in principle, finite. The probl巳m is 出at pro
grams ar巳 basically existent-cr巳ating machines. Com 
puter games allow for the easy production of infinite 
numb巳rs of existents; many action games in fact com巳

with an infinite number of existents in the form of 

opponents. The other problem with the concept of 

existents is that in itself it does not specify what attrib
utes of the exist巳nt ar巳 important, whereas gam巳 rul巳S
featur巳 a strict hierarchy of important and unimportant 
features→Erving Goffman calls出is the “rules of irrel
evance＇’ （ Goffman, 1972, p. 19). 

w巳 should also note that most modern games 
feanire cut-seen巳s, pass乱ges wher巳 出巳 player cannot 
do anything but most simply watch events unfolding. 
Cut-sc巳nes typically come in the form of introductions 
and scenes when由E player has completed part of the 
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gam巳．
It is then possible to describe in a more general 

way how games get translat巳d into narrativ巳s, and how 
narrativ巳s get translated into gam巳s, as table 14.1 
shows. In the classical narratological framework, a narrative 

has two distinct kinds of time，由巳 stoiy ti11te, denoting 
the time of the events told, in their chronological ord巳r,
and the discourse time, denoting the time of the telling of 
events (in the order in which they are told). To read a 
novel or watch a movie is to a large extent about recon 
structing a story on the basis of出巳 discourse presented. 

In a verbal narrative, the grammatical t巳nse will 
neccesarily present a temporal relation between 出E
time of the narration (narrative time) and the events 
told (story time). Additionally, it is possible to talk of a 
third time, the reading or viewing tim巳（Gene忧e, 1980, 
p. 34). Although movies and theatre do not have a 
grammatical tense to indicate the temporal relations,
they still carry a basic sense that even出ough th巳 viewer
is watching a movie, now, or even though th巳 players
are on stage performing，由e even岱 told ar巳 not happen
ing now. Bordwell writes，“there is th巳 sense that the
text 恍如re us, the play or由e film, is the performance
of a ‘prior’ story" (Bordw巳11, 1985, p. 15).

认fe cannot necessarily describe 出is as a specific 
temporal r巳lation (henc巳 “prior”） but ther巳 is a包nda-

Table 14.l 
A t,1ble of narrative→game translations 

Existent 
or 
Continuous production of 
已xistents (i.e. h《mies of opponents) 
Event (cut-seen巳）
01 

Simulation with multiple 
outcomes 
Selected 巳vents �s ev巳ntsηl
simulations 
UI 

lcleal sequence of events that the 
player has to actualize by 
111.1stering the simulations嘱

Cha, acter (cut 月cen巳）
οr 

Player position (g：ηme) 

费 The ideal sequence is much hanle1 to acnrnlize than the numer 
nus non-ideal sequcnιes this is what mal、es it a game. 

Game Movies/Novels etc. 

Seguence of ev巳nts

Char,1etcr 

Existent 

Event 
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D口口m II, level 2 

mental distance betw巳en the story time and discourse 
time. As Christian M巳tz notes in the abov巳 quote,
narratives rely h巳avily on由is distance or nonidentity 
between the events and the presentation of these events. 

Time in the Conψuter Game 

If we then play an action-based computer game such as 
Doom II (ID Software, 1994; figure 14.3), it is hard to 
find a distance between storγtime, narrative time, and 
reading/viewing tim巳. We may find a representation, 
and as a player you try to reconstruct som巳 巳V巳nts
from this representation. The blocky graphics can be 
interpreted so far as th巳 player controls a character, 
whose facial 巳xpression is represented in the bottom 
center. On the illustration this person has been cor
nered by a large pi时E monster, whose hostile intents 
are clear. Players ar巳 attacked by monsters; puzzles 
must be solved to get to出e next level. 

It is clear由剑出巳events represented cannot be past 

or p1·ior, because w巳 as players can influence由巳m. By 
pn::ssing the CTRL key, we fir巳 the curr巳nt weapon, 
which influences the gam巳 world. In this way, the game 
constructs 出e story time as synchronous wi出 narrative
time and reading/viewing time: the storγtime is now. 

Now, not just in the sense 出at the viewer witnesses 
巳vents now, but in出巳sense出at由e events are happening 

now, and出at what comes next is not yet determined. 
In m “interactive storγ” game where 出E user

watch巳s vid巳O clips and occasionally makes choices, 
stoty time, narrative time, and reading/viewing time 
will move apart, but when出e user can act, they must 
nec巳ssarily implode: it is impossible to influence some
thing that has already happened. This means 出at
yon cannot have interactivity and nanηtion at the same 
rime. And this means in practice that gaines almost 
never p巳rform basic narrative operations such as 日ash
back and flash forward.4 Games ar巳 almost always 
chron。logical.

．』』－
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I Fi刷re 14.4 I 
Missile Comm口nd [Atari, 1980) 

This chapter is not about出e intricacies of tim巳 in
games (see Juul, 2004). Let us s1mply note that games 
may also hav巳 a speed也就is not equal to the playing 
time-a day and night in the online multiplayer game 
EverQuest (Verant Interactive, 1999) takes seventy-two 
actual minutes to complete, and a game played in 2001 
may be labelled as taking place in 1941. But playing a 
game r巳quires at least points or periods of temporal 
convergence where出E time of the game world and出巳
time of the playing merge-ar吐出e play巳r can actually 
do something. 

The Player and the Game 
The next question is less struc血1ral and more oriented 
toward 出E reader: How do the player and the game 
interact? 

Movi巳s and other stori巳s are largely about humans 

(or anthropomorphic things) that the viewer/reader 
identifies with cognitively. It is basically boring to 
view/read fictions without anthropomorphic actors. 
This is not true for games. Games with no actors repre
sented on screen have appeared throughout the history 
of the computer game.5 Many of these have been ex
tremely popular. An early example is Missile Command 

(Atari, 1980; figure 14.4), where a number of cities 
are attacked by missiles出at you then have to destroy 
using rockets from three missile batteries. The 
play巳r is not represented on screen as an entity or 

actor, but only s巳es the results of his or her actions. 
It would b巳 possible to create a “job d巳scription” for

由e player-a soldier controlling missiles, a typical 
hero. It is harder to understand Tetris (Pazhitnov, 

1985; fi♂ire 14.5), where you must combine a seri巳s of 

falling bricks. 

Tetris do巳s not have a visible actor 巳ither、 and

it does not s巳巳m possible to construct any actor 
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as having existents and events, my description of time, 
my description of the player/game relation as unique 
could be this: That I am ignoring由e 巳xperimental nar
ratives of the twentieth century, works that do not sim
ply subscribe to出e sto巧r/discours巳 duality, activate the 
reader much more, and do not have a sense of being 
past or prior.叭Te can explore由is Wl出a few select 
巳xampl巳s.

Jean-Luc Godard’s Pic1rot le fou (1965) would 
serve as an example of a movie where it is hard to con
struct a coherent st01y due to numerous temporal skips 
and distancings, such as出巳actors addressing the cam 
era. This for吨：-rounding of th巳 discourse has a sense of 
immediacy由at would make it ripe for a game adapta
tion一if only we could句ure what th巳 game should be 
about. 

During th巳 creation of Naked Lunch, William Bur
roughs wrote the follow explanation to Allen Ginsberg: 
“The usual novel has happmed. This novel is happening” 

(Burroughs, 1993, p. 3 7 5). 
It may be obvious that the more open a narrativ巳

is to interpretation, th巳 more 巳mphasis will be on the 
reader/view巳1、巳仔orts now. The d1仕注rence betw巳en the 
now in narrativ巳s and th巳 now in games is that the first 
now concerns出e situation wh巳re the r巳ader's 巳ffort in 
interpr巳ting obscur巳S the story-the text becom巳s all 

discomse, and cons巳quently 出E temporal tensions 
ease. The now of the game means that story time con
verge with playing time, witbollt the sto1y1趴阳 world

disappcrn力J且·
Games rely on having goals that can be decipher巳d

by the player and som巳thing obstructing th巳 player’s
possibility of reaching the goals. N乱rrativ巳s ar巳 basically
interpr巳tative, wh巳reas games ar巳 formal. Or, in cyber
textual terms, stories hav巳 an interpretative dominant, 
wh巳r巳as games hav巳 a config1.1rative dominant (Eskeli
nen, 2001). Al出ough readers and vi巳wers are clearly 
more active than some th巳ori巳s hav巳 previously
assumed, they are activ巳 in a cliff ，巳rent way. 

The idea of using 巳xperim巳nta! narratives to an
SW巳r the opening question suffers from the problem 
that the verγemphasis on interpretation and ontologi
cal unstability that would mak巳 the narrative mor巳 im
mediate and thus dos巳r to the game, in its巳lf would 
mak巳 a gam巳 unplayable.8

controlling the falling bricks. "Tetris-The Movie” does 
not see1丑 like a viable concept. But Te’tris is incredibly 
popular, and nobody is disputing its status as a com 
putcr game. 

But how can comput巳r games be abstract and with 
out points of identification, and yet be interesting? No 
matter how variable or even abs巳nt the protagonist in 
computer games, the player is always constant. The 
r巳ad巳r/viewer needs an emotioml motivation for in
vesting en巳rgy in the movi巳 or book; w巳 n巳巳d a human 
actor to identi命with. This is p川）ahly also tru巳扣r
the computer game, only this actor is always present
it is th巳｝】lay巳r The play巳r is motivated to invest energy 
in the game h巳caus巳 the game evaluates the player’s 
performance. And this is why a game can be more ab
stract than a movie or a novel, because games involve 
th巳 pbyer in a direct way. 

This cliscr叩；：mcy raises many issues. In a game, the 
player works to reach a goal. This goal has to mimic the 
player's situation. It s巳巳ms, for example, that a game 
cannot hnv巳 the goal that the play巳r should work hard 
to throw th巳 protagoni日t und巳r a train.r' As a player, 
th 巳 goal has to be onc that you would conceivahly 
W川it to work for.7 

I Figure 14.5 I 
Tet,is (Atari's 1986 version) 
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Conclusion 
T helieve that: (1) The player can tell storie目。f a gam巳

session. (2) M:my computer games contain narrative 
element日， and in many cases th巳 player may play to S巳巳

A Final Arg·ument: The Avant Garde 
Fallacy 

Th巳rc is :1 币1ml counter argum巳11t to the poi 11 ts 日巳t
forth her巳： The prohl巳m with my description of story 
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a cut-scene or realize a narrative sequence. (3) Games 

and narratives share some structural traits. Neverthe

less, my point is由此（1) Games and stories ac阳ally do 
not translate to each other in the way出at novels and 
movies do. (2) There is an inh巳rent conflict between 

出e now of the interaction and the past or ‘ ＇prior” of由e

narrative. You can’t have narration and interactivity at

出巳 same time; ther巳 is no such thing as a continuously 

interactive story. (3) The relations between reader/story 
and player/game are completely different-the player 
inhabits a twilight zone where he or she is bo出 an em
pirical subject outside th巳 game and undertakes a role 
inside th巳 game.

Even if this chapter has be巳n somewhat structural 

in its orientation, I would lik巳 to stat巳 that I think we 
need to consider games as fairly formal structures that 
in complex ways spawn and feed player 巳xperiences.
This means出at we cannot afford to ignore the e征ect
of interactivity. The nondetennined state of由巳story/
game world and 出巳 active stat巳 of the player when 
playing a game has huge implications for how we per
ceive games. Ev巳n if we were to play only a single 
game session of a hypothetical game and end up per
forming exactly the same sequence of巳：vents出at con
stitute Hamlet, 9 we would not have had 出巳 same
experienc巳 as had we watched Hamlet performed.叭Te

would also not consider the game to be the same object 
as the play because we would think of the game as an 
explorable dynamic system that allow巳d for a multitude 
of sequences. 

The narrative turn of th巳 last twenty y巳ars has 
seen 出巳 concept of narrative 巳merg巳 as a privileged 
master concept in tl1e d巳Ecription of all aspects of hu
man society and sign-production. Expanding a concept 
can in many cases be use缸I, but the expansion process 
is also one that blurs boundari巳s and muddles cone巳pts,
whether由is is desirable or not. Witl1 any su伍ciently
broad definition of x, everything will be x. This rapidly 
expands the possible uses of a theory but also brings th巳

danger of exhaustion，出巳 kind of exhaustion that 巳V巳n
tual忖closes depar 巳nts a1 fe巳ds indi旺巳renc巳 Ha飞r

ing established that everything is x, tl1ere is nothing t 0 

do except to rep巳川出1s point. 
Using other media as starting points, we may 

learn many 出ings about 出e construction of fictive 
worlds, characters ... but relying too h巳avily on exist
ing theories will make us forget what makes games 
games, such as rules, goals, player activity, tl1e projec
tion of the player ’s actions into 出巳 garn巳 world,
the way the game defines 由e possible actions of the 
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now. 
These are both descriptiv巳 and normative issues. It 

does not make much s巳nse to describe eve1ything in tl1巳

same terms. It also is quite limiting to suppose that all 
cultural forms should work in th巳 same way. The discus【

sion of games and narratives is a relevant one and I can 
not hope to close it h巳r巳. This chapter has argued for 
telling the difference.10 

Notes 
1. Note that multiplayer gam巳s rarely contain ideal

sequences but rather allow th巳 players to replay
the same s巳tting with new results-think of
Chess or Sta盯拼（Blizzard Entertainment,
1998). As such出ey are very far from narratives.
On 出巳 other hand, the 'retelling of a game ses
sion in a single player game （“and then I . . and

then I ... and then I ...”） is less interesting than 
the retelling of a multiplayer game because由巳
la位er can include intri凯1巳s, lies, and deceit be
tween people （“ We had agreed to combine 卢rces

on the eastern卢ont, but o均m the end did I realize

that she was actualψco叩仰zg 切ith Joe”）．

2. This also relates to the maturation of the game
industry: The first Star Waηmovie r巳suited in
on巳 computer game; the latest movie has
spawned somewhere around ten differ巳nt games
on different platforms featuring diff1巳r巳nt pieces
of the movie or of the Star Tf知ηunivers巳．

3. The o出er major problem is that gam巳s ar巳 for
malized and rule-bound; and as such much more
fit for physics and firearms than existential prob
lems, b巳cause the latter are not 巳asily formalized
(see Juul, 2000). This means出at some events
are very hard to create as dynamic systems.

4. Flash forward is more of a problem than flash
back, I】巳caus巳 describing events in the future
means that the player cannot do an忡ing.

5. Traditional hoard and card games tend to be
much more abstract tl1an comput巳r games.

6. The Am1rt 茹ireni11a example was presented by
Marie-Laure Ryan (2001).

7. This does not rule out ironies, but all examples I
know of work by putting tl1e player in an active

position doing things normally considered nega
tive: Destroying houses and killing people in 
Rmnprtge (Bally Midway, 1986), killing p巳des
trians in Death Race (Exidy, 1976) and Carma

geddon (Sales Curv巳 Interactiv巳， 1997). I know
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Juul, ]. (2000). What computer games can and can ’t do. 

Paper presented at由E Digital Arts and Culture con
ference, Bergen, August. www扣sperjuul.dk/text/
WCGCACD.html. 

Juul, ]. (2004). Introduction to game time. In Noah 
飞i\!ardrip Fruin and Pat Harrigan (Eds.), First person: 

New media as stoη， pe功nnance, and game. Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press. 

Murray, ]. H. (1997). Hamlet on the holodeck: The 卢＇tture

of narrative in cyber.与pace. New York: The Free Press. 

Ryan, M.-L. (2001). Beyond myth and metaphor: The case 

of narrative in digital media. Ke严1ote speech at 由E
Computer Games and Digital Textualities conference, 
Copenhagen, March. 

of no games where the goal of the player is to 
die or be destroy巳d.

8. This still leaves open numerous unexplored pos
sibilities such as multiple contradictory goals,
games of Tetris出at cause the destruction of fa

mous artworks in another window on 出E
screen, etc. The point is出at we should not ex
pect (or demand）出at game experiments mimic
narrative experiments. 

9. Hamlet is actually a poor choice for game adap
tation b巳cause it (like many narratives) has sev
eral scenes where出E protagonist is absent, and 

出us gives the audience more information than 
is available to 出e characters. Such common 
devices of knowledge and suspens巳 are not in
any obvious way impl巳mentable in a game for
mat where audience and protagonist are the 
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same p巳rson.
10. This chapter is based on a paper in Game Studies,

2001, 1 (1).
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NARRATIVITY IN COMPUTER GAMES 

Britta Neitzel 

Marcel becomes a plumber. 

一Gerard Genette, 1988, p. 19 

Game or Narrative 
Research work on computer gam巳s cannot avail itself 
of a long tradition-popular compu忧r games are just 

出irty-five years old, af无er all. Narratives, on出e con
trary, are a large and influential part of our culture. Sto
ries have long served as structures to give order and a 
sense of meaning to the world. And it is not only litera
ture that tells stories. History can be seen as a certain 
typ巳 of storytelling as well; films tell stories, drama, 
comic strips and even painting contain narrative fea
tures. Thus it seems reasonable to assume that com
purer games tell stories as well. 

The issue of narrativity in computer games has, in 
fact, gained a certain prominence, with opinions cover
ing a spec町um ranging from general negation to eu』

phoric a伍rmation. Out of studi巳s of hypert巳xt in the 
1980s and 1990s arose questions about the possibili
ties of “interactive storytelling" as a n巳w form of narra
tiv巳 in digital media (cf. e.g., Bolter, 1991; Landow, 
1992, 1994). These studies have expanded to include 
V巳rbally based computer games, the so-called text 
adventures. 

In this tradition, computer games are seen in 
connection with other texts based on computer t巳ch
nology. The text and the changes it undergoes remain 
in the foreground (e.g., in Ryan, 1999）.λ，1urray (1997) 
includes computer games in her study of narrative in 
可berspac巳 by observing 也巳m, along with chatterbots, 
MUDs, 3D movies, and finally出e holodeck, in relation 
to their narrativity. In Computers as theat1飞Laurel
(1991) examines computer applications and interfaces 
using th巳metaphor of出巳出eatre and Aristotelian dra
matic theory. In her study as well, computer games rep
r巳sent only one application among several. Finally, 
Aarseth’s ( l 997) focus is on V巳rbal media and, apart 
from his insightful analysis of the text adventur宅， he
does not consider computer games.1 

In the last years, focused and decisive scientific 
analysis of the popular computer game has grown, with 
various conferences held. Since 2001, academic game 
r巳search has its first platform with出e online journal 
Game Studies (ww飞机gamestudies.?rg).

But studies in computer games still fall far short of 
forming different schools. Nevertheless, a vehement 
and often polemic body of criticism has emerged 
directed at studies that see the computer game as one 
possible form of旬ture sto巧telling, or simply treat the 
computer game as a narrative medium at all. 

This criticism is mainly borne by the fear that 
methods developed for the study of literature are insuf
ficient to deal wi也出e specifics of computer games, and 
would, on the contrary, simply incorporate them into 
its own territory, treating computer games as a deriva
tive of literature. This position argues that computer 
games are games after all, and出at because games are 
something completely different from narrativ巳s，出ey
couldn’t possibly be studied according to narrative 
criteria.2 

A position出at simply treats the computer game as 
narrative, or one that negates any relation between nar
ratives and games, are both too narrow in scop巳. In出e
first case, there is a danger of overlooking differences 
between games and narratives; computer games are, 
in fact, more than “mteractive narratives." The second 
position, on 出巳 other hand, risks disregarding simi
larities between computer games and narratives just 
because not every game has the same s位ucture and 
computer games are structured diff1巳rently than, for ex
ample, ball games. Common to both positions is that 
th巳y are based on exclusivity and are aimed at funda
mental principles, an approach由at fails to acknowledge 
the specifics of出e computer：由巳 computer is a hybrid 
medium由at int巳grat巳s various forms and other media 
and in so doing dissolves distinctions betwe巳n them 
(cf. Thomsen, 1994). Digital memo巧y and processing 
mechanisms allow the computer to adapt almost unlim
ited surfac巳s for equally innumerable functions, as well 
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I Figure 15.1 I 
Relationships between computer games and other media 

as to integrate and change 由巳 structures of other 

media. The computer as toy, and thus出e computer 
game, must be describ巳d specifically in reference to 
this dissolution of boundaries and int巳gration of various 
elements. The fact出at computer games are games by 
no means excludes出em from having narrative qua!
ities. Thus, in this chapter I take a third viewpoint, 
based on the assumption that出ere are commonalities 
and overlapping elements in computer games and nar
ratives, as well as a transitional zone between nonnarra
rive and narrative computer games.3 

Figure 15. l shows som巳 broad relations between 
computer games and 。由巳r media. These involve simi 
larities in出e modes of operation, representation, as 
well as more social and cultural similarities, for example 
media use in certain locations and times. 

Not every computer game, however, has relation
ships to each of the media mentioned her巳. Especially 
the manner of presentation divides th巳computer games 
into two categories. The text adventur叫of course, 
hav巳something in common with written texts, whereas 
the presentational style of all other computer games can 
be described in comparison to other visual media, esp巳

cially film. But this is not th巳 only difference among 
com put巳r games. Arcade games, for example, are played 

in a different environm创刊出an thos巳played on a con
sole or computer. Pong (Atari, 1972), for instance, diι 
fers fundamentally from Tomb Raider (Core, Eidos, 
1996) in regard to narrativity, for on巳thing.

For the cas巳of th巳narrativity of computer games, 
the di旺erentiation between medium and form in figure 
15. l taken from Nik las Luhmann (cf. Luhmann, 1995,

pp. 165-214) is crucial. According to Luhmann, media 
re pres巳nt a loose coupling of elements consolidated 
through form. Each form depends on a certain medium 
for its realization, while simultaneously introducing, as 
form, a c巳rtain structure into these media. Because出e
narrative as well as出E gam巳only ev巳r appear in a cer
tain medium, they will be understood h巳re as forms出at
can be combined wi出 various media.4 Thus a certain 
computer game can take over narrativ巳as well as ludic 
forms and also forms that are not mentioned here in 
detail. By no means are either narrative or game fully 
described forms yet-nor will由ey ever be-but some 
defining features as出巳 narrative levels in case of出巳
narrative and th巳 ＂as-if.，”the repetitions, and the back 
and forth movement in case of the game appear in 
most of出巳definitions.

Computer games not only have va巧几ng relation 
ships to other media, but there are also differences 
among出巳computer games themselves. Due to由is va
riety of computer games, it is necessary to narrow my 
focus of attention in this chapter.识冯1at I will discuss 
on the following pages is the single-player computer 
gam巳based on a graphic surface. I will neither consider 
multi play巳r games, because they are played in a differ
巳nt “narrativ巳” situation, nor text adventures, 3D envi
ronments such as the CA VE or “holodecks，”because 
they have a different mode of presentation. 

B巳cause the debate over narrativity in computer 
games is rooted in the differentiation between game 
and narrative, I will focus on sorn巳 definitions of the 
game，由e computer game, and the narrative to provide 
白frame for the following 1日－depth analysis of the narra-



civity of computer games. This analysis will orient itself 

to 出巳 narrative levels developed in narratology: story

and plot as levels describing the events told as well as 

出eir order will be discussed, followed by the levels of 

discourse and narration, dealing with由巳 modes of rep

resentation and questions of authorship. When neces

sary, I will consider relationships to o出er media-as 
6俨re 15 .1 shows-as well. 

Play and Games 
In theories of play and gam巳s concerned wi由出e cul

tural m巳aning of their subject, play is seen mainly as a 

仇mdamental human activity that finds expression in 
various forms of games.5 A consistent pa位ern app巳aring
in th巳se theories is出e differentiation between play and 
game, which can be characterized by出e opposition of 
freedom and re凯1lation or of determination and inde
termination. The German P巳dago凯1巳Hans Scheuer! 
describes由is as follows: 

Play, playing is a series of movenze1附吵ich mηbe di/.,丹ren

tit 

1111£飞y, a』pecial tin』E st,ηcture and rel，宫tionshi》切reaβ号F
，

卢卢仰other series of nwveme,;的

Ga111es are i111provised or established ag,’eement and 

r响 structures in the 卢nmework of, or acco1·哟zg to the 

nonn of 切hich, one uses play activities to produα and give 

卢刚切 Sl，吵 ser.町 ofmove阳毗（1975, pp. 347 348.) 

In this definition, play is a particular action, where
as a game provides the structural boundaries for the 
play activities. It is not only Scheuer! who defines由e
relation of play and game in this way. Johan Huizinga 
describes play as气free act that takes place ... within 
a sp巳cially designated time in a sp巳cially d巳signated
plac巳， according to specific rules which are strictly 
adhered t。” （Huizinga, 1994, p. 22). 

Rog巳r Caillois (1958) also considers freedom and 
regulation as the two defining elements of games. He 
makes the distinction between paidia and ludus, paidia 

referring to th巳 type of unrestricted casual play that 
develops in all directions the urge to play itself
whereas ludus is defined by the use of practic巳 and rules. 
It is only when both tend巳ncies combine that individual 
games develop. 

Both the freedom of play and the determination 
由rough出e game belong together. Every game is de
pendent on this determinate indetermination. 

An extremely insightful and simpl巳 structural ex
planation for the necessity of limits in games comes 
from F. J. ]. B可tendijk (1933). In his opinion, a defin-
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ing feature of games is a back and forth motion出at
might go on among出e players, as well as between a 
player and an object. A back and forth among 由e
players means出at choices are made in turn. A back 
and forth between player and play object develops 
wh巳n, for example, a ball is repeat巳dly thrown against 
a wall, repeatedly caught, and then thrown against the 
wall again. Such an oscillating movement naturally 
needs fixed points between which it can commute： “If 
one were to throw a ball and it didn’t come back, then 
no game would d巳velop.…Without a playing field出e
player’s activity would b巳 lost” （p. 118). 

In addition to 由E spatial limitations, the time 
limits and the rules-that is to S呵， instructions for 
play 一出ere are also boundaries created by fiction (cf. 
Caillois, 1958). These arise when a world of “as if ” 

comes into play, for example in＇由e thea町e. Theau·e is 
also a good example of how various forms of limitation 
can be implement巳d at onc巳．

The fact that limitations exist, and the various 
forms 由ey take lead to the establishment of certain 
structural patterns within 出e game. In 也巳 simplest
case，出1s is the constant repetition of a back and forth 
movem巳nt between the boundaries; a movement由at
can also be varied slightly, but出at essentially has no 
end and lapses back into i臼elf. This, for its part, leads 
to a cyclical time structure within games. According to 
their inner structures, games are not laid out along 
chronological lines. Although a game lasts a certain 
amount of time and is imbedded in a chronology, it 
can, on basis of its inner temporality, be observed as a 
unified whole with no relationship to a past or future 
巳xisting outside of itself. Thus the game is taken out of 
a temporal continuum, as is the present in som巳 time
mod巳ls, where it r巳presents not something that 巳lapses,
but rather an intermediate point, devoid of any 巳xpan
sion, wh巳re the future turns into由e past. 

According to Luhmann (1980), this turning point 
is heavily dependent on 出e effects of actions. He 
assumes that the past sets in only from the point at 
which the changes resulting from a chain of actions are 
no longer reversible. Before that occurs, there is an 
expanded present in which certain tendencies for the 
future, though air巳ady introduced, could still possibly 
be steered in another direction. One could remain in 
tl1is present, and possibly negotiate what should be. 
Th巳 futur飞出巳n, would b巳 open. In other words, a 
stat巳 of being is maintained，由e result is not yet de
cided, and one is still in the process of fixing an out
come. In this sense, we can describe games as a process 
of expanding 出e present, in which certain defining 
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t巳nd已ncies for th巳 future are laid clown by the rules, but 
not the 巳xact ch日in of 巳V巳nts or th巳 result.

According to these conceptualizations, play is first 
and for巳most an activity carried out in lin巳 with th巳

various rules and limitations th川 mak巳 up individual 
games. What all games hav巳 in common, howev巳r, is 
that th巳y must be played. \i\Tithout the proc巳ss of play, 
th巳re would remain only rig·id rule constructions. 
U斤1en studying computer game日， then, it's important 
t门 6川 clearly defin巳 the 。bj巳ct of st11巾. Is it the struc
t11res, th巳 rule川nd the play object-th巳 hardware or 
the gam巳itsclf, which proceeds under the constraints of 
a II these things? The :mswcr is simple. Games cannot 
be ackquat巳lyιkscribed with out consid巳ring the pro 

cess of play. 
In 日o doin区，it is importm1t to differentiate betw出11

two叫1ects indicated by Espen Aarseth (1997). H巳

warns ag:1in日t confusing ti刊。bject with th巳 exp巳ri巳nee
O川 h:1s with the 。bje此 He cl巳fines the object as 口 “ma
tcrial entity 出口t determines it [the work] in a way the 
individual 1℃adings do not” （p. 46). But in the cas巳 of
the comp11ter在，line, we must hear in mind that the oh
jeιt i吨川t （）川y a material 巳nti巧，， bnt巾o a pr川eclural
《 )11巳 ．
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The Playing Field of the Computer 
Game 

Because g,1111ιs a1巳 defined by certain houndari巳s (be 
thcy temp01训

，
spatial，。r 1ul巳s that defin巳 th巳 actions),

11 ike to describe the specifics ofιomputcr games by r巳－

Ferring to their spatial houndari巳s that lead to forth巳r
ch,1ract己ristics.

l切巳ry computer g江me separates the actual space in 
which the play巳r is situated, and the virt11al sp口C巳 of the 
{icti门11:11 gamι：lCtivity.’！ ＇he player can manipulat巳 the
virtual space with the h巳Ip of various input devices二

for ex,1111ple, a k巳yhoard, a mυus巳
，

a joystick，。r console 
c1111 trυlle1 s 门n d the eff，巳cts of the比 manipulation日 can
s i 111 ul tan以儿1sly l记 vi 巳wed on ,l monitor a吕 th巳 output
devic巳 I lercin I止， of αrnrse, the simila1让ies between 
computer gam巳s :md othιr comput巳l applic;1tions that 
figure 15 .1 addresses. The input and output devices 
r巳gubte th巳 ways the I】l叮巳r g:1in日：1ccess t忖 the gam巳 －

Th巳 input device defin削 whichηcti仆ns tb巳 play巳r can 
c;111y υut in the g:1111巳－ for example, in cυmbination 
with the刀，111/, I< 11 ider t丁rogrnm, pressing the (x)-button 
on the PSX ,rnd PS 11 U 川troller results川江sh(lt hy 
Lar;1 Croft; the output device, that 1日， the 111川lllt川 in
cυ111hinatio11 with the Tr1111/, l?/fidcr softwat飞defines
b（》W th巳 play巳r s巳es these acti，》ns an【I the world of the 
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game. This distancing and mediation through the use 
of technical equipm巳nt is specific to the comput巳r
game. In other games, for example ball games, the 
play巳r can manipulate real objects, with or without ac
cessorγ 巳quiprnent， 。r the play can take plac巳 in th巳

imagination, with obj巳cts and environm巳nts that 巳xist
entir巳ly in the fantasy of th巳 players.6 Th巳 indir巳ct
mann巳r in which computer games manipulate objects 
of play h巳re a key is pr巳ssed and som巳wh巳r巳巳ls巳 a11 

obj巳ct mov巳S→r巳quires t巳chnical m巳di臼ti【）

puter g日mes, graphic el巳n1巳nts C口口 1口ov巳 al、【mt on a 
monitor and, depending on the garn巳， create entire 
worlds of their own. This quality of visualization is rel 
evant for playing comput巳r gam巳日. Just as th巳 condition
of th巳 ball 111:1k巳s a diff，巳renc巳 to 3 ba 11 gam巳， it is th巳

qu:1lity of th巳images and th巳laws und巳r which th巳y op
erat巳 that mak巳 a diff1巳rence in computer games. 

By this we can separat巳 text-based computer gam巳Q

from imag·e-11.1自己d on巳S Th巳r巳 is also a further subdivi
sion amongst the image based games, b巳tween thos巳 in
which one appears to b巳 playing with the ohj巳cts on th巳

monitor and those in which one s巳ems to enter and ma 
nipulate a worl<l that is picnir巳d on the monitor sere巳n.
Commenting on the first categorγ，which applies to the 
early ,ircad巳 and console gam巳s, Bolt巳r and Grusin 
(2000, p. 91) refer to opaque interfaces, wher巳as in the 
s巳coml category the interface is trrtmprtrCllt. I will return 
to this distinction. 

Sp巳cific to th巳 comput巳r game is that s巳巳ing and 
acting· ar巳 Separated through the [fjJji[flηtns (Baudry, 
1986), and are 仁。ntinuously brought back togeth巳r
again in the course of l】lay. The player acts. The com 
puter takes th巳巳ff，巳cts of the actions out of the spatial-
111日terial reality of the player ::ind distributes th巳m in the 
virnrnl space of the monitor. This virnial sp�ce, includ
ing th巳 eff1巳cts of the actions, is obscrv巳d and inter
l】r巳teιl, which then in日uenc巳s th巳 subsequent actions. 

1、hus we can define computer gam巳『 2日 a process 
of s巳If二obs巳rvation with continuous feedback. ln this 
proc巳5日

，
the positi仆n of the play巳r is doubled. In addi

tion t＜》 the p＜川ition as an ag巳nt that the player has in 
巳V巳ry game, h巳＜＞r sh巳 is al日o assig·ne【l the position of 
an o lis<::rv巳r, which in t11rn d巳t巳rmines her position as 
口n agent in the vi日ual space. fn this way the player takes 
on ::t pc 》sition divid巳d into activ巳 an【I observational
function日， which :l!'e integrated during the process of 
play. The activities unite the player with the game, pr仆－

pellin日it tοrw且rd.’l'h巳 p＜附ition of ohservatirn飞， which
relates tυthe pres巳ntati川1 of th巳 objects or the w。rld
on the monitor，ιonnects the player with the gam巳 in

.J 



another way: as with th巳 Ca!TI巳ra position in film, this 

position organizes the point of view, in a purely spatial 

sense, from which the activity can b巳 observed. The 

persp巳ctiv巳 also has th巳 巳ffect of regulating th巳 play巳r'
level of inv【il飞r巳111巳nt in, or distance to, th巳 gam巳. To 

pr巳V巳nt a gn 

point of action 玩》r th巳 activ巳 position and point of
、

view

for the position of obs巳r飞，ati【m.
One might b巳 tempted to defin巳 the p巳rsp巳ctive of 

observation as a persp巳ctive of per四ption. Th巳 term
“observation” though, goes farther than “perception.” 

Per℃eption happ巳ns all th巳 time, mid it only happens 
where one’s own body is (Luhmann, 1955, pp. 275ff). 
The player's body, however, is not in the virtual playing 
field. Th巳 t巳rm “observing” takes this difference into 
:1ccount： “All ohs巳rvation is th巳 introduction of a di仕＇er』

巳ntiation within a space which remains unmark巳d, out 
of which the observer 巳X巳cutes the act of making a dis
tinction” （Luhmann, 1995, p. 92). In the cas巳 of COI日－

puter gam巳日，th巳 observ巳r is the player who, from a 
position in front of the monitor, rnak巳S th巳 distinction
bctween his or her own world and th巳 world of th巳

g,llll巳. This distinction also 巳nables th巳 player to ob
serv巳 him or herself as another-as the avatar, for 
example. This self-observation alon巳 allows a player, 
in th巳 function of an avatar, to take action within the 
world of the game：由c player attributes出c actions of 
th巳 avatar to her or himself as anoth巳r.

Playing comput巳r gam巳s distinguishes its巳lf from 
仆th巳r forms of play and also from activities with 
non-computer-supported t巳xtual and pictori且l 111巳di乱，

through th巳 int巳raction with ,lll imaginary w。rid. This 
W川Id can not only, but also-b巳日巳巳n, and one can 
enter into it, though only incli1 巳ctly, through the u日巳 of
technical equipm巳口t. It was this p巳11巳tration into a 
"w川·］cl behind the monitor” th,1t was the primary scene 
for computer gam巳s, as w巳 know th巳m today.巴巴拉)1℃
that, the world b巳hind th巳 monitor had always b巳en
closed. Television had an audi巳nc巳 that could only 
watch. Now on巳 could play with this world. Out of 川

ima日inary visual space 巳 111巳rg巳d a virtual space for activ-
ity. But this spac巳 for activity, which is the playing field 
of th巳 computer gam已，also r巳mains a spac巳岛r 1℃pr巳－

日entnion. Or as Br巳nda Laur巳1 (1991, p. 1) puts it, the 
J}()t巳ntial of th巳 computer lay “111 its capacity to npi·csellt 
11ctiοn in which Inn川11s could parti呻ate. ”

Th巳 conn巳ctedness of the level of action and th巳

level of representation with th巳 simultaneous <listinc 
ti忖11 betw巳巳 11th巳se two levels links αnnputer games to 
na tr,1tive, becaus巳 the distinction l比twe巳n r巳pres巳nta-

』』
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tion and what is r巳presented forms the basis of 巳V巳 1γ
narrative. A narrative is th巳 “1·c1n·cse11t11tion of a real or 
fictional chain of actions" (Metzler, 1984, p. 13 2). 

This structural 巳quival巳nt provid巳s the pr巳requisite
for examining comput巳r gam巳s according to narrative 
criteria, subj巳ct of th巳 next section. 

阴ωEmu
ωH3
且E
。υ
5
主－ZHE
旨ZNarrative Structure 

In his op巳 11 d巳finition, Christi乱11λf巳tz d巳scribes the 
nar 
the tim巳 of the thing tc》ld and th巳 time of th巳 t已!ling
(th巳 tim巳 of th巳 significat巳 and th巳 tim巳 of th巳 sig
ni且巳r）” (Metz, 1974, p. 18). He thus distinguishes 
betwe巳n two levels，巳ach with its own t巳mporal qua! 
ity. On the basis of this he distinguishes between forms 
of media. To explain the differ巳nc巳s h巳 us巳『 the 巳xain
pie of film foot乱ge of a carni瓜n traveling 出rough
th巳 des巳rt:

• Th巳 narrative invents on巳 time sch巳me in t巳nns of 
another: s巳veral successive shots show th巳 caravan on
its way through th巳 desert.

The de『cription transports a 日pac巳 into a tim巳： sev
巳ral successive shots show the d巳sert.

Finally, th巳 image transports a spac巳 into anoth巳r
space: a sing！巳 shot shows the des巳It. 

Metz do巳Sil ’t discuss th巳 possibility of transporting 
tim巳 into a spac巳， in th巳 cas巳 of the film: a single shot of 
th巳 caravan in motion. Howev巳r, this isn’t rel巳vant for 
th巳 film, b巳caus巳 in film，川icle from rare experim巳ntal
situation日，there :u℃ alw8ys multiple shots. But this cas巳

is significant for the e,1rly computer gam巳s.丁h巳y show 
movements on an image. On巳 plays with thι obj巳cts
shown on the surface of this image-be th巳y lines and 
<lυt日（a bat and ball) in PοII且， tanks and "Space 
[nvaders” in句，ICC bmadcn (Midway, Taito, 1978), or a 
spaceship and asteroids (Asteroids, Atari, 1979). In Tetris 

(Iυ87) as well, th巳re is no t巳mporal lev巳l of r巳presenta
tion. l3仆lter an【I Crusin (2000, p. 91), as stated 乱hove,
descril比 this sort of repr巳sentation as op叫／lC ： “Th巳阳is
nothing behind or beyond th巳 interfac巳， as th巳r巳

口pp巳，irs to be with a p巳rspectiv巳 painting or photo 
graph.” And, w巳 can now add， 乱 temporal quality is 
missing. The portrayal is thus not recognized as por 
tray,11, as ind巳l】巳nd巳nt from that, which is portrayed. 
The play巳rs, then, play with th巳 interface.

It was the JVlario Brothers gam凹凸·om Nintendo 
that first incorporated the repr巳5巳ntation of various 
roυms，且ml lat巳r hor业ontal scrolling scre巳ns,7 so th,1t 
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Level of Level of Media 
Pres巳nted Arrangement Representation Components of Object of 
Parts Story of Action (Abstract) Representation Study 

Aristotle Even臼 Fabula My由OS (plot) Action (abstract) 

Russian Motives Fabula Suyzhet/action Suyzh巳t
－

formalism (abstract) 

Todorov Actions, Histoire Discourse Narrative 
personnage (abstract) 

Genette Even缸nents Histoire Narration Recit verbal 
(concrete) 

Channan Events, Story (Plot) Discourse Narrative 
eXJsten臼 (abstract) 

Bordwell Events Fabula Suyzhet Sryle Film 

Narration 
(concrete) 

th巳 portrayal also took on identifiable characteristics. 
These games mark the transition from presentation to 
representation and establish the possibility for narrativ
ity: the two temporal sequ巳nces.

Narrative themy generally maintains that narrative 
consists of at least由es巳 two levels.巩Tith regard to由E

represented一出巳 story-there is general agre巳ment,
but when dealing with the level of representation, there 
is divergent thought. Table 15.1, which gives an over
vi巳w of narrative levels as conceptualized in literary 
and cinematic theories of narrative, shows出1s. It may 
also help to clari命the relations of the terms used in 
the different languages. 

Presented Par寸5

Most scholars describe the elements a storγconsists of 
as events and actions.8 Todorov (1977) and Chatman 
(1978) alter this action-cent巳red conception. Todorov 
also includes people, whereas Chatman speaks of events 
and e泪stents. Furthermore, he distinguishes the 巳:vents
in r巳spect to their importance for the narrative： “Events 
are either logically essential or not (kernels versus sate!
lites）.”The satellites can be left out, whereas the ker
nels cannot (cf. Chatman, 1978, p. 32).9 

Stoiy 

The story consists of the presented parts or as Bord
w巳II (1985, p. 49) puts it，“th巳 fabula embodies the 
action as a chronological, cause ::md-eff，巳ct chain of 
events occurring within a given duration and a spatial 
6巳lei."

It is now also an accepted principle 出at the story is 
not an independent precursor to the storytelling; rather, 
it is put together or summarized by 出e recipient, based 
on information contained in由巳text. These infonna
tions are given through the arrangement of actions in 
the discours巳．

Arrang，仿阳'lt of Actions 

The level of the arrang巳ment of actions (plot/my出os)
relates to 出e order of the events in the text. Through 
tl1is arrangement, which results in the actual order of 
events given in the text (Tomashevs均，1965, p. 67), 
the recipient is led in a certain direction, so that he or 
sh巳 can construct the stmy-or be obstructed in doing 
so. 

A precise relation between the events and the plot 
is already laid out in the Aristotelian concept. In his 
"(H1c:cpLi1 川 1 or trngcJy、 八ristotlc di府已·emiatc·、 l1etWt!t!ll 

1hc indi, id11:il part'i th刊 l 11re portn1ycu, whil'h 1,ιi.::1lls 
u、cnt吨，：md the 1111ifyi叩「nrcc, the 111ythw,, which 
hring协山cm to也cl.her. In his conception, the myL110s 111 

I cuds ,he ac�ion forw:1 rd :md巾。uld cr1.<:He plms rh:1l 
“should be constructed dramatically, that is around a 
single, whole, and complete action, with beginning, 
middle, and end” (199 5, p. 115). So Aristotle does not 
se巳 the events that occur in the tragedy as being inde
pendent of their given order, but as subject to the laws 

of composition. It is not the separate parts由at lead t。

由e conclusion; on the contra巧，the whole and com
plete action determin巳s the individual parts, which are 

brought together by th巳 mythos in order to旬［fill their 

duty in leading to the conclusion. 11



、． ．” ·e,• a：臼d Nan-atron 
J)isr例H’

；�「
e；：：二：bing 出扭曲term 叩het or plot: It 

；：�1卢川叫出巳 arrangement of the actions, but
JI" 

忖巳 situation, including 出e role of the
9lso the na ranve 

； 币以＞r, the focalization of出巳 events and由e mode of

a 二..�；nn-concepts I will refer to later. 

11111 ＇：；；口ette ( 198.0) and Bordwell (1985) highlight由

proccJur:il element of this level, as well as its dependency

归 ιe medium in which the narrative is realized.12

ri,ey bo出 choose the term narration. Al也ough出E

n E出e result of由e arrangement of action,
plot rep 

il i百 in itself part of the process of narration. Questions

ar authorship also relate to出巳 level of narration.

The Form of the Story in Computer
Games 

-middk:-c时，出e three fundamental 8eg111111 ng 
clen:i.ents of the story according to Aristotle have a 

long-srnndin吕i tradition. This s町ucture app巳ars in an

clahClr:11ud form in Lotman 1977 and in Campbell

1965. As set out in the last paragraph, especially 出e

ending-th巳point eve印出ing leads to-where mean

ing is given to every出ing that came before, is an im

pnrcint component of出is model.13 
The first game that clearly used出is canonic story 

�tructure was Donkey Kong (Nintendo, 1981 ). The 
monkey Donkey Kong has abducted the princess and 
brought her back to his country . Th巳 task of the game’s
protagonist (a carpenter who later became Mari。由E
plumber) is to save the princess. In order to achieve his 
goal he has to overcome various obstacles. When he 
manages to conquer all出e obstacles，出e princess is 
av饥！．

A story like this is given to the player as a horizon 
or meaning at the beginning of the game and it is also
cnlcub阳I as an option in the program. The storγ
docsn ’t need to be fully realized in order to b巳 recog-
11i1-1bl1: as according with the narrative canon. Missing
segments are巳xpanded upon, as shown by cognitive re
search d1:al山区with proct:目scs rdnLl.lcl to order and tl1e 
1:hwclopmc111门j' lllt::111inl! in narr:::iuves.

1
.
n Lhis vcm、灿ruJlc1· :111J Joh川，n ( 197 8) conclude 

山的1 由
,_ 

n e cou s巳of :1 lifetime, every human being
��rns …tain schemata for阳O伊ition of narra由臼
由o吵ences are mainly叫onsibl巳for creatin 
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Table 15.2 
The story schema of Trnnb Raide, EE徊。
(!) Setting Introduction of 
the protagonist; can contain 
information about physical, 
social, or temporal context 
in which the remainder of 

出e story occurs 
(2) l11trod11cto1"y event An 
action, an internal event, or 
a natural occurrence which 
serves to initiate or to cause 
a response in the
protagomst
(3) Protngo11ist击，-enction An
emotion, cognition, or goal 
of the protagonist 
(4) Attm1pt An overt action
to obtain由e protagonist’s
goal 
(4a) Co111plicati11g nctio阳

Lara Croft sits in a hotel 
lobby. A messenger from 
Jacqueline Nadla comes, 
realizes that Lara is an 
adventuress. 

U
H
2
且E
。U
S
E－
Z
H
＠kezLara gets the contract from 

Jacqueline Nadia to search for 
the “Scion” in th巳Andes.

Lara is in the Andes and 
makes her way to the caves of 
Qualopek. 
Lara runs through the caves. 

Various opponents and 
obstacles need to be overcome 
in th巳 search for the “Scion.”
Lara has found all the parts of 

出E “Scion.”
(5) Result An event, action, 
or巳ndstate which marks the 
attainment or 
nonattainment of出E
protagonist’s goal 
(6) Reactio11s to the result She declines to hand over the 

pieces of出E “Scion” to her 
employer, who could use them 
to do evil. Lara sails off into 
the sunset on Nadia’s yacht.

Note: The schema is taken from Stein (1978, 235). Branigan 
(1992, 14f.) refers to Stein as well, but replaces her point (4） “at
tempt” with (4a） “complicating actjons.” Example: Tomb Raider
(Eidos, 1996). 

includes knowledge of causal relationships and various 
sor臼of effects of actions" ( p. 3 3 8). 

Schema由eo巧r studies the relationship of m巳mory
performance and narrative text structures in particular, 
starting with the assumption出at a story will be b巳忧er
remembered when it is based on出巳 schema (cf. Man
dler & Johnson, 1978, p. 3 39; Stein, 1978, p. 234). The 
sch巳mata that have been developed resemble the com
plete, classic structure of a story (cf. Todorov 1971; 
Branigan 1992). In nonformalized form, it looks like ta
ble 15.2. 

These schemata represent a macrostructure of sto
ries. They serve to expand on出巳 narrative when some 
parts don’t appear in the storγ. For example, we can

出巳n speak of a sto巧with an open end when (5) and 

(6) are omitted. It is thes巳elements由at t巳rrninate tl1巳

present tense of也e game. v\冯1巳n (4a) is left out, one is 

possibly forced to speculate on what happened in the 
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卢ring rmd juuψing backwrwd nonstop. Keep on the mu, mu{ 
do11 't let this !111础。· get close/ unless you really like the idea 
of becoming a cop1刀lith. Keep an tye 011 your health bar mul 
1·cmembcr伪at you can heal yourself mid－＿自如扩you have 
to. To do this, press Ercnpe to bring zψthe inventory and 
卢·ce:::;c the action, 1川 11 med.伊ck, and return to the fight 
With ({ SI阱 ofCο11tent111e1斤斤om Lara.”（Lynn Hendricks, 
1996-2000) 

This recip巳民）r mast巳ri
in Tomb Raider differs fn》m a story in i岱 us巳【if th巳 im
p巳rativ巳. Another conspicuous feature is that the player 
is addr巳ssed in ref1巳rence to various fimctions. “Sav巳

your game” and esp巳cially “press Escap巳
” r巳fer not to 

the diegesis14 but explicitly to what the player does
pressing buttons.“Walk cautiously into th巳 val!巳y” and
also “a sigh of contentm巳nt from Lara” on tl1巳 otl1er
hand, refer to an action in the diegesis. These two 
statements also mark an indecision in respect to who 
the active char臼cter is, as shown by the switch from the 
second to the iliird person. In other words, the first 
quυk addresse旦出巳 player (though it is obviously not 
the player who actually walks into the valley), and由巳
second describes an action by tl1巳 avatar. Finally，“until 
y<lll C川1 S 巳巳

” 1吐白·s to obs巳rvation. Thus thr四币elds of 
;1ction for the player are addressed he1巳 the player ’s

actions as player, the player’s actions as avatar in th巳

di巳gesis, and the υbservational actions of the play巳r.
For a nonplayer, the walk-through s巳巳ms incom

pl巳te; th已 world in which the avatar mov巳s is not folly 
defined. On巳 cannot read a w臼lk－出rough 乱s a story but 
has to be fully engaged in the game to und巳rstand what 
it’s about.

1再／:ilk-throughs, as th巳 name suggest坷， are mainly 
sign］〕osts or route maps consisting of static and dy
namic elem en ts, just Ii k巳 a story. But the imperativ巳

mode <locsn 't clung巳 until th巳 moment the play巳r
begins to pursue a path, at which point there is a transi
tion from possibility to actuality. And it is precisely this 
following 。f ;1 path 巳X巳cnted in the game. 

The story is ::ictualiz，以l by th巳 av8tar’s walking·,
running, and jumping, which th巳n creat巳s a plot and 
G111 he comp江red with the 江ct of narration, ,1ccording 

to de C巳rteau： “The act of walking is for the urban sys

tem what the utterance (the sp巳ech-act) is for language 
川· for formulated 日tatements" (De Certeau, 1988, 

p. 189).

There are two main things that lcnd credence
to this comparison: (I) Thcs巳 ctctions d1仔巳r from one 
:mother in 巳V巳ry round that’s pbyed.丁l丁 is m巳ans th巳y
1cbtc门。t to the st1iry but the plot. 1】by itself, with 

meantim巳， and can而11 tl1e empty space from memory 
with suitabl巳巳vents. (cf. Mandler & Johnson, 1978) 

Alongside the schematic concept, which is mainly 
used to describe m巳morie日， ther巳 is the conc巳pt of the 
script. The script is a dynamic model applied to formu
late 巳xpectations in a C巳rtain s巳quence (Herman, 1997, 
p. 10斗）. If, as in the case of Tnmb Raider, the points (1)
Lara in出c hotel lobby, (2) Jacquelin巳 Nadia's offer, (3)

Lara in tile And巳s, and a pr巳vi巳w of (5) the “Scion” is 

found ar巳 already given, then the player can activate 
the script吨。mplete, whole story.” During the course
of th巳 g8m巳 th巳 play巳r can compar巳 th巳 巳vents of the 
g;1m巳 with th巳 schema for the storγ， to det巳rmine if it
is in fact complete. On th巳 other hand th巳 play巳r can
r巳alize tl1at there is no story in th巳 gam巳． 。n巳 could
say that, in this resp巳ct, the story is told before the
game is pbyed.

Just as this story is set up by the player to b巳 com
pleted, it is also programmed in the computer as a pos
sihle narrative, which can bιacnializ，巳d. ln the process 
of actualization, Lara Croft fights h巳r w口y, in various 
巳nvironment日， th1υugh “c1,mplic1ting event日，

” finds all 
the part抖。f the "Scion门

自 nd finally, aft巳r the death of 
Jacqueline Nadia, uses Nadla's y;1cht to le,ive the sc巳11巳

of the action, takin日。ff for th巳 open seas. The condi
tion for arriving at this conclusion is the actuali,,ation 
of all kcmd飞that is to say, the 口ctu;1\ i za ti on all nec巳日－

5川·y events that, taken together, a1℃ also suf币ci巳nt for 
reaιhing the end. This story can b巳 called th巳 mi11iu11tl
f打uy l 》f th巳 gam巳. Tn contr:1st to the minimal story is 
on巳 th8t depicts an ideal p8th, the so-c;11\ed cm11plete 
so!utio11 or the wa以’

－throu‘gh. The walk through de
scribes th巳 l】OS日ibility of 1mstering th巳 game completely, 
刊howing th巳 w�1y one m；巳ds to go in order to collect all 
the ol可ect月， find all th巳

“5巳crets，＇’ 江nd kill all on巳
’R

opponent日， events that then app巳ar in th巳 score table. 

Thc di仔erenc巳 between the minimal story and the 
1de:1l story is th.it in the minimal story only tht: /.:.emdr 
:1rc t:1 ken int《》 3ιcount. In contrast, th巳 id巳al stmy takes 
th巳 ＼＂／ttcllit（丁 into 口ccount as well. 

The w�ilk-through is not a story that is told in 
order to s口y ‘气vhat h,1s h8pp巳ned” （cf. Todorov, 1υ77,
p. 20). It i日 ，

in foct, J111Jrc of ;1 n:cipe for cre8ting thι
id巳口l st仆ry, in 川h巳r WOI飞l日， 日n instruction扣r actions. 

Th巳 followin日exa111 pk, p:irt of 口 walk through for 
'/ rn11/i R,,idcr, shυws this: 
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its continuous r巳petition, writes itself into由E game 

thro吨h the modes of movement. (2) The locomotiv巳

actions are not listed in the score tables of th巳 gam巳；

they influenc巳 only th巳 tim巳 it takes to absolve a level. 
叭斤1at is being measured here is performance; this result 
doesn’t repres巳nt the storγtime, but the narrative time. 

Story Models 

In action gam巳5 or action adventure gam巳s the play巳r

can be certain that there exists already one fixed ending 

in the program in the mode of possibility. Each round 

and all plots can be s巳m as attempts to reach出lS

ending. 
Todorov (1971) defines narratives built on this 

kind of forward-moving and for the most part action

based stori巳s as mytholo且ic11l n11rratives. They work with 
th巳 change of a positive stat巳 into a negative one and 
the subsequ巳nt restoration of the original state.15 

Yet he proposes two more categories of narra

rives: 16 the gnoseologiwl and the ideolo且icnl narrativ巳s.
Th巳g11oseological narratives are build on a transition 

from ignorance to knowledge. These narrativ巳s are 
concerned with the r巳alization of meaning. In The quest 

卢w the H,呻 Grail, on巳 of his examples, it is not so much 
about finding th巳 Grail as about understanding what 
the Grail means, and th巳 reinterpretation of actions in 
light of subs巳quent elev巳loprnents. In principle, this 
S巳arch for knowledge is infinit巳. Such narratives tend 
to he retrogressive, which becomes even clearer in 
Todorov ’s s巳cone! 巳xample, the detective story, th巳

pυint of which is to find out what happ巳ned b巳fore.
Thes巳 stories have an ending, but it is unc巳rtain.

In adv巳nture games we find a gnos巳ological story 
structure. Her巳th巳player as avatar is thrown into a sit 
uation in which she do巳m’t know right 口way what to 
do, wh巳re she is 巳xactly, what the environment is like 
υr what ev巳nts have occurr巳<l, and “the play巳r of an ad 
venmre garn巳... is not guaranteed that tl1巳巳V巳nts thus 
for are at all relevant to the solution of the.: game” （A:ir
S巳白， 1997, p. 112). 17 The play巳r is giv巳n no concr巳t巳
indications about th巳 巳nd or d巳 way to g巳t there, so 
sh巳 can’t imagin巳 a story and then try to play it 仆ut.
Mor巳 important is to get a basic sense of orientati＜川

江nd gain knowledg巳 about出e world and the situation. 
According to Aarseth, an adventur巳

“effi巳ctively disinte
grates any notion of story by forcing the play巳r's attcn 
tion 《 H1 th巳巳lusiv巳

‘plot.' ... Instead of a narrated plot, 
ιyb巳rtext produc巳s a 5巳quence of oscillating activities 
effectuated (but C巳rtainly not controll时） by th巳user.” l 抖

In fact, the.; mor巳 or less successful attempts of a 
pby巳r to navig,1te through a gam巳 diff（巳r greatly from 
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tl1e careful, deliberate plot construction of a novel or 
film. The player's actions ar巳 movements in search of 
meaning. Her巳， in contrast to tbe action-adventures, 
由e player is giv巳n no meaningful story as a means of 
orientation. Aarseth calls this intention81 withholding 
of information, an intrigue that the player voluntarily 
submits to. 

Regardless of the grade of difficulty a player can, 
depending on the individual game, construct a story 
retrospectively, hecaus巳 adventure games also work 
WI出 a program that connects certain routes and 巳vents
with one ano出巳r, leading, in ilie end, to one or to nm!
tiple endings. Her巳 a model is ca,Jculated for 出巳 t巳Iri 
tory a player can cover during the course of出e game, 
and for the actions that she can car可out at certain 
locations. The origin of the adventures, tl1e cartography 
of caves, is still evident in even the most advanced 
graphic adventures. Sp巳cific activities ar巳 linked to indi
vidual locations and have to be performed sequentially, 
because the ace巳ss to tl1e individual locations or situa 
tions is controll时， allowing not only a network but 
also a sequenc巳 of 巳V巳nts to arise. 1υ

The third of Todorov ’s categories is mention巳d
here only in passing, th巳 category of the ideologiml nar

rativ叫denoted by consistently unchanging, virmally 
regulated patterns of relationships between people. 
This regulated behavior becomes cl巳ar in Les liaisons 

dan且ereuses, where rules such as “飞Nhen p巳rson A loves 
person B, tl1en person B do巳Sil

’t love person A” ar巳 laid
down. Th巳 ideological stori巳S dif6巳r from the mytho
logical and gnos巳ological on巳s mainly in that they don ’t 
propel the story in a certain direction, but function 
more like rules for play that enable the same situation 
to b巳 played out 江gain and again with a different cast. 
A L1rgc ideological portion is naturally pr巳sent in all 
games. 丁his is particularly cl巳ar in simulations (e.g., 
,<..,'imC1吵，Maxi日，1994, The Sims, Maxis, EA, 2000) and 
叫rategy games (e.g., Age of fa.叩ires, but also large parts 
of Cmnm,md and Co11qucr, Westwood, Virgin, 1996), in 
which th巳goal of th巳game is th巳 establishm巳nt of func
tion�1 I cyclc日，which op巳rat巳 according to unchanging 
rules. The cyclical time structure and the repetitions 
fυund in gam巳s ar巳 pr巳sent her巳. In this cas巳， though,
it’s not :1 storγthat’s being written but history, so if we 
W们1t to 飞礼1ork with narratological vocabularγ in cas巳 of 
the simulations and strategy games-iliough in my 
叩inion it is not verγfruitful-w巳must change tl1e nar
rat1ve g巳nre.

The categories of my咄ological, gnos巳olog-ical, and 
1d巳ological narratives are v巳ry us巳ful for th巳 C臼tegor·iza
tion of 巳omput巳r games b巳cause they correspo口cl to th巳
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come to a head when an attempt is successful or th巳

game ends, that is to say, the goal is r巳ached. Thus in 
her argument出e concluded story is also seen as a hori
zon of meaning. It would be more precise then, in出e
case of Groundhog Day and also of出e computer games, 
not, like Murray, to speak of a 11mlt泸仰1刷吼but of a 
1Jl 

This form, however, is shown in text in several forms 
on the lev巳l of th巳 plot. The story with its intrinsic 
meaning holds together th巳 r巳petitions of almost always 
the same, which are play巳cl out on th巳 level of th巳

plot. 
In a computer game the play巳r can start over again 

from the beginning until all obstacles have been ov巳r
come and the goal is achi巳飞red. The difference betwe巳n
the wea出巳rman Phil and a computer game player is 
that Phil is a character of the story and can ’t escape 
repeating th巳 same day as long as he hasn’t reached the 
goal, wh巳reas a computer game player has出巳 option of 
avoiding repetitions hy breaking off the game. Thus, 
whereas the repetitions of Phil’s day are laid down in 
th巳 sto印出at result in a fixed plot, th巳 repetitions in 
a computer game can be assigned to th巳 actual playing 
of it, which r巳suits in a differ巳nt plot in every single 
round. 
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categories of ac口on, adventure, and strategy games. 
Mixtures are, in any case, possible. 

Story Time and Narrative Time 
丁＇he process of playing a comput巳r game thus corre 
sponds to the proc巳ss of narration. This process leav巳S
behind trac巳s on th巳 l巳vel of the discourse, which makes 
up certain relationships with the lev巳l of the storγ，for 
巳xampl巳， in resp巳ct to temporality. 

In verbal narration, th巳 two temporal sequences
story and narration-always make up a specific tempo
ral relationship. According to Genett巳（1980), there is a 
sahs叼ttcnt narration一出巳 story time comes before the 
time of th巳 narration-prior nrwration (e.g., predic
tions), simultaneous nrwmtion, and inte吵。lated nan·ation. 
The most frequent form is th巳 subsα1uent narration: 
币rst som巳thing hopp巳ns, and afterwards th巳 events are 
narrated.2.1 

The explicit tempor址r巳lationship cannot, how 
ev巳r, be found in nonv巳rbal narrative forms such as 
film or theatr飞which has ignited a protracted discus
sion over whether film in fact narrates or rather, shows 
or presents something in th巳 her巳 and now. This is a 
discussion th川 I can’t take up herc.24 Ther巳 is, how 
ever, an 巳stablished opinion that而Im do巳s hav巳 narra
tive qualiti巳s 8ml g·iv巳s th巳 impression that th巳 story
has happened earlier, in any case not now (cf. Juul, 
2001, p. 13). 

Story and Plot in Computer Games 
To describe由巳relationship betw臼n stoηrand plot, I 
would like to return to出巳example Tomb Raider. 

The story ends sooner or later, depending on how 
close Lara comes to achieving出e goal. The prescribed 
goal, howev巳r, allows for only two fundamentally diι 
f巳r巳nt conclusions: th巳 pl巳y巳r 巳ither reach巳s the goal 
or not. Through a common beginning and the pre
scription of identical goals, the virtuol story, which 
achieves the goal, always establishes the hackground 
for th巳 played stories in which it is not achieved. Th巳

middle, that is, carrying out the task, will vary in th巳

V口rious rounds. For the 巳nding, how巳ver, in respect to 
the themγthere ar℃ only t\νo possibilities, because fail 
ur巳 to reach the goal can only be s巳en as negation of 
achieving th巳 goal. This possibility can only he under
stood in connection with the first. The achiev巳111巳nt of 
the goal will also b巳 tak巳n into consideration in the cas巳

of failure to achieve th巳 goal. Meaning is establish巳d
through choic巳 日nd the reduction of complexity (cf. 
Luhmann, 1971 ). Thus if a story creates meaning by 
leading to a C巳rtain 巳ncl, th巳 negation of this end also 
constructs meaning (b巳cause the n巳gation always con
siders the obj巳ct that is negated, cf. Luhmann, 1975). 
It is not the m巳aning that is b巳ing n巳gated, hut the 
choice. 

With this in mind, th巳 continuou日 出petitions in th巳

proc巳ss （》f playing can b巳 count，巳d ;1s part of the logic of 
the interaction of story and plot. Ja 
30) d巳且11巳S a storγ told through repetitions of sing! 巳
5巳qu巳nc巳s or of the entir巳 pi巳C巳 as a mult扩07'1/l 』

：toiy.211
Sh巳川巳S various films as exampl此 It's a vi,,斗md吵J Life
(Fr:mk Capra, 1946), Rashmnon (Akira Kurosawa, 1950)
and finally Groundhog Day (Harold Ramis, 1993),21 in
which a weath巳rman reliv巳s the sam巳 day as many times
as he needs to reach his goal, winning the love of a co
worker. “Becaus巳 of his O的simulation structure,
Grmmdhn‘q I)叫，though it has none of the shoot－‘巳111

up content of videogames, is as much like a videogame
�s �1 linear film c:m I比” （Murray, 1997, p. 36). But what
Murray overlooks is that this film 【liffers from the two
《）thers, and ahυvc all h巳ars a resemblance to computer 
gnmes through pres巳nee of a pre日仁rib巳d goal. Each day 
is a n 巳w :1ttempt to win the colleag1.陀、 lov巳， and when 
it fails, th巳 day h巳自ins 日11巳w.22

Murray attributes th巳 sirnibrity 仆f fi Im and vid巳o
games mainly to their simubti仆n strncturc. Sh巳 rat巳S

the foiled ,1tt巳mpts ,ls 日imul.1tio11, so things only re.illy 
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But in computer games, the story events arise dur
ing play, d巳veloping simultaneously with the discourse. 
The 巳vents occur only when由ey are trigg巳red by the 
discourse. Before 出at，也ey only exist in the mode of 
possibility in出e program. Their realization is depen
dent on 出e act of playing or narration, respectively. 
Thus it is not a matter of simple simultaneous narra
tion, as with a live broadcast on television, but of an 
interpolated narration in which “the story and th巳 nar
rating can become entangled in such a way由at由e
latter has an effect on the form巳r” as G巳11巳tte (1980, p. 
155) writes.25 This is precisely th巳 case in comput巳r
games: the actions on 出巳 level of the discourse influ
ence the actions of the story. Computer games and a
novel with int巳rpolated narration differ, however, in

由e fact出at th巳 real actions, which produce a computer
game and leave 出巳ir traces in the discourse, also occur
simultaneously with the discourse and th巳 story. Th巳re
is simultaneity between th巳 real actions, the narrative
actions, and the starγactions. This reinforces the rele
vanc巳 of the question of whether playing computer
games can be compared with storytelling, or if it’s bet
ter understood as actions carried out und巳r certain reg
ulations, as in other types of games. The difference
between computer games and other games, however, is
that if the line of actions can be interpr巳ted as a sto巧，it
is one that happens no衍， but not here, because出E events
occur somewh巳rc 巳lse, n日m巳ly in the virtual world.26
Moreover, the player knows that the possible routes
出rough th巳 game as w巳11 as th巳 end have already b巳en
programmed; in the course of the game, it only has to
he found and attained.

The Role and Perspective for the 
Player-Narrative Discourse 

The temporal relationship d巳scribed in th巳 last para
graph is not th巳 only relation betw巳en story and dis
cours巳i there ar巳 also differ巳nt 11r11'lntive situatiom ( cf. 
Stanzel, 1969). A narrative situation describes the rela
tionship between the narrator and the story ev巳nts and 
巳xist巳nts in the t巳xt. A narrator tells the story from a 
C巳rtain standpoint and is in itself part of the discourse. 

Terms such as卢1丁t-pcrson 11a1Tativc or third-person 

narrative indicat巳 different narrative situations. In anal
ogy to these terms genre descriptions such as Ji，刀－p enon

shooter or third-person shooter are used to label computer 
ga1η巳s.

Because the locomotive actions are the narra口ve
actions in the computer game, th巳n th巳 narrative situa
tiυn is to be d巳t巳rmined on the basis of th巳 location
from which these actions are carried out, and the man-
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11巳r in which出ey are carried out. This means the point 
of action has to be forth巳r 巳laborated upon. Addition
ally，出巳 point of view, or the given p巳rspective on the 
game world, has to be taken into consideration. 

Aarseth (1997) and Ryan (2001) d巳fine the role of 
the play巳r according to a personal or imp巳rsonal per 
spective, or an internal or external mode, respectively. 

When a personal perspective is present, according 
to Aarseth (1997, p. 63），“the text requires由E us巳r to 
play a strategic role as a character in the world 
described by th巳 t巳xt.” The impersonal persp巳cti时，

which he uses as an opposition, means simply出at the 
read巳r reads. Non computer-supported narratives, but 
also hypertexts such as Michael Joyce’sA卢ernoon, be
long to this category. This categorization is too inexact 
for computer games because too many of them employ 
a personal perspective. Th巳 differentiation Ryan makes 
is helpful here, because it applies to出E relationship be
tween th巳 player and the virtual world: 
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In the internal mode, the user projects himse扩as a member 

of the fictional world, e肋er by 忱ntifying、 with an avatrn-, 

or �y apprehending the virtual world卢'O?n d卢rst person per

spective. In the ι:xtcrnal mo此， the reader situates himse扩
outside the virtual world. He either plays the role of a go d

切ho 正witr the fictioηnl world｝♀η111 abo叫 or he concepηtaι 
izes his activi吵， as nav1且ηting a database. (Ryan, 2001, 
p. 12)

According to this, action adventur臼（e.g., Tomb 

Raider) and the so call巳d first p巳rson shooters such as 
Doom and Q1takc (ID Softwar巴， 1996) work wi出由e
internal mod巳， whereas simulations and strat巳gy games 
apply the 巳xternal mod巳 I -I巳re too, w巳 can mak巳

further cl川inctions to hel1】 出n命th巳 mingling of cate
gories that arises in Ryan wh巳n sh巳 speaks of identifica
tion with an avatar but also of adopting a particular 
persp巳ctive. Th巳 blurred term idcnti庐ltion can better 
be und巳rstood here according to George Herbert 
Mead ’日（1962, pp. 152 ff) d巳finition as 出巳 adoption of
a specific attitud巳 and position of action. The perspec
tiv巳， 011 th巳 oth巳r hand, clearly appli巳s to perception, 
the vi巳w of th巳 goings on, and thus to the point of 
view earlier developed. Both of 出巳se methods for the 
player to access and bond with the game need to he 
r巳H巳ct巳d upon. 

Hence I'd like to use a distinction mad巳 by Gerard 
Genette (1980) in his discussion of narrative mood. He 
finds fault with blending the cat巳gories pc，ψcctive and 
voice. Voice applies to the narrator and his or h巳r rd a
tionship to the story, thus answering the question 
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connected to th巳 movements of the avatar; it is not a 
substitut巳 for the viewpoint, rather a viewing with. It is 
scmisubjectii叭in referenc巳 to Mitry (1998, p. 218).29 In 
Genette’s terms, this would be external focalization.

The third perspective in the computer gam巳， the
objective point of vi巳W (zero focalization), is th巳 oldest
and most diversified. The objective point of view 
pr巳5巳nts a space-for-action from outside. Within the 
virtual world th巳re is no point from which to view this 
world. Until the arrival of th巳 first-person shooters at 
the beginning of d巳 1990s, all comput巳r games 
巳mployed th巳 obj巳ctive p巳rspective. The first games 
show巳d a frontal or aerial vi巳w. Later, the objective co 
vi巳W was cr巳ated by horizontal scrolling scr巳ens in the 
Jump’n Runs （巳.g., Sonic the Hcdgeho且，Sega, 1990). 
Even though 出巳 sophisticated avatar here could already 
carry out various actions, ther巳 was one thing it 
couldn’t do: see. Wh日t was pictured was 出巳 environ
ment for th巳 avatar’s actions.

Graphic 臼dventures, too， 巳mploy the obj巳ctive
perspectiv巳. They pres巳nt an avatar in its space-for 
action. Th巳 avatar has no viewpoint. An especially clear 
indication that this is the representation of a space
for-action, is the us已。f “tak巳s，＇’which siz巳S correspond
巳xactly with th巳 S巳ctor of the virtual world that can h巳

man i pub t巳d. Simulation日 and strategy games likewise 
employ an obj巳ctive persp巳ctive that shows th巳 spac巳－

for-action from above. 
In rec巳nt tim已、the possil】ility of changing· the p巳r

spective during the game has becom巳 more and more 
fr巳quent.

丁、
he point of ((Ction describ出th巳 position from 

which action can h巳 tak巳n, and how it will be taken. 
This position c且n r巳sid巳 巳ith巳r within or without the 
di巳g巳日i 日， so that one can speak of an intradiegetic and 
an extr3diegetic point of action. This distinction basi
c1lly αirresponds to th巳 distinctions by Ryan and 
Aar印出 ，

An intracli巳gιtiιpoint of action is clearly pres巳nt
when a g·ame pictures an avatar, which is found in th巳

diege日is and is initiator of the actiυn. An intradiegetic 
point of action is also pres巳nt, how巳V巳r, when the 
player is assign巳d a rol巳 in th巳 dieg巳si 日 that is not 
visualized through an avatar. This is the case in Civili 
zatirm (Micropros巳， Activision, 1996), for 巳xample,
where the pbyer choos巳s a ruler charact巳r who then 
g-uid巳s th巳 f-< ,rtunes of his subjects. At丁巳xtradiegetic
point of action is presc口t wh巳n the l】 layer docsn’t take
on such a role, as is the case in J\/lyst and Tctri.飞＼

If instc口d of f忖cusing‘ on the point of departure of 
the :1ctions we look at their point of destin,1tion ， 。I

＂叭冯10 speaks？ ”27 To adopt this for th巳 analysis of com
puter games th巳 question must b巳 r巳formulated as 

＂叭也o acts？ ” because no one speaks in computer
games,2”but th巳 plot is created through actions. The 
C]ll巳stion relates to the point of action.

Th巳 point of view, on 出巳 other hand, d巳scr 巳S th巳

visual angl巳 on th巳 storγ；11low巳d by the di日course, anc I 
目《〉且nsw巳rs the qu巳stion ‘‘叭吁1【】 S巳巳s?" I will disc丁US！♀ thits
qu巳stion in the first pbc巳 and after that r巳fer t仆 th巳

point of action. 
The point υf view, the perspcctiv巳 or the focaliza

tion, as G巳11巳tte calls these a吕p巳cts of th巳 mood, apply 
to th巳巳xtcnt of knowledge that the discourse will reveal 
about the narn1ted world. 

He defines three types of focalization consisting of: 

uro foCttlizatirm or the 1101旷oml比ed story, i.巳.， a story 
that employs an omniscient narrative; 

in比mill jiJCtt!i':,atiun, in which one or more p巳ople in 
turn narrate from tht:ir own vi巳wpoints; and 

cxtc rn(I/ foι11/i::,ation, in which th巳 vi巳wpoint concen
trates on the actions of one p巳rson, although nothing、

ah＜川t the feelings of this p巳rson is 1℃vealed, as in the 
novels of Dashiell Hammett. 
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Apart from th巳 still rare situatiυns in which charac
ter只 【＞f the comput巳r gam巳 spc8k, play巳rs gain all 
knowledg巳 in comput巳r games through th巳 things they 
can s巳巳， the persp巳ctive in a spatial sense. This pt:rsp巳c
tivc in theιom put巳r game influences tl1e distance of th巳

player to the virtual world. The di仔erent pc】ints of view 
on the virtual world correspond approximately to Gen 
巳tte’H stancla rdizations.

'l'h巳 first variant is th巳 subjective perspective (internal 
f川，ilizatio吟，do
whcr巳 no 白V且tar is vi 日ualiz巳d; th巳1℃ is I口巳「巳ly乱hand or － 

a weap《m at th巳 1】《》tt<《）111 已dge ，》f th心 scr巳en. Th巳 spot at 
which the body belon日ing to the hand, as well as tht: 
eyes \>donging to the body should b巳 situat巳d, rem江ins
巳rnpty. Th巳 screen i ma日巳 r叩resents th巳币巳Id of vision 
仆f ;m av口已11' th口t the pl口yer mu 日t imagin巳 and to 
whom, as part of this imaginin包，the player lends body 
and eyes. ’l'l1us th巳 dieg巳sis 1日 not cl门scd, but extends it 
self beyond the monitor t们 th巳 pbye1二

Action ;1dv巳ntrn时（巳.g., Tom/, Raider) visnaliz巳口n
av:1t�1r cap:1hl巳 of .,el!ing. B巳f�>r巳 L:1ra Croft enters the 
GlV巳刊《 if ()ualop巳k，忖he looks i nsidc. In th巳 g口Ill巳， th<.: 
av:1t:1r cm l比 SC巳11 from behind m仆st of th巳 tirn口， fol
lowed by a virtu,1 I “C:llllιnl.”Fn 川11 this扣llow-moc忙，
仆11 巳 c.111 switch t忖 the view-mmk, in which the av8t口r
Clll I川，k in v::iri 门us din:ction且. '! 'his l训 iint of view 1日



goal, then we can make 出巳 distinction between a con

centric and 盯 centric point of action. The cx-ccnti·ic point 
of action enables 出巳 action to be initiated at multiple 
locations in th巳 virtual world, as in, for example, simu
lations and strat巳gy games. Team sport gam巳5 as w巳11
operat巳 on this principle. C巳ntered actions can only b巳

ex巳cuted from one location. Through this addition, 
strate白F games and action gam巳s can be cliff ，巳r巳ntiated
in r巳lation to the point of action: where the point of 
action is intradi巳g巳tic in both g巳nr巳s, the cent巳ring pro
vid巳s a categorγfor forth巳r subdivision. 

A third division within th巳 point of action is the 
one betw巳en direct and indirect actions. Depending on 
how the commands of th巳 impli巳d author ar巳 carri巳d
out, a structure of command can or cannot b巳 r巳cog
nized on the monitor. 叭1hereas in th巳 case of Tomb 

Raider, for example, ev巳ry pr巳ss of a button instantly 
results in an action from Lara，也巳 player in graphic 
adventures clicks on certain obj巳cts or characters, which 
the avatar then叩proaches to examin巳 or address. Som巳

adv巳ntures, such as Grim Fandan且。（Funsoft, Lucas 
Arts, 1998) or Silent Hill (Konami, 200哟，combine
indirect and direct points of action. Simulations and 
strat巳gy games also us巳 the indir巳ct position of action, 
which, in some games, Command and Conquer for exam】

pie, is includ巳cl in the di巳gesis in that the troops, when 
chos巳n, confirm the command with a “Yes Sir！ ” 

If one wants to b巳 巳xact, then we can understand 
the difference between the direct/indirect point of 
action as a modality of action, b巳cause it d创cribes pri『

marily th巳 relative distance between the st。可（when
pr巳S巳nt) a日d th巳 discours巳.A且indirect point of action 
increases the distance and facilitate日出c proc巳ss of dis
tinguishing betw巳巳n story and discours巳．

The narrative situations can be descril】仅l accord
ing to the point of view and th巳 point of action.’J'h巳

To7!lb Raider series, for example， 巳mploys a semisub
j巳ctiv巳 point of view and a direct, intradiegetic, and 
centered point of action. But with th巳 constant elev巳l』

叩ments of th巳 ways computer games pictur巳 action,
thes巳 conc巳pts have to b巳 developed and specifi巳d as well. 

The Function of the Player-Questions 
of Authorship and Narration 

。ne of the biggest differences between games and nar
ratives lies in the way the recipient and play巳r, respec 
tivcly, take part in tl1e narrative or game. This touches 
the level of narration, which incorporates the issu巳 of
the author of th巳 narrative or the game. To discuss this 
question I will use Aars巳th’s (1997, pp. 62-65) and Ryan、
(2001, pp. 11-23) models of 出巳 tasks a play巳r has in 
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course of playing a comp1阳· game and further speci命
them. Bas巳cl on tl1巳 tasks of the player, I will th巳n pro
pose a model for authorship in computer games. 

The recipient reads or s巳臼（in the case of且lm) a 
narrative produced by someone else, interpr巳ts it, and 
then constructs a story on th巳 basis of this interpreta
tion. The recipient’s task is primarily an interpretative
one. In 出巳 computer game，出巳 player 巳stablishes a 
concret巳 ore\巳r of ev巳nts in th巳 course of playing th巳

game. The player is responsible for creating the plot, 
in addition to出e interpretative task. Th巳 int巳rpretive
function, as Ryan emphasizes, is also inh巳rent in 巳verγ
computer game, b巳cause 巳V巳n臼have to b巳 interpreted
in order to proc巳巳d wi由 the game. The tim巳 tlrnt re
mains for this int巳rpretation varies from genre to genre, 
wher巳as in real time based actiop games th巳re is hardly 
any time left for consid巳ration or interpretation, games 
play巳d in rounds do provid巳 th巳 option to consid巳r how 
things should progress.30 These considerations apply 
mostly to forming the plot. 

Apart from the interpretative function-which, as 
Ryan remarks, comes into play in every intelligent han
dling of text Aarseth defin巳s another three user func 
tions: th巳呻lorat巾，the config盯-ative, and th巳 textonic

function. The explorative function comes to bear wh巳n
the us巳r chooses to tak巳 certain routes and explores the 
virtual world. This function is primarily offered by 
hypertext novels. 

Th巳 configurative and the textonic functions differ 
in regard to 由巳level of th巳game they in日uence. If the 
play巳r performs a textonic function, th巳 game is per 
man巳ntly altered as the t巳xtons, i.e., the strings of 
“signs as they 巳xist in th巳 text” （Aars巳th, 1997, p. 62) 
a1℃ changed or suppl巳mented. That means the player 
intervenes in th巳 program. This rarely occurs in com 
putcr games. An exception ar巳 the “l巳V巳1 editors” in 
］）ο仰'll and its succcssoτs, wh巳re it is possible to change 
the surface t巳xtur巳 of the gam巳 so that it no longer tak巳S
place at a military base, but in a school or a gall巳ry, for 
in日tance. Aarseth relates th巳 configurative function to 
th巳 8lteration of the scriptons, tl1巳 strings of “signs as 
th巳y appear to the player”（p. 62). Th巳se changes effi巳ct
the surface level of the game and can manifi巳st as, for 
巳xmnple, killing opponents, instigating certain 巳vents

… .  _J 习 lor in narrat1v巳 t巳rms, creating a certam plot. 
Ryan brings the t巳xtonic and configurative func

tions together under th巳 term ontological function, be
cause she is primarily int巳rested in the player's 
n二lationship to th巳 virtual world, and both functions 
contribute to er巳ating or altering parts of the virtual 
world. In巳vitably, her approach has to negl巳ct th巳 fact
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出at textonic changes apply to由e game, whereas con
figurative changes apply to the round in qu巳stion. In 

由巳 most extreme instance, t巳xtonic alterations mean 
that a n巳w game is programmed.32 

I don’t want to pursu巳 these questions further here. 
Instead, I'd like to take a closer look at由巳possibilities
and restrictions of the 巳xplorative and configurative 
function, because this aspect is decisive in exploring 

出巳question of narrativity in computer games. 
The explorative and configurative functions ar巳

necessary for every game and their effects ar巳 restricted
to出E plot. The player chooses from possibilities given 
by the program and transfers them to出e process of 
play, and so places a t巳xt-space in a time. This proc巳ss
of temporalization is also found in narratives; in litera
ture it is出巳 process of reading, and in film出E pro
j ector fulfills出1s function. By constantly inputting 
information throughout出巳game, the player prompts 

出巳computer to process出E sequenc巳of events. 
It is only in由e course of play出at possible plots 

are actualized, individual objects combined with one 
another, actions produced and brought into chronolog
ical order. The program itself does not contain a chro
nology of even臼；rather, it organizes possible sequ巳ntial
and causal relationships in algorithms, object defini
tions, and databas巳s. A pot巳ntial narrative portrayal first 
arises during出e game, only then are chains of actions 
formed. 

Hence, by car巧ing out由巳explorative and config
urative functions the player could be described as a co
author in narratological terms, as it is the play巳r who ul
timately determines what comes to pass. How巳 V巳r, this 
would overrate the role of the player, who is not an 
equal co-au出or. I would much prefer to adopt 由e
term implied author from literary出eory to define出e
player’s function as an au出or implied by 出e game. 
Narratology designs出e instance of th巳 implied author 
from the cont巳nt of the text based on出E model of a 
real author. According to出is conception, the implied 
author is the authority that creates the text on出e one 
hand, and on出巳other hand is dependent on th巳text.

叭Te find precisely由1s functionality in the implied 
au由or of the computer gam巳， who is appoint巳d by出巳
game and takes part in creating it. He or she initiates 
certain sequenc巳s but not the entire text in the sense of 
a real author, because the chain of events is dependent 
on the virtual world with its possibilities and restric 
tions, which are not brought forth by出e implied au 

由or, but dictat巳d by the program and the hardware.33 
But the term h叩lied author takes into account the 

feeling 出at many players appar巳ntly get from th巳
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game：由e stories由ey tell about their game experience
indicate出at they actually do see themselves r\s出e oriP-


inators of the events and as decisive participants in -a
story. 

Thus出巳巳laboration on出e us巳r functions leads us
to call the au由ority taken over by th巳 player the implied
author. But the implied au也or isn’t出e only authoritv 
responsibl巳 for production of the game. Another narra
tive instance, which I'd like to call the implied creator,
has superiority. The impli巳d creator is responsible for 
forming the virtual world，出at is, for the s巳tting, the 
characters, and the happenings in this world. Among 

出e el巳m巳nts laid down by the implied creator ar巳also
the characteristics of the avatars, for example, their 
looks and modes of taking action, as well as hindrances 
and restrictions to action. Thus the authority of the 
intrigant, coined by Aarseth (1997), also belongs, in my 
opinion, to th巳 creator. Aarseth’s in扩结，mt is a kind of 
Diabolus in machina in text adventur巳s who spins the 
web of intrigu巳 from which the play巳r as intriguee has 
to wriggle out. 34 

The implied creator makes the initial s巳lection out 
of all 出巳 possibilities imaginable by first pres巳nting

出巳m as options in 出巳 program. From 出es巳 the
implied author, in a second stage of selection, can 
choose. In this second stage, all of出e events relevant 
t。由e plot, and the links between出em, are produced 
by th巳 implied author during play, while the creator re
mains humbly in the background as setting. The cre
ator doesn’t show itself directly during the cours巳 of

出e game, but through its work, that is, the world由at
it has cr巳ated.35

This world provides a pool of possible events仕om
which the anηngement of action can choos巳 in order to 
integrate some of them into a plot. The 巳vents not cho
sen for the plot remain as non-actualized possibiliti巳S

in the background. Without出ese non-actualized possi
bilities everything would be determin巳d and no story 
could emerge, just a logical sequence. To make sense, 
a story needs these non-actualized possibiliti巳5， 也巳
events 出at could have happened but didn’t (cf. Luh
mann, 1971, pp. 26 ff). 

Both authoriti叫出e implied author and 出e
impli巳d creator, are necessary for出e computer gam巳－

W1由out 出巳 implied author, no process of playing 
would emerge and thus no plot would b巳cr巳at巳d. The 

game would just be a set of rules. Without the implied 

creator ，出ere would be no world in which to play and 

create plots. 
The implied creator is, in a less metaphorical man

ner, responsible for 巳V巳巾hing exc巳pt 出E plot con-

__....... 



o:uct.ion.’l'hi且 111t.·1u1s the composition of the virtual

,vnrlJ, b11t itls仆 ti飞巳 W江Y thι 飞rirtual world is pictured,
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relationship he队v巳en st《llγand discourse.

In computer games we can speak of four different

levels of representation: 

1. The world design-rules of the virtual world

(lmplicd crci,tor). 

2 ;fhc visual cksign-presentation of the virtual world

(implied crc:itor). 

3. The arr:mgcm巳nt of action (implied aULhnr). 

4. The temporal design-temporal relnt.ionship be

tween story and discourse (implied creator). 

Facing由ese levels of representation it seems not 

feasible to simply adopt the established model of narra

rive authorities used to study literature. The four levels 

presented here r飞I!

cinematic disc＜』urse Tom Gunning (1994, pp. 10-28)

developed. 

Conclusion 
The narrativity of computer games can be described 

according to the levels of the narrative developed in 
narratology. 

First and foremost, regarding由e level structure of 
narratives leads to 出e insight 由at computer games 
contain a structural equivalent to narratives: a level of 
actions presented and a level of representation. The 
level of representation distinguishes computer games 
from other games and is the prerequisite for a narrative 
analysis. 

In reference to the level of th巳 story, narratology 
may help to describe the models used to make sense of 
a game by adding a story structure to it. But not every 
com put巳r game incorporat巳s a story. 

矶Then it comes to the level of plot, things get more 
complicated. The arrangement of出e actions on 也e
plot I即“ done by the instance of the implied author 
�ho r巳presen臼出e player of 出e game. The plot 
叫anges in every round, which means that in case of 
u巳computer game出ere is a mult.扩音刚 plot.

The activ巳 involvem巳nt of th巳 player separates 
computer games from noninteractive narrative media.
In regard to 出巳 question of authorship one has to as

��阳e a model of shared but inco咱uent authorship. 
vv IJ.ereas the implied m出or sets up出e plot, the in
st:nncc of 川 imtilh·,I t刊fltor is r巳sponsible for creating a 
�：：orld where the a巳川1s can take place, as well as for
UH.! 1)1"!.!SClll;llJt,n ()r thi句 "orJd.
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In respect to 由e level of 出巳 discourse that 
describes the modes of出e presentation of the story 
one can adopt terminology and methods from literary 
and filrnic narrative theory, but these t巳rms have to be 
altered and reshaped to be useful for出e analysis of 
computer games. Especially when 出巳 clear distinction 
of story and discourse is in question, narratology comes 
to its limits. Because in computer games 出巳re are no 
words出at tell about the actions of由e sto巧，n巳ither
are there pictures that show these actions, but acting it
self propels the discourse and is simultaneous pictured. 
This means 出at 出巳 clear distinctions between acting 
(in a game) and s严npa由etic experience (of a story) are 
dissolved and overlapped. 

Thus examining computer games in regard to their 
narrativity provides insights in the structure of the 
games and also contributes to the descr哈tion of this 
dissolution and shifting of boundaries. And it opens a 
perspective on 出巳 qualities of computer games that 
cannot be described by也e means of narratology. 
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Notes 
1. Readings on adventure games as narratives he

names are: Niesz & Holland, 1984; Buckles,
1987; Randall, 1988; Zi巳gfield, 1989.

2. Marku Eskelinen (2001) is an especially 
staunch proponent of this viewpoint： “Outside
academic theory people are usually excellent at 
making distinctions between narrative, drama
and games. If I throw a ball at you I don’t expect
you to drop it and wait until it starts telling sto
ries. On the other hand, if and when games and
especially computer games are studied and the
orized 出巳y are almost without 巳xception colon
ised from出e fields of litera厅，由eatre, drama
and film studies. Games are seen as interactive
narratives, procedural stories or remediated
cinema. On top of eve巧足hing else, such defini
tions, despite being successful in terms of in
fluence or funding, are conceptually weak and
ill-grounded，指出ey are usually derived from a
m巧 limited kno飞属rledge of mere mainstream
drama or outdated lit巳rary也eory, or both.”（p. 1)

As justified as this criticism might be in
C巳rtain instances where an overly generalized
approach is taken to computer games, it clearly
highlights the political battle surrounding com
puter games出at has flamed up within the scien
tific community.

3. This position is held not only by myself, but is
also found in Juul 2001, and Ryan 2001. In his
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work on text adventures, Esp巳n Aarse出（1997)

tak巳s narratological terms and reshap巳S them 

(pp. 97-128). My dissertation (Neitzel, 2000) 

is bas巳d on th巳 sam巳 proc巳dur已

4. Additional forms th日t could b巳 111巳ntion巳d here
are enumeration and description.

5. Kolb (1990, pp. 13 20) calls thes巳 th巳ories

anthropologic-ph巳110111巳nological theories of

games. They 巳xamine th巳 r巳lati《mships of peo

pie to play from a phenom巳nological standpoint.

In thes巳 theories, th巳 phenom巳non play is often

look巳d at as a fundamental pattern for 巳xplain

ing culu1ral or social proc巳sses (cf. Huizinga,

1994; Caillois, 19 5 8).

In contrast， 由c math巳matically based 

theorγ of gam巳s <l巳scribes gam巳s as rul巳，

constructions in which strategic decisions l巳ad,

as c伍ciently as possible, to 出巳 b巳st possible 
result. 

6. Card gam巳S and Chess, for ex:unple, constiu1te a

mix巳d form; the players 111日nipulat巳 obj口cts,

which representι巳rt::iin values and functions. Tn

role playing， 。r mi111icry, however, th巳 part

played by the imagination is obvious: one aιts

as if one were som巳on巳巳ls巳

7. These hear r巳S巳rnblance to parallel tracking

shots.

8. Thes巳 actions are considered to be connected

with the nonfictional world Aristotle (1995)

ll日出 the term mimiay; Todυrov (1977) spe汰$

of th巳巳vocation of reality.

9.丁his distinction is first established in I
、
oma

shevsl)' (1965, p.俐，who distin旦uishes hetw出n

buund mot树，which cannot be omitt巳d without

dish川）ing the story and fiw mot拆，which may

b巳 omitted. Roland Barthes (l 966, p. 9) intro

duces a differenc巳 h巳tw巳巳n cardi1111! fimctio11s and 

Clltrt/y.』ts. The former denote an alternative with 
1ep巳rcussions for the pre 》grcssion of the story, 

wh巳rcas the l::tt巳r simply comp ！巳t巳 the narrative 
spnι巳 hetw巳巳11th巳 cardinal functions. 

JO. The t巳rm wσthos is only found in th巳 German
translation of the Poetics. But the mythos is not a 
I℃ference t仆 historical record, which Fuhrmann 
(1υ归，p. 26）己lahum悦目 on： “ 叭Tith mythos, Ari日－

totk usu 口lly 111巳口ns non巳 other than the fahula, 
the sulη巳t, the plot and the action of a drama.” 
Apart from the fact that this doesn’t less巳n the
confusion of t巳rminology, Fuhrmann doc只 not

con日id巳r the ;1ιtive:.: element contain巳d in the 
t巳rm mythos. Th巳 门1ythos mean日 th巳 actυf
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ass巳mbling, what arises is a plot witl1 a certain 

form. 
11. The task of th巳 myilios and ili巳 form of the plot

d巳tennine not only the 仕agedy, with which

Aristotl巳 is mainly conc巳med in his Poetics, but

narrative po巳try，出e 巳pos, as well. On the repre

sentational l巳vel, i.e., tl1巳 ev巳nts, and the lev巳l on

wl山h these events are join巳d tog巳th巳r, i.e., the 

mythos or the plot, epos and tτagedy are 出e

san1巳， both should poru·ay a self-contained line

of action (Aristotle, 1995, p. 115).

For Aristotl巴， me difference between the 

巳pos and the tragedy mainly lies in the manner 

of portrayal. \i\而ereas tl1e 巳pos r巳port5, using 

th巳 first- or third-p巳rson narrative扣rm, th巳

tragedy repres巳nts “by direct enactment of all

roles.”（p. 35). 

12. Bordwell’s category of style d巳finitely indicates

this.

13. Culler (1980) analyz自由IS 巳xplicitly. He sug

g巳sts a double r巳ading of narratives. The first

should look at th巳 chain of 巳vents starting wiili

the b巳ginning; th巳 s巳cond reading should con

sider the event only in connection with the nar

rative conclusion, which is what leads to stories

being told at all. Thus th巳 stoηr of Oedipus，由e

abandoned sh巳pard’s son, for example, do巳sn’t

me巳t Aristotle’s rigorous requirem巳nts until it

meet『 up with the prophecy Not until then

does Oedipus' full identity b巳com巳 known and

his actions seem u日avoidabl巳→it had to happen

lik巳 this. Freud’s methods also hav巳 a similar

basis, the aim b巳ing to 巳xplain c巳rtain traumata

且nd give meaning to a behavior. Ev巳n everyday

stories aim at resolution, as Lahov (1972)

shows.

14. The term diegesis is borrowed from film tl1eory,

wher巳 it designates the filmic world (cf. Souriau,

1948).

15. This structure can b巳 seen quit巳 cl巳ar忖in Gr巳i-

111衍
’ analysis, wh巳r巳 thes巳 stories are described

as the transfer of an obj巳ct of valu巳. Put very

simply, his 巳labor日te worl汇 C811 b巳 l】araphr ed ：

th巳 princess is h巳r巳， th巳 princ巳日S is sor口巳wh巳n:

巳lse, th巳 princ巳ss is h巳r巳 again (cf. Gr巳imas,
1971 ).

16. Toclorov positions iliis c1tegorization on a mid

die level, which is located between the analysis

of '1ll individual work and a g巳nr巳（e.g., n日rrative

or drama). He talks for this reason of "middle
categoric日 ， ，，

...:iii 



17. This structure is applicable to text adventures as
W巳ll as graphic adventur巳s.

18. Aarseth’s use of the term plot complicat巳s this

statement. It also complicat巳s his gen巳ral de

scription of the relationship between 出巳 storγ

and出e plot in adventure games.

In one case he uses plot in the sens巳 of the 

myhzet coined by the Russian Formali归一that

is, the actual given order of th巳 various parts of 

the storγin the text-and there’s no problem 

with that because when the text appears, then it 

appear飞how巳V巳r intentional it might be. 
In anoth巳r instance, he also uses plot in the 

sense of a narrative model. A plot-mod巳 I r巳fers

to the laws of composition of the action (cf. 

Sklovskij, 1966). It represents a model for the 

arrangem巳nt of action. One doesn’t find a model 

like this while playing出e adventure game. It is 

eclipsed by 由巳 unsuccessful attempts and r巳peti

tions carried out by the player to get through 

the game, and it is just these actions that consti

tute the s1σzhet. 

19. Regarding th巳 differenc巳 between “controlled

acc巳ss” and “random access" (cf. Aars巳th, 1997,

p. 63).

20. Unfortunately, Murray is not precis巳 in h巳r ter

I丑inolo白r. Although sh巳 starts by d巳fining 由巳

11/.i

sh巳 ascrib巳S It’s rt Wonde；咱ti Life a m11 ltifor111

plot, returns to m11lt庐m story, and finally uses

也巳t巳:nn ”n

21. Anoth巳r interesting example in this respect i日

Dial “M” for Murder (Alfred Hitchcock, 1954).

Her巳 the storγis told in var白us mod巳S and
time structures. Fir吨出巳 l】bn for the murder

night is introduced (future, conjunctiv巳）， then

the r巳construction of th巳 events aft巳r the plan

has b巳en carried out is imagin巳cl (future II,

conjunctiv巳）， after that, 由巳 actual 巳vening

takes plac巳（pres巳nt indicative), and aft巳r that,

th巳 巳vents and the plan that l巳ad to th巳m ar巳

r巳construct巳d in thre巳 different V巳rsions until

the right O肘， as th巳 view巳r knows, is arriv以l

日t.

22. L巳t it be duly noted that Phil 出巳 weath巳rm且11

do巳s in fact chang巳 his goal during th巳 cours巳 of

the film. At first h巳 just wants sex with his col

league, and it isn’t until about two-thirds of th巳

way into the film that he r巳defines his goal and

determines to win h巳r lov巳一出巳 general struc

tur℃ of the且Im, however, r巳mains unchang巳cl.
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23. As with any activity，巳very game can, of course,
be retold in this sense, but this is not what we
are dealing with here.

24. The difference between showin且and telling can
be traced back to Plato’

日 distinction between
mimesis and diegesis. In depths: Plato, 1979;
Gen巳tte, 1980, pp. 162-185; Branigan, 1984;
Metz, 1997, esp. pp. 152-189; or in summary,
Neitzel, 2000, 110-117.

25. His examples for the interpolated narration ar巳

diaries and also epistolary novels, in which the

I etter is simul tan巳ously a medium of narration

and an element of the story.

26. In regard to出e cinematic narrative it may also

be asked if the distance betwe巳n sto巧，discourse,

and observation is established through spatial

diff，巳rences instead of temporal ones.

27. The perspective is one of the chief modalities in

the narrative, the other is distance. Both con

tribute to the regulation of narrative informa

tion (cf. Genette, 1980, p. 162).

28. Again, th巳 exc巳ption h巳re is th巳 text adventur巳，

about which I won’t elaborate.

29. Mitry, 1998, p. 218 describes 出巳 S巳misubjective

image as follows： “Retaining all the attribut巳s of

出巳 descripting image [the cam巳ra remains as

impersonal as possible], the associat巳cl image

adopts 由巳 viewpoint of a particular character

who, objectively described, occupies a sp巳cial

position in the fram巳（close shot, mid-shot, or

right in the foreground). The cam巳ra follows

him wh巳rev巳r h巳 goes, aιts like him, sees with

E
E
句
。
』ω
＝且
E
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him 乱nd at the same tim巳．”

30. The success of Myst (Cyan, Broderbund, 1993)

and its successors inay even lie in th巳 possibility
of cont巳mpbtion.

31 A:irse巾’自model clearly relates to 出巳 struc
tur: 
Stl

咱uctur巳 with the possibility of transfor ati01 1 

l】巳1:\ν巳en th巳 two l巳V巳ls-for this transformatio r l 
h巳 us巳S th巳 t巳rrη “traversal function”

（1997,
p. 64).

3 2. A distinction could be made as W巳ll betw巳巳n
n巳cessary and optional textonic changes-Quake 
ca口 be played straight away in 出巳 given envi 

ronment, whereas certain MUDs r巳quir巳 th巳

addition of textons for play. 

－� 3. The implied author corresponds to the intemctor 
or derivative author in Murray, 1997, I〕. 153: 

“叭Te could perhaps say that 出E interactor is 

the author of a particular performanc巳 within
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an electronic story syst巳m, or 出巳 architect of a 
particular part of the virtual world, but we must 
distinguish由is derivative authorship from the 

origination authorship of the system itself.” 
Aarse出，1997, p. 12 7, uses the term implied 

user： “The implied user, on由e other hand, is 

both responsible for the action and the game’s 

outcom巳 and does not have 出e implied reader's 

privileg巳s of tmesis and distancing.” 

34. Aarseth also introduces a cre乱tor but does not
speci命its function.

3 5. The similarity of 由is cr巳ator-au出ority Wl出
God, who creates a world and allows people to 
move about in it is, of course, d巳liberate. This 

is particularly 巳vident in computer games 出at
deal with a visually represented world. 
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THE GAME OF LIFE: NARRATIVE AND LUDIC IDENTITY FORMATION IN 

COMPUTER GAMES 

Jos de Mui 

Human identity is not a self-contained entity, hidden in 
the depths of our inn巳r s巳lf, but is actively constructed 
in a social world with the aid of various expressions, 
such as social roles, rituals, clothes, music, and (life) 

stories. These expressions not only mediate betw巳巳n us 
and our world (1飞听rentia均） and between us and our 
fellow man (cominunicability), but also betw巳en us and 
ourselves (self-understanding). Consequently, changes in 
tl1ese mediating strnctures reflect changes in出e rela
tionship between us and our world, in our social rela
tionships, and in our self-conception. 

In recent d巳cades 由e domain of expressions has 
been (massively1) extended by computer games and, as 
a result, w巳 witness the emergence of a new tool for 
identity formation. In出1s chapter I shall examine出e
way computer games construct our identity in compar
ison with traditional narrative media, such as novels and 
movies. My investigation is primarily philosophical: it 
aims at a conceptual clar咀cation of the r巳lationship be
tween (playing) comput巳r games and human identity. 
However, though this study is not empirical, on巳 of its 
aims is to contribute t。由E th巳oretical framework for 
empirical research in this fi巳ld. The出eoretical starting 
point of my investigation is Ricoeu内出巳ory of narra
tive id巳ntity. I will argue that this tl1巳ory provides a 
fruitful conceptual framework for understanding the 
way playing computer games construct personal iden
tity. However, because his 出eory exclusively focuses 
on standard linguistic narratives, we will have to amend 
this theory in order to apply it within出e domain of 
computer games. 

I will develop the argument in thr巳巳 sections, start
ing with a short analysis of the concept of identity. 
Against this background, I explain Ricoeur’s出eory of 
narrative identity and discuss some constraints出at pre
vent its application to computer games. In由巳 next sec
tion, after a short analysis of the concepts of play, game, 
and computer game, I discuss the narrative dimension 
of computer games and由e interactive dimension出at

distinguish computer games fundam巳ntally from narra-

rives. Then I present an outline of a也巳ory of ludic 
identity, and discuss the transformation in our pres巳nt
culture仕om narrative to ludic id巳ntity construction. Fi
nally, I formulat巳 some aspects of出is transformation 
that are crncial for its 巳valuation.

Narrative Identity and Its Discontents 
Human ldenti纱
Like so many words in everγday language，“identity" 
has no unequivocal meaning, but a number of connota
tions. This is connected to the long history of出e con
cept, during which the ph巳nomenon identity has taken 
on various interpretations. The word has its etymologi
cal roots in the Latin concept identitas, which in turn is 
derived from the concept idem-the same. In出e con
text of our discussion of human identity it is useful to 
distinguish among logical, anthropological, and reflec
tive identity. 

As logical concept，“identity” refers predominantly 
to numerical uni秒。＝ x). Adapted to human persons, 
the concept identity indicates the unique relation出at
every person has with him or herself. This logical prin
ciple of identity means that a person is identical to由e
self and to no one els巳. Concerning this peηanal identi秒，
it is possible to distinguish between physical identity 
and psycbic identity, as a person has both a unique 
body and narrowly intertwined with it-a unique 
mind. In a less strict sense, the concept “identity” is 
often also used to designate extreme similarity, for ex
ample when we refer to "identical twins.” Though 
identical twins ar巳 not numerically identical，出ey share 
the same genetic characteristics. 

However, in common language, th巳 concept "iden
tity” generally not only refers to this rather formal log
ical notion of identity, but also to出e "sameness of 
essential or generic character in different instances” 

(Merriam-Webster Dictionary). In出is anth1吻。logical

meaning, the conc巳pt refers to the spatial and tei呻oral
continuity of the personality. 
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which we experience our S巳Ives），且nally we 011rselves are 
the ones who experienc巳 our personal (and cultural) 
identity一that is to say, the meaningful spatial and 
temporal nexus. Reflectivity denotes self-awar巳ness,
self-reflection, having a s巳lf-image. We 巳xpress our
selves and recognize ours巳Ives in self-(r吩presen rations. 
巩而eth巳r someone possesses a female, Islam, or fan 
identity (or possibly integrates all three) is not only 
always somewhat arbitrarγ， det巳rmined by physical 
charact巳ristics, actions, habits, or thoughts, but is also 
dependent on wh巳th巳r this person r巳gards and recog
nizes h巳rself as such. A phenomenon such as trans
sexuality shows that the objective and 出巳 experi巳nced
r巳ality do not necessarily correspond. 

N厅native Identity 

In the history of modern philosophy there has been 
much discussion about the ontological status of human 
identity, about its specific mod巳 of being. We can dis】

tinguish two 巳xtrem巳 positions. On 出e one hand, 
the rationalist tradition starting with D巳scartes, d巳fin巳d
the l or self as a substance with consciousness，“a thing that 
thinks”

（Descartes, 1968, p. 106). Following the Chris 
tian notion of th巳 巳t巳rnal human soul, this tradition, 
cone巳ives of this thinking substance as an isolat巳d,
tim巳less, noncorpor巳al entity. On the other hand, th巳

more sk巳ptical movem巳nt within the empirical tradi
tion, at least starting with Hume, denied the I or s巳lf
any real substance. According to Hum巳， consciousn巳ss
is nothing else than th巳 continuous str巳am of percep 
tions and id巳as： “I always stumble on some particular 
p巳rception or other

，
。f h巳at or cold, Ii日ht or shad巳，

love or hatred, pain or pl巳asure. I n巳V巳r can catch my
self at any tim巳 without a p巳1℃eption, and never can oh
serve anything but th巳 p巳rcc:ption.…The id巳ntit｝ T 

which w巳 ascr ）巳 to the mind of man is only 白 ficti口ous
011巳

”

（Hum巳， 1956, pp. 252, 259). Or, in th巳 words of 
Daniel Denn巳tt, a t巳mporarγhumean skeptic, it is “a 
th以irist’s fiction" comparable with an abstractmn such 
as "th巳 C巳nter of gravity”

。f an obj巳ct in physics, that 
docs not rekr to any characteristic of the object (Den
nett, 1992). 

Though the skepticism against th巳 Cart巳sian con 
U巳ption of the self as a time！巳ss su bstanc巳 is justifi巳d,
Hume and D巳nn巳tt seem to throw away the baby wi白
白e bathwater. Unlike th巳 case of an 巳ntity, which does 
not have a su同时tive ex1】巳ri巳11出 of its c巳nt巳r of gravity, 
8 p巳r目。n conscious] y do巳5 巳xp巳ri巳nee him－ 。r h巳rself. In 
the pass白ge quoted from Hmη巳， ev巳11 h巳 tnrns out to 
be someone who daims to be unable to find himself 
behind th巳 flow of consciousness (Rico巳ur, 1992, 

Spatial continuity lies in 出巳 fact that 出巳 elem巳nts
from which the physical and psychic id巳ntity ar巳 con
structed do not form a loose conglomerate, but an 
internal n巳xus, in which part and whole are closely 
connected.2 This is already clear on the physical level, 
wh巳r巳 th巳 different body parts 日re int巳grated into the 
unity of th巳 body. Thoughts, actions, and desires ar巳

linked together in a meaningful way, too. For example, 
the way an ambitious person visualizes th巳 futur巳 is
internally conn巳c:ted with bodily and psychic d巳sires
and the actions undertaken aim at由巳realization of 
these desires. In a healthy person, all aspects of the 
personality are more or less integrated. Of course, this 
integration is never complete-human life is charac:ter
ized by all kinds of dissociativ巳 stat巳s, such as (day)
dreaming, religious or s巳xual ecstasy, immersion in a 
movie or a (computer) game, highway hypnosis, intoxi 
c:ation by alcohol and oth巳r drugs, and so on. However, 
when th巳 111巳aningful n巳xus is largely or comp！巳tely
lost-for 巳xampl巳 in th巳 case of dissociative identity 
disorders一the result is a disintegration, or even a total 
lo叭。f th巳 person、 identity in this spa山1 sense. 

Temporal continuity lies in the fact that in the 
course of our Ii fe we r巳main more or less th巳 sam巳 per
son (that is, th巳 snm巳 spatial unity of bodily and psychic 
elements). To a certain extent we keep th巳 same body 
during our lives, and th8nks to memory and 巳xpectation
our (conscious) mind also o<:cupies 8 c巳rt�1in per111m1e11cc 

in time.习 However, this continuity is n巳ver complet巳－

Our psychological continuity is characterized by int巳r
ruptions (sleep) and gaps (forgettin吕）. Moreover, our 
bodily and psychological continuity is not static: it 
d巳velops over time from birth to death under infln巳nce
of biological growth and 1℃newal (almost all of the c巳!ls
in 忖ur body areιraclually replaι巳d by 11巳w ones), I巳且rn
ing prncessc日， new exp巳riences and, finally, decay. Also 
with 「巳gard to the temporal n巳xus, sometimes we s巳巳

that radical cliscontinuiti巳日 扣r 巳xampl巳， by a comp！巳t巳

loss of 111巳mory or the lo日s of a part of the body, a 
transι巳mler operation, the developm巳nt of :m disrup
tive addiction, dementia, or a religious or political α】fl

version may result in fundamental changes 01 ev巳n
tot(ll disintegration of the t巳mporal (b仆dily and psychic:) 
identity.斗

A third :rnd crucial :ispect of the human id巳ntity
concerns th巳 1 吃fiectivc’ dimension of identity.叭Te en
counter this dim巳nsion wh巳n w巳 pos巳 the qu巳stion for 
whom ti丁巳 sp8ti81 川1d temporal continuity charact巳「1日tiC 

of l】er飞sona I ηml rnltur' id已ntity :1ri日巳s. Although other
people can ascribe a p巳rson:il 川·ιulnu al identity to 
ll日（which can have口自re白 l i 11 A ucnce on th巳 W8Y in 
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p. 128)! The problem seems to be that both Descart巳$

and Hume seem to agree that th巳 self, if it exists, must
be a substance. With th巳 phenm丑巳nologist Heidegger,
how巳ver, I want to argue that human αistence is funda
m巳ntally distinguished from the ontological status of
objects such as ston巳s because human beings exist in

time and 伊。α（Heidegger, 1996). Existi口g does not sim
ply mean 由at we are situated in time (after all ，出 is is
also true for a stone), but出at our being has a funda-
111巳ntally tempor址character. Although we always live
in由e present, unlike出e stone, in our acting w巳 are al
ways oriented toward our 缸ture possibilities and we are 
also always determined by the possibilities we r巳alized
in出E past. In 01：川C扩as anoth叫Paul Ricoeur denotes
the distinction between th巳 identity of mere occurent

巳ntities such as a stone and the identity of human
beings by the concepts meme (ide叫and soi-meme （伊e),

or, in other words, same-identity and selj二identity,
resp巳ctively (Ricoeur, 1992, pp. 1 3, 116f.). This con
cerns the difference betw出n identity as sheer penna

ncnce in ti71le and identity as se伊zess, th巳 personal
involv巳ment in, and出e reflective consciousness of, our
own巳xistenc巳．

According to Ricoeur, the problems flowing from 
Descartes’s concept of identity aris巳 from the very fact 

出at he unfoundedly conceives human identity as a sub
stanc巳. In fact, w巳 ar巳 concerned h巳re with a m巳taphor
ical tt’E 
if it w巳r巳 a 1丑 er巳巳ntity lik巳 a ston巳. This metaphorical 
transfer (and th巳 conceptual confusion that goes with it) 
is seductive, becaus巳 the self also has a certain p巳rma
nenc巳 in time b巳cause of its bodily and psychological 
continuity. Th巳refore there is a c巳rtain overlap of th巳

same and由e se在But in these two cases th巳 permanence
in time is of a fundamentally different ord巳r. As 
opposed to出e stone, the self remaining the sam巳 in
th巳 time-Heid巳gger calls this s巳lf-constancy (Selbst

st!indigkeit) (Heidegger, 1996, p. 281）一is not simply 
continuing to k 出 e same in tim巳， but th巳 contingent
r巳alization of a possibility. Ricoeur clarifies this self
pres巳rvation of the self with出E example of an illocu
tionary act such as making a promise. If w巳 keep a 
pro mis巳， it is not b巳caus巳 we simply r巳main th巳 sam巳

P巳rson, but ra出巳r it is a r巳sult of a volitional 巳ffort.
Our id巳ntity is not a simple fact, but a continuous task, 
only ending with our death. In our everyday E沮st巳nce
W巳 are always, as we like to say about our websites, 
“ ,J " lllld巳r construction. 

The confusio日 surrounding the notion of p巳rsonal
identity is further increased by the fact that w巳 have a 
tendency to iclenti命。盯selves wi出 opportunities r巳al-
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izecl in 出巳 past and therefore S巳dud巳 ours巳lves仕om缸－
ture opportunities. What at first was simply possibility 
takes on the form of an aggregate of charact巳r trai臼

and ingrained habits. A “second natur巳
”

巳merges that 
contributes to 出巳 continuity of our p巳rsonal identity. 
This fundamental passivity that 巳nsures that much 
remains the sam巳 in us, makes us identifiable to our
selv巳s and to others. In this case ther巳 appears to be 
not so much a question of an overlap, but rather of 
乱 transformation of the se扩into the sm，』

this tend巳ncy is a natural part of human exist巳nc巳， th巳

d巳gr巳E to 飞νhich it appears is culturally and histori － 
cally varial】l巳. Although personal (and cultural) id巳ntity
in traditional societies is g巳n巳rally quite stabl巳， in
mo世rn culture our identity is characterized by a high 
level of flexibility and changeab�lity. As Sherry Turkle 
notes, 
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Not so lo咆 ago, stabil句 was socially valued and culturally 

reinforced. Rigid gender roles, rψetitive labor, the expecta

tion of bei咱 in one kind of job or remaini咆 in one 切wn

over al拆ti1叫 all of these made consistency central to d，φii

tions of health. But these stable social worlds have broken 

down. In our time, health is descr加d in te仰IS of卢uidi吵
rather than stabili吵·防7hat matters most now 打 the aln存ty
to θdnpt and change to η倪U jobs，ηew α·weer di1 tion 

new gender roles，阳w technolo且ies. (Turk!巳， 1995, p. 255; 
cf. Gergen, 1991) 

It is against the background of th巳 discussion
about the ontological status and the flexabilization of 
hum8n identity that Ricoeur presents his theory of nar
rative identity (Ricoeur, 1985, 199la,h, 1992) . Ricoeur 
takes H巳idegg巳r's notion of the 巳xist巳ntial S巳If as his 
starting point, but he implicitly criticizes Heidegger 
for sticking to Descartes’ immediate positing of the 
“I." Unlik巳 Descartes and Heid巳gger, Ricoeur does 
not b巳Ii巳V巳 that we hav巳 an immediat巳 access to the 
self in introspection or phenomenological intuition. 
S巳If-knowledge is in almost all cases mediated. We 
know ourselves mainly via the indirect route of the cul
tural expr巳ssion of ourselves in actions, utt巳rances,
images, music, nutrition, fashion, housing, institutions, 
r巳ligion，日nd so on. 

Narratives are especially important in出is respect. 
“The narratives of th巳 world are numberless. . . Narra
tive is pr巳sent in 巳very age, in 巳very plac巳，in 巳very so
ci巳ty; it begins with the verγhistory of mankind and 
th巳r巳 nowhere is or has been a p巳ople without narra
tive. . . Narrative is international, t:ranshistorical, trans
cultural: it is simply there, like life its巳lf ” （Barth凹，
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Ri<:0<.:o r ca !ls山ii; Lhe meaningful conligur:ltion t:n.:,lt'ctl 
by t.hc plot co11mrt!11111·e. llowevcr, this conconlnnc1.: is 
no swt ic slate, but is cont.immusly jeo『）：tr《：lizc《l i】y dis’ 

cordnnccs_’such as rcver Is of forllme th白l山I＇α1凶11 t.h巳
lτ1巳：mingf

阮

ttl cl（』阳re or the 11:1rr;1tive. A S[O叩is th巳1巴p
l'C$匕ntaciou of :111 :ict that is con山1 ll肌肉ly frusu·atccl by 

more or le$s un的』rcsccn set.tings nnd h:1prtming·s. Thi ι 
Ill址cs the s川y :1ψ 
ucw· 。tlb t.hc S(OIγ司<liscorcl.111t. conconbnc:c (Ricocur,
!992, p. 141).

Tbc 1..hird step in the const.nlct.ion of n:1rr:irivc 
idcnti印，11iml'sis;, C（』口气is凶。f I hc reflective叩plication
『川· Lhc 11:1rrativc config11rntin11 on the self, resnlt.inl;{ i11 
an idcnt.i而c:ition with tl,c ch11r ·tt'r.1· t】「Lh巳吕IC】ry. Th巳
unity of th巳！，lCl「y-thc plot一is closdyι｛ )llflιu叫t·o
the dJlll'lll'tm· lig11ring in il. Telling a storγis telling 
whu dnes whnl and why. ln th己story we wit nc'iS how 
rhc chara巳1·er devt:lops. J 11且l like the plot, characters 
sho叭’ ：1 diale，：“c or c.:nnc:onl:1m:e ;111c.l disαmlanc巳. 1 n 
rhc ch:1r:1cr，巳「，contingent evems gcr n n.1rr:nivc rohcr
‘nee. fornm :1 psychonnulyLit.�d f>t1i11t of' view, we could 

s�，y t.hnL Lhc idcnli「，c:111011 t.h臼t chur;1ctcrizc『mirncsis 1, 
consisrs i11 the intcrnaliz�l1on of the obj巳Cl or巾si附－
the Sl!llCυr com:or<ln nc巳oht,1ined h) the characters in 
r.hc slury. This is noL :1 、imple imitrit ion, l丁ut :111 :l J币！】re』－ 

l刊·i：』Lil 】II 01’ assimil古tion ti吁：It 1·ιsuits in a chang’U in th巳
idt:1 ,y ll「Lil\! i山n马，ii r】巳m川（ιr. ri阳
IV, p. 156). 

I lowcvcr, just as in the caseυ「the plot the st.1hiliLy 
nbtaim:d hy this imcrn:1lizat·mn is 111ther sh自问’，:is i L is 
contiirnou�ly conrr“nLed hy Lhc ren1rn of the h巳tcrogc
neou�， whith thn.:ntcn日the conc:orcl:incc of our icfomiry. 
八s1Lbli111e love，白pcrson:11 vendetta，司巳risis or addk
tion, illness and ck;1tb-1h阳arc all happenings Lh：“ 
g-ivc our lifo swry 11ncxpcctcd turns, thπt keep chaJJeng-
ing d1e <.:0nc.:ord:u1c.:c of the ch:iractt:r :1ml tJLim:w.:ly 
may dcstn ’Y tl. Lint.ii its very end山e (life) story it i 』
巳h:1ract盯i1.ed h} 1his cl七，11口C“C ht:t飞ve巳η ι（）11巳on
nnιl t’lis巳｛】rd且ILC巳．

’「he theory ol n:i1-r:1tive identity hcJJ识II骂LO be忧：er
undc，日tnnd the :1b1>w rncntinncd rdatioruhip het-ween 
tho;! ,;rune.: :ind thl'. sc.l [ on I he one hand, :ind hcrwe;:cn 
tht: sclr and Lhc 11tl1cr on die ntht:r hand. Th心te『1『i＜』ll 
｜比l＇飞‘
than that h巳t飞矿Cl!ll com·or【｜盯Iιe �u,d di『ιorcl:tntc in υlll'．

lifo storie骂. Evι11日n’「y巳111 be loc白t.cd剿’mcwlmrc he
hvrcn I he cxu℃111巳S of 执tnrics in which rhe characrer 
simply re『n:iin『dH.：吗2『，，巳（包uch ;JS is 0「len Lhc c,1se i1 1 
l；』iry ml巳5 协·ith ii吊stable: r·c 
ιha『·nc:l't!r L’

《 implctcly disinl‘：grate.., i11 ir『c:onfron m Lion 
with th.: hl'lerog-c11em1『. 阳coe,ir mc:.ntions l�oberl 

1982, p. 79). Or，川Hayden叭斤1ite writes, "To raise th巳
question of lhc 11:mirc of narr:itivc is to invite r已。巳ction
on the v巳ry nature ur culture and, poi,$ihly，巳ven on the 
namr巳of humanity itself” （飞机me, 1980, p. 1).

This is also the starting point for Rico巳ur:
“Answering th巳question气iVh（斤 ’ ... implies th巳narra
tion of a life story” （Ricoeur, 1985, p. 3 3 5).5 It is only
in the stories w巳 tell nth巳rs and 门urs巳lves ahout our 
lives and a bout (r飞11 or fictious) oth巳r lives that we 日r
ticul::ite our 。wn selv凹，and only by identi句ing our
H巳Ive日 with these stories our identity comes into being. 
Thus, for Ri coeur narrative is not only a suitabl巳7/lCt(I
phor for human identity, but is also preeminently the 
111etfi11m with whose help we giv巳 our identity form. 
Our identity is contained in our life story. That story 

is not pregiv巳n and statiι，but attains form in our 
actions and our n日rrativ巳rd'l巳ction on th巳m. According 
tυRicoeur, in this proc巳ss we cm clisting·ui日h 白 tbr巳巳－

fold mim巳sis.
The first level, rd巳rred to as mi111c.ris1, is connected 

with the 11;1r1·i1livL: prefig·uration《＞four d:iily life. In Ric
llCtll'’s vie\\ t.hi句 lies in the practical knowledge th,1t
guides our 11cri11ns. We experi巳llCI.: 付ur dc:1lings with 
Olli' foj jυw human beings in t巳nns of meaning: we dis
tinguish motives and intcr<.:sts, we set standards ,rnd as
et ihe v3Jues, w巳:ittempt to realize certain ideals in life. 
There位＞re in :i certain sense 。ur 8ιtions alr巳以ly contain 
an implicit narrative. Our life k 臼n unremitting “Quest
仆f Narrative” （Ricoeur, I 991 a).

Ricoeur d创ignat巳R the expression of the 巳xperi
enced pr巳口::irrntiv巳 coh巳rence in 巳xplicit narrativ巳吕
(v�rying from the l!vcryday nnrrntivcs we l'cll ;1bou1 our蝇

�elves to m1toliiogr:1phy :md-1rn】re ιl!lll:!.r:d一io th巳白rt
nr 110\lcl) ll飞 1111111,·sir_:. This stage is dtiscrlbcd in drama 
turgical term日，derived from Aristotle’S江nalysis of trag
edy in his P，οrtics. C：巳ntral in A「istotlc.:'s argum巳nt is th巳
notion of the plot (n1:ythos), the expression of a seri巳s of
mutually connected and motivated aιtions. According 
to Ric川ur, th巳 l】lot （川；日f Gil i川·吆tte) can be understood 
as “a synthesis 仆f the hctcrog巳ll巳川lS” (Ricoeur, 1992,
l】 141）.丁h巳plot brings th巳het巳rogeneous elements of 
which a story c门n巧ists events ， 川tch 3S acti（》ns and hap
pening日，and exi何t巳nt刊，such a月且巳ttings and charn ct：巳rs
(cf. Chatman, 1 !J78)-to :1 unity.丁＇b巳Arist川巳li,m plot
can bc regarded 川：1 complete who！巳lt is a whοle be
c:iust: :ill the elt:m巳nt日within the plot ar巳 link巳d and 
there ar巳Jl（）巳l巳mt:nts unr巳！口ted to the plot. In th巳pl门t
every el巳ment h:1日Jl1巳anin吕in the light of the whole. It 
is wmplete hecm1s巳tυ吕L.:th巳r the elcmems give the narra
tive closw℃. In 白 nut日hdl, the plot has a beginning, a 
middl巳， �ml an 巳nd （八ristotle, lυ民斗，V川l. 2, p. 2321).
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f门r an inv�scig'.ttinn (lf idl!nliLy l'orm:iLion that tak巳5

plac巳 in playing compULer g-,1111<:: .. �. 1-Tow,:ver, first I have
to discus.-; o:;omc problems that st11nd in the way of a
successful application of Ricoeur's theory in tht: domain
nf C()IJlputer games. The lirst one, which l will now 
:1dtlress, ha日Lo Jo with Rico巳ur’且 mth巳1· rcslrn::1ed 
cone巳ption oF namu.iviry. The s巳conc.l pmbl巳m, which 
r will discnss in 出c next scc:Lion, is mo「巳 fond.1-
mental and con仁巳rn日出c qu巳sLion whether wιC:.'Ul :1p
proach computer games from a narrativ巳 p巳rsp巳ctive at 
all. 

In the books and articles in which Rico巳ur has 
dcvclopccl his thcmy of n:11T自tivc, he n:fcrs to various 
narratives in order to develop anti iUustl'r\lc his theoiy. 
nυwcver飞it is striking LhaL h巳cakes h.11:dly :my other 
narnil.ives into且ccount bnt lingui且tic ones. It has to b巳
admiLtcd be is ntil completely nlonc in this. SClme nar
r：』lCJlogists hold that narn1tive.o:; only c.xisr in l:1』1g-u咱·e.
Mieke Bal, for example, in. the Grst cditirn1 of her N11r
r11tology: I 11tr11£l11ct i1Jr1 to the thcw:y of 111t'l1'111 h町，rcsu’icL'>
n:1rn1时cs Lo narr:itivc texts, ;uul defin出a text ,is "a Ii
nitc, stt·uct1.mxl whole compos叫“f lallb'Wlgc signs” 

。fal, L （）日5, p. 5). She liinher defines ::i stmy .is ":i fohula 
th.it. is p1回ented in ；而 ccrwin manner" :111tl白fohul:i 日S ‘h
serics of log-ic:tlly :ihd chronologically rcl.ncd i.:vcnts 
that臼re ci1used or e叩eri巳11ced hy :1<.:t01宵” (lhl，川85, p. 
5). Mor .::over, she叫ds ns <lefini11g ch:1r川Cl'出口山川
ia nan乱Live texts d,ere :ire :1lw.1y:; 1wo types or叩e白kers,
one that h现S 110 spccdiιfun.t"tion in the hisLory n:1rrated, 
:mJ ont; th.:1L clηt!S h;i ve Sl1t:h日t'uncrion (though die n:1r” 

r:u.or :md :w1r川· can he 1111ilcd in one person) and th:n 
with n:gartl to m11·r:nivcs t.hrt::t:: lt:vcls sh<>uld :dw:1ys be
clistinguishcJ: cexl, slory (whkh-rnllowlng AristoLil! 
川d l飞icm·11t·-havc hct:JJ culkd i ’ lot ill I he foregoiuρ，

and fobul:1 (hisl01y). 
I I ow ever, giv巳1,1 Lhis definil.ion of nnrra1ive 

the rcs1rit·Li011 oi' the imalysis t·o linguistii..: rcxts is 
nm evident nnd even nυL very convincing. Tt is nnl 
·11:HI" why ,l S(:1日u play，臼dance ， 。r a movie could no.L

count as a narrativ巳. As BarLhcs notes, narrative is
:1 t:ode or form that can be四pressed in various media
仆r substances: 

N1111'!fli111· i:�户：1·/ 1md.fi1n1川付，＇If川di.骂川＇IS VIWiel')r ofg,-旷ω’，
I ht:111.、、响ω‘ d1'.1·tril1111'l•d 1111m11gs1 dijjim·11,/ .1·‘11/Jsr 11 ;m·r-r,s 
th1,11gh IWJ' 1111/terin/ w,rc fi1 t11 nreiv,: rmr叶mwie.l'. //(1h·
'" mrri<·d句F t/rt it.'11/11wil la11gu1tff,I!, Jymkeu 11r wri，的叭Ji.vet!
or 111avi11g in111g,·s, JV矿11res, flflll thl' 01讪刊d mi. r:lll r，· 旷· 1111 
lht•sc mfo·111uc1•s: ,1111r"tror is p凡响 ＇Ill ill Ill）’1／.，嗖 legend, ji1l1k, 
fllll', 710Vt仙， epic, hiJtory, II刀gcdy’dr，，ρ／NI’口仰ft叫d ）＇， 刷川！
l『，，；，，，山'i,1且 （rb力1/..· ,!f ι

＇111pal't"i「1'.1· S川li Ur:mll目 ）， sr,ti川I glt1 S.I' 

Musil’
5 刊e man without q1//llitirs邸；l novel in which the 

s巳lf completely loses its id巳ntifiahlc characteristics. Be『

C,lll日U or 1..b巳clo刊c connection between plot白nd charac

ter, itdυcs noL surpris己t.h:1t the crisis of the charact巳r in

L1,i� novd correspond wiLh a crisis of closure of th巳

.story. For that reason, 7》r Mlln Without Qualities per

h:1ps represents 1.h1.: crisis or飞!Vestern culture in which

1.h.: gnmd n.1rrativ出have.: lost their persuasiven巳ss

(Lyotnt认［ C)8斗；cF. Dt: Mui, 1999).
The 11由rrativc moJd or identity乱！so throws an 

elucidating light on the social dimension or human 
identity. By telling our life st(lry we臼re always already 

entangled in the di；由ctics hetw巳c.:n the s，·扩an<l th巳

other (Ricoeur, 1992, p. 141). The oth巳r is present in 
different n山s in the stories W巳 identi命。ur selves 
with. In the first plac巳，we id巳ntify ourselves with the 
others that app巳ar in th巳 stori巳s that are being told in 
our (sub)culture. In th巳S巳cond place, the other is con
stitutive fo1' our identity bec司use it is always part of our 
Jjfe Stolγ，as relative, lov巳r, n巳ighbor, collea♂1e，巳m

plυyer, stranger，巳11巳my, and so o口. ln Lhc third place, 
are we always actors in the st01·ies of 门tlu.:rs. All I hes,· 
cliak:ctical relationships me.in tlrnt W巳a1·e conLinuously 
entang-led in a multiplicity of st。ri巳s and that our iden
city, as a result, is a “tissu巳 of stories” （Ricoeur, 1985, 
p. 356). Just as in th巳c:isc of Mead’s account of th巳
日巳lf and Turk］巳 ’S inv巳scigation of our identity in th巳
ag＜.：川f the Internet, in阳门，巳nr's theory of narrative
identity, the self is a multiple self.

Rico巳ur emphasizes the constructiv巳 role of lit巳rar｝ r
n臼n
di仔巳renee i】etwe巳n life and st【》ry? Aft巳r乱11, ＂日tories are 
n川t lived hut told” （νlink, 1970, p. 5 57). Ricoeur arg1.tes 
th::it it is just because our lifi巳 is not 口 story, I】巳cause it is 
unarticulated, poly-interprctabl巳 and with＜》ut closrn飞
that we ne巳cl the conconlanc巳 of stori巳S to control the 
continuous threat of th巳heterogen巳ous. This confirm日
th3t n:irrative identity is no日heer repres巳ntation of an 
,1lr巳ady giv巳n entity, but a construction. As th is con日true
tion is foremost a creation of our imagination w巳can
agr巳巳with Hume and D巳nn巳tt that our narr:i tiv巳 iclen『

t时is a (literary) fiction, hut we should immediately 
,icid that it is no theoretical abstract, but a mc.mingful 
11巳xus that we experience and live. Our id巳ntity might 
h巳 called virtual, in the sense that it is a fictiυn th:it en.: 
ates real 巳ffects in our daily lives (cf. H巳im, I 993, pp. 
｜（）。一110). 

Rrimdwillg Rim,·ur's 1Ymiry q( N旷mtivc Ti/1'11/i吵
J ,:llC1'1 f will try Eυde111onst r.ik t.h:a Rico巳ur's th巳ory 门f
nal'l':llivc:: iden1ity offer飞乱仕tLitfuJ conccp1 ual framework 
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Ricoeur remains chained to the classical, Aristotelian 
tradition, which is characterized by a d巳sire for 

closure. 
Ajit Maan has argued出at Ricoeur seems to pre

suppose由剑出is认Testern type of narrative is the uni
versa! model for human identity (Maan, 1999, p. 84). 

Everything that does not fit in出1s model would be 
considered disassociative at best (p. 57). Maan ar凯1es
that sp巳cific spatial and temporal continuities are no in

trinsic characteristics of personal, sexual, ethnic, or cul
tural identity, but social and political constructions 

instead. In her vi巳W “assuming that narratives structure 
affects action and identity, narrative choice should in

elude not only alternative plots in terms of content but 
also alt巳rnative formal structures” （p. 16). In出is con
text sh巳 discusses出E “internarrative” novel Fault lines,

by Meena Alexander. In this novel, Alexander born in 
India, raised in Egypt, and now living and working in 

the Unit巳d States gives an account of her life, offering 
the differ巳nt aspects of h巳r multiple identity 巳qua!
rig-hrs. The organizational principle of this novel is not 
so much temporal continuity but rath巳r spatial disconti

nuity. The result is a heterogen巳ous fabric with multi
pie beginnings r巳curring repeatedly 由roughout th巳

narrativ巳． “Ev巳11th巳 fin日l chapter contains a re telling 
of a beginning. Thes巳 beginnings do not lead to a mid

die. Th巳re is no midcll巳 that leads to a resolved ending” 

(Maan, 1999, p. 45). 
This structur巳， which reminds of 出巳 organization

al principl巳 of comput巳r games and oth巳r hyperm巳dia,
prevents that C巳rtain aspects of her id巳ntity are being 

suppressed or sacrificed to other aspects. Although 
Alexander descrih巳S herself as “horn巳less, shelterless,

with no fixed plac巳 to b巳long, and a blabh巳r of rnultipl巳

tongues” （Alexander, 1993, p. 177), her narrative is
no expression of sheer chaos, but rather an impressive 

attempt to reconfigure this chaos in a liveable nexus 

（八.1.aan, 199υ，p. 37). 
This experi巳nce of contingency and h巳t巳rog巳neity

of the migrant could b巳曰“nded to life in our pr巳5巳nt
postmodern cultur飞which is being characteriz巳d by 
multiphrenia ， “the splitting of the individual into a 
mu I tiplici ty υf self.】investments” （Gergen, 1991, pp.
73-74). Th巳 c川α｝ 川t lll

tall王ing ;:i ［】｛】ut is no l＜》nger町 able to express th巳 frag-
111巳nted identity of th巳 postmod巳rn citizen, to which

Turkle referred. As Mann argues, new narrativ巳 struc

tures might be better capable to expr巳ss and to make
liv8ble the n巳w form目 。f identity. And p巳rhaps com
put巳r g8mes口re expr巳ssions of these n巳W扣rms of iden
t1ty too.

conve1丁at1011.items, F』ewswindows, cinema, comics, 

(Barthes, 1982, p. 79) 

For that reason it is not that strange that Bal in the sec

ond edition of h巳r book broadens the spectrum of her 

出eoretical model to include discussions of visualization 

and visual narrative, and giv巳s various examples from 
art and film (Bal, 1997). In this broad conception of 

narrativ巳， compnt巳r games are not in principle 巳xcludecl

from having a narrative dimension and as such play a 

similar role in identity construction as novels, stag巳

plays, films, and comics. And, as we will see in the next 

section, many computer gam巳s in fact do have a narra
tive dimension. 

Ricoeur ’
自 由巳ory of narrative identity is not only 

constr;:iined by his exclusive focus on li111:,ruistic narra
tives, but also by the fact that ev巳n within this air巳ady

restricted domain he h;mlly takes any o出巳r narratives 
into account than novels belonging to the modern, 
w巳stern tradition. This is surprising in the light of the 
fact that, as w巳 hav巳 noted, with Barthe日， narrativ巳s ar巳

int巳rnation81, tr,mshistorical, and transcultur8l. In the 
globaliz巳d and multicultm址societies that charact巳rize
pr巳日创1t认F巳stern culuire, W巳 not only ar巳 incr巳asingly
in contact with narrativ巳 traditions from other cultures, 
but immigrants also import and assimilate these u·adi
tions in our own cultur巳

This constraint in Ricoeur’s themγshould be men
tioned, because Ricoeur’s preference for the classical,

认1estern canon is connected with a pref<巳r巳nee for a 
specific cultural and historical determined type of 

narrative, that has, as we will see, less in common with 
th巳 structur巳 of αimputer games than som巳 of th巳

transcultm址narratives that pr巳sently are developing in 
multicultural cultures. Thoug·h Rico巳ur talks about dis
cordant concordance, it is cl巳ar that the emphasis is 
mainly on concordance. In “Life in quest of narra
tive，”he仕ankly speaks about “tbe primacy of concor
danc巳 ov巳「 di日cordance” （Ricoeur, 1991且， p. 22). This
prim口cy 81月O comes to the fore in the int巳rpretations
l之ico巳ur gives in Time and 1u1rr,1tivc of the mod巳rn

n。vels of叽loolf, Mann, and Proust. In his inter
prctation υf 认TooIf’s Mi丁 Di!lloway, for 巳xample, we
se巳 that he does not r巳coil from som巳 interpr巳tative

violenc巳. Though th巳 two protagonists in the novel, 

Cbrissa and Septimus, hecaus巳 【 if in日。lublc conflicts 
betw巳en their p巳rsoml and public lif，巳， r巳sp巳ctiv巳ly,
end up in ,111 巳xistential crisis and in suicide, Rico巳ur

do巳s 门1a11司自巳 to prt:比nt th<.: story :1 日日日tory 江bout au

thentic self-realir,ati忖n in which concord口nc巳 finally
h:1s the l:ist word. I让‘unples such as this show that 
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Computer Games: Narrativity and 

Beyond 
By broadening Ricoeur's theorγof narrative identity to 
include nonlinguistic and nonstandard Western narra
tives, I hop巳 to make 出is 由巳ory more suitable for the 
analysis of identity construction in the playing of com
puter games. However, according to many theorists in 

出e field of comput巳r gam"es, narratives and computer 
games are so fundamentally diffi巳r巳nt in th巳ir “gram-
1nar” that their study requires an essentially differ巳nt
conc巳ptual apparatus (Juul, 1998; for a more nuanced 
account see his contribution in由1s volume). In order 
to be able to judge出is critique, we have to compare 
the ontologi巳s of narratives and computer games. 

Play, Games and Computer Games 

It doesn ’t seem to be a sheer coincidence tl1at Wittgen
stein illustrated his notion “family resemblance" with 
the help of the concept of “game.” Just as in the cases 
of “identity” and “narrative，＇’出e concept of “game” 

does not refer to one essential characteristic, but to a 
series of similarities and relationships. Card games 
have some things in common with board gam巳s, which 
in turn have some things in common with ball games. 
Not all games ar巳 amusing, and not all involv巳 winning
and losing.识汀1at counts as skill and luck varies among 
them. Even when we restrict ourselves to computer 
games, we can distinguish various typ巳s and genres. 
However，出is do巳s not mean w巳 can give no d巳scrip
tion of games and computer gam巳s.

Games can b巳 regarded as a subclass of play, that 
is, (mostly) joyful activities出at are often temporally 
and spatially set apart from everyday life.讯而at is 
111巳r巳ly play is not serious; it has no goal otl1er than it-
5巳If. However, as Gadamer notices in his phenomeno
logical analysis of play in Truth rrnd 111cthod, play has its 
own, even sacred, seriousness (Gadamer, 1989, p. 102). 
It fulfils its purpos巳 only if th巳 player loses himself in 
play.“The mov巳ment of playing has no goal tl1at would 
bring it to an 巳nd; rather, it r巳n巳ws itself in constant 
rep巳tition” （p. 102). Most games present由e playing 
person with a task. Moreover, play has its own t归览。f
intentionality: w巳 ar巳 always playing so111ethin且（p. 107). 
How巳ver, play is not a so much a re-pr巳sentation nf 
that sometl1ing but rather a pr巳S巳ntation： “Its mode of 
b巳ing is self-pres巳ntation” （p. 108). 

叭!hen play transforms into structure, it can be

come either drama (a stage play) or game. ln both cases 
it gets a specific structure由at makes th巳 play into SOI日伫

thing independent from the player(s). However, in 
order to l况， they have to be played. The game can 
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出erefore-following Huizinga ’s famous definition
be defined as飞free act出at takes place within a spe
cially designated time in a specially designated place, 
according to spec1且c rules which ar巳 strictly adhered 
t。” （Huizinga, 1970, p. 13). Like play, games present 

出e players with a specific task，。ft巳n in a competition. 
The outcome of the gam巳 dep巳nds on tl1e actions of tl1e 
player(s). 

。丘en in plays and gam巳S W巳us巳attributes such as 
balls or cards. Computer games distinguish thems巳Ives
from other games by their technological m巳cliation (see 

出巳 contribution of Britta Neitzel in this volum巳）. In

出e case of computer games, the distinctiv巳 game space 
is a m付ual space, which can be manipulated witl1 the 
help of various input d巳vices (mouse, joystick， 乱nd so 
on) of which th巳巳ffects can b巳view巳d on 日n output de
vice (monitor). The monitoring process gives由E com
puter player th巳 possibility of continuously observing 

出e results of the action. It is, as Neitzl defines it，“a 
proc巳ss of self』ohs巳rvation with continuous feedback.” 
This distinction hetwe巳n the point of action 日1吐出巳poim

of view enables the player to reflect upon the self as 
ano出巳r， 出at is, as an avatar. Another asp巳ct Neitz! 
points at is that computer games as w巳阳10w them rep
resent action in which hum乱ns could participate. Al
though tl1is is often not tru巳 for puzzles (Tetris) and 
simulations (Si111L』向，it is for most action and fighting 
gam巳s (Towb R(/ider), adventures (McGee's Alice), role 
playi吨games (Final Frmtmy Mystic Quest), sports games 
(Formu／，斤 J), and strategy games (Civilization). As Neitzl 
justly notes, it is thisι01111巳ctedness of 由巳 level of 
action to th巳 level of representation出at links computer 
gam巳S to narrativ巳日，as th巳se ar巳as W巳11 repres巳ntations
of a r巳al or fiction日l chain of actions. 
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7》c Nanγttivc Dimmsion of Co1.叩utcr Games 

认F巳 can fornrnlat巳 the following minimal definition of a 
narrativ巳. It is th巳 repres巳ntation of a series of logically 
and chronologically related 巳vents in a specific setting, 
with a beginning, a middle, and an end, and caused or 
undertaken by actors. The closure that characterizes 
most stories is connected with出e fact, first describ巳d
by Tzv巳tan Toclorov, that they repr巳sent a transforma
tion in which (1) a state of equilibrium at 出巳 outset is 
(2) disrupted hy some event (action or happ巳ning), (3)
the recognition of this disruption by the (main) charac
ter, follow仅I by (4) an attempt to repair the disruption, 
口nd finally (5) th巳 reinstatement of出e initial equilib
rium (Branigan, 1992, p. 4). In this narrativ巳 schem巳

we recognize Ricoeur’s dialectics between concordance 
and disconcordance. At first glanc巳 this d巳scription is 
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However, this does not 巳lucidate yet the distinctive 
contribution of the game elem巳nts of the computer 
gam巳 to id巳ntity construction. In order to analyze this 
contribution, w巳 have to focus on th巳 aspects of the 
com put巳r game that do not overlap with narrative. 
This is where w巳 are not concerned with the point of 
view of th巳 player, but with his point of (inter)action. 

Co7!ψuter Games 'Veηus Narrati'Vcs: Inter :tion versu』
．

Iutc1p1-ctati01 』
If 出巳re is one single characteristic that distinguishes 

(computer) games from narratives it must be (inter) 
action.叭而ereas the read巳r (or view巳r) of a narrative is 
presented with a chain of events imagined by the author 
(or director) of the story, in 出t computer game 出巳

chain of events is th巳 result of th巳 play巳r's action. This 
is not to say that出e reader is a passive consum巳r of th巳

story; with regard to the reading of narr乱tiv巳s the 
reader plays a doubl巳 role, occupying at the sam巳 time
a pass川point of view and an active J川M of inte巾-etation.
As has b巳come a standard pr巳supposition in narratol 
ogy, a story only comes into being when the reader 
actively constructs it hy interpreting the na1 rativ巳巳le】

ments by linking th巳m to each other. In this sense, 
readers have a certain freedom of interpretation and 
diff，巳r巳nt readers can read cliff ，巳r巳nt stori巳s, depending 
on th巳ir foreknowledge. However, with the exception 
of certain avant-garde t巳xts such as Julio Cortazar's 
!1opscotch (Cortazar, 1987; cf. D巳 Mu], 2000), in the 
case of narrativ巳S the order 。f th巳 narrative el巳111巳nts
or lc.1.:ill is d巳termincd by the author and not hy the 
reader. In comput巳r gam巳s, on th巳 oth巳r hand, the 
player is (int巳r)active in the sens巳 that be or she deter
mines th巳 sequence of the 巳l巳111巳nts that appear on the 
mo111tor. 

A narrative is Iii』car and the el巳111巳nts of th巳 11白rra
tiv巳 ar巳 linked togeth巳r by a narrative c1111saliη. Narra 
tive speaks the language of fate, ev巳ry action and ev巳nt
is t：‘aus巳d by the preceding actions and motives. It is 
thanks to this sp巳cific chain of actions ,md 巳vents that 
a narrntiv巳 in a book can be translated into a film. 
Both media share the same narrative grammar. Con 
V巳rsely in a game a player has relatively gTeat卢·eedom
to determine th巳 sequence of actions himself. The 
g:1111巳， ther巳扣r巳， is n巳cessarily 1mtltilinc11r; if the player 
cannot choos巳 h巳tw巳en various options the1e is no 
game at all. 

Of cours巳 th<.: freedom of th巳 player i白 not abso 
lute. Like every gamι ， th巳re is a set of rul巳H that d巳t巳r
mine which actions can h巳 undert,1ken 日nd which not. 
In this context the distinction Joyce mak巳s he tween 巳x-

also叩plicable to many computer games. Most of these 

games have this kind of quest structure-cl巳signated by 

Frye as the master genre of配romanc巳（Frye, 1957)
in which the protagonists undergo a s巳ries of trials in 
order to achieve出eir goal. Moreover, in many games 

we also find existents (characters and settings) and 
巳vents (happenings and actions). 

Let us take as repres巳ntative example of a standard 
third person action game E11tcr the Matrix (2003). As in 
the movie The Matrix Reloaded (2003), on which the 
gam巳 is bas时，the initial state of equilibrium-man ml
ing the world-is disturbed by machines taking control 
and attempting to destroy th巳 human population. The 
task of the characters-Niob巳 and Ghost, two side 
characters in th巳 movie, acting against the setting of 
the locations of lvlatrix the movie-is to reinstate the 
initial equilibrium. It op巳ns with th巳 character or avatar 
of your choice-Niol沱江nd Ghost hav巳 different skills 
and subtasks一in a post offic巳， trying to g巳t a sp巳cific
PO box to r巳trieve some information. As you mak巳

your way through the gam巳， you have to chase air
plane日， rcscu巳 captured rebels, navigate through a 
sewer system, destroy a nuclear power plant, and fight 
of干a S巳ntinel attack from aboard your hovercraft, the 
Logos. 

A, Juul has aq,'l.1巳d, in tbes巳 kinds of narrativ巳

games the stmγis in a sense external to the playing 
of th巳 gam巳 itself→prnvic
l】巳tween the playing, written on the package, in the 
111日nnal or in introduction and transition movie 
sequences-and as the ideal story the.; player has to re 
口lize (Juul, this V《ilrnτ1巳）. But th巳actu�I f】laying I月 not
nan 

ivT111ri‘X一and 臼s said h巳foi飞巳， this gam巳 S巳巳1日s to be r叩－
n.:sιntativc of th巳 mainstn.:am of action and fighting 
gam巳日， advcntur巳且， role playing gam山， sports gam巳且，

;md strate盯games-show th8t thes巳 gam巳5 in fact are 
a hybrid combinatiο川， and not so much an integratio日 of
game and narrative.(' It is true that a narrative unfolds, 
hut this does not oιιur in由c game itself. Of course, 
thi日 1月 not to to s8y that these kinds of hybr吐s are a fail 
ure. What the great success many of these games dem
仆nstratcs is that yllu u口 白dd narrative 巳1cm巳口t月 to a 
gam巳 in a creative manner without spoiling the game. 
Thιnarrativ巳「ram巳work in which th巳 gamed巳ments 
ar巳 pr巳日巳nted 巳ven t:nh日nee th巳 plea日ure 门f playing th巳

game. For fans 仆f tht：几1ltt1ri.'I: movie triology, th巳 narra
tive con text w1门巳nthanc巳 the pl巳川ur巳《，f playing the 

gam巳，7 ,1ls1，川什
：

cring the 111川｜川门f id巳ntification hy th巳

rdlectivc applicati1J11 of the na川江 Live C<Jll figuration on 
the self, as discussed 巳口rlier.
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认Ti出 regard to spatial organization, the narrative 
and the gam巳 also differ significantly. The situation 
here, however, is the other way round. In contrast to 
film, the game has a spatial strati币cation. It has three 
spatial dimensions. Interactivity means that you can go 
in various directions-to the left or right, forwards or 
backwards, up or down. Just as in出e narrative th巳r巳 is
a difference between由e time of the plot (the signifier) 
and the time of the narrative (the signified), in th巳 game
there is a difference between出e space of the game in
terface (the signifier) and the virtual space disclosed up 
by the game （出E signifi巳d). And also in 出巳 game ther巳

is a third dimension in which both these spac巳s are 

interpreted together-that of the player. In contrast, in 

the narrative, the three spatial dimensions implod巳 into

a one-dimensional, that is to say sequential, path由at

th巳 protagonists tr巳ad through the narrative space. 

Their fate is that 由巳y are doomed to wander this sing！巳

path. From th巳 notion of the spatial dimension, the 

game and the narrative are as chess and a game of chess. 

The rul巳s of chess 巳nclose a space within which an 

unlimited numb巳r of diffi巳rent games of chess can be 

played. 

We can also illuminate the difference between nar

rative and game by looking at th巳 r巳lationship between 

plot and action. In the narrative, th巳 plot det巳rmin巳s

the action. Wh巳reas in the narrative由e action is moti

vated by the plot, in th巳 computer game the plot is de』

pendent on th巳 action.叭冯1巳n at th巳 right moment the 

player of Enter the Matrix pulls th巳 trigger of his gun 

and shoots the s巳ntin巳1, he can enter the next room 

wher巳 another chall巳nge awaits him.认而已n he shoots 

too lat巳 and is hims巳If shot d巳叫， h巳 changes the plot. 

The discursive causality h巳re R 巳巳ms to be rev巳rs巳d

th巳比tion cl 巳termines th巳 plot, or S巳eks for it in vain 
（八arseth, 1994). 

When, finally, we look at the “pleasure bonus” that
the narrative and computer game respectively offer the 
l飞机ler, viewer, and the player, again we see an impor 
tant differenc巳. [n the classic narrative th巳 pleasur巳 Ji巳5

in th巳 satisfaction it gives to know how th巳 narrative
巳ncls. From a psychoanalytical point of view, we should 
call it an cnd-pkasur巳（Freud, 1953, vol. VII, p. 209; cf. 
De Mul, 1999, pp. 180-182）.认吁1en, understood in 
Aristotelian terms, th巳I巳 is no 巳nding, th巳 r巳ader is 
frustrnt时，The game, however, does not have an end.
Without doubt one can stop Enter the Matri.,· after hav 

ing gone through all levels, but then in fact we stop be 

cau刊e of th巳 closure of the accompanying narrative. 

Games that have no or hardly any narrative cont巳xt,

such as Tctris, invit巳 us to play again in order to beat 

pl oratory 创 1d constructive hypertexts can be applied to 

games (Joyce, 1995, p. 42). Explorative games ar巳

games in which the nature and 由巳 numb巳r of lexia is 

fixed and the freedom of 出巳 player is restricted to the 

sequence in which they are present巳d during the gam巳·

In the case of constructive games, however, the play巳r is 

able to chang巳 th巳 nature and number of lexia. W巳 can
出mk of Doom, for 巳xample, wher巳 play巳rs are able to 

construct th巳ir own settings, or of th巳 Tomb Raider 

game, which was hacked by players in order to subvert 

gender roles (Schl巳in巳r, 1998). These games are ver

sions of what th巳y ar巳 becoming, a structure for what 

does not yet exist. In these cas巳s ther巳 is what Andy 

Cameron calls real intcmctiv巾，＂由e ability to int巳rvene

in a meaningful way within the representation itself, not 

to r巳ad it difli巳r巳口tly”
（Cameron, 1995). Cameron eluci

dates his point by stating that interactivity in music 

would mean the ability to chang巳 the sound, inter

activity in painting to change color飞。r make marks, 

interactivity in film the immersion of the spectator 

in the sc巳n巳 and 出e ability to chang巳 the way the 

movie 巳n<ls. Real activity in computer games is出c abil

ity to change th巳 r巳pr巳sentation and/or rul巳S of the 
game. 

The multilinearity of th巳 game that is connected 

with its interactivity has important consequenc巳s for 

the temporal and spatial organization of games, com

pared to that of narratives (Juul, 1998; cf. his cont:ribu 

tion in this volume). The narrative has出ree temporal 

l巳vels: that of the plot (the signifier), that of the related 
narrative (the signified), and that of the reader or 

vi巳wer. A sequ巳nce of shots in a film, lasting only a f巳W

n飞inut巳s, can cov巳r many ye且rs of th巳 narrative. 飞再／her1 

watching a film, both t巳mp【】r lay巳rs ar巳 interpr巳tee\

together by th巳 vie飞,ver. Because tbe tim巳s of the plot 

and the narrativ巳 ar巳 cliff，巳rent, th 巳 Jl日rrator also shows 

the three dimensions of tim巳. It do巳5 not only tah: 

place at the time of th巳 reading, but by m巳ans of flash

backs and flash forwards, the plot also presents the past 

and the future. 

Computer games such as Enter the Matrix lack this 
temporal stratification. Where the r巳ad巳r or th巳 person

watching a film undergo巳S great temporal mobility by 

m 巳ans of flashbacks and flash forwards, the compnt巳r
gam巳 player is inevitably confine<l to the pr巳se口t. B巳

cause h巳 finds himself in an 巳temal pr巳S 巳nt, h巳 is able 
to carrγout th巳 same actions over and ov巳r again. 
Other than the protagonist of a narrative, who sooner 
or 18ter inevitably dies, the player is immortal. In E11ter 

the !VT11trix, every time you are shot dead, you can b巳gin
th巳 game again. 

h』－



for 巳xampl巳， consists of a finit巳 S巳t of 巳xistents and 
constitutive rules出at disclose an infinite numb巳r of 
different gam巳 sessions. It does not have a closur巳， but
is always fundamentally open to further (renewal of) 
action.叭Te always want to beat the present high score. 
Unlike th巳 narrativ巳，。f which th巳 巳nd is always air巳ady
det巳nnined （巳very narrative refers to a story that al
r巳ady took place, even wh巳n th巳 story is situated in the 
present), the outcome of a game is fundamentally 
ind巳terminat巳．

In th巳 third stag巳 of the formation of the lud1c 
identity, play3, the player identifies with th巳 spac巳 of
possil】ilities disclos巳d by th巳 garn巳 Th巳 6巳ld of possible 
action is refl巳ctively叩plied to the s巳lf. The infinity of 
possible outcorn巳s, conn巳cted with the constitutive 
rul凹， is int巳n
plication of th巳 narrati飞F巳 to tl丁巳 日巳If, in the case of ludic 
identity there is no simple imitation of th巳se rules, but 
th巳y are b巳ing appropriat巳d or assimilat巳d and as a re
sult chang巳 the id巳ntity of th巳 play巳r.

As in the case of narrativ巳 id巳ntity in the construe 
tion of ludic id巳ntity th巳re is a constant dialectic b巳

tween concordance and discordance. Everγgame can 
he located som巳where betw出n games in which with 
ev巳ry sinιl巳 action the nnml】巳r 。f possibilities incr巳as巳

and thos巳 in which they decrease. Whereas in many 
口ction ga1日es and :w巳ntur巳S that ar巳 design巳cl according 
a “tr巳e of death" with 巳ve巧F choic巳出e number of pos
sible outcomes is reduced ( the initial choic巳 for Niobe 
or Chυst in Enter the l'vlatrix rest! icts th巳 number of 
possibl巳 actions, as each of th巳 charact巳rs hav巳 a distinct 
S巳t 门f tasks and skills), simulation games often do 
incr巳ase the numb巳r of possible outcorn巳s with every 
choic巳 mad巳. However, when w巳 compare n日rrativ巳S
with games in regard to the balance of concordance
and discordanιe, th巳 dominance s巳巳ms to be opposite. 
Whereas in the case of narrative identity the predomi 
nant tend巳ncy is tow白rd an incr巳asc of closur巳臼ncl thus 
concordan巳巳（novels such as l之。h巳rt Musil’

5 儿1.nn with
()/ff ljllllfit川rcmain an exc巳ption), in th巳 cas巳 of ludic 
identity the pr巳drnnin日nt tendency is toward an i口－
crcas巴。f openness. In every 日ituation the ludic self is 
in search for n巳W possi hili ties in or<l巳r to increas巳 the
而巳Id of possible action. In this s巳11旦t the temp＜】r di
Ill巳nsi《 m of 11;1「rntiv巳 and 吕、山1J1巳日 1日 oppo日it巳． 认Thereas
n;irn1tio11, although rnking place in the pr巳sent, aims at 
an und巳rstanding of what hav巳 kippen巳【l in th巳 past,
pLiying, whiιh also takes pbce in the present, i日

di,ccted 江t future p付ssihilitics.
ln the case 仆f ludic id巳ntity ther巳 is an additioml 

dial巳ctic between the self and the 仆ther.’「he oth巳r is ::il-
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our personal r巳cord. Of course, after som巳 time w巳 will

stop playing the game, for example, because w巳 ar巳

exhausted or bor巳d, but only to continu巳 our playing 
after a while. The lust provided by the computer game 
is nev巳r an 巳ml-pleasure but nec巳ssarily always r巳main a 
fore-pleasur巳. This is one of th巳 reasons that playing 
computer games easily leads to addiction. This fore
pleasure is connected with phantoming th巳 rules of the 
game 乱nd improving one ’

5 skills in order to improve 
th巳 p巳rsonal record. 

－3
2
ω

可
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Ludie Identity 
Now that I have d巳scribed th巳 main difference between 
narrative and comput巳r gam巳日， I am able to analyze the 
implic口tions of this di证巳rem：巳 for the formation of 
identity and give a tentative answer to the question 
how comput巳r gam巳日 affi巳ct our p巳rsonal identity. 

Ludie Identity Fw111r1tio11 
In the previous S巳ction, we noticed that narratives 
and games have a number 。f d18ract巳ristics in common. 
The sam巳 can he said也r the formation of narrativ巳 and
ludic identity. Just as narrat1vt:s, comput巳r g.unes arl: 
expressions that, among oth巳r things, play a function 
in the formation of our identity. They are able to do 
thi日 b巳cause both give expr巳ssion to important asp巳cts
of hum日n life that structure our lived 巳xperienc巳『 and
by doing that enable th巳 1巳Hectiv巳 identi币cation with 
this structur巳． 飞再／ith regard to the con日truction o「ludic
identity we can discern three stages, which l will call, 
following Ricoem、 notion of thr巳巳fold mi1m：“乌play1,

play2, and playi. 
Plan refers to th巳 ludic prefiguration of our daily 

life. 叭／巳 巳xp巳ri巳nce n日tun:: and the human world :is 
pbyful, for example, wh巳n we notice the pby of Ii日ht
“r wave日， wh巳n w巳 see th巳 play of anim乱ls and children, 
门r exp巳门巴nce the pby of sexual seduction. Ev巳rY'νhere
in 仆ur world we experience movem巳nts hackw;1rds and 
f1Jrward that ren巳W the ms巳Ives in constant rep巳tition.
V:irying th巳 word目。f Friedrich Schlegel, we could say 
that the (computer）忏llll巳s we play 川·巳 nothing hut a re
mot巳 imit�tion of th巳 infinite play of the world (cf. 
C;1d;1111ιr, 1 l）树lJ, I】 目 I 05). 

The expression 仆f this experienιed p1℃－ludic α卜

heren出 in（仁川mpnt巳r) gr1111cs 十。1111日出巳 level c汁play1.
Ccntr;1l l丁巳r巳 is the setοf ntles that determine the possi
bJe tnOV巳ments \i;1el、w:1rd日让nd r仆rward付 that det巳rm i ne 
a叩巳ci币c phy. The r山ult is n川川 much, ;1s in n;irr;1 
tive, a caus,11 chain of event气，｜讥1t :1 playin日币eld （斗Jie!
nrlfm), that i日；1 .1p11cc rf p川「iblc 1tctirm. ’l'his pbying field 
cm be刊杂1rded 川川川斤川归’ wboll’. The g，

‘1111巳门 1· 'Ji:t川、



ways present, not only as a player we want to identify 
ours巳 Ives with, but also as opponent or teammate, as 

enemy or lov巳r, th巳 other pr巳sent possibilities for r巳cip
rocal and/or collective action. 

A possible obj巳ction could b巳 that life is no game, 
but we could formulate an analogue answer as Rico巳ur

did in reply to the critique that life is no story. Just be
caus巳 our life is no game, not always joyful and句Il of 

possibilities, w巳 ne巳d games to oppose the continuous 

threat of closur巳. And just as in th巳 case of narrative 

identity, ludic identity is a cr巳ation of our imagination 
that cr巳at巳s real eff，巳cts in our daily lives. 

Growi吨Domina』1cc of Ludie !dent叫？

Narrative and ludic identity do not represent alter

nativ巳s that mutually exclud巳巳ach oth叫but ar巳 two
identity formations that co exist and are entangled in 

many ways, in the same manner as stories and games. 

W巳 COll

by returning扣r a mot丑巳nt to H巳idegg巳r's analytics of 

human 巳xist巳nc巳. Earlier I noted that according to 
H巳idegg巳r, existing in time m巳ans that living in th巳

pres巳nt, we are always ori巳nted toward our future pos

sibilities, and at the same tim巳 W巳 are always con】

strained by the possibilities we have r巳alized in 出e

past. ln a concis巳 formula, Heidegger calls man a 

thrown possibility (gewo桥附M也licbkeit) (Heidegger, 

1996, p. 135). However, our attitude toward our past 

and our future possibilities is not the same.引Te inter

pret and narrate our past and w巳 play with and act 

upon, our fuu1re proj巳cts. Of cours巳出es巳 dimensions

are not completely separate. Our past is not simply be

hind u日， but continuously effective in our pr巳sent act

ing, and in our interpr巳tations w巳 ι忖ntinuously revise 

our past. The choices we make in our actions ar巳 always

ground巳d in our past. It is for that re,1son that narr口－

tiv巳日 and games ar巳 often narrowly entangled. Though 

situat巳d in the past, stories can inspire new i划tur巳 po刊 －

sibilities. Though oriented toward the fntrn飞games
oft巳n r巳peat possibilities from th巳 past. As w巳；1lready

noticed, human beings tend to identi今them月elves with 
the choices made in the past and 扣r that reason h巳－

com巳 less playful as th巳y grow older. How己ver, ori

ented toward past and future, they ar巳 the expressions 

of two fnnd::imentally di旺巳r巳nt dim巳nsions of human 
life. 

This does not mean, however, that they are 

always in balance. In讥Testern culture, since the age of 

modernity there seems to he a growing dominance of 
th巳 l】rojective dim巳nsion of our 巳xistenc巳 above our 
thrownn巳ss. In the modern er飞man understands hit日－
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self predominantly as an autonomous, free acting sub
ject. The modern subj巳ct can b巳 conc巳ived of as a 
Homo volens，由at shapes life autonomously. Mod巳rn
technology has given this autonomous subj巳ct powerful 
means to increase the power to choose and act. The 
computer game can be regarded as a popular derivat巳

of this modern ideology. In this light it is no co
incidence that interactivity became the buzz word in 
amusement industry. No less in the computer gam巳

than in the “game of life，”the modern subject continu
ously has to make choices. Wh巳reas in th巳 pr巳modern

culture most choices your life partn巳r, occupation, 

religion-usually w巳r巳 mad巳 for you，白s a modern sub

ject, you continuously have to chaos巳 ． 叭Thether it con

cerns出e simple choice between the left or right door 

in a comi】 巳r game or the choice for a C巳rtain lifestyle, 

巳veη1 time the emphasis is on the 中olitional dimension 

of our personality. As we already noticed with Turkl巳，

this nee巳ssitates a a巳xibility of our selves. 

Of course, computer games do not cause this 

chang巳 in identity. This transformation of the modern 

self is a complex process in which, among many oth巳r

things, social, political, economic, and technological 

developments play a role.衍 However, the massive dis

semination of computer gam臼 in W巳stern and wester

nize<l culuires without doubt is also part of this complex 

process. It d巳monstrates that in our culuire on the level 

of the 巳泪stents th巳re has b巳en a major shift from set

tings to character and on the level of the events from 

happenings to actions. R己flection gradually has shift巳d

from int巳rpr巳tntion of meaning to refl巳ctive f巳eelback 

。n act10n. 

飞机th川it doubt this transformation partly has been 

on the ideological level only. That mod巳rn subjec囚，

following Desc;1rt巳s, regard thems巳Ives as autonomous 
巳ntities d门时 not mean that they really arc autonomous. 
Mod巳rn history is characterized by a stream of happen
in日日 th:1t h川 clemonstrat巳d that m日ny things ar巳 still
not y巳t 01二in the ag巳 of incr巳asing autonmηic t巳ch-
1丁 olog (K巳lly, 1994）一no longer under our control. 
Ev巳n in our comput巳r games we constantly fac巳 th巳

possibility th,1t the game will be over. Howev凹， they
also promis巳 us that we always can start all over again. 

Conn巳ctcd with the shift白’om narrative 8nd in比r

pret川ion to game and action we can discern a shift 

币。m temporally organized identity to spatially orga

nized identity. Earlier, we saw that human identity has 

th巳比 two dimensions. But also in this case there is 

110 巳t巳rnal-ahistorical or aculu1ral-balanc巳 l〕巳tw出n

these dim巳nsions. In an age wh巳r巳 the number of diι 

f巳r巳nt rol巳S increases so much that some sociologists 
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tant to understand before one ju句es, I have tried to 
postpone an evaluation of this transformation. Though 
it is not my int巳ntion to give a compr巳h巳nsive evalua
tion in this last subsection (it is for the reader to judge), 
I do want to provide thre巳 pedagog·ical afterthoughts 
about som巳 asp巳cts of the process described that, at least 
in my view, may be imponam for nu-ther ev:1lur1Lion. 

First, it is important Lr, kecf) in mind that-computer 
gam巳s are not “just ga1口巳S” but phyηconstiLUti:\e rnl巳

in our cognitive develop！日巳nt :1nd in che constn1clion of 
our identity. This role may 巳ven be more fundamental 
than in the case of narratives, because the emotional 
involvement in comput巳r games is very strong. Some 
decades ago Sherry Turk！巳 explained that this is con
necte<l to the fact that computer gam巳s are about 
action： “认冯1巳n you play a video game you enter into
the world of the programm巳rs who made it. You have 
to do more than id巳nti命with a character on the scre巳n.
You must act岛r it. Identification出rough action has a 
sp巳cial kind of hold. Lik巳 pJ.1yi11g- a sport, it fllllS flCOple 
into a hig·hly focused, and hig-hly charg巳J St:lte of" 111i11d. 
For many p巳op！巳， what is b巳u1g- pursued in the vidt.:υ 
g·am巳 is not just a scot飞hut an alter巳d state” （Turkle,
1 C)84, p. 83). For that r巳ason th巳 exposur巳 to possible 
undesirable contents of computer games (such as vio
l创刊巳，优xism, or racism, s巳t Herz, 1997, p. 183), might 
be more intense than in the cas巳 of narratives. How
ever, this does not already hav巳 implications for the ef
feet, because in case playing violent gam巳s has a positive 
efti巳ct of catharsis, this may b巳 for that v巳ry reason 
strong·er than in the case of reading violent novels or 
watching violent movi巳s. Anyway, we should not forget 
that computer games ar巳 ontological machines in th巳

sense that they, just like narratives, not only structure 
our (concept of the) world, hut also (our concept of) 
ours巳Ives.

Next, connected with tl1巳 strong involv巳l口巳nt in 
comput巳r games is th巳 danger of addiction. This danger 
is reinforc巳d hy the fact that b巳cause of the pr巳domi
nantly fore-pleasure orient巳d satisfaction of computer 
game日 they already have an rnhcrcm 1>ti口rnlus to repeti『

tion. Mυre in general, co111puter g:une� arc part of a 
technolog·ical world that has a strong nddit:tive charac
t巳r as a whole. The modern ideology of makability 
r巳suits in a heavy dependence on t巳chnological m巳ans,
independent of their success. Howev巳r, as s巳rious as an 
,1ddicti门n may be, w巳 should not 巳xaggerate this danger 
in the e8s巳 of c仆mput巳r gam巳凡 In my opinion, an ad【

diction to computer games is closer to a passion for 
r巳：“ling novels or watching movies than ;m :iddiction to 
,1lc1>h门1 仆rιrnck. Reading stories, w;itching movies, and 
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even talk about ., "sawmtion or the H巳If" (Gcrg'en, 
1991), 1..hc 11umlicr of activities we 刊r\! cng;1ged in ;it 
the S:Unc time im:re:i旦es no l阳，。ml, morc11vc:r, t.hes 
rnks :ind activities keep ch：川阳ng· all the time over 
time, the sp,itial org:u甘z.:ition of l'!,c 111any l:hanging 
:l月peers 11 F our H已lves bc�＇.0111臼 nmrc and mnn.: impor
emt. The personal computer with it<; m:1ny wi.nJow吨

。pen ;1IJ the time i到司 lllOVing lllCt.lpbor ror Llw W.l)t WC 
u·>1 to de:11 with rhis ch;111ge in our selves，刊 d at rhe 
s;in1e Li me 鸣CCIII且 to he a device th:ll s1i1111ilme且 thi扫

ch:1ngc nnd ;11 the s.1111e rime cn:1bJt:.s us to cop巳 with iL 
The sa1rn: count目 fnr d1t: remote control, that im:rc.1日－

in再ly is prirn,trl) used not to ch::ternll11e the 吨cqucncc u「
rhi.: imngcs on thi:: sc：“：山，hnl raLhl:r to f<Jllow difft:rcnl 
channels 白 l the �：1me tiJllc. Co1111)ltcer games, with thdr 
自p3ti:1l r.ithe.r th:111 ttmpoml organizntion, play u no le$s 
ii11portan『 role in lhis tr:msform:uion of' ou「 selvc,; r，卜

wnrd ;111d”（
＇ 

our world vi巳IV..「he 、vodcl it吨elf is no 
Ion日巳r cc ,ncc.ived u「l'ro111 a sheer historical p1.:r『pt:c.:tiv时，

lnu rnth口r :isπdaLπbns＜： ， ηplaying lidd J1:1L l!l1:1hll!s U5 
to (r己）nrn日g;11rc.: all I、mds of cliff旷en1 飞rnrld弘 The i.:vo
lulion of lilc 门11 c,11·11可以11<1 long-er :1 n:1rra1 ive in 1111.: 
sense Ll1,ll 1l is :\ cws:il c:h,1i11川· event二、but 1·nthcr ;1
dnrnh:1sc full or 1,:c11cs that cnn 1,c rcrnrnl,incd i11 :111 in” 

Ii nitι number of possililc worlds. Spicll】巳rg’S ]11／
＇

／＇／／、．

/Jr1rl.’ off记I'S 叮吨Lill lie, ivc I：】ut [:tr F 111 implnusiblc vie、、，

川n thi目！》「:tV!.! 11 巳W world. r .ikcwise，区cnetil: 111n11ip1d:1-
t ion, ,lc�d1c1 ic surgi.:1γ，rrnd 1he likl：“inkc m1r lmdily 
and rsyd1k eh:ir:lt:LcrLo;1ie,;; li:ss and k:s_q to 0111· narrative 
li11es :ind incrc;1si11只ly ohjects of c.:huit；巳·八ρin‘1his vil!w 
h:1s :1 sln,ng- ideologirnl dimension，川、V(' may CX))CL'l 
thnL slori,is :1h11111 wh:11 went wrnng- 叭 ill :il�o nmtinlll: 
In 11(: Lnl<l. 。ur futuri.: �d\'C .. "i pl'Ob11bl)' will rem.tin ,1 
ll11ll'l'. （』I' le�－.； hyhrid rni.x nf 11:1rr:11ivc :nid ladic iden
lili1.:�. l111L :1s W(; have 气ecn in the:: disn1ssio11 of 
Al巳xander's internarrativ巳 novel, even these narrativ巳s
:ire �r：“lunlly hccoming more叩ali:11 i11 L111::ir org:1niz:i 
Lion :md strucmn'. 'I lit: hist11ric.�1J co11sciυUSl1CS!> th.ti 
L'.l 11t:rg1:d 111 the l:1日l ci.:1miric1i ;incl from "hich the nn 
门 I· the novel also 、pmutt.:d

，
飞＼ ill :11. b1』l l比 C:(111町；1可ted

with ;1 吨尸江ti:il c, 111！也i1111s11css l hal doc『 not think in 
u:nn飞『＞！

＇

pa·,I dce.11,11川、l111t rntl11:r In tcl'IH吨 01· pu，吐h:I
possi hi! i ri巳s.

3
2
名
吕「

l'h11•c i飞飞＇＂惧’总ind. (/i、rt/.11吨ht.r
In tlll! pn:viow, StTI inn、 l h:11·c 111:unly l℃sl ricted 111y，�I「
E们；It)巳ulrnl cxpc川Jtlon 111' I he ( p:11 Li,tl) 1 r川、民，1111min11 of 
11;1rmuvc itkrHii�r i111n lud1l' idcntitv th:11, in Ill}' vi川、－
r.:nn h巳 dis�·u·n(l(l in 11ur I 、re、c:111 v11lu11’c nnd in whil:h 
CCl!lljlllll'I' g;1川们 pl.i)'-iil1·c;Hly r,11 q11a111a11飞 U n.:a阳l刊－

:111 111c:rc:1si11gly irnpom111I roh.:. ＼� J l>clii.:飞 U il i, 11111川1」
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Bettelheim has pointed to the 卢ict th1tt children, as well as 
adults, need ‘'plen吃y of what in Ger'/Jla11 is wiled Spielraum. 
Now Spielraum打 not primarily 切 1'00阴阳 p均 in. ’ While
the 切ord also 111ea阳 that, i打 pi切l{／ ψ11 f/71 
scope, plen片y of ro仰1' to move not on夺 one's ell朋vs but al f 0 

one ＇：『 mind, to α:periment with things and ideas at one's lei-
sure, or, to put it colloquially，印 toy with ideas." Vidi了o games 
such as Nintendo, with their prψrogrmmned chamcto:, and 
their media-saturated images, present 厅l111ost 110 opporttmi吵
to experiment or toy with ideas. . . . Co111pnred to the worlds 
of in，吨ination provided by piny with dolls and l咖扣，俨1/lCS

such d门wiewed in th打 chapter [meant are 11 series of Niu
tento games} ulti111ately r，ψresent i11ψoverished cultuml and 
sensoiy enviromnen打 for the child. (Provenzo, 1991, pp. 
93, 95) 

In The Republic, Plato banned narrative because in his 
view the artists hav巳 a bad influence on their audi巳nces.
If he had lived now, he might have made由E same con
clusion for comput巳r games. In both cases the argu
ment ov巳rlooks that w巳 d巳rive our very identity from 
thes巳 expressions. Our humanity is closely link巳d to 
the gift of narration and play. Being in principl巳 pro
grammable by th巳 play巳r, computer games can help 
and even inspire us to disclose new worlds and dimen
sions of the self. Therefore it would be pr巳carious to 
condemn th巳m as such. However, it is wise to k巳p dis
tinguishing the ones that enrich our world and our 
selves from those出at threaten to impoverish it. 

Notes 
1. S巳巳 Introduction on th巳 impressive rise of the

com put巳r game sine巳 the 巳ighties.
2. This idea is esp巳cially developed in the herme

11巳utical and structuralist tradition in philosophy
�md psycholo白人 The German founder of the
human sciences ( Gcisteswissensch拼en), Wilhelm
Di 1th町，introduced the notion of a “nexus of
life”

（Zus@nnenhnng des Lcbens) in which the in
tellectual, volitional, and emotional dimensions
are struchlfally int巳grated. For a more detailed
巳xposition of Dil出町 ’s hermeneutics, see my The
tmge今 offiuitude: Wilhelm Dilth价 hermeneuti,α of

顷’（De Mul, 2003). For an exposition of th巳

structuralist theorγof cognitive structure and cl巳－

velopm巳nt and its relationship to th巳 herm巳n巳ut-
ical cone巳ption, see Van Haaften et al., Philosoj.吻
of develoJ川cllt. Reco刀 7 阳ti咆 the fo11ndat
71/tm devc』＇opmcnt and educntion (Van Haaft巳n, Kor
thals ＆叭Tr巳n, 1997).

playing games are activities that are not instrumental 
but rather have their goal in themselves. They share 
this feature with an addiction to alcohol and other 
drugs. Howev时， as these kinds of addiction can ruin 
your life, in由E case of a passion for narratives and 
games, the opposit巳 is 出巳 case. That narratives and 
games take plac巳 in a time and space beyond 出巳 S巳ri
ousness of 巳V巳ryday life does not mean 出at th巳y have 
no value. In so far as they are ontological tools 出at
sharpen our imagination and enable us to construct 
new images of ourselves and the world, their value for 
our lives cannot 巳asy be exaggerated! Because of its 
long history and r巳sp巳ctable status not many people 
ar巳 inclined to designate a passion for literature as an 
addiction, and movies have 巳1曰：mcipated由emselves in 
a relatively short time from a fairground attraction to 
an art form comparable to literature.叭Te value novels 
and movies, although we know that many trivial nov巳ls
and cheap rr ovies do not fulfil th巳 ontological promise 
of great art. I would not be surprised if computer games 
follow th巳 same path, so that in the future, in the midst 
of an ocean of game pulp, w巳 will encounter wonderful 
games that will disclose new worlds and new modes of 
S巳If-realization for its players. 

Finally, if th巳re is a danger connected to computer 
games, it will not so much lie in the depiction of vio『

lence or oth巳r undesired behavior or in the addictive 
qualities of these gam白，as in the impact 出巳y might 
have on human world openness. In the previous section 
I r巳ferred to Heid巳gger、 definition of human exist巳nc巳

as thrown possibility. I-laving possibilities r巳quire th巳

more fundamental possibility to disclos巳 a world. By 
“world” Heidegger means th巳 all-governing expans巳 of
an open relational cont巳xt (Heidegger, 197 5, p. 42). 
That means that ev巳n within η strict finit巳 world, 1n in
币nite nmnb巳r of relations can be disclosed. As human 
heing-s we not only exist in time, but also in spac巳．

This means that we are not simply in space (as the 
stone is in space), but that we continuously discover 
and found space: geographical spa（：巳， but also room to 
move and to imagine (Heid巳gger, 1996, p. 96 ff.). 

However, in many-perhaps most-computer 
games today，巳sp巳cially thos巳 that are sheer 巳xploratory
instead of constructive, the freedom to mov巳 is rath巳r
rt.:strict巳d, as the fi巳ld of possibilities itself is preprog
rammed and finit巳 When we identify our selves with 
the help of thes巳 impoverished expressions, we impov
erish ourselves. Although written mo「t than ten years 
咆付一a long tim巳， given the short history of comput巳r
games-the following warning of Provenzo is still 
till】ical:



5. Kevin］.飞lanhoozer calls出is Ricoeur’s “narrative
correction of the description of Dasein’s tempo
rality” （Vanhooz巳r, 1991, p. 45). In由is r巳spect,
Ricoeur rather takes Hegel's metaphysics of me
diation as his source of inspiration, as well as the
h巳rmeneutical transformation of this metaphysics
hy v\/ilhelm DiJth<.:y. ln his wυrk阳coeur repent
edly refers to Dilthc｝必:iforcmcnt.inned hoLion of
the "nexus of life:" (71Lrr1w1111:11hm1g d,·J Li•！，ι�11s) onJ
thc idea，ιon11cc1cd wirh this notion, Llrnt山巳
umlt!rstunding (Vi:rstd;m) of the m:：阳.s 01· our
lived cxpcrjcnccs （ιrlclmisse) i可 only possible vi币

the detour of出u cxp1·e” i.ons (1/u.srlriir/.:t） 们「these
lived experiences (see De Mui, 2004, pp. 225-

263).
6. That we are confronted here with a fundam巳ntal

difference becom巳S cl巳ar when w巳出 mk about the
fact that it is impossible to translate narratives in
games, whereas it is possible to translate the story
of a book into a movie or a play (Brooks, 1984,
pp. 3-4). Games will only be recognized as being
based on a book or movie if additional narrative
contc.-:_t is provided. The fighting scenes in Enter
the l\.'!iltri.1· are only recognizable as a translation
of a part of th巳 story of The Ma扩ix Reloaded he
cause of the narrative s巳tting and chart巳r derived
from the movie, not b巳cause of the game action
as such.

7. It should be added, however，出at the narrative
element reduc巳s the games repeatability. Unlik巳

puzzle g11111e.,; such a/; Tetris, if you know the end
of the stnry of the 11dve.11t11rc g:11m.:

1 
then r巳peat

ably pl:iying the game agηin loses it且 appeal

(Juul, 199的．
8. "Tcchnolo阶 does not determine society: it

c111hod1es it. But neither does society d巳termine
technological innovation: it uses it” （Castells,
1996, p. 5; cf. Hugh巳s, 1994).
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COMPUTER GAMES AS EVOCATIVE OBJECTS: FROM PROJECTIVE SCREENS 

TO RELATIONAL ARTIFACTS 

ShetηTurk le 

Computers offer th巳mselves as models of mind and 
as evocative objects，“obj巳cts to think with，” for think

ing about a range of philosophical and psychological 
questions, including questions about knowing, selfhood, 
and what we mean when we say something is “alive.” 
They d。由is through the field of artificial intelligence, 
in which some researchers explicitly endeavor to use 
computers to model the human mind. And they d。由is
in a far more concrete way: we are continually shaped 
by our hands-on engagement w1出 computational
objects, among 白白巳 由巳 objects of the computer 
‘games” culture出at have come to include tl1巳 land

scapes of online role-playing and simulation worlds as 
well as robotic pets and digital creatures.引Te relate to 
such objects as psychological machines, not only be
cause so many of these new objects Iτ1ight b巳 said to 
have primitive psycholog邸， but because they cause us 
to reflect upon our own. 

Claude Levi-Strauss (1966) described a process 

of theoretical tinkering, or “bricolage，”through which 
individuals and cultur巳s may use the objects around 

出em to develop and assimilate ideas. Computational 
toys and games are key elements in today ’s cultural 
bricolage：识厄瓜are we thinking about wh巳n we are 
thinking about computational toys and games？认That
does their “holding power” suggest about our 巳m巳rg
ing sensibilities? 

In出is chapter I draw on arg.iments and lan思rnge
from my writing (1984, 1995, 1997, 2005) to illustrat巳

how computational toys and games have served as both 
a reflection of and emissary for computation in the 
wider culture. Here I have chosen three出em巳s that 
make cl巳ar the central role of gam臼 in the develop
ment of computer culture：出巳 shi仕from transparency 
to opacity in interfac巳 design，出巳 growing use of the 
Internet as a landscape for identity play, and our evolv 
ing relationships with artificial creatures. 

Thinking about Thinking by Thinking 

about Interfaces 
认That are we thinking about when we are thinking 
about computer game interfaces? For on巳出ing, we ar巳
thinking about ways of knowing （＇�urkle, 1995). The 
earliest computer games were written for the interfaces 
of出e early personal computers that support巳d出巳m.
Indeed, many of the children and teenagers who played 
the early games soon wanted to write games of their 
own on these same machines. The personal computers 
of the 1970s and the first generations of the IBM PC 
presented themselves as op巳n，‘＇transparent” objects,
potentially reducible to their underlying m巳chanisms.
These systems invited users to imagine they could 
understand the machines，“gears” as they turned，巳ven if
very few people ever tried to reach由at l巳vel of under
standing. In the spirit of traditional modernist ways of 
knowing, the technology encouraged users to think 
of understanding as reaching beyond the magic to the 
mechanism. In contrast, the 1984 introduction of由E
Macintosh’s iconic style presented the public wi出 sim
ulations (the icons of file fold巳rs, a trashcan, and a desk【

top）出at did nothing to suggest how their underlying 
structure could be known. As one user said，“The Mac 

look巳d perfect, finished. To install a program on my 
DOS machine, I had to且ddle with things. It clearly 
wasn’t perfect.认Tith the Mac, the system told me to 

stay on出e s町face.” This is the kind of involvement 

with computers that has come to dominate the field; 

no longer associated or句with the Macintosh, it is 

nearly universal in personal computing. 
We have becom巳 accustomed to opaque technol-

0白r; we have learned to take things at interface vain巳．

If th巳 transpar巳nt early IBM PC modeled a modernist 

technological a巳sth巳tic, the Macintosh-sty！巳 interface
was consistent with a postmodern one whose th巳orists

have suggested the search for d巳pth and mechanism is 
futile, and that it is more realistic to explore th巳 world
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able to understand th巳 whole gam巳 any time soon. So 
I just play.”I lie.gin to look t..hrong-h dii.:Lion:iri1::s in 
which orgot is nor listed and rinally [rn<l :l relcrence to 
it embedded in the game itself, in :1 fiJc called REI飞D
ME. The text apologizes for th巳 fact that orgot has 
been given sev巳ral and in some ways contradicto1y 
meanings in this version of SimL价，but on巳 of them is 
close to organism. Tim w:1s right-enough. 

Tin白approach to 3山l，听 is I吨hly仇mctional.
l lt: s:1ys he lc:11·11巳d his styk of pby from vie!巳o games: 
‘丘：vc.m thou区h SimL扩止’5 nol :i video g.1111e, the user 
;;111 piny it like one." By this he me:.ms t..hat in Si111L扩止，
ns in video g:i 111巳挡， one learns from 山c process of 
play. Yυu do not first n:.1cl .1 rnld>0ok or g巳t your Lcl'll1S 
straight. 1

、

im is able阴act on a11 i11ruitivc s巳ns巳of what 
will WO「k without under.minding the rules 1.har underlie 
Ll1e gr11n1::1s l>el1:wior. At 0110 point in the game he says, 
“My triloh川cs went ext.inιl. They m11!It hav巳「lln our or 
:dg:ie. I didn’t give them al日向e. T fr】rg-oL. I t h1nk 1’ll Jo 
t.hat nnw." Tim c.111 keep playing- even when he has no 
ve巧r clear idea what is driving events. 飞机1en his sea 
urchins becom巳 巳xtinct, I ask him why. 

刀m: I don’t know, it’s just some出ing that happens. 

ST: Do you know how to find out why it happ巳ned?

Tim: No. 

ST: Do you mind that you can’t tell why? 

Tim: No. I don’t l巳t things like that bother me. It’s not 
what’s important. 

Fifty years ago, a child’s world was full of things 
that could be und巳rstood in simple, mechanical ways. 

l】it:)idc.: C（川dd l>1.; undi.:n.tood in terms of its ！可以bis
:md gc;11·:o., :111d ;1 wind-up <:ar in C巳1111日or its dοt:kwork 
叩rings. M:rny t，「th巳 people whυhuil t. nr lim1ght 
Ll,c Jirst盼·11cnllionυ「pcrso11ril co111p1.m:n; un<lerstood 
th巳m down to the bits and bytes. The operating systems 
that followed w巳re far more complex, but invited that 
“old-time" reductive understanding. Today, computer 
us巳rs such as Tim can completely ignore such under
standings. Tim can stay on the surface, taking things at 
(inter)face value. 

Another asp巳ct of this aesthetic is clear when I in
tervi巳wed a tenth-gr曰der nam巳d Marcia about another 
of the “Sim” gJmes, SilllCi秒，which asks the game 
play巳r to act :is th巳 mayor of a virtual town, with its 
own economy, politics, social life, and prob！巳ms with 
energy and pollution (Turkle, 1997). Marcia boasts of 
her prowess as mayor ;tnJ re巳Is off h巳r "Top t巳n most 
useful rules of Sim.”八111nng- these, number six grabs 
my attention ：，“Raising taxes口！ways leads to riots.” 

of shifting surfaces than to embark on a search for on
gi11s and structure. lt wm1ld rn川111.: :u1 cx:1ggei-:1tio11 
t.o si1y th:1t, tn d,1rc

1 
the Nlnci,umb style of si1mJ:1tecl

dcskwp ha:; been our 111ost widely dissc111in:11ed cultw·�I
川们·odul:tion to the cpistcmolo即r or si mu l:nion川，I vir
rualiry. IL l1.:.1s served :1『 what Bruno L:1ro111· (l”88) c:1llcd

“foot soldier” for new ideas. Culturally, the new com
puter intt:rfoc巳S hav巳 served as such foot soldier骂or
idea-emi且s白ri巳s. We are increasingly acc1凶lOlll叫to
navigating screen s111111btio1L, :ind hav巳 grown less likely
to ask of the c川nj1u1ers :mmnd us，“认That mak巳s you
work？ ’， 

In the 1980日，most computer users who spoke 
or ll'llll日p闪rem·y wr’re n.:fernag to :1 wmsparency a11.1l仔
gous to that oF traditionnl 111aclt.im；扫， an ability to "open 
Lhc hood" :ind poke :iround. 1311t when, in t.hc mid 
19日Os, 1vl :1ιinto日h C:0111 j)ll I巳I' USC！古bcg:rn to tt1lk ,tbolll 
Ln\11『pnrency, dwy were t;1lking :ibnul 『c:cing their 
docu1111.:11ts itnd prog,·:1111s represented by :1Ltn1c:tive and 
easy习。－interpret iιmis. They wen! r巳fen-in日 to 1111 ahil
i l) lf』m:1ke l h ings work wi d1om Ill＇.以ling- lo g'(】 lido叭
the 』l·rccn �urfacc. This w刊5，吨。mcwlrnt pan.tdox-ieally‘；i 
kind of transpar巳ncy enabled by complexity and opac
ity. Today, th巳 word “transpar巳ncy” has tak巳n on its 
Macintosh m巳aning in both computer talk and collo 
quiul ln1tg'Uagc. ln a culllrrc 11f �imul:1ti＜川，wh巳n pt:ople 
say Lhill so111l:thing i.� u·.1川par巳11t, d11.:y mi::.in th,11 they 
＜..�111 c.:nsily sec hnw t·o make it' work.「I 1ey don’t lllt:;111 
1 hat Lltcy know why it is working- I】y rt:lcrιni.:c 1·1』an
1111de1忖111g prm;e.%. This is u·uc of the.: intcrfot:c.:s of 
comptl tcr orcratlJlg『）＇Slt:111/. :111d ii i刊lnic or rhe吨imula
tion games we play. 

“Your orgot is being eaten up，＇’ flashes the m巳s
saι巳 on the sere巳n.It is a rainy Sunday afternoon and I 
am with Tim, ag巳 thirteen (Turkle, 1995）.认f巳 are play-
1吨SimL沪，Tim’

日 favorite computer game, which sets 
its us巳rs to the task of creating a functioning ecosystem. 
“认That’s an orgot？ ” I ask Tim. He doesn’t know.“I just 
ignor巳 that，”he says confid巳ntly.“You don’t 11巳ed to 
know that kind of stuff to play.” I suppos巳I look un
happy, haunt巳d by 8 !if，巳time habit of not proceeding 
to step two hcfor℃I understand step one, b巳cau日巳Tim
tries to a ppeas巳me by coming up with a working d巳岳－
nition of orgot.“I think it is sort of lik巳 an organism. I 
11巳vcr read that, hut just from playing, I would say that’s 
what it is，” 

Theυrgot issue will not di巳. A few minutes later 
Lh巳在；une i 11 I orms us： “ You『币gc》Igot moved t，们，L11<>t her 
spcdt:s.”！”Y llt川hin旦，h11t Tim reads my 1rnnd and 
咀how『 co11111;1�sio11： “ I )on 't I ct it bother you i r )'< )t I don’1 
undersmnd. I just s口y to myself that I probably won ’t he 
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Marcia s巳ems to have no language for discriminat
ing between this rule of 出e game and 出巳 rules 出at
operate in a “real” city. She has never programmed a
computer. She has never constructed a si日mlation. Sh巳

has no language for asking how one might write the 
game so that increased taxes lead to increased produc

tivity and social harmony. And she certainly do巳s not 
S巳巳 herself as someone who could change 由巳 rules.
Like Tim confronted wi出 the orgot, she do巳S not 
know how t。 “read” a simulation; she do巳s not know
l 
岛1arcia's situation sh巳 is a flu巳nt ‘‘us巳r” of simulations
but not a flu巳nt thinker about th巳m一confronts us witl 1 

the problematic nature of our current moment. Marcia 
may not need to see 出巳 registers on her computer or 

the changing charges on a computer chip, but she 
needs to see something. She needs to be working with 
simulations 出at teach her about th巳 nature of simula
tion itself. 

Thinking about Identity by Thinking 
about Virtuality 

叭Then I write on a computer, I shuffle the text on my 
computer screen. Once I would literally have had to 
cut and paste. Now I call it cut and paste. Once I would 
have thought of it as editing. Now wi出 computer soft
ware, moving sent巳nces and paragraphs around is just 
part of writing. This is one r巳ason I now remain much 
longer at my computer than I used to wi出 a pen in 
hand or at my typewriter. 认Then I want to writ巳 and
don’t have a computer around, I tend to wait until I
do. In fact, I feel that I must wait until I do. 

识Thy is it so hard for me to turn away from the 
screen? The windows on my computer desktop offer 
me layers of material to which I hav巳 sinmltan巳ous

access: fieldnotes, previous drafts of this chapter, a list 
of ideas not yet 巳laborated but which I want to in

elude, transcripts of interviews with comput巳r users 
and game play巳rs. 叭Then I writ巳 at the comput巳r, all 
thes巳 ar巳 pr巳S巳nt and my thinking space seems some

how 巳nlarged. The dynamic, layer巳d display gives me 
由巳 comforting sense that I write in conversation w1出
my computer. After years of such encounters, a blank 

piece of pap巳r can make me feel strangely alone. 
There is something else that keeps me at 出巳

screen. I feel pressure from a machine that seems itself 
to he perfect and l巳aves no one and no other thing 
hut m巳 to blam巳. It is hard for me to walk away from a 
not-yet-proo仕ead t巳xt on 出巳 comput巳r screen. In th巳

巳lectronic writing environment in which making a cor

rection is as simple as striking a delete k巳y,I 巳xp巳rience
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a typographical error not as a m巳re slip of attention, but 
as a moral carelessness, for who could be so slov巳nly

as not to take 出巳 one or two seconds to make it right? 
The comput巳r tantalizes me wi出 its holding power-in 
my cas巳，由c promise 出at if I do it right, it will do it 
right, and right aw叮·

I am held by 出巳 possibilities of “conversation” 

among the multiple windows on my screen and the 
way an instantly responsive machine allays my anxi巳ties
about perfection. But other people are drawn by other 
sirens. Some are captured by virtual worlds that appear 
to be un饥山ed by 由e messin巳ss of 由巳 real. Som巳 are
enthralled by由巳 S巳nse of mind building mind or merg 
ing wi由the mind of the computer. If one is afraid of 
intimacy yet afraid of being alone，巳V巳n a stand-alone 
computer offers an appar巳nt solution. Interactiv巳 and
reactive, th巳 comput巳r offers 出巳 illusion of companion
ship without the demands of fri巳ndship. One can be a 

loner yet never be alone (Turkle, 1984). 
Just as musical instruments can be extensions of the 

mind’s construction of sou日d, computers can b巳 巳xten
sions of 出巳 mind’s construction of thought. A novelist
refers to “my ESP w1出the machine. The words float
out. I share 由巳 screen with my words." An architect 

who uses the computer to design go巳s further： “I don’t

see th巳 building in my mind until I start to play with 

shapes and forms on the machine. It comes to life in 
出巳 space between my eyes and the scr巳巳n.” Musicians
often hear the music in their minds before they play it, 
巳xperiencing 出e music from within before they 巳xperi
enc巳 it from without. Th巳 computer can be similarly 

experienced as an object on 出e border hetwe巳n s巳lf
and not-s巳lf. Or, in a new variant on 出巳 story of Nar
cissus, people are able to fall in lov巳 with th巳 artificial
worlds that 出ey have creat巳d or that have been built 
for th巳m by oth巳rs. P巳opl巳 ar巳 able to see th巳mselves
in the comput巳r. The machine can seem a s巳cond self, 
a m巳taphor first suggested to me by a thirteen-y巳ar-old
girl who said，“1再也巳n you program a computer th巳r巳 is
a little pi巳ce of your mind, and now it’s a little pi巳ce of 
th巳 computer's mind.”An inv巳stment counselor in her 
mid-forti巳s echoes th巳 child’s sentiment when she says
of her laptop comput曰： “I love the way it has my whole
life on it.” 

Th巳 computer, of course, is not unique as a com
pelling ext巳nsion of self. At 巳ach point in our lives, we 

seek to project ourselves into the world. Th巳 young臼t
child will 巳agerly pick up crayons and modeling clay. 
叭Te paint, w巳 work, we keep journals, we start compa
ni时，we build things that express th巳 diversity of our 
p巳rsonal and intellectu日l sensibilities. Yet the computer 
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MUDs blur the boundaries betwe巳n self and gam巳，self
and rol巳，self and simulation. 。ne play巳r says： “You ar巳

what you pretend to be ... you are what you play.” 

Play巳rs son1巳times t日lk about their "real" s巳Ives as a 

composite of their charnct巳rs and som巳times talk about 

their MUD characters as means for working on their 

“real” lives. Som巳 of the most active participants in on
line gaming work with computers all day. It is common 

prnctice for them to periodically put th巳ir virtual per

sonae to “sleep” and remain logge《：1 on to one or sev巳ral

games while pursuing other activities, r巳turning to the 

games from tim巳 to time. In this way, th巳y exp巳ri巳nce

their Jives as a “cycling through” between th巳 “real

world” and a 5巳ri巳s of gam巳且， each in its own “win

dow.”Th巳ir identity on th巳 comput巳r is the sum of 

their distributed presence. 
This certainly is the c臼se for Doug, a Dartmouth 

C:olleg℃junior who when I met him was playing four 

characters distributed across thre巳 diff1巳rent MUDs 

(Turkle, 19叼）. One is a s巳ductive woman. 。ne is a 

rn:icho, C仆whoy type whose s巳If-description stress巳S

th:1t ill：“：1 "Marlhoros rollcd in the tee shirt sleeve 

kind of guy.川 Thm there is ‘＇Carrot，”a rabbit of uns1】巳－

Cl币ed gender who wanders through its MUD introduc

ing pcopll: to e:1ch oth巳r. Doug says，“Carrot is so low
k巳y that p巳ople let it be around while th巳y are having 

private conv巳rsations. So l think υf Carrot as my pas

sive, voyeuristic ch:iracter.” Doug’9 fourthιharacter is

one that he plays on a FurryMUD (MUDs on which 

all the characters ar巳 furry animals）.“I气l rather not 

evt.:n talk about that charact巳r b巳cau日巳 its anonymity 

there i日 very important to m巳J
’ Do吨says.“L旺’s just

S臼y th日t on FurryMUDs I feel lik巳 a s巳xual tourist.” 

Doug talks about playing his characters in window日

th:it have enhanced his ability to气urn pieces of my 

mind on and υff.” 

I ‘V印 叫J mind. I’lit织’tt刀tp, better rtt it. T mn see myse扩m

／町ing two or threeοr more. And I j1川tarnοJl口nc part of 
电

叼， m illil ,mil thm ,1川ther w hcn I go卢· i wi lo w fο 切in

4卢＇JW. I’m in some kindοf 1tr1tm11c11t in one window and t1y-
J ＇、

illg tοcome rm to a只irl i11 11 lvIUD in ano ther, mu/ ,mother 

window might l吨’ J'/{JJ/li11g {I 伊readl'!;ect Jn哈lη111or some 

οthcr tee力11ic11l thi11p.; jiJ/' school .... /1ud thc11 I'll get a real-
1υ1/.C 'l// 

卢γ＇／／／Ii川o er .1y.,· 

／／ ’sjmt ο ／IC Illηre wmd1ηt’ ． 

The d巳velopmrnt of th巳 window刊111et:1i】hor f，υr 

l:0111［】utt.:r intt.:rfaces w川江technical innov叫1川1 moti

V:lted by th巳 d山in: to get pιople 呐＇（ H·king rnor巳ιffi-

offi巳rs us n巳W opportuniti巳s as a 111巳dimn that embodies 

our ideas and expr巳sses our diversiLy. 

In the early y巳ars of the computer cultur巳，the
most dramatic insta 

C（】mputer且occurr巳d in th巳 巳soteric domain 【if l】rogram
ming. Now, as in th巳 case of出t nov巳list and architect, 

it is quite common for peopl巳 to project themselves 

into the simulation日 that play on their sere巳ns, into 
screen imag巳s and ::ictions. Cornput巳r holding pow巳r,

。nc巳cl。可巳ly tied to th巳 日巳d1tctions of programming, 

tocby is tied to th巳 日巳cluctions of th巳 interface.识而已11
video games were very n巳w, T found th:1.t the holding 

power of their日creens 门ft巳n went :ilong with a fantasy 

of 8 meeting of minds between the player mid th巳
progr:1m bd1ind the g:1111巳. In lnwrn巳t gaming, th巳

program n仆 long巳r has this pr时ence; one ente1 日 the 

scre巳n world as Alice st叩P巳d thrυugh the looking 
gb日s.

丁仆t:1ke :111巳x:imple th:1t began in the early 1990s,

n巳tworked game softwar巳known :is MUDs (short 
for Multilfst.:r D01mins), en,1bled p 巳仆pie from all over 

the world to jυin 仆nline virtual com1111mities that 巳xisteel 

only through and in the comput巳r. The key elem巳nt
of “ MUDcling，”the creation and projection of a “per

sona” into virtua I sp,1ιe, al目。 ιharacterize日 mor巳l℃C巳nt
on Ii Ill: gamin吕αJ111111U门 itit.:s (som巳tim巳s known as岛1as

sively入1ultiplay巳r Onlin巳Role Playing Carnes) such as 

EvcrrjltCs t, Ultima Online, and Sims Online. Thu日， my

description of life in MUD 巳nvirnnm<.:nts illustrat：巳S

psychol<ig·ical 川pect目 。f onlin巳 role-playing gam巳s in. 
gl:n巳ral.

认月1巳n yoll join :1 MUD, you cre:ite :1 ch:1r:1cter 

忖1 st.:ver叶ιhar配te1飞you specify l'.ach 门n巳’s gend巳r
:111d other physirnl and psycholc也ical attributes. 0th巳r

playl:rs in the MUD can see its description. It becomes 

your ch日ractcr' s self-presentation. C:reat巳d characters 

n巳巳d n仆t he human and there 门1:1y he more than two 

g巳nd巳rs. In th巳course of play，ιhara ct巳rs h:ive casual 
,ind rorn口ntic sex, hold job日，att巳nd rituals and celebra

ti1川1日 ， foll in love :md get married. To say th<:: least, sud1 

俨ings-on川·e gripping： “This is more re::il than my real

lifo，＇’S,1ys 口char;ict巳r who turns out to h巳臼 man playin吕

a woman who is pr巳tl:nding to he a m口n. As play巳rs

p:1rticipate门1 NI UDs, they hc.:com巳：mthors not only of 

text, but :1 I 阳门f th巳111日巳Ive刊 ， con日trul:ting s巳Iv巳S through 
5门口i:11 int巳rat.:tion.

fn trndition:1 I rnl巳 －pl:1ying g,1m巳R in which on巴’s

phy川ic.1! hody l刊 l)l'l:S巳11 t， 仆nc. stt.:ps in and out 仆f

ch口r;1cte1丁MU0日 ， in t.:ontrn日t，川什－＇er :1 para］］巳I life. Th巳

houncbries of the g:1m巳 :1re「ll'l,Zy; th巳 routin巴。f plηy-
in日them h巳come刊p:1n o「their pl叮巳rs' l:V巳l'ycby liv时
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ciently by “cycling through” different applications, 
much as time sharing computers cycle through 出E
computing ne巳ds of cliff ，巳r巳nt people. But, in practice, 
windows have become a pot巳nt metaphor for thinking 
about the self as a multipl巴， distril】uted，“time sharing" 
system. Th巳 self is no longer simply playing cliff，巳r巳nt
roles in differ巳nt settings, sometl,ing、 that p巳ople exp巳ri
ence when, for 巳xample, one wakes up as a lov巳r, makes 
breakfast as a mother, and drives to work as a lawyer. 
Tbe life practic巳 of windows is of a distributed self that 
exists in many worlds and plays many roles at tl1e same 
time. MUDs extend the m巳taphor. Now, in Doug's 
words，“RL” can be just "one more window." Today ’s 
game worlds blur distinctions between the r巳al and the 
artificial. Vandals “r巳ally” do damage in 出e virtual 
world of Sims Online; political prot巳st about real world 
globalization takes place on it, virtual str巳巳tcorn巳rs.
In币delities committed in virtual relationships with on
line partn巳rs feel transgressive, causing stress to the 
physical bodies出at lie beyond the game. 

When p巳ople adopt online p巳rsonae they cross a 
boundary into highly charged territory. Some feel an 
uncomfortable s巳nse of fragmentation, som巳 a s巳nse of 
r巳lief. Som巳 sense 出巳 possibiliti巳s for self-discovery, 
even self-transformation. A twenty-six y巳ar-old history 
graduat巳 stud巳nt says，“U币1en I log on to a new MUD 
and I creat巳 a character and know I hav巳 to start typing 
my d巳scription, I always feel a sense of panic. Like 
I could find out something I don’t want to know” （Tur
M巳， 1995). A twenty-year-old undergraduate says，“I am 
always very self－αmscious when I cr巳ate a new char
act巳r. Usually, I end up creating someone I woulcln ’t 
want my par巳nts to know about. It tak巳『 111巳， like,
thr巳巳 hours.” 。nlin巳 p巳rson白巳 arc ol刀巳cts to thin！← 

with for thinking about identity as multiple and d巳C巳n
tered rather than unitary. 

In the 1990s, online experien巳巳s with "parallel 
lives” were part of the cultural context for social scicn 
tists tl1eorizing healtl1y，“flexible” selves (Gergen, 1991; 
Lifton, 1993; Martin, 1994) that cycle through multiple 
states of being. The philosoph巳r Daniel D巳nn巳tt (1991) 
spoke of the flexible self in his “multiple drafts” th巳ory
of consι·iousness. Denn巳仗

’s notion of multiple drafts is 
analogous to th巳 巳xperience of several ve1 sions of 8 doc
ument open on a computer screen with 出巳 user abk to 
mov巳 among th巳m at will. Knowledge of these drafts 
encourag巳s a r巳sp巳ct for tl1e many differ巳nt V巳I勺。ns,
while it impos巳s a certain distance from them. The his
torian and social theorist Donna Haraway (1991a) 
巳quated a “split and contradictory s巳lf ” with a “know
ing self.，” and was optimistic about its possibilities: 
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“The knowing s巳If is partial in all its guises, never 
finished, whole, simply th巳r巳 and original; it is always 
constructed and stitched together imperfectly and is 
th巳refore able to join with anoth巳r, to s巳巳 tog巳ther
without claiming to be anoth巳r.” Ian Hacki吨’ （1995)
wrote about an incr巳ase in cas巳s of Multiple P巳rsonality
Disorder (MPD), characterized by aspects of self split 
off from each other.叭!hat most characterizes th巳 Den
nett and Haraway models of the self is出at th巳 !in巳s of 
communication between its various aspects are always 
open. In 出巳ir work, tl1is open communication is pr巳

sented as encouraging an attitude of r巳spect for th巳

many within us and the many within oth巳rs.
A similar attitude animates the work of tl1e psycho

ana加t Philip Bromberg (1994), who insisted that our 
ways of describing “good pare口ting” must shift away 
from an emphasis on confirming a child in 2 “cor巳 5巳If ”

and onto helping a child develop the capacity to negoti 
at巳日uid transitions between self states. The healthy in
clividual knows how to he many, but smoothes out the 
moments of transition b巳tween self states. Bromb巳rg
wrot巳，“Health is when you ar巳 multiple but feel a uni
ty. I-I巳alth is wh巳11 diff，巳rent asp巳cts of self can get to 
know each other and reflect upon 巳ach other. Health is 
being one while being many.” Here, within the Ameri
can psychoanalytic tradition, is a model of multiplicity 
without dissociation, that is, multiplicity as 日 conscious,
highly articulated叩cling through. Its contours 3re illu 
minated hy a case study of a man deeply involved with 
computer gaming. I refer to him as C.1se, a tl1irty-four
y巳ar-olcl industrial design巳r (Turk！巳， 1995).

Case r巳ports that h巳 likes participating in online 
virtual communities as a female h巳cause (some would 
think paradoxically) it makes it 四日ier for him to be 
aggressive and confrontational. Case’s sev巳ral online 
female I】巳rsona巳一strong, dynamic， “out 出er巳

”

women-remind him of bis mother, whom he 
dcscri bes as a "I臼the1ine Hepburn type.”His father 
was a mild mann<.:r℃d man, a “Jimmy Stewart type.” 

C:as巳 says that in “real life” he has always been more 
lik巳 his father, hut he cam巳 to feel that he paid a price 
for his low-key ways.叭Th巳n he discovered MUDs, he 
r巳cognized a chance to experim巳nt:
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For virtlf(il rcali吵 to be interesting, it hns to cmulnte the 

rm/. But yon have to be able to do something in the virtual 

that yon 「υ叫ln 't in the real. For 1叫 my fe阳1/e ch阳icten

are interesting because I can say and do the s011s of things 

thm I mmtally want to do, but 扩I did th仰 as II man, they 

would lie obnoxious. I see a strong WO?!lflll 11』 admirnhle. I see 
rt st:川g1川n as a problc肌
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and still feel a unity.”To us巳 the computer scientist 
Marvin Minsll''s (1987) phras巳， Cas巳 f 巳els at ease 
cycling through his “society of mind，”a notion of iden
tity as distributed and heterogen巳ous出at undermines 
traditional notions of identity. Identity, a仕巳r all，仕om
the Latin ideni, has been habitually used to refer to the 
sam巳ness betw 巳en two qualities. On the Internet, how
ever, one can be many and usually is. 

An experienc 巳 with online role-playing can begin 

very simply-with assuming a new nam 巳. Yet it may 
lead to 巳xploring previously unexamined aspec臼 of
one's sexuality or to challenging the idea of a unitary 
self. Such experiences can be comp巳Hing, so comp巳Hing
that出ey are widely feared as “addictive” and discussed
in the popular media in terms usually reserved for the 
discussion of drugs. 

In my own studies of Internet social experience, I 
have found由at 出巳 people who make the most of their 

“lives on出巳 screen” are those who approach onlin巳 life
in a spirit of self-reflection. They look at what由巳y are 
doing with their virtual selves and ask what thes巳

actions say about their desires, perh叩s unmet, as well 
as their n 巳ed for social connection, perhaps unfilled. If 
we stigmatize the computational medium as “addictive” 

(and 町y to strictly control it as if it were a drug), we 
will not l巳arn how to more widely nurture this disci
pline of self-reflection. 

For some people, cyberspace is a place to act 
out unresolved conflicts, to play and replay personal 
di伍culties on a new and exotic stage. For others, it 
provides an opportunity to work through significant 
problems, to use the n 巳w mat 巳rials of “cybersociali ty” 

to reach for new resolutions. These more positive iden
tity e仔巳cts follow from the fact that for some, cyber 
space provides what Erik Erikson would have called a 
“psychosocial moratorium，”a central element in how 
Erikson thought about identity development in adoles
cence. Today, the id巳a of由e coll巳ge years as a conse
quence』free time-out seems of another 巳ra. But if our 
culture no long巳r offers an ado！巳scent time out, virtual 
communiti巳s often do. It is part of what makes them 
seem so attractive. Time in cyberspace reworks the no
tion of th巳 moratorium b 巳cause it may now exist on an 
always available window. 

Onlin巳 games tlms created new landscapes for per
sonal growth；出巳y w巳re also philosophically rich envi
ronments. In 1995, in L价 on the screen, I told how in 
the late 1960s and 巳ar甘1970s, I was first exposed to 
notions of identity and multiplicity of s巳lf, My intro
duction to these ideas, most notably that tl1ere is no 
such由mg as “the ego＇’－that each of us is a multiplic-

For Case, if you are assertive as a man, it is coded as 

“being a bastard." If you ar 巳 assertive as a woman, it is 
coded as “modern and togetl1er." 
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1'今 w泸 and I both des也n logos for small busi阳用. But 扩I

say "I will design this logo for $3,000, take it or leave it，” 
I切 just a typical pushy businessman. 扩 she says it, I thin!< 
it sounds like she's 4 “together ” woman. There is too much
male powe严wicldi;咆m socic纱， and so if you use power as a 
mrm, that 阳仰1s you into a stereo抄1pical man. Women can do 
it more cas今

Case's gender swapping gives him p 巳rmission to be 
more assertive within his virtual community and more 
assertive outside of it as well： “I’ve n 巳ver been good
at bureaucratic things, but I’m much better from prac
ricing [in the online world] and playing a woman in 
charge. I am able to do tl1ings一in tl1e real, tl1at is一

由at I couldn’t have before because I have played
Katherine Hepburn characters.” 

Cas 巳 says his Katherine H 巳pburn p巳rsonae ar巳

“ext巳rnalizations of a part of myself.”In on巳 inte凹iew
with him, I use the expr巳ssion “aspects of the self，”and
he picks it up eag巳rly, for his onlin巳 life reminds him of 
how Hindu gods could have different asp巳cts or subper
sonalities, all the while being a whole s巳If. In response 
to my qu巳stion，“Do you feel that you call upon your 
p 巳rsonae in real life？ ” Case responds:

Yes, an aspect so：竹 呼出ars 的 thγoat and says，“I can do th公．

You rwc being so amllzing�y confl.吼叫 over this and I know 
cxact/.y what to do. Why don't you just let me do it？ ” 

MUDs give 1ne balr,阳巳 Jn '
l

"Ct, 

州】loηII,

do·咀m anyone 、s throat. On the 扣1UD, I can be, "Take it or 

lea：刀t it." All of叫丑epburn cham巾rs a问 that way. Tl”t's 
p1呻al句 why I pl，，ηthem. Because they are smart斗11outhed,
they wilt not sugarcoat their words. 

In some ways, Cas巳
’s description of his inner world 

of actors who address him and ar巳 capable of taking 
over negotiations is reminiscent of the language of peo
pie with MPD. But the ιon盯ast is significant: Cas巳

’s in
n巳r aιtors are not split off from each oth巳r or his sens巳

of “hims 巳lf.” H 巳 experienc巳s himself very much as a
collective self, not fe 巳ling that h巳 must goad or r 巳pr巳ss
this or that aspect of himself into conformity. H巳 is
at 巳ase, cycling出口，ugh己·om Katherine H巳pburn to 
Jimmy Stewart. To use Bromber旷日 lan1:,ruage， 。nlin巳

life has helped Case le盯n how to "stand in the spaces 
betwe巳11 S巳lves and still feel on巳， to 日巳巳 the multiplicity 



ity of parts, fragments, and desiring connections-took 
place in the intellectual hothouse of Paris; they pre
sented出e world according to such authors as Jacques 
Lacan, Gilles Deleuze, and Felix Guattari. But despite 
such ideal conditions for absorbing theory, my “French 
lessons" remained merely abstract exercises. Thes巳出e
orists of poststructuralism, and what would com巳 to b巳

called postmodernism, spoke words that addressed出巳
relationship between mind and body, but from my 
point of view had little to do with my own. 

In my lack of p巳rsonal connection with these ideas, 
I was not alone. To tak巳 one example, for many people 
it is hard to ace巳pt any challenge to the idea of an au
tonomous ego. Although in recent years many psycho!
ogists, social 出巳orists, psychoanalysts, and philosoph巳rs
have argued that th巳 S巳If should be thought of as essen
tially decenter时，the normal requirements of 巳verγday
life exert strong pressure on people to take responsibil
ity for their actions and to see themselves as unitary 
actors. This disjuncture between the01y (the unitary 
self is an illusion) and lived experience (the unitary self 
is the most basic r巳ality) is on巳 of the main reasons why 
multiple and dec巳mered theories have b巳巳n slow to 
catch on一or when出ey do, why we tend to settle back 
quickly into old巳r, centralized ways of looking at things. 

By th巳 early 1990s, I was using my personal 
computer and modem to join online communities. In 
由ts new context, I experienced my French lessons in 
action. What had been theoretical, was brought almost 
shockingly down to eartl1. Online, my textual actions 
W巳re my actions-my words made things happen. In 
different communities I had different routin巳s, different 
friends, differ巳nt names. Differ巳nt personae 巳xplored
differ巳nt aspects of self. In this context, the notion of a 
decentered identity was concretized by exp巳ri巳nc巳s on a 
computer scre巳n.

One day on a MUD, I came across a r巳ference to a 
character named “Dr. Sherry，”a cyber-psychotherapist 
who had an o伍ce in由e rambling house that consti 
tute<l this MUD’s virtual g巳ography. There, I was in
formed, Dr. Sherry administered questionnaires and 
conducted int巳rviews about the psychology of MUD
ding. I had every reason to believe tl1at the nam巳 “Dr.

Sherry” referred to my own career as a student of th己
psychological impact of technology. But I did not er巳ate
this character. Dr. Sherry was me but she was not mine. 

On the MUD, my character had anotl1er name and 
did not give out questionnaires or conduct interviews. 
Dr. Sherrγ was a character name someone else creat巳d
as an economical way to communicate an interest in a 
C巳rtain set of questions about technology and出e self. I 
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experienced Dr. Sheny as a little piece of my history 

spinning out of control. I tried to quiet my mind-I 
told myself that surely one ’s books, one’s public intel
lectual p巳rsona, are pieces of oneself in the world for 
others to use as出ey please. Surely this virtual appro
priation was flattering. But my disquiet continu巳d. Dr. 
Sher巧，after all, was not an inanimate book, an obj巳ct
placed in the world. Dr. Sherry was a p巳rson, or at l巳ast
a person behind a character who was meeting with 
others in the world. Well, in the MUD world at least. 

I talked my disqui巳t over with a friend who posed 
the conversation-stopping question： ‘认Tell, would you 
prefer if Dr. Sherry were a 'bot' (an intelligent com
puter program that roams cyber叩ace] trained to inter
view people about life on 出e MUD? ” This had not 
occurred to me, but in a flash I realized出at this, too, 
was possible. It was even likely to be th巳 cas巳. Many 
bots or "pupp巳ts” roamed this MUD. They appeared 
in the gam巳 as though由ey were human characters. 
Players create these programs for many reasons: bots 
help wi出 navigation, pass messages, and provide back
ground animation in a MUD.认征1en you enter a virtual 
ca旬，you are usually not alone. A waiter bot approaches 
who asks you if you want a drink and delivers it with a 
smile. 

Characters played by people are sometim巳s mis
taken for 由巳se little artificial intelligenc白， I myself 
have made由is mistake several times when a character’s 
responses seemed too automatic. And sometimes bots 
are mistaken for p巳ople. I have made出1s mistake too, 
fooled by a bot出at offered me directions or flatt巳red
me by remembering our last interaction. Dr. Sherry 
could ind巳仅1 have be巳n one of thes巳. I was confronted 
witl1 a double that could be a person or a program. 

As things turned out, Dr. Sherry was neither: it was 
a composite character created by several college stu 
dents who wished to write a paper on由e psychology 
of MUDs and who were using my name as a kind of 
trademark or generic descriptor for the idea of cyber
shrink. So not only are MUDs places where the self is 
multi pl巳 and constructed by language, they are places 
wh巳r巳 people and machines are in a new relation to 
巳ach other, indeed can be mistaken for each other. 
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Thinking about Aliveness by Thinking 
about Computational Companions 

Children hav巳 always used the objects of their play to 
create models for understanding their world. The ge
nius ofJean Piaget (1960) showed tl1at it is the business 
of childhood to take objects and use how they “work" 
to construct theories of space, time, number, causality, 
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did not make its slip and the game ended in a draw. 

Robert, confused and frustrated, accused Merlin of 

being a “cheating machine” （Turk.le, 1984). Children 

were used to machines being predictable. But this ma

chine h巳Id surprises. 

Robert threw Merlin into the sand in anger and 

frustration. “Cheater. I hope your brains break." He 

was overh巳ard by Craig and Greg, aged six and eight, 

who salvaged the by now very sandy toy and took it 

upon themselv巳S to set Robert straight. Craig off，巳red

出e opinion that “Merlin doesn't know if it cheats. It 

won't know if it breaks. It doesn't know if you break 

it, Robert. It’s not alive.”Greg adds： “It’s smart enough 

to make the right kinds of noises. But it doesn’t really 

know if it loses. That’s how you can cheat it. It doesn’t 

know you are cheating. And when it cheats it doesn’t 

even know it’s cheating.”Jenny, six, interrupted with 

disdain： “Greg, to cheat you have to know you are 

cheating. Knowing is part of cheating.” 

In the early 1980s, such scenes were not unusual. 

Confronted with objects出at spok巳， strategized, and 

“won，” children were led to ar♂1e the moral and 

m巳taphysical status of machin巳s on 出巳 basis of their 

psychologies: Did the machines know what they were 

doing? Did they have intentions, consciousness, and 

feelings? These first computers由at entered children’s 

lives were 巳vocative objects: they became the occasion 

for new formulations about出e human and出e me

chanical. For despite J巳nny's objections that “knowing 

is part of cheating，” children did com巳 to see computa 

tional objects as exhibiting a kind of knowing. Cbil 

dren’s discussions about the computer’s aliveness came 

to center on what th巳 children perceived as th巳 com

puter’s psychological rather than physical properties. 

’fo put it simply, physics gave way to psychology as 

tbe criteria for aliveness. J巳nny was part of the first gen 

eration of children who wer巳 willing to invest machines 

with qualities of consciousness as they rethought the 

question of what is alive in the context of “machines 

tbat think." 

Over th巳 past decades, the objects of children’5 

lives have come to include machines of even greater in 

telligence, toys and games and programs that make 

these first computer toys s巳em primitive in their ambi

tions. Th巳 answers to出巳 classical Piagetian question of 

how childr巳n think about life are being r巳negotiated as 

they ar巳 posed in th巳 context of computational objects 

(simulation gam巳s, robots, virnrnl pets) that explicitly 

present th巳mselves as 巳X巳mplars of “artificial life.” 

Although the presence of the first generation of 
computational obj巳cts (th巳 games such as Merlin, 

life, and mind. 叽Th巳n Piaget was formulating his 

由eories through the mid-twentieth century, a child’s 

world was full of things出at could be understood in 

simple, mechanical ways. A bicycle could b巳 understood

in terms of its p巳dals and gears, a windup car in terms 

of its clockwork springs. Children wer巳 able to take 

electronic d巳vices such as basic radios and (w1由some

di伍culty) bring 出巳m into this “mechanical" system of 

understanding. 

Since the end of th巳 1970s, how巳ver, with the 

introduction of electronic toys and games, the nature 

of objec岱 and how children understand them has 

changed. 认Then children today remove tl1e back of 

their computer toys to “see" how they work，出ey find 

a chip, a ba忧erγ，and some wires. Children sense that 

位ying to understand these objec臼 “physically" will 

lead to a dead end and try to use a “psychological” 

kind of understanding (Turkle, 1984). Children ask 

themselves if the games are conscious, if出e games 

know, if 出巳y have fe巳lings, and even if 出句
“cheat.”

Earlier objects encouraged children to think in ten丑

of a distinction t】et飞ve巳n the world of psychology and 

由巳 world of rnachin巳s, but th巳 comput巳r do巳s not. 

Its ‘＇opacity” encourages children to see computational 

objects as psychological machines. 

Over tl1e last出irty years, I have observed and 

interviewed hundreds of children as出ey have inter

acted with a wide range of computational objects，仕om

computer programs on tl1e screen to robots off the 

screen (Turk！巳， 1984, 1995, 2005). My methods ar巳

ethnographic and clinical. In tl1e late 1970s and early 

1980s, I b巳gan by observing children playing with the 

first g巳neration of el巳ctronic toys and games. Since 

the mid 1990s, I hav巳 worked with children using n巳W

generations of comput巳r games and software, including 

virnrnl and robotic “p巳ts，”and with children experi
menting with onlin巳 life.

Amo日g th巳币rst gen巳ration of computational ob
j巳cts was M巳rlin, which challenged childr巳n to games 
of tic-tac-to巳 For childr巳n who had only playec.l games 
with human opponents, reaction to this object was in
t巳nse. For 巳xample, although M巳rlin followed an opti-
111:1! strat巳gy for winning tic-tac-toe most of the time, 
it was programmed to mak巳 a slip ev巳ry once in a while. 
So wh巳n children discov巳red strategies that allowed 
them to win, wh巳n they tried these strategies a second 
time，由巳y usually would not work. Th巳 rnachin巳 gave
th巳 impr巳ssion of not b巳ing “dumb 巳nough” to
let down its defens巳s 1:\νice. Rohert, seven, playing with 

his fri巳nds on the beach, watched his friend Craig p巳r
form the “winning trick，” but when he tried it, Me「lin
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Simon, and Sp巳ak and Spell) disrupted出e classical Pia
getian stoηr for talking about aliveness, the stmγchil
dren were telling about such objects in the early 1980s 
had its own coherency. Faced with intelligent toys, chi!
dren took a new world of objects and imposed a new 

world ord巳r in which psychology had giv巳n way to 

physics as出e discourse children used for talking about 
aliveness. 

By the 1990s, computational objects 由at 巳飞roked

evolution and “artificial life” （ for example computer 

programs such as出E games of the Sim series, which 

stress decentralized and “em erg，巳nt” processes) strained 
出at order to th巳 breaking point (Turkle, 1995). Chil

dren still try to impose strategies and categories, but 
出ey do so in th巳 mann巳r of theoretical bricoleurs or 
tinkerers, making do w1出whatever materials are at 
hand, making do wi出 whatever 出巳ory can fit a prevail
ing circumstance. When children confront出ese new 
objects and try to construct a由。可about what is alive, 
we see th巳m cycling through theories of “aliveness.” 

We have met Tim, who at thirteen says of SimL沪：
“The animals that grow in the computer could be alive 
because anything出at grows has a chance to be alive.” 
Laurence, fifteen, agrees.“The whole point of 出is
game，”he tells me，“1s to show 出at you could get 

出mgs 由at are alive in the computer. We get energy 

from the sun. The organisms in a computer get ener盯
丘om the plug in the wall. I know that more people will 
agree with me when they make a SimL泸where 出巳

creatures are smart enough to communicate. You are 
not going to feel comfortable if a creature出at can talk 
to you goes extinct.” 

An eleven-y巳ar old named Holly watches a group 
of robots with “on board” computational intelligence 
navigate a maze. The robots use differ巳nt strategi巳s to 

reach their goal, and Holly is moved to comment on 
their “personalities” and their “cuteness.”She finally 
comes to speculate on the robots，“aliveness” and blurts 
out an unexpected formulation： “It’s like Pinocchio. 
First Pinocchio was just a puppet. He was not alive at 

all. Then he was an alive puppet. Then he was an alive 
boy. A real boy. But he was alive even before h巳 was a 

r巳al boy. So I出mk the robots are like that. Th巳y are 
alive like Pinocchio （出e puppet), but not ‘real boys.川

She clears her throat and sums up her 由ought:

“They [the robots] are sort of alive.” 

Robbie, a ten year-old who has been giv巳n a 

modem for her birthday, uses her experience of出e
game to develop some insight into those computer 

processes that led adults to use the term “virus” for 
programs that “traveled.”She puts the emphasis on 
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mobility instead of communication when she considers 
whether the creatur臼 she has 巳volved on SirnL泸are
alive. 
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I think they are a little alive in the game, but you can turn it 
off and you cannot “‘rave" y仰r game, so that all the crea
tures you have e，收，ed go away. But if they could figure out 
how to get rid of that pmτ of the program so that you would 

have to save 伪e game and 扩your modem were on, then they 

could get out of your con.鸟puter and go to Anw·ica Onli即．
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Children cycle出rough evolution and psychology 
in their new discourse of aliv巳ness. In children's talk 

about digital “travel" via circulating disks or over 
mod巳ms, in their talk of viruses and networks, biology 

and motion are resurfacing in a new凯1ise, now bound 
up in由e ideas of communication and evolution. Signif
icantly, the resurfacing of motion (Piaget's classical 
crit巳ria for how a child decides whether a “世adi
tional” object is alive) is now bound up with notions of 
a presumed psychology: children were likely to assume 

出at tl1e creatures on Sim games have a desire to "get 
out” of the system and evolve in a wider computational 
world. 

Comments about life by children who have played 
with the popular artifacts of artificial life (small mobile 
robots, the games of the Sim series, and Tierra, a 
program that simulates evolutionary selection through 
SUI町viva! of 由巳fittest) includes tl1e following notions: 
th巳 robots are in control but not 乱live, would be alive 
if they had bodies, are alive because出ey have bodies, 
would be alive if they had feelings, are alive the way 
ins巳cts are alive but not 由e way p巳ople are alive; th巳

Tierrans ar巳 not alive b巳cause th巳y are just in the com
put巳r, could b巳 alive if they got out of the computer 
and got onto America Online, are alive until you turn 

off the comput巳r and then 由ey’阳出ad, are not alive 

b巳caus巳 nothing in th巳 comput巳r is r巳al; tl1巳 Sim crea

tures are not alive but almost alive, they would b巳 alive
if they spoke, they would be alive if they traveled, 
th町’re alive but not "real，”出町’re not alive because 
they don’t have bodies, they are alive because they can 
hav巳 babi巳s, and finally, for an eleven-year-old who i s 
r巳lat
these babies don’t have paren臼. She says， “They 
show the creatures and the game tells you that出ey

have mothers and fath巳rs, but I don’t believe it. It’s 
just numbers, it’s not really a mother and a 凸出er.”

There is a striking heterogeneity of出eory here. Differ
巳nt children hold different theories and individual chil
dren are able to hold different theories at由e same time. 
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Children speak easily about factors that 巳ncour
age th巳m to see出e “stuff” of computers as出e same
“stuff" of which life is made. For example, the seem
ingly ubiquitous “transformer toys” shift from being
machines to being robots to being animals (and some
tim臼 pe＜ψle). Children play with these plastic and 
metal objects and, in 出巳 process, they learn about 由巳

fluid boundaries betwe巳n m巳chanism and flesh. 
I observe a group of sev巳n-year-olds playing with a 

s巳t of plastic transformer toys that can take the shape of 
armored tanks, robots, or people (Turkle, 1995). The 
transformers can also be put into intermediate states so 
that a “robot” arm can prou·ude仕om a human form or
a human leg from a mechanical tank. Two of the chi!
dren are playing with出e toys in these intermediate 
states (that is, in their intermediate states somewhere 
between being people, machines, and robots). A由!fd
child insists that this is not right. The toys, he says, 
should not he placed in hybrid states.“You should 
play them as all tank or all people.”He is getting upset 
because the other two children are making a point 
of ignoring him. An eight-yt::1r-nld girl comforl括 th巳

upsetι’hild.“It ’s okay to play f hem when lh巳y :ll'巳 in
be，飞l'C<.:11. It’s alJ出e same sru It," she said，“just yucky
computer ‘cy-dough-plasm.＇ ” This comm巳nt is the ex
pression of a cyborg consciousness as it expresses itself 
among childr巳n: a tend巳ncy to 8巳巳 computer syst巳ms as 
"sort of " alive， 日nd to fluidly “cycle由rough" various
explanatory cone叩1s (Haraway, 1991 b ). 

叭Then my daughter was seven years old, I took her 
on a vacation in Italy.叭Te took a boat ride in th巳 post
card blue Mediterranean. She saw a creature in the 
wat巳r, point巳d to it 巳xcitedly, and said，“Look Mommy, 
a jellyfish. It looks so realistic." v\而en I told this stmy 
to a res巳arch sci巳ntist at Walt Disney, he responded by 
clescr也ing the reaction of visitors to Animal Kingdom, 
Disney ’s newest theme park in Orlando, populated by
“real，”that is, biological, animals. He told me that th巳

first visitors to th巳 park 巳xpressed disappointm巳nt that 
the biological animals w巳re not r巳alistic 巳nough. They 
did not exhibit the lifelike behavior of th巳 more active 
robotic animals at Disney World, only a few miles 
away.认而且t is th巳 gold standard her甘Have w巳 given
up the notion of such standards to mak巳 boundary
transgression the norm? 

A recent New Yorl,cr cartoon summed up recent 
anxi巳ties about such transgressions: Two grown-ups 
faιe a child in a wall of solidarity, explaining，“We ’re
n巳ither software nor hardware. We'r巳 your parents.” 
It reminded me of a young woman I on巳e int巳rviewed
whose position on simulation and authenticity was: 

In th巳 short histo1y of how the computer has 
changed the way we出mk, it has often been children 
who have led the way. For example, in the early 1980s, 
children, prompted by computer toys that spoke, did 
math, and played Tic-Tac-Toe, disassociated ideas 
about consciousn巳ss from ideas about life. These chil
clren were able to contemplate sentient computers that 
wer巳 not alive, a position that grownups ar巳 only now 
beginning to find comfortable. By th巳 1990s chilcl1en 
wer巳 pointing th巳 way toward multiple theories of 
aliveness in th巳 presence of computational artifacts that 
are designed to S巳巳m like creatures. 

Sara, a fifth-grader, jumped back and forth from 
a psychological to a mechanistic language when sh巳

talked about a small robotic cr巳ature she had built out 
of Lego blocks and programmed with出e Logo com
puter Ian凯rnge. Sometim巳s she call巳d it a machine, 
sometimes a creature.认吁1巳n Sara considered whether 
her machine would sound a signal wh巳n its “touch
sensor” was push巳d, sh巳 said，“It clep巳nds on whether
th巳 nmchin巳 wants to tell ... if we want the machine to 
tell us ... if w巳 tell the machine to tell us” （Resnick,
1989, p. 402). In other words, within a few seconds, 
Sara “cycled through” thre巳 perspectives on her creatur巳

(as a psychological b巳ing, as an intentional self, and as 
an instrument of its programmer’s intentions). These
perspe::ctivcs are eq11nlly present for her; for diffcrcm 
purposC$, she finds one <>r :mother or them more 1 凶el"l1I.

In his hiSIOf}' of ariific.:ial !ii泣， St巳ven L巳巧F (1992‘ 
pp. 6-7) suggest巳d that one way to look at wher巳 artifi
cial life can “fit in” to our way of thinking about life
is to 巳nvisage a continuum in which Tierra, for 巳xam
pie, would be more alive than a car, hut less alive than 
a bacterium. My observations suggest that chilclr巳n ar巳

not constructing hierarchies but ar巳 heading toward 
parallel, alternating d巳finitions of life, which th巳y 6‘al 
t巳n
ing d巳finitions, lik巳 thinking C【JI丑仇irtably about on巳

，s 
id巳ntity in t巳rm日 of I丑ultipl巳 and alternating aspects of 
self, becom巳 a habit of mind. 

Today ’s adults grew up in a psychological culture
that equated the idea of a unitary self with psychologi
cal health, and in a scientific culture that taught出at
when a discipline achiev巳S maturity, it has a um命mg
theory.认几1en adults find themselves cycling through 
varying、 perspectives on themselves (as when th巳y cycl巳

thr忖ugh a sequence such as “I am my ch巳micals” to
"I am my histo1y” to "I am my gen巳s＇’

）， they usmlly 
h巳com巳 uncomfo1 tabl巳（Kra1口巳r, 1υ93). But such alt巳r
nations may strike the g巳n巳ration of childr巳n who 2τ巳

grυwing up today as “JUSt the wcty things are.” 
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“Simulated 由mking can be thinking, but simulated 
feeling can never be feeling. Simulated love is never 
love.” The more our artifacts seek pride of place b巳side
us as social and psychological equals, the mor巳 we are 
confronted and challenged by the issue of authenticity. 
Authenticity is becoming to us what sex was to the 
Victorians an obj巳ct of threat and obsession, taboo 
and fascination. 

Looking toward the future, children’S willingness 
to transgress traditional boundaries may increasingly 
involve relationships wi出 “virtual pets” and robots 
(Turkle, 2005). The first of these on the American mar
ket were the tiny virtual pet Tamagotchis, which asked 
their owners to feed them, play games wi出 them, in
quire about their health and mood, and, when出巳y are 
still babies, clean up their virtual “

poop.”Good parent
ing of a Tamagotchi produced a healthy offspring; bad 

parenting led to illness, deformity, and finally, to出E

pet’s virtual death. The Tamagotchis were only 由巳
first in a series of computational obj巳cts designed for 
children 由at ask children for nurturance. And each 
demands that children assess its （出e object's) "state of 
mind” in order to play wi出 it. For example, in order 
to grow and be h巳althy, Tamagotchis need to be fed, 
cleaned, and amused. The Furbies simulat巳 l巳arning
and loving. They are cuddly, they speak and play games 
with th巳 child.Furbies add th巳 dimensions of human
like conversation and tender companionship to由巳 mix
of what children can anticipate from computational 
objects. In my r巳search on children and Furbies, I 
found that wh巳n children play with these new obj巳cts
they want to know their "state，”not to get som巳thing
"right，”but to mak巳 theFurbies happy. Children want 
to understand Furby language, not to "win” in a game 
over由EFurbies, but to have a feeling of mutual recog 
nition. Th巳y do not ask how the Furbies “work，”but 
take the affectively charged toys “at interface value.” 

In the case of the toys, the culture is being pre
sented wi出 computational objects that elicit emotional 
response and出at evoke a s巳ns巳 of relationship. As the 
culture apprehends thes巳 objects, call them “relational 
artifacts，” ther巳 is l巳ss a concern with whether 出ese
objects “really ” know or feel and an increasing s巳nse
of connection with them. In sum, w巳 are creating 
objects that push our evolutionary buttons to respond 
to int巳ractivity by experiencing ourselves as with a 
kindred “other." 

In my previous r巳search on children and computer 
toys, children described the lifelike status of machines 
in terms of 出eir cognitive capacities (the toys could 
“know" things，“solve”

puzzles). In my studi巳s on chi!-
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dren and relational artifacts, among 出ese Furbies, I 
have found由at children describe these new toys as 
“sort of alive” becaus巳 of the quality of出eir emotional 
attachments to them and b巳cause of their fantasi臼

about the idea 出at th巳 toys might be emotionally 
attached to th巳m. So, for example, when I ask the ques
tion， “Do you由mk出巳Furby is alive？” children an
swer not in terms of what the Furby can do, but how 

出ey feel about the Furby and how th巳 Furby might 
feel about them. 
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Ron (age si：，.步. Well, the Fur炒is alive far a Fur抄. And you 

know, something th打smarτshould have arms. It might 

want to pick up something or to hug me. 

必itherine (age five): Is it alive? Well, I love it. It's more 

alive than a Tamagotchi because it·sleeps with me. It likes 

to sleep with me. 

Jen (age nine): I real，与like to take care of让．缸，I guess it is 

alive, but it doesn ’t need to real与eat, so it is as alive as you 

can be 吁you 如此 eat. A Furby is i加 m owl. But it is more 

alive than an o·ψi because it knows mo1·e and you can talk to 

it. But it needs ha，忧e1'切s so it is not an animal. It ’s not like 

an ani：”ω

Today ’s children are learning to distinguish be
tween m “animal kind of alive” and a “Furby [or 
robot] kind of alive.” The category of “sort of alive" 
becomes used more and more. Will 出ey also talk 
about a “

people kind of love” and a “com put巳r kind 
of love”〉

With relational artifacts w巳 are in a diff（巳rent world 
from the old “AI d巳bat巳S”

。f the 1960s to 1980s 
in which research巳rs argued about whether machines 
could be “really” int巳Jligent. The old debate was essen
tialist; the new objects sid巳step such arguments about 
what is inherent in them and play instead on what they 
evoke in us：识几1巳n we are asked to care for an object, 
when the car巳d for object thrives and offers us its a忧en
tion and concern, we experience由at object as intelli
gent, but mor巳 important, we feel a conn巳ction to it. 
The old AI d巳bates were about the technical abilities 
of machines. It app巳ars that th巳 new AI debates, with
roots in children’s relationships with toys, games, and 
robotic creatures, may be more about th巳 巳motional
vulnerabiliti巳s of peopl巳·

Coda: Artificial Worlds and the 
Psycholog,y of Scary/Safe 

The pioneers of computing, and those who referred 
to themselves as computer “hackers” （ when this term
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riced in the socially situated, physically embodied, al
w:1ys cnmple.\, :111d often irrntfon:il presence of nthcr 

peoi;.,lc. To acknυw"lt:dg己 thnl cnmput:itionnl relation
ships do not pro叽de us with nil th:JL we need does 11111 

clev:du.e their c1111trib111ions. lL does, howcvc飞机1t them 

in their place. 
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GAMING WITH GRRLS: LOOKING FOR SHEROES IN COMPUTER GAMES 

Birgit Richard and Jutta Zaremba 

Kickin ’ Off with the Prototype: Lara 
Croft 

Even those who have never played the computer gam巳

Tomb Raider will know its protagonist Lara Cro丘（ fig
ure 18.1). She was出e star in promotion-clips for cars 
such as the French Seat, was seen on huge posters pro 
moting the German financial magazin巳 Die 防乍It, made 
it on出E cover of出巳British magazine The Face, acted 
in an animated commercial for the American sports 
company Nike, was the heroine in an ad campaign for 
the American cable-TV SciFi Channel, acted in a clip 
for出e British ener盯drink Lucozade or in a music 
video of the German pop band Die Arzte. The virtual 
heroine is a popular example of th巳 female figures in 

由e 1990s, which form a conn巳ction of gender dis
courses and digital technology, and ar巳 a part of our 
cultural practic巳. However, the reception of Lara 
Cro仕causes highly various reactions and classifications, 
巳specially among the female audience: ranging仕om
"female enemy number one，”in radical old school 
feminist polemic, up to “postfeminist icon" in a stylized 
postmodern jubilation. 

This obvious discr巳pancy is comparable to出E par
adigm shift that feminists see in fashion (see Graw, 
1997 for an overview), as it is no longer regarded as 
a manipulative instrument for the r巳alization of male 
power fantasies but as由e main medium of (bodily) 
performance (Graw, 1997; Richard, 1998). A rather 
unquestioned enthusiasm is reflected in the celebration 
of出巳 idea of masquerade in the context of sexual iden
tity construction (Doa肘，1985). The female object 
of fashion rums into出巳 offensive subject of fashion. 
However, as Isabelle Graw points out, fashion does 
not unreservedly provide its instruments for visual self
realization and the仕ee play with masquerade. Espe
cially regarding an artificial idol such as Lara Croft, 
th巳 economic context is of particular significance be
caus巳出e figure originates directly from the 巳ntertain
ment industry. Some virtual characters are modest and 
can be instrumentalized for commercial interests; they 

do not have an autonomous potential 由at could be 
develop巳d by the users. The increasing number of vir
tual hosts and search agents in the Internet show出is,
as well as the first virtual porno stars, made available 
via 0190-numbers （出ese are spe♀ific numbers in Ger
many; they mainly offer telephone sex). 

Lara Cro仕 is an idol whose reception is in its 
ambival巳nce similar to that of pop-icon Madonna. She 
presents a posthuman idol wi由 split, multiple, and arti
ficially created identities and body images (Deitch, 
1992). In the posthuman world there are no 巳ssential
differences between bodily existence and computer sim
ulation, cyb巳rnetic m巳chanism and biological organism, 
robot teleology and human goals (Hayles, 1999). In the 
cases of Croft and Madonna, these are no longer only a 
product of one industrγ，but instead出e star cons臼咀cts
his or her image or the users create and modify the pic
torial supply in oth巳r media forms, corresponding t。

由e wishes and needs of users and fans. 
Both characters, Madonna and Lara, are compa

rable on the level出at they represent different levels 
on the scale of飞rirtual models of femininity, although 

出ey ar巳present巳d and represent由巳mselves in different 
media. In computer games, only the female heroines 
are exposed to these shifts between diverse levels of 
virtuality. In the case of Lara Croft, the virtual model 
is th巳 predecessor, followed by her duplicate in flesh, 
巳mbodied by th巳 human lookalike and then again by 

由巳remedialization in the movie. Cate Archer (No One

Lives Forever) is the duplicate of photo-model Mitzi 
Martin, who was singled out in a game casting. Julie 
Strain, however, protagonist of Heav Metal F.A.K.K.,

already shows numerous degrees of virtuality and me
dial shifts. The computer game and the animated movie 
are based on the adult cartoon Heaη Metal, whose r巳al
protagonist is the B-movie queen Julie Strain. The 
animated and drawn figures are modeled after her. 
Th巳 real Julie Strain, though, performs avatar roles, 
poses in a game-like style, and wears出e same outfit 
like 出巳 game figure. The potential return to female 
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representations in flesh is actually a promise trans

ported by the games. This is constitutive to出E mean

ing of the female figures and suggests always a 

transformation from reality to virtuality and back again. 
This is paralleled at the same time by the impossibility 
of a level chang巳 ， However, to cone巳ntrat巳 medial
figure-transformations on Lara as the virtual original, 
which are not achie飞，able for her duplicate in reality, is 
in fact not appropriat巳 to the process of出e medial shift 
(D巳uber-Mankowsk'Y, 2001, p. 69). In her terminology, 
original-copy-duplicate, Deuber-Mankowsky does 
not consid巳r 出at the female body is continuously 
adapted to artificial originals, to reality models of 
femaleness. So th巳 differences betwe巳n the computer 
animated figure Lara and the m巳dially pr可）agated 
body models ar巳 only gradual. 

In the s巳nse of Umberto Eco (197 3, 1990), some 
artificial figures are double cod巳d. Th巳 us巳rs or specta
tors can eith巳r simply ador巳 and idolize them or admire 
them for the artistry of their ambiguous performances. 

This chapt巳r intends to trac巳 the characteristics, 
contra<lictions, and potentials of the virtual idols in 
computer gam巳s such as Lara Croft. Actually, Lara 
Croft is not only the most popular but also one of the 
prim巳 femal巳 heroi口巳S in th巳 genr巳 of comput巳r games: 
in 1996, two years after th巳 appearance of Sony 
PlayStation, gam巳 producer Eidos/London put Tomb 
Rttider on th巳 market. Similar to t巳levision seri巳s, this 
action game was followed by annual sequels. 

The Narrative Context of the Game, 
Remediation, and Body-Sampling 

Like most of the games h巳roin巳s, Lara owns a vague 
fictional biography to initiat巳 the illusion of a r巳al p巳r
sonality and an outrag巳ous lifestyle. As it is also done in 
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Lhc case of famous models :rnd ac11℃ss时，thιfictiona 1 
biog【＇;l
gu白l':1 llt巳cing ;1 bigh f 】ot已11li,1l for id巳mification pro
ccsses or fem.,le us巳rs.

Lu�1 Croft is pllt into n loose biog:r扫 11ltic.-:il fr:unc: 
She is :i descendant nf �1 British noble family, :1lthough 
;! ft巳r 11 tlispulc wiLh them she gOl clisinh巳rited. Mn:r 
1.hc c.lc:11..h of h巳r p;lrcnLs，『ill: works :is an author :incl
Lr川el writer. She becomes a renowned an.:haeolobrist
who searches for u·1..'\1sures imd adventures一；，1s the 1idc
Tom/, N11idrr inditates. The sag:1 o「η1111/, R,,idt'r makes
Lam Lr:1Vd :icross 1·hc world.川ηthe g;1111c 11.:vels, the
players arc bronghL fn’111 China tυVenice, from Lhe
ice-ti巳sari LO l.ndi乱，［rom Le 川don to八riurna, up co
Egypt.

Lara is the top-fit and full-bosomed heroine who 
shoots and punches her antagonists, climbs and swims 
com:igcously Lhrough tbrk 1rnknown 叩nets, con
slr11cLcd in mulLipurspecLivc. (Juitl'. exceptional frlr the 
con日lruι1io11 υr ,l l"cm:ilc protagonist is the fact tb:tt 
L:1rn at no point h:i日 刊 ny oril!nl,1tinn tow:1rd dom巳stic
iLy.’！

＇
his i岛 in contra、st to many novel J”·ot;1go11ists in 

nint:tet:nth 1:en 盯1ry, who, nFt巳r their excur.-ions i11 1.he 
world, cit.her return 10 become tlomesuc 旧1d famjliar 
or (i !' Lhci f' W:1)' d刊出 nor orcn up l11is ortion) h:ive 10 
p:iy 价，r their 1::sc.-ap:ides :111d die (:is exemplified in山，．

111υvie 7tJd11111 11ml Lo(li.1·,· from 191)0, Jircctor Ridley 
St'ott). As we cnn 鸣ec in Larn ’S couno-y house, :l hom’－ 

docs exist, hut it h:is only sc:inLy t:t1uipmcnL and is in 
the叫）nces o/' h';\Jitional fomininiry nnt「um:1 ion al (the 
kitchen lt:1日 11() t：“oking 11tl!nsils, Lhc shower is defective 
ell'.). For this re:1so11 1 Lar,1 exd,:rngc.o; privnt巳 ::ig:iinst
pul1lic 、pace. She throws herself 11�1ickly inw new 
adventures and thereby strongly rest:mbles 自 wc自tern
hero, th！！ “lonesome cowhoy，”nr Odysseus wit.!1 bis
numerous tasks, who restlessly moves on to n巳W
challenges: 

The ./i:<J;I川。f Lm, Cr11f1 u叫。. 11/1 I仇’ U且w:711i1r/ 1/lllllil ir·.r
of刷刷i1111 ht·ro. She bas 川 Iics, no J,'1 mi�y obllgat irms 
and 1111 m·t>tl lo 1•,11·11 hi:r living .... 1-lcr g也付；，饵’·IIJt•ml i11 
th.

－ 俨mr inv11h1cs 11矶’rromi，哨 ”／＞，i'/t1c/1'.\' II nd j也·hting Cllt？川飞
行1ki咄lbt· i11i，仰1ivc witbout hrsitnti/J/1 t111t! st，�）＇i呗1'ight 1111 
Im芹 ’t; th「 gt1111r ,:r sr1 s//'llt'IIIIWl !b11r short－α11s, t!oto111:r 1md 
t"l.'11:.ivl' m·ti/lJJS urc im/1闹剧t＇.ηJi.飞＇ /:.i11d 11/ ill 
『elj二斤川Fτion co仰＇e吁Junds to the stereotype of the male he1’0 ． 
(Schmidt, 1999, p. 36) 

Analogous to this, social contacts play no role in 
Lara’s world. Ther巳 are no deeper human relations or



a potential partner, which, for the presentation of a 
female cosmos, is quite unusual. Inst巳ad, Lara Cro丘 is
absolutely autonomous. N巳1出er a man nor a family 
support her or take any responsibility; she is an inde
pendent individual, like a lone wolf, self-conscious, 
strong, and clever. In the elimination of dang巳r and 
hindrances, Lara is throughout confronted with oppo
nents who are inferior to her, bodily as well as mentally, 
and who are part of a ritualized primitive, yet highly 
technologized universe: monsters, demons, wild ani 
mals, and knaves, who in their malevolence are unmis
takably connoted, so that the barri巳r against shooting 
them down is reduced. In opposition to classical horror 
movies such as The Beau吃y and the Beast (Jean Cocteau, 
1946), in which出e woman often develops a kind of af
finity to the monster because both share出巳status as 
outsid巳rs (Williams, 1990), Lara’5 aim is not to save 
the world or to save any subjects at all. Instead, Lara 
stubbornly fights her way through the universe like The 

Tenninator (James Cameron, 1984) or Ripley in Alien 3 

(David Fincher, 1992), doing 由eir own single-fighter 
thing, although based on a messianic plot (Creed, 
1989). Medialized female protagonists can be found 
very early: It starts with出e cheeky and frivolous car
toon character Be忧y Boop in 1932 and the erotic movie 
amazon Wonder Woman in 1941, followed by se巧
heroine Barbarella (Roger Vadim, 1968) embodied by 
Jane Fonda and the cool sex-appeal of Emma Peel, 
“girl with a gun” in the television serial The Avengers

(1961一1969 in its native England and debuting on 
American TV in 1966). However, sinc巳 the end of the 
1980s, the active heroines became more tough and dan
gerous, as for example出巳policewomen in the由riller 
Blue Steel (Ka出巧n Bigelow, 1990) or出巳woman duo 
in 由e buddy-movie Thelma and Louise. Then, during 
the 1990s, this tendency calmed down by more calcula
ble TV-detectives and superintendents or by erotic fan
tasy seri巳s such as Xena (a serial start巳d in 1995 in the 
United States, which has also been transform巳d into 
a computer game）.认罚1at all of them have in common 
is their status as an artificial figure, which in an artificial 
synthesis melts diverse and in fact o丘en ambiguous 
ideas and projections, as evident in the bodily perfor
manc巳 of the Tomb 岛iider· heroine: 

As a real b呻－sa呻ling, L仰 Cr，φ merges different pr，ψcc 

tions and ft巾ons: Her arms and knees are slim， 训价 her

thighs have a musa山r shape, yet her lengthened extremities 
and small waist co1γ呻仰d to dψtally retouched images of 

ph仰 models and the extreme cm1Jes of bottom and breast. 

I 2ss I 

are reminiscαent of feti.: 
kind of j专t叮hi刃n is also in accoi由7附切ith Lara οφ亏
clothes, i』1hich are obvio1灯ly less 斤d厅'jlted to the requirement s
of the surrounding area of her adv阴阳res, but instead an 
aesthetic wh肋 b a pe价rmance of her naked body-her
legs, arms and the cleavage of course. (Schmidt, 1999, p. 46) 
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Lara’s individualized and cool manner in asserting 
herself corresponds with a new definition of femininity 
in 1990s girl-culture.“Images of self-confident, cheeky 
and ambitious girls in Doc Marten’s boots jump out of 
巳very magazine. Far away from giving up femininity to 
get equality, these girls have insisted on由eir rights and 
keep their femininity unrestricted and ev巳n excessively” 

(McRobbie, 1999, p. 10). 
Lara Cro丘，though, is not sp巳cifically an aggres

sive riot grr 
Lov巳， the widow of Kurt Cobain from Nirvana, repre』

sents a rebellious female wi出 her all-female band Hole 
and was the incarnation of wild autonomous girl. She 
combined girl’s dresses wi由 female lipstick and played 
loud punk music and set herself in scene as an aggres
sive dirty “slut." Lara’s exaggerated maintenance of 
femininity is express巳d in fantasy-like body proportions 
(huge bosom, extreme waist, ultra-long legs) and in 
exclusively designed se勾clothes (hot pants, tight shirts, 
etc.). By the over-fulfillment of female proportions 
that are designed for也e male gaz皂白e sexual aggres
sive component of Lara Croft’s “masculine” power and 
thirst for action is undermined. There are also strat
egies to bring Lara back to her fem乱le roots and cut 
the aggressive and uncontrollable components in her 
visual appearance. In 1999，由e huge billboards adver
rising Tοmb Raider 3 showed her framed by red roses, 
in a long slashed evening gown. This indicates an en
deavor for a romantic embedding, intended to balance 
the pot巳ntial threat of this character. Also in出e video 
of th巳 song "JI.但nner sind Schweine” （Men are Pigs) 
by Die Artze, Lara, who desperately punches, fights, 
and shows off her bare tee出 to the members of the 
band, is in her helplessness and with a humorous 
twinkle tied in again. Truly, Lara is not intended as 
a threat巳ning terror for men, but as a courageous and 
top-fit though harmless dream-woman, whos巳 physical
attractions can be looked at wi出 impunity, lust, and joy. 

Computer games, as Georg Se巳sslen rightly notes, 
belong to representational systems and can only be un
derstood in relation to other representational systems 
(Seesslen, 1984). According to Bolter and Grusin, 
the dialectics between immediacy and hypermediacy 
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cause an ongoing differentiation of new media like 
computer games. Th巳 term “rem巳diation”

（Bolter & 
Grusin, 1999) means 出e representation of one medium 
in another, which in the case of th巳 computergam巳

leads to an adaptation and absorption of other media 
like film, TV, and so on.“In addition to remediating 
th巳 comput巳r its巳If, comput巳r games also r巳111巳diate 
t巳levision and film. Video gam巳s are played on a r巳pur
posed television S巳t, one in which an attach巳d control 
unit t.Iansfr》rms the screen into a di仔erent medium” 

(Bolter & Grusin, 1999, p. 91). 
Therefore, Tomb Raider must be examined in th巳

context of t巳levision, movi巳日， and cartoon日， because an 
isolated consideration of a sing！巳 medium would only 
b巳 ab！巳 to catch just a partial meaning. So W巳 must
take into account th巳 principle of “transcoda bility” be
tween games and th巳 parallel media of film 司nd car』

toons. 
The most obvious connection between gam巳s and

films are the prefabricated video s巳quences in computer 
games call巳d “cut sc巳n巳日，” which are movie『lik巳 anima
tiυ11日 servin日 as an intro into the actual game µlay. 
Although cut scenes sugg巳st a high aesthetic and narra】

tive level, the quality of a digital animation is by far 
higher in a film than in a game, because the capaci守。f
com put巳I graphics i日 low compared to the resolution of 
movie pictures (King & Krzywinska, 2002). Lev Mano 
vich also d巳scrib巳s the presentation-mode of games in 
technical param巳ters by using the term “cinematic 
interface” ： 

The camera is . . . co仰·ullcd l少 the user and is in 乒＇／Ct idn川－
wl with her οwn sight. 1 'ct it is crucial that ...ο/lC Sef丁 the

vir111a 

fi'amc i1lw11y、‘ pr sen ο呻 pmτυf
、

{l J斤r且·er 叫ale. This 

Jiγ01/.C C/'Ct1tl’s a distinct s11bjectivc 以pcrimcc that is much 

4如、er to cinematic perception than it 打印 umnediated

咆加. . . Ju the bcginni咆 of the 1990s, 7/!{f叼俨11/l'S . 
used dt艺ital vid 

/7，以，卫 ron d.、
、，ynthetic ch11r 

2001, p.川）

This technical 巳volution describ巳d by凡1anovich
was giving way t忖 a dyn:1mic.1! point of view in games, 
leaving the choic巳 ahout the persp巳ctive （五rst p巳rson
or third person) up to the user. So th巳 point of view 
is a unique difference h巳tween games and films: most 
gam山 use the fir日t p巳l阳n pιr刊pective, which is only 
rarely found in film日. Also, the “persecuting cam巳ra"
with口 third person p巳rsJ记ctiv巳 αimhined with the 
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bird's-eye view used in games such as Tomb Raider just 
appear in verγspecific cinematic contexts only (King & 
Krzywinska, 2002). 

A且other important asp巳ct is th巳 gam巳5’ production
of space that differs from cin巳matic representation. Be』

cause interactivity and navigation elements are domi
nant in computer games, spac巳 is far mor巳巳xp巳rienced
than per C巳ived.Th巳result is a diff ，巳r巳nce in spatial qua!
ity that is not bound to real world and ther巳by offers 
creative opportu111t1es: 

In II video game, 11ot on�y the representation of space, /mt 

even its implication, depend on bcin且 pi-og1mnmed and 

11ctivc61 created. . . Through combinations of the 』:patial

stmct11rcs disc的丁ed above, video ga111e space goes beyond cine

mrttic .ψace mzd shows the vm均11s possibilities for organ打ing

伊rice within adiegetic woi-ld, r1s well as broadening our sense 

吧r叫at II dicgctic world Cftll he through added clemc1的 f山
1WV饮而tion mul interaction. （飞机）if, 2002, p. 74) 

The lm萨aesthetical influence between cartoons 
and games derives from their common use of st巳r巳O
types. B巳cause especially cartoons with male and female 
sup巳rheroes come along with stereotypes in charac
ters and action, compnt巳r games share the combination 
of iconic figur巳s with fragmented narrations. In addi
tion, cartoons and games use "reincarnated animation 
charact，巳rs”

（岛1anovich, 2001), and ther巳by 巳mploy th巳

structm e of an imm巳diate and endless re-animation of 
th巳 central charact巳I shortly after his 。r her death. 
The most important point ahout the character con
struction in cartoons as well as in gam巳s Ji巳s in th巳

“universal” appeal of the hero/ine. The appeal of a 
charact巳r do巳S not need to be v巳1γrealistic, because 
the faces and bodi巳S function as iconographical inst巳ad
of representational codes (McC!oud, 2002）.矶Ther巳 a
movi巳 always puts an actress on the plac巳 of th巳 f巳male
protagonist, cartoons and games offer a universal and 
there也re a structurally mor巳 open character to the re
ception of their audience. 

飞机thin the cont巳xt of film and cartoons, medial 
transpositions can h巳 found concerning th巳 character
of Lara Croft, who stands in th巳 tradition of th巳attrac
tiv巳 action h巳roine in preceding as w巳II as in paral
leling mt:dia. Just as th巳 announcem巳nt 。f th巳 comic
figure 认fonder Woman evok创 the mythic goddess 
Aphrodite： “As lovely as Aphrodite as wise as 
Athena-with th巳 sp巳ed叶· Mercury and the strength 
of Hercules she is known only as叭fonder认Toman”

(Horn, 1980, p. 130), ther巳 ar巳 also for game heroines 
iconological quot8tions of form巳r bc:autiful women. 



”－ 

识Tj出regard to Lara Croft, Gunzenhauser locates th巳Ill

in the typ巳 of the fetishist femm巳 fatale (Gunzenhauser, 

2000, p. 215). By fetishizing 出巳 strong superheroin巳，

sh巳 loses her terror and is put back to th巳 state of a d巳－

sirable object. 

Fetish Aesthetics? 

The over sexualized comic-superwoman finds her par 

allel in th巳 game-woman, which is also fetishized by 

oversex:uality. Regarding the wide range of fetishizing, 

且 number of questions come up: What do巳s it look like 

in the case of th巳 gam巳s and their h巳roin巳s, and are 

ther巳 repetitive patterns of sex:ualizing？矶斤1ere can w巳

find special characteristics，可pica! only for virtual char

act巳rs? How can this be theoretically related to gender? 
Is出ere an analogous fetishizing of femininity in soci

巳町，which can be discover巳d in gam巳s, too? 

The int巳resting thing about Lam Croft’s artificial 

body, which displays quite mannerist exaggerations, is 

an overlapping of th巳 religious, s巳xual, and fashionabl巳

aspects of fetishism. 

Fetishisr日， in its original religious s巳ns巳， signifi巳s a 

ritual object that gives its worshipper safety and secu 

rity. That is pr巳cis巳ly what the virtual avatar Lara Croft 

supplies, who, in a recurring ritual, exposes herself 

anew to all kinds of dangers and builds a protective 

shield for th巳 users, who feel secure behind her. 

In psychoanalysis, the s巳xual aspect of f巳tish can b巳

seen in the substitute obj巳ct the f巳tishist uses to achiev巳

S巳xual exci tem巳nt. Such potential objects and instru 

ments can be the entir巳 body, a part of the body， 。r a 

pi巳C巳 of dress. Tl丁e overeroticizing of some particular 
l】arts of Lara ’s body-especially her breasts, hut also 
her legs, h巳r waist, and her l】outing lips represent a 

promising, ultrafeminine se:mality, providing the fetish 

ist with th巳 illusion of control ov巳r the desir巳cl or “over 
the unruly, gender- and race-marked，巳ssentially mortal 

body” （Balsamo, 1997, p. 127). And h巳re also fashion 

tak巳s up its part. But fetishism in fashion di仔巳rs from 

5巳xual f巳tishism, as it only refers to th巴 巴rotic code, 

whereas the sexual 巳lement is only subtly involved 
(St巳巳le, 1996). Lara’s tight, fashionahle dress covers th巳

objects of sexual desir飞so that th巳y can be 巳rotically

charged at any given tim巳 hut without th巳 int巳ntion of 

a direct R巳XU日l invitation or pornographic display. Th巳

staging of mutual cov巳ring and revealing of Lara＇
日

naked skin gives signals of fetishistic structures that 

Linda叽！illiams subsumes und巳r th巳 visual proces吕 of
"the implantation of perversion” （Williams, 1991, p.斗7).

On a dos巳r 巳xamination, th巳 figur巳 of Lara can he 
r巳garded as an icon. Accordi口g to Gottfried Kersch凹

，
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I Figure 18.2 I 
Lara ’s outfit on an auction for UNICEF 

an icon must be seen in contrast to an image.认斤1巳r巳as

tl1e art-based image gives shap巳 to an idea ti巳d to a 

sociopolitical background, the icon is a pur巳 visualiza

tion of certain contents, as it can be seen, for exampl巳，

in advertising (Kerscher, 1999, p. 111). So by analyzing 

Lara’

5 outfit, we regard her as a visual icon connected 

with codes of gender and design. 

Lara's outfit is designed out of a suhtl巳 and am

biguous mixture of male and female clothing (figur巳

18.2). It refers to everyday contemporary clothing tlrnt 

men and woman wear in material r巳ality. H已r l】lair 1 

and I唱‘ath巳r sporty drei 

XXS sh“W吕 O仔h巳r fomal巳 ιurv巳吕. Th巳
“male” piec巳S

of clothing ar巳 functional and 巳rotic at th巳 same tim巳

Lara’s spatial indepcnclenι巳；me! mobility ar巳 symbol

izecl by the hackp,1ck, which enables her to wear every』

thing Oil h巳r body. Then again, the functional straps 
and 日lings for guns and otl1巳r equipment have an erotic 
111队mi1毡，too, a日，fυr 巳xample, th巳 straps on her thighs, 
which erotically separat巳 h巳r long legs and look like 
stocking suspenders. The turquoise, tight muscle-shirt, 
leavin日h巳r shoulders bar飞is usually worn by men. 
In fende foshion this shirt would have had should巳r
straps, lik巳 the skinny shirts that are curr巳ntly worn by 
young wom巳n. However, for combat, a shirt like this 
would hav巳 be巳n too仕agil巳， running count巳r to Lara、
rolmstn己5日

The sh《＞rts are also an elem巳nt of 1990s fashion, 

in reforenc巳 to th巳 girli巳－outfit worn in th巳 rave scene, 
playing with similar ambiguities: the hyper-proportions 
of an adult woman ar巳 contradicted by infantil巳

‘『『
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strat巳gic thinking and employment of strength l巳act to 
the pleasures of power. An interactiv巳 computer game 
suggests an illusion of the control of events, which in 
Tomb Raider ar巳 caused by the heroine. Th巳 archeolo
gist Lara Croft takes the users into hidden world日， so
they navigate between diff，巳r巳nt time l巳vels, w1由out los『

ing their orientation: 
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As 11 body, Lam is ℃cry prese时， she 位F叭 flexible and st取－
rio：γ. ln her posture of 11ttack-standing with legJ 吨。rt、 very
J1Jacc tal..:ing often 户mscd in 巾sc-up a叫 thcrcfo1庐山吨C Oil 

the screen一she seems almighη. She is familiar w协 the
.1jmC('S in which she nm℃es and we b仰E to adapt to her tempo 
mul walking pace . ... On the one side there is Larn as 似1
archeologist who moves between past n叫prese时， on the nth

er side arc the pl,ιrye rs-tee削gcrs who have to oriemme 

the，川Ives betwcm the 71口ori必 of children and adu1怡、 be
tween ignumnce and new !wow/edge, bet了ween 111aswli11ity 

and扣llilli山珍 The)' arc ιhallenged to find ti d�finite se.,.:ttttl 

idcmity: And in this situation Lam takes the players by their 

h,1111! mul 又aides them thγO'/f又h (I p/(lin llnd not ℃er')' cm11plcx 

world in which she ii' versed and very powe1f11l. (Gunzen
hauser, 2000, p. 101) 

Obviously, her巳 lies th巳 key to the access ;md 
reception of Lara Croft: In Tomb Rllidtr, not only an 
effort!巳sschange of space and time takes plac巳， l】ut臼！so
an oscillation between g巳nders. Lara Croft unites :1 
tough killer instinct with pin-up style, aggression with 
仕agility. This is paralleled hy a definite bodily (over) 
femininity, which in its inaccessibility of an computer
animated ideal has to 巳nd in a disori巳ntation for thos巳

f巳male us巳rs who try to imitate her. This clisor怆nta『

tion is technically preconditioned and ther巳fore accom
pani巳d hy an apparent ironic江l gestur巳 on th巳 sideυf
the g8m巳 industry. The figure of Lara acts in many 
pictorial forms in div巳rs巳 111巳di,1 n巳tworks, thus cm1sing 
loops. As formerly Tamagotchi �md Kyoko Date, Lara's 
world is supplem巳nt巳d by the virtual world of the weh 
and by m巳dia such a日 tekvision (music vid巳os), but 
moreover-as the lookalike contests t巳Stl命－also by 
r巳ality. By th巳 tnin日fer to interactive media, the Lara 
ch:1raιter 巳xp巳ri巳nces �111 extιnsion of h巳r construction 
options. Her bin乱ry coding allows an口utonomous 巳x
t巳nsion of th巳 fantastic W川－ leis and a configuration of 
thιpbyer、 p巳rs＜’nal projections. 

L:1r:1 ’
另仁h,11'忧ter rem;iins ind巳finit巳 i as an :irtI币cial

6吕Lil'巳 sbt: has nnly :1 poor or limit巳d ch口racter con
structiυ11， 日h巳 日how刊 no specific personality, which 
th巳refrn℃ opens her up t付 all kind of proj巳cti忖ns. For 
this n:,1日仆n, ,1 111;1rk巳t:1hie us:1g巳 。f h巳r im咆ι for vidc仆

forms such as ponytail, pigtails, and shorts. The black 
hot-pants she wears enable h巳r to stand in a stable 
straddle-legg巳d postur飞without running the dang巳r
of losing her dignity or looking ''disreputable，”which 
would surely be the cas巳 if this woman of combat wore 
a skirt. But d巳spit巳 this, shorts ar巳 of course not func 
tional for fighting or for crossing pathless and difficult 
terrain. The clothes indicate Lara Croft’s potential vul 
nerahility. Th巳 chang巳 of covered and bare skin and th巳

calculated interruptions and subdivisions through d1℃ss 
are important“r th巳 representation. Lara Croft in 
long trous巳rs or leggings is hardly imaginable. The 
hlad、 gloves resemble thos巳 worn by m巳n, usually for 
driving or hy free climb巳rs and other actors of aclven
turc and extrem巳 sports.丁hey underline Lara’s activity 
and athleticism. Furth巳r accessories are a belt with an 
oversized rectangular metal buckle, and red sunglasses, 
which testify to her youthful coolnes日，巳xperi巳nc巳，；md
fearlessn巳ss.

Thus the dress ens巴mhle shows throughout a mix
tu1℃υf opulent femininity togcth己r with “male" piecc付

。f clothing. P，℃cisely th巳sc body discours巳s, as well as 
the multiply cod巳d languag巳 of dress, mark Lara Cro丘’5
ambivalence as ;1 h巳roin巳 and model of identification. 
Th巳 same body, which guarnntees saf七ty, power, and 
self-confidence, turns in its over-perfection→午my
巳ndeavor toward its imitation into an inaccessible at 
tempt. This forms th巳 background on which w巳 also
have to see the nmner仆llS L乱1日 Croft look:i like contests, 
in which young worn巳n compete as hody doubles and 
try to perform as the mo日t perfect embodiment of Lam 
Crυft. But the pressur巳 of a p巳rfect body, which an 
ide,11 �1rtificial body causes, did not begin with th巳 idols
of computcr gam创. The desµeratc physicnl endeavors 
to 目chieve th巳 perkιt body startαl increasingly with 
the hype of a巳robics in the 1980s (inter巳stingly initiated 
by ex lJ江rbarella Jan巳 Fonda).

ln gene ，址， Lara is a modd of ident1币cation that 
11nitcs叫l th巳 pcq】etual promises of beauty, suιcess, 
�111d �1dvt:ntll1-c. Com1】江red to st8rs in ti刊 re�l world, 
乱s :1 virtual charact巳 1· Lara dlleS not age-she gets even 
young巳r in

’
I 11111/, Raider f→m this uption is limited

technically by the digital graphic飞Fυr th巳 identifica
tion prnce州 ，

；1 core d山ign 仆f the币g1ll'e is 1℃quest巳d.
Like 〔ill the 仆tl丁巳 I' cli吕ital av川江 I飞she also has t.:ncll巳ss
new lives ,l ftcr de口th. FL:111口 le as we川江s 111,1］巳use1 s learn 
hy l℃petition the 忖uc、ccssful :rnd courageous navig;ition 
忖f lbrk :md claust1 oph( ihic 日pac巳日江nd th巳 purposd刀l
COil frn门tatinn with evil fl（川巳 l飞thus r巳he:irsin日 their 
own power font,1sic刊 with l川日itive Fel:dback. F!l:xihility 
and accuracy or aim吕u;1r:1nte巳 supcri，川ty :rnd security, 
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I Figure 18.3 I 
Cover of the comic: Xena from the TV serial 

ιlips and aclvertisem巳nts is as possibl巳 as individual 

l℃出ptions, which s巳巳 in h巳r for instanc巳 a playful digi】

tal 巳xcess of f巳mininity or an ironic icon of a heroin巳－

This double coded (Eco, l 973) heroine-design以i for 

satisfying the male gaze and at the same tim巳 giving

empowerment to female users-causes on th巳 on巳

hand an illusion of her controllability, wh巳r巳as on th巳

仆thcr-hy giving interviews and thereby mediating an 

autonomous character-her virtual character suggests 
a possibility of potential communication. 

Other Characters: Xena, the 

Autonomous 叭Tarrior Princess 

Anoth巳r heroine that l巳ads t:xclusively through the 

computt:r gam巳 as a single fighting wυman is the figure 
of the Amazon X巳na （且gure 18.3). Like Lar:1 Croft, 

Xena is th巳 only choosable character to play th巳 game

with and the1 eforc owns an absolute autonomous st,1tus 
within the gam巳play. With the game Xena-the 阮·11·

riur Princess, the principl巳 of remediation can hιstated 
verγcl巳arly, comprising th巳 111巳dia of cartoon，丁V, and 
gam巳．

Th巳 cartoon X巳n日 is completely modeled on the 
carli巳r television s巳rial from 1995 with the sam巳 11am巳．

[nterestingly, the cov巳r of the cartoon is not drawn but 

instead taken from the succ巳ssful tel巳vision s巳ri:11. The 

cartoon also contains a gui巾，background in玩)!'111:Jtion

on the actr巳sses, and a qui,. game. The fantasy币gun:

of the serial is highly popubr, shown in the United 

Stat创 刊incc 1995 and in G巳「many since 1996. 丁he
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serial, filmed in New Zealand, deals with the ancient 
warrior princess X巳na .incl her fellow Gabriell巳 on th巳ir
adventurous paths fighting for the good. Yet the bru
nette Xena has a dark past as a hrntal :md murderous 
war-command巳r; this is the caus巳 of many dangerous, 
magical, and gloomy situations, which th巳 blonde and 
virtuous Gabrielle comes to aid. To l川y off debts from 
the past, Xena wants to help others through a combi
nation of charisma, masterγ of acrobatics and armorγ 
(especially the deadly chakram), and the knowledge of 

deadly acupressure. Her companion Gabrielle has for

m巳rly been a fair Amazon queen, who then began to 
travel around with her idol X巳na. Gabrielle is an exqui

site fenrnl巳 po巳t, p巳aceful, innocent, and optimistic. 

Both women ar巳 conn巳cted in de巳p friendship, courag巳，

intelligence, strength, and skill. They also have both 

had bad experi巳nc巳s with men. Xena gave birth to a 

son, whom she sorrowfully gave away; Gabriell巳 was

also forced to sacrifice her daughter. So both women 

are experi巳nced, independent, and at出e same time 

take responsibility. As ideal h巳roin巳S they complete 

巳ach other. Ther巳 is th巳 tall and dark Xena as th巳

aggressive, pow巳rful, and courag巳ous W乱rrior, and the 

blond巳， g巳ntle Gabri巳lle as harmonic and truthful com

panion. Eventually th巳吕巳ries was not only follow巳d by 

the cartoon, but also by the comput巳r game Xena. 

丁
、

h巳 PlayStation game, dating from 1999, adv巳rtiscs

the popular丁V h巳roin巳 on the package. Her face in 

close-up looks directly at the viewer, her dark hair with 

a wild fringe fall on her provocative eye日， and her resυ－ 

lutely pouting lips signal eroticism. A component of 

danger is indicated by Xena ’s sword �md a licking fire 

in th巳 background. ln th匕吕川m:, thL: pl,1ycr starts di

rectly with the句nre Xen8, who-at that point does 
not wear the sword. ln th巳 臼nim日t巳ιl intn 

W臼nder忖 with h巳r comp江nion on 白11 j【lyllic mount乱il 1 

l】ath an【I hoth commtmic:1tc as friends on the prev巳n
tion of d::ingers. Tht.: player has the option to pass with 
Xena through twenty-seven game lev巳ls. On a training 
level, the user c�n test Xen口 ’s moving capability and 
potenrial armory. The game vag1.1巳ly adopts出c frame 
W门 l'k of the TV S巳rial, in which Xena is a courageous 
warrior prince川 whυ wants to help other human beings 
and whll subscqu巳ntly has to defeat mun巳rous lurking 
enemies. Like her tel巳vision asp巳ct, Xena is stron日，
:1crohatic, :md trained in combat. To kill increasing忖
stronιer enemies (a giant Cyclops, for instance), she is 

alsoιapablc of throwing her chakrnm (,1 metal disc 

functi门ning 江s a missile) at any time, with n《） 1仆ss of 
cnc.:rgy (figure 18.4). Occasionally, in closc combat, 
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I Figure 18.4 I 
Xena the Warrior Princess and the Cyclops 

she rages triumphantly and spins around sev巳ral times 

impressively. 
Gabrielle exists as a game figure on the level of出巳

Amazon’s village. The level cannot仕eely be chosen,

but to get由ere requires a certain degree of game ex
perience. Analogous to由e TV serial, Gabrielle’s com

petencies are her quickness of repartee and action, 
whereby she is just as able to defend herself with her 

staff. 

Lee仇
，

the Weakened Female Protagonis吵wn The Fifth 

Element 

Another unusual and already cloned protagonist is 

presented by the figure Leeloo from由巳science fiction 
movie The Ft仙Element, produced in 1997 and directed 
by Luc Besson. Here 出巳 principle of remediation is 

connecting film and game, but this time由e successful 

cult movie has had a strong esthetical and structural 
influ巳nce on th巳game. Therefore the gam巳is merely 

adaptating cinematic elements, whereas the film is still 
absolutely absorbing most of出巳game elements. Cor
respondingly，出e cinematic dominance comes along 

with a weakening of th巳 femal巳 protagonist in 出E
game. 

The story is as follows: At th巳 end of the nine
t巳enth century, sci巳ntists discover an ancient inscrip

tion, describing a weapon for th巳 destruction of evil on 

earth. Activating th巳 weapon requires the fi丘h element. 
识而m an extraterrestrial spaceship lands in the Egyp

tian temple，由巳aliens r巳move four stones, which pres
ent the four el巳ments. Three hundred years later, New 
York is thr巳at巳ned by a huge fireball, but at tl1巳 mo

m巳nt wh巳n the aliens want to come to th巳 govern

m创刊
’s aid, they are destroyed，叩art from a few intact 
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cells. On the basis of出e cells, scientists don巳出e alien 
Leeloo (Milla Jovovich), who, due to her superhuman 
powers, can flee from the laboratory to search for由巳
且丘h element. She meets the taxi driver Korben Dallas 

(Bruce飞i\Tillis), who decides to help her while police, 
government, and industrials are on 出e hunt for her. 
Together，出ey fight their way through corrupt and 
chaotic New York to save出e world. 

Despite its positioning in the science fiction g巳nr巳，

也E movie is more like an action-fantasy comedy and 
achieves its success mainly becaus巳 of its bombastic 

巳quipment, brilliant special effects, and a numb巳r of 
well-known stars and amusing gags, which are in fact 

s巳lf-ironic.
The production of a computer game reveals 出E

endeavor toward the marketing of a successful movie 
and its hero or h巳roine. In 1998, after the big success 
of the movie The Fifth Eleme1矶山companies山1
Soft, Kalisto, and Gaumont published the action and 

adventure game wi由出e same name. The package of 

出E game advertises only出e female game figure Lee
loo, who highly resembles the actress Milla Jovovich. 

On the front cover, Leeloo poses against a background 
of a futuristic city. She looks provocatively at 出巳
viewer, her arms akimbo; she expresses coolness, con

fidence, and strength, although altogether she bears 

more res巳mblance to a model than to an aggressive 
warn or. 

The diagonal side view presents her body up to 

kne巳 height. Posing with arched back, her body is 
dressed in a tight white top, nylons w1出a seam along 

her thighs, and a kind of plastic belt with big holes. 
The belt is a mixture of holster, braces, and corset with 

panty, which in its disfunctionality at the same time 
covers and accentuates genitals and bosom. On the 

back of the package, three screenshots show Leeloo in 
action; only the fourth screenshot repr巳sents the male 

hero. This is in contrast to tl1e movie ads, which pri
marily showed the male actor Bruce Willis，出巳movie’s

star and main publicity figure. However, the computer 

game is n巳arly exclusively intended for male users, 
focusing entirely on Leeloo’s eroticism-although nei

ther in the movie nor in出E game are her outfits as se冯f
as on the package of the computer game. 

Diverse movie sequences serv巳as cut scenes for出巳
structure of tl1e game. For example, the game has 出c

sam巳 intro as the movie, and also 巳ach new game level 
starts with a spectacular film sequence. In contrast to 

the movie, the computer version starts with the male 

figure of Korben Dallas, who breaks into the nucl巳ar

laboratory to activate Leeloo wi出a g巳ne card. Only 
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I Figure 18.5 I 

The Nomad 5口u/: Characte「5

then, male and female users have the option to move on 

via Leeloo, who wears the special movie outfit (a fire

r巳d bob and a scanty, white bondage suit, design巳d by 

Jean Paul Gaultier). Although Leeloo is equipped wi出

superhuman take-off pow巳rs and easily practices huge 

leaps, acrobatic climbs, and quick punches，也e combat 

strengths and strategies of the 飞rirtual Leeloo remain far 

behind the movie character. In particular，出e com

puter-animated Leeloo is presented as very vulnerable 

and weak; one-arm巳d, flying robots literally knock out 

her ener盯. In total, this simple realization and 出E

missing of new digital extras in由巳 game shows its com

plete dependence on the movie and makes no use of its 

interactive potential. Here, the opportunity of games in 

creating a genuine kind of space especially in regard 

to the spatial skills acted out by the superhuman Lee

loo-has not been used. 

The Exception: The Nomad Soul 晶πd its "Body-Switcher" 

The package of the computer game The Nomad Soul 

shows no picture of its twenty-six game figures. Instead, 

there is a slim harlequin-like figure with white make

up, vaguely reminiscent of David Bowie, who is singing 

a song in the game, portrayed in a screenshot on出E

back of the package. The mysterious character on出E

package gives us a hint of出e forthcoming masquerade, 

which is taking place in the plot of the game, because 

由e users constantly have to change their game figures. 

The game, produced in 1999 by Eidos/Quantic 

Dream, is a mixture of an adventure, action, and fantasy 

game. In 由e gam巳， gloomy demons仕om damnation 

are looking for fresh human souls, of whom they can 

take possession to maintain and secure their power. 

Those bodies 出at are possessed by the demons are 

merely empty frames. The Nomad Soul is situated in 

a futuristic science fiction setting, wi出 a corrupt state 

system made up of a number of towns, resembling a 

mixture of Orwell’s 1984 and Ridley Sco忧’s Blade Run

ner. In The Nomad Soul, it is not possible to direct only 

one缸巳d figure; instead, the game contains a number of 

characters, which must be adopted and interchanged by 

由e players in出e scope of the game. So because of the 

wandering souls, The Nomad Soul has not one protag 

onist but twenty-six figures, and nearly出巳 half of them 

(twelve figures) are female characters (fi伊re 18.5). 

A brief description of the female figures is present 

in the game. In addition to a short profile of the char

acter, introducing her competencies, preferences, and 

dislikes，也e descriptions give information on出巳 body

measure, eye color, size, weight, and blood-group of 

each woman. This is complem巳nt巳d by a list of th巳ir．

progran 

of attack，日巳xibility, resistance, and combat experience. 
The short biographies, introducing twelve fictive 
women figures, sugg巳st a wide cultural range of female 
stereotypes: the journalist Betsy loves truth, nature, and 
sport; Tahim’a masters difficult languages and artificial
intelligence; literature student Eva likes short skirts, 
sports, boys, and partying; Samyaz'n has a third eye, is 
able to speak wi由 death, and feels attracted to solitude 
or body guard; Iman stands out by fighting techniques 
and extreme beauty, prefers fashion and modern paint
ing. Two women, Telis and Jenna, are quite central in 
the game, because they are 由e only figures who have 

a modified look: Jenna exists in a characterizing pilot 

overall as well as m出e shape of an animal-like demon, 
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who looks like a futuristic female Taurus. Telis is a de
mon of a similar appearance that is at the sam巳 tim巳 2
young woman in a short white dress who gets more vu!
11巳rable in scanty whit巳 underwear.

Through the option of interchange l沈阳出n all
characters, The Nomad Soul is an exc巳ption cone巳rn
ing the exchange of gender positions hy which the
constructedn巳ss of the charact巳rs becomes obvious.

This is primarily refl巳cted in the fact that nearly half
of the twenty斗ix figures are fomal巳. The Nomad Soul

contains not only th巳 usual option for selecting fig
ur巳s, but, more.ov巳r, g,1111巳 s巳qu巳nc巳5，巳xplicitly visualize
gender-swapping. for exampl巳， in one of th巳 SC巳11巳s, a
male figure approaches th巳 Eva character, who lascivi
ously leans against a w:lll while her body is panned in 
detail. Simultan巳ously, in th巳 low巳r sid巳 of the pictur飞
the man’s thoughts 盯巳 faded in： “Great body, I'd like
to tak巳 it over.”Shortly afterwards, an 巳nergy crown
emerges from Ev:1 ’s brain. Sh巳 touches her head and 
looks astonished at her str巳ngth巳11巳d body parts, while
a ton巳 com巳s up sounding lik巳 the loading of energy.
'rh巳n we read the sentence： “’fhe reincarnation magic
was effective. Now I got a new body.” The figure of
the man is now motionless and transp口r巳nt, and a vi巳W
from above shows the young and self-confi 【lent Eva in ,1 
light pink dress, disappearing· with shaking hips tow,ircl 
new challenges. 

The common male persp巳ctivc of panning or judg
mg the f，巳male body is join巳d by a modification of
desire: "Great body, J 'cl like to poss巳S it” turns into
“Grc:1t body, I'd lik巳 to take it over." The male takinι 
posse日sion of the oth巳r sex turns into 江 playful trγing 
out of tb巳 other sex. Her l】ower boosts to the same 
extent as th巳 conqueror's powers shrink and his body
fades �1way. I3巳sides its magic aspect, thιt巳门口气℃incar
n8tion magic” indicates that the players of The Nοlllild 

,\011/ can 巳xperi巳nee not only one transformation, but 
1ιhain of tr:rnsformations, which dcp巳nd on their 
比lection日， from male to f巳male, female to ma］巳， male
to 1mle, and female and female. All body meetings
start with 口 pann in日口ml estimation of the ，℃叩巳ctive
figur口，whereby female and mal巳 bodies are diff1巳ren
fr1tcd by the com 门1巳nts. Th巳 virtual tak巳－仆ver of the
male body is annonnced by th巳 phras巳

“ I飞l like to
possess it，

” whereas th巳 female body is address巳d
with "I飞l like t1J t:1kc it over.”丁h巳1 cfore the "incυ1-
po ration川 （）「the fl'.m:1lc I川dy turns into a playful 巳x
periment with tr,rnsscxu,11 cυnnotati川1凡 These he讥ly
ch川1ge到 pres巳flt ;lJl 巳ndlt:ss juurney within 111:1le 乱nd
female hodies, a nυm:1dic I×＞dy-scri,1 I; thercfrn口， The

No111rrd λ：mt/ C仆uld as well he 11:1111ed "The Nomad 
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Body.”The emphasis on由巳body is intensified by a 
further special feature of the game: there is a “body
switcher” available for the game on th巳 Intern巳t. Th巳
“body-switch巳r” is a tool that enables male and fe 
male users to take any body they want from The Nomad

Soul at any time. This switch option, which is off1巳red
aft巳r optional pre-information about a figur巳， can be
seen as a fr巳巳－flourishing g巳ncler shift for both s巳X巳日 ．

Ev巳n more clearly tl1an th巳 options in all th巳 oth巳r
gam巳s, the “body-switcher” visualiz巳s the construι－
tion aspect of the embodiments. In addition, tl1巳 hig、h
number of body changes also emphasiz巳s the r巳lative
exchang巳ability and the obvious fictionality of gend巳1
construct1ons. 

Th巳 dynamic of the body switch巳r is closely con 
nect巳d to the phenom巳non of the “shapechanger” that
is 巳mbedded in Donna Haraway’s technique-fetishist
discour咄 of the “female cyborg”

（Haraway, 1990). As
a I】ossible feminine identity construction in post
industrial society, Haraway 巳stablishes th巳 term “femal巳

ιyborg" as a symbolic rn巳taphor for tl1巳 artificiality of 
fenule body c1》11山ptions. According to this, all women
are cyborgs, organic robots heading toward a “post
gender world，” 白 society of self-constructed hybrid
organ ism巧：rncl apparatuses. In Haraway ’s view, th巳

blurring of gender houndari巳s caus巳d by f巳mal巳 cyborgs
is ambivalent, as tl1巳y could change their form as
“shapechanger，＇’ but without the option of 乱 voluntary
shift between human being and machine： “Maybe she
is not so much had as she is shap巳changer, whos巳 dis
locations are ncv巳r fr巳巳

”

（Haraway, 1991, p. 20). Among 
the game-protagonists of The Nomad Soul, the “shape
chang巳r” phenomenon cm be found in tl1e diverse
outfits and in th巳 high capability of hodily adaptation
on the div巳rs巳 levels of a game (figure 18.6). Howev巳r,
as indicated by Haraway, there is no autonomous
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bound乱ry between human and machin巳. Even th巳 easy

shap巳 changing of th巳
“body-switcher” option is a pro

grammed pattern, and presumably the main attraction 

lies less in a boundary than in the m巳rged practicability 

of shap巳 chang巳s.
Th巳 question regarding出e maintenance of gender 

stereotypes arises despite all the shape shiftings. Given 

the oversexualizing of the virtual heroines, g·ender diι 

f巳r巳ntiation seems to be highly popular as an orienta
tion within the virtual world. One reason for由IS Ii巳5

in the rating of femininity within 1990s girl culture, 

which combined an individualized, cool manner in 

〔1sserting oneself with an exaggerated maintenance of 

femininity (McRobbie, 1999, p. 7). 

An aspired, cultural readability of gender conc巳p

tions is dif日cult to deal with. This could explain why 

such a remarkable, gender-nomadic game such as The

Nomad Soul did not achiev巳 a bigger succ巳ss and does 
not hav巳 a fan community in the Intern巳t Ang巳rer

also regards the orientation-fonction of definite bodily 

assignments as a fixed point within a world of incr巳as

ingly dissolving cultural norms. Therefore an exces

sive gender expression among the cyb巳r-bodies of 出巳

virtual protagonists functions within existing gender 

boundaries (Ang巳r巳r, 1996, p. 4). 

Media-Bodies and Body矶Teapons 

As Marie-Luise Angerer points out, body perception 

alters with the new media of communication. Th巳

new social factors of digital networks and transformed 

ways of com1mmication in everyday Ii旬， 口·ansform

pure institutional hody inscriptions into a play of repre【

5巳ntation. Anger巳r point『 to the multiplication of iden 

tity constructions, which emanate仕0111 111αIi日， moving
continuously hetwe巳n virtual and real life. Angerer 

comm巳nts on the effect of the developing media tech 
nology on the female body： “No douht一realiti叫iclen

titi巳s, perceptions are going to reproduce th巳ms巳lves.

Th巳 creation of vii tual realiti巳s has introduced a new 

order of difference into the acnial reality” （Angerer, 

1996, p. 2). 
With current changes in bio- and communication 

t巳chnology, it is no longer pos日ible to und巳rstand id巳]l

tity as fixed to the physical body. The overlapping of 

electronic media and human body d巳monstrate th巳 in

stability of bodily boundaries. This speci币c mom巳nt of 

instability produces fiuchlating refer巳nces with regard 
to existing g·ender constructions, so that Judith Halber

stam is paying attention to th巳日rtificiality of all gender 

concepts： “Gender is an automatic construct, an 巳lee

tronic t巳xt that shifts and changes in clialogu巳 with users 
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and programs” （Halberstam, 1991, p. 446). According 

to Halberstam，可bernetics reve口l gend巳r and its repre

sentations as technological productions and relate the 
postmodern subject to feminist d巳bates about t巳chnol
ogy and gender. 

The multiplication and construction of identity 
rais巳出e following question with regard to comput巳r

games: Do computer games repres巳nt a shift in the por

trayal of gender, or is this simply an option of select

ing between div巳rse ma！巳 and female characters? For 

由巳 construction of identity in cyberspace, th巳 terms

“virnrnl cross-dressing＇’ 。r “gender swapping” signify a 

playful 巳ntry and take-over to the other sex. 

Only a few games start directly with a female fig

ur巳， as in Xena. In a lot of games, femal巳 figures appear 
lat巳 on the scene, on higher levels. In出巳 beginning of 
Virturt 1如·hter, ther巳 are options for a select阳l among 

all figures, even though only two out of ten are femal巳．

It is quite common for a game to start wi由 a male hero 

and th巳n continu巳 with f巳males, as in The 乓斤b Elem

wh巳n th巳 player has to start with Korben to get acc巳ss 

to Le巳le】o. All this shows that出e user can only rarely 

choose from a quantitatively equal number of the sexes; 

inst巳ad, regarding the figure’s relevance and strat巳gy,

the gam巳 is fixed and determined. Therefore, the flour

ishing gender-shift would be limit巳d in its variety and 

importance of female fi♂ires, although the experience 

of a virt11al gender-shift is possible in principal. 
Xena and Gabrielle are models of female game 

figures. They are the Amazons from th巳 middle ages, 

白ghting for peace, but wearing a rath巳r scarce armor; 

Leeloo from The F1;斤b Element is the wild, cloned, halι 

nak巳d hybrid woman; or An巳zka from l斗1111pire is the 

young virt11m1s nun, who is also shown in th巳 comn1on
fetishist side p巳rspective, which emphasize the con 

tours of breast, waist, and bυttom. However, in case 

of Anezka, anoth巳r point becomes evi<l巳nt: b巳cause th巳

nun pr吐巳川 the romantic love of a handsome knight to 
th巳 religious cυ111111:.inds，司n animation s巳quence is mad巳

pos日ihle, showinιAm:zlrn running upset through the 
dark forest searching for th巳 beloved knight，由er巳by
g巳tting bitten by a male vampir巳. This shows the im
portancc c汁

’

a standardized fictive narration, air巳ady
contained in the historic myths of femininity and which 
υn demand can simply get actualized. Her巳 it is the 
nan ation of the young devoted mm, whose virtue sue 

cumbs to a dangerous, romantic love. Pr巳cis巳ly in this 
context of narration and discourse of the body, Judith 
Butler spe3ks of “bodily intelligihili吵” （Butler, 1993, 

p. 17). It means understanding a body via a巳sthetic ele

Ill 巳nts 811d narrative conv巳ntions. So in the postmocl巳rn
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practic巳 of pastiche, the digital b巳；mti巳s r巳fer to historic 

art and body constructions, by combini吨and juxtapos
ing div巳rse cultures of image and text. 

The overmodeling of bodily features means a high 
degree of selection as well as stylization. Nearly all 

virtual protagonists display huge breasts, extreme wasp 
waists, and ultra-long legs. This applies to all of the 
quite divers巳 figures, including th巳 Amazon Xena, the 

alien Leeloo, the lady of the castle Mill巳ni日，the young 
nun, and of cours巳 Lara Croft, whos巳 app巳al is further 
compl巳ted by big, pouting lips. Actually, Lara Croft has 
particularly outsized breasts; this is why she is the prime 

viitual s巳x symhol. 

Additionally, th巳r巳 ar巳 further discourses of femi

ninity. The corrupt world in The Nomad Soul is also 

巳xpressed through tl1巳 1111111巳mus sex shops and bars 
as w巳II as by the uncountable prostitutes in th巳

str巳巳ts. Dress巳d in a different color in each city, wear
ing miniskirts and stockings, they pass energetically 
through the streets or ar巳 巳ngaged as tabl巳－danc巳rs
and strippers. The animating fetish-character of tl1ese 

women丘mn日the constant background of the other fig

ures' actions, producing an atmosph巳re of subculture 

and s巳X.

The s巳XU日lizing of th巳 game protagonists’ bodies is
increas巳d in th巳ir f巳tishist character by an additional 

W巳apon potential. For the performance of th巳 h巳roin巳
’

5

dang巳rousness, th巳y often have :rn ,irsen日1 of w巳apons 
a飞，ailable. Xena has from the beginning a deadly throw
ing chakram made of m巳tal, and sh巳 also fights with a 

sword.认Tith th巳 figure Millenia, the us巳r can activate 
a number of deadly traps, such :is bombs, j,welins, 
rocks, and el巳【：tric chairs日. In Tomb Raider 

us巳s a s巳lectim】《》f machine guns, gr巳nae!巳s, harpo《ms,
or r臼！】i《l fir巳包，ms (figur巳18.7).

R:mdi Gunzenhauser claims that weapons can he 
found among all femal巳 prot臼gonists, and that th巳

I Figure 18.7 I 
Body-W(·apon, 
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reason for Lara’s particular popularity is her extr巳Ill巳

cmporal engagement (Gunz巳nhauser, 2000). How

ever, it must b巳 said that, first of all, not all of th巳

female protagonists have fire weapons at hand: Leeloo, 
com par巳d to her male companion, has no weapons, Pai 
Chan and Sarah Bryant in Vi1τ｛（fl 币＇ghtcr 2 have none, 
nor does th巳 ruler Ekatharina or由e nun An巳zka in 
民nnpire. However, Gunzenhaus巳I’s more important 
claim, that Lara Croft’s bodily 巳ngagement is excep

tional, must be opposed. Not only because a compa『

rable engagem巳nt can also b巳 found in Xen日，hut

moreov巳r, female figures without any weapons bring 
their boclie日 巳V巳n more extreme悖into action. The 

kick-box巳rs Pai and Sarah fight exclusively and very art『

fully with their bodies; L巳巳loo also has to practic巳 im

pr巳ssive acrobatic leaps to survive. The twelve femal巳
characters of The Nomad Soul do not clir巳ctly fight with 

weapons, because th巳y appear via 3D first-person mode 

(tl1erefore figure-unspecified), hut tl1巳y carry out nu

merous physical fights in kickboxing H巳quences. For 
ti山r巳ason, we can mod均Gunzenhauser ar♂n n 
Th巳 日trong巳st weapon of th巳 ga1口t h巳roines is th巳i1．

hody, in the sense of a multifunctional digital body
weapon. Th巳y ar巳 superhum白n virtual fig1.1r凹， p巳rfectly

adaptcd to their surroundings, who 日earch for the best 

possible way through dang巳r. It has to b巳 stated here 
that in case of the stylized figures of digital computer 

heroin巳s, body, w巳apon, and t巳chnique are turn巳d
into desire. Th巳y repr巳sent definit巳 virtual fetishes 仆f

t巳chnolob'Y, ther巳by connecting technology and desire. 
丁homas Foster interpr巳ts this conn巳ction of technol

ogy and f1巳male bodyηs a synth巳sis of imaginarγcon

trollability in the s巳ns巳 of a mal巳 repuls巳 against fear

(Fost巳r, 1996, pp. 2 89何）．

The Denial of Age and the Monstrous 
Metamorphosis as Empowerment of the 

Female Body 

The discourse of femal巳 heauty is related to the denial 
of aging. l旬出leen Westward regards aging inαJ11tem

porary society as at least as important as the catego1γ 
。f gender： “Technological culhire is a youth culhlre"

(Westward, 1994, J】. 63). This technically practic且hle
youth c口n he seen in th巳 fact that female virtual charac
ters do not age. Lara Croft and h巳r colleagu巳s have a 
concrete (bte of birth, but this i日巳legantly datcιl back 
e:1ch y巳a1. i\lso, in th巳 progress of the gam巳 the protag
<mistsιl仆 not visibly age. Production costs w门ulcl rise 
i m rn巳11 比ly if :111 aging processes w巳re shown. Despite 
all the rcpetitiv巳 small virtual de::iths of the figures
which is :d川江 phenomenon of many cartoon日，币Im,
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and TV series-their characteristics remain unaltered, 

undiminish时，guaranteeing “timeless” entertainment.

Older worn巳11 巳沮st only sporadically in the games. 

Apart from the st巳reotypical marginal figure of a warty, 

cunning witch m 民n11pi1飞出ere is the C巳ntral, fully 

animated figure Ekatharina as 出巳 wise woman, who 

is mistress, savant, and adviser. Sh巳 is not a warrior but 

a mighty ruler. Her power is tied to th巳 discourse of 

moth巳rhood. In a modification of th巳 ancient sh巳－wolf

of Rome, Ekatharina gives her blood as a tonic to her 

male inferiors or as bribery to the 巳nemi巳s. An erotic 

loading of her oth巳rwise strict and reserved mien 

occurs only when a demon takes h巳r shape. Dressed 

exactly like Ekatharina, but obviously younger and 

witl1 flashing ey巳s, th巳 d巳111011 approach巳s Prince Chris

tian to seduce him. She winds around the confused 

hero and suddenly t巳ars h巳r veil away to show off 

her charr巳d skin and big fangs. The scene ends with an 

audible wolfish breath. The sequence expr巳sses the psy

chological male fear of aging and decay of tl1e d巳sirous

and promising female body. 

A similar though 巳V巳n more monstrous sc巳ne

app巳ars in The Nomad Soul, wh巳n the components, 

beauty, age, and death, come together, here in th巳 case

of a younger woman. The child-woman Tels kne巳ls

injur巳d and distressed with bow巳d head on the ground 

while the camera circles around her bloody body. She 

is dressed only in whit巳 und巳rw巳ar. \Vh巳n her husband 

runs up to her, she exclaims，“Take me in your arms, 

darling，”tl1巳n bursts into a loud and witchlike !aught巳r

and is the demon Tels. Her body winds under pain and 

m 出巳 following shot her extremities appear absurdly 

length巳ned. Aft巳r a sudden cut, th巳 upp巳r part of her 

body is shown as a burned torso, and h巳r breasts and 

face appear black like those of a mummy. But she is still 

moving, and eventually she turns into a snorting and 

fighting beast. This is followed by a kickboxing se』

quence with a man, whom sh巳 attacks in a quick, unerr

ing, and brutal mann巳r. In th巳 side-view, h巳r pointed 

hreasts are dearly recognizable, but at the same time 

tl1e d巳rnon Tels res巳rnbles 日n artistic combat machine 

that can kick, punch, and perform leaps.认Then her lrns

band falls scr巳aming to th巳 ground, she pulls him up 

and inhales his ener町，his soul，。ut of him, and出rows

him away. In the meantime, this is contrasted with th巳

human agent Kay'a, who watches tl1e whole scene with 

horror from a hidden position. Sh巳 is th巳 b巳autiful,

young ， 巳motional, and seductiv巳 opposite, and in the 

end tri巳s to rush to the man’s aid.

The Nomad Soul also visualizes the man’R fear of

his lover’s corporal aging. Achially, the perform::mc巳

I 2ss I 

r巳seml】！es a sequ巳nce of the movie The Shining, when 
during a kissing scen巳 in a bathroom，也巳 body of 由巳

desired woman suddenly ages right in front of the hero 
while the woman burs臼 out into a toothless, mocking 
laughter. In The Nomad Soul, however, the fear of th巳

moldering and decaying body of the belov巳d 巳xtends
the discourse of aging, by distorting the nightmare of 

出e evil, obscen巳 but at the same time powerful partner 
into monstrosity. Appar巳ntly she has only wait巳d for 
the chance of a deadly fight and coop巳rates witl1 evil 
powers. The woman’s overemphasized sexual attraction
turns into a monstrous activity; woman and beast merge 

in raw brutishness. Th巳乱ppearanc巳 of a new, young 

and beautiful woman signals the female care for the 

injured man, as well as th巳 maintenance and storage 
of the good in desirable beauty. So aging and ag·gres

sive femininity are rej巳cted, when in the 巳nd youtl1 and 

beauty restore feminine h乱rml巳ssness.

Successful protagonists can be recognized by tl1eir 

combat strength. Th巳y always have to prove th巳ms巳Ives

physically. At th巳 sam巳 tim巳， they are allow巳d to 巳xpress

weaknesses and corporal 巳£forts, too, as for example, 

wh巳n Lara or Alice groan under the strain of difficult 

leaps. However, these weaknesses must be distinguish巳d

from the basically weak female body, which is 巳xempli

fied by April Ryan (The Lo咆est Joun叼）. In her case, 

femaleness is connoted by bodily d巳ficiency, and there

fore only a man’s hand can open up the decisive move

in tl1 e ga m巳. Other games rely upon the transformation 

of 出巳 corporal appearance to expr巳ss strength and th巳

willingness to engage in deadly aggression. Only in the 

form of th巳 d巳vilish is the female body capahl巳 of facing 

men successfully. Often the marking of the female body 

as aggressive can only h巳 achieved through artifice. Th巳

woman’s body passes through a rn巳tamorphosis into the

d巳vilish. The sudden change is exp巳rienced as painful, 

as 巳xpr巳ss巳d by g巳sture, body postur巳， and scr巳arning.
Actually, an :1ssoci:1tiv巳 conn巳ction to th巳 process of 
birth is e,1sy to assume. Th巳 rnyste1y of the female life
giving natnr巳 once again r巳V巳rses into images of the 
birth of evil. Th巳 fusion of female body and weapon is 
realized by taking on the appearance of the demon, 
which is rcminiscent of the femal巳 figur巳 T巳ls in The 
Nomad Soul. Alice changes as well from a girl into a 
diabolic horn巳d creatur巳．

丁he oversexualized representation of the figures

can be perceived as another, though less obvious strat【

egy toward the weakening of female strength. The po

t巳nti81 thre8t of 出巳 fighting femal巳 body is n巳utralized

by an ov巳remphasis on the feminin巳 body parts. The 

fem口le.; hyperbody, cr巳ated in a sense of double-drag 
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(Anm:-M:1rie Scblcim.:r, 1999), t:oncc:ils its strength. In

c:on1h；川，iL is hindering, and in iu; l,;1reness it shtiws off 

its vuln巳rability. As a biological sign:11 of gender, the 
breasts are delib巳rately in the for巳ground. Howev巳r, to 

evoke no fr哈htening images of “Vagina Dei1tata，”the 

genitals ar巳 less accentuated. This shows the ambiva
lence of per℃eiving the femal巳 body si口rnltan巳ously as 
S巳duction and as inscrutable threatening weapon. °' 

』

"' 

Autonomous Waiting Gestures and the 
Female Avatar as a Virtual Shield of 

Protection 
Animat巳d intermediate sequenc创 in the game produce 
an important free space to articulate the personality 

of the digital, female art fi伊res. The s巳quences have 
no in日u巳nc巳 on th巳 comse of the game. So-called wait
ing gestures emerg巳 during gam巳 int巳rruptions and are 

initiated as a direct appeal to th巳 gamers. They are in
depend巳nt from th巳 users’ actions :me! offer an opporh1-

nity to work out individual feahires. April Ryan's (Th e

Lοngc 
rity. She looks car巳fully and s巳archingly around, makes 
g巳shires of embarrassment, lik巳 the arrang巳111巳nt of her 
hairdo. The gestures signal her waiting· for support as 
well as the concentration on h巳r own look. 

In the case of Alice (American McGee's、 Alice) thes已

gestures look di仔巳r巳nt. The camera perspective changes 
whenever the gam巳 is interrupted. Alic巳 stands in front 

of th巳 play巳r and expresses her annoyance at the inter
ruption. Her waiting gestures consist of looking at her 
hands and fingernails, scraping her fe巳t, picking cool 
and demonstrativ巳ly with a knife, cleaning h巳r nails，。r
casual throwing gam巳s with the knife. On th巳 gam巳

’s

website, these g·estt1res are particularly striking: Alice 
address巳S the gmn巳rs directly and via pressing a special 

button, a spider 巳m巳rg巳s from b巳hind a mushroom. 
八lice cru日hes the spider in a casual manner and kicks it 
out of the picture. Falling out of th巳 line of the stereo

typical imag·巳 of the arachnophohic girl, this is an 巳x
pression of Alice’s autonomous subject status. Cliches
of femininity cannot be found here; sh巳 tramples th巳

spider, whereas 仆ther female figures would need th巳

supp仆rt of a man for its 巳limination.
The animated s巳quences suggest autonomous ac 

tions 仆n the side of the protagonist, even though they 
81"巳 pr巳programm巳d. This shows that the personality of 

th巳
“sheroes” emerge.: on th巳 audiovisu:11 lev巳l only in

th巳 form of actions, gesttire日， and aesthetic c:xpression. 

Th巳 specific personality l日 given :1 shap巳

In gen er日 I, t1飞巳 handling of the gam巳 requir巳目 。11

the LIS巳r sid巳 a lot of skill ::incl go门d reacti门n tim巳. So 
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when Lara Croft and, with her, Xena, Millenia, and 
L巳巳loo, 巳mbody the resp巳ctiv巳 interface, and definite 
separations between由e world of users and the universe 
of the game no longer E泪st, then users can less clearly 
disconn巳ct from 出巳 plot of the game, and the viru1al 
heroine supports the immersiv巳 character of the com
puter game. The action is not viewed from Lara’s per
spective, but from the perspective of a third p巳rson. For 
a direct orientation由e us巳r, by pressing a k巳y, can us巳

th巳 survey function, but出is autonomous look around 
is time consuming and b巳cause of close-ups oft巳n con

fusing. Therefore, as the game figure always partly 
obstructs the view of由巳surrounding and approaching· 

enemies, most of the tim巳 the users, despit巳 th巳ir skills, 
hav巳 no absolute control over the events, which com巳

off with help of th巳 figures. This raises a qu巳scion re
garding· the impression of th巳 user: does h巳 or sh巳 play

with the figure，。r is it the other way around? From th巳

perspective of perc巳ption th巳my, both r丑ight b巳 th巳 cas巳，

because the play巳r actively mov巳s a figure, which via 

th巳 gam巳 program again challenges his or her reactions. 
The intermediary function of the virtual h巳roine

th巳refor巳 巳xists on a number of levels. Each protagonist 
is :i protecting avatar of the user in a dangerous game. 

She 巳mbodies the interface and involv巳S th巳 users in

creasingly in the gam巳， and she is also the image of th巳

motherly matrix. Lara Croft is, in addition to this, also 
the almighty guide through a s巳〉正t lly amb鸣UOl

且nd mediat巳S b巳N巳巳n th巳 div巳rs巳 tim巳 l巳V巳ls, which 

could explain the succ巳ss of Lara Croft. The inter 
m巳diating, digital protagonist invit巳s the users to con
quer th巳 heroin巳R and the games by the means of body 
and media technology. Precisely the cligitality of the 

arti且cial femal巳 bodi巳s, which do not have a specific 
personality and ar巳 th巳refore open to proj巳ctions of all 

kinds, enables, in the case of Lara Croft, a marketable 
imag巳扣r video clips and advertising. The cybergoddess 

Lara Croft 日ign:ils a postmodern identity, which is 
mark巳d by fragm巳nting, artificial, and flowing exp巳ri

m巳ntal compon巳nts. Th巳 high degree of Lara's artifici

ality, h巳r multimedia aspect, multifunctionality an<l th巳

patchwork con日truction of her body sampling·, lead to a 

whole range of identity options. But at the sam巳 time
modern discourse, in the sense of a stable, ess巳ntial,

and homog巳nous identity, can h巳 found: Lara ’s course

of lit
l
巳 is constructed tυward stringency and the fulfill-

111巳nt of her tru巳 mission. I-I巳r h巳havior is predictal】l巳

and repetitive, and h巳r 门ver-s巳xualizing underlines an 
essential，巳xisting· femininity. 

In that sens巳 it is not 乱 postmod巳rn strategy that 

rules, hut body r叩r巳日巳ntation functions again as a lo-



cality of power. The id巳al of the commodity “woman” 

g巳ts continued and th巳 hypersexualizing reinforces th巳

idea of a biological diff1巳r巳nee in the ♂1ise of z巳itgeist.
Ind巳巳d, the ostensible unequivocal is again and again 
sabotag巳d by a va♂1巳 irony.

Howev巳r, in general, Mari巳 Luise Angerer points 
to 出巳 discursiv巳 inconv巳rtibility also of th巳 vir田al
subj巳ct』conception and reminds us of th巳 original sub
ject s巳paration in出E cont巳xt of digital surroundings. 
So in the understanding of Lacan’s mirror state that
charact巳riz巳s th巳 process of identification ex negativo 
as a misund巳rstanding, superficial appearance, and fic 
tive vision，出巳 psychoanalytical constitution of the sub
）巳ct manifests itself in virtual three-dimensional proc巳ss
of identification. Referring to Katherine Hayles， 由e
additional occurrence of th巳可berspac巳 multipli巳S the 
problems of the identi岳cation process： “Moving into
cyb巳1叩ace binds subject and object positions tog巳ther
in a reflexive d严iamic出at makes th巳ir identification 
problematic” （Hayles, 1993, p. 187). The developing
“terminal identity” （Bukatman, 1990, p. 203) is there
fore tied to body reactions as w巳11 as being 巳xtrem巳ly
disorientated, because precisely 出巳 body, its represen 
tation, and with that the ego and th巳 other, oscillate 
continuously. 

Elisabeth Grosz ’s int巳rpretation of a general gen
der instability is interesting with respect to th巳 ambiva
!enc巳 of 出巳 heroine's body discourses. Grosz thinks 
that 出巳 instability of gender 巳xists as instability of 
sex, nam巳ly, in a sens巳 of a pot巳ntial bodily capability, 
which becom巳s culturally unacceptable (Grosz, 1994, 
p. 140). This means that decided bodily deviations
in respect of th巳 virtual femal巳 figur巳s hav巳 a clang巳rous
巳ffect pr巳cis巳ly becaus巳 of their practicability. One must
not necessarily see 出巳S巳 pot巳ntials of threat巳ning artiι
ciality as pure models of resistanc巳. But what Gunzen
haus巳r notices for Lara Croft can b巳 r巳f巳Ir巳d to oth巳r
protagonists: th巳 rec巳ption of virtual female garn巳 fig
ures is dependent on the player/vi巳W巳r/interpreter.

Virtual Models of Femininity and the 
Connection Between Genre and 

Openness 
For the gam巳rs，出E offer巳d identifications d巳pend on 
th巳 genre of the game, which structurally conditions 
interactions and th巳 degr肘 。f irnm巳rsion. Allowing 
either th巳 111巳chanical selection of a female figure as 
design respective skin option (Konoko in Oni) in a 
pure combat game, or an activ巳 shaping of th巳 char
act巳r by 巳xp巳riencing and pre 
Th巳 genr巳 of th巳 g乱me plays 乱n important rol巳 in the 
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potential development of a female character. In the 
point and click adventure The Lo咆est Journey, April 

R〕ran is b巳reaved of her gam巳 d巳cision. The protagonist 
cannot be chang巳d by 出巳 gamer, and by her design sh巳

does not open up any projections toward further adop
tions. This can b巳 traced back to出e nonviolent game 
structur巳， which does not demand a br巳ak with female 
role conc巳ptions.

Th巳r巳fore th巳 active, strong, and fighting side 
of the female protagonist can be experi巳nced in th巳

shoot巳r genre. In th巳 beat ‘巳m up game Oni, protago
nist Konoko is characterized by her direct combative 
bodily engagem巳时， resulting in functional and com
plete clothing. Her sex is not 巳mphasized; femalen巳ss
remains an option of design. The naturalistic body 
representation, simulated movem巳nts, wide standing 
positions，由e return of 巳n巳r盯for special出rows, are 
products of 由巳 g巳nre. As a basic modification from 出巳

model in literature, the heroine in American McGee's 

Alice app巳ars always bodily activ巳 in combat during 
threatening situations， 由us following no naturalistic 
principle. 

The interesting heroines are “open characters，”
not to be misunderstood in the sense of “anything 
goes.”Rath巳r，也巳 charact巳rs are created in a multi
layer巳d way and in Umberto Eco’s understanding of
double-coding，出巳y are open to diverse levels of re
C巳ption. The figure of Lara Croft achieves a maximum 
openness. However, in the case of April Ryan, this is 
reversed into m巳aninglessness. The double【coding of 
significant “sheroes” also allows th巳 appropriation of
specific groups of recipients such as youth cultures. 
Alice is particularly suitable to the fantasy world of 由巳

goths （优巳Richard, 1998). Xcna-the 肌nrior Princess 
comes from the imagerγunivers巳 of heavy metal music, 
though serving lesbian fantasies at 出巳 same time. Juli巳

Strain can be classifi巳d along a continuum ranging from 
heavy metal to rock巳rs. Additionally she serv巳5 出巳 spe
cific fi巳ld of het巳ros巳xual, sadomasochistic fantasies. 
Her fantasy outfits, which are an eclectic mixture of 
costum巳s from various periods, enabl巳 a self-confident 
and combative exhibition of her sexualized body. 

It is striking· that th巳 games without a direct rela 
tion to the present show the ph巳nom巳non of female 
body identity as cultural construct. And in rev巳rse, th巳

more curr巳nt or modern a protagonist appears, the less 
actually ace：巳pt巳d social gend巳r images are called into 
question. The veiling of femininity as a construction is 
particularly evident in The Longest Journey. Th巳仕ight
巳ned April Ryan wears contemporary fashion, such as 
日hort T-shirts showing off her belly. Shopping, th巳
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concentration on her own app口，U飞mce, and the look in 
出E mirror are important 1>.imlJcJ actions. Her lack of 
self-confidence excludes an offensive pres巳ntation of 
her body or even an nggrcssive se.\1.rnlity. The adoption 
of :1 young lem:ilc fashion produces由e rea Ii Ly effect 
in the C:ISC or April J.{y:111. Hl)W巳vcr, as the c11d or the 
game shows, this is the blind alley of adaptation and 
subordination. Therefore we can state that in the inv巳s
tigated games a strengthening of the femal巳 characters'
position happens through the leaving of contemporary 
culture on a visual level. The chronological r巳course
and anticipation form th巳 conditions for出e users to 
recede from their biographic reality and contemporary 
time. This process is constitutive for the subjective ap
propriation of th巳 figure because it creates a differenc巳

川1h巳 everyday culture of thιIIS巳i:;. A cυn te 111 po r :1 ry 
R已ttihg' and outfit of a f(:m:llcιh.iracter i111medi罚1·ch
1·c-integrate it back into comm,m gender role ph1y. 
Within由at fram巳 there is no freedom in experiment
ing with the character without constantly recalling 
stereo I ypt:s. 门11 I) in f.1111:1且时t· world骂；111J costume :11 － C 

‘‘11111
th已 fanta咒ic坷 of Lh巳 llSCI飞：1nd le 》t】自en th巳 grip of dual 
K巳ndcr con且r-rnction.

JJw,iLi＜川1ing 臼 fi1,111rc in 1 he intermediate s1 :1gc 
l>ctwccn girl and womnn ;'lchiovcs由E same dfccr of
ιI iM�lllc:c， 八historii'J:id infrmtilism (see出e tend巳l1t.:il:�
toward infantilism in youth cultures, such as girlie in
tech culture) represents a subversive option to break
out of the heterosexual gender play. AJice is female yet
not really a womc11, :md ihl!1℃「ore deliberately disLin
gt1isla·d from 1,nlirn-fi/.\'LLI＇

（兰、. The sh:1pc of her body n:;
well :1� hl!r drcs� (n !Jinιgirllike dress with puffcd
sleev巳s) resist fetishizing. A glance under出巳 skirt of
出e pwLag"011i..s1一in n11111y gm111.:s a quite popul:u· pct·
specLivc一 i!. dis:1ppninti11g for a stcrcol）巾iC;JI m:1lc.
The 111<rrc ohvio11s ligu 川

、 ,111d t：“nte.ns 山re: fod from th
pictorial reservoir of由巳fantastic, Fun1ristic, or hi$lor飞
the better a difference to出E heterosexual meta pl 1ysics
of gender can be constructed. In出巳 design of objects
and spaces, the game Alice, with its “m巳dieval” somber
atmosphere, borrows directly from artists Hieronymous
Bosch and Pieter Brueghel (fi跻1re 18.8).

识7巳 can highlight the elements that relate to the 
symbols of goth and punk cultur巳. AJice wears a whit巳

apron embroidered with an alpha sign and a n巳cklac巳

with the Greek omega. These adopted Christian s严11-
bols stand for th巳 beginning and the 巳nd. The big white 
bow that ties the apron in the back, is decorated with a 
skull. Using these creepy gotliic elements fr巳es the her-
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刷re 18.8 I 
Gothic Alice 

oine AJice 仕om contemporary constraints. This is also 
C巳rtified by the fan websites, which s巳rve as a further 
indicator for the esteem of the protagonist’s offered
identification. Only the evident characters have their 
own universe in the web and animate to further image 
prod11.1.:ti叶时（λlice, L:1叫 J1dit.:).

Till: rn11gc of :iml,iv:ikntl}' designed protagonists in 
出e 111;1rk�：1 of PC and PlaySrnrion games has increased 

between 1999 and 2001. The offered typologies range 
from the “clean” Lara Croft, B-movie and porno queen
Julie Strain，“goth” AJice, tough Konoko, up to 出E
loser April Ryan. 

Conclusion 
Who of these heroines are particularly suitable for 
identifications and what kind of features are supportive 
or I he process or nn i11divicl11al ntllo110111y? Thi! hcrnin创

pcrfnrm \'irl uously mec.linl �bifts nmong出e e,r.:11nc, Lhc 
movie..:, and virtu:1! lcveb. M:1Lcl"ializ:1Lion and dcmatr.:1·i
alization in both dir巳ctions are their flexible features. 
FurLbcr qu:iliLic＇.＞ 价「 the pnwcrfnl heroines urc Lhi.:ir 
c:1p:1city frn· visu.11 口气111sfon11ntio11. Tn叫uip I bl:ir fc
mal亿 hypcr�exuc1 I ized (Nr,mad 均11/) or c.:hiJJJike hodic� 
. (,. /11m"ia111 A·frGn· '1· Ali，吵will, power :ind su·cngl11, d icy 
have to experience temporal metamorphosis. 

The qualities of the female a伊res emerge from 
a comparative analysis of waiting gestures: April Ryan 
shows gestures of embarrassment. In contrast, AJice’s

gesn1re..， ηre i11qx1lienl :Hld crude, lwc;1lung with thρ 
im:1日C of Lhc日irllikc protagonist in d1e;: nice dre;:s,;. Alice 
is the ＂缸01 I, je”

，1rliι·ul:11.ion 门（ :111 cm:mci [l:l to巧r de.signed
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I Figure 18.9 I 

Alice fanart 

girlie-type. This is also confirmed by the package, 
showing Alice simultaneously as girllike and reserved, 
feminine-seductive, and psychopathically aggressive 
(figure 18.9). Different from Lara Croft, the protago
nist can be experienced more as an acting subject than 
as a sexual object. 

The distance from the present, pictorially shown 
in出e surreal and gothic elements, produces a creative 
free space, which is independent仕om contemporary 
conceptions and designs of femaleness and extend出e
stereotypical heterosexual metaphysics of gender. 

In 出巳 commercial game world，由e embodim巳nt
of “Zeitgeist” leads to a concealed reconstitution of 
traditional images of femininity. Emancipatory offers 
are only possible in those games, which depart仕om
contemporary design in set甘ng and female a伊re,
巳ither into historical, futuristic cont巳xts, or into surreal 
worlds. Body samples, patchwork identities from differ
ent times and aesthetic worlds, as w巳II a旦出e openness 
to projections are出E characteristics of the “sheroes” 

that enable a successful identi且cation.
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GENDERED GAMING IN GENDERED SPACE 

Jo Bryce and Jason Rutter 

Digital gaming, like 。由巳r leisure and consumption 
practices, inhabits human, social, and interactive space. 
Rule sets, programming code, and digital designs only 
become a game wh巳n they are played. Textual exegesis 
is not由e main motivation for playing games; ra由er it is 

出e experience，巳njoym巳nt, challenge, and comp巳tition
derived from playing 由at is important. Placing digital 
games within such a social perspective raises questions 
not only about repres巳ntation, but access, use, and出e
position of gaming within other social phenom巳na.
One area where such a positioning is evidently impor
tant is when approaching gend巳r and gaming. 

This chapter unpacks出e central issues出at sur
round the g巳且dering of gaming and highlights differ
ences in approach巳s and questions that one might ask. 
It examines the paradox presented between quantitative 
reports and estimates suggesting comparatively high 
levels of female participation in digital gaming and eth
nographic, or real world, observations of gaming events 
and cultures出at continue to show a large inequality in 
gender participation. 

Over the past twenty years, there have been fre
quent debates concerning the lack of female participa
tion and representation in gaming, presenting it as 
one of the probl巳matic aspects of出is leisure activity. 
Some have claimed出at出E representation of females 
within digital games is consistently sexualized and 
stereotypical, potentially reinforcing societal objectifica
tion of women and use of sexual violence. Although not 
taking issue with such findings, this chapter broadens 
out some of these arguments, suggesting出at issues 
relating to the gendering of computer gaming have 
o丘en been oversimplified, ignoring the range of game
genres and gaming spaces, and the complexity of出巳
leisure activity in relation to broader gender dynamics.

Through this chapter we suggest 出at 由e gen
dering of computer gaming is consistent wi由 出e
reinforcement and reproduction of established gender 
roles, and the gend巳ring of particular leisure activities. 

Our arguments aim to challenge the self-perpetuating 
myth of gaming as a male only activity and argue由at
female gamers do exist but are o仕巳n rendered “in
visible" by male-dominated gaming communities, the 
games indus町r, and academic resea�ch. 

This we do出rough 巳xamining computer gaming 
in three key respec臼： game content, gaming 与paces, and 
gammg actzvztzes. 

The Central Paradox 
Although boys and male adolescents appear as regular 
gamers in self-report investigations of the frequen叮
of gaming in schoolchildren, even studies仕om 出E
early and mid 1990s suggest出at a large percentage 
of females report playing computer games for approxi
mately one to two hours a week. For example, Funk 
(1993) found 由at 75 percent of females, compared 
with 90 percent of males, played computer games in 
the home, and Colwell and Payne (2000) showed that 
88 percent of the tw巳lve to fourteen-year-old females 
m凹eyed played computer games on a regular basis. 
Similarly, contemporary resear℃h reported by Interac
rive Digital Software Association (IDSA) suggests that 
approximately 42 percent of U.S. computer gamers are 
female (Interactiv巳 Digital So仕ware Association, 2003). 

Although we may question the me出odologies of 
commercial research and its market agenda, such fig
ures point toward a growing representation of women 
in computer gaming activities. Given such a♂1res, why 
is there a continued alignment in both popular and aca
demic discourses of digital gaming as a leisure pastime 
witl1 boys, violence, and a masculine culture？矶Thy are 
females assumed not to play with白白 “boys’ toys”？

叽Thy is female participation in, and consumption of, 
gaming marginalized？叽Thy are female gamers under
represented in gan世ng competitions and events？识Thy,
given the recent developm巳nts in digital game research 
and market analysis, ar巳 we still having problems locat
ing出e invisible female gamer? 
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巳ffi巳cts of lack of physical exercise and addiction in those 
spending signi且cant amounts of l巳isur巳 time playing· 
computer games (Greenfield, 1994; Maeda et 址，1990;
Spenc巳， 1993). Further, some hav巳 raised concerns ov巳r
th巳 educational consequ巳nc巳s of excessiv巳 comput巳r
gaming, although the claim that children and young 
叫ults who spend a significant amount of their leisure 
time playing computer games may b巳 truant, n巳glect
hom巳work, and generally be less interested in 出巳ir
education is largely unsubstantiated (Creasey & My巳rs,
1986; Fromme, 200元Gri伍ti毡， 1991). Similarly, exist
ing literatun: that claims to support the hypothesized 
negative consequences of child and ado！巳scent com
puter gaming is conflicting, lacking cohesion, and far 
from conclusiv巳（Griffiths, 1999; Harris, 2001). 

Defining Gender 
At this stag巳 it is n巳cessary to present th巳 working d巳ι
nition of “gender" that underpins tl1巳 work included in 
this chapt巳r.

Although th巳 巳xperienc巳 of gender is oft巳n link巳d
to biological sex, the two terms are not interchang巳－

ah！ι.L巳l】Jae provicl巳s a us巳ful illustration of the differ
ence between sex and gender when she points out that 
"w。men ar巳 biologically determined to hav巳 cbildr巳11
[sex], l】ut not to look aft巳r them (gend巳r］

”

（L巳pla巳，

2002). Gender is a social and cultural identity
conventionally associat巳<l with biological sex一－that
in。uences tl1e way individuals present th巳ms巳Ives to 
the world and the ways in which others act toward 
th巳111. It also d巳t巳rmin巳s th巳 norms, expectations, anι1 
roles r巳garclcd as ace巳ptable, and th巳 nature of interac
tions between and within the sexes. 

This persp巳ctiv巳 claims that th巳r巳 is no “na仅Ira！
，
”

unchangeable， 。r ess巳ntial core to g·emler, or to what 
it 111巳ans to b巳 masculine and feminine. Gender is a 
way of Libelling practic巳s and individuals. It is cultu时忖
and historically speιific such that gem！巳r identitie日 and
rυl巳S V证ry betw巳巳n and within cultures over time as 
the social fram巳works that ιreate and maintainι巳nder
differ巳nces change. Indeed, by dissociating gender 
from 旦ex it becomes apparent that t如何巳r巳nces hetw巳巳n
m:1les and females are socially constructed witl1in our 
everyday social cxperienc巳s. Thus, 白日 Haraway points 
out: 

Cm 

bcin且or a jJ州＼＇C.』：川m th11t oneι·，m have. Gc11dcr d.οcs not pc, . 

打1i11 more to wmnm than to men. Gmder is the relation 
between vt1riοus!)' cm川tutcd 白ti.仰ries of·、阳／／. d叫川Y川1
(a 11d v11 rimtst 

A Research Context 
Both acad巳mic and popular discourse have marginalized 
computer gaming as a I巳isur巳臼ctivity res盯icted to ma！巳

children and adolescent飞strongly associated witl1 me
dia 巳ff，巳cts discourse. This r巳curring· discours巳 suggests
th日t the consumption practic巳s associated with com
put巳r gaming are solitary and male, that gaming is 
domestic and p;1rt of a trnnsitional phase of leisure 
interest-som巳thing boys will grow out of. Research 
has consist巳ntly taken 3 media effects or text based 
r巳s巳ar℃h p巳rsptctive that fails to int巳rrog3t巳 th巳 巳V巳ry
day practic巳S of being “a computer gam巳r”

。r being 
exclud巳d from being· so. 

Commercial r巳5巳arch has demonstrat巳d th巳 signifi
cance of computer gaming consumption by sugg巳st
ing a far larger and more divers巳 consumer community 
for l巳isure soft:war巳 and gaming hardw;ir巳. For 巳xample,
Ser巳巳nDigest & the European Leisure Software Puh
lish巳rs Association 1 (ELSPA) have estimated that the 
global market for g·ames and edutainm巳nt software will 
reach $18.5 billion in 2003. Additionally, they record 
that in the eight y巳ars between 1995 and 2003, almost 
nine 目。ftwar巳 tit!创 for each household were sold in the 
U.K., with ov巳r 900 million units in Europ巳， and nearly
3 billion globally being sold during that time (Ser巳巳n
Digest 臼ndELSPA, 2003).

How巳ver, this growing popularity of comput巳r
gaming· and its strong association 巳xclusively with 
children and adol巳SC巳nts has been fr巳qu巳ntly heen con
structed as probl巳matic by parents, politicians, t巳ache1飞
and th巳 111以lia. R巳latives of a teacher killed in the 
sh仆仆ting at Cυlumbine High Sch《川｜ in the United 
States recently nam以l twenty-five companies in a law
suit claiming $5 billion worth of damages from the 
games industry. Although the cas巳 was unsuc仁essful,
it is not二1hle that is was rejected not h巳cause of any 
per℃巳ivecl fai I ur巳 to link gaming· and violence but he
C.lLISl: th巳仁ourt d巳cidecl that l】roclucers of gam巳日 could
not have for巳S巳巳n the future events that ocιurred in 
thl： “Columbine iVIassacrc.” 丁

＇his d巳monstrates the 
α＞mplex cultural and legal attitud巳H toward children, 
masculinity, and violence that form the media effeιt♀ 

discours巳

Jn 11101 巳 mundane term日，：1 numlK:r of n巳g::itiv巳

巳忖ns巳quenc巳5 ar巳 regnlarly 门i干cred 2日 indications of 
the unbt.:althinessυf g:1111ing. These includ巳日uggestion且

由口t g白min日precipitates a吕gressivt: behavior in real lifo, 
reduces inv仆Iv巳111巳nt in 川cial and educational Jιtiviti巳日，

and reinforces gender sten:otypes (Dill议Dill, l(J州） －

R巳日创 l℃h con山ms hav巳 汀！”｝ focused on thιphysical 
effects of tht: u日E υf g:1ming t巳chnol,,g-i川 811d the 
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Th巳 determinist vi巳w of gaming t巳X臼 and the 
associated perceptions of gender differences in the 
popularity of computer gaming led to debates of 
whether games producers might encourage female 
gaming by producing games with a recognizably 
“f巳minine” 由eme. This brought about the release in
1991 of the pink version of Nintendo’s GameBoy
predictably enough labelled the Garn巳Girl-and a 
series of attempts to cash in on the “new" girl gamer

market after the success of Matt巳l’s Barbie Fashion

Des但ncr. As one might imagine, the majority of at

tempts to exploit the female gamer market by the larger 

publishers r巳presents a discourse that works within 

and reproduces contemporary gender巳d stereotypes of 

what may be "appropriate” for female gamers.

However, there is a danger in extrapolating re

sear℃h on sp巳cific games that ar巳 not repr巳5巳ntative of 

th巳 current range gaming texts, genr巳s, and formats. In

dividual games, characters and viol巳nt representations 

must be considered in relation to the diverse vari巳ty
of game genres and representations of violence in the 

cont巳mporary games market.飞再Tithin Europe and else

where a range of both mandatory and voluntary systems 
of game certification regulate game content and themes 

by offi巳ring guidelines on 出巳 appropriateness (or o由巳r

wise) of content ranging from innuendo to sexual vio

lence; derogatory 巳thnic characterizations to portrayal 
of tobacco and alcohol use. These, largely indusuy 

developed, guidelines go some way to o伍cially regulat

ing sexualized repr巳sentations of female game charac
ters and depictions of violence toward women (see, for 

example, th巳 Pan Europe Game Information scheme

WWW. p臼i.info.).

Given th巳 regulation of contempornry game con

tent, some have claimed that levels of game violence 

hav巳 b巳巳口 overestimated. Academic literature on th巳

pr巳val巳nee υf gam巳 viol巳nc巳 suffers from a la ck of 
conceptual clarity in d巳fining game violenc巳 and its 
measurement, with studies using vague and varying 
cl巳finitions of violenc巳 and its preval巳nce in computer 
gam巳 cont巳nt. Recent figures provided by ELSPA 
(ScreenDigest and ELSPA, 2000) suggest that over 90 
P巳rcent of all the games rated by the U.K.'s Video 
Standards Council in the y巳ar 2000 were suitabl巳 for
anyone up to the ag·e of fifteen, and a large proportion 

of gam创 published in出E U.K. (69 p巳rcent) are suitable 
for the age range three to eleven. 

Such contention highlights the need to consider 
the complexity of gendered representations in contem

porarγcomputer games and their r巳ception. The noted 

ster巳atypical r巳presentations of fernal巳 gam巳 characters
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cmtion, class, lineage, color, and much el.re. (Haraway, 

1997, p. 28) 

This is useful in demonstrating that gender is not 

a politically neutral series of cat巳gorizations and that 

the 巳nactrnent of g巳nder roles has significant social 

cons巳quences. Although it is beyond the remit of this 

chapter to explore fol与diff ere川 conceptualisations of 

sex and gender, in this chapter we will show how g巳11-

der procluc巳5 and maintains the power as严口111巳tries,

exclusions, and constraints that produce significantly 

differ巳nt experiences of digital gmning for males and 

females. 

Gendered Game Content 

Analysis of the relationship between gender and com

puter gaming generally focuses on two issues: repre

sentation of females 切ithin games ar the伽nin

11/i／‘『·wline game themes. The first of these issu巳s takes 

a textual approach to 由巳 analysis of gam巳 cont巳nt as s 

eml】odying g巳nd巳red, patriarchal, and stereotypical 

rep res巳ntations of f巳males. Content analysis has high

lighted a gen巳ral lack of female gam巳 character飞and

th巳 sexualized and stereotypical representations of those 

fernal巳 charact巳rs included within games (Bryce & Rut

ter, 2002; Dietz, 1998; Greenfield, 1994; Kafai, 1996; 

Kinder, 1996). This contributes to the p巳rc巳ption that 

digital games 巳mbody masculin巳 interests and activiti巳s,

as part of a masculine cultur巳 that is at best unappeal

ing，。r at worst offensive, to females. 

This r巳s巳arch has demonstrated that female game 

characters ar巳 routin巳ly repr巳sented in a narrowly st巳r

eotypical manner; for 巳xampl巳， as princess巳s or wise old 

women in fantasy games, as objects waiting on male 

r巳scue, or as fetishized subject窍。f male gne, which 

“has the power to see and not he s巳en” （Haraway,

1988) in first-person shooters (Bryce & Rutter, 2 002; 

Dietz, 1998). F巳ma！巳 charact巳rs in comput巳r gam巳吕

fulfil roles linked to stereotypes of “feminine” skills

an<l characteristics (Gail町， 1993). Such rol巳S 巳mphasiz巳

gendered passivity of the female characters against male 

action, and investigations into gaming texts often paral

lei work done on g巳nder roles in children’s books

(Ernst, 1995; Fox, 1993; Temple, 1993). Similarly ther巳

has been a highlighting of the dominance of “mascu

line" gam巳 th巳mes （巳.g., war, competition, sports, ac

quisition，巳tc.), as w巳ll as high l巳vels of game violenc巳

(Dietz, 1998; Greenfi巳Id, 1994; Kafai, 1996; Kind巳r,

1996). This further contributes to the perception that 

computer gam巳s embody masculine interests and 

activ1ti巳s.
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and f巳male gam巳rs, suggesting that f巳male gam巳rs con
struct nonvoyeuristic p巳rsµ巳ctives on Lara Croft. They 
argued that f巳mal巳 gamers distinguish “b巳twe巳n strm丁『

hlral elements (e.g., problem solving, scrat巳盯） and the 
r叩r巳S巳ntational elem巳nts （巳.g., charact巳rs and graph 
ics）”

（µ. 576), the 巳怔巳ct of which was (among players 
of both gend巳rs) a div巳r民日巳t of readings. Their re
sem-ch also highlights the imµortanc巳 of examining th巳

social con可truction of comput巳r gaming in the con text 
of 巳veryday life and leisure practices which can itself 
provide further understanding of the gender dynamics 
of comput巳r gaming. Such an approach mov巳s from 
textual ex巳g巳sis and places gaming within :1 r巳al world 
context in which gaming practices are n巳gotiat巳d in 
real tim巳 and spac巳．

Gendered Spaces 
Michel Foucault has described our age as “above all 
th巳 epoch of space.”H巳 argu巳s, ＇呗7巳 ar巳 in出e epoch 
of simultaneity: we are in th巳 epoch of juxtaposition, 
th巳巳poch of th巳 near and far, of the side by-side，。f
th巳 dispersed” （Foucault, 1986, p. 22). For Foucault, 
as inhabitants in the modern world, we divide up and 
nam巳 th巳 spaces W巳 use.认Te 叩propriate them, move 
between them, and define the relationships between 
them. As such we hav巳 domestic spac巴， private space, 
office space, leisure space, family space, r巳ligious spac巳

，

and so forth. 
丁h巳 fact that comput巳I a日cl vid巳O gam巳s al℃ 

situ::ited and expe门enced within specific and local spaces 
is oft巳n overlooked in writing on gaming. In much of 
the utopian perspectives on onlin巳 gaming the local 
and everyday world crumbles away in th巳 clamor to ex『

plore the brav巳 11巳w digital frontier. Th巳 utopian or 
sp巳etacular visions of digital gaming and online garn
ing communities neglect the more mundane, r巳口l world 
C《mtext and social environment within which gaming 
takes plac巳. Drawing hroadly on the sociology of in
teraction, we are able to move away from spectacular 
巳xamples 。f gender work in digital gaming (e.g., 
Kenn巳dy, 2002) to巳xamin巳more r巳pr巳sentative experi 

巳nces, as w巳ll as ar巳as in which females are marginalized 
or exclud巳d.

· fhrough such a perspective, many of the routine
and t::iken for granted moιles of social interaction be
come apparent thrυugh a l】rocess d巳scribed by Garfin 
kd ::is "making commonplace 川仁巳nes visible” （Garfinkel, 
1 <)67, p.可6). This ::illows us to recognize that many of 
the “pr门口erties of social life that se巳口1 objective, factual, 
日nd tr:mssi tu江ti仆nal, are actually manag巳d accomplish
ments or achievements of lυcal processes” （叽恒、t & 

takes a passiv巳 view of th巳 me:rnings con日tructed in 
relation to repr巳5巳ntations of masculinity anιl f巳minin
ity in gam巳s.

The linking of text or authorial intention and andi
ence reading is prob！已Ill白tic. Poststructur::ilist reading/ 
audienc巳 th巳ory and work influenced hy the Birming
ham Centr巳 for Contemporary Culhlral Stucli巳s has 
since the mid 1980日 d巳monstrated the manner in which 
people take oppositional or even s巳lf-contradictorγ
stances to texts while still enjoying them. In the context 
of gender and gaming it is overly deterministic to ,is
sume that there is a causal relationship between female 
repr巳sent」tion in a text, and the nature of consumption 
of that text by femal巳 gamers.

This debate is highlighted by diff1巳rences in the 
opinions between "girl g;1mers” ::ind “grrrl gam巳l飞”

:JS

巳xamin巳d hy Cass巳11 and Jenkins (1υ98). Grrrl gamers 
claim that a sigrn币cant amount of female gamers have 
similar game pr巳f巳renc巳s, int巳rest 日， and aptitud巳s in 
reg::ird to "masculine” g,1me themes as male gamers. 
They 8iso disagr出 witb th巳 production of computer 
g:1111巳s th日t speci且cally t川·get females (Cassell & 
Jen kins, 19υ8). Although this does not dir巳ctly 巳ngage
with the literature from leisure studi巳s, such G view
point isα》nsistent with the decreasing di齿。·entiation
betwe巳n male and female leisur巳 activiti巳s.叭N巳 discuss
this in日re::iter detail in the next section.) 

Claims about the g巳nder appropriat巳ness of text 日，

although structurally verifiable, can fall into a similar 
trap as approaches to representations of game violence: 
namely th:.it they g·en巳1叶iz巳 from an unverifi 已d sample. 
叭fith g,unes based on licenses such as WhοT,J,斗wts to 
Be 斤 lvlilli01111irt’，Pok(mο1l 乱ml We11kest Lil欢，alon吕with
strategy games such as The Sims outs巳］ling-“rst-p巳rson
sh＜》仆ters 日nd football games across gaming platforms, 

巳xclusionary 且rg1.1m巳nts b巳come som巳what di而cult to 
111::u n t日111. 

Recent re日earch ex�1111ining constructions of th巳

mc臼ning“f 111巳ιIi司 C（》ntent has illustrated gender diff，巳r
en Cl:S in the l】rocluctivc consumption of texts (Aber
crombi巳仪 Longhurst, 1998; J巳nkins, 1992; Radway, 
1987). It is possible that females construct differ巳nt
meanings in relation to the th巳m<.:s of comput巳r gam巳日

(Bryce吕E Rutter, 2001 ), may pl句computer games in 
a masculine fashion, and/or may construct their own 
opposition�1] r巳adinιυf g口111亿 texts. This is consist巳nt
with research conduct巳d 1,y Cail巳y (1 ＜）υ3) sugg巳sting
th巳 ::ictive interpret口tion of cultural 门1essages within 
g·�1rnes by chi［ιIr巳11 in rel:1tio11 to Ii门th cl::iss and gender. 

Yates and Littkt仆n (1 l/l）川口lso pruvide 巳vidence
of the productive consumpti门n of g:m1e texts by mal巳
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with the gendering of public leisure spaces and their 
association with masculinity as places in which women 
ar巳 granted limit巳d access and assume particular roles 

(Hey, 1984). 

Public gaming spac巳s such as gaming comp巳ti
tions or LAN parties follow similar patterns and can 
therefore easily b巳 consid巳red to be masculin巳 that
is, m口l巳 dominated spaces. This p巳rception contrib
utes to consuaints on female access and participation 

in public gaming activities. Such exclusion may be rein

forced by the ster巳otypical and offensive b巳havior of 

males toward females in public gam巳 spaces ranging 

from b巳littl巳ment as "only girl日，”to patronizing female 

competitors through the well-meaning provision of 

prize giving, or objectification via the display of por

nography at the 巳vent.

The gend巳ring of public game spaces is consistent 

with ethnographic r巳search conducted by 出巳 authors at 

the U.K. Consol巳 Championships (UKCC) and various 

U.K. LAN parties. The UKCC was undenial】ly a male 

event in both organization and competitor m巳mber

ship. Th巳 majority of females who did attend appeared 

to fit into acceptable nongamer roles. They w巳r巳

mothers who brought theiτsons to th巳 competitior1 

(sornetitη巳s 臼cross a large part of the countq 

sat in 由巳 hotel foy巳rs l【）（）king 1】or巳d but offi巳ring、 sup

port, 巳ncourag巳1日巳nt, or sympathy when nec巳ssary.

They played the role of girlfriends who, like mothers, 

wer巳 there to provide support and a listening ear but 

were displayed to enhance th巳 cultural capital of th巳

gamer. Even female comp巳titors app巳口red marginalized 

r巳gardless of the gm11ing aptitud巳. As with the play 

ground proxirnics alluded to ahov巳， at the lJKCC fe 

rnal巳 comp巳titors wc:r℃ all too often relegated to the 

periphery of th巳 cv<.:nts :mcl oft巳n stood sid巳『on to 

the con日。Jes whil巳 watching others play, rather than 

the hι巳－on stance of the ma ］巳 gam巳rs intent on watch
ing play. 

(;iv巳n the level of female gaming outlined above, it 
W付uld H仁巳111 reasonable to hypothesiz巳that the invisibil 
ity of fernale gaming is a product of the g巳n巳ral gender 
dyni1mics of pul丁lic gmning rath巳r than a verifiabl巳 lack
of interest by females in comput巳r games. Of cours巳，

to 口tr叩【山te from the invisibility of females at public 
gaming events to making assumptions about female do
rncstic p:1rticipation in computer gaming is prob！巳matic. 

fndced, there is growing evidence that many 

fem:1 les pr巳fer to participate in gaming within domestic 

contexts with friends, famili巳s, and partners (Buchanan 

& Funk, 1996; Griffiths & Hunt, 1995). This s吨gests

th:i t comput巳r gaming may form part of joint leisure 

Fenstermaker, 1993, p. 152). Although it is not our 

intention to explore it here, one may regard such a po

sition as having parallels with situated knowledge (Ha 

raway, 1988) or feminist standpoint tl1eory (Harding, 

I 986; Harding & Hintikka, 1983; Srn1由，1990）.日ow

巳V巳r, tl1e interactionist P巳rspectiv巳 is not inher巳ntly po

litical and has not b巳巳n “constructed in opposition to 

the all-powerful dictat巳s of rationalist ／巳rnpiricist叩ist巳－

mologies” （Harding, 1997). 

Botl1 these perspectives make it apparent tlrnt tl1e 

real world context and social 巳nvironment within which 

gaming takes plac巳 is ov巳rlooked in textual content 

md m巳clia 巳ffects research. Computer gaming has most 

r巳gularly been associat巳d with “bedroom culture” 

(McRobbie, 1991; McRobbie & Garber, 197 6). Origi

nally conc巳ived as f巳111乱l巳 use of domestic spac巳， bed

room culmr巳 highlights the manner in which girls ar巳

r巳suicted from full access to many social spac巳s, and 

are instead left on the periphery of public social spaces 

(such as playgrounds). This concept contrasts witl1 

notions of the lack of female youth subcultures when 

com par巳d with th巳 male youth subcultures Hebdige 

d巳scribes (1979). It also permits th巳巳xamination of the 

pr创巳nce of femal巳you出subcultur巳S within 由巳domes

tic rather than highly visu址，public environments.叽Tith

the increasing encroachm巳nt of public and masculin巳

spaces into domestic 巳nvironmen巴（such as through 

the domestication of ICTs and consumption practices) 

and the growing privatization of childhood，出c idea of 

b巳droom culture has become less g巳nd巳r specific while 

still pointing toward a useful conc巳pt for understanding 

the space allocated young p巳opl巳for expr巳ssion, leisur巳，

且nd gaming practic巳（Livingston巳＆ Bovill, 2001 ). 

However, this is only one strand of the develop 

l1l巳nt of cornput巳r gaming and, 3S w巳 have argued, 

gaming has a much broader demographic than its posi

tinning as sol巳ly a childr巳n ’s toy. In m臼infrarnc com】

puter labs, arcades, and bars, public computer gaming 

has pr巳dated domestic gaming in botl1 chronology and 

technology. Although lab-bas巳cl and textu日l rese口1℃h

has all too often assum巳d an individual asocial space 

for gaming, it is impossible to n巳gl巳ct the fact that 

much gaming is social and play巳d with friends in the 

playground and arcades, or with family 1日 front of th巳

TV. This suggests th巳concurrent existenc巳 of domestic 

gaming with d巳V巳lopments and changes in 1巳isure
r巳lat以l and comp巳titiv巳 public gaming. 

We maintain that many puhlic gaming spaces are 

male-dominated 口nd this g巳nder asymmetry works 

toward 巳xcluding femal巳 gam巳rs at a stag巳 prior to 

the g巳ndering of gaming texts. Our view is consistent 
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muniti巳s around gam巳 skills and competencies. For 

female gamers, the anonymity of virtual gam巳 spaces
provides the opportunity to compete against male 
opponents fr巳巳台om th巳 markers of gend巳r, reducing 
stereotypical behavior toward female gamers (Brye巳＆
Rutt巳r, 2002). Participation in these spaces may con
sequently lead to gr巳at巳r femal巳 participation in public 
competitive game spaces by building confid巳nc巳 in

gaming skills and abiliti巳s that 巳nab］巳femal巳s to feel 
they can compet巳 on a socially equal basis with ma！巳

gamers. 

Gendered Activities 

Given that computer gaming· is routinely claim以l to be 
more popular and more frequ巳ntly 巳ngaged in by ma］巳5

(Buchanan & Funk, 1996; Colwell, Grady, & Rhaiti, 
1995; Dietz, 1998; Greenfield, 1994; Gri伍ths & Hunt, 
199 5; Kafai, 1996), it is se巳ms日r巳asonabl巳 extrapo la 

tion that th巳 activities and practices tl1at constin1te 
computer gaming are also g巳ndered. Incle巳cl, these ar巳
the activities that defin巳 computer gaming as a social 

practice. It is the negotiated experiences of everyday 

gaming that giv巳日r巳ality to gam巳 t巳xts and r巳alize th巳
socially sin1:ited nan1re of gaming‘ ；1ctiviti巳s.

The g巳nd巳ring of gaming exp巳riences is, in part, 

rel a tee! to pe1℃eptions of gendered game content a日d
notions of gene!巳I roles and appropriate I巳isur巳 activ
ities. Som巳 have suggested that females are mor巳 affilia
tiv巳 an《I nrn hiring, pr巳ferring leisur巳 activities that 
have a strong巳r social aspect (Grus巳c & Lytton, 1988). 

Thi日，wh巳n linked to a g巳n巳ml (but largely empirically 
lll1Sll｛】ported) perception that gaming is not a social 
activity but a solitary activity for mal巳 “nerds”

。r

"g巳eks，”seems quite neatly to off，巳r a mod巳lfor under

standing gendered gaming. However, such an ar 吕ument
is ess巳ntialist and circular in nanir飞ignoring the acn1al 

neg·otiation an<l resistance that occurs within gaming 
strat巳g1es.

This rai日出two issues that r巳late to th巳g巳nd巳ring
of comput巳r gaming：“rst, access and participation in 

gaming activity is restricted and exclusion is experi
enced at a local level. S巳cond, that 巳xclusion creates 

巳xp巳ctations of rejection that, togeth巳r with the id巳n

ti币cation of gaming as a male activity, <liscourage日
worn巳n仕om attempting to cnt巳r into gaming practic巳5

or 2日sociatin吕· them日巳Ive日 with being "a gamer.” In

deeιl，ιompar�1tivc; sn1dies ＜》f th巳 frequency of gaming 

in males and females may also reflect a lack of self

identJ且cation as a gamer by f巳males who may p巳rceiv巳

th ems巳Ives as infr叫ll巳nt gamers who have a more casual 
commitm巳nt t＜》the activity (Bryce & Rutter, 2002). 

activities within existing social networks. Given tl1e 
claim巳d importanc巳 of th巳 social asp巳ct of l巳isure岛r
f巳males, development、 in multiplay巳r gaming may alsc】

巳ncourag巳 f巳male participation, and tl1is is borne out 

hy IDSA’s (IDSA, 2000) r巳S巳arch that suggests that 

female gamers actw1lly make up th巳 majority of onlin巳
gamers (53 percent). Howev凹，the issue remains one 
of und巳rstnnding why this majority of gamers is 巳ffec
tively invisihl巳from casual obs巳rvation.

The idea th优良ma！巳 activities are rendered invis
ihle by patriarchal systems and behavior is not n巳w.

Just 8S in leisnr巳 activit巳s such as digital g·aming, it hns 
h巳巳n pointed out that wom巳11、 contribution to work 
environments is marginalized and render巳d invisible. 
For 巳xample, Stepulavage discusses the manner which 
in d巳 workplace worn巳11、 labor and ,1ehievem巳nts ar巳

fram巳d as lacking in the need扣r knowledge and skil
fulness (such as in the cas巳 of gem！巳red roles such as ad【

ministration or hairdrt!ssing). How巳ver, sh巳 successfully
illustrates that this conception is a product of clas日，吕巳11

der, and race relations, and wh巳n: work is conet:rned 
“nothing is as simple as it seems.”Inde巳cl，υur h巳havior
and work practic巳 has to be learn巳d, tacit lmowledg巳

is requir巳d, and the relev;mce of pot巳ntial solutions to 
a prob］巳m ne巳ds to he evaluated (Stepulevag巳，1999).
Such knowledge is often not put into words, written 
down in manuals， 。r taught through cours<.:s. It is 
l叩门w how-as Wajcman suggests often visual or tactile 
( Wajc1rnm, l 991)-that int巳rtwines with th巳:1ctions
that make tcchn门logics work. 

Ind巳ed, public gam巳 spaces a re only on巳of many 

山ntemporary game 叩aces. Gaming now occurs in 
spaces that are multiple ,md provide simultan巳ous i 111-

111巳rsion in庐山lic 白nd private leisure叩ac创(Brye巳＆
Rnttcr, 2001）. 。ne profound asp巳ct of th巳 increasing
merging of gaming· platforms and network technologies 
is the manner in which onlin巳 gaming offers th巳 poten
ti:11 to extend social networks and allow puhlic gaming 
in日d忖mesti仁仁。ntext. As n巳twork巳cl gaming increas
ing-ly allows comp巳titive 1巳isure activity in domestic 
sp江ce日，there :1r巳 implications for the spatial organiza 
tion of kisure :ind th巳 blurring of g巳ographical and 
g:11ne space. fn these sinrntions gaming is n巳it!，巳r 巳11-
tirely domestic nor巳mirely public，“ccurr 
soιi‘al, ;md technυ！咱ically rn巳diatcd spac巳（Bryc巳＆

Rutter, 2002). 
。nline gaming prov1cles the 忖pportunity to com

pete without the limitations of g巳ograpbical location 
hut, g1.:n巳rally, witl丁in the limitati＜》11纯《】f tι1111】or;
tion ( th巳 t 忖川IS 巳XC巳ption he1巳川巳game日 such as 
巳m::til d1t:ss). This aJlows the formation (Jfυnline ι川n-
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Although neither of these propositions is inaccu
ra吨the circular relationship of reinforcement 由at
exists between them does not offer a position to exam
ine 出e origins, or a means to break out, of the cycle. 
Indeed， 乱S pr巳viously arg1.1ed, gaming developments 
demonstrate that computer gaming is an increasingly 
social, public and multigendered leisure activity. 

It is apparent that gaming practices are undergoing 
rapid social and technical changes, and at出E sam巳 time
it is noticeable that gendered perceptions of gaming are 
changing. This is demonstrated by groups such as grrl 
gamers-female online gaming clans and web commu
nities. This is not a phenomenon unique to gaming, 
and is consistent with the increased participation of 
f巳males in other l巳isur巳 activiti巳S that hav巳 be巳n pr巳vi
ously perceived to be “111:il巳”

（e.g., foothall/socc巳r,
rugby, and extr巳me sports) (B1γce & Rutt巳r, 2002). In 
日uch activiti巳s fi巳male play巳rs and gam巳rs ar巳 not only 
se巳king parity with male count巳rparts, but are adopting 
and 巳nacting oppositional stances to categorizations of 
g巳nder appropriateness, access to leisure activities, and 
consumption. Although we do not wish to ar吕：ue in a 
Fiskian sens巳（Fisk巳， 1989) that all gaming is an act of 
political chall巳nge, it is possible to und巳rstand f巳ma］巳

g且ming within a context of r巳sistance to the constraints 
placed upon female leisme in contemporaty soci巳ty.
This is most clear in ar巳as wh巳re visible femal巳 partici
pation in “masculine” leisur巳 activities challenges dom
inant gender ste「eotypes （＇几句aring, 1998).2 

Crucially, how巳Ver, it is not necessary to look to
ward sp巳ctacular acts of opposition or W巳b-bast.:d pre
sentations of the self to S巳巳 evidence 。f the gendering 
of gaming activities and th巳 routin巳巳xclusion off，巳male
gamers. Schott and Horr巳II (2 000) sut.:t.:essfully begin 
to unravel th巳 routine and eve1 yday manner in which 
gaming is n巳gotiated in domestic s巳ttings. They dem
onstrat巳 how ，已ven in homes in which th巳 gaming ma
chine b巳longs to a female m巳mber of the family, it is 
fathers, brothers, or male cousins who take control of 
the technologγ as part of what th巳y claim to b t： “sup 
port or collaborativ巳 play”

（p. 41). Access to th巳 tech
nology and gaming is controlled by the male player 
who assmn巳s the role of exp巳rt by int巳rpolating thι 
female gam巳r into a subordinate role. This creat巳5 an 
environment in which girl gam巳rs are r巳produced as 
not having the skills or technological comp巳t巳nc巳 to
comp巳t巳 with th巳 boys.

Such b巳havior r巳produces the pert.:eption of com
puter gaming as a masculin巳 and technological at.:tivity. 
In<leed, som巳 hav巳 巳ffectiv巳ly argued that technology 
incorporates masculine culture and as such excludes 

、』
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females through the promotion of the idea of female 
t巳chnological inferiority and the gendering of techno
logical artefacts (Cockburn, 1985；矶lajcman, 1991). 
Given由at such technologies are central to computer 
gaming practices and activiti巳日， their per℃eption as mas
culine is a vital, but often ignored, asp巳ct of the g巳nd巳r
ing of gaming. Like the experience of gend巳red spaces, 
it is a form of gend巳red 巳xclusion出at is 巳xp巳rienced,
11巳gotiat巳d and r巳produced at a routine and ev巳巧，day
level. This further contributes to the lack of visibility 
of th巳 femal巳 gamer.

Conclusion 
In th巳 enthusiasm for digital gaming that has recently 
re emerged w1出in arnd巳mic t.:ircles and its emphasis 
on technological progress, consumer choices, and digi
tal texts咱 it is easy to forget that gaming technologies 
3re comm巳rcial technologies. They ar巳 design巳d to 
maxin日出a place within a market and are located wi出in
an 巳泪sting system of capital and power inequalities. 
The incr巳as巳d presence of gaming technologies within 
our horn巳s, leisure ar巳as, and oth巳r parts of our 巳V巳1γ－
day lives obscures the fact that woman have had ex 
tremely limited involvem巳nt in the developm巳nt of 
these t巳chnologies (and continue to do so). 

Given that such technologies are central to digital 
gaming practices and activities，出eir perception as mas 
culine is a vital, but often ignor巳d, aspect of the g巳ml巳r
ing of gaming. Like the experience of gem！巳red spaces, 
it is a form of 巳xclu日ion that is exp巳riencecl, n巳gotiat巳cl,
and reproduced at a routin巳 and 巳veryclay lev巳1, fur
ther contributing to the lack of visibili勾r of the female 
gam巳r.

Ther巳 is 自 sot.:ial turn that converts the tech
meal asp巳cts of digital gaming－出e hardware and 
software the things of “science，＇’into the technolo
gies that have 乱place within 凹巳ryday routines and 

巳xperient.:es. They h巳com巳 obj巳cts and agents由at have 
lL日巳

，
meaning, visibility, and valu巳 within our homes and 

口ctive lives. Wt: 1wgotiate the prop巳rti巳s of these tech
nologies through the things we do with and around 
them. As such, th巳se properties ar巳 not permanently 
written (although it may be di伍cult to rewrite some of 
the more de巳ply scored m巳anings) but prop巳rti巳S

wh《》se meaning is changeable, contextual, and, oft巳n,
speci币c

In this chapter we have argued that is it important 
to see gendered gaming situated beyond the game text, 
and that an ov巳rly deterministic approach to the con
日truction and in日uenc巳 of gend巳r is r巳strictive. Inst巳，lei,
we put forward the need to recognize that gendered 
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t巳rms such as “masculinity” and "femininity” are not
the ms巳Iv巳s unitary and static concepts but are given 
form and meaning through gendered interaction.认Te
hav巳 argued for exploring the central impurr.1nce of 
the local managem巳nt and negotiation of gaming situa
tions as well as the possibility of resistanc巳 to dominant 
concepts of masculinity and femininity within this local 
interact10n. 

Throughout this chapter we have argu巳d against 
the fetishization of gaming texts or t巳chnologies. In 
e::x-plori n包 l1 rnrm or k:isurc consumption such as com
putur民.，ming it is nll u川 U叮叮 lo国vc p山川Y Lu th日

lcchnυ｜价也y tJVCl' the peopk who use iL and Ln view 
It'巳hnolngy :1s an :111tonomous agent ncting· 1q、on tht: 
gend巳ru,g- of巨丁1ming-. Lil-巳 gn111in旦. L也：XIS’ rcc:hnolo日iL：吕
:11'巳 ere. ·cd 、viLi1i1】 anιI incorpor:nc 』pt:cific culm1·;1I 
values, but these valu巳s are open to resistanc巳， negotia
tion, rereading, and reproduction only through出eir
us巳. This us巳 is, we hav巳 argued, always siurnted and 
specific. 
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SERIOUS PLAY: PLAYING WITH RACE IN CONTEMPORARY GAMING 

CULTURE 

Anna Everett 

[W /ho would have predicted that young black and 

Latino males would spend enough time in Ti切es

Square video arcades dU1切g the late sevent阳to

make those games the million-dollar industty that 

they are? 

-Greg Tate

In the 80s and 90s you never saw black characters. 

扩there were any black ones, they would get beat 

叩， rea吵吵lt仰伊d so fast, b价re they had time 

to get into character. 

-Orpheus Hanley

I hacked another game and created a game called 

Blacklash. . . I was fed 叩 with companies making 

black games that have got no relation to black peo

pie whatsoever. You ’H have someone make a game, 

and one of their characters got dreadlocks-and it ’s 
like someone put a mop on his head. 1 
-Richard-Pierre Davis 

Machines have the morality of the刃’ inventors.

-Amiri Baraka

叭Then my preteen niece challenged me to a game of 
S叩er Mario Brothers during a family Christmas gather 
ing a decade ago, it was my reintroduction to vid巳O
game play since my casual initiation during the Pac

Man and Ms. Pac-Man computer game craze of the 
mid 1980s. I was unprepared for the seductive and 
addicting qualities of 出is second generation of video 
games due, in part, to出e striking evolution of gaming 
hardware and software packages, narrativity, and char
acter designs from blocky, one-dimensional geometric 
renderings to出E more technically accomplished Dis
neyesque animation standards featuring fully individ
uated cartoon character types. I am thinking here of 
扣1ario and Luigi, popular characters of the Super Mario 

Brothers game franchise, which has been described as 
“one of the best selling games 巳ver.”2 At 出e time, I
found 由巳hand-eye coordination demands of interac
tive play (predicated on mastering the action keys of 

Nintendo’s control pads) a welcome distraction from
and counterbalance to 由巳 cerebral demands of my 
graduate school course of study. From 出at moment 
on, I became a fan of video game entertainment, un
aware of how this seemingly innocu�ms diversionary 
play would become an important part of my later schol
arship and research interests. 

Exhilarated by my easy mastery of relatively com
plex controller key commands and minimal “story" ad
vancement demands, using intuition instead of manual 
instruction (although my niece talked me through出e
basics), I rushed out and bought my own Nintendo 
console and Super 几1m切Brothers game. Looking back 
on 出at pleasurably fateful Christmas break, I suspect 
由lure of video game play for me (an African Ameri
can woman graduate stud巳nt) was only differentiated 
from出at of more traditional players to由e extent出at
my pleasure inhered in a displaαnent of the high
stakes, immersive intellectual work of graduate study, 
temporarily, onto 出E no-stakes “immersive play” of 

由E game. Of course this is not to suggest that tradi
tional players are not highly educated. My point is to 
stress出e suprising fetish obj巳ct gameplay had become 
for m巳 as my week巳nds increasingly became structured 
around this alternative mode of intellectual engagement 
and interactivity. The work/play dialectic of intellectual 
growth at school and digital dexterity (fingers m出is
case) at home effected a balanced scale of my “trans
media”3 mastery during the ensuing decade, which hap
pened to coincide with th巳 gaming industry's own 
development of interactive play designs.4 

However, as 由e current research progressed, my 
efforts to dissociate my objectiv巳 Stl
games from my subjective 巳xperiences with and frustra 

tions about enjoyi日g gaming, despite its encrusted dis 
courses of racial differenc巳 and otherness, seemed less 
crucial. After all, Hayden White reminds us出at hoary, 
or “outmoded conceptions of objectivity” do little to
conceal the subjective nature of evidence and facts “con

structed by the kinds of questions which出巳investigator



generation of sophisticated 3D character d臼ig时，with
various racial types in tow, begged the question, 
“飞机1en and where does由e racial problematic enter in 
contemporary cultu比’s moral panics about gaming’s 
potential dang巳rs？ ”

Soci巳ty’s vocal moral outrage over gan泣ng cul
ture’s g巳nder troubles (to borrow Judith Bud凹’s fecund 
phrase），巳specially its se泪st and myso部mistic construc臼
of women and girls, did not find a parallel in terms 
of race. Nonetheless, racially offensive depictions of 
minority groups, namely blacks, Asians, and Jews, 
appear to demand similar scrutiny and just concern. 
To be sur飞I am not suggesting returns to outmoded 
logics of behavioral and media effects det巳rminism
b巳cause w巳 know the communication process is more 
complex and nuanced than that. And, Stuart Hall 
reminds us that dominant cliscours巳s, such as Oriental
ism, do not constitute a closed syst巳m of meaning 
in the sender-message-r巳ceiver feedback loop, because 
audience-receivers’ interpretiv巳 proc巳sses are subject to 
distortions (Hall, 1986, pp. 134一135). Yet we must not 
underestimat，巳the lur巳 and "textual 巳rotics” that C巳rtain
repr巳sentational possibilities promise over others. In

other words, although it certainly is the case that 
read巳rs/audi巳nces and, of course, gamers can and do 
actively resist and often misread dominant plot struc
tures, Peter Brooks’s assertion that “出E reading of plot 
[is] a form of desire that carries us forward, onward, and 
through the text” （Brooks, 1984, p. 3 7) is instrnctiv巳－
Thus w巳 se巳由at part of出巳 pleasure is reading the 
plot “correctly” and as intended, which Brooks’s notion 
of "textual erotics” illuminat巳S In出is way, gaming plot 
盯uctures that posit an occidental se扩m conflict with an 
oriental other structure in a narrative pleasure principle 
predicated upon Orientalism’s binary logics. 

After all, as Marsha Kinder warns in Playing with 

power, the danger in gaming、 “cultural r巳inscriptions”

is that “within particular social and economic contexts, 
the recognition of specific allusions makes certain inter
textual relations payoff-esp巳cially at tl1e point of 
purchase” （Kinder, 1991, p. 45). The payoff in thes巳
games’ intertextual relations is their reinforcement of 
dominant culture’s racist hegemony, and their rede
ployment and r巳ification of sp巳cious racial difference 
for new generations and their new m巳dia cultur巳 indus
tries. In his study of Asian American representations in 
American televisual cliscours巳日， Darrell Hamamoto 
stresses th巳 fact that we must re巳ognize how race is a 
fundamental organizing principle of America’s pluralist 
soci巳ty, and that w巳 cannot afford to ignore tl1e real 
consequences of this reality for nonwhite Americans 
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asks of tl1巳pit巳110ll'lCJl:\ before him"5 (v\/hilc, I 1)78, 
p. 43). Moreo叩门I ;1111 convinced 1..bat叭「hitc’s nbst:rva
tions about objcct'ivity in disi.:mu·se pn』dui.:tion in出巳
field of historγremain pertinent. About writing histor
ics of' lfuttH＇）’，认月1it<.: nrg1.1e.�，“It is JiJlicllll to get an
ohic<.'lh1c history or a schu.larly dis<.:iplin日，Iiιc目 LI.SL' if th巳
historhrn is hims<.:11" a [mlctilioner of it, h1: is likdy to be 
乱devotee of on巳 or another of its s巳cts and h巳nee
liinscd; nnd i「he i『 ncit :i pr:ictitioncr, he i刘 unlikely 10 
h刊vc the expertise 11cccss:1ry Lυdi.�1ingui!ih bcLwcc11 Lhe 
『ignifkant :1ml die insig1lifa::11u evc111刊。r l he field's <le
vclnpment” （p. Hl ). t飞s :1 practitioner 1.111d hiswrian of 
popular C'ulturc, :rnd a longst:tnding fan :111d l'oc nf' viJi.:o 
民币111e texts, I share \:Vh_it巳’s e骂t.imntion, and easily i℃c
og11izc its :ipplil:a!iiliLy ro m)' mnccrn with u咒：；lmining
r:H.:1! 11Ultc1·� in rhc sh门f'I history l)r video games. 

Until late 1999, most public concern about video 
g:11ncs 1;>tused on prc『u1ncd d:111gcrm1s hch:1vinralιon
i.equent:t!� for minors nrnJ imprt!ssionahlc tct!.lls due 1c1 
exc:cssivr.-.:ly vinlc:111 t'Oll Lcmt'' :rnd, to :1 less0r t!X比Ill, 011 
;ender bias.『 l.tm.: w:1s the sLrucL11rc:d :1bsc11cc i11 this 
lntc�I iter:11 ion oi" g<.!ocl':l Lion-g�p pnlidt·'i bl'.rWccn 
parent and youth culture『. The pr巳sent discussion 
addresses this all-too-familiar lacuna by interpolating 
rac巳 matters into出e fracas. I situate my critique of 
lflmiri只 eulrnre wi1hin a di�c;11rsive n111hit t.hat include句

叫“1区n1\11: titl肘，vid(jo g.1mc journnlism, pcrsnnal 
imcrview�. :111d ror111:1I :111<l infc,rm;1I surv巳v tlat,l t.ha1 
『pccificaJly 1 . .:ngπgl! matt...:rs归「1-:H·c i II vi rleo :111d u川11-
ptil(;f' g:m1cs. Fin;1lly 1 l 1·cferenc;c 1m:Ll10dolc也ical
叩pm:1chc.s口11dprcrcdc11L� f'rnm inflncnt.inl :ind cml:!l古自
i11丛’�d1nl.1rship on l:ulrur.11 theory, 1:;.1111i1啊，；incl other 
modes or �：on lcmpor:11'γpop11 la r c:11 I nir巳 n飞 hcrn 1c11ιu Lie 
lllllt:hsloncs

，
。r LI执＼！「lll t:0111.:cpru:1 I models in this 

interrogation. 
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Game Boys Remaster Orientalist and 
High-Tech Blackface Metanarratives 

Becaus巳 th巳 video game industry privileges “boys in 
th巳ir pn:- a11cl L:,1rly teen” years (Holter & c;rusrn, 
200门，p. η I), f :1111 :1<:Ut巳ly aw:11℃Lhar 111y 11wrn1飞！1!:11.:k,
and k111;1l.c hod) i吨 111:irk咀d and 1hus marginalizcJ :1且Z
shadow consum巳r in th巳 gaming industry’s multibillion 
dollar marketplace. Moreover, my informal surveys of 
video gam巳 cov巳r art and gam巳 descriptions, print and 
onlin巳game review日，manufacturer strategy肌1ides, and 
popl1l:ir media c，』\ll!l飞l):{C \l「U.\pun g:rn tul'!t飞ll\Cn1·巳1· nut 
1111ly ,111巳ssential and pri, ii叩，.al 111:ill' g:1111ing 、ui>jec:t,
l>11L one who is “unil•cr�alizcd” unrlt.:.r the sign or while
ness. For me, this distinct racial discours巳in gaming 
cultur巳’s dramatic movement from its second to third 



(Hamamoto, 1994, p. x）.认7巳 know that popular culture 
texts are eff ，巳ctive conduits for the transmission, if 
not preferred reception, of priviliged socio-cultural
political messages and ideas. However, w巳 should not 
presume some a priori value n巳utrality when narratives 
find novel expressive appratuses, such as with comput巳r
games. 

Clearly, encηrption message senders presume 
d巳cryption message receivers, otherwis巳 the attempted 
communication exchange process is futile, and more 
importantly, cost-in巳ff ，巳ctive. Given the importance of 
tl1e profit motive in the gaming industry, we likewise 
can presume a correlativ巳 if not a cause－巳ffect d严iamic
at work here. Even taking into account cont巳mporarγ
media theories of 出巳 polysemous nature of signs and 
signification, privileged cultural id巳ologies (i.e., race 
and gend巳r differences) remain “transcendent signi
fiers”

。r primary cultural reference points. It is in such 
racialized and orientalizing discourses that Roland Bar』

th巳5’s assertion that ther巳 is no “zero degr巳巳 of mean
ing” gains som巳 material force. As Barthes cogently 
puts it，“discours巳 scrupulously ke巳ps WI出in a circle of 
solidarities . . .  in which ‘巳verγtl1ing holds together’” 

(Barthes, 1974, p. 156), for gaming’s reader甘partici
pants. In other words, we are confronted with th巳 resil
ience and tenacity of ideology and its stranglehold on a 
particular circuit of cultural meaning. Terry Eagleton 
fur由er clarifies 出巳 solidarities of how ideology holds 
together： “It is one of出e functions of ideology to 'nat
uralize’ social reality, to make it se巳m as innocent
and unchangeable as Nature itself. Ideology seeks to 
convert culture into Natur吧，and the ‘natural’ sign is
one of its weapons” （Eagl巳ton, 1983, p. 117). Thes巳

analyses remind us that resistance to what Wolfgang 
Iser calls an “ideal meaning” and its corollary the “ideal
reader” ar巳 predicated upon, in this cas巳，an under
standing of encrγpted ( or encoded) m巳anings that 
repres巳nt desirable gaming heroes naturally as predom
inantly white, and victims and antagonists naturally as 
nonwhite “others.” 

叭That, th巳n, are 出巳 means by which we can effec
tively explore tl1is racialized meaning-encryption
decrγption feedback loop in popular and alt巳rnative
computer games? To tl1e 巳xt巳nt iliat gaming’s readerly
and writerly narrative structures draw upon and are 
imbricat巳d in such traditional meaning-making media 
as print，由eater，面lm, and television, insights gained 
from influential and 巳merging work on id巳ologi巳s and 
th巳ories of rac巳 become especially productive. Indeed, 
poststructuralist, postcolonial, and critical race theori叫
whiteness studies, and cultural studies provide eff ，巳ctive
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巳pistemological l巳nses for critiquing th巳 racial discourse 
in gaming’s parallel and support industries: the com
puter magazines and specific game tie-ins一the strategy 
guides. 

“Reading Race" in Video Game User 
Manuals and Strategy Guide Texts 

B巳cans巳 videogame magazines and strategy guides in
creasingly constitute a significant element of gaming 
culture’s specific narrative dispositions and logics of 
mast巳巧， how 也可 巳ngage th巳 racial problematic 
becomes a key concern in 出is study. Any excursion 
into computer superstores, or perusals of retail store 
magazine aisles and magazin巳 stands conveys well出e
sophisticated nature of thes巳 specialized t巳xts’ visual ap
peal. To compet巳 in an oversal:\lrat巳d marke甲lace,
gaming magazines, like 由巳。由巳rs, attract their read巳rs
wi出 splashy and visually sumptuous cover art, usually 
featuring recognizable gam巳 characters in striking and 
vibrant photorealistic renderings. Other visceral lures 
in cover art feature celebrity images and interviews, 
film or TV show U巳－ins to games, samples of “free
games，”scantily clad, buxom young women, and most 
important, text promising “cheat” keys to mast巳ring
gam巳play such as “the latest tricks, tips, and game shark 
cod臼，”8 or "how to unlock each charact巳r.的

Although 出巳 gaming magazin巳 and strate盯
凯1id巳5’ cov巳r art warrant detailed analyses of th巳ir
own, we are most concerned with the textual discours巳s
and m巳aning assumptions between 出巳 covers. To in 
vestigat巳 the racial discours巳 of th巳S巳 specialized texts, 
I have sel巳cted m 巳xemplars Next Generation (Octob巳r
1996), Computer Player (October 1996), Playstation 

Magazine (October 1999), Incite (2000, both Video and 
PC Gaming editions), and Prima's Official Strategy 

Guide (2000, both their Ready 2 Rumble Boxing: Round 

Two, and Tekken Tag Tournament editions) (figures 20.1, 

20.2). 

That th巳r巳 are sp巳ci且c generic, ideological, and 
repr巳日巳ntational c咄巳rences uni命ing 由巳se d晶rent
texts is grant巳d and thus not at issue. However, it is 
th巳 photographic confirmation of an unb巳arable white
ness of being und巳rpinning th巳 巳ditorial hi巳rarchies and 
乱dvertising copy of th巳5巳 magazines出at suggested this 
particular line of inquirγ. For instanc巳， tl1e investigative 
journalism in Michael Marriott’s New Yori, Times article
“Blood, gore, s巳x and now race: Ar巳 gam巳 mak巳rs
creating convincing n巳w characters or ‘high-tech black
face’？” and Anthima Chansanchai’s Village 的ice article
“Yellow p巳rils: Online ‘coolies’ rile Asian Am巳ricans”

foregrounds the dominance of white males in video 
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I Figure 20. 1 I 
Prima's Official Strategy Guide for Midway's game sequel Re口dy 2 Rumble Boxing: Round 2 (© Prima Games) 

one Next Generation (NG) article sum up the limitations 
of the gaming indust厅 ’s ability to break out of domi
nant culture’s discursive formations becaus巳 of their 
comm巳rcial imperativ巳s. In its special feature article 
“Mon巳y Makes the Games Go Round，”the NG editors 
admit出at:

From Silicon G叩b町 to 3D0, the world of gaming comes 
with strings attt时ed, held in the hm；础of a coterie of vm
ture mpitalists. . . ｝斗。n might think that tbc game business 

is driven by 旷eativi-ty, which it is to a greater degree, but 

the bm叮叮 to entη get higher ev叮 day. The cost of dis

tribu.tion, markctin且·， and of co1们e, dcvclop1川zt j面r games 
are reaching Hollywood p1叩ortions. . . You end 叩 paying
the stores all ki�础 of markcti咆 money to get them to put 
your proi切ct on the shelf On top of nil th矶 you have 切

game d巳sign and production. But it was th巳 abov巳 men
tioned gaming magazines’ own practices of including 
photos or drawings of their editorial teams, ad copy fea
turing young whit巳 males as ideal consumers, and the 
strat巳gy♂1i<les' rh巳torical privil巳ging of whit巳 game
cha 

Gaming" magazine featur巳s photos of its Ion巳 black
and two Asian males, and one white woinan, among its 
nine-m巳mber editorial team, I would ar♂1e that this 
racial inclusiveness, though important, does little to 

balance the magazine’s ov巳rr吐mg narrative ecology of 

whiteness. 
Another ideological touchston巳 informing· our con

cern with the intersections of race, r巳pres巳ntation, and 
g;1mi11g interactivity is the matt巳r of n巳w m巳dia com
m"tTin lization. Along this critical axis, the editors of 
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I Figure 20.2 I 
Nameco's Tekken Tag Tourn口ment (© Prima Games) 

make sure that people know your software is out there. Now. 
饰品t dev巾,per can afford to do all that? 10

The answer, of course, is that gaming magazines 

are tapped to share the financial burd巳n of marketing 

games to出is very lucrative target mark，巳t. Unquestion

ably，出巳n, our analysis must encompass出is commodi

fication of gaming narrativity and iconographical 

representations, which we know from oth巳r media texts 

are difficult to disaggregate from dominant cultures' 

institutional racism, or what Aldon Lynn Nielsen dis

cusses as the "frozen metaphors within American 

speech” （Nielsen, 1988, p. 3).

In Nielsen’s analysis of how poetic language often

constructs representational blackness within a “white

discours巳 as a set of self-confirming propositions，”W巳

find a useful approach for avoiding essentializing posi

tions in出1s look at gaming discourse. As he correctly 

pomts out: 

Thro1也为 the power of切hite hegemony, the signifiers of that 
system have been placed into circulation within socie吃y such 
that they are dist!协附dfaz吵 even/,y across the population. 

It is thus 11ot necessaη that the full discourse appear each 
ti：阳 that 附ψerations are to be manifested. It 合 required,
as [Hans Robert} Jauss has pointed out, on/,y that one ele
ment of the system be presented. . . . On/,y one S1nall po1τion 
of the imagiηg system, only a suggestion of black附·ss need 

appear ｝面r the entire stl,tcture to be articulated. (p. 6) 

This is an important point because it reminds 

us that rarely is language as transparent or clear-cut as 
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Another structured form of gameplay based on 
racialized characters is crafted by designers of出e role 
play game Imperin均m: The Fine Art of Conquering the 

World. This particular game conveys explicitly gaming’s 
colonialist remythologizing asp巳cts along由lines of 
what Abdul R.JanMohar丑巳d t巳rms “

出巳 economy of the 
Manichean Allegory.” Imperialism is a neo-colonialist 
strate白r-sim game由at bears out the racist logic of 
colonialist power relations 出at postcolonial由eorist
Abdul R. JanMohamed describes： “The colonialist’s 
military sup巳riority ensures a complete proj巳ction of 
his self on由E Other: exercising his assumed superior
ity, he destroys without any significant qualms the 
eff，巳ctiveness of indigenous economic, social, political, 
legal moral systems and impos巳s his own V巳rsions of 
these structures on the 0出er” (JanMohamed, 1995, 
p. 20).

Jar山tlohamed goes on to highlight colonialism’s
representational economies in terms of an Manichean 
Allegoηr that are useful for us when thinking about 
games, their manuals, guides, and iconographies. For 
him, 

the i1呻erialist is not fix
，

低ed on 叩ecific images or stereotyp衍

。fthe Other but rather on the affective benefits pγoffered 句
the mnnichean nllegoη， which generates the various stereo 

ηpes .. . The 如灿izi：η1g strategy and the alle旦orical mecha

nism not o：吨 permit a γapid exchange 。fdenig,有ting im吕立es

说ich can be used to mai：悦tain a sense of moral d可fference;

they also allow the writeγ to tran事m social and historical 

dissi叩larities into unive1c时，metaplψical diffeγences.… 
A步icrm natives can be collapsed into A.fi云icnn Animalf and 

叫stifled 到ill further as some magical essence of the con挝－
nent. (pp. 21-22) 

In the game manual’s section called “Imperialism 
Basics，”the countries in Imperialism articulate not only 
how certain racialized charact巳rs are programmed at a 
strategic disadvantage, but how the game structures-in 
biased advantages. As if a complete confirmation of 
JanMohamed’s charge，出e manual states: 

In Imp巳rialism there are two 叨es of countries. The 乒川
沙,pc, Great Power.‘飞 are ac切η in the game, each n山i �ya 

hu111an or by a wily computer foe. The second 抄1pe, Minor 
Nations, serve as I吨ions for exploitation and battle by 
the Great Powers. A Minor Nation in Imperialism 
cannot develop into a Great Power, nor can it win出c
game. . In Imperialism, colonization F呐？丁切 (I "p巳ace
缸1" takeover. (Imperialism manual, 1997, p. 13 [ em
phases added]) 

。m;c.: imagined. lnste.id, a.s pan ll「白culi 1Lr,1I ;1s well as 
Ji11µuistic synt:iλand su·uctm飞worJs :ire often sedi『

1111:nLC<l wi『h 日·ouhling ideo)ngics n「rnce. For example, 
in designing Lb巳 game D(li/.:n11m11, Jt 、llll Romero of 
D011111 and Qurtkr fomc ct·e;1Led ";i well muscled Afric::111 
Americ:111 l L:.h:1 r刊cter n;rnieclJ Superl斗y .1 『 ihnsc 】11.” A吕

i IJ飞：1旦·int:rl hy Ro111cn 
"I臼 rgc 1111.:1】.1cin阿1:h:11飞；l巳I巳r＇，’

（quore<l in Ch11nsand1ai, 
I W7, p. 2 5) wh11 �ch icves h』s n:1rrnt..ive .1门d gnmcplay 
imp;tc:L Lhrough an 111tc:ncxrnal 1℃fer巳nι·e LO Amerlc:111 
吨。cil!t） ” s rcificd im11gl!ry of the criminalized black male 
brutt: ic:011 or historic films and tel巳vi刑。n new:;. Th is is 
Ill addition to I he <:h:11·1\Cl'l.!r’

H L::1sily un.dersmod Ulax
pl”it目Lion film 川oniker· Srrj町，＇／�l'· LI" we hnvc lcarm;d 
:myrhing frc 川门 骂e111i0Lic:飞 su·uctlu-�Jisrn, and post
SITUCt1.1ralism ’R inAucnti:ll critic.ti demystifications or Jin 伽

1:,111istk .111d i111:1gistic signLfyin� Furn.:li(lll宫，川 Niιl目Cl1 

illustrnt 巳s’iL i:- 1h;1L miltur. 
in也l qnly :lS l】，1n nf inm.ct l由ng-11:1gc 句y『tcms由目t mor巳

们r less rely nn re:1de1虫’ 11.irying fluency in dfversc 111cdi:1 
literacies. 

T11 rc:itcr:llc a prt:vious point, thi� presumptive:: 
mcdi.1 litcrnc:r 1hcsiιdocs not fnn.:dost: what t11ILurnl
studie.�’ pn 》pone111s :idv们C..111:C :ls l℃：Hiers' n巳1:;01j:iccd nnd
opposition;1I rc.1ding prnc.:ticl:s咯：tinst such idc白 l mc:in
ing-rcccpt ion 叫ntCLurt:s. So, despite th!! l',H;t一山at
gn ，时r、 111i tht n:ad咱iin叽say I句·山的。1fficitd 均nlf仰
G"idls pend,:1111 1'11r pl'ivilcgin�r Rem衍 1 R,m,M· llo.λ·i11g:

No11ncl 2、 whit..: chn.ractcrs n肘im,l Lhc g:irne ’s nonwhin.:
d1:ir:1ctc1·s in 1.hc mυck: of .1tld1飞、坦白nd dt:�cript.i()n宫门f
rn1.:i:1liγ.c.:cl drn r:1c:rt:rs, 、Vl! 巳且11 11门1 i区n《 1n: 1ht.: politi仁：l ｜
巳conomy sen
E【litors' abilities to draw upon only a small pc】rtion of
racial cliff,巳r巳nee sigr】ifi 巳rs to naturalize their strategic
positioning of white characters to maximize game
pomts.

The focus here on some rhetorical contours of 
!,1';1111in� magazines’ and strategy伊ides’ racial dis
i..:mtr�c挝 reveals a hinary addr巳ss to id巳al players ac
cording to a racialized “You” versus “Th巳Ill

” conflict
structure that is rapidly becoming a st:111d;1nl and un 
d巳rstood functional motif. The problem is出at such 
st.indardization practices incr 
nonwhιit巳 charact巳rs as objectifi巳cl third-p巳rson 0 th巳rs
飞再rhos巳 ;1lrcrity11 is s＜】 II

嘈re111c‘lial】ly din七rι111 that ideal 
player、 would have little to n11 incenth l" ro adc 、pl Llwm 
as avat·:11·s ,ir .,kins. Ind(;cd咱 die wdcrnrn.：《 I 1vcrs1fii.:.tt ion 
ol 』』·：斗111巳 c:h:mH.:t<.:1'!> i.� sit:nific::111ily ddcg·ili111:1ll.:d when 
min, irity c.:h:1 r:1ctcr日 l'tmctJon pri111.1rily as川，jci.:t：、 of op 
f>l'l:S吨ion, dc,·isiun电 。I' :1S 11ilrl"且uvc nlistaclcs to br.: over
come or mastered.
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“＇Rule the world in 
this strategy game 

with style.” 
-GameSpa’ 

日日

I Figure 20.3 I 
Imperialist”＇s game box cover design (© Strategic Simulations) 

It is telling enough that Imperialism programs a 

nineteenth-century colonialist military e出os into con

temporary gameplay, as it states，“modeled on th巳 real

world of the nineteen出 century” （p. 1), yet recasting

colonialism as “peaceful.” But coupled with the game’s 
striking cover art displaying an illuminat巳d white-skin 

hand grasping a globe (figur巳 20.3), such representa

tional economies advance a worrisome, yet unrepentant 

ideology of neo-colonialist Eurocentrism that posits 

imperialism as spreading the necessary light of west巳rn

civilization. And given this game’s obvious Eurocen

trism, it might be reasonable to presume its relative 

lack of appeal for nonwhite gamers interested in mas

tenng strate臼r-sim games. 
Howev巳r, one gamer informed me that出is partic

ular g巳nre does not necessarily foreclose participation, 

pleasure, and mastery from 出ose gamers other than 

出巳 ideal or targeted end user. In his article “Black 

spectatorship: Problems of identification and r巳sis

tance，”Manthia Diawara problematizes what he calls 

the “impossible position” of black spectators, which 

bears similarly on black gamers. Following feminist 

filmmaker and theorist Laura Mulvey's ideas of gen-

dered spectatorship, Diawara notes出at black film spec

tators' pleasure in film and TV texts ar巳 obtained via 
transgender and transracial identification with white 

male characters as heroic ideals (Diawar飞 1993, pp. 

211-214) or by resisting this narrative hegemony alto

gether through “active criticism" and oppositional film

making (p. 219). I have argued elsewhere and in a 

related context 出at black spectators a忧巳nuate their

visual displeasure by deliberately misreading “explicit
antiblack character types so as to recode and reinvest

such images with transcendent meanings to suit their

own visual imaginings" (Evere仗， 2001, p. 309). Such
approaches certainly se巳m pertinent to and applicable
strategies for black gamers.

Civilize This! Or in Geek-Speak: 

RTFM! 
Despite game designs' restraint on users according to 

what Jean Francois Lyotard sugges臼is the tyranny of 
the computer bit (the basic unit of information re凯I
lated and circumscribed by the programmer) (Lyotard, 

1991, p. 34), one black geek lets us in on some sub
versive tactics and strat巳gies to avoid such gaming 



are Americans and Abe Lincoln in 4000 B.C., right纱．．．
And there's the Sioux and the Chinese. . . Th(y alt 
have strengths and 切eak,
win ’

14 
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As for Hall, it is important to play and win as an 
什1c:1n civili:G.1tion, which tbc g.1rnc csscnLi;1liz剧 ；IS
:l1ak11 Zulu (although s1 》mctirrn.:s she rcnamt:s山u thar

:ICtcr .1行且r an acturdly existing scvcntccnth-ccntury A巳
ri1..,lll queen ,,r如1部巾，11:1mcd Nz巳og:1). [ -foll c;unt inu臼；

Whm I piny the Zulu ... [with mk·.1' establishin且· tha飞l you 
know how to build s仰ne walls 111ul y1111 have the wheel. And 
rhi:n yrm 'vc got ro rledimtt: cerr11i11 fl}）υur 问.＇.＼＇（）lit口

’f to re
削rdJ.执仰t•r I imc y1111 learn more: ,nu/ m帆’ t11ch11(1/11gy. lj' 
j'IJ/1 pie业11 mlrurc th111 ii- sdr:111矿＇if you start叫，earl 1f thc’ 
阳1m•. B111 tb,· 7.11/11 m·e 11()1 Him I ijic. 抽η1/)II t I tin (mu/ 
this if wher.· the rcsist11r1n· 111111 comes i11) i,·, T trrl•i• 1hc mili-
1111)' ,11lv11111agr1 rl111t fr th，叭， ／1111 tlm1 1 /iims more rf tl.,11 
川，wrn•s ,m tl.w .1·rim1［；卢ι吨，th.· th11e l伊to I UUO IJ. ι：
Jhη’11rc /11.,th t!Jt' rfro//g<'sl uiilit11nf1, rmrl肋I' S/r(ff，伴’』·t scit忏
tijimlly, wl山i’ po』itiο盯 thou in II WI/)' 1h111 iJ .1·1ro1川宫er tlwr, 
th,· otlm· !{rmψI" .... ηp仙· is 11/rn II td'1,1· ..... lfii'r y, '111 ． 

刷II

／旷t削，－／gr, the Pr modwn, th, 1'.'11／仪力1L·1仰Cl/／’WLJII ’ C ’ ,.．． 
'11,d均y I b,· I imt yr1u J!/1 Iii I be'. 1800s.，的ult仇’ 71均I I pt.ημ， 
1/.w Zulus h11vr the rmfrr111d t,v /()(I(} /I.D. J干，11 see Ch11/w in 
11 suit, with 1h,1 ho11c: Jii,.ninf{ i11 rb�· ,·11r－气）1(/1/ A’1//JW.均，ii,·
k”I th1• Wr. 
,mt! it iJ nil’·ut句）『rndi:d /11�·i·「扩dill!( to whi11· mm11s/. . . . I 
WO叫i•r how mu功j (111/价阳li11，可以）’self; llfll tbi1· g111m: h、

dij知rent. 15 

Hall is not alone in her appreciation of Civiliza
tlOJl

’s various interactiv巳 mo<les wherein militarism is 
111tll\:ly t 』nc u「iL� m:·in) sLratcgic foc.i. 。lhcr gncncr叶，

吨。me huiu11g什Cllll (·;Cl"lll:lllj’， l•:nglanιI, and 吕门 nn, who 
1℃viewed t lie g�unc Civilt匀llio11 ror the website 1九111:'l
gainC:am日且， also find its nonwarg:imc cmphnsis p:circicu
l：“·ly叩1>c:tling. A .. 『l,:inc ’ l、：1ylor fron1 London writes tu 
the wch:,i le, ·' （泊，iliwtir,11 is NυTa war g-n111e … or is 
it？γhe g1℃.it thing nhout 1h.is g,imc ii; rhnt it i.::111 he Llif
「l'.I巳nl lhings to diffcn.:nt people. I「Y"u wanL t o pl:1y it 
:is ::i w川！fll11认 y仆u rnn; l「ycrn w:int t:n rl::iy ；凶 ηu�1ding
g.nnc, you can; if you \I，且111 l（’ play :i飞：1 I 》uikLlng日：111】c’
rυ11 c.rn.’’fi'or I bit, ir w�1飞 f-in:illy :1 i:h:mcc w "pick tht.:
7.ulu and kic:k cvcryhodjc，

’

川优坷
”

｜川、rh mili1:1riJ】
’ ，tnd

sιic.:nlific:1lly in :1 I’”pul;tr vidcc 』game 1101 designed for
thnt p叫川SC.八m I no 111a阳r how opaque, inco111plelc,
:111d genc.:r:1lly i111.:11mpc.:Lcnl 1he lechni巳11 wriLing of the
m,11111:ils, T l；训、ex刊1nplc r1::111inds LL� cif tfo: 11cccssi马川。

。rt·umscripti 011 and frusu叩on. This g、e础，LJniversit
0「Califo11ni:1, S:1ntn Cruz dm:cond candidn陀Rebecca
l l且 IL, in formed 111巳Lln1r Ll1c lir t rule or gcckm.:ss is 1·0 
Rη•＇M (r川i th,: ji"/Jltking 111111/f11t／），向ml for gamers it is 
cssc.nlii1l for circrn11venLing the g:1mc’s presα·ipl ions, 
underst·:-inding· it且 Byzan山1c rules, ;md m:i吕tcring- the 
g:imepl:iy or :my KC11 「心. Llall finds It import.mt t＜】rcaJ
closely and d1υl"cl\c日hly l\ny g司mc's 1.11:11111:11 before 
:Htempting to pby bec::iusc shi.: h.itc.� having an infrn」

mation deficit when her goal is to ov巳rcome some 
games’ discursive tyranny. Hall became a video game 
fan in the mid 1980s. A favorite game was Avalon Hill’s 
r;JviliZL1ti11T1, a precursor to such st.n1te筋’－sims :is 71，矿＇／（＇／＇－

If /1.W II. ＼，＼月1:1t is in le re叫ing ah”ll L问：ill’s npprnach to Ch,
iliz,11io11 and 飞vh.11 makes it pcrtincm toυur• srudy is her 
(.!X!lill I】 le or h11w people :1<.:ncally play these g:imcs. ln :tel
dilirm, her dc.:plny111en1 of 白 ste:ilLI, e骂semialism su·ntcgy 
rh:ll allows ht:r lυ时11日。mes by playing ngninst the 
norm叩i.:aks \'Cllu1m:s :ihoul gamers’ willingness l1J re
ru吨e imd rcjwc:t ga111cs' j}『ivilc何cd 11arr:-1t1vcs while sti ii ！
日1 ing hm 』ll山 “「d
I l:111 ’s （、、\1 11 d巳s巳riprinn ＜’f hct· g;:lnl(;I、la)I n,白k巳刽 t.hi.: poinl 
c《 1nvim:i 11日ly. Ir is imporlant, how亿vcr, to nυlt: tJ1nt Ch」

ilir:..ti/1()71 i.� 110[ :1 wrirg:1111e (w:uw1mcs do l1υl gc111.:r;1 ll 
nppeal to l'cmnh: g't1111e1吟 ， ！mt according t<> one wcbsin.:, 
f.'un:1w1in(;;111'1e<;, "The objel"I of Lbt.: If.line is to g:1iJl :1 
level nf ovc1τ1u :1clv:111巳Cl11巳111 10 which c11lrnral, cco-
1m111ic, and politial facrm古：II＇ιimport 日nt. The.: winner 
cs die player who mainL.iins山c best l1:1hincc l 比tween
:11:uviti巳s of nomads, f:u:mc叭，citirιns, mcn::h:111rs and 
Jll.ivi.:11 tll l'CI'仇.”12

lbll ’s 14,m,eplay i、；l 11ovd 巳n:1et..Jnclll ol" I.hi:, idt:al 
sccn:irin, :ind how she descrih队 her �11:alth c:;.�cntiali且m
.1ppro.11:h is rcvcalin只. '1'111.: game..: h巳gins wirh I he 也 lawn
Ill吕 门r c.:iviliz目 tion』 som巳where between 4000-8000 
日.c. w 2 so n.c. 以lh:11· L-lnl I :iprwci.:iatc引 IllυSL ,l [ ll llll 
the g;11111.: is Lh:ll �111H! pl:iyers set the condition li,r win
ning, w!w山口r it is thr川1日h world conquc『L, being the 
first t.o l饥uwh 白白rn:(;cssFul sp:1ccship from c:irrh, spiri
tuc1 l transc巳nc.l巳nee， 。r heading a world-class govern
rnent.认!her巳 som巳 of her acquaintances who play the 
gam已。pt for traditional Europ巳an civilizations as game 
avatars, she also nυtes that the gam巳 pres巳口ts oth巳r
options as W巳11.1 号 As she puts it: 
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There arc tm－＿卢iftcen diffi: 7lt peop 
thσ1肌！C differ zt山/rill’te川tics, ／，山the Zulu， 切hu an: 
militaristic a11d 叫＇)fl11,1·i111而tic.η1is means you go into the 
．ψ111/C With Iυ·t11in tee、IJ//ol//gil's 1111t! ,11/-u1111/11,rt,·,:.r (111ilit11ry). ． 
,J,,, 

Ill/II r01mm-r1 lid, the Amυ如tm· (I d1111'1 l.·11,rw why th,n• 



RTFM before on巳 can effectively resist or transgress 
programmers’

tyranny of the bit!

Playing the “ Skin” Game

Wh巳re the strate盯sims marginalize the Other, both 
qualitatively and quantitatively, gaming’s sports and

fighting genres, by contrast, foreground the O出巳r in 

their interactive fictions. Still, first-person games such 

as Nameco’s Tekken Tag 7、urnament and Midway ’S

Ready 2 Rumble Boxing: Round 2, for example, are in 

littl巳 danger of contributing to what Uma Narayan and 
Sandra Harding call “d巳centering tl1e center.” It is diι

ficult to discern any progress between sports and fight

ing gam巳5’ overrepresentation of racial minorities and

strate部r-sims’ und巳rrepresentation of thes巳 groups

when white male characters (especially Americans) are 
continually privileged. For example, as in real life (RL) 

sports, all of the characters in Rea今 2 Rumble Boxing: 

Round 2 (R2R-2) bear colorful names and nicknames 

tl1at enliven and amplify their stereotypical “personal

ities，” and delimited skills (figure 20.4). The problem
is that such charged enunciations appearing in strategy 

guides and manuals either fire or dull users’ imagina

tions as they “select” or choose to play as these highly

racialized game “skins. ”Writing for Prim的 Official

Stmtegy Guide to R2R-2, Keith Kolmos and his team re

inforce heroic and sympathetic ster巳otypes of white 

gam巳 characters, while r巳deploying ridiculous and per
nicious ones for black and 。由er Others. 

Afro Tlrnnd巳r and his cousin G. C. Thunder as 

“ar℃h rivals” not only evoke the discourse of black-on

black violence, but b巳cause the form巳r “went Holly
wood for a while" (Kolmos, 2000, p. 22) and the latter 

uses “boxing as a vehicle for op巳ning a chain of hair
facilities" (p. 62), and because 巳ach is "more of a 

performer than a boxer，”these black skins are silly, ma
levolent, and trivialized dissi1τmlations of black boxers ’ 

RL dominance of the sport. Furthermor飞black skin 

Butcher Brown’s King Kong look， “much ne巳d巳d

1
1

1巳ntal stability" and “banned ... deadly knock-out 

punch" complete tl1e familiar rhetoric of black male 

criminality and brawn over brains image. (Interestingly, 

these characters “special rnov巳s，＇’ and “combo mov巳S”

were programmed with too many skill deficits to be 

pur巳ly coincidental or i nsignificant.) 
Again, high-tech blackface and black “skins" are 

not th巳 only representational casualties of the “joystick

nation，” to borrow J. C. Herz’s terminology. As sur

prised as I was to discover Maori, Brazilian, Hawaiian, 

Taiwanese, Me泪can, and Thailand "skins” also among

I 319 I 

Midway's R2R-2 pugilistic ens巳mble, I was less sur

prised by the rhetoric and rendering tl1at construct巳d

出em. Like the black American “skins，＇’ these other 
racializ巳d Others also were marked by such rh巳torical 

diffi巳r巳nces as “Beast from the East，” ＂Maori fighting
ways are savage，” “ 400-pounder ... short on ring expe

ri巳日C巳 but long in the tooth，”“lacking confidenc鸟” and
so on. These are not exactly the skill levels出at lure 

most us巳rs. These avatars are even more undesirabl巳

when white, ethnic “skins” representing Italy, Croatia,
England, Canada, and America are described sympa 

thetically, powerfully, and a伍rmatively： “high tolerance
for pain，” “dedicated to boxing，” “storγis enough to
bring a tear to your eye，＇’“out to prove to the world 

出at he'll be able to beat the best with just one hand，” 
“although h’s laid back, Brock gets pretty serious
when he hits出e canvas，”“improved on his formerly 

rudimentarγboxing skills，” “refined skills and superior 
knowledge of也e sw巳et scienc巳” （Kolmos, 2000, p. 34-

73）.叽Ti出such visual and narrative inducements, and 

at cos臼ranging from five to more than fourteen dollars 
an issue, tl1ese texts and their alluring codifications of 

whiteness should not b巳 underestimated. After all, sto

ries of the comic book’s strong influence on dir巳ctors
of films, music vid巳os, and television shows are legion 

and legendary. To some extent, these guides seem 

more potent as imagistic ideals for出E computer literate 
Internet generation. And tl1eir discourses of racial diι 

ferenc巳 can be subtle and disarming. 
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Conclusion: Ethnic Cleansing-The 

Game 

/Ethnic Cleansing is} the 11刷t politically inco1nct video 

俨阴阳'l{fe. R仰 throng由 the ghetto 协st吨 away vario阳

blacks nnd ‘ψics in an attcn伊f to w1i11 e ntlηnα to the subway 

Jystem, where the Jews have hidden to avoid the carnage. 

Tl.川， i
f

｝’＇OU ＇肚
‘

lu句 you can blow away jews as they

SffC//7/l "Oy ηy！，＇’f川 your way to their command center. 
刊r Rr，旧war has bψn. Your skin is yo即 unifonn in this 
battle for tbe survival of严盯 kind. ←E出nic Cleansing 16 

In February 2002, analysts of th巳 U.S. vid巳ogame in
dustry announced record shattering retail sales of int巳r
active game units in 2001 that topped out at $9.4 
billion. 17 That same mon白，cybersleutl1 H.A. alerted 
our virtual community on由巳 Afrofuturisrn lists巳rv to 
the 巳xist巳nce of an alarming, tour de for℃e racist com
put巳r game called Ethnic Cleansing by simply posting its 

URL, or web addre吨 under the subject "Ethnic 
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I Figure 20.4 I 
(a) Butcher Brown, (bl Selene Strike, (c) Jet "Iron" Chin, (d) Ma Ma Tua, (el Wild "Stubby" Corley[© Prima Games) 



Cleansing: The Game！ ” Despite H.A.’s uncharacteristic 
lack of commentary in出at initial post， 也巳 following
few days were abuzz in thoughtfully passionate, de
tached, enraged, and engaged responses. For some，由e
question concerned whether or not black people should 
use 由巳 same “power缸l open source game engi时，

Genesis 3D，”used to create th巳 racist Ethnic Cleansing 

game, to create games of retaliation or overdue repara
tions for centuries of oppression and legalized injustice 
against A丘ican Americans. Others, especially L.d.J., 
were unconvinced出at the Internet could be "the great 
equalizer，”given troubling developments in gaming 
culture as reported by the Anti D巳famation Lea职1e
(ADL). L.d. J. posted information from the ADL on 
hate groups’ “manipulation of available technology to
create violently racist and anti Semitic versions of pop
ular video games ... with titles such as Ethnic Cleansing 

and Shoot the Blacks.” 18 

Clearly such use of the Internet for recruiting 
youths to由巳 ideology of hate does not exactly embody 
th巳 progressive revolutionary imperative of the tempo
rary autonomous zone (T AZ）出at Hakim Bey imag
ined when he spoke of data-piracy and other forms of 
leeching off the Internet itself for “reality hacking” and
“出e free flow of ideas” （Bey, 1991, p. 108). But the fact 
remains that manipulated gam巳s began proliferating on 

出巳Internet to be "previewed, purchased or down
loaded on the websites of the nation’s most dangerous
hate groups” including “neo-Nazis, white supremacist
and Holocaust deniers.” 19 The ADL repor臼that “In
‘Ethnic Cleansing，’ the player kills Blacks and His
panics （由e game uses pejorative terms) before entering 
a subway ... sound effects, described as 'Realistic Negro 
Sounds，’ turn out to be ‘monkey and ape sounds' that 
play when dark-skinned characters are killed in the 
game’s first level.”

20 叭That struck me about出is partic
ular egregiousness was its eerie resonance with Lester 
A. Walton’5 1909 essay about “ Th巳 degeneracy of the 
moving picture theater，”where矶Talton describes his 
encounter with the early cinema’s profiteering on black
pain and suffering. Walton writes incredulously： “Sev
eral days ago, the writer was surprised to see a sign 

prominently displayed in仕ont of the plac巳 bearing the 
following large print ‘JOHN SMITH OF PARIS, 
TEXAS, BURNED AT THE STAKE. HEAR HIS 
MOANS AND GROANS. PRICE ONE CENT！’” 

（矶Talton, 1909, p. 6). Most salient here is Walton’s ad
monition出at our failure to protest vigorously against
such racist commodification of black victimhood would
engender worse images in the future. As Walton put it, 
“If w巳 do not start now to put an 巳nd to this insult to 
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出e race, expect to see more shocking pictures wi也出巳
Negro as subject in the near 缸ture” （p. 6). Certainly 

也巳re has been a steady historical progression of perni
cious representations of blackness in many film and 
television texts that b巳ar out 矶Talton’s prescience. 
Unfortunately, video games such as Ethnic Cleansing 

only exacerbate the situation. 
Exactly one month after H.A. posted Ethnic Cleans

ing's URL to出E Afrofuturism list, ABC's肌rid News 

Tonight ran a segnient on出e game and its intergenera
tional group of hatemonger巳rs, revealing 出at 也e
game’s January 20, 2002 launch was planned to coin
cide with the nation’5 0伍cial Martin Luther King, Jr. 
holiday. 

This is not the only time television has addressed 
gaming issues. On July 10, 2002, ABC's news show 
Nightline aired a program 巳ntitled “Just a Game: Play
ing Grand ηφ Auto 夕’ （GTA3）也at interrogates由is
game’

S excessive violence, incredible photorealism,
amazing popularity, and staggering financial success. 
Certainly, I am interested in Nightli町、 disclosure也at
GT A3 has sold three and a half million copi巳s at $50 
each, and concerns about出e game's "stunning real
ism" taking interactive gaming to a new level户How
ever, I am more interested in how the discourse of race 
and gaming gets played out in Nightline's latest moral 
panic and traditional versus new media rivalry 巳pisode
couched as news. Night，仿ie points out 由e fact 出at

出巳 games’ graphic violence has attracted both detrac
tors and loyal consumers，由at the U.S. congress has 
denounced the game, and出at GTA3 has been outlawed 
in Australia, with o出er countries considering bans. The 
program also highlights the d巳bate about whether or 
not GTA3’s high-tech make-believe and ferocity might 
be considered cathartic, whereas others ask if GT A3 

and others of its ilk should be called games at all.22 
Obviously this timely show has a general relevance 

for出is essay because it concerns video games and so
cial values. However, certain aspects are especially per
tinent as these issues intersect with race ma忧ers. First 
of all, Nightline’s in-studio panel of four, including host 
Ted Koppel, consists on与of white males. And despite 

出巳 show’s packaged introductory piece featuring A丘i
can American reporter Michele Martin, the all-white 
male panel ass巳mbled to discuss the issue displays出E
still unbearable whiteness of being in mainstream 
media’s future vision and curr巳nt conceptualizations
of new media technologies and gaming cultures’ 

increasing cultural power and much-lamented societal 
influences. Secondly, I was struck by the fact由at the 
only representations of “minority” （particularly black) 
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Th巳 cons巳nsus of th巳 panelists is that GTA3’s nar『

rative fantasy becomes a dangerous step toward r巳ality
for those who desir巳 to act out the game’s violent see』

narios. Nig力tline's experts do concede that most kids 
won’t go out and kill. However, when Koppel, asks
Sergeant Neill to use his twenty-plus years of police ex
perience to ascertain where GTA3 might rank in com 
parison to “poverty, drugs, gang warfare，”as a societal
threat, he betrays a racist assumption about which 
groups are susceptible to gaming’s putative corruptions,
esp巳cially with such racially charged signifiers of urban 
decay and blight. Sergeant Neill's repons巳 is equally 
telling. He states： “This is a game. But it is a violent
game. Ther巳 is a thing called 附加11 terror. Ther巳 are
some part� that are controlled by anncd youths who ai·c 

urban tcrrm力ts, and this gam巳 isn’t a part of that for
the average person. But for som巳on巳 who lives in that 

neighborhood, h打 reali吵打 d�ffcrentfro111 Stev内”23 ［巳m
phasi日 山dded]. Again, th巳 implicit racial opposition 
being constructed h巳r巳 cannot be denied. For young 
Steve Crenshaw not only functions in this rh巳toric as 
th<.:: responsible, white fac巳 of GTAJ fandom, but th巳

5巳rg巳ant is cl巳arly positioning him as an av巳rage person 
in opposition to youth仇1! urban terrorists that most 
N钞tline viewers would presume to be poor black and 
other minority youths. Once again, the heg巳mony of 
white supr巳macy is interpolated here and it only under 
mines sob巳r and fair discussion about gaming culture 
and its uses and abuses. 

Returning briefly to the Afrofuturism list’5 巳ngag巳－

ment with the racist videogame Etlm泣’ Cleansing, a few 
points should b巳 made. Significantly, r巳sponses to the 
game were vari巳d, cogent, passionate, thoughtful, and 
quite provocative. Th巳 discussion thread rang巳d from 
ideas about tl1巳 creation of hlack owned and op巳rated
video game husin巳sses, including th巳 establishment of 
manufa二 uring f乱ctories in Africa;24 th巳 dev巳lopm巳nt of 
l】lack gar曰es and gam巳 consol巳目 with th巳 goal of r巳pli－ 

eating、 8 mov巳ment much like “what th巳 black comic
book industry did in th巳 巳arly 90’s.”25 Still others
saw the issUL: in much broader global terms, and 
within a post-S巳pt巳mber 11 id已。logical context. For 巳X

ampl巳， regnrding historical racism in gaming, g】t巳ch
wnt巳s:

In F叭吁you γcally want tn be tcclmiml a七nut 红卫仰阳 like

thfr have o.:istcd for、 oh . . uw笋，cftJtecn years or so since the

first iteriltion of DOOM to be 凹t眈 Notl】j吨 llCW her 

巩＇！＇bat h盯 ch《m旦U《i i s the ability of propa旦mulil pieces like

this to 又r1n1er atte11行。叭 th11s 艺m
mu! ji-c巳 pres . . . In csse山飞 we arc 仇in只 the work 扣

characters in N但htline's sel巳ct vid巳O clips of G'J二43 were 
victims of tl1e game’

S narrative violence met巳d out quite
gratuitously by the game’s whit巳 male protagonist. At
this point it is important to state that Nig 'i川、 ’all
whit巳 and all-male panel is not tl1e bigg·est problem 
her巳. The biggest problem is that Night/inc anchor 
Ted Koppel and his fellow whit巳 male guests, D.C. 
police o伍cer Sergeant Gerald N巳ill, s巳venteen-y巳ar
old GTA3 player Stev巳 Cr巳nshaw, and Cornel Univer
sity instructor James Garbarino, find a way to evoke 
black criminality despite the obvious abs巳nee of hlacks 
as gam巳rs or participant ag巳nts in this story. Moreov巳r,
this panel constructs a narrative of normativ巳 suburban
whit巳11巳ss capahle of neutralizing、 and policing video
gam巳5’ violent in fluenc巳s that, noticeably, hinges on
conflating real life street-level violence in urbnn areas 
with the game’s virtual urban viol巳nc巳a

Now, what anger巳d m巳 ahout this hyperbolic dis
cussion of video gam巳 violence and th巳 show in general 
was tl1e foct tl1at th巳 show b巳gan with 巳xculpatory
rhetoric surrounding a white, S 巳巳mingly middl巳 to 
upp巳r class female par巳nt who purchased GT A '3 for 
h巳r underaged, thirt出n-year-old son and two of his 
san1 巳－aged whit巳仕，ends to 巳njoy and mast巳r, despite 
the game’S cl巳ar忖labeled warning of unsuitability for
childr巳n. Nir,htline continued in this vein by using 
s巳vente巳n-year飞ild Steve Crenshaw as a privileged 
GTA3 native informant who could serve double duty. 
First, h巳 signi自巳cl an older, mor巳 ag巳 appropriat巳 and
matur<.:: white te巳naged boy fan of GTA3 (obviously 
门11巳 巳xperienced with earlier iterations of the Grand 

Theft Autοgame). And 日econd, Crenshaw ’s apparent
normal巳y and r巳iteration of th巳 thirt巳en-year old’5
stat创刊巳nt that gam巳rs understood the diffi巳rencc be 
tween rea I life and video gam巳 fantasy functioned to 
8hs忖Ive the thirteen-year-old GTA3 player, his irre
sponsihl巳 mother, and his two friends of blame. An【｜，
as J have been arguing throughout tl1is chapter, a signifi
c:int transposition is effocted around race, but in this in
巾nee Night/in内Koppel, tl1巳 police o剑出r, and 出巳

eliw univet可ty in日tru巳tor eff，巳ctiv巳ly displace GT A ，
’s

social menace onto urhan-read hlack-communities. 
Even thou日h Nigbtli11c’s television view巳IS ::Jf巳 shown
powerful images时 CTA'.J ’R white mal巳 protagoni日t’s
unprovoked shυotings of polic巳。币四川江nd prostitutt::s 
(with grnphic displays υf blood spurting from their 
wnundccl digit;il bodies), and hi刊 hit and run vehicular 
massacres of black and other characters for 巳xtrn g川11巳

points，日till Koppel, S巳rgeant Nt:ill ，川1cl instructor Gar 
barino unproblem�1tically incul1〕at巳 blackn巳日日， 。I mor巳

accurnt巳ly urh�n p巳oplc, as th巳 prolilem.
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them.…The gflming comunmiηF isn ’

f dumb, they flren 't 
mindless drones who are being bminwashcd or hypnotized. 
They are people like you, me, the guy 11c1ηu the street, etc. 
who are probab�y gettin且 d bigger l<ick out of the couψetition 
of winning rather than the look of the toons (too川 arc the 
characte1:, for you non-gmner.i). In卢1ct, the subject of chc11t
ing is much more of a prnblem thfln racism. 2币

For g-tech it is important not to buy into the 

alarmist hype surrounding Ethnic Clcansi，恨， 巳specially

when the game is decant巳xtualized and removed from 

larger geopolitical factors. G-tech continues: 

In fact the most populm· shoote1丁 rwc the pa的。由 ones. Take 
a look flt the sales of Soldier of Fortune, Rainbow 
Six, Counterstrike, Operation Flashpoint, Delta Force 

Land 识乃1rrior, R巳阳rn to Castle叭Tolfenstein, Medal of 

Honor and othen ij「you 切/lilt 切 see some really scary stuff 
Te’aching k阶that it's OK for America to send cuvert aper 
atives、 into foreign countries and assassinating 仰· killin g
[leada'. 
it is piη/J，斤hly the biggest problem τve may face in the future. 
On their own the且而mes are harmless, but coupled 切ith (/ 
r内
in a vii111al environment, a Prιrident who supports these 
shadow wm丁 and a pat，切tic state of mind in the count1y 
11nd you have ,1 rec伊for trouble. I c11n 't begin to count how 
1/l{lllJ

“Get Bin L11den" scenarios are popping up all over the 
net.27

Although I selected this particular post to high 

light, some Afrofuturists participating in the Ethnic 
Clermsin且 discussion thread wer巳 not convinced hy th巳

argum巳nts presented her巳， and presented convincing 
counter可rguments that I cannot elaborat巳 in this space. 

However, on巳 is particularly p巳rtin巳nt and makes a 

great concluding point h巳cause it addresses several 

issues at the heart of this essay. One of Mr. B’s numer

ous responses to g-tech’s commentarγthat is pertinent 

for us is his respectful yet count巳r res pons巳 to g-t巳ch’s

remark that "on th巳ir own the games are harmless.” 

Mr. B. r巳plies： “I would n巳V巳r consider anything that 

structures th巳 way people spend th巳ir time among a 

wide vari巳ty of options ‘harmless.’ They [gam巳s] might 

not be causal or deterministic，也ey ar巳 definitely not 

neutral, and as a r巳sult, not harm！巳ss in my opinion.… 
Let’s keep this discussion going. I don’t think we ’re at 
odds here, hut we do n巳ed to refine exactly what we 
are talking about.”2X 

叭F巳 have heen talking about th巳 need to pay atten 
tion to how vid巳o and comput巳r gam巳s, like oth巳r
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forms of popular entertainment, might be consider巳d

in relation to issues of identity politics, reproduction of 

racist ideologies and hegemonies d巳spit巳 gaming’

5

novel expressive hardwar巳 apparan1ses. At issu巳 here

has been the concern over tl1巳 politics of r巳presentation

regarding race, and出巳question about gaming cultu町、

ability to replicate or challenge existing portrayals of 
specific groups in films, TV shows, and print media. 

认f巳 are talking about the ascendancy of a very powerful 

and technically evolving medium, and we want b巳 sure

that race does not remain the structured absence or 

sp巳cious virtual pres巳nce in our concern about where 

the future of gaming is headed. 
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Notes 
I. Richard Pierre Davis is a UK-based community

activist and technology worker who teaches in

formation technolo部Y to disadvantaged groups
around the globe. (Interview by author, tape

recording, London, England, July 9, 2001.)

2. For almost everything you ever wanted to know
about the S1ψer凡1m切 Brothei丁 games, go to the

online S叩er Mm·io Brothe1:, Headquarters at

www.smbhq.com \ who.htm.
3. I follow Marsha Kind町、 usage of this term in

her important book Playing with power in movies,
television and video games, p. 3.

4. Henry Jenkins treats th巳 subject of immersiv巳

play and interactivity in comput巳r games mor巳

thoroughly in "'Complet巳 freedom of move

ment’ ： Video games as gendered play spaces，＇ ’ 

in From B11rbic tu A,1011al λ
：

ombat: Gender and
l'01//,puter wnnes.

5. Hayden White has been very influential in
advancing the c1 itical project of writing revi
sionist historiographies. See his essay “The
burden of history，”in Tropics of discourse: Essays
in cultu1ηJ criticism.

6. S巳巳 for example, Carey Goldberg’s article
“Children and violent video gam巳s: A warn
ing，＇’ New 盯rk Times, December 15, 1998,

Al4, which b巳gin日 “It’s almost Christmas. Do
you know what your children ar巳 playing?

Might they perhaps be ripping out the spines of
th巳ir en巳mies, perpetrating massacres of march

ing bands and splatting th巳ir screens with sprnys
and spurts of pixelat巳d blood？ ＇’ ； se巳 also, John
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15. Hall int巳rview.

16. The game Ethnic Cleansing could b巳 found

during the first months of 2002 at www 

.resistance.com/ethniccleansing/catalog.htm. 

1 7. The NPD Group, who conducted the study, 

noted that video gam巳 accessories also posted 

record-breaking sales. The top selling PC games 

were The Sims by Electronic Arts. See the full 

online report，“NPD reports annual 2001 U.S. 

interactive entertainment sales shatter industry 

record，”7 February 2002, www.npd.com/corp/ 

content/news/r巳leases/press_020207.hnn. 

18. These quotes are excerpted from H. Allen, 
“Ethnic Cleansir誓：The Game！ ”AfroFuturism, 

F巳burary 20, 2002, and L. Johnson，“ Racist 

video games target you出，”February 25, 2002, 

both at http://a仕ofuturism.n巳t.

19. L. Johnson，“Racist video games target you由，”

February 25, 2002. 

20. Ibid.

21. Michele Norris and Ted Koppel， “Just a

Game，”AB C's Night/inc, June 10, 2002. This

show explores the popularity of the first『person

sim game Grand 刊φ Auto 3.

22. “Just a Game，”Night/inc, June 10, 2002.

23. Sergeant Gerald Neill, comments made on

Night/inc, June 10, 2002. 

24. Mr. B， “Re： 一 Racist video games target 

youth－，”Internet, Afrofuturism list, Februarγ 

26, 2002. 

25. C splash， “Re: -Racist video games target

youth－，＇’Internet, Afrofuturism list, February

26, 2002.

26. G tech， “ Re: -Racist video games target

youth－，”Internet, Afrofuturism list, Februarγ

26, 2002.

27. Ibid. 

28. Mr. B. “ Re: -Racist video games target 

youth－，”Internet, Afrofuturism list, February 

26, 2002. 
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SIMULATION, HISTORY, AND COMPUTER GAMES 

William Uricchio 

The year打1967. The caη are 111a11.1,ro11.1·61 
powe呐！， extremely light, and the tires arc so 
hard that a single set will often last three race 

wed·mds! Brakes are terrible. F（／／ηgr1.仙11.1' of 

t·olfltilc g11.w仇此’ su11ound the drivrr一l'011rnined
by nothing more than a thin skin of斤agile alumi
nium-and there are no seatbelts. The circuits 

llf'I' lmwth1,,l.:i11K�l' lwrur{f'iJI, supnw，.·�）＇ cb,tl!mJJ;」

i咱 仰di川tn/6’， kt:/Jir/(,,, dtlllf!,t'/'()l(.f. A./1110.1·t.for()' 
pcrr1·11t of the tlrivin Off I hi'’ grid ro咆y wl/1 CVl:11-
tually die at the wheel of a racing car. h打the
golden age of motor raα咆， and you are at the 
wheel. 

Over 阳0 户仰 ，悦。· its release, Grand Prix 
Legends .rt1111d1· 11/cml' 1111101饵’1ft mci,何 j"hlllllfl

hi/II.\' 1/11{/ f!,!Nltl:.S /IS the 11/t!SI IIIICOl!lj//'lilllfo
＇，叫v

rc11/i.rtic j"i川·t!11tor of rtitt• rtir ’｛y1111111ics-1111d 
argua均the most rewarding consumer racing j"�作－
ware product二ever published. 
-Eagle Woman

Thrills, speed, and a high likelihood of explosive 
accidents all enhanced by refin巳d controls and stat巳－

of-the-art replication of th巳 driving experience, and is 
it any wonder由at Grand Prix Legends has all the mak
ings of a great game? Judging by the comments in vari
ops cmli11e disc1·1ssion group日， Sie.rrn Sp仆rts h;1鸟 !lmply 
saLisfil:d the di.:m日nJs for historic:il :1cc11rac:y 111;1dc hy 
mos1 or irs fons. \Nith custom巳rs clnmoring for rnon; 
bisroric:d sim11l:1Li0115-fro111 the 1965 础1son ( the la ,L 
of 1.he gtnLlcm川 ly r:1ces) to I he se:1snn just日11jsh1.:d
we might inquire into 出E historical claims and im
plications of such games. The d巳tails of the cars and 
wntlit ions of出e track seem hi『toric::.1lly accuruti.:, :i11d 
mwy of出E playc1飞 colJIC Lo rhc g:tme wi出《lctailcd
knowledge of the 19们 rncc、 1·h.c d livers ’ tactics, :111d su 

cm. Indeed, this we:ilt.hυ「infor111,1Licm and histmi.callv
1.:orrcct dct,1iJ seems 10 b巳：1 source of pluyer ple:tsrn·i.:,
:11lowing g;uncrs to cntcr the simubtctl world o「1υ67
and relive it in their own terms. But if we take interac-

tivity to be one of出e distinguishing characteristics of 
computer阳mes, 1 the iutcrnccion betwc巳n :i I”·巳senL
d;l)' pl刊ycr :1nd L11c 1·ern:.sentatinn of o historically叩U
t.:ific wυrid w门口 Id seem to drnllcugc any notion of 刊

uniqul: configuration oC historidtl “ 民1cl'" and “fixity," 
givi吨wil)' instc:id to the hiswric.1lly i11consistc.nt and 
lu<lic. Such ,m inLeraction provokes fundamcnt:J..I qucs
tio.ns regarding chi.: place or compt1tcr grimes in systems 
of hi:;tnricnl l'Cj)l't!SCllt:1时υn, questiυn日 rhm ti让s ch:iptcr 
will 抽cld n.:ss. 

One mig·ht b巳 tempted to conclude thal computer 
g;1n1es, lu sharp contn.1st t:o media such as prtnt, rhυtog
r叩.hy, fil111, audio rcco「ding, irnd rclevision，。re some
how inc1p�hlc ol heing deployed for purposes o( 
hfauoricttl acιuracy, documentation, anti 1..h11s rc1”

－
��巳n

rn1-iun. Alt.hough they can inLegr刊1工：al I of thc.�c ltilrlii.:r 
media, computer games might seem dos巳st to historical 
docmnenrntion only when 巳mulating th巳m, in the pro
cess suppt·essing games ’ defining int巳ractive relation
ship with th巳 gamer. Of course, one might i111,1日 im: a 
fixed progression of events (as in a film or tdcvision 
program) visually or acoustically accessible from differ
e11r points orvi巳w, hm this would he dυsc:r ro comp11ti.:r 
川ml巳 ling- Ll1a11 Judie cxpericm.:c. Is the computer game 
lhus :rn innpprnp斤 11t.: pl:1tfonn G 』r Lhc n,:p.rcsentati（川

”「 histmy? Perh,1ps (and the 1967 Gn111d /11加Legc11rls
Ill日y ＼、•ell lil· 臼 li111lti11g C:lS巳 were we w purs-uc Lhis argu
Ill巳111). Bui in this chaprer, I w:lnl t<> complic;ttc the re-
l�tio11ship of <.:om1111ti::r ffJJ111.!5 to hi且tory, suggcsLing :1 
fulli:1· sci or i1rn:r:1ctio11.s witb the process 1l'f historic..-:.d 
in骂niption, that is, with tht； 叭’ny喝in 飞υliich h山1白

SU C:C.: 

H、电霄1·ilt℃n into” th巳｜】a鸟L. I wouJd :1lso lik巳 ω 巳咀plor已 th

I \ 

也； 
rckJ ti011..�h ip ol' COln[)ULer games t：“ the largi:r cullllnil 
prou：�ses of 1111di.:rbtanding h.i创＇ory, spccificnlly, wirh 
di8riplinary dd,:lle:; wi1hi11 rhe hisLυnc:al prol'e:;s1on. In 
Lhis h1ttL·1· <."rtse., J tLUl srrui.:k by th巳 h叩｜巧’ι：oincidencc
oi the nrn巨hly p:11τ1lld devcl＜』1)1111.!llt (If pOSU:,I ↑·11cturnlis1 
histmiogr:tphy (chnrged lly its cri1ii::s with upsctt.ing th 
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appl巳cart of the historical trade hy challenging notions 
of facticity, explanatory hierarchies, master narratives, 
and indeed, th巳 interpretive authority of the historian) 
and computer facilitated hypertext an<l games (empow
ering 由巳 us巳r-and in the wake of the author’S over
celebrated demise一巳nabling one to organi沈 阳的
own text). Togeth巳r, these two practices coincide w1由－
in what might broadly be considered the postmodern 
Zei也eist, giving both theory and form to a n巳w way of 
organizing historical experi巳nce, developments that I 
will briefly sk巳tch later in the chapt巳r.

In the pages that follow, I would like to consider 
the out巳r ends of口 spectrum of historical computer 
gam巳5 as sites to t巳ase out the possibiliti巳s and implica
tions 。fhistorical repres巳ntation and simulation. These 
two extremes have different historiographic app巳als.
。n巳 SOI飞such as th巳 1967 Gmnd Pi衍Lcp;ends gam巳

or th巳 Battle of the Ht咆e, is sp巳t丁
it d巳als with a pa1咆ticular histor‘ l 巳V巳nt一a race, a 
battl巳一allowing th巳 play巳r to 巳ngag巳 in a sp巳culative
or “what if” 巳11αmntcr with a particular past. In these 
games, efforts are usually tak巳n to maximize the accu
racy of historical detail, allowing th巳 setting and condi
tions to constrain and 可hap巳 gam巳 play. At th巳 other
extr巳me are games that deal with historical process in a 
SOlll巳what abstracted or structural manner. Civilization 
町and The 。regon Trail typify these historically sini
ated pun四 in which 臼 godlike player mak巳s strategiι 
decision日：md learns to cope with thιιonsequences, 
freed from th巳 con日traints of historically specific condi
tions. Although gam巳s of this sort al川巳licit spccul口tiv巳

巳ngag巳Ill巳nt with the past, they tend to b巳 built upon 
particular visions or th巳ori巳R of long-term historic8l cl巳－

V巳lopm巳nt. That is, in plac巳 υf the constraining 1叶巳 of
hi山》rical sp巳ιificity of the form巳r g:1111巳s (a hi日torical 
sp巳ci币city inculcated through 巳ncrust巳【l by巳rs of his
toric1l scholarship, training, and popular m巳mory),
these less specilic口lly situated games t：巳nd to he more 
evid巳ntly structured hy unspok巳n historicη］ principle 
(or l>etter, ideology), rendering出巳111 cl，》ser t忖 structur
alist notions of hi日t川y. ln I川th cases, history in the 
Rankcan s创刊巳 of “Wil'’ CS Cl月mtlich !;l'Wt:sm ist” is sub
vιrtιιl by ;111 insi日 ten山 。n history ,is a multivalent 
proces引 subj巳ιt to many different possibilities, interpre
tatio1丁川， ;md 川tcomes.2 Nυt surprisingly, some histori
�ms c1nd educ1tors have �1ttacked th巳巨ame industry for 
its in�1dcqu川e eng:1tre1m:11t with the facts and it日 in日l】－

propriate irreven:nce for th 巳 l旧日t And not suq】ri日ingly,
th巳 industry has re叩门ndcd hy limiting its claims ("it's 
门nly 巳ntett口illllll'.Jl t”） �111 d l川inti 11吕t仆 it气 l〕ositi v巳巳！干ects
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（“players are rendered so enthusiastic about history that 
they acmally read ahout it”）． 

巩！ere one to inscribe thes巳 critical reactions and 
respons巳s historically, on巳 would have good grounds to 
se巳 th巳m as now familiar r巳enactm巳nts of 由巳 f巳；ll'且 that
have accompani巳d 出E 巳ar甘y巳ars of pr巳vious m巳dia
such乱s th巳 motion picture. For example, when us巳d
for purposes of historical repr巳sentation, the once n巳W
medium of币lm was loudly attack巳d by a historical es
tablishment more familiar with th巳 abstraction of print, 
and was defend巳d in terms nea句identical to thos巳

deployed by the gaming industry.-1 But although th巳5巳

continuities are important to ke巳P in mind, there ar巳

also some important distinctions. Unlike副m, comput巳r
game r巳makes are seen 日s improving with each itcr�1 ‘ 

tion, pointing among other things to th巳 V巳ry different 
r巳lationsbip of each medium to its und巳rlying t巳chnol
ogγ（film's relatively stable relationship to technology 
in contrast to the dynamic state of computing t巳chnol
υgy). p巳rhaps more fundam巳ntally for th巳 argument :1t 
hand，元Im and th巳 subs巳t of computer gam巳s that this 
pap巳r will consider also differ in terms of th巳ir r巳lation
ship to history. Films, like book日， ar巳 p1imarily hound 
up in 日 r巳lationship of hi日toric::il repres巳nt::ition, in fix
ing, for good or ill, a particular rendering of the p:ist. 
丁、he computer games that I will be discussing, by con
t:rast, are hound up in a process of historical simulation, 
〈｝忏巳ring som巳 fix巳d elements and underlying principl巳日，

but thriving upon the creative interaction of the user. 
The diff，巳r巳nee, I will sugg巳st in the course of my ,irgu
ment, is cruci:11. 

Homo Ludens-Playing and Prototypes 

/llthnugh decrmstmction, tis 11 consciυ/1.凡。咽，1i:111t1tic pbilo.rn
p仰、h(IS bem most promin.mt mnollg illtcllcctual historia11s, 
the mode of thοught it 1·ep1Tse11ts, even its dfrtiJ1ct vοαtb/1.
/111y, is pcrmwting 1//l aspc的 of the new co11str11ctiv1』t his
to小I -Iistorimzs 110w ji-e吵ll』c such wm沈阳 “ll7Vlγ斤，”
、Ill织inc，”＂create’”

（11ot 叫rt’－create勺，「wd ‘ ＇co11、飞trttct" (11ο I 
“n’ 

tio11, 1111<! tht:11 p1ηcced fοf叩�/011 、、
、·omc’ 11οvcl inte1pre扣tt:iυII I'.) I 

，／且’nc.1· of "/Jossible.，， ”＂miuht biive been1·." and “could h,ruc
J I ’ ＂＇  ' 

bemr.”←Gerti ude Ilimmelfarb 

rJ ‘h巳 cl巳V巳101〕ment that （；巳rtrud《二1 l-:1 im m巳l巳1rb d巳扫仁ril】es
1巳Lit巳s to th巳 l】tlSt川truetun 
l‘oughly C《＞incid巳nt with the 巳merg巳nee of hypertext 
and g11111es. I invoke her words her巳 becrnsc they 川

仁le口rly ch;1r:1ct巳liz巳 the historic:11 endeavor :1s play. 

� 
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(//Id (I 附中叫es telling yon 71如川0/1. 附1 or cam, do 咀�it
tl】em.如lnny are now avail，。如le oηpcrsoηnl computers. The 
o时ect of any wargame (h础。由al or oth们飞vise) is to enable
the pl，呼.：r 1/J nxrcrllc fl .111etijic t'VC/ll m叭，1101飞 import,111 I t1r,
tr) lw a/1/r to rxp/1,Jrc wl则？”i区ht hm,,· ／.町，t可th1· player
decidt·.1飞 to do thin段rlif/irr，：圳市．飞Dunnigan, 1003)

Using the past as a way to understand 1·hc fuwrc, :1 
time-machin巳， a rule-bound set of possiliiliu 巳s . thi::s巳

terms resonat巳 with various ddinil H)llS υF history. 
with Grand h衍Legends, the t巳nsion betw臼n the spe
cific and the speculative gives this genre its power, and 
speaks directly to Huizinga’s notion of play even within 

出E O巧moronic context of war. Indeed, the richer出c
sp巳cifi仁 h isLorica I Jct.i.i I, 1 he 门飞cm: profound and plea
Slll\\ h lc Lil巳 play 、甲ith 由巳叩巳U山队，e.6 A good example 
of the importance;: or specific tlci-ail (and d巳tailed knowl
edge) as the basic stuff of historγand gaming play can 
be found in Ciril Rozic’s description of the Battle of 
the Bulge as a site for gaming: 

ii 

刀，c Bffttle矿· the B吨cηeve1yth力ig but novel to warga111-
ing. This period of the war in the ff毛st has been well dom
mented and there are a great number 吧f publications 
di-m/111i11g i11 the 111ili1my bi.rto,y 1wtf711, whirh is p,11γ1//rltirl
句’ n bosl 11f /,o,rrd 11 ml co叫111tcr g11111叭 M矿却，：/I 此『』·cc11m· .1· 

for gc1』旷i「伊11/1＇ 巾／仰F厅s. W'b,11叩er oth,.r re哺·sn』IS jor fbt'
0仰

lack in appeal J♀仰I a historian's rmd zη111er's point of vino.
On rbr hip,b ope1ηtional level, it begin」t‘ with 1111 overwhelm
ing ‘付『f11 I' f，附ac , folio切eel ly 川仰t intens‘ 
ff{ t人and end『川tb I川阳tcr//(y c01mtcrtttt1h去to p盯b the
Gcnnam back. Nleanwl叫了，the balrmce nf resom的 chrmy,cs
dr,1srfr,1/l11, 11I lhl' Ge1·1111111 11r,o/ ,,

r

m/l{l�）＇ mul i·ψfat't'lllrlltS 
iliminish<'-l· 11//tl 1/;1• ..l111rriom.1· i1!/rrt/'orcc.i-_fi"()l11 other n 
仰hrφ1'£1:il' I hi- Jin 
11/'I/盯 saw 斤 div
川'tllilt川：F川1t-p11αU「l mccbrmizcd thrns 
defensive m· i!lery harm s, river crossiiψ，卢wntic bridge 
buildi11只mu! blowin！日，encirdemellts which ended in surren
tier 1111d thοsc that did not, air attacks, Geiwrm deception 
1111i1 F川ion, f1tll"fl1为1111· lro叮I (/II ti Sil /1J』｛l' dr ‘飞 ｛（S.‘飞

f扩，ct! p附11111从川1／ψ�）＇ rll'jlυt W/l//11"叫and sti句tiη庐
、cjρ11

(lh却Ii、.， 1'.,· llrll .卢I ／少． ηn· lflSk before r，「ny ambitio仰伊1/lC
Jlllll:rr i几 1ht•n•fi,n’， 1111ire .rcrio11s 

Think of them as imperatives: invent! imagine! create! 
Consider出ern as moues of engagement: th巳 subjunc
tivc, the spcculaLivc, Ll1口 “叭，h:it iJ：” Th.is notion of play, 
if f m:1y so chaniclerizt: Himmclfarh’s descriptors be
fore defining tbt: tcr111, nlso 5巳巳ms to share sometl1ing· 
V巳1γbasic with historical computer gam巳民日ometl1ing
mor巳 than the d巳stabilized hierarchi巳s and subverted 
mast巳r narratives 由at ar巳 held in common betw巳en
games and poststructuralist history. In世时，one could 
easily imagin巳 th巳se imp巳ratives and modes of engage
ment as promotional descriptors for historical com
puter games.斗 Although Himmelfarbιalong‘ with many 
other respected historians lament tl1is ludic u1rn in由E
writing of historγ，sh巳 has articulated th巳 problem in 
ways that point to the conjuncture of the n巳w history 
with gam巳s.

Play, the sine qua non of games generally, has many 
forms and flavors.认Tithin由E community of historians, 
perhaps th巳 most important interv巳ntion on the topic 
remains Johan Huizinga’s, whose now classic Homo 
ludcns asserted that civilization “arises i11 and 的 play,
and never leav巳S it” （Huizinga, 195 5, p. 173). Huizinga 
trnces this expansive notion of play across various cul
tnral s巳ctors, and although he o征七rs a numb巳r of com
pelling (and at times contradictorγ） definitions of th巳

term, his most succinct is worth recalling.“Play is a 
voluntary activity or occupation executed within certain 
fixed limits of tim巳 and place, according to rules仕eely
11cc巳pt巳d but absolut巳ly hinding, having its aim in its巳If
and accompani巳d by a f巳巳ling of t巳nsion, joy, and th巳

consciousn巳ss that it is气liffer巳nt’ from气irdinary Ii fe’” 

(p. 28). 
Huizinga’s de且nition cover飞 many possibiliti巳衍，

which is a good thing considering the rich gen巳alogy 
that historical α＞mput巳r games dr,1w upon. Board 
gam巳s, role playing games, r巳－enactm巳nts, and 付imula『

tions have all contributed to th巳岛rmation of historical 
computer gam巳s gen巳rally, with a numb巳r of 11101℃ s1比』

cific references informing the development of p臼rticular
titles.叭lnrgames (regardless of platform) hav巳 arguably
had th巳 most influence on historical computer gm日ιs,
particularly becaus巳 tl1ey tend to he event-oriented anιl 
historically spec1币c in their r巳ferences.5 In th巳 words of 
the H号n又'flmes ha 11dl10ok: 

Th巳 possibilities ar巳 countl巳ss and the opportuni
ties for obsessively detailed gami吨scenarios 1阳l spec『

ulative interv巳ntion endless. Historical re-enactors, or 
role ph1ying gamers, or historians proper would 巳ach

A ,t·mg,1mc is till attiwp1 tu get a jump on the _/ilft!l"t＇ 句y
I b/ltiTli哨M better H叫川川ding of the p川. A w,11g11111,• is 
ft C/171/h川tiοII旷

．‘＝／仰
time」－711斤L力inc.. A w,11阳nu: 11m11/l)' cm11bi11cs " 111r1p, p/11:11 
i11g pieces 1可WC，「c11ti1吆hist，οricγ，t pcn·o11r1p,cs or 111ilitmy units 
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日pproach出is battle with similarly detailed bodi巳s of 

knowledge.叭That each constituency would make of the 

encounter, how 出ey would frame and deploy their 

knowledg巳， and just how much “lift” the ludic would

offer 出巳ir arrangem巳nts of the details would, however, 

differ. The attention to detail within tl1e gaming world 

can be daunting, and one way to gauge it is through出c

clustering of games around particular historical 

mom巳nts. The Battle of th巳 Bulge has spawned many, 

but so too have figures such as Napoleon and events 

such as the American Revolution. The Napoleonic com

putcr games rmtholog;y lists forty four different simula

tion games and modifications (many more are out 

tl1ere), including titles on particular campaigns (Napo

Icon's Cnu鸟pnigns: 1813, 1815), and d巳 battles of Quatr巳

Bras, Jena, Ligny, and of course叽lat巳rloo (Vitous, 

2003). In addition, specific titles unpack into further de

tail. The American Revolution-based Cm叩aign 1776, 

for example, contains some forty-seven distinct scenar

ios, including four on出e bat1:le of Brandywine (Sep

tember 11, 1777), eight on the first and second battles 

of Saratoga (September 19 and October 7, 1777), and 

so on, written仕om both historical and what if vantage 

points (Campaign, 1776). 

A quick look at the many reviews of these games 

and sc巳narios circulating on garner websites offers 

insight into the parameters of play that ar巳 highly

regarded ( or abhorred）.“Graphically attractive as an 

educational tool, its utility as an entertainment d巳vice

ranked right up there with kidney stones” （”？”· Collage

by Game T仗， 1996）； “Historically accurat巳 and

enhanced garn巳 play plac巳 it first among the Napo

leonic simulations of the Battle of Borodin。” （户.fapoleon

in Rmsia, Battleground f
i 
by TalonSoft, 1997）； “由e game

was comm巳ndable for 巳ase of play, but marred by ahis

torical tactics necessary for achieving victory” （Napoleon
at U,知terloo by Krentek, 1984）.“It was a failure: there 
was little of 出巳 ambience of the Napoleonic Era, and 
tactical combat seemed to yield artillery with rang巳s of 
20 miles” （L ’＇E7itpercnr by Koei, 1991) (Vitous, 2003).
Generally, as already suggested, those reviewers who 

look beyond issues of technology and interface （由em
selvi::s important factors in historical simulation) t巳nd
to valu巳 both historical accuracy and opportunities for 
cr巳ativ巳 intervention. Play em巳rges in the space be 
tw时n the constraint of detail and th巳 exhilaration of 
improvisation. 

At the other end of the historical gaming spectrum, 
a very di征erent approach to play appears in thos巳 games
structur巳d arouηd historical eras rath巳r than particular 

historical mom巳nts. Garnes such as Sid Meier's Civi!i 
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zntion seri巳s, Age of Empires, The Oregon Trail, and 

Emψa Uni时rsalis, although responsive to certain his

torically relevant parameters, make no claims to histor

ical specificity. Simulation games along the same Jin巳S

as SimCi吵， Civilization, and so forth require strategic 

management of resourc时， investments, and populations 

in order for出e player to progress to ilie next stage of 

gameplay. One might argue that thes巳 games differ 

from出e historically specific games just discussed only 

in terms of the amount of detail出ey contain, but detail 

makes all of 出e differ巳nc巳 in terms of 由巳 historical

claims involved. Historically specific simulation games 

address a particular 巳vent; and even though the nature 

of出at address can differ-although it generally centers 

on correct period detail一出e game's claims offer a 

framework for play, meaning, and critique. By contrast, 

nonspecific simulations of the Civilization type are 

abstracted 仕om the particularity of historical event, 

allowing the impact of decisions to be played and 

t巳sted out in various worlds, but without bearing由E

burden of any specific referent. Although me principles 

and details may seem just as fine grained as in a speci

fical忖specific simt巾tion, the referential claims are 

absent. Rather than a what if simulation with a known 

case study as the referent, nonspecific simulations pro

voke a wider range of int巳rrogations， 巳ncouraging a 

mor巳 abstract, th巳oretical engagement of historical 

process. 

Small wonder that games of 出is genre such as 

Hidden Agenda would be used for 出巳 training of CIA 

agents or that SimCi抄would be used at the 1994 

Mayors Confi巳r巳nce in Portland for planning purposes. 

Sid M巳ier, a key developer of historically oriented 

games, put it best： “We’re not trying to duplicate his

tory. We’re trying to provid巳 you with the tools, the

elements of history and let you see how it would work 

if you took over.”A New York Times interview with 

Meier revealed the crux of the extremely succ巳ssful Civ 

ilization strategy: to achieve出e greatest effect, develop

ers of historical strategy games町F to inject just 出E

right dose of reality. Often this is achieved not so 

much by d巳cicling what to include in the game, but by 

deciding what not to include. David Kushner, author 

of the Time’·s story, concluded “Too much information

can make the game too arcane or controversial for its 

own good. For that reason, the historical data used 

to construct Civilization-like si日rnlations s巳ldom run 

de巳per than th巳 cont巳nt of an illustrated history book 

岛r childr巳n” （Kushner, 2001).

Kushner’s comments partially miss出E point. It is

C巳rtainly tru巳 that historical detail tends to b巳 limited

＿.....阜
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But such a v,ii.;w mπy reOcct a fundamental criLiC]UC 
of the efforts of die Amm/is1e histories of Fernand Brau
del, Roger Ch:-ll'Lier, Emmanuel L巳 Roy Ladurie, and 
。由巳rs wi出山eir Jocus on出巳broad structures of his
tory such as economics, anthropology, linguistics, and 
so on. This is not to suggest出at games such as Lhc Or
悄仰 ’乃γ1i/ (which bcks hosLllc NaLi叫 t\111巳ricttns), or
Co/011i':'Jtti1m (whid, lm:.ks slaves），。r Civilizntion (wl1ich 
lacks n Hitler in twentie仙，ccni-my Gcnn:rny）由re l白，
wric;illy 11 nprobl巳m:1Lic. R.1Lb巳r, iL is to s:1y thnt, at :1 
moment of shifting historical paradigms，由e games’ 

tliin （“childlike”） historical detail and their focus on 
process as play are not necessarily the main source of 
their problems. 
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to the broad markers of time and place, and to stay 
clear of specific events. In 由e Oregon Trail, for exam
ple, the date selected for the start of 出e game has 
implic白tions for how it unfolds, because the earlier you 
start，由e fewer cities there are to start from, and fewer 
destinations: 

Rethinking History 

扩 you stmt in 1840, you can only stmt from Indepen

de nee，λ1is. ouri, and your destinations are eithe1· the

Willamette 民illey or Southern Oregon. If you start in

1860, there are several starting points (St. Louis, Inde 

pe1.功nee, St. Joseph, etc.) and you have more destinn

tions that are actually named (Sncm111ento, Oregon C呵，
Jacksonville, Or. etc.) .... A nice feat!仰 of this section is 

that it 打 representative of the time Y仰 are travelli1号，i.e叮

1846 itineraηcontains on that i1�《刚ation that 切as 

available in 1846. A nice touch of realism. (Cunnir ham 
2003) History is the nzost powe1ful construction of realistic conven

tions as we have known them since about 1400.-Elizabeth 

Ermarth 

If Elizabeth Ermarth is right,7 then a gr巳at deal is at 
stake in tampering with the contours of historical rep
resentation. The successively linguistic, interpretive, 
and rhetorical turns in出巳writing of history have cre
ated a quiet panic in some quarters, a panic amplified 
in出e wake of the wars that have played out over the 
definition of common culture. History has been partic
ularly vulnerable in these conflicts, cursed as it is with a 
double identity. On the one hand, history refers to出e
past as a set of lived occurrences. In this sens巳 it has the 
咄11111, 0「cvcnl, of :t口。w gone lrut infinite！｝’1:0111plex 
reality. On the other hand, Lhc term ‘＇ lristory” 1℃fc.rs to 
t.h巳 l"t!f'门 ’

.，·m/fllirm of rht: pnst., :, sm1psh.0L of thar vnsl :md 
1111rlLidimensio11:1I c.:omplcxi巧’. In th is se::nse, h.istrnγis 
inhen::ndy pnrLinl, JcJ'orndng, Jelimiting，。nd grounded 
in :1 “prc.�c11 tis1" 凹，int oF view. No i.mngiJ1ahk set·υf 
''hi扫torical” I℃尸rcsc11mti1111s cM1 do justice to the full
ness of "hiswry" as past. Although tacitly acknowl
edged by 111nst historical pr:11..:litioners，出巳limits and 
inherent subjectivity of history as written tend to be 
bracketed off from discussion，日!lowing historians to 
get on with their jobs. But tbe post!itrm:turnlists 
made th巳ir mark by embracing (and inde时，t’dcl,rnt
in�r) pr巳cisely chis long-suppr凹scd reprcscnt1Lion:1l 
u11ccrt:1 ini-y. 8 In 白 do11hle move， 出巳y chalJenge<l 1)1巳
·啊 hli吨heel explam1tory 111::istcr Mrnit.ivcs th,ll donii

nated the fi巳ld, and at d巳 same time asserted the need 
for boldly and articulately partial histories, histori巳5

巳mbedd巳d in a clearly defined point of view. Poststruc 
turalism, consistent with the broader cultural turn of 

But th巳 comple泪q of the game appears in 出e
process of historical simulation rather than in出e rep
resentation of the historical moment. That is, players 
are called upon to make difficult choices about what 
they will bring wi由 them on a westward journey con
strained by limits of money and space-farming imple-
111巳nts, food, weapons, medicine, spare wheels, and so 
on. Depending upon what route is chosen, what climac
tic factors they encount巳r (flooding, drought), and what 
sort of trading occurs along出e way, us巳rs gain first 
hand knowledge of the struggles to cross the wilderness 
and出e strategies to survive. Civilization, Age of Empir叫
and so on use basically the same structure, focusing 
more on出e epochal development of broadly historical 
cultures, requiring strategic decisions about allocations 
of limited resources, and confronting the player with 
the consequ巳nces of their actions. 

But how historical is it? In an opinion no doubt 
shared by many traditionalists within his profession, 
Martin Ryle, professor of history, found the emphasis 
on process rath巳r than event problematic: 

I卢zd that historical simulations that are based 叩on maui

pr山tion of quantities of things like economic production, rcli

gious intens1吵， foreign trade, burenue1’atic development, and

liil!l"fl（）’ i11tl,·1·

,mrhropuli:】,gy than bi.1·11uy. ι
＇crt11i11(v, tht•.儿’ si11111/11tia111· may

hi· ff ii it t' int‘.，’·11品li11>; m1tl mligbtc:11ing t11 th� h川rοri,m’｛，71t
they ar I thi11k, fi阳Ian.

of histo1y focuses 011 tht· j/fll"lim/11r, on 11 ,r.r;i1,1c11 time and place 

and on the partic，山f m仇ce that ren仰的卢刚 that time

and place. (Ryle, 1989) 
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which it was a part, also posed出e challenging question 
of who speaks for whom in 出巳 writing of history? In an 
era where issues of multiculturalism, gender, class, and 
generation emerged in th巳 forefront of social policy and 
a cad巳mic debate, it was but a small st巳p to connect the 
dots between 出巳 partiality of repr巳sentation and the 
issue of who was doing the representation. Robert 

Berkhofer neatly summed up these t飞,vin critiques： “If
由e first crisis of repres巳ntation questioned whether 

and how historical actuality could ever be re-presented, 
由巳second crisis of r巳presentation undermined both the 
authority and th巳 objectivity of traditional history. The 
first crisis of representation is encapsulated in the 
slogan，‘Question Reality，’and the second in another, 
'Resist Au由ority ’ （Berkhofer, 1995, p. 3). The result,
at least for some within the historical profession, was 
described by Lyotard as a posture of “111credulity to 
wards meta-narratives.”Focus shift巳d instead to such 
issues as the exploration of narrative convention and 
implication, or ways of 巳nabling the subject to construct 
personal histori巳s, or even tl1e creation of speculative 
histories. 

I ar日 struck by the broad coincidence betw出n
these developments within the historical profession 
(and, as mention巳d, parts of the larg巳r culn1r巳） and the 
emergence of a new set of representational possibilities 
cent巳r巳d on the computer. Over the long haul, w巳 will
no doubt see th巳 connection, but for the moment it 
remains coincidence （出ough a mutually reinforcing 
one), d巳void, as far as I can tell, of sp巳cifically shared 
causality. That said, digital technologies have found a 
ready market among historians, facilitating a quiet 
trans位mnation in the writing and conc巳ption of history. 
Cleom巳trics, digitally enhanced access to archival docu
ments, and Internet-facilitated discussion groups typify 
r巳latively noncontroversial applications that hav巳 had
an ace巳l巳rating 巳E巳ct on th巳 flow of ideas. 0th巳r tech 
nologies, hy contrast, hav，巳 found more restricted em
brace and 巳ng巳ndered mor巳 controversy. For exampl巳，

hypertext-b,1sed historical 巳ssays have permitt巳d rich 
multimedia linkag巳S of data and analysis, y巳t hav巳

implicitly subverted the authority of the historian and 
master narrativ巳

， instead c巳【ling the creation of coher
enc巳 and meaning to th巳 reader. Simulation t巳chnolo
gi巳s have eng巳ndered similar problems, emerging as 
they do from programming intensiv巳 efforts that 
a川ume a high degret.: of historic:11 sp巳culation and give 
rise to wide-ranging user structured me:rnings. 

Digital technologies have not only offered histor
ians n巳w ways to pursue their res巳：u-ch，以 )I日rnunicate
with one another, and give form to their ideas; they 
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have also opened access to wider publics. This can be 
seen both in 出巳 relatively easy access that lay audiences 
have to online data and debates, and particularly to 出巳

newly 巳mpowered position that ordina1y readers have 
when 巳ncount巳ring hyp巳rtextual historical documents. 
The turn to 出巳 reader common to both of these exten
sions parallels developments that may be found in very 

different ways on出e gaming boards of dedicated his
torical “players” or in 由巳 reenactments staged by
memb巳rs of (usually war related) historical societies or 
even participants in living historical museums （巩Ti!
liamburg, Skansen, etc.). These sites attest to an en
gagement of the popular historical imagination, and to 
their participants’ active construction of historical
meaning. Gabrielle Spiegel has argued that 

扩 one of the 11呵。1· moves in pas问tmcturalist thought has 

be阴阳 d叩lace the cm仰。lli咆 metaphor of historical evi

dence from one of r听ection 切 one of 附diation (that is, fl 

shift卢om the notion that tαη and documents trm叩armtly

reflect past realit巾， as positivism heliev叫 to one in 切hich

the past 打 captured in the mediated fan叩reservedfor us in 

language), thm we 1：肌？d to think cat可idly about ho切切C

undcntand 阳diation and how that understanding fl_庐的

0111· practice. (Spieg巳I, 1992, pp. 197-198) 

叽几mt happens if we push出E notion of mediation be
yond language, to the domain of game, enactment, or 
simulation? Does this allow us to slip out of the well
critiqued trap of representation? And if so, wh巳re does 
it land us? 

Representation and Simulation 

Historical sims γecreate a past event or time period as 

accurnt句 as possible. Mc叫 of the games are also included 

in other genγes with simulation 旦mnc, like co111bat or 

flight. This is a great genre for history 协,jfs.－巳－
Marchelletta 

Repr巳S巳ntation has em巳rged as a central term in th巳

critical appraisal of history (as text）， 乱nd the concept 
has s巳rved as the grounds upon which contestations 
over accuracy, ad巳quacy, and notions such as obj巳ctivity
and consistency have heen waged. These µrecarious but 
well-charted shoals need not b巳 revisit巳d her巳， for liter
ature on the topic is rich (Iggers, 1997). The pr巳vious

section simplified the current debate over historical 
representation in t巳rms of two opposed positions. One 

position assumes that responsible r巳S巳arch 巳£forts hav巳

the potential to I】1 ovide an ;Kerning and ever-more ac-

d垂直
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Simulation is a cur us word in th巳English Ian
凯1age. From the mid fourteenth centuηr until 出e mid 
twentieth centu巧， it was associated w1出meanings
r:rnglng from "false preLc.:m,e" amt “dee叩lion" to “出e

LendenC)' to assume a f()rm 1·ese::mbling- that of some
lhing else." A阮町、;i,r0「Id W:1r日，tbe term finally gave 
way to the more familiar “technique of imitating the 
behavior of some situation or process by means of a 
suitably analogous situation or apparatus, especially for 
the purpose of study or personnel training."10 This 
ra出er dramatic shift in meani吨，located by出e O呐r
English dictionary in 194 7, indicates a move away from 
si日rnlation both as willful misrepresentation and some
thing akin to representation, to a modeling of behavior 

由at is dynamic in nature, analogous in relationship, 
and pedagogical in goal. Unlike a r叩resentation, which 
tends to be fixed in nature, a simulation is a process 
guided by certain principles. Simulation is capable of 
generating countless 巳ncount巳rs that may subsequently 
be fixed as representations, fixed，由at is, as narrative or 
image or data set summations of a particular simulated 
encounter; whereas representation does not necessarily 
generate or includ巳 within it simulation. The difference 
is a crucial o时， and speaks to just how radical片白e
term transformed over出e past half decade. A simula
tion is a machine for producing speculative or condi
tional representations. 

Simulations have a history older than the recent 
change in the term’s meaning （臼nd older than the com
puter). Flight simulators, for example, can be dated to 
within a decade of tl1e Wright Brother’s first airplane 
flight, and economics, physics, and engineering have 
far deeper histories of relying upon carefully scaled 
models (whether physical or mathematical). But the 
simulations most relevant to由e study of history played 
out in the arena of cold war politics ( both political and 
wargam巳纱， or were imagined as a possible future for 
historical pedagogy (Clemens, 1976, pp. 109-126; Cor
beil, 1988, pp. 15 20; Shafer, 1977, pp. 9-10）.叭That
qualities should be accentuated in a historical simula
tion? Professor Ca厅、 “Formats and tips of effective 
historical simulations，” although pc.rt:1i11 ing to role
playing simulation games，。在ers several imlic;1tions rel
evant to computer games. 
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curate understanding of the past, and that somehow, 
wi由 enough effort，也巳space between history as past 
and history as text can be minimized. The o出er posi
tion assumes an unbridgeable gap between 由e events 
of the past and由巳巳，ver-shifting representational efforts 
of an ever-changing present, an assumption出at instead 
reflects upon由e contours of the present (and the posi
tion of the subject within it) and their relationship wi由

出e process of constructing an und巳rstanding of the 
past. The implications for computer games seem evi
dent enough. As previously suggested, games' capacities 
for historical articulation turn on th巳 relationship be
tween a set of possible resemblances familiar from other 
media (image, the word, sound) and th巳 notion of inter
activity (and thus, representational variation or instabil
ity) at the core of由巳game form. Games by definition 
subvert出巳project of consolidation and certainty asso
ciated with the former brand of history. Instead, predi
cated as they are upon a reflexive awareness of the 
construction of history，出巳Y seem relevant to the no
tion of history as time-bound meaning situated in an 
ever-changing present. 

' “Representation” is not a term one o丘en sees in 
the description of historical games. Genres such as war
games are sometimes invoked, but even h巳re there 
seems to be a pr巳ferred level of abstraction occupied 
by descriptors such as simulations and role playing 
games. Kevin Robert Burns of The Historical Simula
tion Boardgamers Society of Japan offers at least one 
pragmatic r巳ason:

To attract 切：ore people to the hobby, I su区gest we use the 
term 叮，istorical simulation games," rather than war卫mnes.

Historical simulation 公γeally what tb�y Hγc about after all. 
Hi归η involves many things，。吻。ne of 四b协 is waγ．．．． 
Ad：叩ttcdly、 the 罚峪cct ma；忧er 呼 the gam 
ιnd "War and Peace” amongst others, are the Second 

World War and the Napoleonic Wars r，呻cctivc与.... (but) 

they are historical ga饥es, and that is what I hope to lem,1 

abou飞 wbcn I sit opposite y。”’ and roll the dice. (Burn：气、

2003) 

First, it 打m伊0仰nt to be b扛to ·ical，段accur
what the people of those time.』，·， whose roles you rtre playin且｝ 
would have said. You should not take your present-d({y atti
tudes into the preseηtation. Rather', you should become the 

person who』
、·e role you are playing. Give that person ’

V views, 

not your present-d，厅y critique of those views. For example，扩

The use of tl1e terms “simulations” and “sims” is 
widespread within the gaming community-whether 
role playing, board gaming or computer gaming
particularly 由at portion of it 出at is concerned with 
history. Some wi出111 由e theoretical community, the 
ludologists in particular, have subsequently embrac巳d
this term, extracting games from a discursiv巳仕aming
as narrative or a conceptual framing derived from film 
or television s阳di巳s.9
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you are debating the peace treaty to end 讥iorld 矶Var I, you 
should b巳 Wilson. B巳 Lloyd George. B巳 Clemenceau. B巳

Lenin, or Keynes, or Churchill (critics of the treaηat th，巳

tim巳：） . (Cary, 2003) 

Simulation through the alignment of subjectivities 
(knm再rledge, motives, perceptual horizons) has a prov巳n

track r巳cord, predicated as it is upon a compelling 
mode of address. But Carγ’s dictate about historical 

accuracy can also be deploy巳d more fundam巳ntally.
Th巳 Wai-games handbook reminds us that comput巳r war

games are more di面cult to learn than o出er computer 
games h巳cause “wargames are, at h巳art, simulations of

real life 巳vents. A simulation is, hy its nature, a poten
tially very complex device. This is especially true of his

torical simulations, which must b巳 capable of recr巳ating 

the historical 巳vent th巳y cov巳r. R巳creating historγ 

imposes a hea可burden on th巳 designer, and th巳 player

who must cope with the additional d巳tail incorporat巳d
to achiev巳出巳 n巳巳ded realism” （Dunnigan, 2003). Th巳

burd巳n of history weighs heavily upon both the con

str山tion of the subj巳ct-play巳r and th巳 巳nvironm巳n

that d巳且11巳s and constrains th巳 play巳r's possibiliti巳s.
These twin considerations find cl巳ar articulation in 

th巳 cliscours巳 surrounding historical simulation games. 
Consid巳r Ver丁ail/es, 168 5. 

The game is set in the late Seventeenth Century with French 
nobility at j打 zenith in power and prestige. The player 
assnmes the role of La/an衔， d valet of the Ki咆

’s inner
chmnl肌Monsieur Bon阳咐， sort of a chi吃f-of-stajf
has disco 
his hi启b U打ibi布ty, Bontemp』. Cl/「rusts Lalande with gathe1 － 

in且i11fm《mation to乒il the coup. In his position as valet, 
La!t阳le is able’ to dis，「reetly access the most private areas of 
the grand palace. La/(lnde has etr:actly one d，ηto C仰1pletc
his tm元

Ve1c』‘·ail/esηrt le(lnzin且opponuni片y as much as m l 

cntfft11im 
Ve1：、‘11illc，‘『 jiJr οver 扫uemy yean had stron且iiψut into
dαurn te �y trrm血ti咆 the Palace to the computer screen. 
The Chateau has been 1盯onstructcd as it was in 1685, 
dowll to the very paillting.‘「 111ul wall hrmgin且f present 
at the time.’ Nit ο呻1 will the player be able to access 
mo阳 of the Pt1I，仙’ 'll如ch have been dosed to the public for
decade儿 but even areas that 110 I<ο111,er exist rnch as the 
Ambassado1γ Stairmse σre brm何ht hr，川 fο life.

Ah、of，占ith斤tlly recrca l is a d，ηY in the J扩t of the King.
Alm 
αremm吵， that the player will ιtperiencc 11s his valet. These’ 

are cl cverly d川ded intο the gυf阳 t口气4cts. ” Here pl，η1er 
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1日ill have a multitude of tasks to acco1呻lish and leads to ex

plore. (Klimushyn, 1997) 

Point of vi巳w, domains of knowledge and access, 

and motivation all speak to the construction of the role 
playing subject, just as the t巳xt situates that construction 

within the possibiliti巳s and constraints of “authorized” 

period detail (spatial and visual regimes, temporal 

cycl巳s).Together with 巳V巳nts (and thus th巳 progression

of play) structured around royal ritual, these elem巳nts
combine to produce to the twin appeals of entertain

ment and education出at th巳 game addresses.民，ηail/cs
1685 provides n巳ar endless possibilities, and thus out

comes for the king and his minions within th巳 confines

of th巳 palace, allowing the player to experienc巳 various
SC巳narios and to use出ose 巳xp巳riences for purposes of 
understanding, entertainment, and for re】telling in the 

form of narrative representation. 
A more 巳xplicitly 巳vent-c巳nter巳d 巳xample may b巳

found in The Civil War Online. This military，巳conomic,

and political simulation of the Am巳rican Civil认Tar
combines both role playing ar吐出ird-person wargar丑－

ing for its impact. B巳ginning in 1861 and lasting until 
th巳 巳nd of 1863, when, in th巳 eyes of the game d巳V巳lop

巳rs, the military fortunes of the Confederacy had 

doom巳d it to extinction, CWOL is built upon on “his

torical facts.”The game uses出巳 years of 1861, 1862, 

and 1863 for historical background of the majority of 
the gam巳， arguing that after th巳 triple Union victories 

at Gettysburg, Vicksburg, and Chattanooga, the Con
federacy had little hop巳 of achieving a military solution. 

In出巳 words of the developers，“players are challenged 

to trγto alter th巳 outcon1巳， but the challenges each 

country faced in th巳 1860’s are 巳vident and will remain

if th巳 national team do巳s not adclr巳ss the strategic, dip【

lomatic, economic, and political obstacles in their path 

to victory” （The Distance Simulations Group, 2003).

This is simulation in the spirit of the post-194 7 turn of 

the word, enabling a testing and modeling出rough an 

analogous situation with th巳 purpos巳 of learning. The 

game is inspired by various historical representations, 
yet as a simulation, off，巳rs its users th巳 opportunity to 

play with variations and sp巳culate what would hav巳

happen巳d if. 

Virtual Histories, Real Constraints 

Narmtive histmy, they (White飞 La Cap1η， Mink, etc.} 
仰卫以 is [/h叫s written with the adva川tge of hz叫咱ht.
The’ historian's e:t1拍即tio川 of eve，的rtre not like scientific 
hyputheses, st均ect to di: 

....... 
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tom叩门，ize historical accura可，allowing the settir咳，
condiLions, and period details to conslrnin :111d shape 
game pby. For .11! of their efforts ro I】.rovid L: an array 
of ludic possibilities, such cffrn四 .1L�o tend to bring 
with出em cc1咄in struc归ring assu111ptinrn., such as出E
starting point for a historical experience. The other 
pole is marked by historical process, albeit in a some
what abstract巳d or structured mann巳r. Although games 
of出is sort also elicit speculative engagement with由e
past，由巳y tend to be built upon particular visions of 
long-term historical development. Much as with struc
turalist histories, games such as Civilization are built 
upon notions such as societal coher巳nce, progr巳ssion,
and increasing complexity as a sign of advance. Indeed, 
Civilization boils down to several ideologically posi
tioned maxims such as the more E伍cient production, 
the more advanced出e civilization; and th巳 more de
mocracy, the better. Ther巳 has, as of this writing, been 
little analysis of the tendencies latent in由e structuring 
logic of出巳 proc巳ss games.11 Kacper Poblocki, in an 
important departure from this trend, offers a detailed 
analysis of Civilization and comes to tl,e following con
clusion： “This historγis not contingent in any way, but
it is 出e history of the west.”“The United States is 
made the inheritor of all 由巳 human advancem巳nt and 
el巳飞rated to the position of the most perfect and most 
‘civilized’ state of all” （Poblocki, 2002, pp. 163-177).
These tendencies can be found 巳mbedded in the basic 
cause－巳ffect logic of the gam巳， wher巳 they are at their 
most insidious, but they ar巳 also remarkably explicit, 
there in the texture of surface detail. 

Virtual history, even if simulated in the ludic space 
constituted by historical comput巳r gam问seems to 
hav巳a complicated relationship to the poststructuralist 
critiqu巳. On the one hand, wh巳ther historically specific 
or process oriented, the hypertextual foundation of 
games seems closely to correlat巳 to th巳 d巳mands for 
historical possibility. Their embeddedness in play and 
th巳 controlling agency iliat th巳y cede to the user seems 
to ruliill thi..: cl:1ims for rellcxiviLy and subjectivity so 
centml to the new history. And yet, it seems as tlwugh 
there arc i:们1111-;1dic1�ions, sfres of stubborn adherence 
to the historiographic status quo. Historically specific 
_g-:1111cs are川mclimcs constrained by the sheer d巳 1-:-iil
1h.1r giv们 Lhcrn叩ecificity, such as h:wing defined and 
1111.1h巳rnble stnn.ing poims a11J「ailing inro the.: trnp dis
t·u�sed h〕＼,Vhice and bis collc臼gues. AnJ process uri
entecl games, for all th巳ir seeming lack of constraint, 
can b巳 built around organizing principles that r巳veal a 
structuralist understanding of historical process. These 
organizing strategies might be 巳mbedded in th巳 logic
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but are conxtnn·ted in accrmln11ce with preconceived literrny 
forms . ... Sr,1111Jtimι『 nn i11111gin11tive 01· rigo附us histor 
introd11c 

methorloloy;it:sfur mυdc!i11f!. such seen仰切s. One of、the advrm】

tages of the computer, and the hypert口人 it seems to me，打
that it ojfe1丁 the potential for thinking about historical rein
巾阳hiJ，”’in m·11川叩汽gamtionι Hie am 1/n11k of lllfllti川’
l,cgin11i11p;s fllld cmli咆飞 tlll(l 1wf,lr1it tlJI! M�）＇ri11tbi时 !i11／.•，明·cs
11f 1h,1 l'.l'Jwrrι.rt to 叫川·t·.1·1·1/f thm,.-Grncrnc Da咱们ll

Graeme Davison speaks to a notion of history t巳rmed
by Niall Ferguson, vi1切d histoiy, that is, what-if or 
speculative history. Davidson’s r巳marks p巳rtain to writ
ten histories, where poststructuralist historians cha\
lenged出巳notion of where fomili.lr histories begin and 
end, and explored the implit:ations of n:1rr.1tiv巳 form for 
the telling of these histories. Aliliough games are built 
around radically hyp巳rtextual principles, many of the 
more historically specific games (The Battle of Jen斤，

巳tc.) in fact operate with自xed starting points, in出is
sense sharing one of the key assumptions of traditional 
linear histories. True, much of what follows in the 
games is up for grabs, but it still falls within tl1巳 terms
of the critique posed by Whit巳 et al. 吨arding the 
problem of wher巳 a particular historical episode begins. 
The more process-oriented games (Civilization, etc.) are 
more interesting in this rega时，because 由巳y permit a 
radical reframing of familiar events and extend the 
user’s int巳rvention to such tl,ings as 由巳 control over

由E genesis of an episode. I mention this as a proviso 
of sorts, .becaus巳 the radicalization of hypertextual 
form evident in most games doesn't always map onto 
the critique offered by th巳 community of poststructur
alist historiographers. That said, hyp巳rtextual form, 
with its sh1仕in narrative determination from the author 
to the reader, is certainly capable of calling into qu巳♀－

tion beginnings, endings, and everything in between. 
The new and improved Europa Universalis (v巳rsion II) 
for exampl巳， supports the following claim： “One of the
results of all the additional options is that Europa Uni

versa/is isn’t as straight jacket巳d by history as it used to
b巳. You’ll see more fantastic outcom巳s like France g巳U
ting swallow巳d by her neighbors, Byzantium beating 
back出e Turks, England knocked out of the seas, or 
Poland biting off swathes of Russia. Europa Universalis 
goes to new places it couldn’t reach befor巳” （Chick,
2003). 

As I have already suggested, for 出e purposes of 
this chapt巳r we can discern a spectrum of historical en
gagement in gam叫defined by two poles. One pole is 
marked by particular historical events. Efforts ar巳 taken
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of the game’s progression, or由ey might be evident 

in 出E terms of play, but in either case 出ey work 

against the apparent 仕eedom celebrated by the games 

themselves. 

But some might respond由at出is seeming paradox 

between the radical possibilities of virtual history and 

the constraints and structuring agencies of traditional 

histo1y is beside the point.“The historical aspect of 

由巳se games is just出巳icing on由e cake，”said Graham 

Somers, a twenty-two-year-old college student in 

Vancouver who runs an Age of fa呻ires fan site called 

Heaven Games. “I have a definite love of histo厅，and

certair市sending an army of knights and battering 

rams into an enemy town has a historical basis, but 

the main thing is it’s a lot of fun. They are games, after 

all” （Kushn巳r, 2001, p. 6). Indeed，出ey are games. And 

出e extent to which, as both games and simulations, 

they offer a new means of reflecting upon the past, 

working through its possibilities, its alternatives, its 
“might-have-beens，”it would seem 由at they succeed 

where other forms of histmy fail. 

认冯1ere might w巳 look for future developments? 

Greater investment on出e part of the historical com

munity may well hold benefits for由e game industry. 

This is not to suggest (as some historians hav吟，that

great巳r a忧ention to correct period detail or mor巳 peda

gogical pop-ups will improve th巳 games. Rather, we 

might think of the rule systems that characterize vari

ous brands of history as constituting the potential rule 

systems for game play. By embedding various historio

graphic 巳pistemologies as structuring ag巳ncies rather 

than relying implicitly on narratives of truth, progress, 

and 出巳 Anierican way, a new dimension could be 

added to play, more coherently addressing history ’s 

rich complexity and relevance. At the sam巳 time,

historians would benefit by being more attentive botl1 

to 由巳possibilities 出at simulation-as distinct from 
r巳presentation-holds as a way of coming to terms 
with the poststructuralist turn in historiography. More
over, gam巳s have spawned communities of int巳rest, de
bate, and cr巳ative investm巳nt出at have much to offer 
the inter巳st巳d historian. Particularly because of their 
participation in historical simulation, players ’ r巳trospec【

tive process of representation would seem to shed light 

on the larger uses of history出at have prov巳n to be so 
evasive in other media. 

“History has n巳V巳r been so addictive" declared 

Time magazine (Chris Taylor，“New From E3，” Time, 

20 May 2001), speaking of the computer gam巳 revolu

tion and Civilization in particular. Perhaps. But consid 
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ering tlie pace of ongoing chang·es in computing and 
transmission technologies, considering how rec巳nt tlie 
development of computer games, and consid巳ring tlie 
generational demographic of 出巳 heaviest computer 
game users，出e future of tliings past has nev巳r been 
more promising. 

Notes 

1. For tlie purposes of出is chapter, I use出巳term
“com put巳r games” broadly and do not distin

伊ish among出巳various available platforms.

2. Rank巳
’s notion of “what really happened” has

been由e battle cry of出ose historians who s巳巳

tlieir prof,臼sion as objectiv巳， accretive, an 

tel巳ologically go飞r巳rn巳d as each gen巳r乱tion of 

scholarship refines由e tru由 and contribut巳s ad『

ditional data. One counter-critique is由at such a

historical notion leads inevitably towards tlie

idea of reconstruction.

3. For a detailed case study based on由e early U.S.

film industry, s巳巳 William Uricchio and Roberta

E. Pearson, R价mning culture: The case of the

Vitagraph quali-ty 卢／ms (Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 1993 ), chapter 4.

4. For a developed discussion of play in terms of 

computer games, see Gonzalo Frasca， 民
’

deo

games of the oppressed, MA Thesis, Georgia lnsti

tut巳 of Technology (2001).

5. Indeed, their relevance is implicit in由e very

definition of the wargames genre. Se巳 R巳X

Martir

an American warga”zing subα·tlture, 19 5 8一1998

(Ph.D. diss巳rtation, 2001, Pennsylvania State

University).

6. Altliough differently mediated, tli巳 historical

novel also derives its power from a mix of rich

period detail and narrative invention.

7. Altliough出ere is reason to challenge her: con

sider such discourses as physics and sociology,

not to mention conventions in visual representa

tion such as perspective, as “realist” alternatives

to history ’s int巳rpretive strategies.

8. The litera阳re on poststructuralist historiogra

phy is extensive. See among otliers, Hayden

Whit巳， The co刀的zt of the fonn: Narrative disco旷'Se
and historical representation (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Univ巳rsity Press, 1990); Michel de

Certeau, The writing of bistoη（New York: Co
lumbia Univ巳rsity Press, 1992); Keith J巳nkins,
ed., The post-modem history reader (N巳w York:

........... ‘』
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VIOLENT VIDEO GAMES 

Jeffrey Goldstein 

It is traditional to begin pieces like this with an example 
of horrendous violence committed by adolescents and 
to note that the criminals w巳re fond of video games 
wi出 violent themes. Research is then cited to demon
str爬出at a relationship exists between violent video 
games and aggressive behavior (e.g., And巳rson & Dill, 
2000; Bartholow & Anderson, 2002; Fleming & Rick
wood, 2001; Grossman, 1999). The goal of出is chapter 
is to look critically at definitions and empirical studies 
bearing on the video game violence issue.矶Te will also 
consider why and how people play violent video games, 
and includ巳 perspectives出at go beyond traditional so
cial psychology. 

Discussions of violent video games are clouded by 
ambiguous definitions, poorly designed research, and 
the continued confusion of correlation with causality. 
\Vhat is a violent video game, and how does its violence 
differ from violence in other media, and仕om violence 
as we know it in reality? How do th巳 consumers of vio
lent video games perceive the violence before出em?

Meanings of Violence in Video Games 
There is violence and there is “violence." The violence 
in video games can be categorized along different 
dimensions: whether it involves fantasy characters or 
representations of humans; whether the perspective of 

出e player’s character is first-person or over the shoul
der, whe出巳r由e motivation for viol巳nce is clear or jus
tified. The context of violent stories also vary along 
dimensions of realism, involv巳ment, excitement, how 

violence/conflict begin and end, whether出ey are pre
sented in an 巳rotic or a humorous context. Variations 

in the nature of video game “violence” have rarely 
been studied. 

Media researchers often speak of the amount of vi
olence in出e media, but they do not typically consider 
the meaning or interpretation of白白t violence by its au
dience (Gauntlett, 2001). Discussing television violence, 
Heather Hendershot (1998, p. 34) writes in Saturday 

Morning Cens01丁 that “violent images on TV were often 
simply referred to as 'television violence，’as if television 
representations were violence in也e same way血剑，say,
a kick in the head is violenc巳. This is wishful 出ink
ing . ... Unfortunately, excising bad images will not nec
essarily fix prob！巳ms outside the world of television." 
Regardless of the degree of violence in a video game, 
players tend to focus on出e game’s mechanics and its
object, ra出巳r 由an its violence (Karlsen, 2001; Green 
& Bavelier, 2003). 

Violence A悦的can Style? 

Symbolic or mock violence seems always to have been a 
part of play and entertainment. Sports such as football, 
in which oppon巳nts “attack” and “defend” territory,

are clearly military metaphors (Guttmann, 1983, 1998; 
Goldstein, 1994, 1995; Regan, 1994; Twitchell, 1989), 
but even games regarded as innocent-chess, card 
games, and the Japanes巳 board game Go-have 出eir
origins in militarγconflict and s盯ategy (Fraser, 1966). 
In this respect, video games continue a long history 
of incorporating conflict and fantasy aggression into 
play. 

According to PC Data, in 1999, 6 percent of PC 
and video games sold in the United States contained 
violent content. Of 338 computer games published in 
Denmark in 1998, seventeen games (5 percent) could 
be judged to contain "a considerable amount of vio
lence" (Schierbeck & Carstens, 2000, p. 130). Of th巳
top-s巳Hing games in 由巳U.S. in 2002, 11.5 percent 
were shooters (www.theesa.com/pressroom.httnl). 

The exaggerated, punctuated use of violence in 
films and video games may be a particularly American 
product, according to Marsha Kinder (2001). Acts of vi
olence are used in a comic way to further a story about 
guilt and punishment. The s巳rial and comic use of a 
rhythmic violent spectacle is similar to danc巳 numbers
in a musical丘Im，“until it is no longer certain whether 

the narrative is orchestrating the violence or whether 





Third Person Effects in Medin Research 

Thos巳 least familiar with video games are most likely 

to beli巳ve that they ar巳 harmful (Casas, 2000; F巳rreira

& Pais-Ribeir飞 2001; Sn巳巳d & Runco, 1992). The 
belief that the media affect o出ers, but not ones巳If,

is known as the "third-p巳rson effect” in media re
searιh (P巳rlo筐， 1999). Criticism of youth culture 

reflects 出巳 b巳lief that the m以lia are capable of turn
ing good children bad. Ev巳n young people demonstrate 

the third-person 巳ffect. In studies by Aisb巳t (1997), 
Cumb巳rbatch, Maguir飞 and飞iVoods (1993), and 
Klin巳（2000), older childr巳n expr巳ssed cone巳rn for the 

potential impact of viol巳nt vie\巳o games on younger 

childr巳n.
Critics of m巳dia violence claim that harmful mate

rial in日l1巳nc巳s us by making us the sam巳． “So horrihl 巳
thing目 will n k巳 us hor· 
things will mak巳 us terrifying, not terr而ed. To see 
50111巳thing aggressive makes us f巳巳l aggressive, not 
aggr巳ssed against. And the nasti巳r it is, th巳 nasti巳r it is 
likely to m日ke us. This idea is so odd, it is hard to 
know wh巳re to b巳gin in challenging it，” writ巳s Barker 
(2001, p. 38). 

刀1enretim! l\1echt1nisms 
Social and cognitiv巳 learning and imitation are the most 
often cited mechanisms that transform media violence 
into real violence (Fleming & Rickwood, 2001; Schutte 
ct此，1988; Silv巳rn & Williamson, 1987). Dill and 
Dill (1998) writ巳， “Repeated 巳xposurc to 口ggressive
video games could make aggressive cognitions and af
fect chronically available, thu日 increasing th巳 lik巳lihoocl
ofηggressive r巳sponses. In the long term, this would 
mean that chronic 巳xposure to violent video gar日巳S

would lead to increases in the tend巳ncy of an individ
nal to act aggressively and that this 巳ffect would he 
p巳rvasive."

According to Anderson (200 l ), 

。吵 the COJ!/川vc route is 』1肌ifically tied 阳 the violent 
cn11tmt of video gη111es. Even nonviolent grnlles cfll』

川crease 明grcssive 吧庐叽 pet加1J』‘ by p，ηdue
Leve 
Cilll 川
dir :tly pri c agf!,ress川 tho咆hts mul stimulate the 
h咽－term development of 咆俨创川 k110切J吨c st川c-
ti/, !S. 刊C 'l'Clll 川r oj「 the violi:1 切lcu 且而11
lies in their unique ρbili号）＇ tu directly incr，αlSC ti且且Te刃ive
ιο旦 lllttοII.I'.． 
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On巳 obvious int巳rpretation of any media e征ect is 

that it is du巳 to arousal. Exposure to violent video 

games increases physiological arousal. According to 
Jonathan Freedman (2001), 
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5扩 the 切lent video 俨ηlC 打 more rwoz川S

violent co『wparison progm11』， one 包＞oulrl c.τ:peιt more 斤g且res
sion in the condition 切ith b号her nr 仰I.扩 so, there is η 

i·cason 切 attribute the 吃fleet to the violence-it u咆ht be 
just the nroi川l.... Beα川t of this prohlez刀， one 川旷 be

「xtra !y wutious in int 
If/Id r伊ccially ett11tio11s in deciding that the 吃庐的 arc due to 

the t1111 

In 日p巳culating on the long』term effects of violent 
video gaines, Anderson and Dill (2000) write, 

Each time people play ℃in!Cllt 飞�idea 区mnεs, they γchcarse 
H聪ressive 比，.

E】1cmics、a也g1‘cs.宝ωι 《4ι扫01/. ι区aimt others, cxpect11tio11s that 
othen will bcht1vc ar,grcssive!y、 pas计tve 11ttit11tb towards 
l/SC 唔viole川、 （／/Id helief.r tl川 violcnt solutions (IJ'C �ffectivc 
and approprinte. Furthcrmnr飞 repented exposure to graphic 
m阳 of violence is lik句 to be desensitizing. . . Lo吨 －阳可｝／，

刀idea gauze pl.ιryen can become ”1ore a旦cgressive in outlook、
pen伊阳l bins风 nttit:叫叫 beliefs, and behnvioγ than they 
were before the TepMted exposure. 飞p. 774) 

The m巳chanisms through which these presumed 
effects arise are thought to b巳 social learning and imita
tion, the physically arousing d巳cts of viol巳nt image叩，
and the d巳vdopm巳nt of cognitive structures supporting 
aggression. 

Three res巳arch strategies hav巳 been used to study 
the effects of violent vid巳O games: correlational studies, 
including field studies，巳xperiments, and meta-analyses. 
Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses, 
hut none of this research can t巳II us wh巳th巳r or when 
viol巳nt video games cause aggressive behavior in 
whom. 

Correlates of Playing Video Games with 
Violent Themes 

The majority of consumers of video games are male, 
and thos巳 who prefer violent vid巳o games are likely 
to h巳 above av巳rag巳 in aggression, and to show oth巳r
characteristics of aggr巳ssive males: namely, poorer 
school p巳rformance, mor巳 d巳linquency, and so on 
(Anderson & Dill, 2000; Funk et al., 2002：，叭Ti巳gman
& van Schi巳， 1998). These correlations do not imply 
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causality, although some r臼earch巳rs int巳rpret 出巳ir cor 
relations in causal terms (e.g., Wang & H巳， 2000).

Correlational studies do not necessarily indicate 

that violent video games cause these problems. On th巳

contrarγ，aggressiv巳 children may be drawn to violent 

video games. Or a third factor, such as hyperactivity, 

ne巳d for arousal, or low 巳ducational attainment, could 
be a cause of both aggressive behavior and the desire 
for viol巳nt ent巳rtainment. In some studies，巳ither no 
such eff，巳cts wer巳 found (Gibb et al., 1983；识Tinkel,
1987), or were found only for arcade games (Lin & 
L巳pp巳r, 1987), or only for on巳 5巳x. For instance, in a 

sample of Por tugues巳 twelve- to seventeen-year-olds, 
Ferreira and Pais-Ribeiro (2001) found 出at playing vi
ol巳nt video games was predictive of physical aggression, 
but o均m the 仰此 SI由阳叩le. The frequency of boys 
playing vid巳o games in video arcades was predictiv巳 of
total, physical, and verbal aggression. 

Ra出巳r 出an assuming that video gam巳s are respon
sible for these correlates, Ro巳 and Muijs (1998) suggest 
that some youngsters us巳 video games as a means of 
displaying competence and gaining status 出at 出巳y ar巳

unable to obtain through other means, such as perfor』

mance in school. In oth巳r words, poor grades may give 
rise to an int巳rest in playing video gam巳s, rather than 
the other way around. 

Wi巳gman and van Schie (1998) examined 出巳 rela
tionship between amount of time children spent playing 
video games and aggressive as W巳11 as prosocial b巳hav
ior. No significant relationship was found betw巳巳n
video game us巳 in general and aggressive behavior, but 
a significant negative correlation with prosocial behav
ior was found. Children who prefer aggr巳ssiv巳 vid巳O

games wer巳 less prosocial than those with other game 
pr巳fer巳nc巳s. Children who preferred playing aggressive 
vid巳O gam巳S tended to be 1巳ss intelligent than those 
with other game pr巳fer巳nc巳s.

Colwell and Payn巳（2000) studi巳d the r巳lationships
among qu巳stionnaire measures of social isolation, self
刨出m, and aggression among 204 twelve to fourteen
year-old students in North London. “Analysis of a scal巳

to ass巳ss n巳巳ds fulfill巳d by gam巳 play provided some 
support for the notion of ‘

巳l巳ctronic friendship ’ among
boys, but there was no evidence that game play leads 
to social isolation.”（ p. 2 9 5) Play was not linked to self.】
esteem in girls, hut a n巳gativ巳陀lationship was obtained 

between 比lf-est巳巳m and 仕巳quency of play in boys. 
Self-esteem was not related to th巳 numb巳r of games 
with aggressiv巳 content named among thr巳c favorit巳

games, but was positively corr巳lat巳【l with total exposur巳

to game play. 
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Funk and coll巳a♂1巳S (2002) examin巳d relations b巳

tween a preference for violent electronic games and 
adolescents’ self-perceptions of problem behaviors and
巳motions. Thirty-two boys and girls aged eleven to 

6仕巳en completed the Youth Self-Report (YSR), a 
standardized s巳lf-report m巳asure of adol巳SC巳nt problem 
behaviors, and listed their favorite el巳ctronic games. 
The predicted relationships with externalizing b巳hav
iors, including aggression, W巳r巳 not found. However, 

across all YSR subscales, children with high巳r prefer 

ence for viol巳nt games had more clinically significant 

elevations than 出ose wi出 low preference for violent 

games. 
A recent review of correlational studi巳s concluded 

that 由巳y w巳r巳 ambiguous (Subrahmanyam et al., 2001). 

Does Playing Violent Video Games 
Cause Aggressive Behavior? 

Correlational studies are inher巳ntly unable to establish 
caus巳－and－巳ffect, so psychologists resort to laboratorγ 

巳xperiments in which som巳 factors are manipulat巳d,
wh巳reas oth巳rs are controlled. In the typical laboratory 
exp巳riment, university students ar巳 randomly assigned 
to play a viol巳nt video game or a nonviol巳nt video 

game, for anywh巳re from four to seventy】fiv巳 minutes,
可pically around fifteen minutes. Following play, some 
measure of “aggression” is made. 认1e will examine
each component of this situation, and ask whether sub
j巳cts Play a vid巳o game, whether 出e vid巳O game can be 

regarded as Violent, and whether the 巳xperim巳nt mea
sures d阻ressive behavior. 

Playing Violent Video Games? 

Play is a voluntary, self-directed activity (Ga凹ey, 1991), 
an experience tlrnt probably cannot be captured in a 

laboratory experiment. In video game r巳5巳arch, th巳

duration of play is too short for anything like 出巳 play
巳xp巳rience to be replicat巳d.B巳ing required to play a vi
ol巳nt video game on demand for ten or fi丘巳巳n minut巳S

is not “playing.”

F巳W studi巳s have consid巳red how and why people 

play viol巳口t vid巳O games, or why people play at all. Ex

p巳rimental r巳search does not recognize th巳 fact that 
video gam巳 play巳rs fr四ly 巳ngage in play, and are always 
free to stop. They enter an imaginary world wi出 a
playful frame of mind, something entirely missing 
from laboratmγstudies of viol巳nt video games. On巳 of
the pleasures of play is this very suspension of reality. 
Laboratorγ巳xperiments cannot tell us what the 巳E巳cts

of playing vid巳o gam巳s ar巳， b巳cause there is no s巳nse
in which participants in these studies play. 

� 



Playing Violent Video Games? 

There is much confusion about the definition of 

“aggression” and terms such as “media violence" and 

“violent video games." Psychologists defin巳 violence

and aggression as “the intentional injury of another 

person.” However，也er巳 is neither intent to injure nor 

a living victim in a video game. Players do not engage 

in aggressive behavior when playing a video game, but 

participate in a fantasy involving mock violence. They 

push buttons or manipulate a joystick that has conse

quences for digital characters on a two－【1

scr巳巳n. During play出巳y display none of the facial 

expressions and experience none of the emotions nor】

mally associated with real life aggression, but instead 

refl巳ct those of concentration and play (Holmes & Pel

legrini, this volume; Holm Sor巳nsen & Jess巳n, 2000). 

Dirtinf!;Uishing Fant.仰from Rea均Some educators 

have expressed concern that childr巳n below a C巳rtain

age cannot distinguish real violence from fantasy ag【

gression and出巳refore are at greater risk of learning 

and imitating violent behaviors. vVhether由is is so is 

an empirical question出at has not very often been 

studied. However, researchers themselves sometimes 

fail to distinguish real from fantasy violence. For 巳xam

ple, Dill and Dill (1998) write, 

In violent video game.乌 aggression is often the main goal, and 

killing adversaries means winning the game and reoψing the 

be，咖．网ile in real 胁， murder is a CJ叫 in a violent 

video game, murder is the most reinforced behavior. . .刊r

violent video ga11te player is an active aggressor . the pl，η－ 

crs' behavioral repertoire 打 expanded to include new and 

varied aggressive alternatives. (p. 412) 

Of course, in a video game由ere is no Ii teral kill 

ing, murder, or aggr巳ssive b巳havior.

Does the interactive nature of video games make 

them more influential than th巳 more passive activities 

of television or film viewing? On the contrary, accord

ing to a study by Holm Sorensen and Jessen (2000). 

They assessed how capable Danish children w巳r巳 of

distinguishing between 白ction and reality and to 

巳stablish whether出ey are able to account for 由is

distinction: 

The childi en in the investigation, including the youngest who 

were five yerws old
、

t盯·e Ju 

d司iference betzl阳η con巾付er ga11tes as fiction and coi呻uter

gmnes as reality . ... It is also 臼呻ortant that th扫 exact fea

ture [interactivity], which is 11suai1与 described as a pr协l酬， in
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relation to violent conψuter games一the j元ct that the playe1 局

hi阳E扩must condzκt violent deeds一actually 附

aware that their acti01陌 take place 切d卢ctitious universe. 

For chi.胁叽 conψuter games are in fact "gam。” 切i劝 their

own ru衍. 1引＇rom an early age, they are aware that these 

rules do not apply outside the realm of the game, with the ex

ception that children can include elements and rules卢O?n the 

games in their play. (pp. 120-121) 
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Causes Aggressive Behavior? 

Reviews of video game r臼earch are as variable in their 

conclusions as出e individual studies出at comprise 

出em. The same two dozen or so studies of violent 

video games ar巳 said to support different conclusions. 

Some reviews conclu由出at viol巳nt video games cause 

aggr巳ssive behavior (Anderson & Dill, 2000; Ask, 1999; 

Dill & Dill, 1998; Unsworth ＆识Tard, 2001), wh巳reas

。由巳rs find the evidence is inadequate to reach any con

clusion (Bensley ＆飞Taneenw町， 2001; Cumberbatch, 

2001; Durkin, 1995; Durkin & Low, 1998; Federal 

Trade Commission, 2001; Gunter, 1998; Gri伍ths,

2000; van Feilitzen, 2000). 

Sakamoto (2000) reports that the same controver

sies surround violent video games in Japan as in western 

countries.“Th巳 arguments concerning the harmfulness 

of video games have become heated every fi丘h year (p. 

66）.”Sakamoto not巳S that early research found no rela

tionship between video games and violence, but recent 

Japan巳se research has occasionally r巳ported such a rela

tionship. Sakamoto concludes, as have many others who 

have reviewed the research, that it is insu伍cient to 

draw conclusions about a causal connection between 

video games and violence. The clear consensus is由at

there is no consensus. 

Inconsistent Results It is d1伍cult to know what to 

make of complex and inconsist巳nt results between and 

within video game studies. For example, Kirsh (1998) 

had boys and girls aged eight to eleven play e1出er a 

“very violent" video game (Mortal Kombat II) or an 

“action-oriented, non-violent video game” （NBA Jam). 

Immediately following video game play, children inter
preted a series of ambiguous stories in which a same-sex 

p巳er caused a negative event to happen, but where出e

intent of出e peer was unclear-for example, a child is 

hit in the back with a ball. Af也r each story, children 

wer巳 asked six questions about th巳 hanndoer’s intent

and emotional state, and potential retaliation and pun

ishm巳nt. Responses were coded in terms of amount of 

“n巳gative and violent content." 
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effects of vid巳O games on aggressiv巳 behavior, which 
was measured by pushing buttons that could reward or 
punish another child. 

Scott (1995) measured由e ag·gressiveness of uni
versity students wi由出巳 Buss-Durkee Hostili可Inven
tory and the Eysenck P巳rsonality Questionnaire. No 
signficant diff（巳r巳nces in aggressiveness w 巳re found 
between students after playing a nonaggressive, a mod 
erately or a highly aggr巳ssive video game. Scott con 
eludes出at there is a “gen巳ral lack of support for出E
commonly held view出at playing aggr巳ssive computer 
games causes an individual to feel more aggressive.” 

Coop巳r and Mackie (1986) randomly assign巳d
巳ighty four boys and girls, ten to eleven years old, to 
play or to obs巳rve a violent video game (Missile Com 
111rmd), a nonviolent video game (Pac-Man), or a pen
and-pap巳r game for eight minutes. Th巳y were then 
observed during a free play period, where they could 
choose from a variety of toys, including an aggressive 
toy (a spring-release fist出at fires darts), an active toy 
(basketball), a skill game (pinball), and a quiet toy 
(building logs). Children were then given an opportu
nity to punish or reward another child for various 
actions. Children who played or observed the ag 
gressive video game spent more tim巳 playing with the 
aggressive toy than did other children. This was partic
ularly so for girls. Boys' play with the aggressiv巳 toy was 
not affected by th巳 type of video gam巳 played. Cooper 
and Mackie also found that children who played the vi
olent video game were more active afterwards, chang 
ing often from one 且ctivity to another. Although video 
games clearly in日uenced th 巳 children’s postgame play,
the video games had no effect on interpersonal a.耶ression.
Children who played Missile Command did not differ 
from those who played P斤c-Man in how much punish
ment or reward they administered. 

Perhaps the best-known experiment of video 
games with violent themes was conducted by Craig 
Anderson and Karen Dill (2000). Th巳y selected video 
games as similar as possibl巳 on 巳njoyment, frustration, 
and physiological arousal, but which differed in wheth缸’

they contained violent th巳mes. They chose Castle Wolf二
enstein 3D as the violent game and A今st as th巳 nonvio
lent ga1ne. 1 

In th巳 main exp巳riment, more than two hundred 
university students participated in two sessions, during 
which th巳y played the assign巳d video game thr巳巳 times
for fift巳巳n rninut巳5 巳ach. In the first session, participants 
played th巳 g·am巳 for fifteen minutes and completed 
measures of aff（巳ct and world view, and played the 
game again for币fteen minutes befor巳comp！巳ting a 

According to Kirsh, children exposed to the violent 

video game “responded more negatively” to出e am
biguous provocation stories than children exposed to 
the relatively nonviolent NBA Jam on three of the six 
questions. There was no significant difference between 
those who played Mo仰i Kombat or NBA Jam in 
whether they regarded出e other ’s behavior as inten
tional or accidental. Kirsh hypo白白ized that children 
who played the violent video game would retaliate 
more and 巳xpect more punishm巳nt than children who 
played th巳 nonviolent video gam巳. This hypothesis was 
partially supported.识几1巳n asked，“What would you do 
next？ ” children playing 出e violent video game r巳

sponded "significantly more n巳gatively” than children
playing tl1巳 nonviolent video game. How巳ver, the qu巳s
tion about prospective punishment for the harmdoer, 
“Do you tl1ink the kid should be punished a lot, a little, 
or not at all? ” was not significant. Do these data sup
port any conclusion 飞;vhatsoever about th巳 effects of vio
lent vid巳O games? 

Two meta-analyses (Anderson & Bushman, 2001; 
Sherry, 2001) r巳port small effect siz巳S (1' = .19 and 
.15, resp巳ctively). In 由巳 Sherrγmeta-analysis, playing 
time em巳rged as a negative predictor of aggression 
(r = - . 19). That is, tl1e more one played viol巳nt video 
games, the weak巳r th巳 r巳lation to aggressive b巳havior.

In a study by Anderson and Ford (1986), university 
students who play巳d a "highly aggressive” video gam巳

(Zaxxon) for twenty minutes were not more hostile 
than a group that played a less aggressive game (Centi 
pede). Lik巳wise, in studies by Ballard and Lin巳berg巳r
(1999), Scott (1995), and Winkel 巳t al. (1987), the level 
of aggr巳ssiv巳 cont巳nt in video games bor巳 no relation to 
subject巧

’ aggressive behavior. 
ln an experiment by Ballard and Lin巳herger

(1999), 119 ma！巳 university students played either a 
nonviol巳nt video game (NBA 庐mt) or one of three 
lev巳ls of a violent vid巳O gam巳（几1.ortal Kombat). After 
playing the vicl巳o game for fifte巳n minut巳s, participants 
r巳ward巳d and punished a male or female conf（巳derate in 
江 teach巳r/1巳arner siniation. Participants rewarded male 
(but not f巳male) confed巳rates with significantly more 
jellybeans after pl8ying NBA ](Im than und 巳r any of 
the Mortal Kombat conditions. Participants punished 
confed 巳rat巳s significantly mor巳 after pl8ying 几1ortal
Ko711bat II than after l】bying NBA Jmn. How巳V巳r, thos巳

who play巳d the mor巳 violent A1ortal Kam/mt II W巳re not 
mor巳 punitive than those who play巳d a less viol巳nt v巳r
sion of /Mortal Km11/wt. 

In a study of elem 巳ntary school chilclr巳n, Graybill, 
Strawniak, Hunt巳r, and 0’Leary (1987) found n忖
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cognitive measure, nam巳ly，出e reaction time to recog

nize aggressive words (e.g.，“murder勺. Anderson and 

Dill claim巳d people with quicker reactions have rela

tively great，巳r access to aggressive thoughts. During the 

s巳cond session, participants played the game for fi丘巳en

minutes and completed a b巳havioral measure-twenty

five trials in a气ompetitive reaction time task" in which 

由e participant is told to push a button faster than his or 

her oppon巳nt. If participants lose this race，出巳y receive 

a noise blast at a lev巳l supposedly s巳t by th巳ir opponent. 

Aggressive behavior was operationally defined as the 

intensity and duration of retaliatory noise blasts thε 

participant delivered to the unseen opponent. 

The predicted effect of the violent video gar丑巳 on

aggr巳ssion was found only for the dur 

but not for the intensi飞y of noise blasts. That is, partici

pan臼pressed the nois巳 button longer, but did not de『

liver louder (i.e., more “aggressive勺noise blasts. 
Th巳re were no statistically significant eff1巳cts of any of 

the independent variables-sex, trait irritabil呵， video

game typ巳一on th巳 noise intensity settings. On the 

O出er hand, Bartholow and Anderson (2002) report 

effects with noise intensiηbut not duration. 

Th巳 type of vid巳o game played had no effi巳ct on 

state hostility or on measures of crime perception or 
fe巳lings of safety. 

Thos巳 who played the violent video game recog

nized aggression-related words mor巳 quickly than those 

who play巳d the nonviolent game. Anderson and Dill 

conclude出at “playing the violent video gam巳 incr巳ased

accessibility of aggressive thoughts and aggressive be

havior, but did not reliably incr巳ase state hostility. 

These findings suggest that violent video games takes a 

cognitive and not an affective pa出 to incr巳asing aggres『

sive behavior in short-term settings” （p. 786). Thus,

according to Anderson and Dill，出e danger in exposure 

to violent video games seems to be in the ideas they 

teach and not primarily in the emotions they incite in 

the player. However, the validity of their dependent 

m巳asure as an indication of aggr巳ssive cognition is un

known. Word recognition is typically used to reflect 

perceptual or semantic salience (Grainger & Dijkstra, 

1996), a ph巳nomenon that has no clear connection to 

aggressive behavior. 

Brown (2000) finds Anderson and Dill’s conclu

sions “disturbing." Of the behavioral measure of ag

gression (blasts of noise), Brown (2000) writ巳s,

For whatever γ附on, the 白ztensiη of the noise didn ’t 

℃my 切协a呵。f the factors tested: gender, irritab必η

SC01飞 and game type had m嘈ect on the intensity of the 
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sound chosen 炒 the part1呻ant. The duration of the 

sound did vary, howeve1·. As one mig加 predict, pmτicipants 
tended to be more aggressive in general when setting the 
duration of the noise i111mediat吵 following trials where 
they “lost ” 。.e. ， 切ere subjected to a burst of noise). Folio切－

ing a ‘＇win” trial, the only patten, was that females tended 
to be more agg1·essive than males, delivering longer noise 
blasts. 
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In an Australian sample of eight- to t飞velve-year

olds, Fleming and Rickwood (2001) found no diff1巳ren

ces between violent and nonviolent video game play on 

a paper-and-pencil test of aggressive mood (though 

play was limited to four minutes!). 

Dill and Dill (1998) review video gam巳 res巳arch as 

it relates to violence.“Precious f巳W tru巳 巳xperiments

have been done to assess the effi巳cts of playing violent 

video games on aggression-related outcomes；也巳re is 

no real ‘programmatic’ line of research yet in this area. 

Much of what has been done has focused on verγyoung 

children and has examined aggressive free play 豁出e

main behavioral dependent measure” （p. 419）.“All

exp巳riments that measured aggressive affect, in contrast, 

have used undergraduate participants. Two of these 

studies showed incr巳ases in aggressive affect after vio

lent video game play, one found no differences between 

violent and nonviolent video game play, and two found 

no differences.”（p. 419) 

Among the unsettled issues surrounding violent 

video gam臼 is whether repeated play has more intense 

or qualitatively different effects than short-term play; 

whether it is boys or girls who are most influenced by 

violent gam巳s; whether it is affect, behavior, or cogni

tion出at is influenced by the violent content of games. 

U币iat cognitions (besides r巳action time) does video 

gam巳 content affect? How do players use their experi
ence with violent video games in their relationships 
with others? It has b出n said由at violent video games 
are apt to promote violent solutions to problems, but I 
know of no research on this issue. 

Measures of Aggression It is not possible to observe 
real aggression in由e laboratory, so researchers must 
improvise indirect indicators of potential aggression. 
For 巳xample:

Hitting a bobo doll (Schutte et al., 1988). 

Coding children、 interpretations of ambiguous sto
ries (Kirsh, 1998). 

Listing aggressiv巳 thoughts and feelings (Calvert & 

Tan, 1994). 
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Administering blasts of white nois巳 to an unseen 
person, in the “teacher斗earn巳r” paradigm, in which 
errors on a “learning task” ar 巳

“punished”

（Anderson
& Dill, 2000; Bartholow & Anderson, 2002；叭Tiegman,
van Schie, & Modde, 1997). 

Withholding money from ano由er (Winkel, Novak, 
& Hopson, 1987). 

“Killing" characters in a video game (Anderson & 
Morrow, 1995; Ask, 1999; Ask, Autoustinos, & Wine 
field, 2000). 

Time elapsαi to r 巳cognize aggressive words (Ander
son & Dill, 2000). 

Ask, Autoustinos, and Winefield (2000) studied ex
p 巳rienced video gam巳 player飞who compet巳d in a儿1or

ta! K11111/,11t 3 (MKJ) tournament. In MKJ the winning 
player hm，出e opportunity either “to kill or not kill” 

the opponent’s fight巳r at出E 巳nd of each round. This 
was used as th巳 measure of ag·gressive behavior. Ask 
,ind rnllei11,rt1cs 11:id two tc:1d1crs rnrc e:1ch player for n日－
gressicm towa.n I r 比巳rs :111d Loward tc:whe::rs. They r巳port
rlrnL "Ll1e competitor’s tcndcncy LO kill their opponent’s 
,•ideog:1111c char:lt:lcr upun winning w:1.s ;1ss1,ci:ncJ with 
their ag-gressivc behavior at school”

（p. 91). Players 
who us日d more “kill” respons巳s in MKJ w巳r 巳 also stu『

dents who teachers saw as mor巳 aggressive.
In experiment 1, sixte 巳n males comp巳t巳d in a 

l\1.KJ_tournam巳nt with cash prizes for the winn 巳rs.
Th 巳 final playoff took plac 巳 befor 巳 an audi巳nee of about 
forty other stud巳nts. Six of th 巳 sixteen play 巳rs never 
us 巳d th巳

“kill” option and w巳re thus excluded from th巳

analysis (!), leaving ten competitors in th巳 sample. In

the pre-tournament trials, the ten players used the kill 
option 67 percent of the time, wher巳as in the comp巳ti
tive tournam 巳nt, they us巳cl the kill 门pLion 84 percent of 
th巳 time. This is a statistically signific·ant increas巳. Ask 
cl al. note t.h:1t I he rc.;sult:, r.:Cluld have hcen due to (a) 
the rcw:1rd olfon.:d to winner骂， or (11) L11e pr创Cl1C\:l of 
;111 audienl·c, :rnd did nυl 111.:i.:essarily h11ve ;my1hi11!{ to 
do wilh tht· vink111. im:iges in 1\ 1/d.

Experiments 2 and 3 eliminat巳ιl th巳 audience and 
rewards for wiunct·s and i11.�t'cad c】 lfon::d C:lιh p:mici p:1111 
;s. Tn e,pcrimcn1. 2, then.: \\I刊R 111）、uppon「，11· the hy“ 

pnt.ht:sis th口 1 ('(>rnpetirion would inrn::1sc.: tbe use of the 
"kill” option, wh 巳re8s in experiment 3, ther 巳 were
more "kill” 

「巳spon日心5 under competitive tl1an und巳r
nonαJmp巳titiv 巳 condition日. Thi日 r 巳search shows a ten
dency for 巳xperi 巳need g.1111c players to choos 巳 the
“kill ”

。pl：“ll in ,1/1J1"/t1/ Jv11J1/1,1t j !li()J"(' \\•h巳n d1cy :ire 
111 conq,ctiti1111 ag:1in句 L other!> than wl比n playing indi-
1 id11all.1. f 1l:rhaps till丁1-e is greater l巳lianc:c on the "kill" 
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opt10n during competition because it is a su·ategic re
sponse within出e game-for example, it could d巳mor
alize the opponent. Ask and colleagues do not report 
the relationship between use of the “kill” option and 
success in the tournament, so we do not know wheth巳r
it was a winnmg strate白r or not. 

Almost all of the research involved ana饨-ztes of aggression 

rather than the real thing. One can and I believe should 

question whether these analogues have a11ythi11g to do with 

aggression . ... There is not the sl也htest evidence that plnying 

violent video 且mnes causes m�y long-ter711 or月 lasting increase 

m“自，TCSS川wss or violence… .1万ere is ηo sciemific reason 

to believe that violent video games have bad effects on chil

di·en or 011 adults, and ce1tai11ly none to indicate that sucb 

y,rn11es consti臼tte rt public herrlth risk. (Fre巳dman, 2001) 

Aggressive Play and Aggressive Behavior Studies of 
violent video games do not always distinguish aggressive 

play from aggressive behavior (for example, Schu位e et al., 
1988; Silvern ＆矶Tilliamson, 1987). Observations of 
children on 由e playground may confuse mock aggres『

sion (pretending to engage in martial arts) with real ag
gression (attempting to injure someone）.讯That app巳ars
to an ohserver to be aggressive behavior may instea<l be 
aggressive pl11;y, wher 巳出巳re is no intent to harm any
one. In th 巳 rare study出at measures both aggressive 
pl.ηand aggr巳ssive behavior （巳.g., Cooper & Mackie, 
1986), viol巳nt video games affect出e former and not 
the latter. 

A【：cording to Gri伍ths (1999）， “tbe majority of 
studies on very young children tend to show that chil
dren b 巳com巳 more aggressive aft巳r playing or watching 
a violent vid 巳o game, but these were all based on the obser

vation of free pl，。”

（pp. 209-210) Gr凶fths questions
wh巳ther this is a valid measure of aggression. 

The objectiv 巳 of a study by Robinson and col『

leagues (2001) was to assess the effects of reducing t巳l巳－

vision, video tap巳， and video gam巳 use on aggr巳ssiv 巳

behavior and perceptions of a mean and scary world. 
Third- and fourth『grad巳 children (mean age 8.9 years) 
in an elementary school in California rec巳iv巳d a six 
month cl8ssroom cun iculum to r巳duce tel巳vision, vid巳O

tap巳， and vicl 巳o gam巳 us巳（the children w巳re encouraged 
to limit m巳dia use to 7 hours a we巳k). A S巳cond, control 
school, did not receive such instruction. In September 
(pre-int巳凹ention) and April (post-intervention), chi! 
dren rated their pe巳r日

’ aggr巳ssivc h巳havior and reportt:d 
their perception日 of th 巳 world as a mean and scary 
place. A random sample of children was observed for 
physical and V巳rbal a日gr 巳ssion on the pbyground. 



Parents (more出an 80 percent of them mothers) w巳re
int巳rview巳d by t巳lephone and reported aggressive and 
delinquent behaviors on a behavior ch巳cklist.

Com par巳d to controls, childr巳n who had receiv巳d
instn口ion in reducing media use showed statistically 
significant decreases in peer ratings of aggr巳ssion and 
verbal aggression. Diff，巳rences in observed physical ag
gression, parent repor臼 of aggr巳ssive behavior, and 
perceptions of a mean and scary world were not statisti
cally significant between the two groups.2 The authors 
note that the int巳rvention was targeted at all television, 
video tap巳，and video game us巳，instead of violent 
media. They did not assess specific exposure to viol巳nt
media, so they do not know whether violent media 口－

posure was reduced. Neverthel巳ss, th巳 authors con
elude，“Thes巳 findings support th巳 causal influenc巳S of 
thes巳 media on aggression and the potential benefits of 
reducing children’s m巳dia use.” 

Pool巳（2001) has criticized the methods and con
clusions of Robinson et al. (2001). Children’s ＂日ggres
sion" was measured in five cliff，巳r巳nt ways: 

I. peer ratings of aggression 仰ssmates answered qu川ons

mch as “Wt10 says ‘Give me that' a lot？ ’7
2. observed vei加·bat d且gr :ion (o衍erue1丁 stood in the pl. η
伊u刀d and 川·，ntcd inst，斤ll

per minute) 

3. observed physical aggression (playground obse1vation)

4. pai-ent rψoi-ts of aggressive bchavioi-

5. the children's perceptions of the world as a "111ean and

scary ” place.

In 卢7ct, the p专ycholog打盯 j面und stat打tic，斤lly 5也nificmlt 

decreases in 'U t theyαilled ＇‘aggression 

only on the卢ηt 2 measureme，的 abo肌 That 打， actual J均s

ical a且�gressimz did not decrease a_斤er 6 months of limited ex

posure to television, video tapes and video games. That 011gb t

to be su巾．古in

behavior. Nor did parents r卢pmτm吵 decrease in their chi』＇d

r以F ag宫r
world less mean and seaη ． 

It would be a step forward if researchers differenti
ated levels and types of media violence, distinguished 
real from dramatic from fantastic violence, and consid
ered aggressive play something other than aggressive 
behavior. 

Mcta-Anal-ysis of Vi忧。 Game Res附Th

Meta-analysis combi日出 the results of many different 
studies into a single statistical analysis. It is a correla【
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tional technique that estimates th巳 averag巳 巳ffect size 
among variables over a number of ind巳pendent studies 

出at used different measurements and participant sam 
ples. Like a correlation coe面cient，巳ffect size is repre
sented by a悻ff巳 ranging between O and 1.0. An effect 
size is consider巳d“small” if it is .30 or less，“moderat巳”

if it is between .30 and .60, and “large" if it exce巳ds .60. 
Meta-analysis is about the quanti吵

， not the quali(y of 
data. For example, if aggr巳ssion is not clearly d巳fin巳d
and m巳asured in individual studies, combining studies 
will not improve their reliability or validity. 

Two m巳ta-analys巳s of viol巳nt video games have 
be巳n publish巳d, Anderson and Bushman (2001) and 
Sher可（2001). And巳rson and Bushman analyzed thirty 
five research reports, with a total of 4,262 participants. 
They included a study if it examined出E effects of play
ing violent video gam巳s on aggressive cognition, aff，巳ct,
aggr巳ssive behavior, physiological arousal, or prosocial 
b巳havior.

Th巳 average 巳ffect siz巳 of thirty-three tests of the 
relation between video game violence and aggressive 
behavior was r 二 .19, and with aggressiv巳 affect,
r = .18, small eff，巳cts. Effects w巳re greater if the target 
in the games was an inanimate obj巳ct rather than an im
age of a person. This finding may have a bearing on 
discussions of game realism, wher巳 it has be巳n sug
gested 出at increasing realism necessarily strengthens 

出巳 association betw巳巳n aggr巳ssiv巳 behavior and games 
with violent images. These data suggest that it is un
r巳alistic images 出at are associated with the most 
aggressive b巳havior. Interviews with gam巳rs by Holm 
Sor巳ns巳n and Jess巳n (2000) corroborat巳 this.

Prosocial b巳havior, which was measured in eight 
studies, was negativ巳ly corr巳lated with violent video 
games (r 二 .18), sugg巳sting that those who play vio
l巳nt video games tend to be less prosocial. Violent video 
gam巳s are positiv巳ly correlat巳d with physiological 
arousal. 

Video gam巳 viol巳nce was related to aggressive 
cognitio日（r = .27). Anderson and Bushman conclude, 
"Th巳r巳fore, viol巳nt video games may increase aggres
sion in th巳 short term by increasing aggressive 
thot阶ts.” However，“aggressive 出oughts” have not 
been measured directly, but through such measures as 
reaction tim巳 to selected words. Wh巳出巳r this bears any 
conn巳ction to aggressive behavior remains to be s巳巳n

It is difficult to draw firm conclusions fr01日 tl1巳
巳沮sting r巳5巳arch because different, incompatible mea
sures of aggression are used, and this thr巳at巳ns th巳
validity of出e research. Measures range from actual be
havior (aggression during fr’

巳巳 play, willingness to help 
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。r harm m10出巳r) to paper 乱ml-pencil measur巳s of ag
gr巳ssive feelings. Sherrγ（2001) asks，“Do video games 
cause p巳ople to 11ct aggressively or to feel aggr巳S町巳 or
both？” He also observes that “the literanire on video 
game 巳ffects is Ii tt巳red with mixed findings from smdie鸣

that use a wide range of gam巳s, tr巳atm巳nt exposure 
times, and subject pools, obscuri吨cl巳ar conclusions.” 

Sh巳rry gath巳red thirty two independent snidies 
in which viol巳nt video game play was the ind巳p巳nd巳nt
variabl巳 and some measure of aggression was the de【

pendent variable. This comp3res with thirty-three 
smdies in Anderson and Bushman’s sample (2001). 

The overall correlation b巳tween video game play 
and aggr巳ssion in this m巳ta analysis, based on a sample 
of 2,722 individmls, is r 二 .15, a small 巳旺ect siz巳. This 
is far low巳r than the effect of television violenc巳 on ag
gression. According to Sh巳rry， “Ov巳rall, this analysis 
sugg巳sts that there is a correlation between video game 
l】lay and aggression, but that relationship is small巳r
than that found扣r television. . . . Res巳archers in this 
area will need to dev巳lop 口巳W theori巳S that acknowl
edge expcri口ntial and social differ巳nc巳s betw巳en video 
game us巳 and t巳l巳vision vi巳wing.”

Conclusion: Video Games ,nul A凶;ressivc Behavior 
Near 巳verγ《)11巳 wbc川·evie，νF♀the 巳xisting‘ res巳arch on 
vie 》l已nc巳 and el巳ctronic吕am巳日 arrivcs 且t the sam巳 ιon
clusion: the r巳S巳arch is too inconsist巳nt and insubstantial 
to allow any conclusions to be drawn. B巳nsley and Van 
Eenwyk (2001) review all available studies and find fbws 
in 巳江ch of them. They summariz巳： “ In conclusion, cur
rent research evidence is not supportive of a major con 
cern tba t viol巳nt vid巳o gam巳s lead to real-life viol巳nc巳．”

Van Feilitzen (2000), in her introduction to 3 UNESCO 
volume on children and m巳dia violenc巳， notes:

Scvem! 11nthors in this book c叫＇Jhr.川：ze precisely the f11ct that 
i111p1 iries 。11 inf lucnces ，扩the violence in electron儿’ J!,i171tcs 11rc 
voy .few t111d have employed rt limited nmnbcr of methods. 
Accordi11义阳some studiι飞yοung childrCll become more ag
，�rc.1:l'ive iu their s11h.lw1uc111 play, b11t these studies have used 
o功υ川 type of z川thod. Amo咆the ve,y few .1·tndi阳thilt
h(IVC i77dllilcd the newer, 111οre violent electru11ic gmn叫there
itre rοme ... il/(!iwti11g th11t the且mncs wn cont，动utc to ag
gressio11 //Isη ／ll/t/J71又οIder children and yοung people. At the
Si7711C tilllc, however, nthcr swdies h11ve j川videtl am卢1cti11g
or il1cn11巾sive乒lldi川俨（p. 1<))

M8rk Griffiths (2000), writing in the same 
UNESCO volum叭叭1mmarized th巳 published resea，℃h 
on video g:1mc viυ！enιe: 
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All tbe studies tbat brtve ex‘
（l1! 

OJ/. 咆greβion ha e 01吵involved 1neasures of poss沾le sho付

term ag卫TC川VC COi叼uen.ces.The 111φor巾ofthe 』
、tudics o l I 

VCI)' JOllll且「hildrcn一rrs opposed to those in their teens zψ 
wards、－tend to show th11t children do becn71te 111ore aggrcs 
sivc币。· either plr1:ying or watchin且H violent video game 
hut all these sn1di巳S were based on th巳 observation of a 
child’s free play after playing a violent video game [e’711-
phasis rtddcdf.…There is mnch伊eculmion as to whether 
the procedures to 111eas11n: aggression levels arc methodologi 
cal�y valid and 1·clia/ile. ( p. 3 2) 

Nevertheless, some resea1℃hers reason that “be
cause so many p巳ople ar巳巳xposed to viole且t I日巳dia, the 
effect to society can b巳 immens巳 巳ven if only a small 
percentage of viewers are aff，巳cted by it .... It might be 
that only I in 1,000 view巳rs will b巳have more aggres
sively imm巳diately aft巳r viewing a particular program, 
but the cumulativ巳巳台·ects may well increas巳 th巳 aggr巳s
siv巳ll巳ss of most (if not all) of the 1,000 viewers”（Bush』

m;in & And巳rson, 2001, p. 482). Of course, ther巳 may
,1 lso be one in a thousand vi巳wers who benefit, for ex 
ample, using ent巳rtainm巳nt as distraction from emo
tional distress. 

Of cours巳 th巳 media affect 巳motions and b巳havior.
That is why peopl巳 use them. How巳ver, there is no ev
idcnce that media shape behavior in ways that override 
a p巳rson’s own desires and motivations. Can a violent 
video game mak，巳a person violent? It can if he wants it 
to. Why don’t violent vid巳o g3111巳s increase aggression 
among the researchers who sn1dy th巳m? I3巳caus巳 they
have a highe1 purpose und巳rstanding violent video 
gam巳s that transc巳ncls the cont巳nts of the gam巳. The 
focus is on som巳thing oth巳r than the mock aggression 
taking place on the screen. Young people may also 
have oth巳r goals in mind when they play violent vid巳O

game 日， including trγing to improve their scor飞distrac
tion，巳motional and physiological selιr巳gulation, an<l to 
have comrηon 巳xp巳ri巳nces to shar巳 with fri巳ncls. The 
111巳di3 may affect some people, but not n巳cessarily in 
ways that media viol巳nee res巳arch巳rs typically fear. Me
diJ 巳ff,巳cts may vary白。m relaxation and distraction to 
cmotional and physical reactions.丁her℃ is no evid巳nc巳
that media inHu巳nc巳 people in ways that go against 
their gTain. 

Dissenting Views of Media Violence 
Some psycbolc 》gist� have ma【le strong claims about the 
causal link between media violenιt and vi门lenc巳 in soci 

巳ty.丁he Am巳rican Mt::dical Association, American Psy 
<.:hologic:il A川oci:iti忖n, ,mcl the A1m:rican Aca<l巳my of 

----



P巳diatrics hav巳 issued public h巳alth warnings about vio

lent video games. Bushman and And巳rson (2001) state 
that出e scientific community speaks with one voice 

about media violence, with only th巳 entertainment in
dustry and news media failing to accept th巳 conclusion

that portrayals of viol巳nc巳 in film, t巳levision, and video 

games cause aggressive behavior. However, there are 

thre巳 types of diss巳nting view. First, there are disagree

ments within th巳 scientific community itself. Not all 

resear℃hers agree that th巳 巳xisting r巳search supports 

the conclusion that media viol巳nce is a causal factor in 

interpersonal violence. Second, although social psy

chologists have appropriated th巳 topic of mc<li:1 vio

lence as their own, other scholars engaged in media 
studies have com巳 to diff1巳r巳nt conclusion日 about th巳

role of media viol巳nce in soci巳ty. European m巳dia

scholars are especially critical of the American “

巳ffects

model.”Third, there are comm巳ntators from various 

quarters who remain unconvinc巳d by th巳 sci巳ntific evi

d巳nce produced by psychologists. We describ巳 these

dissenting strands of literature further below. 

Variance among Rcsearchcn 

Not every study finds evidence of a causal link between 

111巳dia viol巳nce and r巳al violence. For exampl巳， 6巳Id

studies by Charlton, Gunter, and Hannan (2002), Fesh

bach and Singer (1971), and Milgram and Shotland 

(1973) found no 巳ffects of media violence on aggressive 

behavior. Nor did research by Doob and MacDonald 

(1979), Hennigan et al. (1982), M巳ssner (1986), Wieg 
man, Kuttschreuter, & Baarda (1992）， 。r Winkel, 

Novak, and Hopson (1987). Neith巳r are all psycholo

gists convinced th乱t the 巳vid巳nee to dat巳 is sufficient to 

support a causal connection (Fowl巳s, 1999; Fr巳edman,

2001, 2002; Gadow & Sprafkin, 1989). British m仅li::i

researcher David Gauntlett (1995) has gone so far as to 

write，“The search for dir巳ct ‘effects’ of television on 

behavior is over: Ev巳ry 巳征＜>rt has b巳巳n made, and they 

simply cannot b巳 found” （p. 120). 

In a re-examination of studies claiming to show 

harmful effects of m巳dia violence, Fowles (1999) and 

Fr巳巳dman (2002) point to inconsistencies and misinter

pretations of stndi巳SC巳ntrnl to tl1e d巳bat巳. For instanc巳，

Fowles criticizes the oft巳11’cit巳cl r巳S巳arch of Eron for its 

methods and ambiguous results. “It is difficult to be

lieve that a study with such a weak single finding has 

b巳巳n tak巳11 so S巳riously hy so many thoughtful peopl巳
”

(p. 3 7). The multinational study by Eron 日nd Hues】

mann obtained results that are u日巳ven from country to 

country. 
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In the Polish stu今
，

although average violence viewing 

inσ·eased during the 3尹ar research period, aggression 

decreased. . . For the Australian children studied, the result 

was null： “'Present data did not indicate that a relation exists 

in A1仰-alia betw阳een childr 
the level of their a跑ression three years !11te1·，”切rote Eron 

and Hucsmamz (p. 192). Positive correlations 切ere found 

for ci吵吵ildren in Israel but not for rural children.月llt/件
，

the Dutch re.』·em吵en [Wiegmann et al., 1992], like the 

Australian researcher丁， could discern no correlation. 
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It is often asserted that repeated exposure to media 

ima萨s of viol巳nc巳 d巳民nsitizes people to th巳 real thing. 

Fowles do巳s not believ巳 that the research supports this 
vi巳w. “Even G巳orge Comstock, normally sympatl1etic 

to the violent 巳ffects literature, conc巳des about des巳nsi
tization studies that ‘what the research does not demon 

strate is any likelihood that m巳dia portrayals would 

乱ffect th巳 response to injury, suff1巳ring, or violent death 

exp巳rienced firsthand’” （p. 30). 

Freedman (2001) addresses two problems with 
existing research on violent video games: the choice of 

games and demand characteristics. It is very difficult to 

do ad巳quat巳 exp巳rimental resear℃h on viol巳nt vid巳O

games. One problem is th巳 di而culty of finding two 

video games 出at are equal in all respects, except one 

of them contains violence and th巳 other does not. Only 

then could we be sure, if they have different eff1巳cts, that 

this is due to the viol巳nt cont巳nt and not to som巳 other

feature of the gam巳s, such as th巳ir level of excitem创刊

involvem巳nt, activity, or sound effects. 

Medical research uses the “double-blind” t巳ch

nique to in日ur巳 against unintentional hias. In a double

hlind 巳xp巳riment, neith巳r the recipi巳nt of a treatm巳口t,

nor th巳 person administering th巳 treatment, knows 

whe出er it is the actual treatment or a placebo. Nothing 

approaching this standard is possible in media violence 

res巳arch.

Whcn 「:cpcrimcntcn- choose a violent game, they may be gtv

i咆 the 7/lCSS
咆

U th11t they approve of such games and might 

therefore approve of or even expect the su与·ec灯 to behave vio 

lently. . . The po川＇biβ吵 uf de111mzd an川咆 the reSII加 is not 

川likely or far-fetched. It is (I well-known phenomwon ill 

tψe1切·w11tal rcsem协 and a continual almost ul叫uitous

sm1rcc of problems in inte1pretation. … This leave.』 almost

11／／ 矿
’

tbc re.』 11／灯open to the alternative and 1111intercsti11g in

tcrpretation thr，「t they arc c11的
，ed l�y dcmmul fllcton· rather 

than the vr，川＇able of interest, 11amc今the direct �庐ct of vio 

Ima: in the video game. ”（Freedman, 2001) 
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Another problem with laboratmy experiments 
of violent video games is how the participants per
ceive 出巳m, when 出巳y are often told nothing about 
why 由巳y are being asked to play a violent video 
game. 

Media Studies 

Social psychologists are not the only scholars interest巳d
in media violence. Media studies scholars trained in the 
European tradition of critical theorγtend to dismiss the 
“media effects” research as irrelevant for understanding 
media violence, or as inadequate to the task (Carter & 
飞Neav町，2003).Martin Barker and Julian Petley (2001) 
write，“It could be said that there is Ii ttle point in 伎ying
to question 出巳 methodology of thos巳 people working 
within the effects model, because, by our own definition 
of出at work, they are much more concerned with cre
ating an illusion of empiricism to support 出巳ir pre
judged conclusions出an in designing m巳thodologically
sound research. In other words, they ’re not going to 
stop.”Savage (2004), a criminologist, finds no reason 
to conclude that media violence is a caus巳 of criminal 
viol巳nce.

Gauntlett (2001, p. 5) b巳lieves 出巳 solution is "to 
raise awareness of the flaws in that research in the 
hope出at this will make it more di伍cult for the press 
to report由巳ir findings uncritically and, p巳rhaps more 
importantly, to produce new kinds of res巳arch which 
will tell us [something] mor巳 subtle and interesting 
about possible media influences than anything which 
the e仔ects r巳searchers can provide.” 

Other Critics 

Child clinical psychologist and crime novelist Jonathan 
Kell巳rman (1999) calls media violence "the scapegoat 
we love to hat巳·” Concerning juv巳nile crim巳 he writes, 
“If increased public safety is our goal, efficiency also 
dictates that we cease pouring mon巳y into research and 
clinical activities that hav巳 little direct impact upon 
rates 。f child criminality. A prime example of such 
diminish巳d returns is the flood of studies conducted on 
th巳 factor most often blamed for childhood criminality: 
media viol巳ncc” （p. 71). 

Richard Rhodes (2000) ,isks, 

l, there real，与11 link between e附rtai,川川t and violent be 

hrtvior? The Amcricrm lvfedicrtl Association, the American 

/Jc,1阳町of i》cdi日的cs, and the Nat川al Inst阳tc of Menwl 

I-lwlth 11/l say yes‘ They base their claims on social scie11L：在内－

search that has bcm shar内criticized mul disp11ted ’within 
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the social science p听＇ssion， 呻ecially outside the United

Sta的 In fact, no direct, causal link between C咱osure 归

”tock violence in the media and subsequent violent behavior 

has ever been demonstrated, and the 卢切 claims of modest 

con由tion have been co1.的ηdicted by other 乒ndi咆:r, some

ti 11.阳 in the same studies . ...扩切e want to 1·educe (violence) 

even 卢7τher, p附ecti咆 children 乒wn real violence in their

lives→10t the pale shadow of mock violence-is 加 place to 

begin. 

On巳 study cited as establishing a causal relationship 
between media violence and real violence is the epide
miological r巳search of Centen岛，all (1989), who found 
an increase in murder rates following the introduction 
of television in South Africa. Rhodes notes由at hmni
cide rates in France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and the 
Unit巳dStates fail巳d to change with increasing television 
ownership in the same period, and in some cases actu
ally declined. In the most recent such study, Charlton, 
Gunter, and Hannan (2002) failed to find any effect of 
the introduction of television to th巳 south Atlantic is 
land of St. Helena. 

Among claims by researchers are that repeated ex
posure to media violence desensitizes children to wit
nessing aggr巳ssion and raises出e likelihood that由ey
will use it, and that children learn from TV, fil日1, and 
video games that violenc巳 is rewarded. 

“Though some statistical support has be巳n
obtained for [these] suppositions, not a single causal 
link between media violence and criminality has ever 
been produced，” writes Kellerman (1999, p. 72). He
contmues: 

This is 11ot to say media violence is harmless. To the extent 

that gory jun!< attracts hi且h-risk youngste1丁， it's anything 

but. Is it possible that an alrea今psychopathic boy with a 

bead 乒dl of violent mψ仙盯 that have festered since emψ 
childhood, sitting around the house sucking 011 n joint or 

sniffing glue while he watches Scream, can be spurred 归仰－
itate what he secs on the screen? Absolutely. 1》C same is ti-ue 

of printed vinlmce→serial killen often collect violent pomog

raphy and true-crime magazines in order to heighten sexual 

arou.ml. . . . Given η。 bloo今 books, 110 Freddy K叩eger on 

video, 110 thrash metal 01· gangsta rap，白1ould Billy Rottm 旷
． 

/,7吻1吼耐 11/11

and stabbed bη mother t/.71)11咐f No 吼叫 to know for sm飞
ln时’＇d bet yes. And the likelihood of Billy's u咆aging in seri

ous vio元nee somewhere along the line would remain ex

treme�y higb ηu 11111ttcr what he read or viewed, bec1111se the 

variables that stro鸣。 in卢umce violent behavior are like�y to 



be a lot more pei·sonal than those elicited 句， wielding the re

mote control. (pp. 77-78) 

1再That ’ s Missing from Video Game
Research? 

The role of volition or choice is absent from video 
game research. 认That are the effects of voluntary (as 
opposed to enforced) exposure to violent entertain
ment? Missing from research is any acknowledgment 

出at video game players freely engage in play, and are 
always free to leave, or pause. Except in laboratory 
experiments, no one is forced to play a violent video 
game. 

The Attn附ions of Violent Video Games 

Almost no studies of the presumed harmful 巳ffects of 
video games have considered how and why people play 
th巳m. People play video games for many different rea
sons. Some play to 巳xperi巳nce 巳xcitement, some to be
come 巳xperts or to impress their friends, others because 
video games are challenging or educational. Some play 
widely vilified games in order to 巳licit predictable, if 
negative, reactions from teachers or parents. Immersion 
in a game can be highly pleasurable (Koepp et al., 
1998). Men and women enjoy different kinds of games 
and 巳njoy play for different reasons (Goldstein 1994, 

1998, 1999; Kline 2000; l\在alone, 1981). 

"When th巳re are few cues to出eir unreality, bloody 
images lose their appeal (McCauley, 1998). In one 
study, boys who played vid巳O games with viol巳nt
th巳mes show巳d the sam巳 positive facial 巳xpr巳ssions,
quality of p巳er interaction, and 巳njoym巳nt as those 
who played “n巳utral” games (see Holmes & Pellegrini,
this volum巳）. Similarly, violence, if it is to he entertain
ing, must fulfill certain requirements: it must have a 
moral story, in which good triumphs over evil, and it 
must cany cues to its unreality-music, sound 巳ffects,
a fantasy storyline, cartoonlike characters. People ar巳
highly selective in the violence they seek or tolerate 
(McCauley, 1998; Zillmann, 1998). 

We play video games largely for the expected 
巳ffects they will have on us. Youngsters are willing to 
expos巳 themselves to unpleasant media images b巳caus巳
the benefits of doing so outweigh the costs. Players, 

like r巳searchers, have overriding reasons for engaging 
with violent themes, even if they find them repugnant. 

It is surprising 出at social psychologists so rar巳ly
consider 出巳 social liv巳s of gam巳rs. A Danish study of 
five- to sev巳nteen-year-olds did so, and conclud巳cl that 
violent comput巳r games could not be understood with-
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out considering their social aspects (Holm Sorensen & 
Jessen, 2000). 

Not all questions can be answered with出e tools of 
social psychological research. To quote John Dewey, 

“An idea has no greater metaphysical stature出an，呵，
a fork. When your fork proves inadequate to the task of 
eating soup, it makes little sense to argue about whether 
there is something inherent in the nature of forks or 
some出ing inherent in the nature of soup that accounts 
for the failure. You just reach for a spoon.” 
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Notes 
1. According to Andy Brown (2000) in The Tech Re

po付，tl1e games studied by Anderson and Dill are 
not comparable：儿今st is an adv巳nture game with
吨rain teaser" puzzl吨whereas Wolj专nstein is a 
first-person卢shooter game.

2. Of Gerbn町、 notion that children who consume
long hours of television are likely to see th巳 world
as a “mean and sca1y place，”Burk巳 and Burke
(1999, p. 198) write，“Well, good for TV, be
cause the world sure as hell is a mean, scary 
place-and has been for most of this (20 th) cen
tury. Those hea可TV vi巳wers are going into life

with their eyes open” （p. 198).
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DOES VIDEO GAME ADDICTION EXIST? 

M，时。伊伪s and Mark N. 0. Davies 

The rise and popularity of computer games as a leisure 
phenomenon has become an ever-increasing part of 
many young people’s day-to-day !iv巳s. Coupled with 
the rise in popularity and usage, there have been a 
growing number of reports in出e popular press about 
excessive us巳 of由巳 video games （“joystick junlcies"). 
Although 由e concept of “video game addiction” 

appears to have its suppnrters in the popular press, 
由ere is a form of “knee-jerk skepticism" within the 

academic community-not l巳ast among those worlcing 
in th巳 field of addiction research. 

It is not hard to understand出E skepticism. For 
many people， 出巳 concept of video gam巳 addiction
seems far-fetched, particularly if由eir concepts and def 
initions of addiction involve出e talcing of drugs. De
spite the predominance of drug-based definitions of 
addiction，由巳re is now a growing movement that views 
a number of behaviors as potentially addictive （巳.g.,
gambling, computer game playing， 巳xercise, sex, and 
now the Internet). Such diversity has led to new, all 
encompassing definitions of what constitutes addictive 
behavior. 

Rese乱rchers have consistently ar凯1ed that excessive 
gambling is no different from (say) alcoholism or heroin 
addiction in terms of由e core compon巳nts of addiction 
(i.e., salience, tolerance, withdrawal, mood modifica
tion, conflict, relapse). If one can show that a behavior 
such as pathological gambling can be a bona fide addic
tion, then th巳re is a precedent that any behavior出at
can provide continuous rewards in the absence of a psy
choactive substance can be potentially addictive (i.e., a 
behavioral as opposed to a ch巳mica! addiction). Such a 
prec巳dent opens也巳自oodgates for other excessive 
behaviors to be theoretically considered as potential 
addictions (such as video games). 

In addition to press reports, r巳searchers have 
alleged for over twenty years that social pa出ologies are 
ueginning to surface among excessive video game play
巳rs. For instance, Soper and岛•1iller (1983) claimed 
"video game addiction” was like any other behavioral 

addiction and consisted of a compulsive behavioral 
involvement, a lack of int巳rest in other activities, associ
ation mainly with other addicts, and physical and men
ta! s严nptoms when a忧empting to stop the behavior 
(e.g.， 出巳 shakes). More recently, such addictions 
(including addictions to the Internet and slot machines) 
have been termed “technological addictions” （Gri面出s,
1995a, 1996a) and have been operationally defined 
as nonchemical (behavioral) addictions that involve 
excessive human-machine interaction. They can ei出er
be passive (e.g., t巳levision) or active (e仔， computer
games), and usually contain inducing and reinforcing 
features that may contribute to由e promotion of addic
tive tendencies (Gri伍出s, 1995a). Technological addic
tions can thus be vi巳wed as a subset of behavioral 
addictions (Marks, 1990) and feature core components 
of addiction first outlined by Brown (1993) and modi
fied by Gri伍 ths (1996屿，such as salience, mood modi
fication, tolerance, withdrawal, conflict, and relapse. 

Research into th巳 ar巳a of video game addiction 
needs to be underpinned by出ree fundamental ques
tions: (1) What is addiction? (2) Does video game ad
diction exist? (3) If video game addiction exists, what 
are people actually addicted to? The first question con
tinues to be a much-debated question both among 
psychologists within the field of addiction research as 
well as those worlcing in other disciplines. For many 
years, the first author has operationally defined addic
tive behavior as any behavior that features all th巳 core
compon巳nts of addiction. It is出e first author’s con ten
tion出at any behavior (e.g., video game playing）出at
fulfils these six criteria is th巳refore operationally 
defined as an addiction. In the cas巳 of video game ad
diction it would be: 

Salience: This occurs when video game play becomes 
由e most important activity in 出巳 person’s life and 

dominates their thinking (preoccupations and cognitive 
distortions), feelings (craving吟，and b巳havior (deterio
ration of socialized behavior). For instanc巳，巳V巳11 if th巳
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person is not actually playing a video game, they will be 

thinking about the next time由at they will be. 

Mood modificntion: This refers to the subjective ex

periences 出at people report as a consequ巳nee of en】

gaging in video g·ame play and can be seen as a coping 
strategy (i.巳.， they 巳xperience an arousing “buzz” or 
a “high” or paradoxically tranquilizing f巳巳l of ‘ 6 巳scape'，

or “numbing"). 
Toler u；丁 This is 由巳 process wh巳r巳by incr巳asing
amounts of video gai口c play ar巳 requir巳d to achieve 
the former mood modificating effects. This basically 
means that for someone engaged in vid巳o game playing, 
they gradually build up 出e amount of由巳 time th巳Y
spend online engaged in出巳behavior.
Withdrawal syuψtoms: These ar巳 the unpleasant feeling 
stat巳s and/or physical effects which occur wh巳n video 
game play is discontinued or suddenly reduc巳d, e.g., 
tremors, moodi1i.ess, irritability. 
Co，听阶This refers to the conflicts between the video 
game play巳r and those around them (int巳rperson日l con
flict), conflicts with other activities (job, schoolwork, 
social life, hobbies and interests) or from within th巳

individual themselves (intrapsychic con日1ct and/or sub
jective feelings of loss of control) that are concerned 
with spending too much time engaged in video gam巳

play. 
Relapse: This is the tendency for r巳peated reversions to 
巳arlier patterns of video game play to r巳cur and for 
even the most 巳xtreme patterns typical of th巳 height of 
excessive video game play to he quickly restored after 
p巳riods of abstinence or control. 

Having operationally defined addiction, it is the 
first author's belief白白t video game addiction does in
deed exist, but that it affects only a very small minority 
of players. Ther巳 appear to be many people who use 
vid巳o gam巳S 巳XC巳ssiv巳ly but ar巳 not addict巳d as m巳a
sured by these (or any other) crit巳ria. The third ques
tion i日 p巳rhaps th巳 most inter巳sting and the most 
important wh巳n it com巳S to res巳arching in this field. 
认／hat are people actually addicted to? Is it the interac
tiw medi11111 ol I址：1yi11g? t＼叩巳ct、 “r its :,pecific style 
(e供.， nn :1111111ymous 叶nd disi11hihid1唱：“l ivi L})? The 
叩1.:1.:i l'ic 1 ypc叫 “l g,llllC\ (:1且也1℃『si,•c ♂：1me.,,, :,tr.1t1.:白’
包：llfa:S, di.:.f 'i'hb hn\ inl 10 ll1Uci1 Jcb;ttl' :ltnOllgSt 
those o「 LI、 wnrku11.r in thi纯 ticld. Re:也：1rch hi.:ing l::ll'riιd 
out into Int巳rn巳t addiction may lead to insights about 
video game addiction. For instanc巳， Young (1999) 
claim日 Int巳rnet addiction is 口 broad term that covers a 
wide variety of b巳haviors and impulse control problems. 
This is categorized by five sp配l币c subtypes: 
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Cybenexual addiction: compulsive use of adult websites 
for cybersex and cyberporn. 
Cyber-relatio11ship addictioη： OV巳宜－involvem巳：nt in onlin，巳

relationships. 
Net compulsions: obsessive online gambling, shopping, 
or day-trading. 
Iuformation overload: compulsive web 引1rfing or data
bas巳 searches.
Computer 主m11e addiction: obs，巳ssive computer gam，巳

playing （巳.g . Doom, Myst, Solitaire, etc.). 

In reply to Young, Griffiths (1999, 2000a) argued 
出at many of these excessive users are not “Internet 
addicts" but just us巳由E Intern巳t excessively as a me
dium to fuel other addictions. Put very simply, a gam-
bling addict or a computer gam巳 addict who engag臼

in由。r chosen behavior online is not addicted to the 
Internet. The Internet is just the place where they en-
gage in出巳behavior. However, in contrast to this, there 
are c且se study reports of individuals who appear to be 
addicted to the Internet itself ( e.g., Young, 1998; Grif-
6出s, 1996白， 1998, 2000b). These are usually peopl巳

who use Int巳rnet chat rooms or play fantasy role play-
ing games-activities由at they would not engage in ex 
cept on the Internet itself. These individuals to some 
extent are engaged in text-based virtual realities and 
take on other social personas and social identities as a 
way of making themselves feel good about themselves. 
In thes巳 cases，由e Internet may provide an alternative 
reality to the user and allow them feelings of immersion 
and anonymity that may lead to an altered state of con
sciousness. This in itself may be highly psychologically 
and/or physiologically rewarding. Obviously for those 
playing onlin巳 computer games, these speculations may 
provide insights into the potentially addictive nature of 
computer games for those playing in出is medium. 

Other insights into出e potentially addictive nature 
of video games has come仕om research into slot 
machines. Both video game machines and slot machines 
fall under the generic label of “amusement machines” 

(Gn伍ths, 1991日）. The main difference between video 
game in:1ιhines :111d slot m,id1ini.:s are thaL video g-;1r11es 
are plnyi.:d to accumulate :i� m:111y points a唁 po��ible,
wh巳re:1s slot 111:ll'hincs are pb1ycd (i.巳．，在nmbled upon) 
to accumulat巳 111011叩. Gri伍ths (1991a) has suggested 
that playing a video game could be consider巳d as a non
financial form of gambling. Both types of machin巳（in
the case of arcad巳 games) require inserting a coin to 
play, although the playing· time on a slot machine is 
usually much less than on a video game m白chin巳. This 
is l〕巳cause on vid巳o gam巳S the outcome is almost solely 



due to skill, whereas on slot machines the outcome is a 

product of chance. However, the general playing phi【

losophy of b。由 slot machine players and video game 

players is to stay on the machine for as long as possibl巳

using 出e least amount of money (Griffiths, 1990a, 

1990b). Grif自由s has argued出at regular slot machine 

players play with mon巳y rather than for it and由at win 

ning money is a means to an end (i.e., to stay on出巳
machine as long as possible). 

Besides the generic labelling, their geographical 

juxtaposition, and出e philosophy for playing, it could 

be argued出at on both a psychological and behavioral 

level, slot machine gambling and video game playing 

share many similarities (e.g., similar demographic diι 

ferences such as age and gender breakdown, similar re

inforcement schedules, similar potential for “near miss" 

opportunities, similar structural charact巳ristics involv【

ing由e use of light and sound effects, similariti巳s in skill 

perception, similarities in the effects of excessive play, 
etc.). The most probable reason the two forms have 

rarely been seen as conc巳ptually similar is because video 

game playing does not involve winning money (or 

something of financial value) and therefore cannot be 
classed as a form of gambling. However, the next gen

eration of slot machines are starting to use video game 
graphics and t巳chnology. Although many of th巳5巳 relate

to traditional gambling games (e.g. roulette, pok巳r,

blackjack), there are plans for developing video gam』

bling games in which p巳ople would win money based 
on their game scores. This obviously gives an idea of 

the direction that slot machines and th巳 gaming indus

uγar巳 heading.
Furthermore, th巳re are a growing numb巳r of 

researchers who sugg巳st that arcade video gam巳s share 

som巳 common ground with slot (gambling) machines, 

including the pot巳ntial for dependency （巳仔， Brown & 
Robertson, 1992; Gri伍ths, 1991a, 1993, 1997a; Fisher 
1994; Gupta & Derevensky, 1997). As Fisher and 
Griffiths (1995) point out, arcade videogames and slot 

machines share some important structural characteris

tics，也es巳 being:

The requirement of r巳sponse to stimuli which are 

predictable and governed by出巳 software loop. 

The requirement of total concentration and hand

eye coordination. 

Rapid span of play negotiable to some 巳xt巳nt hy the 
skill of the player (more marked in video games). 

The provision of aural and visual rewards for 

a winning move (e.g., flashing lights， 巳lectronic

jingles). 
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The provision of an incr巳mental reward for a 
winning move (points or cash) that reinforces “corr巳ct"

behavior. 
• Digitally displayed scores of “correct behavior” （in
the form of points or cash accumulated).

The opportunity for peer group attention and ap

proval through competition. 
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白As with excessive slot machine playing， 巳xces

sive video game playing partly comes about by出巳 par
tial reinforcement effect (PRE) (Wanner, 1982). This 
is a critical psychological ingredient of video gam巳

addiction whereby the reinforcement is intermittent

people keep responding in 出e absence of reinforce
ment hoping that another reward is just around 由e

corner. Knowledge about the .PRE gives the video 
game designer an 巳dge in desi伊ing appealing games. 

Magnitude of reinforcement is also important. Large 

rewards lead to fast responding and greater resistance 
to extinction-in short to more “addiction.” Instant 

reinforcement is also satisfying. 

Video games rely on multiple reinforc巳ments (i.e., 

tl1e “kitch巳n sink" approach), in that differ巳nt features 

might b巳 diffi巳rently rewarding to differ巳nt people. Suc

cess on video games comes from a variety of sources and 

出e reinforcement might be intrinsic (e.g., improving 

your high巳st scar飞beating your friend’s high scor巳，

getting your nam巳 on出e "hall of fame，”mastering出e

machine) or extrinsic (e.g., peer admiration). Malone 

(1981) reports that video game enjoyment is positively 
correlated to a presence or absence of goals, the avail

ability of automatic computer scores，出E pr巳sence of 
audio effects, th巳 random quality of the games, and the de

gree to which rapid r巳action times enhance game scores. 

Empirical Research on Video Game 
Addiction 

To date，由ere has been very little research directly 

investigating video game addiction. Furthermore, al
most all of it has conc巳ntrated on adolescents only. 

Shotton (1989) carried out a study sp巳cifically on “com 

puter addiction” using a sample of 127 people (half 

children, half adult; 96 percent male) who had been 

self-reportedly “hooked” on home vid巳o games for at 

least five years. S巳venty-five of these were measured 

against two control groups, and Shotton reported that 
the computer dependent individuals were highly intelli
gent, motivated, and achieving people but often misun
derstood. After a且ve-year followup, Shotton found that 
the younger cohort had done w巳11 educationally, gone 
on to university, and then into high ranking jobs. 
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llo、，vever, Shotton’s rese白rch was巾，ne with people who

were familiar with th巳 older generation of video g.nnes 
that were popular in the e1rli巳r part of the 1980s. The 
vid巳o games of the 1990日onwards may in some way be 
mor巳 psycholoιically rew且rding than th巳 g,1111巳s of aι｜巳－

cade ,1go in that they require more coinpl巳X skills, 
improved dexte.ri1y, :incl foa111n: socially relc叭.1111 Lopics 
,ind helter gn1phics. Anecdot:11 :iccmmls of gn；�ter psy
cholog,cal rcw:i1飞 Is could me:\11 thnt d1e n巳wcr g-:1 mes 
m·巳 more "addiction inducin旦，”although such an .1sser 
tion needs empirical hacking. 

Griffiths and Hunt (1995, 1998) undertook a more 
r巳cent questionnaire st11dy with almost four hundred 
ad11k.scc1Hs (rwchre一吨ixtcen ）’‘；＂，11飞 υr :1日d co est:1blish 
Lire level ”f "clc:pcmlcnc巳” usi11g- �1 st.:alc :1d.1pLed from
the DSM－［日斗《 criteria for pntl10lo吕ic:11 gambling 

111cricnn Psychiatric Associ:1tio11, I <)87). Eight qu川崎
Lions rel.Hing tfl th己lJSM-Jn-R cl'itc.ria were ndaptcd 
1111· c11111purcr gnmc playing imd e,,rn1ni11ed a numbt:1· of 
addiction components including·: 
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1. sa lienc：巳（“Do you freq ucn ti y play most da）时 ”）
2. tol巳！＇；111山（“ Do you frL'qm:ntly pby for long巳r peri
ocls 1』r time？”

）

3. euphoria （“Do you play fυr excitement or旷ht1z矿？”）

4. chasing （“Do you phi y to h巳at your person山i high
sιore？’’） 
汇l甘1pse （“Do you m汰c rcpeawcl efforts to stop or
clecre:isi.: phying？

”

）

6. withdrawal （“Do you h巳C忖me restless if you cann仆t
pby？

”

）

7. 山n日ict（“ Do you play inst巳ad of attending to优hoυi
l巳lat巳d activitiιs？ ”） 
8. conflict （“Do you sacrifice social activities to l】lay？ ”）

J\ cut off point of four was assumed to indicate a
p,11·tidp:1111 IVllS I】 l:1yi11g :IL rlcpendcrll (i.e., addit:t忖e)
k:vds at die tinn.：υ「Lht: study. Srnr凶on t11c adn ptt..:d 
DSl'vl-ll 1-R st�1lc indic.:atcd 1haL sixty-two phiycr日（Ir,
pi.:rtcnt) were dependent on comput-:r g,1mes (i.巴，－
$cored four 111· rnrn·ιrn1 1-!ii.: sn\le). Furrhl!rnlυl吧，7 per
山nl of' thr.: !>:)111pk: cbi111cd Lhey played t ’ver tl1irty 
hmm, 耳 wet.:k.’J lie depellllt:ncc :,eon; eon‘cln1·tJd wirh 
吕ender, as si吕nificantly more m::dcs than fomal巳SW巳re
d巳pendent. D巳pcndence score :ils门 correlated with how 
often they pl叮巳c\ Cυmput巳r games, the m巳日n session 
lc.:11品th pbyin扫时llll＇.‘i!lld th巳l门11g-cst‘，ingl巳 日C日sion phi＞」
in日time. Frn-tl,cr :rnnlysis indir111l.'.d lh:1t thosl'. de11e11-
dc11L were sig11i/-ic:111t!y more likd】 to hav巳 日l:lnt:d
playing computιr 吕;1111es to impress friend霄， becau日巳
th巳re w:1s 11川thin吕else t仆 do, For 臼 ch:illrn吕巳，：111d to 
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1日出t friends. Dcpcndt!nt players were also significmtly 
mor巳 likely to r叩ore叫ggt喃自ive feelings as 臼 clir巳ct
result of th巳ir computer g8m巳 playing. There ar巳 司
number of prohl巳ms with the findings of this study. Al
though the crit巳ria for the scale W巳re all based on the 
differ巳nt components of dependenc巳 common to oth巳r
addictive beh8viors （巳.g., salienc巳， 巳uphoria, tol巳nmc巳，
withdrawal, conflict, etc.) it could be that these are less 
relevant for excessive comput巳r gam巳 playing·. Th巳re
was also an assumption made th,1t comput巳r game 
playing was similar to ga111hling· in terms of th巳 con
sequences of exc巳ssive behavior. Alternativ巳 巳xpbn日
tions could be that exccssiv巳 computer g:1me playing 
cannot be cone巳ptualizecl as an addiction at all or that 
the scale is more 8 me:1sur巳 of preoccupation rather 
than dep巳ndence. Ar巳plication study found very similar 
results (Griffith日，1997h). It is also worth noting that 7 
percent of the sample in Gri伍tbs ,md Hunt’s (1995,
1998) study claim巳d to play αnnput巳r gam巳s for 。ver
thirty hours a week. 0th巳r studies hav巳 reported similar 
findings (Fish巳r, 19ν斗，Parsons, 1995; PhilliJ】s et al., 
1 ＜）何；Griffith日，1997b).

丁h巳re is no douht that for a minority叫children
and ado！巳seents video gam巳s can take up considerable 
time. 飞刑1ether th巳s<: studies suggest video gnme刊 may 
b巳肌ldictive is p巳rh::ips not the most s::ilient issu巳 h巳re.
丁he question to 1sk is what the longitudinal 巳征巳ct of
a叮activity (not ju纣t vicl巳o game l】laying) that takes up 
thirty hours of leisure time a week has on th巳 educa
tional and social d巳V巳lopm巳nt of children and ,idol巳s
cents? At pres巳nt w巳 do not know the answ巳r to such口
Ljll巳stion. However, it is our cont巳ntion th8t m1y child 
who engaged in any activity exc巳ssively (wh巳ther
d巳fined :1s an .1ddiction or not) ev巳ry day over a numb巳r
υf years from a 严rnng age, wollld havc th巳ir阳cial and/ 
or educational devclopm巳nt n巳gatively a仔巳ct巳d in SOI日C
way. 

Th巳re is also the question，“If vie!巳o games ar℃ad
dictive, wh日t is the addictiv巳 process？

” 。n巳 potential
way of answ巳ring this q11estion is to produce possible 
the门retical account民。f vid巳o gam巳 addiction a1χl test 
the hypotheses empiriιally. Mcilwraith (1990) propc》sccl
币，ur theor巳tic:il models of television ,1ddiction in the 
popular :md psychological lit巳rature that would H巳em
g仆仆cl models to test the h忖undari巳s of video game ad
diction. Substituting "video game" for “television" in
Mell wraith’S :JCCI 川nt w川1ld lcav巳 the four 巳xplan:ition日

“ thu刊：

l. Video game ,1dcliction is a function of the video
g江111巳’s effects on imagimtion and fantasy life, i.e.,



people who play video games to excess have poor

ima日mations.

2. Vid巳o game addiction is 且仇.ll

匹；lll1巳
，

H t丘
－

巳cts ＜》n arousal lev巳I, i.巳.
， l】巳opl巳 who play 

;id 
tranquillizing 巳ffects.

3. Video game addiction is a manifestation of 01址，de

pendent, or acldicLivc personality, i.e., people who play
video gam巳s to 巳xcess do so clue to their inn巳q】巳rson:1!
ity 目s opposed to the external source of the addiction.
斗. Video game addiction is a distinct pattern of uses
门ncl grntifications associated with th巳 video gam巳 me
dirnn, i巳.， people who play video games to exc巳ss enjoy
the physical act of playing or play only when they 盯巳

bored，ιtc.

F巳w of th巳S巳 explanations for horn巳 video game playmg 
have been empirically smdied, although some empirical 
evidence by Griffiths and D:mcaster (1995), and 巳vi
dcnce from arcad巳 vid巳o gam巳 addiction (Fisher, 1994) 
:1ppe:ir to support the s巳cone! theoretical ori巳ntation,
that video game addiction is a function of th巳 video
g,une’s effects on arousal level. R巳cent res巳arch by 
Koepp et al. ( 1998) demonstrated dopamin巳rgic neuro
tr:msmission during video game playing. This ,my have 
implications for und巳rstanding the underlying addictive 
process in playing video games. If it is accepted that 
video gam巳 playing can be addictive, th巳n it is 日ppropri
ate tυlook for th巳 11巳ural foundation of such behavior. 
Over recent years, th巳 rol巳 of the mesotelencephalic
(nuιleus accumbens) dopamin巳rgic system that is 
constructed as a cir℃uit between the midhrain and the 
f川rebrain (within the medial for巳brain bundle) has 
hιen widely ace巳pted as th巳 11巳ural substr::it巳 of rein
forcem巳nt (Julien, 1995). Thc work has until now 
focused on modeling the psychopharmacological pro
cess of drug-s出king· behavior. 

Koepp et al. (1998) have cle:irly demonstrated ::m 
increase in the release of dopamine within the v巳ntral
striatmn (nuclcus accumbens) as 日 function of vid巳川

game playing. This parallels evidenc巳 of a similar activ
ity with th巳 mesotel巳ncephalic dopamin巳rgic system 
that is thought to und巳rpin th巳 adclictiv巳 prop巳rties of 
drngs such as morphine (Glick et 址，1992), alcohol 
(Harris, Brodie, & Dunwiddie, 1995), and cocaine 
(V11lk门w, 1997) although rec巳nt evidence has begun 
to illuminate th巳 multifac巳t巳d natur巳 the psychophar-
111:icology of drug addiction (Rocha 巳t al., 1998). [t 
would ther巳for巳 se巳m r巳asonable to propos巳 that the 
mes门t巳l巳ncephalic dopamin巳rgic syst巳m may W巳]I llll
derlie what has he巳n ref，巳rred to as behavioral addiction 
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(Griffiths, 1996胁，with video gam巳 playing being one 
exam pl巳. Consequently, a way forward in studying be
havioral addiction is to incorporate within a single 
model, psychological evid巳nc巳 on th巳 b巳havi＜〕r· r巳p巳r
t【iir巳 of gam巳 addicts with th巳 巳videnc巳 concerning in 
vivo changes in th巳 frmctic》n口l 11巳urochernist1γof the 
brain. Out of such collaboration a model similar to Sto
lerman’s psychopharmac＜】！（》gic:1! m《Jd巳I of clru吕· acidic
tion (St《ilerm臼n, 1992) m日y W巳II l币巳 possibl巳 in th已 n巳ill． 

futnr巳 with r巳sp巳ct to l】chavirn" :1ddiction. 
In ;iddition to n巳uroch巳mica! l℃SC8I℃h, there ar巳

further reports of beh日vioral signs of video gam巳

dependency among :1dolesc巳nts. D巳pcndency signs 
r巳ported includc stealing 111011巳y to play ar℃；1dc garn巳S

仆r to buy new gam已与 ιartriclges (Klein, 1984; Keeper飞
199υ，Griffiths & Hunt, 1995, 1998), truancy from 
school to pl::iy (Keeper飞1990; Gri伍ths & Hunt, 

1998), not doing horn巳work/getting had marks at 
school (Gri俑由s & Hunt, 1998; Phillips et al., 1995), 
sacrifici吨’ social act川ti巳S to 1让lay (Egli & Mey巳r
1984; Gri伍ths & Hunt, 1998), irritability and annoy
anc巳 if unable to piny (Gri而ths & Hunt, 1998; Rutkow
ska & Carlton, 1994), playing long巳r than int巳nd巳d
(Egli & Meyers, 1984; Griffiths & Hunt, 1998), and an 
increas巳 in self r巳ported levels of aggression (Griffiths 
& Hunt, 1995). There is no doubt that for a minority 
of people (particularly ado！巳SC巳nts) that video gam巳S

can take up consid巳rable time and that to all int巳nts
and purposes they :ire “addicted” to them. Howev巳r,
the pr巳valence of such an addiction is still of gr巳at con
troversy, as is th巳 mechanism by which peopl巳 may be
come addicted. This is one area where reseat℃h appears 
to be much needed. Th巳 n巳巳d to establish th巳 incid巳nce
and prevalence of cli11ically sigrn币c;mt problems 口ssoci
ated with video game addiction is of paramount im
portance. The，屯的no douht that cl巳arer operational 
d巳finitions are required if this is to b巳 achiev巳d.

As :irg-m:d above, the only way of d巳termining、

whether nonch巳mic白l (i.e., b巳havioral) addictions (such 
:1s vid巳o ga 111巳 ;iddiction) ar巳 addictive in a nonmeta
phorical s巳nse is to compar巳 them against dinical crite
ria for otht:r 巳stablish巳d drug-ingest巳d addictions. 
However, most r巳5巳ar℃hers in th巳 field have fail巳d to 
do this, which has perpetuat巳d the sk巳pticism shown in 
many quarters of the addiction m『earch community. 
’「he main problems with the addiction cr让口’ia sug
gest巳d by most r巳sear℃hers is that th巳 111easur巳s us巳d a) 
have no measure of sev巳rity, b) have no temporal di-
111 巳nsion, c) have a tendency to ov巳r estim,1t巳 the pr巳v
alence of prob！巳ms, and cl) take n:1 accmmt of the 
cont巳xt of video game use. Ther巳 ar巳 a!so concerns 
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blist巳rs, calluses, sore tendons, and numbness of且ng、

巳rs,
hands, and elbows directly as a r巳suit of their playing. 
There have been a whole host 。f case studi巳s in th巳

medical literature reporting som巳 of the advers巳 effects
of playing video garn巳s. Th巳se have includ巳d auditory 
hallucinations (Spen（：巳，1993), enuresis (Schink, 1991), 

巳ncoprisis (Corkerγ， 1990), wrist pain （岛1.cCowan,
1981), neck pain (Mill巳r, 1991），巳lhow pain (Miller, 
1991), tenosynovitis also called “川1t巳ndinitis”

（Rein

stein, 1983; Brasington, 1990; Casanova & Casanova, 
1991; Siegal, 1991 ), hand-arm vibration syndrome 

(Clea巧，McK，巳nclrick, & Sills, 2002), r巳petitive strain 
injuries (Mirman & Bonian, 1992), and periph巳ral

11巳uropathy (Friedland & St. John, 1984). Admittedly, 
some of th巳se adverse e仔巳cts are quite rare and “treat
ment" simply involv巳d not playing the games in ques

tion. In fact, in th巳 cas巳s involving enur巳sis and 
巳ncoprisis, the children w巳r巳仙巳ngag巳d in th巳 games
that th巳y did not want to go to th巳 toil巳t. In th巳se par
ticular cases they were simply ta咐1t how to use th巳

game’5 “pause” button! 
There has also heen some speculation that exces

siv巳 play 111日y hav巳 a negativ巳 effect on both heart rate 
and hloocl pressrn飞and one study (Gwinu1】，Haw, & 
Elias, 1983) su日gested that som巳 individuals with car
cliovascular cliseas巳 could exp巳ri巳nee advers巳 巳ff ，巳cts.

More recent r巳search has highlighted ho出g巳ncler and 
巳thnic dift，巳r巳nces in cardiovascular activity during 

gam巳 play (Murphy et al., 1995). Although some 

authors (e.g., Segal & Di巳tz, 1991) hav巳 suggested that 
gam巳 playing may lead to increas巳cl energy expenditure 

when cornpar巳d with activities such as watching telcvi
sion, th巳 巳11巳rgy increase identified is not sufficient to 

improve cardiorespiratmy fitness. 
。th巳r sp巳culativ巳（i.巳.，not 巳mpirically tested) neg

ativ巳 asp巳cts of vid巳o gam巳 playing that have been 
r巳port巳d include th巳 beli巳f that video game play is so

cially isolating、::ind pr巳vents children from dev巳loping

social skills (Zimhardo, 1982). For instance, Selnow 
(1984) r巳port巳d th:1t video gam巳 players us巳 the I日臼－

chin巳 as “electronic仕i巳nds.” However, this do巳s not 

nee巳ssarily m巳an that play巳rs play th巳 machines inste,1d 

of forming human friendships and int巳racting with th巳ir
pec.:r groups. Further to this, Colw巳11, Grady ，日nd Rhaiti 

(1995) r巳ported that h巳口vy video game players sc:e 
friends more often outside school (:111ιl have a need for 
friends) m门re th:rn nonh巳a，.「y players. Rutkowsl叫‘，md

Carlton (1υ ＜）4) reported there was no difference in ＂川－

ciahility” between hi日h and low frequency players anJ 
1巳ported th:it gmnes foster friendship. This finding w8s 
巳cho巳d hy Phillips, R.olls, Rouse, :ind Crif

i
iths (191）气），
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about th已 sampling methods us巳d. As a consequenc巳，

non巳 ofthe surveys to date conclusively show that video 

game addiction exists or is probl巳matic to anyon巳 hut a 
small minority. At best, they indicate th白t vicl巳o g:ime 
addiction may be prevalent in a 日ignifieant minority 

of individuals but that more res巳arch using v::ilidatecl 
survey instrum巳nts and other techniques c巳.g., in-d巳pth
qu:ilitativ巳 int巳rviews)::ir巳 r巳quir巳d. C:is巳 studies of ex
cessiv巳 video gam巳 players may provicl巳 bett巳r evid巳nee
of wheth巳r video gam巳 addiction 巳xists by the fact that 
the data coll巳cted are much more d巳tailed. Even if just 
one c:1s巳 study can be locat巳d, it indicates that video 
game addiction actually do巳s ex.ist -even if it is u nr叩－
resentativ巳. Th巳r巳 ar巳 case study accounts in th巳 litera
tur巳 that ,1pp巳ar to show that excessiv巳 vie\巳o g;un巳

players, including those that play online (e.g., Griffiths, 
20001布，display.many signs of addiction (e.g., Keep巳rs,

1992). These cas巳 snidies tend to show that th巳 video
games ar巳 used to counteract other deficiencies and un
d巳dying prohl巳ms in th巳 person ’s life (e.日，relation

ship日， lack of fri巳11巾， physical appearance, di”hility, 
coping ，巳tc.). Ag,iin, forth巳r work of a mor巳 in刊1巳pth

qn:ilitative nature is needed to confirm the existence of 
video gm1e addiction. 
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Excessive Video Game Play-Other 

Negative Consequences 
。ther indirect evid巳nce of addictive and 巳XC巳ssive play 
comes from th巳 many he31th cons巳quenc巳s r巳port巳d in
the literatur巳. Th巳 risk of epileptic 忧izures while play
in日飞，idco games in photosen日itiv巳 individuals with 巳pi
kpsy is well estahlished （巳·包，Maeda et al., 1990; Cr;1f 
et al., 1υυ4; Harding & Jeavon日， 1994; ()uirk et al., 

199 5; Millett et al., 1997). Graf et 江I. (1994) report that 
seizures arc most lik巳ly to occur during、 rJpid scene 

changes, and high int巳nsity r巳petitive and flickering 
patterns. However, for many individuals, 日巳izur巳S dur

ing play will rιpres巳nt a chance oιcurr巳nee without a 
C,llls8l link. Furth巳rrnore, ther巳 app巳ars to be little di

rect link to exce日sive and/or addictive play as 《Jccasional
pLiycrs appear to he just as sust：巳ptibl巳．

In :1dditi川1 to photo-sen只itiv巳巳pi］巳psy, the m巳dical
profo川忖n for 仆ver twenty y巳ars voiced a number of 
C＜ 川cerns ‘ ；1hom video game pbying. As 巳口rly as th巳

198（）昌，rhcu门1at仆 Io吕i日创 descrih以｜山川日 仆f “P白 c-Man's

Fl how”

：111d "Space lnvade1 日
’ Revenge，＇

’ in which 

pbyers h:ive SLt计
’

巳 1 ed skin, joint, and rnuscl巳 prnhlcm日

而门111 l'epc,itcd butt门n hitting ‘，md joystick pushing on 
th巳 g,1me m:1chim;s (LoFrus & Lυftus, J ＇）川）. F:1rly re
川江rch h y Lo ftu日：rnd I ,ufrus indicitcd th;it two-thirds 
（）「（；11℃ad巳） vidιo g.1111c pL1ycrs 巳xamined complJin巳d （）「



who found no difference in social interactions between 

players and n.onplaycrs. 

It has also been suggested that video game playing 
111:1y P' 队’ent chilJrcn and :idolcsccnrs from parLici阳t

ing in more cduc::itionalυr spc)rti吨pursuils (Egli & 
Meyers, 1984; Profos!>ional f\ssociatiw, of Te:1chcrs, 
19<14). In this context, iL is worth noting tlrnt childh肌）d

obesity has also been linked with video games. For in

stance, Shimai, Yama巾， Masu巾， and Tada (1993) 
found that obesity was correlated with long periods 
of video game playing in Japanese children. This has 
;iJso be巳n found in young Fr巳nch childr巳n (Deh巳ger,
Rolland Cach巳ra, & Fontvielle, 1997). ln th巳 UK,
Johnson and Hack巳tt (1997) reported that there was an 
inv巳rs巳 relationship betw巳en physii.::il activity and play 
ing video games in schoolgirls. 

认巧1at is clear from the case studi巳s displaying th巳

mor巳 negative cons巳qu巳nc巳s of playing is that they all 
involved people who w巳r巳 巳XC巳ssiv巳 users 。f video 
games. From pr巳val巳nc巳 studies in this ar巳白， ther巳 is 
little evidence of s巳rious acut巳 adverse 巳ffc巳cts on health 
from moderat巳 play. Adv巳rse effects are likely to be rel 
atively minor and tempora厅， resolving spontaneously 
with deer巳as巳d frequency of play, or to affect only a 
small subgroup of players. 

Excessive play巳rs are the most at-risk from <level
oping healtl1 problems, although mor巳 research app巳ars
to be much needed. The need to 巳stablish th巳 incidence
and pr巳valence of clinically significant problems associ 
at巳d with video game play is of paramount importance. 
There is also no doubt that clearer operational d巳fini
tions ar巳 required if tl1is is to b巳 :ichi巳ved.

Taking all factors and variables into account and 
by consid巳ring the pr巳valence of play, the evid巳nc巳 of
serious aclvers巳 effects on health is rare. An overview of 
the available literatur巳 appears to indicate that adverse 
C仕注ct气 are likely to affc巳ct o日ly a very small subgroup of 
play巳rs nnd that 仕巳quent play巳rs are the most at-risk 
from developing health problems. Those that it does 
affect will experience subtle, relatively minor, and 
t巳mpornry effects that resolve spontaneously with 
decreased fr巳quency of play. However, the possible 
long-term 巳ffects and its r巳lationship to conditions 
such :is obesity hav巳 not been fully 巳xamined and must 
r巳main speculativ巳．

℃o nclusion 
This chapt巳r has demonstrat以l that r巳search into video 
g:11ne addiction is a little studied phenomenon. Obvi
ously more r巳search is ne巳ded befor巳 the d巳bate on 
whethL:r vid巳o g;1me addiction is a distinct clinical 巳ntity
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is d巳cided. From the sparse research, it is evident that 
video games app巳ar to be at least potentially addictive. 
There is also a need for a gen巳ral taxonomy of video 
gam臼， as it could be the case that particular types of 
games ar巳 more addictiv巳 than otl1ers. A.notl1巳r major 
problem is that video games can be played in many diι 
ferent ways, including on hand h巳ld console日，on a per
sonal computer, home video game consoles, on arcade 
ma chin叫and on 由E Internet. It may be th巳 cas巳 that
some of thes巳 media for playing gam巳日（such as in an 
arcad巳 or on th巳 Intern巳t) may be more addictive be 
caus巳 of other factors salient to that m巳<limn (e.g., dis 
inhibition on tl1e Internet). Therefore, future research 
needs to distinguish between excessive play in different 
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media. 
Res巳arch also demonstrates th日t males are the most 

excessive users of vid巳o games (Kaplan, 1983; Griffiths, 
1991b, 1993, 1997a), and this again mirrors many o由er
youth addictions (Gri伍ths, 1995b). Reasons as to why 
males play video games significantly more than females 
have be巳n generally lacking. Explanations may include: 

1. 由巳 content of th巳 games-most video gam巳s have
traditionally contain巳d masculin巳 imag巳s (Braun et al.,
1986) although this is changing with the introduction
of strong femal巳 lead characters such as Lara Croft.
Furth巳rmore, vid巳o games are design巳d by males for
males (Gutman, 1982) although th巳re have be巳n "fe
male” forms of game harclw盯e and software intro
duced，巳.g., Ml'. Pac-Man, Nint巳ndo's GmneGirl.
2. socialization-women ar巳 not 巳ncouraged to 巳叩r巳ss
aggr巳ssion in public and feel uncomfortable with games
of combat or war (Surr巳y, 1982). It could be that male
domination of video games is due more to th巳arcade
atmosphere, its social rules, and socialization factors
than the games themselves.
3. sex differ巳nces-males on averag巳 p巳rform bett巳r in
visual and spatial 日kills (particularly depth perc巳ption)
(Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974) that are ess巳ntial to good
game playing, e.g., hand-eye coordination (Keisler,
Sproull, & Eccles, 1983). Therefore, tl1e average male
player would b巳 more likely to score higher than the
av巳rag巳 f巳male player and thus be more likely to persist
in playing.

It is also apparent that there are gender diffc巳renc巳S
betwc巳n the types of game played. For 巳xample, Gnι 
fiths and Hunt (1995) reported that ma！巳s pr巳ferrecl
beat ’已111 ups and puzzlers :md that ferml巳s preferred 
platform games. Ano由巳r study by Gri伍tbs (1997b) 
reported that mal巳s play more beat 'em ups and sport 
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simulations, and that females play more puzzlers and 

platformers. Although there ar巳 some slight differences 

in 白白e findings, they do seem to suggest that males 

prefer由E more aggressive type of games. In fact, Grif

fiths (1997b) went on to report出at 42 perc.ent of boys' 

favorite games were violent, whereas only 9 percent of 

出e girls’ were. This was also 巳choed by Parsons 

(1995), who reported that females prefer less aggressive 

games than males, and that males prefer violence. More 

research is th巳refore needed into the relationship (if 

any) between violent video games and potential addic

tiveness. There is also the question of developmental 

effects-do video games have the same effect regardless 

of age? It could well be the case白白t video games have a 

more pronounced addictive 巳ffect in young childr巳n but 

less of an effect (if any) once they have reached their 

adult years. There is also the social context of playing: 

does playing in groups or individually, with or against 

each 。由巳r, aff1巳ct potential addictiven巳ss of games in 

any way? These all need furth巳r empirical investig·ation. 

It does appear 由at exc巳ssive video game playing 

can have potentially damaging effects upon a minority 

of individuals who display compulsive and addictive be

havior, and who will do anything possible to feed their 

addiction. Such individuals need monitoring. Using 

these individuals in research would h巳lp identify th巳

roo臼 and caus巳s of addictive playing and the impact of 

such behavior on fam句and school life. It would be 

clinically useful to illustrate prob！巳m cases，巳ven follow

ing them longitudinally and recording developmental 

features of the ado！巳scent video game addict. This 

would help determin巳 the variables that are salient in 

由e acquisition, development, and maintenance of video 

gam巳 addiction. It may be出at video game addiction is 

age-r巳lated, like other more obviously "deviant” ado

lescent behaviors (e.g., glue sm伍ng) because there is 

little evidenc巳 to date of video game addiction in adults. 

There is no doubt that video game play usage 

among the general population will continue to incr巳ase
over出e next few years and出at if social pathologies 
(including video game addiction) do exist, th巳n this is 
certainly an area for development that should be of in

terest and concern to all those involved in tl1e addiction 
research field. Real life probl巳ms n巳ed applied solutions 

and alt巳rJ

of lit巳rature on the psychological, sociological, and 

physiological 巳ffects of video game playing and video 

game addiction, directions for education, prevention, 

interv巳ntion, and treatment will remain limited in 

scope. 
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COMPUTER GAMES AS PARTICIPATORY MEDIA CULTURE 

Joost &essens 

As the reader can see in the other chapters of出is book, 
many authors refer to concepts such as “interactivity” 

and “participation” to characterize th巳 distinctiveness
of computer games and the media culture that has 
developed around th巳m. In this book, as well as else』

where，由巳se terms are used in various and sometimes 
contradictory ways, a situation that leads to confusion. 
认Then we look closely, there app巳ar to be what I call 
three domains of participation: interpretation, reconfi
guratio日，and construction. Th巳refore, in由is chapter, 
I systematically discuss and challenge these concepts, 
and describe these three domains to characterize com
puter games as a form of participatory media culture.1 
Taking the出eoretical framework of a young branch of 
philosophy, namely the philosophy of information and 
communication technology, as my starting point, I 
focus on出巳 interpretation and evaluation of出巳 onto
logical and political-ideological presuppositions and 
implications of computer games.2 The ontological di
mension refers to由巳 specificity of computer games in 
relation to film and television, for example, and the 
political-ideological dimension refers to the tension be
tween出e dominant and the critical, social and cultural 
practices in由e realm of computer games. 

I start this chapter with a discussion of the specific
ity of computer games in order to determine in which 
way they, as opposed to film and television, are able 
to form a specific typ巳 of participatory media culture. 
Next I analyze the phenomenon of “int巳rpretation.”

Even though the interpretation of computer games is 
not distinctly different from the interpretation of, say, 
films and television shows，出is is never出el巳ss part of 
what I call participation. Af无er出is I focus on the phe
nomenon of “deconstruction" as a specific form of 
interpretation that seems characteristic for computer 
games. I continue by further defining 出巳 concept of 
participation as the active “reconfiguration” of existing
game elem巳nts and the cr巳ativ巳 “construction" of new
gam巳 elements. I finish this chapter with a discussion 

of participat。可media culture from a political-ideologi
cal perspective. 

Remediation and Specificity 
Participatory media culture is not limited to cultural 
forms such as computer games (think for example of 
peer-to-pe巳r t巳chnology such as based networks such 
as Napster, KaZaA and Gnutella; se巳 Oram, 2001) nor 
to the digital so-called “new” media: computer games
are re-mediating the participatory culture 出at has 
formed around media such as film and television. In 

出is process of remediation computer games do “exactly
what their predecessors have done: presenting 出em
selves as refashioned and improved versions of other 
media. Digital visual media can best be understood 
through由e ways in which they honor, rival, and revise 
linear-perspective painting, photography, film, televi
sion, and print” （Bolter & Grusin, 1999, pp. 14-15).
One of由巳 advantages of the concept of remediation is 

出at it allows us to break with the modernistic novelty 
m严h from which angle researchers o丘en approach dig
ital media in general, and computer games specifically. 
Computer games have to be defined based on specific 
combinations of technical, social, cultural and economic 
characteristics and not on exclusive, essential ones. 3 
The view由at participation is a new, exclusive, and es
sential charact巳ristic of computer games ignores 出巳
fact that radio, film and television, for example, each 
have their own versions of this concept. As far back as 
1932-1934, Bertolt Brecht and Walter Benjamin 
argued in favor of transforming radio from a distribu
tion into a communication device that would make a 
listener not only a consumer but also a produc巳r of in
formation. 4 Also devices such as Xerox machines and 
audio/video recorders allow users not only to copy, 

but also to edit other people’s material. We see such 
activities in participatory cultures出at take shape in fan 
comm uni ti巳s surrounding science fiction films and tele
vision shows such as Star Trek (see Jenkins, 1992; 
Jenkins & Tulloch, 1995). 
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(interpretation, in particular 
‘more” （construction).7 

A game computer should after all not just be seen 
as a technology that can simulate multi-m巳dial virtual 
worlds one can interact with; it is also increasingly 
being connected to other computers over 出巳 Internet.
讯而ereas players of computer games on discs (CD
ROM, DVD】RO岛的 or cartridges can only navigate 
within the designated houndar让s of th巳 game, online 
gamers can jointly construct events and actions through 
tl1e four出 charact巳ristic, connectivity. For example, 
in massive multiplayer online role playing games 
(MMORPG’。such as Ultima Online (Electronic Arts, 
1997), Everquest (Sony, 1998), and Star Wm丁 Gala.η／

(Lucas, 2003), we S巳e d巳centralized and self-organizing 
communities h巳Ip shape the stories (Murray, 1997, 
p. 86; Murray & Jenkins, 1999, pp. 52-54). Further
mor飞we see that this connectivity offers players the
ahility to 巳xchange ideas, knowledge (like walkiliroug-hs
or cheat codes) and game－巳lements (like updates or
patches) amongst each other via the Internet.叭f巳 see
these practices for example in the subcultures that have
been form巳d around certain computer games and fans
modifying 出口巳 games.8

and deconstruction), 

Interpretation 
To plac巳 ilie concept of “interpr巳tation” within partic
ipatory culture, I will us巳 the conceptual fram巳work
developed i口 the British tradition of cultural studies.9 
The d巳velopment of cultural studies meant a break 
with two principles that have long been dominant in 
the humanities and social sci巳nces, and tl1at are of im
portance with resp巳ct to this book on computer games. 
First of all, cultural studies broke with the traditional 
definition of cultur巳 that only allowed for the “higher," 
elitist art岛rms, such as lit巳ratur飞classical art and 
music. That is, cultural studies also focus on “lower，” 
more popular art forms in which so-call叫 “good taste” 

was sacrificed for commercial success and the de
mands of th巳萨11巳ral public.10 In this context, think 
not only of pop music, soap operas, music vid巳os on 
television, and Hollywood films, but also of computer 
games that 巳njoy great popularity, esp巳cially among a 
young mass audience. Cultural studies also focus on 
cultmal practices that fall outside of the high culture/ 
low culture die如＞tomy by studying how we, as subjects, 
are constructed by the 巳veryday and the ordinary→ 

think of cliverg巳nt 日ocial and cul trn址practic巳s such as 
sports, shopping, d巳sign, and adv巳rtisem巳nt.

S巳condly, th巳 cultun 
id巳‘a of an audi巳11(：巳且日山 l】a吕忖ive ol〕］巳ct at the m巳1℃y of 

Nevertheless, this approach has on巳 pitfall. When 
studying ways computer games remediate 出巳 participa
tory 巳g巳cts of other m巳Jia, you run tl1巳 risk of being a 
victim of the “hors巳less carriag巳 syndrome，＇’ the incli
nation to understand new t巳chniques (the automobile) 
in terms of old techniques (horse【drawn wagons). The 
risk is that computer games’ specific ability to shape 
participat01y media culture will then b巳 neglected.认Te

should, ther巳for巳， not only focus on this r巳mediation,
but also on the disting11ishing, sp巳cific charact巳ristics
or principl巳s of computer gam巳s as a form of digital 
media: multimediali吵， virtuality, interactivity， 乱nd
conn巳ct1v1ty.

The particular thing about multimediality is not 
so much 出巳 combination of stationary and moving 
irnag凹， thr民 kinds of sound elements (spoken word, 
music, and noises) and written text5-computer games 
share this with, for example, film and television-but 
the fact that these 巳lements share one common digital 
code, a charact巳ristic with all kinds of 巳conornic and 
legal implications. Think of the eas巳 with which com
puter games can b巳（illegally) modifi时，copied, and dis
tributed without the loss of quality.<' 

The second specific charnct巳ristic of computer 
games is virtuality，出巳 possibility to simulate virtual 
worlds a gamer can 巳xplore. Michael Heim described 
VR as气n ev巳nt or 巳ntity that is real in 巳仕ect but not 
in fact" (Heim, 1993, p. 109); in otl1er words, a digitally 
produced reality that can hav巳 effects which are com
parable with effects of factual reality. This characteris
tic 巳mbodies the m巳tamorphosis that comput巳r games 
have undergon巳 since the eighties: from an 巳xpres
sion of “a modernist culture of calculation" in which 
a player enters a battl巳 with the program b巳hind
the gam已

，
toward a “postmodernist culture of sinrnla

tion” in which a players’ activity is restricted to navigat
ing ilie surf: 
l】. 20). 

Thanks to a third characteristic, interactivity, a 
gamer is 司hie to control th巳 game's proc巳巳dings an<l/or 
itsιonclusion. According to British film theor巳tician
Andrew C臼 Jl1巳ron, interactivity means more than th巳

interpretation of a computer gam巳， it means "the ability 
to interv巳11巳 in 白 meaningful way within the repr巳senta
tion itself, not to r巳ad it differently ” （Cameron, 1995, 
p. 33). In C川1trast with a “p,1ssive ’＇ film audience, an 
interactive game player i可巳nab！巳d, for 巳xample, to take
up the role of narrator :md infiuence th巳 course 门f
ev巳nts and actions, possibly as aιharact巳r in the plot.
It is the puq】0日巳 of this chapt巳r to 口rgue that participa
tion is not only thi日（rccon币gur:1tion), IJLLt :ilso "I巳ss”
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oth巳r groups and achi巳ve a kind of asc巳ndancy in both 
thought and practice over出em. This form of power 
Gramsci called 'hegemony. ’ Hegemony is never perma
nent, and is not reducible to economic interests or to 
a simple class model of society” （Hall, 1997, p. 48; see 
Williams, 1988, pp. 144-146). 

This struggle not only exists between different 
forms of culture-think of the struggle between tele
vision and computer games to get attention （“巳yeball 
hours”）－but also within the individual expressions of 
popular culture. Different ideologically color巳d read 
ings of computer games can be in disagreement, and, 
as it were, battle for hegemony. 叭That lies at the 
foundation of由is discussion is出巳 idea of th巳 active
role of th巳 audience in determining出巳 meaning, or 
significance, of an expression of culture. 

This active role of出巳 audience is worded in 
an exempla1y fashion by Stuart Hall in his article 
"Encoding/decoding” （1980). Hall shows由at an 口－

pr巳ssion of culture contains not only one opinion, 
but in the process of communication that stretches 
from d巳sign/production (encoding) to reception/con
sumption (decoding), the meaning of it is formed by 
a number of factors. Not only the design and pro
duction of a computer game, but also its reception 
and consumption has to be considered an active, inter
pretive, and social event. In other words, expressions of 
culture are “polysemic，”that is, they are open to vari
ous readings by various (groups of) readers. 

Hall distinguishes between three diff，巳rent reading 
strategies the “decod巳r-receiver” can use to interpret 
texts; the “dominant-hegemonic or preferred read 
ing，＇川出巳 “negotiated reading，”and由e “oppositional
reading.”Resp巳ctively，出es巳 su·at巳gies point out the 
possibility to read a t巳xt according to出E dominant ide
ology, the possibility to negotiate出is dominant ideol
ogy and to va1ying degrees mix adaptive elements with 
oppositional elements, and the possibility to go against 
the dominant ideology and come up with a purely 
oppositional reading.14 

The chapters by Bir目t Richard and Jutta Zar
emba, and Anna Evere忧 further illustrate the fact that 
from a political-ideological viewpoint it is useful to al
low for various r巳adings of a single text.15 Richard and 
Zaremba analyz巳 different readings of the Lara Croft 
phenomenon，位’om 1996 on tl1e protagonist of the 
Tomb Raider series. In the dominant reading, tl1e male 
play巳r enjoys Lara Croft in a harmless way (a “harmless 
dream woman, whose physical attractions can b巳 looked
at wi出 impunity, lust and joy ’＇）. The negotiated read 
ing brings to our att巳ntion that the portrayal of her 

th巳 surrounding and influential top-down expressions 
of culture. Cultural texts, in contrast, are viewed as 
open texts that different groups of viewers interpret dif
ferently, depending on social, cultural, and other con
texts： “Cultur巳，as由e site wher巳 meaning is generated 
and experienced, becomes a determining, productive 
field through which social realities are constructed, 
experienced and interpreted" (Turner, 1996, p. 14). 
Mainly in the area where these two principles converge, 
the influence of cultural studies is most pronounced. 

It is important to note出at culh1ral studies breaks 
both with tl1e work of the Frankfurt School and the so
called media-effect theoreticians.认!her巳as th巳 media
effect theoreticians focus mainly on the 巳ffects that tl1e 
so-called powerful media as a form of one-way tra伍c
exert on出巳 audience, for Horkheimer and Adorno 
(1986), as they wrote in 1944, culh!fe for th巳 masses,
such as film, is what reduces出e audience to mindless 
slaves and thus to victims of capitalist consumer soci
ety. 11 In my opinion, ther巳 are still sev巳ral argum巳nts
in favor of Horkheimer and Adorno’s position. Despite 
the possibility to participate出at computer games offer 
their users, and despite extensive participation by sp巳－

cific groups of users (think of fans, hobbyi邸， hackers),
tl1ere is also an element of what Douglas Rushkoff calls 
“co巳rcion” involved in computer gam巳s: manipulation 
encouraging u民rs to buy products出rough d晶r巳n
forms of mark巳ting and the us巳 of sophisticated, but 
sometimes rh巳torical used notions such as “interactiv
ity" and “participation.” “It’s not always easy to deter 
mine when w巳 have surr巳ndered our judgm巳nt to 
someone else. The better and more sophisticated出E
manipulation, th巳 less aware of it W巳 are” （Rushko筐，
1999, p. 3). 

In th巳 framework of this chapter on participation, I 
will limit myself to one of the two above-mentioned 
principles, namely th巳 idea of “th巳 active audi巳nce.”12
One of tl1e starting points of cultural studies that is rel
evant with respect to this issue is Gramsci’s concept of 
hegemony: Gramsci “acknowledges the power of the 
individual human agent wi由m culture by analyzing not 
only the ov巳rdet巳rmining structure that produces the 
individual, but also th巳 rang巳 of possibilities produced 
for the individual” （Turner, 1996, pp. 29-30). Both 
the hegemony, sometimes called “domination，” 。f
C巳rtain forms of cultural expr巳ssion, as W巳II as th巳criti
cal, political resistanc巳。f minorities against oppressive 
power relations, rev巳al that cul饥.1re is in fact a constant 
struggle. According to Hall， “Gramsci's notion was 
that particular social groups struggle in many diff1巳r巳nt
ways, including ideologically, to win the consent of 
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imperialism” （p. 134). Therefor巳， he does not agree
with出e critics who claim出at these simulations give 
players the illusion that “出巳y have encountered not 
just one version of th巳 way th巳 world works, but the 
one and only 'objective’ version" (p. 143). The “base【

line ideological assumptions出at determine which strat 
egies will win and which will lose" (p. 144) will become 
apparent while actually playing the game. That is why 
Friedman claims出at “to win ... you have to figure 
out what will work within the rules of出巳 game” （p.
13 6). The reason for由is is for a large part found in 
the fact that a computer game, as opposed to, for exam
pie, a剑1口， is play巳d over and over again until the mo
m巳nt that all the game’s secrets have been discovered.

In my view, we can describe this process of demys 
tification as “deconstruction，＇’the translation of the 
French word deconstruction (detachment, dissolution). 
This t巳rm, a central notion in出巳 work of由巳 French
philosopher Jacques Dern巾，refers to the method of 
int巳rpretation 由at aims to bring to the foreground 
those elements that operate under th巳 surfac巳， but
br巳ak through cracks in the text to disrupt its superficial 
fonctioning. 

Not only Friedman, but also Turkle refers to出IS

practice I describ巳 as deconstruction.日owever, thanks 
to th巳 development of computer games, this decon
struction is no longer self-evident, as Friedman seems 
to suggest. That is, Turkle notic巳S a shift from “calcu
lation and rul巳s" to “simulation, navigation, and inter
action” （1996, p. 19）： “认马1巳n video games were very
n巳w, I found that the holding pow巳r of their screens 
often went along with a fantasy of a meeting of minds 
between the player and th巳 program behind the game. 
Tod呵，th巳 program has disapp巳ared; one enters出E
screen world as Alice stepped through 出巳 looking
glass” （p. 31 ). 17 Brenda Laurel notices出is transition
and accordingly refers to the specificity of computers 
by describing th巳m as “ma chin巳［s] naturally suited for 
representing 出mgs that you could see, control, and 
play with. Its interesting potential lays not in its ability 
to perform calculations but in it5 capacity to represent 

action in which humans could participate” （1997, p. 1). 
Let us take a closer look at Turkle’s ar凯nnent. She

discusses this transition in the section “The Games 
P巳ople Play: Simulation and Its Discont巳nts” （pp. 66一
73). According to Turkle, the development of the com
puter gam巳 lead to th巳 “socialization into th巳 culture of
simulation” （p. 67). Because in the early days of com
puter games (she ref1巳rs to games such as Space Invade,丁，

1978, Asteroids, 1980 and Paι儿If.rm, 1981) th巳 rules wer巳

simpl巳r and more巳asy to grasp, this meant that for th巳

5巳If-conscious lifestyle could make it easier for young 

women to position themselves as such U “post£巳minist

icon" who “at no point has any orientation toward
domesticity”）. The oppositional reading of Lara Croft
condemns her as an object of lust, made by and for 
men, a stereotypical portrayal of femininity （“出巳 over
fulfillment of female proportions that are designed for 
the ma！巳 gaz巳” makes her "femal巳 enemy number 
on巳”）.16 Everett demonstrat巳s that in computer games,
“blackness” is present, but almost always in st巳r巳otypi
cal characters (as is the case with “whiteness”） who are 
situated in a lo飞:ver hierarchical position. Gamers who 
r巳adily recognize themselves in such a position may 
consciously or unconsciously ace巳pt出is dominant ide
olo盯，and, in Hall’s terms, give a dominant reading of 
such computer games. Other groups will take up a 
more negotiated reading and search for nonracist role 
models they can identify with. In oppositional readings, 
finally, th巳 dominant ideolo臼T (the “unbearable white
ness of being，”as Everett calls it) will be unmasked as 
racist. In any case, th巳se authors make clear that the 
m巳aning of th巳 representation o( for example, gender 
and 巳thnicity in computer games-as w巳11 as the co 
construction between them and other axes of significa 
tion, such as class and nationality-is und巳r continuous 
discussion. R巳pr巳sentations are thus not only reflec
tions of soci巳ty; they also play an active role in shap
ing it. 
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Deconstruction 
Following th巳 terminology of British cultural studies, 
authors like Ted Friedman and Sherry Turkle empha『

siz巳 the p。litical-id巳ological importance of computer 
games： “Computer prog ，刀门1s, lik巳 all texts, will always
b巳 ideological consl rucl ion月 ... learning and winning 

. a computer game is a process of demystification: 
On日吨IIC＜＂巳cils hi• di scovcrin g- hυw the qυfl w:1 m is I H1 L 
tog1.:1hi.:1二丁he pb1ycr 111olll� hi.� or lier sU�Hegy tlmrngh 
trial-:111d·crror cxpcrimcnt11tiun w sec气vh:u works’一
which actions ar巳 reward巳d and which ar巳 punish巳d”

(Friedman, 1995, pp. 81 82). 
Friedman’s position is special in出at he believes

that the proc巳ss of playing computer games as such 
reveals this ideological construction. Whereas other 
kinds of texts mask th巳ir ideologically color巳d con 
structedn巳ss, Friedman h巳Ii巳V巳s that “computer gam巳S

rev巳al their own constructedn巳ss to a much greater 
巳xtent than more traditional t巳xts” （Friedman, 1995,
p. 82): for Sim CiηI thi日 is “the political and 巳conomic
pr巳mises it rests on” （Friedman, 1999, p. 133), and for
Civilization U “the familiar ground of nationalism and
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“deconstruction" films of the 1960s (De Mui, 2002a, 
pp. 85-102; Raessens, 2002, pp. 149-150). French 

New Wave-films such as Last I知r at Marienbad 

(Resnais, 1961) tri巳d to t巳mpt vie飞,vers to deconstruct 

the film, to make them awar巳 of the ideological presup 
positions of出e classical Hollywood style： “Marien bad
offers what we, using a term of Derrida, could refer to 
as出巳deconstruction of由巳deco叩age classique as it was 
developed in Hollywood Cinema” （De Mul, 2002a, p. 
89). Th巳 goal of the deco叩age clnssique or “continuity
巳diting” was “to control the potentially disuni马ring
forc巳 of editing by establishing a smooth flow from 
shot to shot” （Bordwell & Thompson, 1986, p. 210). 
This method of editing concealed this underlying con
structive process in order to have the often ideologically 
charged message come across a苗 natural or transparent 
as possible.19 The criticism Resnais and his contempo
raries expressed aimed at making this naturalizing pro
cess visible and, wherever possible, expose it as such 
by including in their film contradictions出at w巳re spa
tially, t巳mporally, or causally unsolvable. Attempts to 
mentally construct由e causal and chronological sto1y 
ar巳 doomed to fail using the available, ambiguous 
chunks of plot： “Marienbad’s story is impossible to de
termine. The film has only a plot, with no single consis
tent story for us to infer" (p. 304). The desired r巳sult
intended was that the audience would become aware of 
the constructedness of film stories. 

This analysis concurs wi出Hall’s analysis of ideol-
0町，which claims that messages continually t巧to erase 
their own ideological presuppositions in order to come 
across as spontaneous presentations of so-called “real-
1牛”Hall calls由1s process of naturalization “出巳reality
effect” ： “certain codes may ... be so widely distributed
in a specific language community or culture, and be 
learn巳d at so ear甘an age, that出ey appear not to be 
constructed ... but to be ‘naturally ’ given . . . This has 
the (ideological) effect of concealing the practices of 
coding which are present. But we must not be fooled 
by appearances” （Hall, 1980, p. 132). 

There are two explanations for Resnais’ fail巳d at
tempt; one is an overload， 出e other a shortage. It 
was an overload because it expected too much of出e
audience, which only wanted, in a more or less passive 
way, to enjoy an easily reconstructable story. Th巳 audi
enc巳 did not want to do 出巳 desired deconstructive 
labor. The reason for 由is is found in th巳 enjoyment
that an audience derives from fiction. Christian Metz, 
a French semiotician, has 巳xtensively smdied出is en
joyment, or lack of it, particularly in relation to such 
d巳construction films. According toλ'1etz, viewers are 

players “getting to know a game required you to deci
ph巳r its logic, understand the intent of its designer, 
and achieve a meeting of出e minds w1由出e program 
behind the game” （p. 67). 

Even though today computer games are still "rec 
ognizably rule-based，”the rules have become much 
more complicated and less accessible. The r巳action to 
this developm巳nt was twofold: among certain groups 
of gamers (think of hobbyists and hackers), fan cultures 
developed in which knowledge of the rul巳s was shared. 
Turkle also notices, however, an opposing develop
ment. B巳cause 出e rules w巳re getting more complex 
and because the games w巳re characterized more and 
more by “realistic simulation through graphics, anima 
tion, sound, and interactivity” （p. 68), a large group of 
“average” users became interested only in出e surface 
of the simulation, and not (or no longer) in the to-be
deconstructed d叩th of the game. 

In the framework of由is chapter on participatory 
m巳dia culture it is relevant that Turkle describes three 
possible answers to what she calls “the s巳duction of 
simulation” （p. 7月，three answers that strongly resem 
ble what I referr巳d to earlier as dominant, oppositional, 
and negotiat巳d readings.叭Te can either surrender to 
the seduction ("simulation resignation”）， we can reject
it （“simulation denial勺，or we can-and出is is出E op
tion Turkle s巳巳ms to favor一“take出E cultural perva
siveness of simulation as a challenge to develop a more 
sophisticated social criticism.” This social criticism 
would rest on an analysis of the assumptions that are 
built into由e simulation： “Understanding出e assump
tions出乱t underlie simulation is a key element of polit
ical power”

（p. 71). 
认That makes Turkle’s approach worth noting is

that she not only adds a historical dimension to this 
form of participation, but she also manag巳s to systemat
ical与distinguish between由巳ways diffi巳rent sul】cu
deal w1由 it： “Although I have introduced the term s 
hacker, hobbyist and user to refi巳r to specific people, 
they are best und巳rstood as differ巳nt modes of relation
ship that one can have wi出 a computer” （pp. 32-33). 
According to Turk!巳， a us巳r is “involved with the ma
chine in a hands-on way, but is not interested in the 
technology exc巳pt as it enables an application. Hackers 
are the antithesis of us巳rs. They are passionately 
involved in mastery of the machine itself. The hob
byists in their own way were 巳qually enthralled” 

(p. 32).18 

In order to realize the distinctiv巳ness of由1s pro
cess of deconstructing computer games, it is useful to 
draw a comparison with the pretensions of the so-called 
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transition from interactivity to participation and finish 
wi出 a fur由er 巳laboration of the concepts of participa
tion and币articipatory media culture.” 

lnterrrctivt吵

Interactivity ref，巳rs to “a distinctive mod巳 of relating to 
audiovisual representations or fictions. The play巳r is 
provided wt出a way of directly taking a leading role in 
what occurs, giv巳n the means to control-at least in 
part-what will unfold within the scene on出e screen” 

(Darley, 2000, p. 156). 
This somewhat abstract relation of the player to 

the game, can be concretized as the possibility for the 
player to take up出e role of narrator and influence the 
course of events and actions, possibly as a character in 
the plot户＞ In this way computer gamers can make Lara 
Croft (Tomb Raider: The Last Revelatio刀， Eidos, 1999), 
Mario (Super Mario 64, Nintendo, 1996), Indiana Jones 
(Indiana Jones and the b�乒rnal M，吵仰， Activision,
1999), Link (The Legend of Zelc1间，and Niobe and Ghost 
(E11ter the Matrix, 2002) move and cany out certain 
actions using keyboard, mouse, controller, or joystick. 
Even more specific are the games in which th巳 player
can play th巳 role of an actual character, tl1ink of games 
such as Doom, Quake, Halj二L价， Soldier of Fonu附，and
No One Lives Forever. 

Along the lines of Metz' resear℃h on tl1巳 specific
ity of film, we can consider this role as typical for the 
computer game. According to Metz, film viewers can 
be characteriz巳d by a p巳rceptiv巳， affective, and cognitive 
participation, but witl1 be】dily activation absent or lim『

ited to physically commenting on the film.21 The im
mobile and pr巳dominantly silent film viewer behaves 
“like a viewer, not like an actor. The actors have their 
designated spot, which is elsewh巳r巳： at the other side 
of the film” （M巳tz, 197 5, p. 118). If we, on the other 
hand, look at the historγof computer games, it is re
markable that with increasing丘α1uency we find our
selves in three-dimensional virtual worlds in which w巳

not only stay close to the POV of th巳 main character, 
but in which we ar巳 able to fulfill the role of main char
acter du巳 to this POV structure (see Rushko旺，1997,
pp. 177→178). 

In making tl1e player a character in tile plot, com
puter games accomplish what has only been th巳med or 
tried in vain in film or other m巳dia. Both in the music 
video Take ο1l 几仇，（A-h乱，1985) and the film The Pmp!e 

Rose of Cairo (Allen, 1985) a female character respec
tively walks into a comic book and a film to 巳xp巳rience
all kinds of adventures, while the film Lady in the Lake 

(Montgomery, I 946) goes 巳ven a step furtl1er by 

not willing to give up th巳 “lust premium” that is 
attached to a fictional film, and出ey do not 巳njoy the 
“intellectual-sadism” r巳lated to "deconstruction 111巳cha
nisms，” “disass巳mbly，” and “intellectual self-control” ： 
“The joy of a toy has to be converted into the enjoy
ment of tearing that toy apart" (Metz, 1980a, p. 19). 

The second reason why th巳 film failed was tl1at it 
fell short of Resnais’ ambitions to make th巳 viewers
actual co-creators of 出巳film. Because Marienbad is a 
film，由e plot is fixed and the enjoyment that can be 
derived from playing comput巳r games is out of reach. 
This d巳spit巳 the gamelike structure of Marimbad: 
“Th巳 whole structure of Mrl1'ienbad is a play with logic, 
space, and rim巳 which does not of6巳r us a single, com
plet巳 storγas a priz巳 for winning this ‘ga1ile’” （Bord
well & Thompson, 1986, p. 308). 

To me, computer games are possibly more able 
than avant garde films to make this d巳construction hap
pen, and ther巳by more able to realize the emancipating 
functioning that is conn巳cted to it in an a巳silietic and 
political sens巳. In the light of th巳 for巳going description 
of British cultural studies, one could consider this th巳

ultimat巳 revenge of low culture computer games against 
high culture avant garde films. Looking tlu-ough and 
exposing th巳 hidden, naturaliz巳d, ideologically presup
posed rules of the m巳chum is in my opinion a form 
of participatory media culture. This does not imply, 
howev巳r, that w巳 do not n巳巳d to distinguish betw巳巳11

di丘
：

erent readings and genres of computer games. This 
kind of d巳construction is possible and commonplace in 
readings of computer games tlrnt are aimed at acquiring 
knowledge (for 巳xample, by hackers and hobbyists), and 
in sp巳cific g巳nres (such as simulation games). Th巳re
fore it is probably no coincid巳nc巳 that both Friedman 
and Turkle focus on a rather specific group and genre 
for their studies. In everyday practic巳， howev巳r, such 
deconstruction will reg1.1larly b巳 overshadowed by th巳

different forms of 巳njoyment that users may exp巳ri巳nee
while playing computer games. Not only film viewers, 
but also computer ga1 日巳 play巳1飞seem to rn巳， more su
p巳rficial than Friedman and Turkle maintain, at least if 
w巳 d巳fine sup巳l币。ality as staying at the surface of the 
fiction, the story and the gam巳， as opposed to the pr巳vi
ous in-d巳pth deαmstruction. 
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Reconfiguration and Construction 

The concept of "p臼rticipation” is often considered an
other term for wh江t some c811 “interactivity.”In order 
to establish th巳 relationship b巳tween both terms mor巳

clearly, l will first d巳scribe the concept of “interactiv
ity” and a criticism of it aft巳r which I will disιUSS the 
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to human input. Ascribing magical ability to a piece of 
technology in such a way is in conflict wi白 白巳 techno
logical interactionism I adher巳 to: social processes ar巳

not only influenced by technological developments (as 
in t巳chnological determinism), nor are they solely con
trolled by human negotiations (social constructivis时，
but by both (De Mul, 2002b, pp. 29-39). 

Using a number of 巳xamples, Aarseth demonstrates 
出er巳 is "a growing discont巳nt wi由出e dubiousness of 
the term” （1997, p. 48) and that由巳 issue described us 
ing this terminolo部1 can better be described using the 
terms “participation, play, or even use” （p. 49). Con 
S巳quently, he ends with the ravaging criticism 由at
interactivity“1s a purely ideological term, projecting 
an unfocused fantasy rather than a concept of any ana
lyrical substanc巳 This should be su伍cient reason for 
th巳orists not to use it” （p. 51). Also Laurel criticizes 
th巳 t巳rm： “The search for a definition of interactivity 
diverts our a忧ention from th巳 real issue: How can pea
ple participate as agents within representational con
texts” （1997, p. 21). 

From lnte1·activity to Pa付icipation

I agree only partly with Aarseth’s criticism of tl1e idea
logical significance of 出e term “interactivity.”I agree 
with his criticism of th巳 authors who use it as a purely 
id巳ological term, i.e. those who do not define how it 
actually takes shape within a game and what the effects 
of it are outside the game. But to reject any ideological 
meaning is to flush away the political child with 由E

pur巳ly ideological bath water. Ai址，as I demonstrated 
above, interactivity is not necessarily a vague concept, 
but can be defined as tl1e possibility for the player to 
take up the role of narrator and influence出e course of 
巳vents and actions, possibly as a character in the plot. 

In my opinion this lack of pr巳cision in the term 
“mteractivity" has, among other things, a historical 
background. In comparison with other forms of media 
like television and出ePC, p巳opl巳 se巳med easily content 
with the va♂1e term interactivity to determine 出c
uniqueness of computer games. In chapter 27 of this 
book, Rushkoff shows 出at interactivity, as the sp巳cific
characteristic of a computer game, was often mentioned 
by comparing it with the w。而ng of a TV remote con
trol (that deconstruct巳d the cont巳nt of television media) 
and tl1e PC-computer’s mouse and keyboard (with 
which we could create [construct] and disseminat巳 our
own content). Interactivity in th巳 early is describ巳d by 
Rushkoff as moving around the pixels y巳ars on the 
screen, som巳thingI define as a form of reconfi伊ration.
Hence Rushkoff descr也es th巳 game Pong (1972）： “You 

maneuv巳ring its own audience into the position of 
being a character in the film. In the opening sequence, 
detective Philip岛farlowe address巳s th巳 viewer talking 
about a cas巳 he has recently cracked. H巳 announces
that 出e viewer will take his place and se巳 the sam巳

things he saw, after which he challenges tl1e audience 
to solve th巳 case like he did. Th巳 rest of出巳film merely 
consists of a series of POV-shots aimed at giving the 
audience a sense of being the character in tl1e film. 
This failed for a number of reasons (Sobchack, 1992, 
pp. 230-248). In this context，由e most important rea
son for this failure is由at, after having be巳n invited to 
play由is part，由E audienc巳 also wants to influence tl1巳

actions and出e course of events. Because由1s is impos 
sible一it is after all, a film ( cf. Marien bad）一出e viewer 
is constantly confronted wi由出e presence and limita
tions of this medium. The pleasure normally experi
巳nc巳d while watching a fictional film is at best replaced 
by an intellectual appr巳ciation for Robert Montgom
ery ’S experim巳nt.

In Bolter and Grusin’s terms we can describe this 
failure as an unsuccessful attempt at achieving transpar
巳nt immediacy and an Ul】desired realization of a con
sciousness of the construction of the film.叽Te found 
comparable r巳sults in attempts to realize interactivity 
in the collectiveness of a cinema, for example, by occa
sionally giving the audienc巳 a choic巳 ov巳r how tl1e film 
will continue. The explanation for the failure of such 
experiments seems to lie in the fact 由at the influ巳nee
exerted by the audi巳nc巳 cannot b巳 consid巳red a direct 
r巳suit of the individual viewer’s choice. In this sense 
interactive cinema s巳巳ms to be an oxymoron, because 
cinema seems to need an audiem：巳，and interactivity an 
individual relation with, for example, a television or 
computer screen. Even computer games出at are played 
with several people over a local network or the Int巳rnet
are based on this starting point. 

Criticism on th巳 concept of “interactivity ” is prob
ably just as diverse as the attemp臼to define it. In Cyber

text (1997), Aars巳th qualifies interactivity as a form of 
“industrial rhetoric" (p. 48), which calls to mind all 
kinds of vague connotations to improve the s巳Hing
potential of products, such as newspapers, video, and 
t巳levision. Aarseth demonstrates how出is “comm巳rcial
rhetoric is accepted uncritically by acad巳mics with little 
concern for precise definitions or implicit ideologies” 

(p. 48; se巳 Manovich, 2001, pp. 55→61). One of Aar 
se出 ’s justifiable pieces of criticism is tl1at tl1e promised 
ideological implications of “freedom for出e user” and 
＂巳quality of man and machine” ar巳 said to be caused 
by the mere technical ability of computers to respond 
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sis of “user fonctions” （1997, pp. 64 65), he observes

that the interpretive fonction is important for all texts 

(and thus, I would claim, also for computer games）： “If 

all出E decisions a reader makes about a text concern its 

meaning, then there is only one user fonction involved, 

here called interpretation” （p. 64). And only because

an author such as Mari巳－Laure Ryan (2001) is exploring 

different forms of interactivity, she claims on the other 

hand that she sees “no point in regarding ‘interpretive’ 

as a distinctive user function, since interpretation is 

involved in all intelligent t巳xt handling." In this section, 

I will give an explanation of 出e domains of ‘四con-

6伊ration’ and 'construction' against the background 

of the ideas of Aarseth and Ryan on出is point (see table 

24.2). 

Table 24.1 
From interactivity to participation in computer gam巳S

PC: mouse 
and 
keyboard 

Recon且guration

Construc口on

二 internct1v1ty in g,unes 
三 partic1pat1on m gmnes 

Deconstruction 

Computer 
game 

Deconstruction 

.\•Iv℃U cht pixel、

Creation 

Television: 
re mot巳

control 

Computer 
game: 
joystick 
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Reconfiy;uration First, r巳configu

巳xploration of th巳un七1own, in th巳comput巳r gam巳r巳p

r巳5巳nt巳d worlds. In this “explorati而且1nction，” the

gamer is “making strat巳gic choic巳s about alternative 

paths and, in the case of adventure games, alternative 

actions” （Aars巳th, 1997, p. 64). Characteristic of th巳

“exploratorγmode” is that “the user is free to move

around 出巳database, but this activity does not make 

history nor does it alter the plot; the user has no impact 

011出e destiny of the virtual world" (Ryan, 2001). It is 

this 巳xploration and 乱ttempt to control worlds that ar巳

unknow口to the player, that is often mention巳d as a 

specific characteristic of computer games (see Fuller & 

J巳nkins, 199 5; Johnson, 1997, pp. 72 一7 5; Manovich, 

2001, pp. 244-285). 

S巳cone\, w巳 speak of reconfiguration when a player 

in this process of exploration is invit巳d to giv巳 form to 

these worlds in an activ巳 way by selecting on巳 of the 

many pr巳programm巳d possibilities in a computer game 

(this is what Aarseth calls th巳
“configurative fonc 

tion，＇’ Aarseth, 1997, p. 64). Here, a player is "building 

th巳 virtual world by selecting obj巳cts and actions from 

a fixed set of system internal possibiliti巳S” （Ryan, 2001;

日巳巳 also Manovich, 2001, pp. 218-243). 

were celebrating the simple ability to be ab！巳 to move 

the pixels on the scr巳巳n for the first time. It was a mo 

111巳nt of revolution ！ ” （p. 417) From a historical per 

spective he was of course correct, because出at is about 

as far as the dev巳lopment was in thos巳 days.

If w巳 look at today ’s computer games as a form

of participatory media culture, we n巳巳d to come to 

the conclusion that comput巳r games are not only char

acteriz巳d by r巳con且guration, but also, more or l巳ss, by 

deconstruction and by construction.叭7巳巳ncount巳r this 

dev巳lopment in the schem巳shown in tab！巳24.1.

Participation 

Thus, in my opinion, a more pr巳cise alt巳rnative for 

interactivity to charact创业巳 not only the sp巳cificity of 

computer games but且＼so the 111巳dia cultur巳 that has 

formed around th巳m, is the conc巳pt of “participation.” 

As air巳acly stat巳d in the introduction, I consider partici

pation to consist of three domains: that of int巳rpreta

tion (d巳construction is understo。d as a sp巳cific form of 

interpretation), the domain of th巳 reconfiguration of 

巳xisting gm日巳 巳l巳ments, and th巳 domain of th巳 con

struction of n巳w gam巳 el巳ments. In this section I will 

mainly focus on a short explanation of th巳 latter two. 

Esp巳n Aars巳th also noted that int巳rpretation

should be considered part of participation. In his analy-

Table 24.2 
Domains of p,irt1c1pat1011 

Domains of 
partrc1pat:ron Ryan 

D仆ll1Jll 区ant
Negotiated 
Oppostional 

Interpretation 

Aarseth 

Jnterpret,1t1Cm 

Turkle 

Simulation resigrn1tion 
Simulation nnderstandmg 
Sinml扎t】on ,knial 

Friedrmm Hall 

Reconfi♂1ration Explorat1011 
Selection 
Addition 

Explorat1011 
Co，而gur日tion
Addition 

Demystihrnt1门11

Construction 
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r巳ferred to in relation to digital culture： “出e hacker 
culture and contingent ‘open source' -me由ods are alive 
and kicking in the online gamer circuits” （Schleiner, 

[2]). 22 

It is important, finally, to notice出at only a minor
ity of gamers will engage in these more “radical” forms 
of participation. Compared to reconfiguration, con
struction seems to me a much less familiar use. More 
than wi由 巳xploratory computer games, constructive 
ones “require a capability to act: to create, change, and 
recover particular encounters within the developing 
body of knowledge. These encounters ... are versions 
of what they ar巳 becoming, a structure for what does 
not yet exist" (Joyce, 1995, p. 42). 

The domains of reconfiguration and construction 
make cl巳ar出at th巳 relation between player and game 
is much more complex than the di仔erent forms of 
int巳rpretation I described above as part of cultural stud
ies： “The cultural studies’ embrace of the model of re
sistant reading ... only d巳scribes on巳 axis of a more 
complex relationship between readers and texts” (Jen
kins & Tulloch, 1995, pp. 262-263). Although you can 
give both n巳gotiating and oppositional readings of a 
singl巳 character as Lara Croft (interpr巳tation), we 
have to turn to a computer game such as The Nomad

Soul (1999) to be able to play w1由a div巳rsity of pre
programmed characters and their gend巳r-identities
(reconfiguratie). And it is 由e use of independently 
produced game patches (construction）一think of Lara 
Croft as female Frankenstein, as drag que巳n et cetera 
(see Schleiner [3])-that further increase出E possibility 
of tl1e player to really arrive at a diversity of “shero巳s.”

Thus, reconfiguration enables the player “to con
trol 出巳 transformation of a body of information to 
meet its needs and interests. This transformation 
should include a capability to creat巳， change, and re
cover particular encounters with出巳 body of knowl
edge, maintaining these encounters as versions of the 
material” (Joyc巳， 1995, p. 41). It is出e actualization of 
something that is virtually, in出e sense of pot巳ntially,
already available as one of the options, created by出e
d巳velop巳r of tl1e computer game. 

Participation in Political-Ideological 
Perspective 

The political dimension resurfaces, publicly articulated 
or not, in the ideological criticism出at is contained in 
many reflections on participatory media culture. Hence, 
considering the specific characteristics of computer 
games, I wonder in what way and to what 巳xtent com
puter games can contribute to出e development of new, 
or the remediation of existing practices of participa 
tory media culture in which出巳 autonomy of users is 
as great as possible. You could call tl1is a form of “inter
vention analysis” ： “Intervention analysis seeks not only 
to describe and explain E泪sting dispositions of know!
edge, but also to change them” (Jenkins & Tulloch, 
1995, p. 238). At a time when tl1巳叭7estern world is fac』

ing出巳transformation from “industrial capitalism” into 
“the new age of cultural capitalism” （Rifkin, 2000)
that characterizes itself as an “entertainment economy” 

Conrrruction Construction, understood as th巳 addi【

tion of new game elements, can exist in tl1e making of 
new games or-and由1s is much more common-the 
modification of existing games, d巳scribed as “to decon
struct and alter an existing system for tl1e joy of it” 

(Diniz-Sanches, 2003, 67). By modification，“the us巳rs
can extend or change the text by adding their own writ
ing or programming” （Aarseth, 1997, p. 64) in which 
“出E ability to add permanent components to ilie t巳xt
presupposes the d巳miurgic power to co-create the vir
tual world" (Ryan, 2001). 

Construction is an activity tl1at can take a multi
tude of forms. It is suggested出at, partly out of com
mercial consideration, you can find one of these forms 
in tl1e pr巳programmed hacker system iliat we 巳ncount巳r
in Enter the Matrix (Atari, 2003）： “The game also fea
tures a unique ‘hacking system’ tl1at allows th巳 player
to hack into ilie gam巳， or his/her character, exploring 
and unlocking secrets. ” However, these activities are 
better described as a form of reconfiguration. You can 
really speak of construction when players work with 
game-mods or game patches, editing tools and source 
codes. Thes巳 mods or patches can be described as 
follows ： “A patch (or a skin, a wad, a mod, a map or 
a shap巳） is an add-on to an existing game engine that 
alters tl1巳 original code or state of a computer game. 
A patch can range from a simple repair of an error in 

出巳 original game to elaborate manipulation and cus
tomization of graphics, sound, game play, architecture 
or oilier attributes of tl1e or将inal computer gam巳．”
(Schlein巳r, [1]) 

Despite ilie fact that some of th巳se practic巳s of 
game modification have been acc巳pted, encouraged 
and commercially exploited by d巳velopers and publish
ers, when "pirating, cracking, and repackaging games” 

(Rushkoff, 1994, p. 185）出E gamer can still be con 
sidered as a point of resistanc巳 against th巳 gaming
industry. The act of copyi吨，modi命i吨and hacking 
of computer games, is a specific form of the piracy 
and parasitism that Gilles Deleuze and Hakim Bey 
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tational. Culture jan川cηwant to 'J，斤1 ' the do阳

media, while poacher丁 want to appropriate their content, 

imagining a more democra巾， responsive, and dive，丁e style

of pop1山r culture. Jammcrs want to destiη media 

power, while poache1丁 want a.伪are of it. (J er由ns, 2002, 
p. 167).23

认Te see thes巳 bottom-up cultures both where 
ind巳pendent games ar巳 being developed and spread
like Waco Resmrection (2003) and Under Ash (2003)
and wh巳re existing game-elements and game-engines 
are modified and used for own, for example, political 
purposes, like Velvet-St1·ike (200月， Diplomatic Arena 

(2003) and Civilization IV-Age of Empire (2003). These 
games could be played during the “Exploding Cinema: 
Power: Play" program of the Int巳rnational Film Festi
val Rotterdam 2004: 

（识1olf, 1999) or “exp巳ri巳nee economy ” （Pin巳＆ Gil
more, 1999), which is characterized by the sh巳er
economic importance of cultural expression it is be
coming increasingly important also to give a political
ideological reading of computer games as participatory 
media culture. 

It seems to me that this reading should consist of at 
least four elements, which I want to deal with in this fi 
nal section. First of all, the question of who will hav巳 or
get access to 出巳 media culture，由巳 influence of which 
reach巳s all of us (top-down versus bottom-up). Second, 
a question concerning出e results of出1s access to the 
practices of the media culture (homogenization versus 
heterog巳nization). Third, the matter of the status of 
th巳 different forms of media culture that we should re 
late to (the real versus出e possible). Fourth, these three 
elements combine to make it possible to distinguish be 
tween different levels of participation: culture participa 
tion versus participatory culture. 
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A new genre of critical games ... is cmeigi，也. People can be

ii（βrmed about cco11omic ιψloitation or political mψηtion 

vi11 games . . T阿ry remain a passive cons1mie1· when there 

is just 乱.＼ 11/.1吵 ftm to be had in adopting 且m11.es to our own 

SC打 of r111es . One thi咆 all the selected g＠阳 .. within 

Power: Plr.σ have in co1m1wn is the 阳tion of e1呻0切C7"/I/. n 

ψC斤ki咆 oz旷， lookin且α ·itically, taki咆 the initiative ourselves 

(Carels, 2004). 

As the reader can see in A且ne-Mari巳 Schleiner’s chap 
t巳r of this book, we encounter thes巳 bottom up cultur巳S
where gamers use sharing and open-source techniques 
to recycle E泪sting products of the mainstream practic巳s
of the cultural industries. 

Homogenization vo丁11s Heterogenization 

In spite of the fact that within mass m仅lia processes of 
homogenization seem to prevail at first sight, there are 
still possibilities for processes of heterog巳nization (se巳

Raess巳ns, 1998, pp. 109 111; 2001; 2002, pp. 129-
131). Relevant here is th巳 critiqu巳 of the Italian phi
losopher Gianni Vattimo on the work of Horkheimer 
and Adorno. According to Vattimo, Horkheimer and 
Adorno (1951, 1986) are of the opinion that the mass 
media would produce “a general homogenization of 
society” in which “the di伍1sion of slogans, propaganda
(commercial as well as political) and st巳reotypical
worldviews” would dominate (Vattimo, 1992, p. 5). 

Vattimo, on the other hand, is· much more opti
mistic about the role of the mass media. According 
to him, they have play巳d a crucial role in “a general 
巳xplosion and proliferation of ‘认Teltanschauungen,'
of worldviews” （Vattimo, 1992, J】. 5). All kinds of 

Top-Down versus Bottom－ 均

The question of who can participate in our culture can 
be further 巳lahorated on by asking whether we face 
or will face a top-down culture in which a small 1mm
her of computer game develop巳rs and publishers run 
th巳 show all by themselves (Microsoft, El巳ctronic Arts, 
Atari, Eidos and o由ers), or whether we fac巳 or will face 
a multitud巳 of bottom-up cultures, in which computer 
gam巳rs can (continue to) participate, on巳 way or 
another. 矶That is at stake her巳 is the possibility for 
players to exert their fair-us巳 rights on copyright巳d
material. As I described above, even in cases in which 
us巳rs have no control over the production of culu1re, 
they can still control its “consumption，”described as 
“the :irt of using出ose imposed on it” ： “characterized 
by its ruses, its fragmentation ... its poaching, its clan
destine nature, its tireless but qui巳t activity" (De Cer』

teau, 1988, p. 31 ). 
In lin巳 with Henry Jenkins’ criticism of Mark Dery 

(1993), I would rath巳r plead for an open, n巳gotiating
r巳lation with produce, s from the computer game indus』

try than for 811 attitud巳 of refusal, or, as Jenkins formu
lat巳S it, for the cl巳velopm巳nt “仕om jammers 
bloggers” ； 

to 

Culture jmmner:r want to opt out of media consumption and 

pnnnote a pure�v ne俨tivc mid reactive coneψtion rf popular 

wlture. Fan、r, 011 theοthcr band, sec tmrcγtlizcd potmtiafr in 

popular mltnre mu/ want fοbroadm (llfdic11cc’ pai-ticip11tion. 

Fan cu 

tb(lll it!colo且iarl, and rollahnritt托1e rnthcr tbrm co11Ji·o11 
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people as inconceivabl巳 and therefore frightening，出巳

children of chaos ar巳 able to deal wi出 it, and they 
pick巳d up the necessary cognitive skills to survive in 
today’S world partly while playing computer games. 24

As Rushkoff demonstrat巳s in his chapter in this 
book, gamers are the ones (as long as they are not only 
“gaming，”but also become game programmers and 
tl1ereby move from game to metagame) who r 巳alize

出at our reality is open source： “gamers know白白t tl1巳

reality 出ey are engineering isn’t real” （p. 420）出巳y
have “the ability to rethink and redesign our world us【

ing entirely new rnle sets” （p. 421). This analysis shows
strong agreement with Vattimo's analysis of the post
modern： “If the proliferation of images of th巳 world
entails白白t we will lose our ‘sense of reality’ ［psycho lo
gists warn us that this is the cas� with gamers,] as the 
saying goes, perhaps it’s not such a great loss after all.”
(1992, p. 8). Although the reality of出巳 world cannot be 
denied (see Ziz此， 2002），由巳re is an emancipating and 
liberating signi岳cance of this plurality and loss of real
ity. This can be found in the recognition of the plural
ity of perspectives that can no long 巳r be suppressed or 
silenced in the name of a superior storγ. An allegedly 
comforting m严h that wants to undo出1s plurality, and 
trade it in for a solid, singular, and authoritative reality 
th 巳n b 巳comes unacceptable.25 Gamers are well aware of 
the fact that the reality tl1ey find themselves in is but an 
actualized form of the many possibilities 出ey have at 
their disposal, it is just one version of the way the world 
works, never the one and only objective vision. This 
could lead to a “potentialization of reality ... reality
submerge into a multitude of possibilities＇’ （Vuyk, 
1992; Ra 巳ssens, 2001, p. 228).2币

Culture Participation versus 
Participatory Culture 

To conclude I want to distinguish between “culture 
participation” and “participatoηculture.”Culture par
ticipation is a broad concept出at refers g巳nerally to th巳

fact that we participate in the surrounding culture 
k由at in a passive and consumptive, or a more active 
and productive way. I consider participatory culture 
the latter, more active attitude 出泣， as we have seen, 
makes sp巳cial demands concerning the interpretation, 
由e r巳configuration, and the construction of computer 
games.27 N巳gotiated, oppositional, and d 巳constructiv 巳

readings (more so than dominant ones), configuration 
and s巳lection (more so than exploration), and construc
tion (mor 巳 so than reconfiguration) are all, in their own 
specific way, part of what I call participatory media cul
ture. Computer games are not just a game, nev巳r just a 

minorities and subcultures hav巳 seized出巳 opportunity
to express their views in 出E relative chaos of today’s 
media. According to Vattimo，也1s is a developm巳nt
that has contributed to the ris巳 of tl1e postmodern soci
ety characterized by relativity, contingency, het巳roge
neity and diversity. 

If w 巳 apply this analysis to computer games, w 巳

have to state tlrnt they, as a form of popular culture, 
contribute to th 巳 representation and reproduction of 
ideologically charged values. I would call for theoretical 
and practical resistance to homogenizing tendencies of 
tl1e media, aiming to realize variety of expression rather 
tl1an uniformity. This is how homogenization can b 巳

replac 巳d by diversity, inequality, and singularity (Raes
sens, 1998, pp. 109-111). 

Living in a period in which proc巳sses of globaliza
tion of economies and cultures put pressure o日出is
cultural diversity (se 巳 Smier飞2003)-as we live for 
example in “A world of Gameboys and 矶Talkmen”

(Rushko旺， 2001, p. 75) 飞再rh巳re toys ar 巳 mainly mad 巳 by 
and for white boys-the processes of heter enizatior 1 

b 巳come of gr 巳at importanc 巳， as I m 巳ntioned above i I 1 
regard to gender and ethnic identities. 

But also on quite another field, we see the n 巳cessity
of these processes. Computer games are usually based 
on th巳 sensor-motor model related to classical cinema, 
a model which is almost exclusively ori巳nted toward 

出e actuality and c臼usality of action (Raessens & 
Kattenbelt, 2003). To do justic巳 to 出巳 complexity of 
human experience, this dominance should be broken 
through with games that are also based on the intensity 
of feeling and th 巳 reflexivity of tl10ught. An example of 
this dominance is the computer game Metal Gear Solid 

(1999). Al出ough at specific moments, this game comes 
up with intensity and refle泪vity, both domains of 
human experience are overrnled by the dramatic mode. 
On th 巳 oth巳r hand, in the so-called "s 巳rious" or "non
entertainment” computer games w巳 see tl1e div巳rsity of 
巳xp 巳rienc巳. In 出ese games, it is not th 巳 entertainm 巳nt
value that is central, but an external purpose: re，：巳iving
a certain experi巳nce，也e communication of a m 巳ssage,
tl1e acquisition of knowledge, understanding and/or 
certain skills or the realization of a certain change of 
behavior (see Prensky, 2000 and chapter 6 of tlus 
book). 

The Real ven11s the Possible 

In th巳 turbul巳nce of 出e media Rushkoff se巳s, like 
Vattimo, the development of a proliferation of world 
views th乱t today’s young people will have to relate to.
Although this n巳w world comes across to many old 巳r
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wide piracy is estimated to have cost the US en
tertainment software industry over $3 .0 billion 
in 2001, robbing game developers and the game 

ind us位y of revenue that could be used to under
writ巳 the creation and marketing of an even 
wider array of game titles.” S巳巳： www.theesa. 

com/piracy.html. 
7. Janet Murray describes interactivity

merger of agency （“出巳 satisfying power to

take meaningful action and see the results of 

our decisions and choices”） and transformation 

（“Computers offer us countless ways of shape
shifting”）， see Murray, 1997, pp. 126 and 154. 
A film viewer is passive in the sens巳 that while 

watching a film出ere is no such thing as recon-

6思1ration or construction, in my sense of the 
word. For an analysis of “The Viewer’s Activ
ity” while watching a film, see Bordwell, 1985,

pp. 29-47. 
8. These Internet-constructed collaborative fan

communities are typical for participatory media
culture; think also of peer-to-p巳er networks,

collaborative and reader edited news networks

(e.g., Slashdot, News for Nerds, Stuff that

几1atters), op巳n-source based activities of pro

grammers and users to develop so丘ware for
general us巳， nonprofit activities (Linux) and the

activities of bloggers. For furth巳r elaboration
on 出es巳 examples, especially concerning their

implications on th巳 practice of citiz巳nship, see

Uricchio, 2003.

9. British cultural studies for the most part came
into existence in the 1970s at出e Birmingham

Centre for Contempora1y Cultural Studies

(CCCS, established in 1964) under the super

vision of director Stuart Hall (see Turner,
1996).

10. Th巳 introduction of new, audiovisual technolo

gies is often linked to the fear that th巳 ever
so tempting images and sounds will impair the 

reflexivity of the 'printing culture (Birkerts,
1996). Think of the novels by Aldous Huxley

(Brnve new 切arid, 1932) and Ray Bradbury

(Fahrenheit 4 51, 1953), in which, respectively,

the film theatre from the 1930s and the rise of

tel巳vision in the 1950s is charact巳riz巳d as mis

leading. Since th巳 1970s, this fear is formulated

with respect to computer gam巳s, which, by com

bining moving images, sound, and int巳ractivity,
suppos巳dly only provide immediate satisfaction
through stimul乱tion of the senses.

business strategy for maximizing profit, but always also 

a battlefield where the possibility to realize specific, 

bo忱。111-up, heterogeneous forms of participatory media 
culture is at stake. 
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Notes 
1. Wh巳re豁出e French philosopher Gilles Deleuze

defin巳s philosophy as the creation of concepts
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1991, pp. 8, 11), the

philosophical method I will use in由is chapter
also involves analyzing and criticizing existing

concepts.

2. Deleuze formulates tl1is method as follows:

“introducing the concepts of 'm巳aning’ and

'valu矿to philosophy” (1962, p. 1). This allows

us to interpret出巳 forces that are articulated in
computer games, for example, as homogeneous
or heterogeneous, and to evaluate th巳m, for ex

ample, as desirable or undesirable.
3. The view that the development of interactive

technologies as such is sufficient for the real

ization of a new participatory cultur巳 has to be
rej巳ct巳d as a form of radical “technological de
t巳nninism.” Also出巳 social-constructivist view,

which claims that mainly nontechnological fac
tors matter, has to be considered： “Railier than
talking about interactive techηologies, w巳 should
docrnn巳nt the interactions that occur among

media consumers, between media consumers
and media texts and between media consumers

and m巳【lia producers” (Jenkins, 2002, p. 157).
4. Se巳 Br巳cht, 1932 1933, p. 553： “den Zuhorer

nicht nur hor巳n, sondern auch spr巳chen zu
mach巳n”；and Benjamin, 1934, p. 110： “Und
7.war ist dieser Apparat um so besser, je mehr er
Konsrnn巳nten der Produktio口 zufuhrt, kurz aus
Lesern oder 口us Zuschauern Mitwirkende zu
mach巳n imstand巳 ist.”

5. The term “multim仅liality” refers to the multi
mde of means of expr巳ssion （“matieres d巳 l’ex
pression”） s时 Metz, 1977, pp. 10, 17-18, 25,
and 13 0-131.

6. Both th巳 Dutch Association of Producers and

Importers of Audio-visual Materials (NVPI)
日nd th巳 Entertainment Softwar巳 Association
(ESA) refer to the problem of piracy： “叭Torld-
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personal computers began to pres巳nt由巳mselves

as opposed and even hostile to 由e traditional 

modernist expectation that one could take a 

technology, open出巳 hood, and see inside. The 

distinctiveness of the Macintosh was precisely 

出at it did not encourage such fantasies; it made 

出e computer screen a world unto itself. It 

encouraged play and tinkering. Mastering the 

Macintosh meant getting the lay of 出巳 land

rather than figuring out the hierarchy of under

lying structure and rules” (1996, p. 3 5).

18. Compare to Nissen, 1998, which describes 

hackers as 出E “masters of modernity and 

modern technolo盯·”

19. Christian Metz described this process as an at

tempt to disguis巳 the “discours” as a “histoire，” 

i.e., instead of having someone wi出m ideologi

cal motive tell出e story, it is a sto巧也at trans

parentl y tells itself：： “But characteristic for 出is

‘discours,' and especially its editing principles, is

th低，in fact, it erases th巳 traces of the 吧nuncia

tion’ and disguises itself as an 'histoire’” （Metz,

1980b, p. 77). 

20. See also Friedman, 1995, pp. 77-78： ‘＇The game 

player takes on the role of the protagonist.… 

The idea of computer ‘role-playing’ emphasizes

出巳 opportun町to identi马r m由出巳 character

on the screen-the fantasy is that rather than

just watching the hero, you can actually be the

hero, or at least make all 出巳 hero’s decisions

yourself.” Despite the fact that a simulation 

game such as SinzCi吵（1987） “makes you Mayor 

and City Planner, and dares you to design and

build th巳 city of your dreams" (p. 80), some

thing else happens, too： “‘Losing yourself' in a

computer game means, in a sense, identifyin 

with the simulation itself" (p. 85).

2 1. See Metz, 1983, pp. 14, 16, and 21; and岛1etz,
1975, pp. 108, 112, and 118-119. 

22. See Deleu况， 1990, p. 244 ： “pira可or the in

troduction of virus巳s" and Bey, 1994, p. 20:

Internet-r巳lated forms of resistance, resp巳c

tively those of 由巳 Web （“the marginal zine

netwerk，出巳 BBS-networks, cracked software,

‘hacking，’telephone-'phr巳aking’”） and thos巳 of

出e “contra-Net” （“the clandesti肘， illegal and 

rebellious use of d巳 Web, including data-piracy

and other forms of parasitism”）．

2 3. In an earlier online version of “Interactive 

Audiences，＇’Jenkins describes Dery’s culture

jamr丑巳rs as classic avant gardists who, in line 

11. A more current version of this position is visi

ble in a discussion of The Mat1吹 Reloaded

(Wachowski, 2003）： “We are not just plugged

into their matrix to be sold movies and other

entertainment products. Thes巳 companies ［出e

media gian叫，can also plug the nation into 

news narratives as ubiquitous and lightweight as 

The Mat1切 Reloaded, but with more damaging 
side effects .... One way or the other, we all in

hibit the Matrix now” （Rich, 2003). 

12. For a discussion of high versus low art, s巳巳Jen

kins' chapter in由1s book. Using Gilbert Seldes’ 

model of analysis (1957), h巳 places comput巳r

games on the side of the so-called “living” art

forms.

13.“矶Te say do11linant, not ‘determined,' because it is 

always possible to order, classi命，assign and de

code an event w1出in more than on巳 ‘mapping，’”

Hall, 1980, p. 134. For a description of these 

three positions, see Hall, 1980, pp. 136 138. 

14. One of the limitations of this model is formu

lated by Fiske： “Hall . . . had overemphasized

tl1e role of class in producing different readings

and had underestimated the variety of determi

nants of readings” （1987, p. 63). In Fiske’s cri

tique, the role of由e text is dethroned and the

importance of extratextual determinants of tex

tual meaning are stressed. Think for example of

the different readings of a text respecti飞rely by

re思1lar users, hobbyists, and hackers. See also 

Bryce and Rutter’s approach in this book 由at

“moves from textual exegesis and places gaming 

within a real world context in which gaming 

practices are negotiated in r巳al time and space

(p. 304）. ” 

15. Turner (1996) discusses thes巳 issues in the sec

tions “认Tomen Take Issue" and “There Ai日’t

No Black ．．．” in which 出e central argument 

revolves around the production of gender and 

巳thnic subjectivity.

16. Richard and Zaremba are aware of th巳 fact

tl1at a critical discussion of the Lara Croft 

phenomenon is in g巳neral limited to出e n巳goti

ated or oppositional readings you can give of h巳r.

In a game such as The Nomad Soul, on由巳 oth巳r

hand, players can choose from a number of 

characters (reconfiguration), while using patches

and the like (construction) can further increase

the possibilities of creating your own "sh巳roes.”

17. Turkle relates tl1is transition to the rise of "The

Macintosh Mystique＂ ： “ With the Macintosh,
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Birkerts, S. (1996). The Gutenbe咆 elegies: The fate of 
reading in an electronic Age. London: Ballantine Books. 

Bolter, ]., & Grusin, R. (1999). Remediation: Under
standing new media. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 

Bordwell, D. (1985). Narration in the fiction 卢J肌 Madi

son: University of Wisconsin Press. 

Bordwell, D., & Thompson, K. (1986). Film art: An in
troductio11. New York: Alfr巳d A. Knopf. 

Brecht, B. (1992). Der Rundfunk als Kommunika

tionsapparat. Rede ub巳r die Funktion des Rundfunks 

(1932-1933). In Be11olt Brecht. Werke, Schriften 1. 
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Cam巳ran, A. ( 199 5). Dissimulations. The Illusion of 

Interac盯i早 Millennium Film Journal, 28, 32 47. See: 

mfj-online.org/journalpages/MFJ28/Dissimulations. 

html. 

Carels, E. (2004). Th巳 state of play. In E. Houtenbrink 

(Ed.), Catalogue 33'"" International Film Festival Rotter
dam. Amsterdam: Publish Amsterdam. 
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with the Frankfurt School，“celebrate their own 

freedom from media control even as 出巳y see 由巳

‘mass巳5’ as still subjected to manipulation . . .  

m巳dia consumers ar巳 larg巳ly blinded to their 

own interests, distracted by ‘bread and circuses’ 

entertainment.”According to me, participatorγ 

media culture is more widespread than avant 

gardist criticism (D巳ry) and less widespread 

than tl1巳 focus on fan cultures promoting do it

yourself m巳dia production suggests. 

24. Children of chaos: Surviving the 们zd of the 71阳·ld as
we know it, was published in 1996 under tl1巳

more descriptive tit!巳 of Playi咆 the 斤的们： Ho切

kids' culture can teach 创 to thrive in an age of chaos
( HarperCollins).

25. For example, George Bush’s appropriation of

the American myth of the Western to legitimize

the war on t巳rror. See Faludi (2003) and Raes

S巳ns (2003).

26. Deleuze and Vattimo call由is process “fabuliza

tion，”I巳ferring to Nietzsche’s text “Wie die

«wahre叭Telt》巳ndlich zur Fabel wurde” （1989,

pp. 80 81）： “It may be tl1at in the world of

the mass media a ‘prophecy' of Nietzsche’s is

fulfilled: in the end出c true world b巳comes a fa

ble” （Vattimo, 1992, p. 7). For an extensive dis

cussion of this process in relation to the films

eXistenZ (Cronenberg, 1999) and 1气l1e Matri:
（叭7乱chowski, 1999), see Raess巳ns, 2001, pp.

252-262.

27. 认Then we consider participation from the per

sp巳ctive of 出e rules of the gam巳， w巳 can define

it as “re/ de/ construction”：in 出巳 r巳constructive

mode, th巳 player plays according to th巳 rules of

th巳 game; in the deconstructiv巳 mode, he or she 

P巳n巳trates the rules; and in 出e constn1ctive

1110止，he or sh巳 plays a kind of meta game in

which the rules themselves ar巳 played with and
adapt巳cl.
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Diniz-San ch邸， ］. (2003). The mod巳rn Age. In: Edge, 
issue 126, pp. 58-67. See: www.edge-onlin巳.com.
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I AM WHAT I PLAY: PARTICIPATION AND REALITY AS CONTENT 

Jan-Willem Hu巾nan and Hanne Marckmann 

Most computer game manufacturers have been doing 

the same thing for years-producing CD-ROM games 

whose visual design is conceived to reflect reality as ac

curately as possible.认Tithin this realistic world, you 

can then do a host of unrealistic things. Grnnd Th价

Auto：民
；
ce Ci.秒（Rock Star Games, 2003) offer you the 

chanc巳 to run down your fellow man at 200 miles an 

hour. In Unreal Tounimnent 2003 (Epic Atari, 2003) 

you can shoot everybody dead without embarrassment, 

whereas in Black and White (Lionhead Studios, 2001) 

you can even b巳 God of your own world. But however 

exciting th巳se games may be to play-and however 

much money出ey continue to generate-in no S巳nse

are they innovative. 

At IJsfontein we try to develop games that have 

something new to offer.识Te proceed from two im

portant elements: participation and reality as content. 

By participation we mean offering出巳user more than 

merely a choice betw巳en existing possibilities. We 

want to let him or her participat巳 in building 出e

game. If w巳 look at Quake or Can11ageddon, we see a 

clearly preprogrammed world in which all we can do is 

pick out a rout巳. The int巳raction consists of choosing 

from the various possibilities on offer. Interactive this 

may be, but it is not participation.识1e will discuss our 

vision on participation later. 

巩/hen we talk of reality as content, we are distanc

ing ourselves from出E quest for realism in visual de

sign. In our view, an 巳ven more r巳alistic r巳plication of 

everyday reality has no added value for the gameplay. 

So what if we have achiev巳d total realism? Th巳 dos巳r

we get to this “hyp巳rrealistic virtuality，”出e more it 

will disappoint us, simply because it will never be re:_1_!. 
Instead of giving reality its place in the visual design, 

IJsfontein is inv巳stigating oth巳r roles for r巳ality in 
games, by giving real elements a place in the content 

of the gam巳 or by exploring how we can take games 

out of the virtual world and give them a place in our 

daily reality. Later we will describe the search for a 

new relationship between virtuality and reality. 

Fir叽we introduce IJsfontein as a business, discuss 

our vision of由e (technological) future, and introduce a 

number of IJsfontein projects that we will use later to 
illustrate the arguments. 

IJ sfontein 

IJsfontein makes interactive products, primarily for a 

young target group. The company was set up in 1996 

by由re巳 enthusiastic仕1ends and now employs twenty

five people from various disciplin巳s. It is based in 

Amsterdam, in The Netherlands, and its name trans

!ates as Ice Fountain. 

In what follows we will outline our vision of the 

role of computers in human life and draw the implica

tions for those making products for a young target 

group.识Te th巳n present a number of concrete examples 

of IJsfontein products that 巳mbody the kinds of devel

opment that we would like to see in the game industry. 

Vision 

IJsfont巳in foresees a future in which computers will 

occupy an increasingly central role in daily life, as an 

extension of human capacity and as a component in 

various forms of communication. Th巳 boundaries be

tween people and computers ar巳 becoming blurred. 

The computer will begin to support, r巳inforce, and re

place certain aspects of human thinking, feeling, and in

teraction. In the context of such a future, IJsfontein 

believes in developing products linked to and support

ing d巳se, hitherto exclusively human, processes. 

Playing, Learning, Discovering This vision of the 

future affects IJ sfontein products in two important 

ways. Fir吨it influenc巳S也e content of出e products 

themselves. I]sfontein makes products that support or 

reinforc巳 the development of 由巳 child ’s mental pro

cesses. There is of course plenty of educational so仕ware

available to teach children spelling or arithm巳tic, but 

computers can also play a role in less obvious pro

cesses. Interactivity helps children create things via the 
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I]sfontei日’s technology-independent policy has
helped keep our heads above water in turbulent times 
for the new media industry.矶Te have never been caught 
by the latest technological fads, which repeatedly failed 
to justi母也e hype. 

CD-ROM IJsfontein first gained recognition with the
CD-ROM game Masters of the Elements (1997), which
has since been marketed worldwide and won two im
portant prizes, La Fleche d’Or 1998 (Paris) and the
Bafta Award (category Learning) 1999 (London). Mas

ters of the Elements is a magical world full of secrets,
puzzles, and games (figure 25.1). The game tells 出e
story of a faraway land, in which live th巳 Masters of
th巳Elements. From the rooms of their castle出巳y con
trol Time, Gravity, Light, Electricity, and Heat. One
day，出巳cat belonging to the Master of Fate disappears
and出e Forces of Nature threaten to fall out of balance.
The children have to help find the cat, and in the pro
cess they learn出巳laws of nature.

IJsfontein replaced the basic mouse arrow with a 
hand 出at can田rn pages, pick up, and point. The 
game is described as a “reality game in a fairy tale set
ting.” Th巳 reality element is not in the visual design of

由e game, but in the learning experience it provides. 
The children actually learn the laws of physics. The ad
vantage of Masters of the Elements’ digital learning envi
ronment over a real environment (such as a classroom) 
is由at th巳 lessons learned can be immediately appli时，
without any danger to由巳child. A physics 巳xperiment
in the real world could be actually dangerous. 

Development 

computer and thereby aids in the development of cre
ativity itself. The enormous connecting power of email 
and出e Int巳rnet (chatrooms, MUDs, etc.) can encour
age children to work together and teach them to com
municate clearly, and the infinite potential of the virtual 
world directly engages由e imagination. No longer re
stricted to daily reality, children can build and experi
ence each oth町、 imaginary worlds. Bearing all these 
possibilities in mind, IJsfontein defines 出ree basic 
activities－“playing, learning, and discovering" -and
builds magical worlds由at invite children’s participation. 
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ITV/Cross-Media I]sfontein has also received a lot of 
attention for its interactive television series 乃,potoons

(figure 25.2; www叩ro.nl/仰otoons), which won an 
Emma award in 2000. The series was first scr巳ened in 
1999 by VPRO (a leading Dutch public TV company) 
and gave children出e opportunity to create a story to
ge出er that was then shown on TV. The story was put 
toge由er wi由 出e help of a children’s author wi出
whom the childr巳n were in contact via the Internet. 
He could then develop也e plot on th巳 spot. The chil 
dren could also read the story on the乃,potoons website 
(the Typobox). At certain moments a “dead” point
would arise in由巳narrative. It was then up to出巳chil
dren to suggest a word （巳xisting or invented) that would 
take the story forward. Because the children each had 
one letter of 由巳 alphabet as an avatar，由ey had to 
work together to arrive at a word. An 巳xampl巳： In epi
sode 5, Billy， 由e main character in th巳 story, goes to 

Technology-Independent Products The decision to 
develop so仕ware on a human scale has an 巳ffect on the 
stance we as a company take in the marketplace. IJsfon
tein is， 他ove all, determined to make technology
independent products. For us, games are about making 
good content. That sounds logical enough, but it means 

出at our games must not only work on the newest com
puters, but also on slightly older models. The choice 
for technology-independent products proceeds from 

出e desire to move the content of interactive media, 
such as games, on to出e following step. Far too much 
emphasis is laid on the developm巳nt of n巳W technolo
gies, wi由出e developm巳nt of content for current tech
nologies getting squeezed out in由e process. Prophets 
predict mountains of gold for each new technology. If 
these predictions are not met in a verγshort time, the 
desperate search moves on to another technology. This 
mode of investment ensures由at由ere is never money 
available to develop content for existing technologies. 
Each time a medium does not rapidly realize its poten
tial，由巳tap is turned off. At least half the money then 
plunged into new technologies would be much b巳tter
employed making something innovative for th巳巳泪sting
technology, which would allow the user to go straight 
to work. 

Take the Int巳rnet, a medium tliat has touched our 
lives in numerous ways. Email has changed the way we 
communicate in both professional and private spheres. 
Chat programs (MSN and ICQ) play a major role in 
the social liv巳s of the young. Developments such as 
these wer巳 immediately predicted when the Internet 
arrived, but when 出巳y failed to be profitable within 

出e first two years, investment stopped and numerous 
compani巳S went bankrupt. In由巳 end, the prophets 
turned out to be right. The Internet simply needed 
more time to prove itself. But now, when由E medium’s
potential has crystallized, a company can afford to de
velop interesting projects which mar可th巳 form of the 
medium to出e desires of the public. 
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I Figure 25.1 I 
Masters of the Elements 

I Figure 25.2 I 

Typotoons 
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Typo tu ms 

These 口re sweets in th巳 form of letters, which haveιIif
f巳rent tastes. The T，如r example, tasted of licorice, and 
the M tasted of Brussels sprouts. So as w巳11 as making 
the words in the Typobox, th巳 childr巳n could now 
“tast矿 ’ thl: words at home via the sweets. They could 
also sh臼r巳 their 巳xperienc巳s of the taste of sp巳cific
words. This “timpt” tast巳s of licorice and Bruss巳ls
sprouts ... uurrgh! The children w巳re thus involved in 
the Typotorms format，巳V巳n outside the vii tual worlds of 
the Int巳rn巳t and t巳levision.

Typotoons combines various important k口tur川 。f
new media in a format that allows childr巳n to j＜》intly
play the leading rol巳. First, there is interactivity （】11

two levels, content aml visual design: the children con
tribut巳 tυ writing the story and can s巳nd in drawings for 
::mimation. Each 巳pisocl巳 emerg巳5仕om a di日lnguc he
tw巳en the makers and ti飞巳 watchers of the program. Tn
st巳ad of discovering a pr℃programm巳d digital story, 
they mah: up the story themselves. ’ L'h巳y can thL:n 
w:itch the r℃suit of their c忏orts o口 television 巳，1ch
week. 1 t provides their fift巳己n minutes of fame. 

S巳Cυ)11(

n巳cting pot巳ntial 飞，ia th巳 I、yp川｜】《 JX. ＇［ 、h巳 childr巳n 盯 S let 白-

visit his granclfath巳r at th巳North Pole. The online au】

thor writes in the Typobox： “Billy is collected by a 
sleig、h pull巳d by huskies, but on th巳 way h巳 falls asleep. 

Then sudd巳nly ..” ’fhe author stops writing and asks 
the childr巳n to think of :1 word. The children with the 
letters T,l,M, and P as avatars come up with th巳 word
"' l、TMPT.”This is not an 巳xisting word, so th巳 children
are allowed to give it a me.ming. They d巳cicl巳 that a 
timpt i日：1 mountain monster. The author now proceeds. 
“Th巳n sudde川y the sleigh hits a timpt. A timpt is a 
h:1iry 11]Cll1St巳r th,it lives at th巳 North Pole. Billy him
hies from the sleigh and lands at the feet of his grandpa, 
who h:is climh巳d onto a table to Iυok ov巳r the timpt’5 
日boulder.认Tow, thinks Billy, isn’t he big! Th:it must be 
hecaus巳 ...＇’And now the children have to think of a仆

仆ther word. And so on, until the story comes to a natu
r:il end. M巳anwhile, at h川11巳， thl: childrrn would drnw 
the story they had made up and s巳ncl th巳 ιlrawings in 
to the producer. These were 日nim:1ted for the n巳xtTV
叩is川le (TypoTV），汀fter which the丁ypoh川X f巴。pen以l
Oil fnt巳rn巳t :md thL: next p:1rt of the story was written. 

Th巳 childr巳n who s巳nt in dr‘：1win吕忖r巳【：巳l飞F巳d ab白

of Ty1】otums in th巳！）『＞St tJ丁at R口111巳 W巳巳｜〈（“ ιlll℃ 2另J).
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makes it possible to build th巳5巳 elem巳nts into games. 
But the gam巳 indust1γtoo often beg·ins with the 
medium-th巳 CD-ROM二for which it then develops 
a game. This sequence of working will never deliver 
genuinely new cont巳nt for games and entc.:rtainment. 
Th巳 CD-ROM medium has sp巳c.:ific charact巳ristics
that will in日uence, and in our view limit, the pot巳ntial
content of th巳 game. Instead of l巳tting “th巳 medium b巳

the message，＇’a phrase that refi巳rs to the McLuhan idea 
that consequ巳nces of any medium result from the n巳w
possibiliti巳S that ar巳 introduced by a n巳W technology 
(McLuhan, 1997, p. 7), IJsfontein prefers the thought 
that “the message is the medium ＂ ： “That is, the charac
teristics of th巳 message will shap巳 the characteristics of 
t1刊 111巳dium” （C1stell月， 1996, p. 340). IJsfontein b巳gins
with the content and only then asks which m巳<lia are 
appropriate. In Tvpotoom we decided to d巳ploy S巳veral
Ill巳di,1 because Intern巳t alone， 。r t巳levision alone, <lid 
not offer thιl巳vel of l】articip;1tion that we w巳r巳 looking
for. Th巳 potential for int巳r比tion in the virtual worl<l of 
the CD-ROM is so limited, that it is time for commit
ted participation in cross-m巳di江 projects. A next step 
would th巳n be to finally give reality a place as a game 
cont巳nt el巳111巳nt (Roi!d Qui乙 Show). 

Next we discuss the conι叩t of participation, fol
low巳d by an 巳xamination of the ways in which r巳ality
can h巳 us以I as a game cont巳nt el巳m巳nt.识f巳 will use 
MflstcH of the Eleme，的，巧1potoons, Road Quiz S'how, and 
other IJ sfont巳in projects as 巳xamples.

ters always have to work toge由巳r. A letter on its own
58ys nothing, but if you can all mak巳 3 word you have 

som己thing to say. Tb巳y h巳lp each oth巳r Lhit1k up good

呐，ords and m巳anings by “chatting.”

Thirdly, a significant role in the succ巳ss of Typo

阳ns was play巳d by cross-mediality-sp巳cific advan

rages of differ巳nt m巳dia were all used to create one 

rot:11 exp巳ri巳nc巳.T巳levision allowed us to reach 日 broad 

pL1blic, the Internet cr巳ated a p巳er to-pe巳I community, 

自nd the sweets made th巳 gaml: sensible. 

Games and Participation 
P::irticipation is a l】uzzword in the game world. It 
literally mean日

“taking· part in.”F1 om now on, th巳ir
inter口ctive poti.:ntial is suppos巳d to make the user a par 
ticipator in new mαlia. BHt although interaction mak巳s
particip�1tion possihlc, they ai℃ not th巳 sam巳 thing at all. 
Clicking on a w巳hsit<.: does n，》t mc.:an that you :.11-c par】

ticip江tinιin ir. 
叭Te will now disιUSS th巳 conc<.:pts of int巳raction

,llld participation, followed hy the pitfalls of introducing 
p盯ticipation to g;1111es. ljsfont巳in has also dev巳lop巳cl a 
number of g-uid巳linc.:s that make participation attractiv巳 －

w巳巳nd by discu日日ing· participation spec凶cally in r巳hi
t1on to our young target group. 

Enhanced Reality In searching for a new 臼pproach for 

th巳吕am创 industry, IJsfontein projects cx1由ire the rela

tionship l沈阳出n the virtual and real worlds. Game 

designers no long巳r n巳eel to limit th巳ms巳Ive日 to pr巳con

eeived worlds and virtual fact且. Modem mobil巳 commu
ni川tion tt:chniques and intc.:raetive technologi巳日 make
it possibl巳 to extraet input for a game from everycby 
r巳江lity. A game featuring a banker can t,1k巳 real stock 
exchange data from the Int巳rnc.:t. An adventure gam巳

川n download real weather predictions from the local 
111ctcorologieal website. l?nitd Quiz c'-,'bnw (working title), 
且n TJ sfont巳in projcet th日t is still at th巳 d巳velopment
stag巳， do匕s preeisely this. 

Th巳 Ro11d Quiz Show us巳S th巳 r巳al g巳ographical en
vironment as the driving fo1℃巳 for the gairn.:. Ev巳ry
Sllll11ll心r hundreds of thousands of people drive to the 
south of Europe with their ehildr巳n on holiday, h巳ading
for the su日. Th巳 position of each ear ean be quite 
eh巳；1ply ,me! aeeurat巳ly d巳termi日巳d by the basic cell
phon巳 system. At gas stations along· th巳 holiday routes, 
you buy 口 digital set of qu巳stion日 Th巳S巳 eover th巳 area
through which you are travellin吕八t the.: moment the 
eellphone regist巳rs your car p;1日sing 臼 specific key point, 
it pc》ses a question via the mobile phon巳.Th巳 qu巳stion
might r巳f巳r to the length of a tunn巳l or th巳 b巳ight of 口

mountain.瓦aeh con℃ιt 川1日wer gains thl'. children a 
munher of points. When enon日h points h:ive been 
gain叫，thcy can piek up a pri�.巳 at the nL:xt g:1s st�1tion. 
A new set of digital questions ean then be bought. 'l 'hus 
the long jonrn巳y becomc.:s a g8me and tht: time fli巳H
past. Nor are you being forced into buying new techno
l川自icil equipm巳nt. You :1r巳 playing on your molii It: 
phon已 ．

foterilctirm 1111d Particip,1tion 
In most g�imt:s, you art: only busy discov巳rin吕and mas
tering the rules that th巳 makers havt: thought up for 
沪’u. The dialogue.: between user and desigm:r is closed. 
The designer has to have an ,1nswt:r to every possi
lilt: question th巳 user may h:1ve. rl 'h巳re i忖 a set of tools, 

In「，＇one/us，ο1l

Th巳 produets described :ibove all expr巳ss part of fJsfon
t巳in ’s vi日l仆11 (Jf th巳 future of g:uncs. ]

J
sfont巳in is seckin吕

ill llClV:Hion vi山 thl:ιonet:pt of partieipatio门 口ml by 
exploring the rehti仆n日hip between the virtual and real 
worlds. The multiplieity of ehannels n门 W ;waibhle 

．‘－ 
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complaint was 出at children were being excluded on 

technical grounds. To be able to join in writing the 

乃,potoons story， 出巳 children had to log on to the 

Typobox after the television program. Thanks to the 

great success of the series, the box was full (150 partic

ipants) every time. Children with slow Int巳rnet connec

tions were always too late. The ideal of participation 

was in出is cas巳 undermined by technical factors. Be

cause ]Jsfontein sp巳cifically aims to make technology

independent products, it will be important for us in 

出e future to ensure that children wi出 slow Internet 

connections can also join in. 

Another way to limit the participants is to use a 

funnel model, which was used in Tattletoons. This 

means you provide several rounds in which many play

ers can participate. Within every round a d 巳mocratic

mechanism selects a contribution of one of thes 巳 many

participants. The next round builds upon this selected 

contribution of the previous round. Again many players 

are allowed to contribute to this round of出e game, and 

once again one of these contributions is s 巳lected. This 

mechanism ensures that every round each participant 

has the opportunity individually to contribute to th 巳

final result of出e game (figure 2 5 .4). 

Second, th巳 main attraction of an open dialogue 

between designer and user can also be由e deep 巳st trap 

into which you, the designer, can fall. Participation is 

based 0日出e involvement and creative commitment of 

the participants. But it is equally possible出at a game 

will be sabotaged by less committed players, and in the 

anon严丑ous world of th 巳 Internet，由e sabot 巳ur can 

often get away with his deed unpunished. 

One recent IJsfont 巳in project was a game that 

could be used as an interactive screensaver at work. 

The game di，赳巳d all the employees into teams, which 

were then allocat 巳d a daily task. They h时，for example, 

jointly to track down a number of game clues either 

within the company or on 由e Internet. The team 

members were in contact with each otl1er over出E com 

pany network. The f 巳ar that work would suff1巳r was 

removed by setting a time limit of fifteen minutes for 

the daily task. 

Everγbody played anonymously, so you did not 

know whether you were playing against your boss or 

against someone in the mailroom. The intention here 

was to bypass th巳 normal power structures within the 

company. How 巳ver, it meant that no social bonds arose 

between出巳 team members. This lack of bonds made it 

tempting to sabotage your own group. In an anony

mous, virtual environment 出巳re are no real cons 巳

enabling one to mast 巳r preprogrammed situations. 

However big the world around which Lara Croft wan 

ders may be, that world has been entirely tl10ught up in 

advanc 巳. The user can add nothing to it nor change it 

in any way. Such interactivity as ther巳 is consists of be 

ing able to determin 巳出E sequence and length of the 

game. Because the complete product is alr巳ady 缸ed,

you are consuming the game rather than participating 

in it. This type of interactive environm 巳nt is called an 

exploratory interactive environment (Joyce, 1995 p. 

41). 

Participation requires the creation of an open dia

logue between user and designer. The designer lays 

down出e framework and tl1e form of communication 

in advance, but within them the us 巳r is fre 巳 to intro』

duce his or her own imagination. In T:ypotoons，由巳prin』

ciple of “playful participation” is applied. The final

product 由巳st。可一is not缸ed in advance. The chi!

dren can bring in their own ideas. They are not even 

limited to existing words. Within the world of乃户。－

toons, everything is possible. A “timpt” becomes tangi

ble and g巳ts a meaning. A timpt is born on tl1巳 spot.

Environments出at apply tl1e principle of participation 

are called constuctive interactive environments (Joyc巴，

1995 p. 42). 

For IJsfontein, projects tl1at feature participation 

are important and above all-fun. They always de

velop far beyond由巳original idea. Things happen出at

we could never have thought up by ourselves. In fact, 

participation is not only interesting to由E user. For the 

designer too, tl1e sum of出e users’ ideas is many times 

great 巳r than his own imagination. 
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Pi扩alls Th盯 ar巳 vari【ms ways to approach buil 

an interactiv巳巳n飞rironment that allows 日nd in飞rites par

ticipation. Such an environment turns out to be inter【

esting only when出e number of users is limited. The 

smaller th 巳 number of users, the greater th 巳 influence

each one can have. In a game with thousands of partic
ipants, the player will n 巳ver see his or her individual 
choices reflect巳d in the final outcome. In this sort of 
gam 巳， major decisions are taken in a democratic 
manner: th巳 majority determines what happens and the 
involvem 巳nt of th 巳 individual is minimal. 

On way to limit the number of participants is to 
think about th 巳 game’s target group, but th 巳 choice of 

a target group automatically excludes other groups. In 

itself, this do 巳s nc》t ha飞re to b 巳 a pr 

WOI唱k very w 巳11 f【）r all the childr 巳n inυ11 巳 hospit丑l 0 r 
on 巳 classr噜（》01丑. But th 巳 basis on which exclusion occurs 

is not always fair. In the cas 巳 of巧少oto011人a frequent 
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Funnel 

parts of由e experiment are variable, it is never clear 

what has actually happened. You get the same feeling 

of being lost in a game that provides no link with what 

you have learned in the real world. These are terrible 

games to play. Their interactivity mainly resides in 

changing and influencing arbitrary objects, not in the 

flexible use of global laws. 

Maki1凉Pm加I严tion Attractive 

At the moment, a player is usually seduced into playing 

a game by dramatic but realistic visual design. Yet 

although the beauty of the virtual world might w巳11

clinch the seduction, it is not the key to making the 

game environment satisfyi吨Three other factors are 

more important: first, the clear formulation of an end 

goal and of the contribution 由at 由e player must 

make toward its achi巳vement; secondly, the succ巳ssful

division of complex interaction into digestible bites一

levels; and finally, a well thought-out balance of power 

in出E virtual world. 

Goals A game must have a clear goal. If 也is goal is 

clearly formulated and 出巳 player’s part in achieving 

this goal is similarly clear, taking part in the game 

becomes attractive. In由巳 巳nd people lose interest in 

an endless mission. You see this in many online chat 

communities wh巳r巳 no end-goal is formulated. Intense 

discussions take place for a while on a given subject, to 

which all active chatters contribute. Ther巳is certainly 

real participation here, but the lack of a goal ensures 

that 出e community eventually loses its attractiveness 

quences for your “real” self: nothing can ever be attrib

uted to you. 

This problem was finally solved by giving up ano

n严nity within teams. You now knew who your team

mates were. The normal power structures were still 

by-passed-you could still be better出m your boss in 

another team-but social control did develop within 

the teams. 

So sabotage can be limited. But出1s need take 

nothing away from the fact that participation is always 

based on collaboration between the user and由巳 de

signer. As a designer, you never know what the input 

of the user will be nor how this will influence your 

original story. Telling a story compl巳te wi出 head,

rump, tail, and motives is ther巳fore impossible. This is 

what makes the game format so attracti v巳 as a vehicle 

for participation. Games provide th巳 opportunity ,

within a number of restrictions (rules), to enter into an 

op巳n dialogue w1由出巳 user.

Finally, it is important to stress 出at an open dia

logue does need some guidance. A game designer can 

be tempted by the idea of “open dialogue" into build

ing a world in which nothing is fixed and every出ing is 

determined by the user. But virtual worlds in games are 

not a licens巳to work without any bench marks. Cer

tainly not when you’re working for children. If all ref

erence to daily reality is abandoned in a game, the 

player ’s attention is soon lost and nothing mor巳 can be 

learned. In由is respect the principle of participation 

can be compared with a scientific experiment. If all 
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wants to start applying the tools for his own needs. In 
出e third phase, an open dialogue begins between由e
designer and 出e player, although most of the power 
still lies w1也出巳 designer, who has chosen也e tools to 
be applied. The goal at出is level is to retain出E player’s 
interest in th巳 environment, now that he can apply 

ev巳rything on his own volition. 
In th巳 final phase, the player is not only free to 

apply existing obj巳cts, he is also allowed to add objects 
of his own. He can由us make contributions to the en 
vironment that th巳 designer did not anticipat巳. He and 
his level four colleagues can now build a world that 
interests出em.

This phas巳d plan is important for the game itself, 
but especially for出e play巳r We help him develop and 
retain interest in this virtual world. The phas巳d intro
duction of the required skills is essential for this. Sup
pose that出E player was invited to build a tool of his 
own, for which a lot of technical knowledge is n巳ed巳d,
at the first visit. The resulting frustration would prevent 
most play巳rs developing any sympathy for the 巳nviron
ment. This仕ustration can be prevent巳d by cutting由e
learning of skills into bits. Thus at each of the four 
levels, the play巳r is reminded of what h巳 can already 
do, rather than of what he can’t do. The learning curve 
then looks like figure 2 5 .5. 

As far as the game itself is concern巳d, the effect of 
the levels is to minimize sabotag巳. The more d巳eply the 
player is involved in the game, the greater his will to 
make something of it. By由巳time he enters由e final 
phase, he has simply invested far too much time in th巳

game to want to destroy it. 

and falls out of us巳. How many abandoned chat rooms 
are 出ere on 出e Internet? In such a discussion it is 
never clear what your contribution was: you ar巳 never
rewarded for your efforts. 

By making visible the individual ideas of th巳 partic
ipants, it is important to rem巳mber 出e need to limit 
their numbers. It is not satisfyi吨for a player if his con
tribution is swallowed up in a large d巳mocratic process. 
It is only interesting if individual ideas remain visible as 
such in the end result. In乃potoo叫出e TV program 
used the meaning of a word thought up by a child. 
The drawings too are a good example of individual con
ttibutions to the whole. 

Th巳 duration and viability of a game community 
are also link巳d to existence of a solid core. This core pro
vides enough content to fuel由e community motor. In 
Typotoons, the role was fulfilled by 出巳 children’s au出or
who took the children with him into the story and 
asked them for input at set times. 
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Power Structures The problem with l巳vels is that 
someone has to d巳cide when the play巳r is allowed to 

levels 

I Figure 25.5 I 
Graph-Skills by level 

skills 

Levels of Participation To make participation in a 
game/community attractive, it is also important to in
tt·oduce levels of participation-the more involved a 
player becom巳s in the game, the more in日uence he or 
she will want to exercise on出e 巳nd outcome. 

b附rnet Evolvcr, an IJsfontein project still in dev巳l
opment, ex巳mplifies this use of levels. In this comr 丑U

nity builder, the levels pair four phases of use with four 

types of activity: looki吨，feeling, applying (tweening),
and developing. In an object-orientated, 1 open source 
environment, play巳rs can add and chang巳 objects. On 
his first acquaintance with th巳 community, th巳 player is 
only a visitor, ＇‘looking.”H巳 is allowed to look around 
the environment but has no further influenc巳 on it. 
Ther巳 is no dialo伊巳 between the player and th巳 de
sign巳r. A visitor can thus not destroy anything in the 
environment，巳ither by incornpet巳nee or ill will. The 
goal of the first activity, looking, is to create interest in 
the environment, to create a feeling of involvem巳nt.

If th巳 play巳r is interested by the first visit, h巳 can
go through to the s巳cond phase, wher巳 the activity is 
"feeling.”H巳 is now off1巳red tools with which h巳 ca日

trγsmall 巳xp巳ri1日巳nts. The dialogue between player 
and design巳r is still a closed dialogue; ther巳 is a m巳asur ℃
of interaction, but not yet participation. The player can, 
for 巳xample, ;1rrange small vid巳o imag巳s in order or !is 
ten to sound且·agments. The nim is to give a feel of th巳

environment, ag,1i11 with the intention of building 
involvement. 

\Nl1en all th巳 tools have b巴巴n m,1ster ℃d, th巳「巳 is 
nothing more to challengc th巳 player at this level. He 
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happens, and the game stands still. Participating means 
making choices. Because making choices has become a 
natural process for the new generation, who have no 

fear of making由e “wrong” choice，出E出reshold to 

participation is lower than ever before. 
Participation with children has an additional dy

namic. It stimulates由e imagination. By leaving space 
for 出巳 child’s imagination you make the game larger 
than the preconceived world of也e designer. Children 
take the d巳signer’s ideas into their own world and then 
think up objects and events 出at are interesting and 

rele飞rant for由巳m. These出ey put back into the game. 
The open dialogue of participation between user and 
designer becomes even more interesting in today’s net
work culture. A multiuser 巳nvironment makes dialogue 
possible for a greater number of users, through which 

出e game can expand far b巳yond出巳 capacities of each 
participating individual. Rush！ζoff says，“So th巳 dream
our kids want to dream is a collectiv巳 one. Through 
technology，由ey gain出巳 ability to create what飞iVilliam
Gibson called, in his book Neuromancer, a ‘consensual
hallucination’一a group exercise in world creation
where reality is no longer ordained from above, 
but generated by its participants” （Rushkoff, 1997
p. 180).

Earlier we saw the importanc巳 of introducing a 
goal to a participation concept. In designing an envi
ronment for children it is especially important 出at
participation is not 出e goal in itself. This emerged 
clearly in the interactive television series Tattletoons 

(figure 2 5 .6), the successor of Typotoons. Here children 
could log onto the Tattletoons site, where出ey could fol
low and influence the lives of 出e virtual characters. 
Groups of children could writ巳 a storyboard for these 
characters and the best storyboard was出m chosen, an
imated, and broadcast on television. It turned out出at
children did not find participa由1g in making a story
board interesting in itself. The goal “storyboard” did
not give enough satisfaction. But when we turned writ
ing a storyboard into a game，出巳 motivation to take 
part in the writing increased. Each child could propose 
a part of the story and the children could jointly decide 

if this part was used or not. The power to approve a 
proposal varied from child to child, because nobody 
could vot巳 for his or her own proposal. The com
petitive el巳ment stimulated the children’s int巳rest in
participation. 

proceed to the next level. The designer can build in 
simple computer g巳nerated tests一if you possess 也E
required skills, you can go through to the next level 
without the other participants being involved. But出e
disadvantage of出1s method is由at no 巳ffective social 
bonds will develop. Nobody will know who is allowed 
in and who has to drop out. We have found that this 
decision is best le仕in出e hands of出巳 senior players, 
who have already achieved level four. A sort of commit
te巳 determines who can move on. This is especially im
portant when considering candidates for the final level, 
from which real influence can be exercised on the envi
ronment. The admission of an individual will effect all 

出e participants in出e community. 
The decision to allow participation thus lies in the 

hands of a small, r巳latively powerful group, who have to 
make responsible decisions. Power s町uctures play an 
important role in participation.识Then designing an en
vironment 由at allows participation, dos巳 att巳ntion
must be paid to how these structures ar巳 to be intro
duced. This can differ between environments. 

Conclusion 

Participation begins where interaction often ends-at 
出e moment of choice between possible moves wi出in

Children and Pmticipation 

IJsfont巳in primarily develops game concepts for chil
dren up to the ag巳 of fourteen. In his book Children of 

chaos: Surviving the end of the world 而阴 阳ow it, 

Rushkoff describes this group as “screenagers，”which
he defines as children “born into a culture mediated by 
th巳 television and comput巳r” （Rushko筐， 1997 p. 3).
These ar巳 children who have grown up with the com
puter and who are us巳d to taking control of media. 
The process that began with 出巳TV remot巳 control
has simply developed to cover出巳 other forms of me 
dia. This familiarity with int巳ractivity and with life in 
an en叽ronm巳nt where technological change is the only 
constant, means出at this generation has no fear or inbi
bition toward new possibilities-such as participation. 

At IJsfontein we call th巳m “the undo gen巳ration.”
The “trial and error” learning process出at takes plac巳
on 出e computer enables a child to experiment with 
everything. The undo function allows you to travel 
back in digital time after eve叩choice and undo it if 
you want. This is also a feature of computer games. 
"Game over” actually means “start again，＇’ make d1仔er
巳nt choices, and see what these choices produce. 

The undo gen巳ration is therefore not afraid to 
make choices. Their just-do-it culture and attitude 
toward learning are enormous assets when it comes to 
designing participation environments. Ideas such as 
乃poto阳 ar巳 巳ntirel〕「bas巳d on th巳 will and involv巳men
of the players. After all, without the children nothing 



to th巳 discovery of photography in 1839 by Daguerre. 

Th巳y were th巳n r巳leas巳d from the obligation to pursue 

r巳ality, and discov巳r吐出at paint had the potential to 

巳xpress their p巳rsonal interpretations of the world. 

The art of painting 巳xpanded into a medium in which 

realism made room for imagination. The same argu

ment can apply to games. Programs such as Photoshop 

and Flash make it possible to creat巳 worlds in which 

our imagination can hav巳 full play. For children with 

their rich imagination, this digital painting can b巳 a

r巳al journ巳y of self-discove巧， a wond巳rful learning pro 

cess. The future of games must surely lie in the ar巳a

where all play begins: in th巳 imagination.

Daily reality can now take on a different role in 

gam巳s. It can become a sourc巳 of inspiration in terms 

of gam巳play and content. Reality as content means that 

W巳 巳nrich th巳 virtual world with real elements, such as 

the unpredictable whims of the weather or the stock 

marl正巳t Real elem巳nts thus become virtual facts. But 

you can also n1rn出e process around. You can give vir

tual el巳m巳nts a r巳f巳r巳nce point in reality.叽Tith the aid 

of the mobile technolo白F alr巳ady in us巳（cellphon巳，

GPS, laptops and not巳books，巳tc.), games do not have 

to b巳 tied to a predet巳rmined (virnial) plac巳．叭Te can fi

nally go out to play again. 
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th巳 game. Participation then involves the player in con

structing the game world or th巳 gam巳 story. This cre【

ates specific di伍culties, but also opens a number of 

stimulating doors for b。由user and d巳signer. In our 

vi巳w, much more use should be made of the participa

tion concept, especially in games aim巳d at a young tar

get group. This group is used to making choices, has a 

rich imagination, and 巳njoys collaboration. 

Games and Reality 

In this final section, we discuss the relationship between 

the virtual and real worlds. IJsfontein wants to dissent 

from th巳 traditional striving for realism in th巳 visual de 

sign of our m时ia. In fact, r巳alism has not only domi
nated gam巳s, all our media have b巳巳n uncl巳r its spell 

for centuries: from th巳 camera obscura to film, w巳 have

constantly tried to mirror the reality that surrounds us. 

But as has already heen said, w巳 think that the route of 

(hyper-)r巳alism is a dead 巳nd for the gam巳 industry.

R巳alism m巳目 ns that computer images, movem巳nts,

shap巳s, and sounds hav巳 nothing n巳W to offer, nothing 

to add to th巳 world of our daily experi巳nce. It was Man

ovich who first compared th巳 use of digital image proc

巳ssing t巳chniqu巳s to th巳 d巳V巳lopm巳nt of painting 
(Manovich, 1995). Painters strove for realism right up 
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normal mouse behavior (i.巳. ， drag and drop takes由巳

same 巳ffort for all obj巳cts on the screen), then you can’t 

surprise出e user with a different behavior.巩Tith chi!
dren 出is is not usually a problem, but some of the 
adults who play Mastei丁 ofthe Elements cannot get used 
to the gameplay出at features tactile delusion. 

This sort of adaptation, which is relatively easy to 
apply, brings modern technology ever closer to human 
dimensions. The brain is a perfect aid that we can de
ploy to induce feeling and fantasy in a virtual environ
ment. But such adaptations can only be made after a 
close study of the technology and of society's habitua
tion to it. Habituation only occurs (and can only be 
studied) when the technology has had time to mature. 
The search for new and better technologies will not, in 
the end, lead to better media. P【ecisely the opposite in 
fact, b巳cause 出巳 quality of出巳 medium can only be 
improved through deepening its potential. An 巳xample
is tactile delusion. That is why IJsfontein is appealing 
for more investment in existing technolo♂白，rather
than endlessly pumping money into developing new 
ones. 

Reality as Content: The Real Becomes Virtual 
In the search for a new relationship between出e virtual 
and real worlds, on巳 possibility would be to enrich pre
programmed worlds with unpredictable data from 
reality: the weather, the stock market, numbers of rail 
travelers, animal populations, and so on. These data 
could be complemented by personal aspects of the 
player, real time, and more. The result would be a 
game that is both dynamic and personal. 

Biotoons is a cross-m巳dia game project (TV/web/ 
CD-RO岛的 from JJsfontein that uses data such as 
these. The game is played each week in a different 
geographical location. The virtual world in which

也e game happens is d巳pendent upon this real place.
Teams of participants, each wi出 an avatar-a bio】

toon-challenge each other to a race in the virtual
world. Each biotoon has a sp巳cific quality (such as the
abili可to move over wat巳r) and requires a certain
amount of energy. The race between由巳biotoons takes
them through a virtual landscape 出at incorporates a 
numb巳r of variables taken from reality: a lake, a forest, 
the weather conditions, and so on. This creates a ten
sion between出e fixed，飞rirtual qualities of出e biotoon
and 出巳 variabl巳， real circumstances of the landscape
and the weather. The participants have various choices
available: for example ，出ey can change由巳makeup of 
their team if出巳y believe it is going to rain on th巳day

Realism in the Gameplny 
In all media, IJsfontein is trying to achieve a tactility 

出at corresponds to出e exp巳rience of reality.2 Realism 
then serves as an inspiration for出E functional aspect 
of the game. In other words, we try to get由e objects 
in the game to r巳act as they would in 巳verγday reality. 
A ball bounces, a feather floats, a chair has a weight 
that offers resistance when you try to move it. That 
sounds obvious enough, but in most games出巳 same
activity and energy are required to move a huge rock 
or to op巳n a door. 

Functional elements inspired by reality can create 
tactile delusion or tactility. No special controller is 
needed. The dr吨 and drop principle, which every 

mouse can ex巳cute, is enough. What happens is that 
“weight” is introduced by adjusting the distance that
the mouse must travel (or the number of mouse move
ments required) to move出e object on出巳 screen. If 
you have to move出E mouse more than expected before 

出巳object reacts, the brain automatically associates this 
with the feeling of weight. And if, by the same token, 
only a tiny mov巳ment of the mouse is required, then 

出e obj巳ct seems light. The weight of objects in the 
virtual world is thus translated into the distance (or 
number of movements) that the mouse has to move in 
the real world. You are turning hand-eye coordination 
on its head. 

The effect of tactile delusion cannot be compared 
with force-feedback controllers. Tactile delusion inten
si币es th巳 experience in the virtual world by addressing 

出e brain （出e illusion), and there is nothing more con】

vincing than an experience出at takes place in the brain. 
Force-feedback joysticks give由e same r巳al experienc巳

for quit巳 different virtual experi巳nc巳s, which soon 
becomes flat and boring. Experiences rooted in the 
brain ar巳 richer and more intense than any controller 
can give you. Play in the virtual world出us goes beyond 
the experience of looking and hearing. By playing on 
the brain, we get th巳player feeling. A part of出巳game
is也us filled out by a fantasy induced in the brain of the 

player. 
IJsfontein first used tactile delusion in the Maste1丁

of the El，阴阳的 gam巳 In one of the rooms of the cast!巳，
由巳children had to catch bats出at were trying to fly out 
of the windows. To do this出巳y had to move the mouse 
back and fortl1 very fast. While t巳sting the game, the 
children became so engrossed in the virtual world that 
they broke the mouse in the real world. 

The principle of tactile delusion only works when 
users are used to出e mouse. If th巳re is no fe巳ling for 
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Gamechart 

joystick, keyboard, or mouse. Thes巳 objects involve 

only limited physical involvement. Game controllers 

may vibrate and react (force-feedback) these days, but 

feedback like出is does not directly constitute a relation

ship between the body and what is happening on the 

screen. The feedback is always 由e same, whatever 

action is taking place. But above all, it is only a feedback, 

something you get back. You cannot direct (feed）由E

game wi由 physical actions greater 出an those of your 

hands on由e controller. 

Earlier we discuss巳d tactile delusion, which 

d巳ceives the brain and makes 由E game experience 

more physical. ]Jsfontein has also experimented with 

practical ways to bring more of 由e body into the 

game. How, for 巳xample, could physical actions be 

made to direct the game? The installation Emergency 
Stop, made for Cinekid 2001 （出巳children’s media fes

tival in Amsterdam), offers two children the chance to 

compete against each other in a computer game. The 

children have to manipulate 出e events on the screen 

with real, physical actions (figure 25.8). The game’s vir

tual characters move around by H抖ng：由ey are sus

pended beneath a balloon (figur巳 25.9). To keep them 

in the air, the children have to keep the balloon 

inflated, which they do by blowing into a tube. The 

harder出ey blow, the higher their charact巳r rises. The 

aim is to collect various objec臼from the sky; to get 

hold of them, th巳y have to pull on a large lever that 

of the race. If it does not rain，出ey are stuck wi出由E

team出ey have chosen, which may work against them. 
Additional details仕om the real world, such as the 

height of the river or a tra伍c diversion, create new 

challenges. They add an element of surprise 出at we 

would never have been able to program in advance. 

Nothing is more capricious than reality! 

Besides these unpredictable factors, the game also 

incorporates one real factor由at the players can influ

ence themselves: the ener盯required for出巳biotoons.

The team members are in contact wi出 each other via 
由e Internet. The player who lives closest to由e scene 

of each week’s race has to ensure由at th巳 entire team 
has enough energy to be able to play. To do this, he 

has to get out and about in search of an ener盯source

in reality, a bicycle dynamo, for example. But to gener

ate as much ener盯as possible, the player has to rap巳 in

family, friends, and neighbors to go cycling toge出er.

This is a rich source of live television. The real amount 

of ener白r generated by the bicycles then becomes the 

amount of energy available for the virtual rac巳 between

出E biotoons. Biotoons thus combines reality and virtual

ity in a variety of ways, and then adds the element of 
participation （且伊re 25. 7). 

The Body Another way of adding real data to出巳飞rir

tual world can b巳 derived from new interactive tech
niques. Gam巳 actions are usually executed by the 
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Some years ago in Japan, it was popular to wear 
key rings with a little computerized transmitter, into 
which you could enter your personal preferences-for 
example ，出 at you were fond of cats, hated noodles, 
and found a sens巳 of humor an important quality in 
any future partner. All the key rings could communi
cate wi 出 巳ach 。由er, and as soon as your ring found 
someone else with a s巳nse of humor, a fondness for 
cats, and a loathing for noodles, both key rings began 
to peep, which was th巳巳xcuse to start talking. For thos巳
leading a busy life in a big city, this was an effective and 
amusing way of looking for kindred spirits. 

The “find-your-p巳rfect match" k巳y ring was spe
cially developed for this mating game, but all around 
us there are thousands of tiny computers already in 
place that could be deployed in a mobile game：巳lectric
'thermometers in cars, control panels in tra而c lights, 
scanners at supermarkets, and more. If all出ese gadgets 
could communicat巳 with each other, which is quite 
possible in th巳ory as they all speak the same digital 
Ian♂Ia萨，出巳n 由巳 world would become a network of 
game related agen臼. The only thing the potential 
player would need to move through出is network is a 
personal mobile computer-and this role seems per』

fectly conceived for 出e mobile telephone. The cell『

phone is not only a receiver of signals; it also g巳ts出E
user to react, which adds an interactive element. Mobile 
interaction opens up a new world for participation 
projects. Just with existing cellphone technology and 
the small digital aids that already surround us, numer
ous gam巳s could be devised出at would turn a simple 
trip to tl1e shops into an exciting experience. 

Botfightm (It’s Alive, 2001) was a Swedish project
in precisely this domain. The aim of出e game was to 
track down and d巳stroy other botfighters. Th巳 web
was used to build and update your bot (robot). The mo 
bile telephone was the tool via which the battle could 
be fought on the street. It warn巳d you wh巳n another 
bot was in the neighborhood, and you could shoot at it 
by typing “shoot.”识冯1巳出 er you won or not dep巳nded
0日 the weapon you used, the distance between you and 
your rival, and th巳 presence of protective “shields.”As
a botfighter you could always be involved in a game, 
wh巳r巳ver you were (see Sotamaa, 2002). 
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hangs next to 出巳 screen. The installation also has huge 

red buttons, which出e children have to hit hard at出E

right moment to release th巳 obj巳cts. Emergency Stop 

uses sensors to convert all these physical actions into 
virtual data for th巳 gam巳．

Conclusion 
IJsfontein’s believes that most computer game manu 
fachirers hav巳 been doing the same thing for years 
now: producing CD-ROM games whose visual d巳sign
is conceived to reflect reality as accurately as possible. 
叭Tithin this realistic world, you can then do a host of 

Interaction and Mobili吵：The Virtual Becomes the Real 

In Biotoons and Emergency Stop, realistic data were fed 
into 出e virtual world, which gave rise to an exciting 
and attractive virtual world. The mingling of tl1e virtual 
and the real can also take place the other way round, 
giving the virtual elements a place in the real world. 
These ar巳 called “enhanced reali句” games.3 The daily 
world is 出en the playing field, in which all sorts of 
game elements app巳ar. It is more like playing outsid巳，

which kids used to do.“This car is my fort and that 
car is your fort a1吐出ese berries are bullets which we’re
going to shoot at each other” ... whatever the conse
quences. The world is a sandpit in which, witl1 technol
ogy and imagination, you can b.uild anything you want. 
Bonus points for a n巳w game are out th巳re on the street 
just waiting to be picked up! 

I]sfontein’s Road Quiz Show project is a step in this 
direction. The deparhire point for the game is 出巳 real
environment, without which the gam巳 could not be 
play巳d. Road Quiz Show adopts a simple qu巳stion and 
answer format to address the environment, but you 
could extend th巳 idea to proj巳cts where the key point 
brings much more into play than just a question on 
your mobile phone. 

From出is perspective, The Game (Finch巳r, 1997) is 
a highly fuhiristic film. Nicholas Van Orton，由巳 chief
character, is given a game for his birthday by his 
broth巳r Conrad. The CRS (Consum巳r Recreation 
Servii.:l:吨） has designed a number of physical and psy
choh1gi＜..�1l tests to give him access to the gam巳， Nicholas
is 由巳n embroiled in a world of betrayal, pursuit, andι 
nally murder. H巳 loses millions of dollars and is left for 
dead in Mexico. Afterwards, it turns out that all tllese 
intrigues belong to the game. It was th巳 perfect present 
for a rich, bored, arrog·ant businessman like Nicholas, 
who possessed eve印刷ng but h巳w nothing of life’s 
real pleasures一love ::ind friendship. 

In The Game, virtual elements were introduced by 
!iv巳 actor飞maniJ】ulated tel巳vision picrures，在nd toys 
that provid巳d keys to as y巳t unknown doors. The gam巳

el巳ments in tl1is film are th巳r巳fore not just of a tech no
logical nature. 丁υset up a game like this is would
cl巳arly b巳 quit巳 unaffordabl巳，but technology might 
make it possihl巳to play similar games at a realistic 
pnce.
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unr巳alistic things. In our vision, both the CD-ROM 
and the quest for realism in the visual design of virtual 
worlds are dead ends for the game industry. Instef时，

let’s uγsome出ing new. The k巳y el巳ments of this 
novelty for games can be found in participation and 
creating a new relationship between reality and virtual 
worlds. Participation offers the player a truly construe
rive interactive environment, what we call an open dia
logue. This means that most of the time designers need 
to think b巳yond th巳 CD-ROM, and start designing 

crossmedia cone巳pts such as乃,potoons, that use the 

charateristics of each medium to the fullest. Also, we 
argued 出剑出e relationship between the virtual and 
the real world should be reconsidered. Realism in visual 
design will not make gaming any mor巳 2忧ractiv巳.R巳al
ism in the gameplay, or realism in content might just do 
exactly that. 
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Notes 
1. By “object or让ntated” we mean that th巳巳nviron

ment itself has fixed laws-e.g., gravity-but that
the objects in it can be changed: a book always
falls downwards, but in itself can be thick, thin,
red, green, 10 cm or 10 meters high, etc. Here
the obj巳C臼 W巳re programmable (variable), but
not tl1e environment.

2. Jan－矶Tillem Huisman’s l巳cture at Doors of
Perception 5 (1999) discusses the conc巳pt of
tactility (see ww叫oorsofperception.com). The 
concept was also briefly discussed in Abrams, J.

(Ed.) If/then-Play (Amsterdam, 1999, pp. 228-

231).

3. For a fuller development of this concept, se巳， for
巳xample Ericsson (2003).
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GAME RECONSTRUCTION WORKSHOP: DEMOLISHING AND EVOLVING PC 

GAMES AND GAMER CULTURE 

Anne Marie Schleiner 

Even at a higher level of design、it can be veηval

uable to have the thinking of lots of co-dev巾,pers

random－切a/king through the design spaα near 

your product. 

一Eric Raymond 1 

叭That do巳S出e仕ee software and open source soft
ware movement hav巳 to do with computer games? A 
search online for op巳n sourc巳 games will yield sparse 
results-Linux conversions of a few older classic PC 
games and even older arcade games, and some relatively 
low-tech role playing game engines such as出巳Japa
nese Hyperplay engin巳.2 One inter巳sting exc巳ption is 

出e site alifegames.com, hosted on the vortex site of 
open source software development，“Source Forge.” 
Alifegames is developing an action game called bserene 

wh巳re the player fights evolving A-life monsters in a 
colorful 3D “crystal world” ） （岳gure 26.1). bSerene's

graphics are not visually detailed, but photo-realistic vi
sual detail in a funiristic c1γstal world is unnecessa巧，，
making the game a good candidate for open source 
Alife programmers to work on. (The effort required to 
build realistic 3D models, not a coding activity but a la
borious digital sculpting proc巳ss, is one of the impedi
m 巳nts to developing thoroughly open source games.) 

Although original Linux games developed出rough
open source methods are still rare (as opposed to Linux 
remakes of popular games such as Quake and Doom), 

the very same factor that created an agreeable environ
ment for open source software to flourish, the develop
ment of the Intern巳t, has had a dramatic eff，巳ct on PC 
gaming. In the early 1990s, when shooter game devel
opers began to releas 巳 the sourc巳 code for出eir games 
on 出e Internet, gamers eagerly coded editors for 
ins巳rting their own maps, visuals, and sounds, and dis
tributed these to other gam 巳rs online. Now it is 
common for PC game develop巳rs to allow their game 
fans to insert出巳ir own custom “wads, mods, shapes,
levels, add-ons, skins, tomes” into their games. Entire 
fan rings and Internet subcultures have formed around 

specific games and those who modi命the瓜 Even
some of the smaller scale graphical multiplayer RPGs 
(role-playing games), such as民impire: The Masquerade 

and Neverwinter Nig仰
，

allow players to create 
modifications. 

In 出is chapter, I explore 出e phenomenon of 
game modification (also referred to as “game patch
ing勺，through analytical lenses culled from my research 
into gamer cul阳陀，gender representation in computer 
games, game mods as a hacker art form, and recent 
forays into the military-fetish boyland of the popular 
mod Counter-St,·必e. I begin with a general map of 
game 巳ngine structure, par臼 of which may be opened 
to players for modification, and locate the modifiable 
game within an ecosystem of modders, players, and net
work topologies. 

Open and Closed Strata 
There is a distinction between a purely open source 
game such as bSerene and a modifiable PC game. In a 
PC game, certain strata are open for modification and 
others are closed (and the original PC game developers 
retain proprietary ownership of all modifications made 
by others, no matter how much time a fan may inv巳st).
Although the particulars vary丘om gam巳 to game，也e
graphics, architecture, visuals, and sound t巳nd to be 
open for modification, wh巳reas由e underlying software 
engi时，“白e co巾，”remains closed and inaccessible to 
gam巳 fans and modders. Int巳restingly, in The magic 

cauldron, a text about games and op巳n source, Eric Ray
mond suggests an alternate, and由us far to my knowl
巳dge untested, sc巳nario in which the gam巳 so仕war巳 is
open and也巳 “artwork” is closed, proprietary, and
unchanging.4 In any event, the development process of 
computer games is not restricted to one flat plane of 
code (like an open source software app), but can be 
horizontally opened, distributed, and parallelized along 
multiple vertical strata. In th巳 model of由is multisor
cery process shown in figure 26.2, a game is broken 
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PC games can open along multiple strata 

into vertical strata such as cod巳， 3D maps, and charac

t巳rs. At one or more of these levels the game may b巳

opened along a horizontal axis (often facilitated through 

fan-made editing softwar巳 and tutorials distribut巳d on 

出巳Internet), and the development of, for example, 

characters or ar℃hitecture may be altered, hacked, 

and "reauthored” by gamers other than th巳 original

game development hous巳 professionals.

Thus PC games are part of a modular ecosystem 

出at can be both symbiotic and parasitic to the original 

host game engine. This 巳cosystem partakes of both the 

offiine digital market 巳conomy and the online digital 

gi丘 economy.

The results of出lS “multisorc巳ry" or “opensor

cery” processs, terms I use to evoke both open source 

characteristics and the magical power of multiple 

authors hacking and recreating, can be likened to a 

digital folk art movement, a profusion of amazing, 

fantastic, sometimes original, disturbing, pornographic, 

humorous, challenging, and b巳autiful game add-ons 

available for free download on th巳 Internet. Although 

most of this artwork is at a stratum level abov巳 co缸，it

shares some of the characteristics of so丘ware created in 

an open source 巳nvironment. For exampl巳， skins, which 

are 2D texture maps for 3D game characters, ar巳 0仕en

created in an iterative “hackerish” fashion (the free 

softwar巳 mov巳m巳nt was based on出e idea of multiple 



programmers being able to share and improve so丘ware
among each other). Multiple authors may pass around a 
skin, making small changes and improvements on what 
was accomplished by previous authors. Similarly, a level 
may be altered and improved upon ov巳r time by various 
authors, such as the once popular “Aliens” Doom wad, 
which in a later iteration incorporated sound. My site, 
opensorcery.net, explores various aspects of出ese
distributed open digital folk art forms, from ear甘influ
ential female gender hacks of shooter games, to artistic 
revisionings of 3D game space, to iterative digital art 
forms such as 出e DIY erotica of the international 
KiSS Community of electronic “paper doll" makers. 5 

Game Mod History 
Let’s meander even further back than mods in history 
to highlight some key moments when 出e desire to 
play games and hacking conv巳rged. As described in ad
mi仗时ly U.S.-centric chronicles of hacker history such 
as Steven Le叩’s Hackers, at MIT in the early 1960s a 
group of “hacker/programmer” undergraduat巳 students
would sneak access to monolithic mainframes to write 
“丘ivolous” programs such as “Expensive Calculator" 
2叫 “Expen町e Typewriter.叫One of these pla州11
hacks was Spacewar, a space opera inspired gam巳 pro
grammed on出e then new PDP-1，出e first mainframe 

出at used a keyboard rather than punch cards for in
put. 7 Spacewar is credited as出e first computer game. 
句acewar displayed player scores in octal and adapted 
an “expensive plan巳tarium” program to simulate stars 
in space. Slug Russell’s illicit Spacewar quickly spread 
to other mainframe research centers and mutated into 
other free computer gam臼 for privileged researchers 
and students. (Later computer games b巳came big busi
ness when they moved仕om mainframe computers to 
console platforms such as Atari and pinball-like arcade 
machines such as Pong.)

Again a confluence of hacking and gaming surfaced 
in出巳late 1970s San Francisco Bay Area bootstrapping 
activities of the Homebrewer Computer Club. At the 
Home brewers’ Club, hardware hacking played an inte
gral part in evolving the personal computer and 出e
“hacker e出ic，” the creed 出at, among other things, 
advocates free distribution and access to knowledge. 
Hardwar巳 hackers, living in the Silicon Valley region 
of California, would ga出er at出e Home brewer’s Club 
to shar巳 design plans and garage-made prototypes for 
personal computers (many of these hackers had day 
jobs at large computer firms such as IBM in出e region 
who specialized in building 巳xpensive power句l busi
ness computers). In the Homebrewer Computer Club 
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Newsl巳忧er，也e printing of a Steve Wozniak report of 
early plans for由巳Apple included the following wish 
for a game hack： “have TVT of my own design . 
have my own version of Pong, a videogame called 
break出rough, a NRZI reader for cassettes very 
simple！”8 

h出e 1980s, when some high school students 
gained access to their own personal computers, hackers 
formally untrained as programmers develop巳d strat
egies for decryption of Atari chips and created games 

出at simulated popular arcade games, such as Jaw

breaker, an adaptation of Pac-Man creat巳d for the Apple 
IL Some of these hackers then went on to work for PC 
game development companies such as Sierra Online, 
designing innovative yet graphically limited 1980s style 
games for PCs. • 

In the mid to late 1990s, the mutability of software 
on也巳PC platform (as opposed to由巳 closed source 
code of concurrently popular games on consoles plat
forms such as Nintendo and PlayStation), allowed for 
game software engine hacks or patches or mods in the 
3D shooter genre.9 To recount a brief history of patch
ing, in 1994 ID Software released the source code for 
Doo毗a 3D tunnel networkable shooter gam巳（one
year af白r their release of the game commercially). 
Avid players of Domn got their hand on this source 
code and created editors for making custom Doom

levels or what were referred to as “wads.”10 In 1996, 
Bungie Software bundled the Marathon series games 
with Forge and Anvil, game editing software for map 
making and inserting new t巳xtures, character (sprite) 
animations, sounds, and physical properties. 

Also incorporating mods into their busin巳ss plan, 
ID Software open sourced the files to the shooter 
Quake (Quake patches are known as “mods”）， released 
a CD of patches for Quake, along with numerous "Mis
sion Packs，”new game scenario plug-ins that mimic由e
logic of patches (but are not free). For Quake 3, ID 
Software released a sophisticated editing software called 
Radiant, a tool for detailed construction of 3D levels for 
Quake. Another tool made outside of ID, called World 
Craft, is also popular among game modders and patch
ers of Quake and Quake engine derived games such as 
Half二Life. World Craft originated as a shareware editor 
coded independently by Canadian programmer Ben 
Morris (also the previous creator of a well-respected 
shareware Doo切巳ditor).11 Game modification software 
or game SDKs (software development kits) have been 
developed for shooter games such as Duke Nuke Em,

Unreal, and Tribes.
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A special tool set or SDK for modi市i吨a game 

is not required if the original game files can b巳 decom

pressed and th 巳 existing surface textures, charact 巳 rs,

and sounds can be replaced with new customized files. 

If the file nam 巳 s remain出E same, th 巳 software engine 
will not r 巳 cognize由e difference between由e original 

fil 巳 s and the customized创es. Or a player may even be 
油le to access 出e game engine source code, alter it, 

and recompile it. But editing tools are helpful for 
building new 3D architectural spaces (maps and 

level纱，and 3D characters (models). New versions of 

game modification tools for level building are b 巳 coming
巳ven more like the sophisticated softwar巳 applications

that 3D model巳rs use such as 3D Studio Max and 
Maya. 

Contrary to what might be supposed, unsanction 巳 d
and sanctioned game patching and modification do not 

conflict with出巳 commercial interests of th 巳 game soft

ware industry. In 巳 ffect, g创ne patching serves as in

expensive R & D for new trends in computer gaming 

that CIγstallize and evaporate in出E accelerat 巳 d, perpet
ually mutating laboratory of the Internet. B 巳 cause it 

takes incr 巳 dible programming effort to program a r 巳 al

istic game 巳 ngine from scratch, many commercial game 

companies follow 出巳 logic of mods, lic 巳 nsing engines 

from other companies and repurposing th 巳 se engines 

as n 巳 w games. Also, in the near futur 巳，出巳 ability to 
customize game worlds may be one of the strong attrac

tions to playing (and buying) PC games, a competitive 
advantag巳 ov巳r games on closed sour℃e (unmodifiable) 

consol 巳 platforms such as PlayStation and X-Box. 

Network Topologies 

Every enen叨is 1可！resented here in the zoo. Find tbe keys m 

succession. Be can吃fid not to scare叩too mmψof them at one 
tn11c. 

-Advice for出e "Zoo” wad for Doom from a Do侧 fan
home page

wτIL Hey.＇ 几Iy name is Ki’vin Couner, and I play 
Quake2, Half！.泸 and d可 good 俨me out there. I 仰II (I 1 l 

i「rti.阜『t of ma叨medium oi/1-, ac,ylic, watercolor, pen and 
ink and of course . QUAKE2SKINS.'.' Here on this pa且E
I shall hrtve some links and some skins that J bave made 
{IS 切ell (IS till οcwsional srm;.p启I of 1/σ trt 

work. 1'11』snre yon 》＇ll find 111:y skin』vcty uniqn e.
DOT,扩NLOAD THEλ1.' I'd love to sec tbcm οn othcn 

while i am l1'RAGGING them . chch thank’ yo11 11nd good 

ηight.' 

一Intro to a skinner pag巳
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The Internet has become the locus for computer gam
ing fans and hackers’ exchange of patching, s 巳 crets,
game guides, and “Easter eggs.”

i2 Th 巳 se hermeneutics
of computer games, the distribution of guides to suc
cessful level completion, and of clues to finding secr 巳 ts
embedded in出e game architecture, have encouraged 
the development of an information 巳 xchange infrastruc
ture that also provides the necessary support venue for 
the distribution of game mods. Following the hacker 
ethics of sharewar飞仕eeware, and open source code, 

the mod artist will usually offer his work fr巳巳 of charge 

from his personal home page or gaming site.“His” 

work is usually the appropriate gend巳r to describe 

a game patch artist, because the majority of game 
patchers ar 巳 male, ranging from teenage boys to thirty

five-year-old men (although you never can b 巳 too cer
tain of gender on the Internet). Traversing deeper into 

the Internet topology of the primarily male arena of 

game fan and hacking network culture reveals subsets 

of differentiat 巳 d discourse domains. 
“A ring is a circular collection of sites all focused 

on a r 巳 lat 巳 d topic. Each member of the ring typically 

displays a gr叩hic, called a ring fragment, that will allow 

visitors to move forward and backward through the 

ring，”reads a definition of a ring from th 巳 Quake

Engine Skin Artist ring site. Int 巳 rn 巳 t rings connect 
gamer websites one to the other along vectors of related 

topics through links that move sequ 巳 ntially from one 
site to出巳 next, horizontal micronetworks that etch or

dered pa出ways into the more haphazardly hyp巳rlinked
architecture of th巳 web. It is also common to find a link 

on a ring member site to an overview index to all the 
sites belonging to that particular ring. One popular 

ring is th 巳 Quake Engine Skin Artist ring, including 

links to sites such m由e “Skin Factory” and "Skins by

DoodsEngel.”Quake Skinners are boys mostly te巳 nage
to early twenties who design 2D monster and fighter 

outfits that are then mapped onto the pr巳fabricated

3D-modeled figures in 出e network shooter games 

Quake and Quake II. Skinning constitutes a kind of 

monst巳r high fashion workshop for boys, an imagi

native play with various semantic units of monster 

fashion that are continually reinsert 巳 d into 出巳 same

syntagmatic chains: variations of head gear, human and 

animalian facial features, varieties of arm bands and 

arm muscle tone definition, varieties of fighter suits 

in various fabrics and colors, various weapon acces

sories. Skinning draws its monster fashion lexicon from 

the hybrid mythic and sci-fi sources of hoys’ fantasy
cultur飞 r 巳 f 巳 r 巳 ncing both几1inotm:, and Star Wars 

charact 巳 rs.

...！！！！！！！』



Many players of network Quake belong to clans 
出at fight as coll巳ctive units against other clans on nu

merous Quake servers. Sites dedicated to specific clans 
with their trademark clan skins form other strata of 
network gam巳 topolo盯that overlap with 出巳 skinner
rings. Int巳restingly, in contrast to the more testosterone 

laden atmosphere of the Quake Engine Skin Artist ring, 
a contingent of ma！巳and female skinners and their 
fem skin creations have achieved quit巳 a web presence 
on the Quake Women’s Fornm site, where skins such
as the custom female tattooed skins for the PMS (Psy

cho Men Slayer’s) clan are fre巳ly distributed (also avail

able for download from the PMS clan site). 13 The 
Quake Women’s Forum also features daily news of 
fem al巳 frag fests (network Quake games and tourna
ments), monthly in depth profiles of women Quake 
players， 巳mail addresses of female Quake players, and 
shorter profiles of ov巳r出ree hundred Quake women 
players. 

Some game patches off1巳I mor巳 seditious muta
tions of computer game subject/avatar configurations. 
Patches such as the “Fighter Chicken" for Doom and 
the “Gumby Doll" patch for Marathon In.fin句r巳place
macho soldier characters with silly androgynous charac
ters, undermining th巳 male macho hero ideal common 
to many computer games. Early patches with female 
heroines, such as the “Female Cyborg Patch" and the
“Tina-Bob” patch for Mmγ＇tthon wer巳 among th巳 first
patches to offer active female avatars (in place of trophy 
princesses) for gam巳 play in shoot巳rs, prefiguring the 
official release of Tomb Raider and other recent action 
adventure games with female heroines. Despite 出e
sometimes problematic aspects of female avatar repre
sentation and implementation in both patches and o伍－
cial games as seen from the persp巳ctive of u·aditional 
feminist film theorγand other feminist positions, the 
appearance of f巳male avatars is a significant addition to 
the field of possible gender/subject avatar configura
tions between both f巳male and male players and their 
avatars. (Who will deny me the abject pleasur巳， p巳rhaps
a que巳r one, in relishing in my avatar ’s ultra-fem pro
portions as she仕ags my male opponent into spattered 
bloody pixels or that my male oppon巳nt has not learned 
something by trying on a female skin?) 

Nude Raider Patch versus Tomb Raider 
Fan Wars 

A debate concerning female avatars was inscribed into 
the topology of online Tomb Raider fan culture in the 
late 1990s. Finally provid巳d with pr巳packaged f巳male
heroine in the form of action adventure heroine Lara 
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Cro丘， male gamers contest巳d what sorts of female 
avatar representation were appropriate in 3D adventure 
gaming, and in the encompassing online fan culture. 
Many Tomb Raider fans belong to出E Nude Raider 
web ring. The Nude Raider patch, an extremely inter
national popular game patch circa 1997, hack吐出e
Tomb Raider 巳ngine and replaced Lara Croft’s shorts
and halter top with nude textures (while retaining her 
ammunition belt). Nude Raider fan sites such as Natt1-
rally Lara often displayed screen shots of Lara in naked 
game play action. Some of these sites even feattired 
“fake” nude Laras with smoother airbrushed surface
polygons than 由巳real Nude Raider patch allowed 
for. In response to 出e pornographization of their 
beloved Lar飞 more upstanding Tomb Raider fans, 
including many fans in the Tomb Raider Ring, began 
to post “Nude Raid巳r丘ee" banners on their sites
(figure 26.3). These fans affected a more romantic 
stance toward Lara, regarding Nude Raider as disre
spect创toward their beloved English lady. (Although I 
don’t think由ey objected to her comic book heroine
figure, judging by the choice of Lara pictur巳S on their 
sites.) 

Fan websites such as The Croft Times 巳levated
Lara to celebrity status, spinning elaborate tales of 
Lara’s personal and extra-curricular (outside出e game)
life. Fan fiction distributed through zines and club pub
lications is common among fans of television series 
such as Star Trek and Beauty and the Beast. Accor也ng
to Henry Jenkins，出is particular television fan culture 
is comprised mostly of women, and h巳 reads由e stereo
type of brainwashed obsessive fans as a reification of 
mainstream culture’s misogynist values.14 On the other
hand, but not too surprising considering也e gender 
composition of the majority of gamers, computer game 
fan fiction is usually “penned" by male writers. Writers 
such as Michael L. Emery, autl10r of The 卢b切的 of God, 
and Marc Farrimond, autl10r of Wedding bells, post their 
romantic Lara Croft stories on Th巳 Croft Times and 
other fan fiction sites. 15 
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Counter-Strike: A Professional and 
“Realistic ” Mod

B呐re Counter-Strike, it [moddinif seemed like a kind 
of Jo价4叫 of COl阳C the success of Counter-Strike (j子。”
underground mod, to over-the-counter retail success) has 
changed the online mod-commum纱， now 111odding is a 
(possible) sp门ng board to a real job 切 the lua咐ive gam
ing indz叮叮.-Email response to 的!vet-Strike from 
Michael 
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I Figure 26.3 I 
A Lara Croft fan site with a "Nude Raider Free" banner displayed in the bottom left frame 

Th巳re are very few academic or vocational programs 
that provide aspiring game industry workers with the 
skills and education n巳cessary for designing or creating 
computer games （。由er than those who study computer 
science or IT to become programmers for games). It is 
common k口owledge among gamers出at if one wishes 
to acquire experience and material for some kind of 
portfolio for the game industrγit can be beneficial to 
create a well-crafted mod. One case of a success story 
of a modder gone professional, written up in Rolling 

Stone magazine and other press, is Stevie Case, girl
friend of famous John Romero，由e lead designer of 
Doom and Quake. Stevie Case was making mods before 
she worked at Ion Storm and then left to cofound 
Monkey Ston巳 Games in 2001 wi出Romero.16 St巳：vie
“Kill creek” Case originally met John Romero by beat
ing him at playing a deathmatch in one of his own 
games, Quake. 

The well worshiped Gooseman, who is the pri
mary creator behind th巳 Counter-Strike mod based on 
the Ha俨L�，巳ngine, w巳nt a step beyond using a mod 
as an experience for getting into the game industry. 
Gooseman managed to distribute his mod as a com 
111巳rcial product (publisher Valve So仕ware of th巳 sup
porti吨engineHa俨L泸takes a cut). For the first time, 
a mod is insert巳【l into the FPS (first-person shooter) 
chronolo1,,y of most popular games whose sequence 
looks something like Doom+ Quake 1,2,3 + Unreal 十
Counter-Strike. (Co11ηter-Strike’s popularity even 
eclipsed Halj二L�斤，the game engine the mod was built 
on.) 

Counter Stt动E was 出e first online game or mod 
with a militaristic由em巳 to achieve widespread popu
larity in th巳 gaming community. Before Counter-Strike, 

military sims were more of a niche gaming genre, rele
gated to small columns in gamer zines. Prefiguring出巳
post-September 11 wartime climate of the United 
States, Counter-St1ike has become the playing ground 
for a gen巳ration of war hungry boys. Ther巳 are, how
ever, marked differences between Am巳rican players 
and出e rest of the world. The American players tend 
to approach onlin巳 game space as an arena to express 
veng巳ful, militaristic aggr巳ssion (especially post 9-1 月，
whereas others, Brits, Europeans, and Asians, seem 
to maintain a firmer boundary between fantasy game 
world and p巳rsonal world view. 

Stepping back again along the FPS chronology 
由at Counter-Stt访E belongs to, in the 1990s, within 
出e shooter genre, charact巳rs evolved from white guy 
American soldiers into oversize funny male monsters 
of all shapes and stripes and pumped female fighting 
machines. It seemed to be about a kind of monster 
fantasy workshop, humorous macho role play, taking 
things to their仕ag queen extremes.叭Tithin online 
Quake and game hacker culture, gender restrictions 
and other boundaries opened up and f巳male Quake 

clans such as PMS and Babes with an Attitude 
appeared. 

Then, beginning wi出Half-L价and continuing 
with shooter games whos巳 alleged appeal is “realism，” 
a kind of regression took place. In t巳rms of game play, 
games such as Ha俨Life are m盯巳rsally seen as advance-
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I Figure 26.4 I 
Velvet-Strike graffiti screenshot, by gamer B0b1g 

ments. Yet in Ha俨Life出巳 player is only given one 
white everyman Arr 
And all of the NPC (nonplay巳r character) r巳s巳arch巳rs

and sci巳ntists in由E game ar巳 male. Half-L泸r巳maps
the original computer game target market back onto 
itself, excluding all others and reifying gamer culture 
as a male domain. In Counter-Strike，也巳 player chooses 
to play on either the side of a band of terrorists or 
on 出巳 side of counterterrorist commandos, all 
male. The tactics of the t巳rrorists and the counter
terrorists are essentially indistinguishable fro口1 each 
other. 

Disturbingly, one of the oft-cited appeals of 
Counter-Strike is its “realism.” Counter-St!放e is not 
about “silly" monsters bouncing around space ports 
like in由e Quake series-in Counter-St!如，characters
are realistically proportioned male terrorist fighters 

and commandos killing each other in stark bombed out 
bunkers.识Then a play巳r is kill巳d in Counter-Strike, their 
character really “di白” instead of im日1巳diately regener
ating. (Although he or she gets to pl勾r again in a few 
minutes as soon as由e next round begins.) So “realism” 

is not about faster game engines, graphics processing, 
and photorealism. It is about reproducing characters 
and gameplay environments出at are considered closer 
to “reality” and farther丘om fantasy. 17 

Almost universally, wi也 出E exc巳ption of some 
German “lady squads，” Counter-Strike (CS) is a male 
gendered arena. On CS se凹ers visited, I have heard 
only mal巳 voices: male French voic巳s, male Chinese 
voices, male Australian voices. Recently I co-authored 
an intervention “action” within Counter-Strike called
Velvet-Strike 18 （位伊r巳26.4）. 识Te created a website to 
propagate antiwar “sprays” for use inside Counter-S扩ike
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出at take advantag巳 of th巳 ability to spray the gra面d
like logos that U巳 a basic b1曲－in feature of all Haij二
L拆mods. Play巳rs can download出ese custom spray 
paints and use th巳m in the game.矶7巳 also list巳d a 
number of “intervention recipes，＇’ways to interv巳ne in 
gameplay as usual as a form of antiwar protest and com 
men tarγ on game viol巳nc巳．叭1e received a surprising 
barrage of varied hate mail, flames, and death出reats
in response, and trolls and spammers overran our dis
cussion forum. A large portion of th巳 hate mail was 
writt巳n by te巳nage Arn巳rican right-wing boys (if age 
can be inferred from spelling mistakes and spam styles, 
and nationality仕om email appendage). Hate mail from 
Europeans s巳巳med more explicitly dir巳ct巳d against the 
thr巳at of women intruding on a boy's playground. On巳

of the Spanish collaborators of Velvet Strike's female 
sounding first name, Joan, misled many gamer hoys 
into directing th巳ir outrage at him. Here is one of my 
favorite hate mails t巳lling us to leav巳 CS alone and go 
play witl1 our Barbies: 

J-lcllo, 

T¥hat a stupid initiative！！！ 扩 you don ’t like the game 

just do刀 ’t l叫1人 and don ’t piss off other people with your 

shit. 

Just a woman could have think of makin毡 so1nethi：吨like

Velvet Stril,e. 

if you don't γealizc that四deoga：阳isjust a盯DEOGAME,

阳thr,付出。fake world, well then、 GO PLAY WITH 

YOUR B，组由＇IE!

its the same kind of peφle as you that tell th日·t violellt movie 

illfiucncc people and make the71l coηnnit 1mn· n·. The 乖1cts

is that most people m·c iutelli民ellf mu! am see Tl-IE d好erenee 

Anyway, 

Although ma日y of these flam巳rs s巳巳111 to have mis
unckrstood our tongu巳－in-che巳k intervention as a prn
test against all forms of gam巳 violence, the misogyny of 
巳mails originating from across contin巳nts is nev巳rthe
less striking. 。n巳 may dismiss them as immature t巳m
ag巳 boys who r巳sent and fear women, but one should 
still question th巳 implications of this pan-contin巳ntal
militaristic male playground. As on巳 post巳r sugg巳steel
on the l个lvct-Stril.:e扣rum, which was also overnm by 
misogynistic, homophobic, pro American, right-wing 
hate mail and spam, compari川ns can be drawn between 
the climate of prewar Nazi Germany and pre- (and 
post-Afghanistan) war America, as w巳 build up to the 
11巳xt probabl巳

“campaign” ag口inst Iraq in the no-encl』

in『日 ight war on terrorism. 
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认Then violent simulations are clearly understood as 
fantasy playgrounds出is is on巳 matter (Quake, Doo1Jl, 

Castle Wo庐nstein, e时，but it is quite another when 
these simulations lay th巳 groundwork for a particular 
direction of “reality.” A few months ago, Wired re
ported on a skinhead web site distributing racist mods, 
including a re飞7

in which one suppos巳dly且ghts ag乱inst Nazis. The 
game house Nvidia will soon release Delta Force: Black 

Hawk Down, a gam巳 based on U.S. Army missions in 
Somalia. Th巳 U.S. Army itself r巳C巳ntly released a free 
recruitm巳nt and blatant propaganda gam巳， Ame，加d

Anny. AA:O is a v巳ry w巳11 designed and playable free 
n巳twork shooter built with the Unreal Tourna1Jtent 

巳ngine, an 巳ngine witl1 superbly realistic lighting and 
particle effects. AA:O picks up the ball wher巳 Counter

Strike l巳aves o筐，capitalizing on the recent popularity 
of militarγshooters. 

Mods Coming into Their Own as an 
Artists' Medium 

In 1998, I invited artists to create game “patches, mods, 
and game add ons” in an 巳丘。rt to bridg巳the worlds of 
gamers 8nd artists. Th巳 c过1ibit was called “Cracking 
th巳 Maz巳： Game Plug-ins and Patches as Hacker Art.” 

。ne game company, Bungie, donated som巳 gam巳s and 
gam巳 patching tools to 出巳 artists, and in some in
stances I fulfilled由E dual roles of both tech support 
for the artists as well as art curator. The show went 
online a year later and featured som巳 game mods by a 
variety of international artists and also some interesting 
mods from th巳 d巳巳p pockets of gam巳r culture. 19 Since 
this tim巳 some game mod artists, many of whom grew 
up playing comput巳r gam巳s and ar巳 巳ntir巳ly fluent in 
gameplay lexicons and grammars, hav巳 becom巳 more
sophisticated and imm巳rs巳d tl1ems巳lves deep巳r within 
the possibiliti巳S of modi命ing various game engines. 
Some of the more recent artist-mad巳 mods have b巳en
ass巳mbled on the Australian websit巳 Select Parks.20 

On巳 artist whose work is featured on Select Parks 
and who also collahorated in the Vclvet-Stril,e affront is 
Brody Condon. An avid American gamer as w巳11 as a 
formally train巳d artist, in his mods, Brody 巳xplores the 
viol巳nt dream logic of shoot巳rs, going to the unspoken 
places that most gam巳rs prefer to ignore for a number 
of reasons. The illicit pleasure of simulated blood and 
d巳ath ar巳 among of 出巳 attractions of shoot巳rs and y巳t,
也1巳 to the uneasy relationship between th巳 game in 
dustrγand censorship, a kind of tactical silence 巳ven r巳

garding th巳 pl巳asur巳S of pixil且ted hloodl巳tting has tak巳n
over th巳 industry and players. 

i皇
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I Figure 26.5 I 
Adam Killer screenshot, by Brody Condon 

Brody、 “Adam J(jtler" (figure 26.匀，a mod in 
which you fac巳 a且eld of id巳ntical game charact巳rs and 
shoot at them, brings the repetitive violent component 
of playing shooter games to the forefront of att巳ntion.
His work employs a minimalist，巳l巳gant pi沮lat巳d aes
thetic of gore that has an altogether different quality 
than the messy excess of horror film. Brody has also ap
plied a performance art Chris Burden-like inte凹ention
ist approach to online shooters in the form of suicide 
missions in collaboration with John Brennan (aka 
BigBJ) in th巳 shooter gam巳 Tribes.21 For Velvet-Strike, 

Brody created a S巳ries of spray logos called “Lov巳” of
male soldiers touching each other in provocativ巳 ways.
Thes巳 sprays awakened strong currents of homophobia 
among male CS players. 

Spanish-based Retroyou is another game mod artist 
thoroughly immersed in the mod medium. His “RIC” 

5巳ries of racing mods is stunning. Retroyou favors using 
mods created by one publisher whom he prefers to 
keep unknown (diffi巳rent mod artists tend to become 
“巳xperts” of one or two engin臼 or at least stick to a
com mo日 publish巳r). In

“RIC [Pmηd打旷 ” small toy cars
smoothly levitate off the race track and dissappear up 
into the sky. In RIC FCK the Graviη Code, Retroyou 
uses the dynamic physics mov巳m巳nt algorithms already 
programmed into the racing game engine, r巳inserting
巳ntirely differ巳nt graphics a口d drawings that zoom fre
netically in and out at the player as he or she navigates 

出E game space. Re口’oyou’s most recent mod，“Nostal
G” t乱kes apart a flight simulator. Having on与just be
♂rn this mod before th巳 airplane attacks in New York,
h巳 put the proj巳ct aside for a while but finished it in 
time for Read-me, an art show in Moscow in th巳 sum
mer of 2002户

European net artist couple JODI ( Joan Heemskerk 
and Dirk Paesmans) have immersed themselves in 
exploring game engines as art g巳nerating tools for 
the last four years. JODI have b巳come intimately fa
miliar with the剑巳 structure of Quake 1, its code struc
ture and algori出ms, and its loopholes and glitch臼－

Tim巳十＋ has been logged “playing” with th巳 system,
just as Nato addicts and V.J.s (video jockeys) spend 
hours tweaking sound and 3D/2D visuals, happening 
sometimes on interesting accidental effects. Unlike 
ID So丘war飞出巳 01哈inal d巳signers of Quake, JODI 
search for beauti臼l bugs in 由巳 system, to make 
glitches happen that weren’t supposed to, to tweak出巳
game, even to demolish it. Their series “Untitled 
Game” is a coll巳ction of most of the Quake mods they
have created in the last couple years.巩Then出E player 
pushes出e spacebar to jump in ElMlAP, instead the 
world rotates uncontrollably. In G-R, the screen 
refreshes nonstop with bright RGB colors (no na飞riga
tion at all). In Ctrl-9 and Ctrl-Space, navigation and 
looking about generate undulating black and white 
moire pa忧巳rns.23
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Conclusion 
In 出is chapter I have explored the ph巳nomenon of 
game modification from some positions inspired by 
previous research and also my more recent investiga
tions. I began by sketching a structural model of the 
different ways a game engine could be modified and 
then describing how this model departs from open 
source software development in出at diffi巳rent strata or 
components of a game may be closed or open. I 出巳11

journied a bit further back in history to explor巳 inter
ludes where computer games and hacking inters巳ct.
I described how the topography of the Internet has 
allowed present day game modding to flourish and I 
explored th巳 culture of the gamers出at has proliferated 
in this environm巳nt. I touched on gender avatar debates 
that surrounded出巳Nude Raider patch for T仰ib Raider 

and I discussed the popularity of 由巳 military shoot巳r
Counter-Strike and some ominous implications as the 
shooter genre is co-opted as a male only military play
ground in the current American war climate. Finally I 
discussed gam巳 modding as an art medium that is being 
thoroughly adapt巳d by artists who have grown up living 
and breathing computer games, artists whose mods 
push comput巳r gaming in amazing, som巳tim巳s sub
versive, unexpected directions. 
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RENAISSANCE NOW! THE GAMERS
’

P ERSPECTIVE 

Douglas R叫1kojf

The frighteningπews is that we m·e living in a stoη－ 

The rens.贝4γing part is that it ’s a sto：η we ’，·e wγiting 

ourselves. Al时
，

though，
η1ost of us do的even know it

or are afraid to accept it. Never before did we have so 

much access to the tools of 归ηtelling yet few of us 

are willing to participate in their 旷eation. Gamers 

1h咆ht be today ’s J阳外 likely cm毗dates to helm u加it

I hope will be a renaissance in ozw γelationship to 

stories as ’well as the γeali-ty they 111ean to describe 吕忧d
i1；咖tence.

引Te are living in a world of stories. 认Te can’t help 

but use narratives to understand the ev巳nts that occur 

around us. The unpredictability of nature, emotions, 

social and power relationships led human beings， 仕om

prehistoric times, to develop narratives that described 

the pa仕巳rns underlying the movements of these forces. 

Although we like to believe出at primitive people actu

ally believed the myths 出巳y created about everything 

from the weather to the aft巳rlife, a growing camp of 

religious histori日ns are coming to the conclusion that 

early religions were understood much more metaphori

cally than we understand religion today. They didn’t 
believe that th巳 wind or rain were gods; they inv巳nted

characters whose personalities reflected出e properties 

of these 巳l巳ments. The characters and their stories 

served more as way of rememb巳ring that it would be 

cold for four months before spring returns, than genu

inely accepted explanations. The people were quit巳 self

consciously and actively anthropomorphizing 出巳 forces

of nature. 

As different people and groups competed for au
出ority, they used their narratives quite differently. 

They used their stories to gain advantage. Stories were 

no longer being used simply to predict tl1e patterns of 

natur飞but to describe and influence the courses of 

politics, economics, and pow巳r. In such a world, stories 

compete solely on 出巳 basis of their ability to win 

believers, to be un世rstood as real. When th巳 Pharaoh

or King is treated as if he w巳r巳 a god, it means his sub

jects are still actively participating in the sham. He still 

needs to prove his potency, in real ways, at re伊lar

intervals. But if the ruler can somehow get his followers 
to accept由e storγof his divine au出ority as historical 

fact
， 出巳n he need prove nothing. The story itself se凹es

as a substitute for reality. 

Since biblical tim巳s, we hav巳 been living in a world 

where th巳 stories we use to describe and predict our 

reality have been presented as trnth and mistaken for 

fact. These narratives, and their tellers, compete for 

believers in two ways: through 出e content of the 

stories, and through the medium or tools 由rough

which 出e stories are told. The content of a story 

might b巳 considered the “what，”wher巳 the technology 

through which th巳 story is transmitted can be con

sidered the咄ow.” A story can 叽e for believers in both 

ways-through the narrative itself, or by changing the 

level of the playing field on which it is competing. 

Exclusive access to the “how” of storytelling lets 

a storyteller monopolize the “what.”In ancient times, 

people were captivated by the epic storyteller as much 

for his ability to remember thousands of lines of text as 

for the actual cont巳nt of th巳 Iliad or Odyssey. Likewise, 

a television program or commercial holds us in its spell 

as much 出rough the magic of broadcasting technology 

as its teleplay. Whoever has power to get inside由at

magic box has the power to wri旬出e story w巳 end up 

believing. 

After all, we don’t call th巳 stuff on television 、ro

gramming” for nothing. The peopl巳 making television 

are not programming our TV sets or their evening 

schedules；由ey are programming us.引Te use the dial 

to select which program w巳 are going to receive, and 

出en we submit to it. This is not so dangerous in itself, 

but the less control w巳 have over exactly what is fed to 

us through the tube
， 出巳 more vulnerable we are to由e

whims of our programmers. 

For most of us, what goes on in 出e television set 

is magic. Before the age of VCRs and camcorders, it 

was ev巳n more so. A television program is a magic 

act. Whoever has gotten his image in that box must be 
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secretary quits. Now his head hurts. We ’ve followed 
the poor shlub all this way, and w巳 feel his pain.认That
can he do? He opens由巳top desk drawer and finds his 
bottle of Brand A Pain Reliever! He swallows the pills 

as an awe-inspiring high-tech animation d巳monstrates
to us the way the pill passes through his body, relieving 

his pain. 

In a passive and mysterious medium, when we ar巳

brought into a state of vicarious tension，也e storyt巳H巳r

can make swallow any pill he chooses. Only by accept

ing his solution can w巳 be freed from our d巳spair.
Interactive media changed this equation. Imagine if 

your grandfather were watching that aspirin commer 

cial back in 1955 on his old console television. Even 

if he suspect巳d that he were watching a commercial 

designed to put him in a state of anxiety, in order to 

change the channel and remove himself from由e exter

nally imposed tension, h巳 would have to move the pop

corn off his lap, pull up tl1e lever on his r巳clin巳r, walk 

up to the television set, and manually turn the dial. 

That’s a som巳what rebellious action for a bleary-eyed 

t巳l巳vision viewer. To sit through the rest of the com

mercial, how巳ver harrowing, might cost him only a 

tiny quantity of human en巳rgy until the pills come out 

of the drawer. The brain, being lazy, choos白白e pa由
of least resistance, and grandpa sits through the whole 

comm巳rcial.
Flash forward to 1990. A kid wi出 a remote con 

trol in his hand makes tl1e same mental calculation: an 
ounce of stress, or an infinitesimally small quantity of 
human effort to mov巳 his finger an eighth of an inch 

and he’s free! The remote control ♂ves viewers the 

power to remove themselves from the storyteller’s spell, 

with almost no effort. Watch a kid-or yourself－出巳

next time he channel surfs from program to program. 

H仇not changing出e channel b巳cause he’s bored. He 

surfs away when he sens巳S that h巳
’s being put into an 

imposed stat巳 of tension. 

The remote control breaks down the “what.”It 

allows a viewer to deconstruct the content of television 
media, and avoid falling into出e programmer’s spell. If 

he do巳s get back around tl1e dial to watch the end of a 

program, h巳 no longer has the same captivat巳d orienta

tion. Kids with remotes aren ’t watching television
th巳y are watching the television, playing television. 
Putting it through its paces. 

Just as th巳 remote control allowed a g巳neration to 
deconstruct the cont巳nt of television, the video game 
joystick demystified its t巳chnology. R巳member back to 
the fir st tim巳 you 巳ver saw a video gam巳. It was prob
ably Pm格，that primitive black and white depiction of 

special. Back in 出巳 1960s, Walter Cronkite used to end 
his newscast with the 乱ssertion，“and that’s the way it 
is." It was his ability to appear in出e magic box that 

gave him由巳 tremendous authority necessarγto lay 
claim to tl1e absolute truth. 

I have always recoiled when this rhetorical advan
tage is exploited by those who have the power to mo
nopolize a medium. Back in coll巳肝，I remember being 
incensed by a scene in the tl1ird Star U乍ηmovi巳，
Re阳刀 of the .Jedi. Luke and Han Solo have landed on 
an ali巳n moon, and are taken prisoner by a tribe of little 
furry creatures call巳d Ewoks. In an effort to win their 

liberation, Luke ’s two robots tell the Ewoks the stmy 

of their heroes' struggle against出E dark forces of the 
Empire. C3PO, the golden android, r巳lates th巳 tale,

while little R2D2 pr叫ects holographic images of bat 
ding spaceships. The Ewoks are dazzled by R2 ’s special 

巳丘：ects and 巳ngrossed in C3PO ’s tale. The “how" and 

出E
“what.”They are so moved by the story that 出巳y

not only rel巳ase their prisoners, but fight a violent war 

on their behalf! I kept wondering, what if Darth Vad巳r
had gotten down to tl1e alien moon first, and told his 

sid巳 of the stmγcomplet巳 with his own special effects? 
Similarly, television programming, like th巳 many

one-way media befor巳 it, communicat巳s through 
stories, and it influences us tl1rough its seemingly mag

ical capabilities. The programmer creat巳s a charact巳r
we like-with whom we can id巳ntify. As a series of 
plot developments bring that character into some kind 
of danger, we follow him, and a sense of tension ris巳S

within us. 

This is what Aristotle, in his role as one of tl1e first 

th eat巳r analysts, called the rising arc of dramatic action. 
Th巳 storyteller brings the charact巳r, and the audience, 
into as much danger as we can tolerate hefore inventing 

his solution二the rescue-allowing us all to let out a 

big sigh of relief. Back in Aristotl巳
’s day, this solution 

was called Deus ex ma正力inrr (God from the machine) 
and on巳 of the Greek gods would d巳scend on a m巳cha
nism from th巳 raft巳rs and save the day. In an Arnold 
Schwarzen巳gg巳r movie, tlrnt miraculous solution might 
take th巳 form of a new, super-powered laser gun. In 
a commercial, w巳ll, it’s the product being advertised. 
In any case, with a captive audi巳nee, the storyteller can 
pick whichev巳l solution he wants and, if we'v巳 been fol
lowing the story into increasing anxi巳ty, we'll take it. 

丁巳levision comm巳rcials h(ined this storytelling
technique into the perfect 出irty-s巳com\ package. A 

man is at work. His wife calls to tell him she’s crashed 
th巳 car. The boss comes in to tell him he just lost a big 
account. His hank statement shows he’s in the red. His 
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巳yeballs long enough to show 出em an advertisem巳nt.

Perhaps coincidentally, the grow出 of the attention 

economy was accompanied by an increase of concern 

over 出e “attention spans" of young people. Channel 

surfing and similar behavior became equated wi出 a

very real but differ巳ntly diagnosed childhood illn巳ss

called Attention Deficit Disorder. Childr巳n who 
refused to pay a忧巳ntion were much too quickly 

drugged, before 出巳 real reasons for their adaptation 
to th巳 onslaught of commercial messages wer巳 巳ven

considered. 

The demystification of media enabled by the joy

stick and other tools was quickly reversed through th巳

development of increasingly opaque comput巳r inter

fac巳s. Whereas an early DOS computer user t巳nded to 

understand a lot about how the computer stored infor

mation and launched programs, later operating systems 

such as Windows 95 put more barriers in place. Al

though tl1ese operating systems make computers easier 

to use in certain ways, they prevent users from gaining 

access or command over its more intricate processes. 

Now, to install a new program, users must consult “the 

wizard.”认而at h忧巳r metaphor do we need for the 

remystification of the computer? As a result，“computer 

literacy” no long巳r means being able to program a 

computer, but merely knowing how to use Microso丘

Office. 

Finally, the DIY ethic of 出巳 Internet community 

was replaced by 出巳 new value of commerce. The com

munications age was rebranded as an “mformation 

age，”even由ough 出e Internet had never really been 

about downloading files or data, but, instead, about 

communicating with other people. The differenc巳 was

that information, or “content，”unlike real human in

teraction, could be bought and sold. It is a commodity. 

When selling information online didn’t WOJ丸business

people turned to selling real products online. Thus, 

the e-commerce boom was ignit巳d. Soon the Internet 

became the world wide web, whose opaqu巳 and im

ag巳－heavy interfaces made it increasingly on巳－way

and read-only more conducive to commerce than 
com日mmcatlon.

Although ve1y few e-commerce companies actually 

mad巳any money selling goods, the idea由at they could 

was all that mattered. News stories about online com

munities were soon overshadowed by those about dar 

ing young entrepr巳n巳urs launching multimillion-dollar 

IPOs (initial public offi巳ring of shares). Internet journal 

ism moved from由e culture s巳ction to tl1巳 business

pages, as the dot.com pyramid scheme became the 

dominant new media story. 

a ping-pong table, with a square on ei出巳r side of the 
screen representing the paddle, and a tiny white dot 
representing the ball. Now, remember 出e 巳xhilaration

you felt at playing that game for the ve1y first time. 

Was it because you had always wanted an effectiv巳sirn

ulation of ping-pong? Did you C巳l巳brate becaus巳you'd

be able to practice without purchasing an entire table 

and installing it in the basement? Of course not. You 

were celebrating the simple ability to be able to move 

the pixels on th巳 screen for tl1巳也st time. It was a 

moment of revolution! The screen was no longer the 

exclusive turf of the television broadcasters. Thanks to 

the joystick, as well as 出e subsequent introduction of 

由e VCR and camcorder, we wer巳empowered to move 

the pixels ourselves. The TV was no longer magical. Its 

functioning had b巳come transparent. 

Finally, the computer mouse and keyboard trans 

formed a receive-only monitor into a portal. Packaged 

programming was no longer any rnor巳 valuabl巳－or

valid-than由e words we could type ourselves. The 

addition of a mod巳m turned the computer into a broad

cast facility. We were no longer dependent on the con

t巳nt of Rupert Murdoch or CBS, but could create and 

disseminate our own. The Int巳rnet revolution was a 

“do-it-yourself ” or DIY revolution. The peopl巳 were

now the content. New forms of community were being 

form巳d.

Of course this represented a tremendous threat to 

busin巳ss as usual. Studies in th巳mid 1990s showed that 

families with Int巳rnet capable computers wer巳 watch

ing an average of nine hours less television per week. 

引斤lat’s worse, Internet 巳nthusiasts w巳re sharing infor

mation, id巳as, and even 巳ntire comput巳r programs, for 

free! Software known as "freeware＇’ ::ind “shareware” 

gave rise to a gift economy bas巳d on community and 

mutual self-interest. People were turning to alternative 

news and entertainment sources for which they didn't 

have to pay-and, worse, th巳y w巳re watching fewer 

commercials. Some出ing had to b巳done. And it was. 

Through a series of both deliberat巳 and utterly 

systemic responses to the threat of interactivity, the 

mains ti·巳am media sought to revers巳 the 巳ffects of the 

remote, the joystick, and the mous巳 Borrowing a term 

from 1970s social science, media business advocates 

declared that W巳were now living in an飞ttention econ』

omy.”True enough, the mediaspace might be infinite, 

but ther巳are only so many hours in a day during which 
pot巳ntial audience m巳mbers might be viewing a pro

gram. These units of human time became known as 

“eyeball-hours，”and pains were taken to creat巳 TV

shows and web忧es “sticky” enough to engage those 
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changes. Th巳 stories we have been using no longer 

work. 

Take a look back at what we think of as the origi

nal Renaissance the one we wer巳 taught in school. 

认吁1at were the main leaps in perspective? Well, most 

obviously, persp巳ctive painting itself. Artists developed 

出巳 technique of the “vanishing point” and with it由e

ability to paint thr四－dimensional repr巳sentations on 

two-dimensional surfaces. The character of this innova

tion is subtl巳， but distinct. It is not a technique for 

working in three dimensions; it is not that artists moved 

from working on canvas to working with clay. Rather, 

perspective painting allows an artist to relate be

twe巳n dimensions. It is a way of representing three

dimensional obj巳cts on a two-dimensional plane. 

Likewise, calculus another k巳y R巳naissanc巳 in

vention一is a math巳matical system 由at allows us 

to derive one dimension from another. It is a way of 

d巳scribing curves with tl1e language of lines, and 

spheres wi由出巳 language of curves. The leap from 

arithmetic to calculus was not just a leap in our ability 

to work with higher dimensional obj巳cts, hut a leap in 

our ability to relate the objects of on巳 dimension to出e

objects of another. It was a shift in perspective that 

allowed us to orient Ol盯巳Ives to math巳matical objects 

from beyond出e context of their own dim巳nsionality.

The other main features of th巳 R巳naissance per 

mitt巳d similar shifts in persp巳ctive. Circumnavigation 

of the globe changed our relationship to the planet we 

live on and出巳 maps w巳 used to describ巳 it.The maps 

still worked, of cours巳－only 出ey described a glob巳

instead of a plane. Anyone hoping to navigat巳 a course 

had to be able to relate a two-dimensional map to 

the new reality of a three-dimensional plan巳t. Similarly, 

the invention of moveabl巳 typ巳 and出e printing press 

changed the relationship of author and audienc巳 to

t巳xt. Th巳 creation of a manuscript was 日o longer a 

on巳－pointed affair. Well, the creation of the且rst manu

script still was but now it could be replicated and dis

tri bu ted to 盯巳ryone. It was still one sto巧，but now 

it was subject to a multiplicity of individual perspec

tives. This lattermost innovation alone changed出巳

landscape of religion in the识1estern world. Individual 

interpretation of th巳Bible led to出巳collaps巳of Church 

au出ority and the unilateral nature of its decr巳es.

Everyone demanded his or h巳r own relationship to the 

story. 

In all th巳5巳cases, peopl巳巳xperienced a very partic 

ular shift in th巳ir r巳lationship to and understanding of 

dimensions. Understood this way, a renaissance is a 

moment of r巳framing.认F巳step out of th巳 frame as it is 

And so a medium born out of the ability to break 

through packaged stories was now being used to pro

mote a n巳w，巳qually dangerous one: the great pyramid. 

A smart kid writes a business plan. He岳nds a few “an

g巳1 investors” to back him up long enough for him 

to land some first-level investors. Below them on th巳

pyramid are sev巳ral more rounds of inv巳stors until tl1巳

investment bank gets involved. Anoth巳r few levels of 

investors buy in until 由e decision is made to “go 

public.”This means that poor suckers like you and I 

can inv巳st, too, by purchasing a n巳wly issued stock on 

th巳 NASDAQ exchange. Of course, by this point，由巳

angels and other 巳arly investors ar巳 巳xecuting what’s 

known as th巳ir “

巳沮t strate部T.”It used to b巳 known as 

a carp巳t bag. In any cas巳， they ’m gone, and w巳 are left 

holding the soon-to-be-worthless shares. 

Tragically, but p巳rhaps luckily, the dot.com bubbl巳

burst, along with the story being used to ke巳p it 

inflated. The entire cycle-the birth of a new medium, 

tl1e battle to control it, and the downfall of出c面rst vic 

torious camp taught us a lot about出巳 r巳lationship

of stories to the technologies through which th巳y are 

disseminated. And the whole ordeal may have given us 

another opportunity for renaissance. 
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Renaissance Now? 

此1any consider巳cl the birth of the Internet 巳ra a revo

lution. My best friends-particularly those in the 

count巳rculture-saw in the Internet an opportunity to 

topple the storytell巳rs who had clominatecl our politics, 

巳conomics, society, and religion, in short, our very real

ity, and to replace their stories with ones of our own. It 

was a beautiful and 巳xciting sentim巳nt, but on巳as bas巳d

in 日 particular narrative as any other. Revolutions 

simply r叩lace on巳 story with another. The capitalist 

narrative is replaced by the communist; th巳 religious

fundamentalist’s for出巳 gnostic’s. The means may he 

differ巳nt, but the rewards are th巳 same, as is the exclu

sivity of their distribution. That’s why th巳y ’r巳 called

revolutions; w巳
’r巳just going in a circl巳．

I pr巳fer to think of th巳 proliferation of interac
tive media as an opportunity for r巳naissanc巳： a moment 

when w巳 have th巳 opportunity to step 巳ntirely out of 

th巳 story. Renaissances ar巳 historical instances of wide

spread recont口tualization. People in a variety of differ 

ent ar飞philosophies, and sciences have the ability to 

refram巳 th巳ir r巳ality. Lit（二:r,

hir‘th." ft is th巳 rebirth of old id巳as in a n巳W context. 

A r巳naiss且nc巳 i日 a clit口巳nsional l巳a1】， when our persp巳c
tiv巳 shifts so dramatically that our understanding of 

the oldest, most fundamental elements 仆f exist巳nce
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we came to realize there was more than on巳 dimension

on which things were occurring. Even the Elizabethan 

world picture, with its concentric rings of au出ority
God, king, man, animals reflects由is n巳wfound way 

of contending wi由出E simultaneity of action of many 

dimensions at once. A gamer stepping out onto the 
Internet to find a cheat code certainly reaches this ren
aissance ’s level of awareness and skill. 

But what of th巳 gamer who then learns to program 

new games for himself? He, I would ar凯览，has stepped 

out of yet ano出巳r frame into our current renaissance. 

He has deconstructed出巳 content of the game, demys

tified the technology of its interface, and now feels 

ready to open the codes and turn由e game into a do

it-yours巳lf activity. This is precisely the character and 

quality of the dimensional le叩associated with today ’s 

renaissance, as W巳11.

The evidence of today ’s renaissance is at least as 

profound as that of the one由at went before. The six

teenth century saw出巳 successful circumnavigation of 

the globe叽a the seas. The twentieth century saw出e

successful circumnavigation of出巳 globe from space. 

The first pictur巳s of 巳arth from space changed our per

spective on出is sph巳re, forever. In the same centu巧，

our dominanc巳 over the planet was confirmed not just 

through our ability to travel around it, but to destroy 

it. The atomic bomb (itself the result of a rude dimen

sional interchange between submolecular particles) gave 

us 出e ability to destroy the globe. Now, instead of 

merely being able to circumnavigate “Godγcreation, 
we could actively destroy it. This is a new perspective. 

We also hav巳 our equivalent of perspective paint

ing, in the invention of由巳 holograph. The holograph 

allows us to represent not just three, but four dimen

sions on a two-dimensional plate. When 出e viewer 

walks past a holograph, he or she can obs巳凹巳 出E

由ree-dimensional obj巳ct over a cours巳 of time. A bird 

can flap its wings in a single picture. But, more impor

tantly for our renaissance’s purposes, the holographic 

plate itself embodies a new renaissance principle. 

When 出e plate is smashed into hundreds of pi白白，

we do not find that one piece contains the bird’s wing, 

and another piece th巳 bi时’s beak. No, each piece of出e

plate contains an image of the entire subject, albeit a 

faint one.认币1en出e pi巳ces are put together, th巳 image

achieves gr巳ater r巳solution. But each piece contains a 

representation of 出巳 totality a leap in dimensional 

understanding that is now informing disciplines as di

verse as brain anatomy and computer programming. 

Our analogue to calculus is tl1巳 development of 

systems theory, chaos math, and the much celebrated 

currently defin时，and see the entire picture in a new 
context. We can then play by new rules. 

It is akin to the experience of a gamer. At first, a 

gamer will play a video or computer gam巳 by出e rules. 
He'll read the manual, if necessary, then move through 
the various levels of the game. Mast巳1y of the game, at 

this stage, means getting to出e end-making it to th巳

last level, surviving, becoming tl1e most powerful char

acter or, in the case of a simulation game, d巳signing and 

maintaining a thriving family, city, or civilization. And, 

for many gamers, this is as far as it go巳s.

Some gamers, though-usually after they ’ve mas

tered this l巳vel of play-will v巳ntur巳 out onto出巳Inter

net in search of other fans or user groups. Th巳1飞出ey

will gather “cheat codes” to acquir巳 special abilities 
within the game, such as invisibility or an infinit巳

supply of ammunition. When the gamer returns to出巳
game wi出 his new S巳cret codes, is he still playing出巳
game, or is he cheating? From a renaissance p巳rspec

rive, he is still playing the game-albeit, a different 

one. His playing field has grown from the CD on which 
was由巳 game shipped, to th巳 entire universe of com

puters where these s巳cret codes and abilities can be dis

cussed and shared. He is no longer playing由e game, 

but a metagame; the inner gam巳 world is still fun, but 

it is distanced by th巳 gamer’s new perspective much 

m出e way we ar巳 distanced from the play-within a 

play in one of Shakesp巳ar巳’s comedies or dramas. And 

出e meta－出eatrical convention gives us new perspective 

on the greater story, as well. It is as if we are looking at 

a series of proscenium arches, and being invited, as an 

au di enc巳，to consider whether we are w1出111 a prosce

nium arch, ourselves. 

Gaming as a m巳taphor but also as a lived 

巳xperience-invites a r巳naissanc巳 perspective on the 

world in which w巳 live. Perhaps gamers and game cul

ture have been as r巳sponsible as anyone for由e rise in 

expressly self-similar forms of television, such as Beavis 

and Bu对－head, The Simpso阳，and South Pm也The joy of 

such programs is not th巳 relief of reaching出巳 climax

of the linear narrative, but rather出e momentary thrill 

of making conn巳ctions. The satisfaction is recognizing 

which bits of media ar巳 being satirized at any given mo

ment. It is an entirely new perspective on television 

where programs exist more in the form of Talmudic 

commentary-persp巳ctives on perspectives on perspec【

tives. We watch screens within screens constantly 

reminded, almost as in a Brecht play-of出e artifice of 
storγtelling. 

The great Renaissance was a simple leap in per
spective. Instead of se巳ing ev巳rything in one dimension, 
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stands a much better chance of navigating a safe cours巳

through them. Each surfer at 巳ach location and each 

moment of 出巳 day experiences an entirely differ巳nt
ocean. The cartograph巳r 巳xperi巳nces 出e same map, no 

matter what. H巳 has a more permanent model, but his 

liability is his propensity to mistake his map for the 

actual territory. 

The difference betw巳巳n the surfer and th巳 car『

tographer's experienc巳 of出e ocean is akin to pre- and 

postr巳naissance relationships to starγ. The first relies 

on the most linear and static int巳rpretations of the story 

in order to cr巳ate a static and authoritativ巳 t巳mplate 

through which to glean its meaning. The la忧巳r relies 

on 由巳living, moment to-moment perceptions of its 

many active interpreters to develop a way of relating to 

its many changing patterns. Ultimately, in a cognitive 

process not unlike出at employed by a chaos mathe

matician, th巳 surfer learns to recognize出c order un

derlying what at first app巳ars to be random turbulenc巳 ．

Likewise, th巳 surfi巳r und巳rstands each moment and 

巳vent in his world一like a toss of the I-Ching coins 

were once understood-as a possible reflection on any 

other in th巳巳ntire system. 

Th巳 renaissanc巳 experience of moving from gam巳

to metagame 乱Hows everything old to look new again. 

We are lib巳rated from出c maps we have been using to 

navigate our world, and free to create new ones bas巳d

on our own observations. This invariably leads to a 

whol巳 n巳W 巳ra of competition. Renaissance may b巳 a

r巳birth of old ideas in a n巳W cont巳xt, but which ideas 

get to be r巳born?

Th巳且rst to recognize the n巳w renaissance will 

com pet巳 to have 出巳ir ideologies be the ones 出乱t are 

“rebirth巳d” in this n巳w context. This is why, with the 

emergence of th巳 Int巳rn巳t, we saw 出巳 attempt巳d re

birth (and occasional stillbirth) of 巳verything from 

paganism to libertarianism, and communism to psyche

delia. Predictably，出巳 financial markets and consumer 

capitalism the dominant narratives of our era w巳r巳

出e first to successfully commandeer the renaissanc巳 －

But th巳y squandered their story on a pyramid 

scheme一indeed, the acc巳lerating forc巳 of comput巳rs

and networks tends to for℃巳 any story to its logical 

conclusion-and now th巳 interactive renaissance is 

one巳 again up for grabs. 

认！ere I in the futurism business, I'd predict that 
gamers will be the n巳xt to st巳er th巳 dir巳ction of our 
r巳naissanc巳， and that th巳y may have entirely bett巳r
results. For, unlik巳 busin巳ssrnen or 巳ven politicians, 
gam巳rs know that th巳 r巳ality th巳y are 巳ngin巳巳ring
isn ’t real. This is why ch巳ating is not really cheating 

fractal. Confronting nonlinear 巳quations on their own 

terms for the first time, mathematicians armed wi出

computers are coming to new understandings of th巳

way numbers can repr巳sent出E com pl巳X relationships 

between dim巳nsions.Accepting由at the surfaces in our 

world, from coastlines to clouds，巳xhibit the properties 

of both rn吁 and three-dim巳nsional objects (just what 

is出e surfac巳area of a cloud?), they came up with ways 

of working witl1 and representing o闯出ts with｝♀γ1ctional

dim巳nsionality. Using fractals and tl1eir equations, we 

can now repr巳sent and work with objec臼from the 

natural world that defi巳d Cart巳sian analysis.引Te also 

become ab！巳to develop mathematical models that re

n巳ct many more properties of nature’s own systems 

such as selιsimilarity and remote high leverag巳 points.

Again, we find 出is renaissance charact巳rized by 出巳

ability of an individual to reflect, or ev巳n affect, the 

grand narrative. To write the game. 

Finally, our r巳naissance’s answer to the printing 

press is the computer and its ability to network. Just 

as the printing press gav巳 巳V巳ryon巳 access to reader

ship, the computer and Int巳rn巳t giv巳 巳V巳ryone access 

to autl10rship. The first Renaissance took us from 

the position of passiv巳 recipi巳nt to activ巳 interpreter.

Our current renaissance brings us from a position of 

active int巳rpretation to one of authorship.认Te are th巳
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creators. 

As gam巳 programm巳rs inst巳ad of gam巳 players, we 

b巳gin to b巳come awar巳 of just how much of our reality 

is, inde时，open sour’ce-up for discussion. So much of 

what S巳巳m巳d like impen巳trable hardware is actual忖

softwar巳， and ripe for reprogramming. The stories w巳

use to understand tl1巳 world s巳em less like 巳xplanations,

and more like collaborations. They are rul巳 5巳ts-and

only as good as th巳ir abili可to 巳xplain th巳 pa忧巳rns of 

history or predict thos巳 of th巳 fumre.

Consider th巳 巳xp巳ri巳nc巳 of a cartographer attempt

ing to hold a conv巳rsation with a surfer. Th巳y both can 

claim intimate knowledge of th巳 ocean, but from vastly 
diff，巳rent p巳rsp巳ctives.叭吁1巳reas the mapmak巳r under 
stands th巳日巳a as a series of longitude and latitude lines, 
the surfer s巳es only a motion of waves that ar巳n’t even 
depict巳d on th巳 cartograph巳r's map. If the cartograph巳r
were to call out from the b巳ach to the surf1巳r and ask 

him whether he is abov巳 or below th巳 forty】third par

allel, th巳 surfer would b巳 unable to respond. Th巳 map『

maker would hav巳 no choice hut to conclude that the 

surf，巳r was hopelessly lost. lf ,my of us w巳r巳 asked to 

ch。（》S巳 which one we would rather rely on to get us 

hack to shore, most of us would pick the surfi巳r. H巳

巳xp巳ri巳nces th巳 water 乱s ,1 system of moving waves and 
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and a collective, the writers of our own stories. And 

who or what might best accomplish this grand, transdi

mensional communication of autonomous, communi

tarian values? 

I'd place my renaissance bet on the gamers' per

sp巳ctive：由E veηr notion出at our world is open source, 

and that reality itself is up for grabs. For, more than 
anyone else, a real gamer knows that we are出巳 ones
creating由e rules. 

but merely playing from a new perspective. It’s all play. 

矶There gamers may have formerly been competing 

from within the game, now出ey meet and compete on 

an entirely new level-and, in comparison，出ey fight 

as gods. This is a powerful perspective from which to 

operate, and on巳出at may grow in popularity as games 

b巳come an even more central 巳ntertainment in mass 

culture. 

Without even a convincing business-to-business 

strate白F on which to hang their market hopes, increas

ing numbers of high-t巳ch speculators are coming to出E
irrefutable conclusion that they just spent billions of 

their own and other people ’s money on a communica

tions infrastructure that amounts, more than anything 

else, to a network gaming platform. 

No, the Internet is not a content delivery system. 

It’s not a way to download mo叽巳s or even songs. It is a 

way of connecting gaming consoles. The only questions 

left are whether processing will be don巳 on centralized 

servers or within the consoles, and how to cop巳 with

latency problems in transmission. The rest is a done 

deal. The gamers (remember who started this Internet 

craze, a丘巳r all ... ) managed to convince出巳 world to 

build them由e most expensive toy in出e history of civ

ilization. To some, this might seem like a sad turn of 

events. I don’t think it is. 

Renaissances afford us the ability to rethink and re

d巳sign our world using entirely n巳w rule sets. The shift 

in perspective, itself, however, is probably more valu

able than where it takes us. It is an open window

a moment when the very control panel of our world is 

up for grabs. For as surely as it opened up, this window 

will close again once a sufficient cons巳nsus has be巳n

reached. We will then go on, accepting some new, 

albeit more dim巳nsionalized, picture of reality as 出E

truth, and mistake yet another map as the territmy. 

Our present, mid】renaissance moment, however, is 

a window of opportunity. It is like the peak of a mysti

cal 巳xperience or psychedelic trip that moment when 

the journeyer thinks to himself.，“how will I remember 

this when I am back to reality？” More often than not, 

the psychic traveler will scribble down some words （“I 

am one! It is one！ ”）出at appear nonsensical in the light 

of day even though the insight they mean to commu

nicate is quite penetrating. 

So, assuming that w巳 can even do it, what is it we 

want to embed in the civilization of出巳缸ture？矶That

would we want to remind ourselves of, once this little 

window has dos巳d? I'd由ink, more than any ideology 

or narrative，由E most important idea to associat巳 wi由

our renaissance is the notion that we are, as individuals 
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